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1. Nuclear Reactor Principles

1.1. OVERVIEW OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS AND
RADIOACTIVITY

1.1.1. Radioactivity
Matter is the name given to the materials of which the universe is composed. It exists in
four physical forms: solids, liquids, gasand plasma. All matter is found to consist in a
number of simple substances called elements. Elements are substances, which cannot be
broken down by ordinary chemical means into simpler, smaller substances. There are 90
naturally occurring elements on earth, such as oxygen. In nature, elements are usually
chemically linked to form compounds, which consist of two or more elements linked in
definite proportions, like water, H2O, which consists of two atoms of hydrogen and one
atom of oxygen.
Elements are made up of atoms. The atom is made up of neutrons and protons tightly
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clustered in a nucleus and surrounded by electrons moving around in a variety of orbits.
The protons are positively charged particles each having a unit charge exactly opposite
that of an electron. The mass of the proton is 1836 times that of the electron. Neutrons
have no electrical charge and a mass just slightly larger than that of a proton. Outside of a
nucleus, the neutron cannot exist alone, as it will be unstable and decay into an electron, a
proton and ananti-neutrino. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic arrangement of the helium
atom with two protons and two neutrons in the nucleus, plus two orbiting electrons.

FIG. 1.1. The atomic system of helium

A particular atom is designated by its atomic number, Z, which represents the number of
protons present, and by its mass number, A, which is equal to the number of neutrons, N,
plus the number of protons:
A = N + Z

[1]

The nucleons (protons and neutrons) in a nucleus are bound together by strong attractive
force and the total energy of a nucleus is less than that of the separated particles. The
binding energy is the amount of energy given up when the nucleus is formed. What we
produce in the nuclear fission reactors and fusion reactors is coming from the binding

❙
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energy of the fuel nuclei.
A vast amount of information has been collected regarding the behaviour of stable and
unstable nuclei. This compilation is known as the chart of the nuclides, and a small
portion of it is reproduced in Figure 1.2.

FIG. 1.2. The portion of nuclides chart

As shown in Figure 1.2, the atomic number Z, is plotted along the y-axis against the
number of neutrons, N, along the x-axis. All the nuclides on the same horizontal line
have the same atomic number, while all the nuclides with the same mass number lie along
a 45° diagonal line, running from the upper left to the lower right. When an element has
various mass numbers for a given number of protons these are called isotopes (differing
atoms of the same element). Although they may behave similarly in chemical reactions,
their nuclear characteristics are very different. A good example of this is found in natural
uranium, whose three isotopes are listed below with their abundance in parenthesis (an
abundance is the atom percentage of an isotope present in natural uranium ore):

❙
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234

U92 ( 0.006%)

235

U92 (0.714%)

238

U92 (99.28%)

Enrichment is an artificial (manufactured) increment of abundance of one isotope. The
fuel fabrication process includes steps to increase the number of
to the number of

238

U atoms because it is easier to cause the

than in the much more abundant

235

U atoms with respect

235

U atoms to fission (split)

238

U. In light water reactors, enrichments of 2 to 5

percent are common.

1.1.2. Radioactive decay
It has been determined that a few naturally-occurring substances consist of atoms, which
are unstable, meaning that they undergo a spontaneous transformation into more stable
products. These types of substances are defined as radioactive and the transformation
process is known as radioactive decay. Henri Bequerel was the first scientistto realize
that some elements were naturally radioactive in 1896. He observed the blackening of
photographic film in the vicinity of a uranium compound. This was later attributed to the
radiation being emitted by the uranium. Unstable radioactive nuclei emit three main
types of radiation: alpha, beta, and gamma radiation.
Alpha radiation, as denoted by the symbol (α), consists of a helium nucleus with two
neutrons and two protons (see Figure 1.1). It is the most energetic (densely ionizing), but
the least penetrating type of radiation. Alpha particles can be stopped by a sheet of paper.
Although they are unable to penetrate the human skin, alpha emitters may be very
harmful if they enter the body through a cut, inhalation, or ingestion of food or water.
Once insides the body, the alpha particle decays or gives up its energy causing highly
localized damage to the surrounding tissue. For example, if an alpha emitter is inhaled,
and the radioactive material becomes trapped in the lungs, the lung tissue could absorb

❙
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most of the radiation. Long-lived transuranic isotopes such as plutonium are alpha
emitters.
The nuclei of heavy elements, such as naturally occurring uranium, are so large that they
are slightly unstable. Uranium-238, for example, has 92 protons and 146 neutrons. In
order to have greater stability, the nucleus may emit an alpha particle, so as to reduce its
numbers of protons and neutrons to become more stable. This means that the nucleus now
has an atomic number (Z) of 90, and so is no longer a uranium nucleus, but an isotope of
the element thorium (Th) with atomic number 90 and a mass number 234, and is called
Th-234 or

234

Th. This radiation decay process can be represented as follows:
238

4

U92 ------> α2 +

234

Th90

[2]

or more commonly represented as:
α
238

234

U92 ------> Th 90

[3]

Beta radiation, denoted by the symbol (β), consists of high-speed electrons, which
originate and are emitted from the nucleus. Nuclei which have more neutrons than the
stable isotopes tend to stabilize by emitting beta radiation. Beta radiation is called an
electron if it has a negative charge (β -), and a positron (β +) if it has a positive charge.
In everyday use, the term beta radiation normally refers to the negative β- electrons. W
hen one of the neutrons in the nucleus changes into a proton by emitting a beta particle:
1

1

n0 ------> p1 + β

-

[4]

It is called beta emission. In the case of

234

Th, formed by the alpha decay of the
234

nucleus further decays by β - emission to Protactinium-234 ( Pa):

❙
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234

Th90 ----->

234

Pa91 + β-

[5]

Gamma radiation, (γ) belongs to a class known as electromagnetic radiation. This type
of radiation consists of quanta or packets of energy transmitted in the form of a wave.
Some well-known members of this class of radiation are radio waves and visible light.
Another type of electromagnetic radiation, which in most aspects is identical to gamma
radiation, is x-rays. For radiation protection purposes, the electromagnetic spectrum may
be divided into two portions: one potion called ionizing radiation extends from the very
shortest wavelengths to until about several nanometres. Electromagnetic radiations of
these wavelengths include x-rays and gamma rays. The main difference between these
two types of radiation lies in their origin: γ rays results from changes in the nucleus,
whereas x-rays are emitted when electrons undergo a change in velocity.
Radiation energy is expressed in units called electron volts(eV). One electron volt is the
energy gained by an electron in passing through an electrical potential of one volt. The
electron volt is an extremely small unit, so radiation energies are usually expressed in kilo
(1000) electron volts (keV) or mega (1,000,000) electron volts (MeV).
1 MeV = 1000 keV = 1,000,000 eV
The decay of a radioactive sample is random and therefore statistical in nature. The result
of this uncertainty is that the radioactive decay law is exponential in nature and is
expressed mathematically as:
N = No e

-λt

[6]

where No is the number of nuclei present initially, Nis the number of nuclei present at a
later time, t, and λ is the decay constant.
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The half-life (T½) of a radioactive element is the time required for one-half of the nuclei
in a sample to decay. It can be obtained by placing N = No/2 in the above equation:
No/2 = No e

-λT½

[7]

Dividing by No and taking the logs, we get:
log e(½) = -λ T½

[8]

and
log e(½) = -log e (2)

[9]

thus
T½ = loge(2)/ λ = 0.693 /λ

[10]

Since the disintegration rate or activityof the sample is proportional to the number of
unstable nuclei, this also varies exponentially with time:
A = Ao e

-λt

[11]

This relationship is illustrated in Figure 1.3, which shows the variation in sample activity
with time. In one half-life, the activity decays to one-half its initial value, or ½Ao. In two
half-lives it decays to ¼Ao, and so forth. This method can be applied to isotopes whose
disintegration rates changes appreciably over a reasonable counting period.
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1.1.3. Radiation units
Two systems of units are being used in the world today to allow radiation fields, radiation
quantities and radiation effects to be expressed quantitatively. The original conventional
system, which is still in use in the United States, and the new units, System International
(SI system), which has gradually replaced the older system throughout the majority of the
world. Radiation units are promulgated by an international scientific body, the
International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU).

FIG. 1.3. Variation of activity with time

The term exposure is used in the conventional system to describe either an x- or
gamma-ray field incident on the body at any point. The presence of gamma rays at the
surface of a body can be measured in terms of the number of ions or electrons produced
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in the nearby atmosphere. This measure of the radiation field is especially useful in the
concept of radiation protectionsince the biological effects of gamma-rays is a function of
the ionization they produce in a body, and thus the biological effects arising from a given
exposure can be expected to increase more or less with exposure.
When ionizing radiation interacts with a material, it can cause ionizations.

These

ionizations can be measured, and the effects of the radiation can be estimated. The
commonly used units for radiation exposure and dose measurements in most of the world
are the SI units of the gray (Gy) and the sievert (Sv). In the U.S., the conventional
*

systems of the rad and rem are still used. The gray equals 100 rad and is a measure of
the absorbed dose, D, (or energy deposited) in a material. The sievert equals 100 rem
and is based on the biological damage caused by ionization in human body tissue. It is a
term for dose equivalence and equals the biological damage that would be caused by one
gray (100 rad) of dose. The Sv and the rem account for the fact that not all types of
radiation are equally effective in producing biological change or damage. In other words,
the damage from 0.01 Gy (1 rad) deposited by beta radiation is less than that caused by
0.01 Gy (1 rad) of alpha radiation. The Sv (or rem) is numerically equal to the dose in
Gy (or rad) multiplied by a quality factor, QF, which accounts for the difference in the
amount of biological damage caused by the different types of radiation. The quality factor
converts the dose in Gy (or rad) to the dose equivalent, Hin Sv (or rem). As shown below,
the quality factors are highest for the alpha radiation, which may deposit its energy within
the smallest volume.
*

Although the roentgen (R) has been used as a conventional term as a measure of

exposure to gamma or x-ray radiation, the concept of exposure and the unit of roentgen
are being phased out as an official record of dose. Quite typically, radiation survey
instruments faces will still read out in R or multiples of R until they can be replaced with
instruments reading out in rem or millirem.
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Absorbed dose (D) x

QF = Dose equivalent (H)

1 gray gamma

x 1 = 1 sievert

1 gray beta

x 1 = 1 sievert

1 gray neutron x 10 = 10 sievert
1 gray alpha

x 20 = 20 sievert

The SI unit of radioactivity is the bequerel (Bq), named after its discoverer, Henri
Bequerel, and is defined as one nuclear disintegration per second (dps). Disintegration
usually involves the emission of one or more charged particles (α or β), which are
usually, but not always, accompanied by one or more gamma rays. Compared with the
curie, the bequerel is extremely small, so in practice is it convenient to adopt the usual
multiples:
1 bequerel (Bq)
1 kilobequerel (kBq)

= 1 disintegration/second (dps)
3

= 10 Bq
6

1 megabequerel (MBq) = 10 Bq

3

= 10 dps
6

= 10 dps

9

9

12

12

15

15

1 gigabequerel (GBq)

= 10 Bq = 10 dps

1 terabequerel (TBq)

= 10 Bq = 10 dps

1 petabequerel (PBq)

= 10 Bq = 10 dps

Until quite recently, the unit of radioactivity was the curie (Ci). Along with its various
-3

-6

-9

submultiples: i.e., millicurie, mCi (10 ); microcurie, µCi (10 ); nanocurie, nCi (10 );
-12

picocurie, pCi (10 ), the curie was originally related to the activity of one gram of
10

radium, but the definition was later standardized as 3.7x10 disintegrations per second.
The relationship between the old and new units is shown below:
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-5

-8

1 Bq = 2.7x10 µCi = 2.7x10 mCi = 2.7x10
7

-11

Ci

4

1 TBq = 2.7x10 µCi = 2.7x10 mCi = 27 Ci

Similarly,
-8

1 µCi = 37,000 Bq = 0.037 MBq = 3.7x10 TBq
10

4

1 Ci = 3.7x10 Bq = 3.7x10 MBq = 0.037 TBq

1.1.4. Naturally-occurring and artificially-produced radio nuclides
Naturally occurring radiation occurs all around us. The three main sources of radiation
are cosmic radiation, terrestrial radiation, and internally emitted radiation. It is
impossible to determine whether or not naturally occurring radiation has been beneficial
or harmful to humans. In the studies in radiation biology, it has been pointed out that a
very small, but finite fraction of the natural mutations in cells must be beneficial since it
contributes to the evolution of higher forms of life. On the other hand, a large proportion
of genetic mutations may lead to hereditary effects and genetic death, so it is clear that
these two effects have achieved some sort of balance that have allowed individuals to
evolve to this present state despite natural background radiation.
Natural radioactive isotopes in the Earth (primarily uranium, thorium, radium and
potassium) and cosmic radiation constantly immerse us in a field of natural radiation. The
atmosphere acts as a shield and reduces considerably the amount of cosmic radiation
reaching the Earth’s surface. This filtration means that the dose at sea level is less than at
high altitudes (see Figure 1.4).

Some activities, occupations, and areas expose

individuals to a greater than average natural background radiation dose. For example, a
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person living at an altitude of 1.5 kilometers (5000 feet) receives nearly twice as much
cosmic radiation exposure as a person living at sea level. Similarly, high concentration of
radioactive minerals in beach sands, like those in Brazil and India, expose the local
residents to as much as ten times the average levels of natural radiation.
In addition to this natural background, people are exposed to several human-made
sources of radiation, such as from medical applications (i.e., x-rays) and consumer goods
(i.e., colour television sets). The average annual effective dose equivalent to individuals
in the U.S. is estimated to be 3.6 mSv (360 mrem), about 10 µSv/day (1 mrem/day).

FIG. 1.4. Doses from cosmic radiation at various heights above sea level.

The major part of this, 3 mSv (300 mrem), is from natural background radiation and
includes 2 mSv (200 mrem) from radon and its decay products and 0.4 mSv/y (40
40

mrem/y) from potassium-40 ( K). The largest human-made source is medical diagnosis
and amount to about 0.5 mSv/y (50 mrem/y).

Consumer products contribute the

remaining 0.1 mSv/y (10 mrem/y). The nuclear fuel cycle, occupational practices, and
other sources, including transportation and fallout from weapons tests are essentially
negligible.
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1.1.5. Natural radioactive series
Several dozen naturally occurring radio nuclides are radioactive with half-lives of at least
9

the same order of magnitude as the estimated age of the earth (4.5x10 years), and are
assumed to represent a primordial inventory.

These primordial radionuclides are

classified into the series radionuclides which decay into a stable isotope of lead through a
series of radionuclides with wide-ranging half-lives. Table 1.1 presents the three
radioactive series found in nature called the thorium, uranium-radium, and actinium
series.
TABLE 1.1 Natural radioactive series

Series Name

Final Stable Nucleus

Thorium

lead-208 (208Pb)

232Th (T½ = 1.39x10

years)

Uranium-radium

lead-206 (206Pb)

238U (T½ = 4.50x10

9

years)

Actinium

lead-207 (207Pb)

Longest-Lived Member
10

8

235U (T½ = 8.52x10 years)

1.1.6. The fission process
Fission occurs when a nucleus absorbs a neutron and splits into two unequal parts, known
as fission fragments, and ejects two or three high-velocity fast neutrons in the process.
Certain types of heavy nuclei, like uranium and thorium, have been found to undergo
spontaneous fission at a low rate. Among the naturally occurring isotopes, only

235

U

fissions by absorption of thermal (slow) neutrons. This constitutes only 0.7% of natural
uranium, the remaining 99.3% being uranium-238. Others can fission by the addition of
energy, for example by bombardment with neutrons. Materials, which fission in this way,
are said to be fissionable. The energy release per fission is approximately 200 MeV,
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mainly kinetic energy in the form of fission fragments.

Table 1.2 indicates the

distribution of this energy.
TABLE 1.2. Energy distribution for fission induced by thermal neutrons Source (Energy : MeV )

Fission product kinetic energy

168

Neutron kinetic energy

5

Fission gammas (instantaneous)

5

Fission gammas (delayed)

6

Fission product betas

7

Total available as heat

191

Neutrino energy (not available as heat)

11

TOTAL

202

This is rapidly converted into thermal energy, which can be harnessed in nuclear power
plants to create heat in the fuel elements, which then is used to create electricity. In order
for

238

U to fission, a neutron must have a kinetic energy of at least 1MeV for a fast

neutron-induced fission to occur. An important feature of the fission process is that the
fission fragments are so unstable that they give off neutrons, usually between 2 and 4
neutrons per fission. Most of the neutrons are emitted almost instantaneously, and are
called prompt neutrons, whereas others are released seconds or minutes later and are
called delayed neutrons. The emission of neutrons by the fission process has several
consequences: (1) it makes possible a chain reaction; (2) neutron capture reaction in the
uranium fuel results in the production of transuranic elements, including plutonium, and
(3) the neutron becomes captured in the structural and other material of a nuclear reactor,
and these materials become activated or radioactive itself. The most likely division of a
heavy atom, such as uranium, is into fragments of mass around 95 and 139. For example:
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238

1

U 92+ n0 ----->

135

97

1

Te 52 + Zr40 + 4 n0

[12]

or
235

1

U 92 + n0 ----->

140

93

1

Cs55 + Rb37 + 3 n0

[13]

The distribution of the mass number of fission products is the distribution shown in
Figure 1.5. The fission process produces about 300 different nuclides, most of which are
neutron rich and decay by a series of beta emissions through a chain of radionuclides.
The utilization of nuclear fission to produce energy results in the formation, within the
fuel, of hundreds of different types of radioactive fission products with half-lives from a
fraction of a second to thousands of years. The sum of all the fission products generated
in the fuel in a reactor is called the inventory.

FIG. 1.5. Relative fission product yield
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1.2. INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR PHYSICS

1.2.1. Binding energy and nuclear reactions
If we compare the mass of a nucleus with the sum of masses of all protons and neutrons
present we get a problem of mass balance. Surprisingly, we find that separate nucleons
are heavier than the compound nucleus. Hopefully, we can interpret this experimental
evidence thanks to the famous energy-mass equivalence formula and total energy
balance. In fact, starting with the compound nucleus, an important energy is required in
order to break all the liaisons between nucleons and finally obtain separate nucleons. This
energy is called the binding energy. Of course the heavier is the nucleus, the larger is the
overall binding energy, and thisis why we usually consider the binding energy divided by
the number of nucleons to get a unitary binding energy allowing to compare the stability
of different nuclei. The variation of the unitary binding energy with nucleus mass A is
represented in the following graph. This curve presents some structure for low A
numbers, a maximum at around A = 50 and two main zones.

FIG. 1.6. Average binding energy
per nucleon
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The combination of light nuclides results in an intermediate nuclei with larger binding
energy and thus with higher stability. From the energy balance point of view, this zone is
characterized by the fact that the sum of light nuclei masses is higher than the one of the
compound nuclei. Thus, the combination of two light nuclei will provide energy excess.
3

2

This is the zone of Exoenergetic Nuclear Fusion Reactions. An example is H + H →
4

1

He + n.

At the opposite, if we split a heavy nucleus in two, the resulting two nuclei will have
higher unitary binding energy. From the energy balance point of view, the mass of a
heavy nucleus is higher than the sum of two intermediate nuclei masses. In this mass
zone, Exoenergetic Nuclear Fission reactions are possible.
Although theoretically possible, energy production by the means of fusion reactions
encounters technological difficulties. In fact, it is required to maintain during a certain
period of time the two light nuclei in a sufficiently close position despite the electrostatic
repulsion (caused by the fact that all nucleiare positively charged). However, Fission
reaction has proven simpler feasibility and a sustainable fission reaction has been
possible, few years only after the discovery of fission reaction (Chicago pile by Fermi).

1.2.2. Neutron-induced nuclear reactions cross-sections
1.2.2.1. Definitions
2

Let us consider a beam of I particles per cm knocking a very thin target containing N
nuclei per cm3 (see figure below). The number R of nuclear reactions in the target per cm

3

is obviously proportional to I and to N. The proportionality factor σt = R/NI is called the
microscopic cross-section. According to its definition, the dimension of [σt]= cm2 . It is
usually expressed in barns; 1 barn =10

❙
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probability of interaction.

FIG. 1.7. A beam of I particles per cm2 knocking a very thin target containing N nuclei per cm3

Since neutrons are not electrically charged, they are the most suitable projectiles to
interact with nuclei and this could be done even at zero kinetic energy (there is no
required energy to overcome electrostatic barrier). There are different types of
neutron-nucleus interactions. We usually distinguish between scattering and absorption
reactions. In the scattering process, one neutron is available in the exit channel while in
absorption processes we usually do not find neutrons. The following schematic diagram
gives a non-exhaustive list of possible reactions.
Scattering

Elastic (n, n)
Inelastic (n,n')

Absorption

Fission
Capture (n, γ ), (n, p), (n, α ),L

As for the probability of neutron-nucleus interaction, we can define a cross-sectionof
each individual reaction. We then speak about scattering cross-section, absorption cross
sections…As these interactions are independent from each other, the probability of total
interaction is just the sum of partial cross sections:
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σ t = σ s + σ a = σ elastic + σ inelastic + σ fission + σ capture + ...
The aforementioned interaction probability characterizes the interaction of neutrons with
only one kind of nuclei. It is usually referred to as microscopic cross-section. If in a
material, different nuclei are present each with different concentrations (ni: number of
nuclei by unit volume), we define the macroscopic cross-section as:
Σ t =∑niσ ti ,where the sum is made on all nuclei, i. The unit of Σ t is cm

-1

One could easily derive the expression of λ, the average distance between two successive
collisions (also called the mean free path) in a material: λ = 1/ t
1.2.2.2. Examples of neutron-induced cross-sections
Most neutron-nucleus interactions (except direct and potential scattering reactions) start
with the formation of a compound nucleus. This compound nucleus has always high
excitation energy, which is the sum of incoming neutron kinetic energy and the last
neutron binding energy (which is of several MeV). The compound nucleus then
disintegrates according to different modes (one or more neutrons emission, gamma rays,
charged particle, fission). According to quantum mechanics, the excitation energies of the
residual nucleus are quantified. This results in a resonance structure in the cross-section
versus energy curve (see below). The energy position of exact levels of these excitation
energies varies from one nucleus to the other. Roughly speaking, energy levels of heavy
nuclides are in the eV and keV energies while these levels are at MeV energies for light
and intermediate-mass nuclei.
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FIG. 1.8. Typical microscopic cross sections (capture (below) and elastic scattering
(above)) for a heavy nuclei (238U).

FIG. 1.9. A zoom is made here in the 10 to 100 eV regions. One can see well-isolated
resonances.
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FIG. 1.10. And here in the 1keV to 10 keV region.

FIG. 1.11. Typical cross sections (capture in blue line and elastic scattering in red
line) for a light nucleus (1H).
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The required energy to extract a neutron depends on whether the nuclei have an odd or an
even number of neutrons. In fact, when neutrons are inpair, an additional energy is
required to break-up the external pair. The binding energy is called "pairing bonus". As a
consequence, when a neutron is absorbed by a nucleus and the compound nucleus has an
even number of neutrons, extra excitation energy is delivered which could be sufficient to
235

overcome the fission barrier. This is why odd neutron nuclei ( U,

239

Pu,

241

Pu…) do no

require additional kinetic energy to undergo fission after absorbing a neutron. We call
them fissile nuclides. At the opposite, fission reaction is a threshold process for even
238

nuclei ( U,

240

Pu.). Depending on the initial neutron energy, the fission may or not be

probable.

FIG. 1.12. Fission cross-sections of fissile (235U) and non-fissile isotopes (238U).

Nevertheless, we see from the graph above that the probability of fission for

238

U is not

null for energies below the threshold. In fact, another quantum mechanical effect, called
the "Tunnel effect" explains this. In fact, in the frame work of classical mechanics, if a
particle is in a potential well with insufficient excitation energy, then there is no chance
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for escaping. In the quantum mechanical approach, it is always possible for the system to
pass the wall according to the "Tunnel effect".

1.2.3. The fission process and fission chain reaction
The fission process concerns only heavy nuclides. It was discovered in 1938 by Hahn and
Strassman. It could be spontaneous or a result of nuclear reaction (neutron-, or other light
or heavier particles- induced). The most important for reactor applications is of course
primarily neutron-induced fission reactions and, to less extend spontaneous fission. Here
we will mainly describe neutron-induced fission process.
The following figure gives a simplified description of this process. We first see that after
neutron absorption, the compound nucleus undergoes important deformations leading to
the split in two fragments, disexciting in flight by the emission of neutrons (2.4 in
average for a low-energy neutron induced fission with

235

U) and gamma rays. After

emission of prompt neutrons, the intermediate-mass nuclei are generally above the
stability curve (the ratio of neutrons to protons for these nuclei is higher than the one of
stable nuclei in this region) and would disintegrate by the emission of beta- rays
(transformation of a neutron into a proton an electron and an anti-neutrino). Despite this
disintegration the residual nuclei are still too rich of neutrons and would lose some
neutrons (called delayed neutrons). It is important to distinguish between these two kinds
of neutrons, from the time scale point of view since it has an important effect on the
kinetic aspect of fission chain reaction. Roughly, prompt neutrons are emitted in a time
interval between 10

-21

-4

and 4.10 seconds after fission while delayed neutrons are emitted

in a time interval between 0.08 seconds and 58.2 seconds after fission.
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FIG. 1.13.

From the energetic point of view, it was realized very early after the discovery of fission
that the amount of energy released by this process was much more important than all
other classical energy production by chemical processes (there is indeed a factor of about
1 million!). Indeed, about 200 MeV is released by each fission reaction. The following
table gives the energy balance breakdown and shows that the most important part is in the
kinetic energy of fission fragments.
The fact that neutrons are emitted after fission has also a strong energetic implication. In
fact, the emitted neutrons could participate to other fission reactions and so on. This is the
principle of a fission chain reaction, which could release a substantial amount of energy if
maintained. The conditions under which the chain reaction could be maintained will be
studied later on.
1.2.3.1. Fission spectrum
It was experimentally established that spectrum of neutrons emitted by fission depends on
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the fissioning system and on incident neutron energy. This is illustrated in Figures 1.14
and 1.15.

FIG. 1.14. Fission spectrum of 235U.

FIG. 1.15. Fission spectrum of 239Pu.
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The easiest approximation of prompt neutron spectra is a Maxwellian approximation
(evaporation spectrum) characterized by a temperature (which depends in this case upon
the fissioning system and upon incident neutron energy).

with the following relationship between average energy and the temperature:
<E> = 1.5 TM
Nevertheless, the Maxwell approximation neglects some physical effects (motion of
fission fragments emitting neutrons…) A better approximation is the Watt spectrum,
which is in fact a centre-of-mass Maxwellian spectrum, transformed to the laboratory
system, assuming an average kinetic energy per nucleon Ef. The Maxwellian spectrum is
the limit of the Watt spectrum when Ef tends to 0 (immobile fragment).

with the following relationship between average energy and the temperature:
<E> = f + 1.5TM.
Better (and more complicated) approximations, like the Madland and Nix model, are used
in the evaluated files to describe the fission spectrum of the most important fissile
235

nuclides ( U,

239

Pu).
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1.2.3.2. Neutron emission in fission
The dependency of the average number of prompt neutrons emitted by fission with
incident neutron energy and with fissioning system is illustrated in Figure 1.16 (data from
JEF2.2). We see an almost linear increase of the number of neutrons emitted with the
energy of the incoming neutron (about 0.15 additional neutrons per 1 MeV energy
increase). Some structure in also observed in the resonance range (not visible in the graph
due to the use of linear energy scale) which originate from the competition of direct
fission reaction and (n,γf). In this last eventuality, the residual nucleus has less excitation
energy at the fission.
Figure 1.17 shows the variation of the average number of delayed neutrons with incident
neutronenergy. Notice that in kinetic studies, the pertinent quantity is the fractional
number of delayed neutrons, which is equal to the ratio of the number of delayed
neutrons by the total number of emitted neutrons. At low energy, the number of delayed
is fairly constant. The structure shown at high energy is due to other fission processes in
which one, two…neutrons are emitted before fission, which changes of course the
compound nucleus undergoing fission.

FIG. 1.16. Average number of prompt neutrons emitted in fission with incident neutron energy.
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1.2.3.3. Fission yields
The observed fission yield distributions of most nuclides show a common set of features.
The distribution consists of pair of peaks with a valley between them. The distribution is
approximately symmetrical about the centre of the valley. This central mass is
approximately the mean mass of the distribution. The following figure shows the mass
yield curve for the thermal neutron fission of

235

U. This graph istaken from the JANIS

program, which is based upon the JEF2.2 evaluated file.

FIG. 1.17. Mass yield curve for the thermal neutron fission of

235

U.

The influence of excitation energy (or, for a single isotope, the incoming neutron kinetic
energy) on the fission yields distribution was experimentally observed. In fact, the two
following graphs which give the same distributions as in the previous figure but for
fast-neutron induced fission and for high neutron-energy (14 MeV) -induced fission.
These figures show that the yields in the valley region do increase with increasing
excitation energy. However, despite the valley becoming less pronounced with increasing
energy, the peaks did not significantly alter position laterally with increased excitation
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energy. A valley is still observed for 40 MeV helium-ion induced fission of

238

U.

Also, the influence of the compound mass on the yields distribution was experimentally
established. Indeed, it was observed that when increasing the compound mass, the light
mass peak moves upwards while the heavy mass peak does not change position
significantly. For some very massive compound nuclei the two peaks essentially merge
into a single peak. This is illustrated in the three following graphs taken from JANIS.

FIG. 1.18. Mass yield curve for the thermal neutron fission of Pu-239, Pu-241 and U-233.
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1.3. INTRODUCTION TO REACTOR PHYSICS

1.3.1. Multiplication factor, optimum of moderation, main kinds of
fission reactors
As was shown in sub-section 1.2.3.2 the production of neutrons by fission reactions
allows the possibility to re-use these neutrons to induce new fissions, and so on. We will
examine here the conditions under which, a sustainable fission chain reaction is possible.
Let ν be the average number of neutrons emitted by fission and ωthe probability for a
neutron emitted by fission to induce a new fission. The product k = νω is then the
average number of new fissions after one fission. It is also the number of neutrons
produced by fission for one neutron emitted by fission. This is one of the fundamental
physical quantities in reactor physics. It is called the effective multiplication factor.
It is convenient to distinguish between the different neutrons produced and to group them
into generations. Starting with N fission neutrons in a generation g, the propagation of
neutron’s population is, according to the definition of k:

Generation

Average number of neutrons

g

N

g+1

k N

g+2

k 2N

g+3

k 3N

g+4

k 4 N
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Three possible states could then be obtained depending to the value of k: k < 1
sub-critical system, with an exponential decrease of neutron population.
k= 1 critical system with a sustainable reaction chain.
k > 1 super-critical system with an exponential increase of neutron population.
Critical state is the only feasible operational conditions when the objective is to produce
energy in a usable way. A sub-critical state is compulsory when only manipulation or
transformation (without any aim to produce energy) of fissile material is desired.
Super-critical state is obviously a dangerous one (remember the substantial amount of
energy and of radiation released) encountered only in exceptional situations (weapons,
accidents…).
Reactivity ρ is another quantity often used to characterize the state of nuclear chain
reaction.
It measures the relative distance of a system from critical state: ρ= (k-1)/k is expressed in
pcm
-5

(1pcm = 10 ).
One could imagine different possibilities to produce a sustainable fission. As discussed in
the introductory course to nuclear physics, neutron cross-sections vary with incident
energy. One may distinguish three energy domains:
MeV energies: This is where fission neutrons are produced; neutrons with kinetic energy
in this domain will be referred to as fast neutrons.
keV energies: This domain is characterized by heavy nuclei resonance cross-sections;
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neutrons with kinetic energy in this domain will be referred to as intermediate-energy
E < few eV: This energy is close to the one of atoms’ motion in the matter due to thermal
agitation; neutrons with kinetic energy in this domain will be referred to as thermal
neutrons.
Because of the huge capture resonance in intermediate energies, it seems difficult to
maintain fission chain reactions with neutrons in this domain. Fast or thermal neutrons
are then the most natural possibilities. Table 1.2 shows average cross sections for thermal
(Maxwellian spectrum with a temperature of 0.0253 eV) and fast (Maxwellian spectrum
with a temperature of 1.35 MeV) neutrons.
TABLE 1.2. Average cross sections for thermal and fast neutrons
Nuclide

Thermal neutrons cross-sections*

Fast neutrons cross-sections

Fission (barn)

Capture(barn)

Fission(barn)

Capture(barn)

235U

504.40

86.32

1.22

0.09

238U

2.41

-

0.30

0.07

239Pu

698.00

274.50

1.80

0.65

0.29

-

-

1H
2H

-

0.0004

-

-

12C

-

0.003

-

-

In Table 1.2, we see large fission cross-sections in the thermal and comparably rather
small capture cross-sections of non-fissile nuclides. But as fission neutrons are emitted at
MeV energies, we must find a means to decrease their energies so that they can make
fissions in the thermal range. This process of neutrons slowing-down is achieved by
"moderators". Table 1.3 compares different nuclides from the point of view of slowing
down efficiency.
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TABLE 1.3. Slowing down efficiency of some nuclides
Nuclide

Average number of collisions required to slow-down a neutron

1H

14.5

2H

20.0

12C

92.0

238U

1716.9

Table 1.3 shows that the lighter the nuclide is the most efficient is the slowing down.
Hydrogen is then, according to the pure slowing-down process the best moderator. But
once neutrons are in thermal range, the moderator shouldn’t contribute too much to
neutron capture. According to the table above of average cross-section, hydrogen is,
among the reported light nuclides the one who has the biggest capture cross-section.
Fission chain reaction with natural uranium is not possible with water-moderated systems
but

possible

with

heavy-water-moderated

or

carbon-based

water-moderated systems, it is necessary to increase

moderators.

For

235

U proportion in the fuel. In

low-enriched uranium fuel (natural or slightly enriched) it is also important to physically
separate the fuel and the moderator. Neutrons born at high energy (about 2 MeV) leave
the fuel quite quickly and undergo several scattering reactions in the moderator before
their energy becomes reasonably low. As cross-sections in the low energy range are very
large, neutrons are easily absorbed when they return back into the fuel rodsafter the
moderation. In all thermal systems, moderator contributes to two competing phenomena:
slowing down efficiency (or non-absorption in the intermediate energy resonance) on the
one hand and low-energy moderator capture on the other hand. Figure 1.23 shows the
variation of multiplication factor with the ratio of hydrogen to uranium number of nuclei.
The example considered here consists of a homogeneous mixture of uranium and water
with

235

U enrichment equal to 5%.
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The optimum of moderation concept is clearly illustrated in FIG 1.23.
Fission chain reaction with fast neutron spectrum is possible and even more advantageous
from the point of view of fuel utilization. Note that in this case, light elements must be
avoided in order to keep neutron spectrum as close as possible to fission spectrum. Table
1.5 summarizes the main types of fission reactors that gave rise to industrial applications
in western countries.

FIG. 1.23. Variation of multiplication factor with the ratio of hydrogen to uranium number of nuclei.
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TABLE 1.5. Types of power reactors n use in Western countries .
Fuel

Moderator

Coolant

Natural or
UNGG/AGR

low-enriched

Graphite

CO2

uranium
Natural or
CANDU

Heavy

Heavy or ordinary

water

water

Low-enriched

Ordinary

Ordinary

uranium / MOX1 fuel

water

low-enriched
uranium

PWR/BWR

FBR
1

MOX fuel

-

water
Metal
sodium

MOX: Mixed uranium and plutonium OXide

1.3.2. Fuel irradiation
1.3.2.1. Introduction
Due to neutron-nuclei interaction, fuel composition changes during reactor operation.
Two main phenomenon are worth studied in this paragraph, namely, depletion and
build-up of heavy nuclides and fission products formation. Although these two
transformations occur simultaneously during reactor operation, these two aspects will
separately be dealt with in the following sub-paragraphs.
1.3.2.2. Heavy nuclei evolution
The following flow chart shows a simplified evolution chain for uranium-based fuels. At
the reactor’s beginning of life, the fresh fuel contains two uranium isotopes, namely
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and

235

U. The composition of fuel changes due to the transformation of nuclides

(transmutation) after nuclear interactions, the main projectile being neutrons. New nuclei
are produced which may be unstable and would give other elements after radioactive
decays (α and β). The following simplified charts gives an idea of nuclear
transformations. The most important neutron-nucleus interactions, which play a role in
fuel evolution, are: fission, radioactive capture (n,γ) (represented by a vertical arrow ↓
beta decay (represented as a horizontal arrow →. Only heavy nuclides transformations
are represented, the fission process which produces intermediate-mass nuclei is omitted
from this graph. Note that all heavy nuclei are also α emitters. However, this radioactivity
mode is often characterized by long half-lives and could thus be neglected in the graphs.

FIG. 1.24. Fissile nuclei are within a bold frame.

The interaction of neutron with
non-fissile nuclei

236

235

U, which gives

U may lead to fission, or to capture, producing a
237

U after another neutron capture, and so on. This
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tends of course to decrease the number of fissile nuclei in the reactor. This is partially
compensated by the transformation of

238

U to

239

Pu, which is fissile nuclei, after neutron

capture and two short beta decays (half-lives 23.5 min and 2.35 d).

239

Pu participates to

energy production by fission but it alsocaptures a neutron and produces
more neutron capture, another Pu fissile isotope is produced

241

240

Pu. After one

Pu, etc.

The concentration of the different nuclides are connected through the following system of
depletion equations.

The conversion factor is defined as the ratio of the number of fissile nuclei produced to
the number of fissile nuclei destroyed by neutron absorption. This factor is usually lower
than 1, PWR reactors are characterized by a Conversion Factor of 0.6. In a fast breeder
reactor, it is possible to produce more fissile nuclides than used for energy production.
This is achieved by putting low-enriched uranium around the reactor’s core thus using
leaking neutrons for the production of Pu isotopes.
Burn up usually characterizes fuel evolution in a reactor. This quantity is defined as the
ratio of energy produced in the reactor by the initial mass of heavy nuclides in the fuel.
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TABLE 1.6. : Mass and activity balances of transuranium nuclei present in a PWR fuel (initial
mass is 1 ton, burn-up 33000MWd/Mut)
Activity (Bq)
Mass (g)
Uranium

Reactor Shutdown

After 3 years

956000

7.25E+17

1.33E+11

Neptunium

553

7.07E+17

7.03E+11

Plutonium

8940

1.78E+16

3.54E+15

Americium

124

7.14E+15

2.21E+13

44

1.35E+15

9.66E+13

2.3E-6

4.07E+8

1.11E+7

Californium

0.97E-3

3.85E+6

2.63E+6

Total

965000

1.46E+18

3.66E+15

Curium
Berkelium

As shown in Table 1.6 Pu is the major contributor to the activity in burned fuel. But as
discussed earlier, Pu has also two fissile isotopes and could thus be used as a fuel. The
best way for Pu utilization, from the neutronic point of view would be a fast reactor since
the number of neutrons emitted by absorption is about 2.25, thus allowing breeding.
However, the production of Pu in thermal reactors is higher than its consummation in fast
reactors (the development of these reactors faced some technological and political
problems). It was then suggested to use plutonium based fuel in standard light water
reactors (usually known as plutonium recycling). This operation supposes the separation
of the different components of irradiated fuel (fission products, uranium and plutonium),
which is called fuel reprocessing.
1.3.2.3. Formation of fission products and consequent poisoning effects
In subsection 1.2.3.3 we showed the fission fragments yields for some fissioning systems.
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Once emitted by fission, these fragments emit prompt neutrons, decay by beta mode and,
since they are produced in a reactor, absorb neutrons and continue their transformations.
There are different routes of production or destruction of a particular nuclide; the decay
of the nuclide, the transmutation by neutron absorption, the production from fission, the
production by decay of precursors, the production by neutron reactions on other nuclides.
This can be written in the general form as:

Where λi is the decay constant of nuclide i, and σiis its absorption cross-section. The first
summation (index k) is done over all fissile isotope k with the corresponding fission
k

k

cross-section σ f and Y i the direct fission yield of nuclide i from fission of isotope k. The
second sum is done over all fission products leading to nuclide i either by decay
(corresponding constant λji) or absorption (cross section σji).
There are a huge number of fission products. The most famous ones are

135

Xe and

149

Sm

because they have very large absorption cross-sections in the thermal range (about 3
million barns for

135

Xe and forty thousand barns for

149

Sm). Once created, these fission

products contribute to neutron absorption in the fuel and thus have direct implications in
reactor operations. This is the reason why we usually speak about fission products as
poisoning nuclides.
The following diagram (all data taken from JEF-PC version 2) gives the production and
the destruction of

135

Xe. Horizontal arrows show beta decay with the corresponding

half-life and vertical arrows show direct production by fission with the corresponding
fission yield for a thermal neutron-induced fission of

235

U. Although not represented,

each one of these nuclides may be destructed by capture. Nevertheless, except for
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the remaining capture reaction rates (capture cross section times the concentration of the
nuclide times the neutron flux) for all other nuclides are quite negligible.

The beta decay half-lives of nuclides up to 135I is very short and captures cross-sections.
We can thus simplify this scheme as:

This poisoning effect grows with the flux level in the reactor. In a standard PWR, the
reactivity effect is about 2000 pcm. The most spectacular phenomenon happens when the
reactor shutdowns. In fact, in the system of equations above, all terms with flux vanish;
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Iodine concentration decreases exponentially (simple decay). As the Xenon’s half-life is
longer than the Iodine’s one, Xenon concentration first increases, reaches a maximum
(the Xenon poisoning peak) and then starts to decrease since Iodine is not renewed. This
poisoning peak increases with the flux level and, in some cases; the reactivity effect could
be such that it is not possible to restart the reactor at the time when the peak occurs. Then,
the operator has either to restart before the peak or wait for the Xenon decay.
149

Now, the same reasoning is applied to

Sm. The following diagram (all data were taken

from JEF-PC-version 2) gives its production and destruction schemes with fission yield
corresponding to thermal fission on

235

U.

The first five beta decays have relatively short periods. Thus, one could simplify the
above scheme, thus keeping only the sequence after

149

Pm for which, the fission yield

will be the summation of all previous yields and neglecting the fission yields of
149

Pm →

149

Sm

The corresponding equations are then simplified to:
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At the equilibrium, the concentration of Sm is given by: S

eq

depend on the flux level. The poisoning effect is given by Π

= YΣf / σ which doesn’t
eq

= YΣf / Σa. In a PWR

reactor, this poisoning is about 700 pcm. Now, after the reactor shutdown (null flux in the
above equations), this poisoning increases since, as Sm is a stable nuclide the only
remaining process is its accumulation from Pm decay. The asymptotic poisoning is given
by Π as = Π eq (1+ σ Φ/λ) which depends on the reactor’s flux before shutdown. In a PWR
reactor, the increase is not important (about 300 pcm) but in high flux reactors, this could
be huge. In such case, it is very important to operate with significantly lower flux level
before shutdown in order to avoid excessive poisoning, which could disable the restart of
the reactor after shutdown.
The poisoning effect discussed until now supposes that the flux in the reactor is the same
everywhere, which is in fact an approximation. If we suppose different variations of the
flux in say, two region of the reactor the poisoning will have a spatial effect. For instance,
if the flux slightly increases in one region and slightly decreases in the other region, then,
the poisoning in these two regions will be different. In fact, the poisoning will increase in
the region where the flux decreases, resulting to a further decrease of reactivity…and the
opposite phenomenon will happen in the other region. In such way, the no-equilibrium
between the two regions will be much more accentuated. This is why the monitoring of
only the global power in the reactor is not sufficient. It is important to control the relative
power in different regions. For that, we use for instance the Axial Offset, which measures
the non-equilibrium between the top and the bottom of the reactor using different
detectors located in the two regions (signals ST and SB) an defined as: AO = (ST - SB)/
(ST + SB) to monitor these instabilities.
To close the discussion about fuel burn up, we mention the decrease of multiplication
factor with burn up. In fact, with the decrease of the number of fissile nuclei, the
apparition of non-fissile actinides and of fission products the effective multiplication
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factor decreases quite rapidly with burn up. The end-of-life of the core is characterized by
an effective multiplication of 1. Consequently, at the beginning-of-life, the multiplication
factor is larger than 1 (about 1.2 to 1.3). External poisoning nuclides are then used for
operating at critical level. There are homogeneous poisons (e.g. boron diluted in the
moderator/coolant) and solid poisons (control bars) inserted in the core. These poisons
are removed over the course of irradiation.

1.3.3. Kinetic aspects.
Let us first suppose that all neutrons produced by fission are emitted just after absorption.
If l is the average time of life of neutrons in the reactor (i.e. the average time between
their emission by fission and their disappearance) then, during a unit time interval dt the
probability of disappearance is just dt/l. Following the definition of the effective
multiplication factor, one neutron produces, after disappearance, k neutron in averages:
(k-1) neutrons is the balance between creation and disappearance. The variation of
neutron population
during this unit time interval is then: dN =(k − 1)Ndt / l, which gives and exponential
variation of neutron population: N(t) = N(0)exp{(k −1)t/l}
The average neutron time of life is usually very short (about 25 µs in a thermal reactor).
Then, if one considers a slightly super-critical media (say, k=1.0001), then, applying the
above equation, we find a multiplication of the number of neutrons by a factor of 55
every second! This means also that the reactor power changes by the same factor each
second. But the considered k factor is a rather tiny super-criticality, which could happen
very easily. In such conditions, the conditions of reactor’s operation would be extremely
difficult.
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As we showed in 1.2.3.2 all neutrons are not emitted immediately after fission. In fact, a
small proportion of delayed neutrons are emitted following beta decay of fission products
(between about 0.08 seconds and 58.2 seconds after fission). Usually, the delayed
neutrons are grouped in families (usually 6 families are considered) according to the
half-lives of fission products precursors. For instance, Table 1.7 gives, for a thermal
neutron-induced fission on

235

U, the proportion of delayed neutrons emitted (normalized

to one neutron emitted by fission) is in each families (βi) and the associated half-life
TABLE 1.7. Proportion of delayed neutrons in each families (normalized to one neutron emitted by
fission) and the associated half-life in thermal neutron induced fission of 235U
Family

1

2

3

4

5

6

T1/2

0.18

0.49

2.23

5.97

21.84

54.50

βi

24*10

-5

123*10

-5

-5

117*10

263*10

-5

-5

108*10

-5

45*10

The Table 1.8 gives, for thermal neutrons-induced fissions the proportion of delayed
neutrons for different fissioning nuclides.
TABLE 1.8. Proportion of delayed neutrons for different fissioning nuclides
Nuclide

235U

239Pu

241Pu

238U

240Pu

232Th

β

680*10-5

210*10-5

490*10-5

1470*10-5

270*10-5

490*10-5

In order to describe delayed neutrons in kinetic equations, we must describe the decay
process of the different precursor families. Let Ci the concentration of precursor i and λi
the corresponding decay constant. The number of delayed neutrons emitted is the same as
the overall beta decay activity. The proportion of prompt neutrons is (1-β).
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where ρ is the reactivity defined earlier. A graphical resolution of this equation is
presented in Figure 1.25. For a given reactivity ρ we get 7 possible ω values. Six of them
have negative values and describe transitory terms and the last one has the same sign as
ρ. If ρis positive, there is an exponential increase of neutron population and if ρ is
negative there is a decrease.
This is similar to what was found without delayed neutrons. To illustrate the influence of
these delayed neutrons, let us take numerical values. For instance, if ρ is quite small, the
general solution is:

to be compared with: ω = ρ / l in the case of kinetic equation without delayed neutrons.
The added term in the denominator corresponds to the average time of delayed neutron
emission. This is added to the average neutron lifetime in the reactor (which is very
short). Delayed neutrons slow then the kinetic behaviour of neutron multiplication.
Consider the same numerical example as before, with ρ= 10 pcm, we find that the
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multiplication factor for each second is 1.0020 compared to 55 in the case without
delayed neutrons.

FIG 1.25. A graphical resolution of Nordheim’s equation

When the reactivity excess is close to β the kinetic behaviour changes dramatically. In
fact, the reactor becomes critical with only prompt neutrons and we end to a situation,
which is similar to the one without delayed neutrons. Reactivity is sometimes expressed
in terms of
β and the unit used then is $; a 1 $ reactivity corresponds to ρ = β.
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2. Radiation Protection

2.1. Introduction

The International Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP) aims to provide a general
system of radiological protection that can be applied to any situation in which humans
are, or are likely to be, exposed to radiation [1]. It publishes recommendations, the latest
being ICRP 103 [1], which draw on scientific evidence as well as using value judgments
to assess the relative risks of radiation exposure.
At low dose levels, which are the main concern for protection of the general population, it
is most important to establish whether or not there exists a dose threshold below which no
effect is present. If there is not, then a finite risk must always be accepted however low
the dose. Conversely, if there is a threshold, it no longer becomes possible to apply the
following proportional relationships that are the basis of practical radiation protection [3].
These are that:
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the dose received by an organ or tissue can be averaged over the organ or tissue,
doses received at different times can be added, and
the dose from one source can be considered independently of the dose from any
other source.

2.2. Units and Special Parameters

When living cells are exposed to ionizing radiation, they may absorb some or all of the
energy carried by the ionizing radiation. It is the energy transferred from ionizing
radiation to living cells which damages them. The amount of energy actually deposited by
radiation in cell is known as absorbed dose. In terms of human biologic tissue damage,
the factors that must be considered are the type of radiation encountered, the amount of
energy transferred by that radiation and the radiosensitivity of the particular tissue or
organ in which that energy is deposited.
Since it is not possible to routinely measure the amount of energy specifically absorbed
by particular tissues or organs, we estimate that value by monitoring the surroundings or
evaluating the amount and quality of the radiation to which a person is exposed. In this
section, we study the physical units associated with these measurements in addition to the
concepts used to translate physical measurements into estimates of biologic damage.
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2.2.1. Exposure
When a beam of photons passes through matter, not all of the photons interact. For low
energy photons of the type encountered by most radiation workers, a special unit of
exposure has been defined. This unit is based on the ionization of air, i.e., is quantified by
the amount of charge of one sign released by photons as they pass through a specified
mass of air. In general, one unit of exposure is designated as one coulomb(C), of positive
or negative charge, released in one kilogram of air:
1 exposure unit = 1C · kg‐1 (air)
This equation reflects the way the unit of exposure is defined in the International System
of Units (SI). In the former system of units, one exposure unit was defined the roentgen
‐4

‐1

(R), where 1R = 2.58 · 10 C ·kg (air).
In order to measure exposure, the amount of ionization is determined using a special
detector known as a standard ionization chamber. This chamber is used in a manner
analogous to the standard meter stick, a bar of platinum‐iridium alloy kept at the
International Bureau of Weights and Measures at Sevres, near Paris. This bar is
maintained at carefully controlled temperature and pressure conditions to ensure that its
length does not change. It served as a primary standard against which secondary standard
meter “sticks” could be tested. The standard ionization chamber is a similar reference,
from which all other ion chambers are calibrated. As can be seen from Fig. (2.1), the
standard ion chamber is composed of a unit cell of air with electrodes placed on two sides
(top and bottom in diagram).
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Fig. (2.1). Outline of a Standard Ion Chamber. The photons are emitted by the source A and enter
the outer cell B, which is grounded. The inner cell C is surrounded on both sides by air‐
filled grounded sells. Ions are collected on the electrodes D, which are connected E to a
charge sensitive measuring device. (Adapted from H.E. Johns and J.R Cunningham:
The physics of radiology. 3rd Ed. Springfield, IL, Charles C. Thomas, 1974)

Surrounding the unit cell are similar air‐filled cells, but without electrodes in them.
Consider a beam of photons moving from left to right, as shown in Fig. (2.1). Photons
pass through the first cell on the left, ionizing some air molecules along their path and
thus producing electrons. As long as these electrons do not enter the central cell, they
cannot reach the positive electrode.
However, some electrons formed outside the central cell do enter it and do reach the
positive electrode. These electrons give a false exposure value (they add to the number of
coulombs collected on the central electrode, which ideally collects only electrons
produced in the volume of the central cell) unless there is some way to compensate for
them. At the same time, some of the electrons produced by ionization in the central cell
pass into the cell to the right before they can be collected. It would be convenient if the
number of electrons entering the central cell from the left were equal to the number of
electrons leaving to the right. Such a situation is known as electron equilibrium (Fig. 2.2)
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The determination of exposure values using the standard ion chamber is valid only when
electron equilibrium can be established. Unfortunately, since the density of air is small,
higher energy photons do not readily interact with it thus making it hard to reach electron
equilibrium. In fact, it is only practicable to define exposure values for photon energies
up to about 3 MeV. Generally speaking, exposure units are an accurate measure only for
photon energies between 1 keV and 1000 keV (1 MeV). It is important to remember that
the exposure unit is defined only for photons in a fixed energy range interacting with air.
This restriction limits the usefulness of the exposure unit considerably, therefore,
additional units are defined for all kinds of ionizing radiation.

Fig. (2.2) Electron Equilibrium. The electrons A, although produced outside the standard cell B,
enter it. The electrons C, although produced in the standard, cell, leave it. For electron
equilibrium to be established, the number of electrons A must be equal to the number of
electrons C. (Adapted from H.E. Johns and J.R. Cunningham: The physics of Radiology.
3rd Ed. Springfield, IL, Charles C. Thomas, 1974.)

2.2.2. Absorbed Dose
The path of ionizing radiation through matter is marked by a transfer of energy from
radiation to the material through which it passes. This transfer of energy is typical of all
kinds of ionizing radiation and not restricted just to photons. The amount of energy
transferred is known as the absorbed energy, or the absorbed dose. The common derived
unit of absorbed energy, or absorbed dose, is called a gray (Gy) which is defined as one
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joule (J) of energy absorbed from any ionizing radiation in one kilogram (kg) of any
material. In symbolic form:
‐1

1Gy = 1 J·kg

The former unit of absorbed dose is known as the rad. The relation between rad and gray
is very simple:
‐2

1 rad = 1 · 10 Gy = 1 cGy
Therefore, any absorbed dose values expressed in rad can be expressed directly in
centigray (cGy). Many older table of absorbed dose are expressed in terms of rad.
Frequently it is of importance to know not only the total absorbed dose, but also the time
period over which that absorbed dose was acquired. This is expressed as the absorbed
dose divided by the time period and is known as the absorbed dose rate. The common
derived unit of absorbed dose rate is gray per second (Gy·s‐1).

2.2.3. Equivalent dose
The concept of Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) is used to relate the biological
response of tissue to absorbed dose from radio‐therapeutic beams of different qualities.
Publication 103 of the ICRP [1] redefined this relation by making use of two parameters.
the Equivalent Dose in an organ, and
the Effective Dose.

For the sole purpose of expressing dose limits, Equivalent Dose and Effective dose have
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been recommended by ICRP as being the best way to correlate radiation exposure with
the risk of developing cancer.
The term “dose”, in units of Sievert (Sv), is applied to Effective Dose unless otherwise
stated. It applies to all exposure conditions, whether caused internally or externally, and
represents an absorbed dose weighted for different radiations and for the carcinogenic
biological sensitivity of different organs.
The Equivalent Dose HT,R(in Sv) received by tissue T which has been exposed to a dose
DT,R(in Gy) of radiation R is then specified using:
H T,R = wR DT,R
Table (2.1) Radiation Weighting Factors from [1], [2] and [4]. Note the changes in the values for
proton and neutron in the ICRP 103.

wR

wR

wR

(NCRP

(ICRP

(ICRP

116)

60)

103)

X‐and N rays, electrons, positrons, muons

1

1

1

Protons and charged pions

2

5

2

α ‐ particles, fission fragments, etc

20

20

20

Neutrons, E n < 10 keV

5

5

A

10 < E n < 100 keV

10

10

continuous

0.1 < E n < 2 MeV

20

20

function of

2 < E n < 20 MeV

10

10

energy

E n > 20 MeV

5

5

Fig 2.1

Radiation and energy range
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Fig. (2.3) Radiation weighting factor, wR, for neutrons versus neutron energy. In ICRP103, the
factor for neutrons is now defined by a continuous function. The values are decreased in
low‐energy range.

⎧2.5 + 18.2e −[1n ( E n ) ] / 6 ,
⎪
⎪
− [1n ( 2 E n ) ] 2 / 6 ,
⎨5.0 + 17.0e
wR= ⎪
−[1n ( 0.04 E n ) ] 2 / 6 ,
⎪⎩2.5 + 3.25e
2

En < 1MeV
1MeV ≤ En ≤ 50 MeV
En > 50 MeV

Since many radiation fields consist of more than one component – for example, photons
and neutrons with a range of energies – the overall equivalent dose is given by:

∑W

HT=
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2.2.4. Effective dose
To account for the different radio‐sensitivity of different body tissues, a tissue weighting
factor wT is also used, Table (2.2). This then defines the Effective Dose, E.

∑W H

E =

T

T

(2.2)

T

In the compilation of a table of tissue weighting factors it is implicitly assumed that wT
does not depend on radiation quality. It is therefore assumed to be independent of wR [4].
Table (2.2) Tissue Weighting Factors from references [1] [2] and [4]. Remainder tissues: Adrenals,
Extrathoracic (ET) region, Gall bladder, Heart, Kidneys, Lymphatic nodes, Muscle, Oral
mucosa, Pancreas, Prostate, Small intestine, Spleen, Thymus, Uterus/Cervix

Tissue

wT
(NCRP116, ICRP60)

wT
(ICRP 103)

0.20
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
‐
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.01
0.01
‐
‐

0.08
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.04
0.12
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

Gonads
Red bone marrow
Colon
Lung
Stomach
Remainder
Bladder
Breast
Liver
Oesophagus
Thyroid
Skin
Structural bone
Brain
Salivary glands
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2.2.5. Kerma
The kinetic energy of charged ionizing particles liberated per unit mass of the specified
material by uncharged ionizing particles is known as kerma (K). (KERMA is an acronym
for Kinetic Energy Released per unit MAss.) The common derived unit of kerma is joule
per kilogram (J·kg‐1) with the special name gray (Gy). The difference between absorbed
dose and kerma lies in the fact that kerma measures all the energy transferred to charged
particles by uncharged ionizing particles. It is instructive to consider the case of photons
interacting with matter and producing electrons. As the electrons interact with the
material, it is possible that some of the energy transferred to the electrons will not be
deposited in the material, but instead will be lost in the form of bremsstrahlung.
Hence, the distinction between absorbed dose and kerma may be expressed as follows:
absorbed dose is the energy per unit mass retained or absorbed along the path of the
charged particle(s), while kerma is the energy per unit mass transferred to the charged
particle(s). It must also be kept in mind that energy may be released (transferred) at one
location (the interaction location) but not absorbed at this location. Thus energy may be
released in a particular volume element and absorbed in it, or it may be released in one
volume element and absorbed in a different one. Hence, absorbed dose and kerma may
differ in value depending on the particular location in question.
The ICRP has established that it is acceptable to use such terms as “tissue kerma in air”
or “tissue kerma in bone” because kerma, unlike exposure, can be quoted for any
specified material at a point in free space or in an absorbing medium. Because over a
wide range of photon energies, air kerma and tissue kerma differ by less than 10%, for
radiation protection purposes, they may be considered equal in magnitude. Air kerma
means air kerma in air. As kerma is independent of the complexities of geometry of the
irradiated mass element and permits specification for photons or neutrons in free space or
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in an absorbing material, it has wider applicability than exposure. Kerma is generally
determined with a radiation measuring instrument designed to approximate charged
particle equilibrium conditions.
When this is done, then the value of kerma and the value of the absorbed dose are equal
when measured in the same units, provided no significant amount of energy is lost. It is
very convenient, dosimetrically, to link air kerma to exposure. Indeed it is found that for
low‐energy photons of approximately 100 keV, for example, which produce an exposure
of one roentgen at a point in air, the air kerma, is about 0.87 cGy (0.87 rad) and tissue
kerma is about 0.95 cGy (0.95 rad). For a medium other than air, kerma depends upon the
energy of the photons and the atomic composition of the medium.
Just as an absorbed dose rate was defined in the previous section, we can define a kerma
rate and an exposure rate. Again the quantity is divided by the total time period during
which the irradiation occurred. The common name for kerma rate is gray per second
‐1

(Gy·s ); the common unit of exposure rate is coulomb per kilogram·second

(C ⋅ (kg ⋅ s) )
−1

‐1

in SI units and roentgen per second (R·s ) in the former units. The

unit of absorbed dose and of kerma can be applied to any material. Although all ionizing
radiation can produce similar biologic effects, the absorbed dose necessary to produce a
particular effect may vary from one kind of radiation to another and from one type of
biologic material to another.

2.2.6. Other Dosimetric Quantities
When a radionuclide is deposited internally, the absorbed radiation dose to organs or
tissues will depend on how long the radionuclide remains. There are two ways in which
unsealed radionuclides are eliminated, by radioactive decay and by physiological
elimination. Hence the absorbed dose from an internally deposited radionuclide has a
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temporal component that must be considered. Both ICRP and NCRP recommend the use
of the committed equivalent dose H T (τ) as the time integral of equivalent dose rate in a
specific tissue (T) after the deposition of the radioactive material has occurred. For a
single radionuclidic deposition at time t0:

H T ( τ) = ∫

.

Where

HT

t0 + τ
t0

.

H T ( t )dt

is the equivalent dose rate in the organ or tissue T at time t and τ is the

integration period to be taken as 50 y (fifty years) after intake for a
radiation worker and 70y for a child. The committed effective dose E(τ) given by:

E( τ ) =

∑ T WT H T ( τ)

is just the sum for each internally deposited radionuclide of the appropriate tissue
weighting factor multiplied by the committed equivalent dose. When τ is taken to be 50 y
the above equation is written for a radiation worker as:

E ( 50 ) =

T =1

T= j

∑H
T =i

T

( 50 )

w

T

+

w

Tremaninde r

∑ m T H T ( 50 )

T=k

T =1

∑ mT

T=k

Where HT (50) is the committed equivalent dose and WT the specific weighting factor for
the tissues(Ti to Tj) specifically named in Table 2.2 and mT is the mass of the named
remainder organs (Tk to T1). If half of the original radionuclide is eliminated from the
body in three months or less, then the committed equivalent and effective dose reflect
very closely the annual equivalent and effective dose for the year of intake. If however,
the radionuclide leaves the body more slowly, these quantities actually overestimate the
equivalent and effective dose received in the year of intake because a significant portion
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of the absorbed dose is deposited in succeeding years. Thus these quantities are not
recommended for estimating health effects or assessing the probability of deleterious
effects. However, they are useful for routine radiation protection purposes such as
assessing compliance with the annual effective dose limits and also in the design of
facilities. The unit of committed equivalent and effective dose remains the sievert. The
above quantities all relate to estimating the biologic effects of absorbed dose in the
individual.
ICRP has defined additional quantities, collective equivalent and effective dose to
estimate biologic effects in exposed groups or populations. This is achieved by
multiplying the average absorbed dose to the exposed group by the number of persons in
the group. If more than one group is involved, the total collective quantity is the sum of
the collective quantities for each group. The unit of these collective quantities is termed
the “man sievert”. These collective quantities should be thought of as representing the
total stochastic consequences to the group, but they should only be applied when the
consequences are truly proportional to both the dosimetric quantity and to the number of
people exposed. ICRP has defined other quantities such as the “dose commitment” to be
used only as a calculational tool, the ambient and direction dose equivalent to be used for
environment and area monitoring and the individual dose equivalent, penetrating and
superficial, to be used for purposes of monitoring individuals. It has also defined
probability coefficients for relating probability of stochastic effects to dosimetric
quantities. All of these are defined to aid in applying the principles of radiation protection
to both those who are occupationally exposed and to the general public. For further
information regarding these units, the reader is referred to ICRP Publications 60 and
103.[1][2]
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2.3. Background Levels

The UK National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB)(Currently, Health Protection
Agency) provides estimates for some of these regional and occupational distributions
[6]. Changes in the estimates for the years prior to 1986 and those up to 1994 are due
largely to:
the improvements in the monitoring of local radon concentrations,
the more widespread use of computerized tomography in diagnostic radiology, and
reduced discharges and radioactive fallout to the environment.

Variations in geographical region and occupational grouping within the UK can result in
significant changes from the mean annual background dose burden.
The following figures and table show variations due to:
a reduced radioactive fallout with time, Fig. (2.4)
the increased cosmic ray contribution with altitude above mean sea level, Fig. (2.5)
the geographical variation of radon contribution to the total burden, Table (2.3)
the reduced radioactive discharge to the environment in a particular region, Fig. (2.6)
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Fig. (2.4) The annual mean dose to the UK public (𝛍Sv) from radioactive fallout. The large peaks
in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s are due to weapons testing. The smaller peak in 1986
is due to the Chernobyl accident. Although the current mean is ~5 𝛍Sv, areas with heavy
average rainfalls receive doses up to 15 𝛍Sv [6].

Fig. (2.5) Increase in dose due to cosmic rays (𝛍Sv hr‐1) with altitude. The annual dose at mean
sea level varies with latitude in the range 200 ‐ 300 𝛍Sv. Point correspond to the
altitudes above mean sea level, a high altitude city such as Mexico, a Himalayan Peak,
and subsonic and supersonic airliner travel. Frequent air travelers can raise their mean
annual dose from cosmic rays from 260 𝛍Sv to ~ 700 𝛍Sv [6].
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It is apparent from Fig. (2.5) that radiation levels for astronauts in earth orbit (~300 km)
are well in excess of sea level values. Special limits are therefore likely on the Dose Limit
for annual and career‐accumulated exposures [7], [8]. Doses of ~ 150 mSv have been
measured for a six month mission in orbit.
Table (2.3) The variation of average radon dose with region in the UK. High levels in South West
and Central England and North East Scotland are due to the relatively large (but still
small in absolute terms) deposits of uranium in the geological strata. The country‐wide
mean dose from radon is 1.3 mSv. Levels out of doors and in buildings with under‐floor
ventilation are considerably less than the quoted figures [6]. In any one area, radon
dose vary by several order of magnitude.

Region

Radon Dose (mSv)

Total Dose (mSv)

%

Cornwall

6.4

7.8

82

Devon

4.0

5.3

75

Somerset

3.3

4.5

73

Northants

2.6

4.0

65

Derbyshire

2.4

3.7

65

London

0.9

2.1

43

Fig. (2.6) Annual dose received by heavy consumers of seafood in Cumbria.

■ total dose: ♦ dose due to radioactive discharges from nuclear industry: The current dose
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burden for this group due to discharges continues to be in the range 150‐200 𝛍Sv. The current
national average due to discharge from all sources (nuclear industry and medical) is 0.4 𝛍Sv [6].

2.4. Detectors

Every radiation detection system consists of two parts. The first is the detector proper, in
which the interaction of radiation with matter takes place. The second is the measuring
apparatus, sometimes called the counter or readout component. This takes whatever the
detector produces and performs those functions required to accomplish the desired
measurements.
Different types of systems are characterized by the nature of the interaction of radiation
with the detector. Several types operate by virtue of the ionization produced in the
detector by the passage of charged particles. Examples of such systems are ionization
chambers, proportional counters, Geiger counters, semiconductor radiation detectors, and
cloud and spark chambers. Other, such as scintillation detectors and thermoluminescent
devices, operate by virtue of exciting atomic electrons to higher energy states and the
readout is based on the prompt or delayed emission of photons as the electrons return to
their normal energy state.
If the primary radiation consists of charged particles, the interaction with the detector is
produced directly. If the primary radiation consists of uncharged particles, i.e., neutrons
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or photons, the interaction originates by secondary processed.
Detection systems, as a whole, are classified by their mode of operation, i.e., whether
they are pulse‐type or mean‐level devices. In the pulse‐type mode of operation, the output
of the detector is a series of signal, or pulses, resolved or separated in time. Each signal
represents the interaction of a nuclear particle with the detector. A Geiger counter is an
example of a detection system that usually operates in pulse mode.
In the mean‐level of integrating mode of operation, the quantity measured directly is the
average effect due to many interactions of radiation with the detector. No attempt is made
to resolve individual events. Frequently, such resolution is impossible because of the high
rate at which the interactions occur. An ionization chamber is an example of a detection
system that is most often operated in mean‐level mode.

2.4.1. Gas‐Filled Detectors
Those systems in which detectors operate by virtue of charged particles producing
ionization in a gas‐filled chamber are known as gas‐filled detectors. The three most
common systems of this type are ionization chambers, proportional counters, and Geiger
counters.
Detectors associated with each of these systems employ a gas‐filled chamber with a
generally (there are some exceptions) positively charged central electrode in the form of a
thin wire insulated from the negatively charged electrode which is usually formed by the
chamber walls. The positively charged electrode is known as the anode, and the
negatively charged electrode as the cathode. A voltage (V) applied between the wall and
central electrode, maintains the charge distribution. A typical gas‐filled detector is shown
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schematically in Fig. (2.7).
As a charged particle passes through the gas it ionizes atoms and forms within the
chamber, ion pairs composed of the residual positively charged atoms and the negatively
charged electrons. The positive and negative charges thus produced have a force applied
to them by the voltage; positively charged particles tend to move toward the chamber
walls and negatively charged particles toward the central electrode, because, of course,
opposite charges attract. The central electrode is often referred to as the collector.
The main differences among the three types of gas‐filled detectors lie in the gas used, the
pressure at which that gas is maintained within the chamber, and the voltage level that is
maintained between the central electrode and walls of the chamber. Fig. (2.8) is a graph
of the voltage versus the amount of ionization that occurs.

Fig. (2.7) A Gas‐Filled Detector. The incoming ionizing A enters the detector B and causes
ionization. The residual positive ions move toward the chamber walls D, which are
negatively charged, and thus form the cathode. The electrons (negative ions) move
toward the central wire E, which is positively charged and thus forms the anode or
collector. The central wire and the chamber walls are electrically isolated from each
other by the insulating material F. The voltage level V is maintained by the power
source P. The resistor R capacitor C circuit integrates individual pulses from the
electrons.
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Fig. (2.8) Voltage Dependence of a Gas‐filled Detector: Region I represents the voltage levels at
which partial recombination of ion pairs take place. Region II is the ionization chamber
region. No recombination of ion pairs takes place here, and no secondary electrons are
produced. Region III is the region of proportionality. The number of secondary ion pairs
produced is directly proportional to the number of primary ion pairs produced. Region
IV is the region of limited proportionality. Region VI is the region of continuous
discharge. A represents voltage levels that produce simple ionization. For the voltage
levels B, multiplication of primary ionization takes place.

2.4.1.1. Ionization chambers
Ionization chambers are used as survey meters, as dose calibrators, and as standard
measuring devices for determining radiation levels. They are useful because they can
indicate the quantity of incoming radiation and in some cases its energy as well. This
capability enables the user to identify the source as well as the strength of radiation
present as in the case of a radionuclide, or to calibrate the beam quality and quantity of an
X‐ray generator.
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The detector proper can take many forms. The most common is that of a cylindrical
conducting chamber containing a central electrode on the axis of the chamber and
insulated from it (see Fig. (2.7)). The usual gas filling for an ionization‐chamber detector
is dry air at atmospheric pressure (101.3 kPa). Other gases are sometimes used for
particular purposes, but in radiation protection work, air is commonly used.
An ionization chamber can be used to some extent for detection of all types of particles.
However, in radiation protection work it is most commonly used for detection of both
photons and high‐speed electrons. In the mean‐level mode of operation, the ionization
chamber can be used in two ways: (1) as a current‐measuring device yielding a quantity
proportional to the rate (amount per unit time) of arrival of the ionizing radiation within
the detector, and (2) as a voltage‐measuring device yielding a quantity related to total
radiation incident on the chamber during the entire period of measurement.

Principles of Operation
An ionization chamber demands that only ionization produced directly by incoming
radiation be collected. Therefore, for quantitative measurements, the detector must
furnish an output having a definite relationship to this ionization. To accomplish this goal,
a known fraction of the charge produced within the chamber must be collected and no
other ionization can take place. Therefore, it is necessary to understand how the electron
and residual positive ions, once formed, behave.
When an outer‐shell or valence electron is released from an atom, the immediate
inclination of electron and positive ion is to reunite. To avoid this “recombination” a
certain minimum level of voltage must exert enough force on the electron to separate it
from the positive ion and both of them on their respective ways. Generally the walls of
the chamber are the cathode; i.e., they have a negative potential or an excess of electrons.
Thus the positive ions, traveling slowly because they are relatively massive, migrate to
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the chamber walls, where they receive an electron and are neutral once again.
The central wire is usually the anode, which is positive with respect to the chamber walls;
hence electrons are attracted to it. Electrons, however, are very light, and a small force
applied to them (by the voltage V in the detector) gives them a lot of energy. Therefore,
the voltage applied in the chamber must be low enough to keep the electrons from
acquiring so much energy before reaching the anode that the electrons themselves ionize
other atoms. This type of ionization is called secondary ionization. Usually ionization
chambers have voltages between 100 and 300 V, although some have higher operating
voltages.
2.4.1.2. Geiger Counters
Geiger counters, also called Geiger‐Muller or G‐M tubes, are widely used as monitoring
instruments because they can detect any type of radiation that produces ionization within
the detector, no matter how small the amount of ionization. In fact, this high sensitivity
makes Geiger counters ideally suited for detecting fast electrons and photons because the
low probability of these particles producing ionization makes them hard to detect. Alpha
particles and other highly ionizing particles can be detected by G‐M tubes, but because of
their short range they are unable to penetrate the walls of the detector unless thin
windows are used or the source of the radiation is placed inside the detector.
Geiger counters are almost always used in pulse mode. Their operation requires that the
number of electrons collected at the anode be independent of the amount of primary
ionization. Hence this factor cannot be used as a measure of particle energy, nor is it
possible to discriminate among different types of particles by means of the sensitivity of
the electronic circuit. Therefore, G‐M tubes can tell nothing about the energy of radiation.
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The great utility of the G‐M tube is the result of several factors:
1. It has very high sensitivity.
2. It can be used with different types of radiation.
3. It can be fabricated in a wide variety of shapes; i.e., the width can be
anywhere from 2 mm to several centimeters, and the length, 1 cm to several
meters.
4. Its output signal is so strong that it requires little or no amplification.
5. It is reasonable in cost, because the tube and the electronics following it are
extremely simple in construction.

Principles Operation
The tube itself is generally a metallic envelope in which two electrodes and a proper
filling gas are incorporated. The internal, or collector, electrode (anode) is a fine wire
(about 0.10 mm in diameter) frequently made of tungsten because of its strength and
uniformity in small‐diameter applications. The anode is most often supported at both ends
with insulators (see Fig. (2.7)). Sometimes, however, the anode is terminated at one end
by a glass bead or a loop. As opposed to ionization chambers, the most common filling
gas for a Geiger counter is one of the noble gases: helium, argon, or neon. The only
requirement is that the gas has a small electron affinity. A large range of pressures is used,
the most frequent being 9 to 50 kPa.
In other to achieve the high sensitive of the G‐M tube, a relatively high operating voltage
must be used (generally between 900 and 1200 V). Again this feature differs from that of
the ionization chamber.
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The quality of a G‐M tube is determined by the counting rate versus voltage response, as
shown in Fig. (2.9). That range of operating voltages through which the counting rate
changes very little is called the plateau. A good tube has a counting‐rate change of less
than 10% throughout the plateau region. The voltage at which the G‐M tube begins to
count is known as the starting voltage. Voltages higher than the plateau voltage result in a
breakdown of the tube gas; i.e., ionization occurs because the voltage itself pulls the gas
atoms apart even without the presence of any ionizing radiation.

Fig. (2.9) Geiger Counter Plateau: A represents the starting potential or starting voltage, B
represents the “knee” or threshold voltage, C represents the plateau region, and D
represents the breakdown or continuous discharge region.

2.4.1.3. Proportional Counters
In the previous section we discussed the production of secondary and continued
ionization near the anode. In that previous case, virtually all the gas atoms in the sensitive
volume of the detector were ionized each time even one ion pair was created within it. All
dependence on the energy of the ionizing particle was lost. Referring back to Fig. (2.8),
we see there is a voltage region between the ionization chamber region and the G‐M tube
region designated as the proportional region. A very useful detector, known as a
proportional counter can be designed to operate in this region. Multiplication of
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ionization still takes place, but a strong dependence on particle energy is maintained.
These detectors can be operated either in pulse or mean‐level mode, but their major
application is in pulse mode. The proportional counter offers an important addition to the
gas‐filled detectors previously discussed, because their output signal is much higher than
that produced by the ionization chamber, but the ability to distinguish energy
characteristics is maintained.

Principle of Operation
The production of counts in the proportional counter differs from that in the G‐M tube in
two important aspects. In the G‐M tube, ionization is terminated when the number of
positive ions near the anode is so great that it reduces the voltage of the anode to a level
inadequate for maintaining ionization. In the proportional counter, ionization stops when
all of the electrons within the local gas volume are swept to the anode.
In the G‐M tube, ionization proceeds until nearly all the gas atoms in the sensitive volume
are involved, whereas in proportional counters, the amount of ionization produced per
count is a function of the primary ionizing event as well as of the tube characteristics and
operating conditions. The number of ion pairs produced per count can vary from one to
4

6

10 or even 10 when the incoming ionizing radiation produces as few as one primary ion
pair.
As in the G‐M tube, the primary electrons in the initial ionizing event produce secondary
electrons by collisions with neutral gas molecules. These events cascade to form a
Townsend avalanche. Since the voltage is lower in a proportional counter, this avalanche
takes place very close to the anode and spreads out only over a very short distance from
where it begins. The avalanche terminates when all the free electrons in this local vicinity
have been swept to the anode. The number of secondary ionization events is kept
proportional to the number of primary ion pairs formed by the tube conditions, even
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though the total number ions can be multiplied by many powers of ten. Since the number
of electrons swept to the anode is large, the change in anode voltage is large and hence
the signal associated with this count is quite strong.

2.4.2. Solid State Detectors
These types of detectors involve the use of solid materials in the form of a crystal which
is an aggregate of atoms of one or more elements arranged in a distinctive and repetitive
pattern. When carbon exists in crystalline form, it is known as diamond. When it exists in
non‐crystalline form, it is called graphite and is used for “lead” pencils. Ordinary table
salt is a crystal, but its crystalline structure does not have any properties which would
make it useful as a radiation detector.
Electrons in a crystal exist in distinct energy levels called bands, just as electrons in an
atom exist in distinct energy levels called shells. In a crystal the electrons, especially the
outer most or valence electrons oscillate between nearest neighbor atoms in the structure,
giving some of these substances unique properties. The first excited energy state or
“band” above the valence band is called the conduction band. In those materials, known
as metals, electrons exist naturally in the conduction band, but in insulators this is not
true. When electrons in an insulator gain energy, for example, as a result of interactions
with ionizing radiation, they move to excited energy states in such a manner that all the
excited electrons are in the conduction band and all the “holes” or missing electrons are
in the valence band.
If the excited electrons return spontaneously to the valence band with the emission of
light photons, the crystal material is termed a “scintillant”. If the electrons trapped in the
conduction band, together with the holes, are capable of setting up a current under the
influence of an applied potential difference, the crystal material is termed a
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“semiconductor”. There are other mechanisms by which insulators can return excited
electrons back to the valance band. Since these crystalline materials are more dense than
gas, they have an increased ability to interact with radiation. In addition, they have much
better energy resolution characteristics.
2.4.2.1. Scintillation Detectors
One of the oldest techniques for detecting ionizing radiation makes use of the scintillation
light produced in certain organic and inorganic materials. Modern scintillation detectors
were developed primarily in response to the need for detecting higher counting rates and
consequently having shorter resolving times. In addition, this technique allows
measurement of the energy spectrum of beta particles and photons particularly at
relatively high energy values.
A number of different materials are employed as scintillators. These include single solid
organic crystals, organic materials dissolved in organic liquids or solids, plastics, thin
films, single crystals of inorganic material usually doped with some impurity atoms,
inorganic powders, glass, and high purity gases, usually noble gases, such as xenon and
krypton.
It is important that all scintillation materials have a high efficiency for conversion of
energy deposited by ionizing radiation to light (or very near ultraviolet) photons. This
process is called fluorescence and indicates the prompt emission of visible light photons
from a material following excitation of some sort. Phosphorescence, on the other hand,
signifies that emission of a longer wavelength photon takes place and that the
characteristic emission time is significantly delayed. Delayed fluorescence indicates that
the photon emission energy is the same as in prompt fluorescence, but that the emission
time following excitation is long. A good scintillator for radiation detection purposes
should convert a large fraction of the incident energy to prompt fluorescence with a time
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‐8

delay of 10 s or less. The emission of energy through phosphorescence and delayed
fluorescence should be minimal. In addition, it is necessary that scintillators be
transparent to their own fluorescent radiation and that the photons emitted have energies,
known as a spectral distribution, consistent with the response of available collecting
apparatus usually photocathodes. (Photocathodes play a role for scintillators similar to
that of anodes which are the collectors for gas‐filled detectors. However, there is no
analogous attraction of the photons to the photocathode, but rather an optical coupling is
required to channel the light.)

Principle of Operation
The process whereby a substance absorbs energy and then re‐emits it as photons in the
visible or near‐visible energy range, is termed luminescence. The initial excitation energy
for this process has many origins such as light chemical reactions, mechanical strains,
heat, and ionizing radiation. The last named causes a scintillation because of the
excitation or ionization produced in the substance. Only scintillants that de‐excite
promptly, i.e., through prompt fluorescence in 10‐8 s or less, are useful as radiation
detectors. However, most energy deposited in the substance by ionizing radiation is
quickly degraded into heat. In choosing a scintillation material, therefore, it is important
to determine the efficiency with which the kinetic energy of charged particles is
converted into visible light and also to determine that this conversion is linear, i.e., that
the light yield is proportional to deposited energy over as wide a range as possible.
2.4.2.2. Semiconductor Detectors
Another type of solid state detector, known as a “semiconductor” detector, also takes
advantage of the properties of particular crystals. In this case, the crystal is a very good
insulator which under certain conditions, can be made to conduct electricity. The typical
semiconductor detector can be thought of as a sandwich with the crystal in the center and
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a positive and negative electrode attached to each side. Under ordinary circumstances, all
the electrons in the crystal structure are in the lowest allowable energy states. However,
when energy is deposited in the crystal, the electrons are excited to energy states near the
valence band, as in the case of the scintillator, but in a semiconductor the electrons get
trapped in this higher energy state. As usual, all the missing electron vacancies or holes
propagate to the valence band.
When a potential difference is applied to the crystal, the electrons travel toward the
positive electrode and the holes toward the negative electrode, thus generation a current.
It is important that current not flow when there is no applied potential. And it is also
important that all the charge carriers be detected when there is an applied potential.
Semiconductor detectors are similar to ionization chambers in that the energy deposited
by the incoming ionizing radiation is exactly equivalent to the number of electron‐hole
pairs produced and it is thus important that all the charge be collected. As with an
ionization chamber detector, semiconductor detectors suffer from the problem of
re‐combination of the produced charge. The ability of these detectors to furnish accurate
energy data is degraded by the trapping of electrons which creates within the crystal
structure a space charge that reduces the electric potential between the electrodes, further
facilitating re‐combination of electron hole pairs.

Principle of Operation
An electron‐hole pair is produced when incoming ionizing radiation deposits energy
which allows an electron to move to an excited or higher energy state. In certain crystal
materials, the electrons get trapped in an energy state, known as the conduction band, and
cannot decay back to a lower energy state. Semiconductor materials have the property
that, under the influence of an electric potential difference, the electrons in the conduction
band can move and at the same time the crystal structure can propagate, between
neighboring lattice points, a net positive charge because of the missing electron. This
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movement of charge carriers generates a current flow, hence the term “semiconductor”. A
charged particle which interacts with a solid loses energy by transferring it to electrons in
the medium. This energy is used to “excite” the electrons in the material to a higher
allowable energy state just as in the case of the scintillant. The number of electron‐hole
pairs produced is given by:

Number of Pairs =

E
ε

where E is the total energy deposited by the incoming ionizing radiation and ε is the
average energy to produce an electron‐hole pair. The interaction can be characterized in a
non‐relativistic context by:

4m ⋅ E
M

E
max transferred =

where Emax is the maximum total energy deposited by the incoming charged particle and
m and M are the mass of the electron and the incoming charged particle respectively.
For a 4 MeV alpha particle, for example, Emax is about 2 keV which is much more energy
than is needed to raise one electron from the valence or deeper lying energy state to the
conduction band or a higher energy state. This results in the crystal being in a highly
‐12

excited state for about 10 s and then the holes are propagated to the top of the valence
band and the electrons to the bottom of the conduction band. Some typical values for ε
are 3.23 eV for silicon (Si) and 2.84eV for germanium (Ge). Thus we see that the energy
needed to create an electron‐hole pair is about 30 eV less than the energy needed to ionize
an air molecule in an ionization chamber (34eV). This leads to improved counting
statistics and energy resolution.
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The values of ε quoted are actually almost three times that needed to raise an electron to
the conduction band. The remaining energy is dissipated through the strong coupling of
the electrons to the crystal lattice and through vibrations of the solid. Because ε is
independent of the energy and mass of the primary ionizing particle, semiconductor
detectors are useful in many different applications. Some of these include heavy particle
detection, beta spectrometry, particle identification, measurement under high‐background
conditions and even the ability to replace the photomultiplier tube in scintillation
detectors (thus producing a higher signal‐to‐noise ratio).

2.5. Stochastic and Deterministic Effects of Radiation

Exposure of living organisms to radiation gives rise to two types of effect:
The possibility, however small, that increased exposure to radiation will result in an
increased probability of genetic mutations or cancer induction. These are the
stochastic (random) effects of radiation and they may not become evident for some
considerable time after the exposure.
Where the severity of the response to radiation increases with dose. This is a
deterministic (formerly non‐stochastic) effect. In the case of a radiation accident,
for example, where the doses may well have been appreciable, deterministic
effects such as skin erythema (reddening and breakdown) or cataract formation
become evident quite soon after the exposure. It is likely that a deterministic effect
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will also be accompanied by stochastic effect.

The delayed reaction to a stochastic effect is expressed by a risk factor (also known as a
probability coefficient). These factors can be individually assigned to different conditions
(leukaemia) of grouped together to include an overall category (solid cancers of all types).
‐6

‐1

If the risk factor for leukaemia induction is 3 x 10 mSv , for example, then a population
6

of 10 irradiated with 1 mSv would be expected to yield 3 extra cases, on average, over
and above the normal incidence. Alternatively, the risk factor for the excess number of
‐6

‐1

solid cancers over a lifetime in the population at large is expressed as 50 x 10 mSv .
The interpretation is that 50 extra patients with solid cancers would be expected in a one
million population irradiated with 1 mSv. Risk Estimates agreed by both ICRP and NCRP
[1], [4] are summarized in [5], [9].

Fig (2.10) The different lines on the stochastic graph refer to different conditions, e.g. leukaemia,
chromosome aberrations, etc. Different lines on the deterministic graph refer to the
response of different groups of people, e.g. to skin damage, cataract formation, etc.
Note the presence of a threshold in the deterministic effects.
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An example of the progression from severe deterministic to stochastic effects of radiation
was provided by a case of industrial exposure of a worker’s hand. The dose to the hand
was probably ~100 Gy and to the whole body ~10 Gy over a time span of about a decade.
Outward evidence of exposure was first provided redness and swelling of the right index
finger. This was followed by dermatitis and heavy infection which eventually required
amputation of the finger. Several years later acute myeloid leukaemia eventually
culminated in the death of the person [10].
Table (2.4) Risk Estimates for Stochastic Effects. The figures refer to the lifetime risk of
contracting one of the outcomes for all ages (Whole Population) and for the working
population (Adult worker).
Outcome

W hole Population

Fatal Cancer

50 x 10 mSv

Non‐fatal Cancer

10 x 10 ‐6 mSv ‐1

8 x 10 mSv

Genetic Effects

13 x 10 ‐6 mSv ‐1

8 x 10 ‐6 mSv ‐1

‐6

Adult Workers

‐1

40 x 10 ‐6 mSv ‐1
‐6

‐1

Table (2.5) Detriment‐adjusted nominal risk coefficients (10‐2 Sv‐1) for stochastic effects after
exposure to radiation at low dose rate.[1]
Exposed
Population
W hole
Adult

Cancer

Heritable effects

Total

ICRP 103 ICRP 60

ICRP 103 ICRP 60

ICRP 103 ICRP 60

5.5
4.1

6.0
4.8

0.2
0.1
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2.6. Radiation Carcinogenesis

The date set which are used as the bases of radiation protection come from a variety of
sources [9], [11]. Some of these are:
the study of disease and mortality rates of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic
bomb survivors,
the survival rates of patients who had suffered from ankylosing spondylitis,
tuberculosis patients given chest fluoroscopies,
irradiation of children for ringworm of the scalp,
the national registers of radiation workers.

In many of these cases, the greatest difficulty in associating the pathological condition
with the radiation exposure lies in the precision of the dosimetry. The data therefore have
to be complemented by controlled radiation biology experiments on both cellular and
mammalian systems.

2.6.1. Dose : response relationships
The mechanisms of radiation action are a continuing area of study. Many factors are
responsible for the large uncertainty between the exposure to radiation and the ensuing
biological response. This is especially true at the low doses experienced under radiation
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protection conditions. These factors are:
the stochastic nature of energy deposition resulting from both primary and
secondary charged particles,
the complexity of the target (ultimately the DNA) and the manner in which the
energy deposited manifests itself in a pathological condition,
the dynamic nature of the target system,
the large number of end‐points (chromosome aberrations, cell death, etc.).

Radio‐biology experiments have established certain dose:response functions to describe
the incidence of different end‐point in a number of cellular as well as mammalian systems
irradiated by different types of radiation. These functions are formulated on the basis of
models which consider the spatial correlation between single‐ or multi‐hit events within
the target. These models are applied in the following circumstances:
In radiotherapy the target is a collection of tumor cells, sometimes at a specific
location and sometimes distributed throughout the body. The cell death end‐point
is clearly of relevance to the high doses delivered here. Analysis of cell survival is
described adequately using a linear‐quadratic function:

N = N0 exp(‐H D‐β D2 )

(2.3)

This gives the number, N, of surviving cells after irradiation to dose D. The Coefficients
α and β are generally regarded as being associated with non‐repairable and repairable
‐1

damage respectively, with values in the range 1 — 0.1 Gy and 0.1 ― 0.01 Gy

‐2

End‐points such as point mutations and chromosome aberrations in cells might be
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more relevant initiation events which eventually lead to cancer. Experiment shows
that these mutational events in cells are induced with a linear‐quadratic, (H 1 D+ α
2D

2

), dependence on dose. Thus, cancer induction data might be modelled using an

induction term for mutational events in cells and a cell killing term as in Eq. (2.3).
This results in Eq. (2.4) [9]

P = (α 0 + α 1D + α 2 D2)exp(‐β 1D‐ β 2D2)

(2.4)

Here, the α terms describe defect induction resulting from spontaneous, (α 0), 1‐hit and
2‐hit components, while the terms describe 1‐ and 2‐hit components for cell death.

Fig. (2.11) Typical survival and incidence curves against dose (Gy) in the range 0 – 20 Gy.
(■) Cell survival using Eq. (2.3) and 𝛂= 0.05 and 𝛃= 0.005:
(♦) Incidence of a defect and eventual cell death using Eq. (2.4) together with

𝛂0 = 0.0005, 𝛂1 = 0.0005, 𝛂2 = 0.001, 𝛃1 = 0.001 and 𝛃2= 0.005.
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2.6.2. Effects of dose, dose‐rate and LET in cancer induction
Experimental verification of radiation action has only been obtained for doses large
enough to have produced a measurable and statistically significant response. For most
biological systems, however, these doses are greater than those of concern in radiation
protection.
Since the ultimate purpose of radiation protection is to assess the probability of cancer
induction from the known dose received by an individual, it is first necessary to
extrapolate the effects at high dose down to the low doses of interest. The task is then to
relate all factors which influence the pathway between energy deposition in the prime
target‐ DNA in the cell nucleus – and its subsequent expression as a cancer. This is done
with a model such as Eq. (2.4).
The relevant factors to be considered are:
Whether the action is direct. In this case the energy is deposited directly into the
DNA by the primary or secondary radiation.
Whether energy is deposited initially into a neighbouring molecule –producing an
•

OH radical in water, for example – which then interacts with the DNA target. This
is called indirect action.
The efficiency of damage repair processes.
Whether one or more hits are produced by the same primary particle in the same
target molecule.

The physical parameters that govern the above factors are total dose, dose‐rate and LET.
Fig. (2.12) illustrates the link between cancer incidence and the H and β coefficients in
Eq. (2.4).
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Most experimental evidence of cancer induction comes from high doses of low LET
radiation at high dose‐rate. In this case, the small probability of a multi‐hit event comes
either from low energy electron tracks which traverse a DNA strand or from a high
spatial concentration of individual radiation spurs.
The probabilities of induced effect (α terms) and cell death (β terms) are therefore both
small except at large doses, as shown in curve C, Fig. (2.12). At very low doses, the
induction is determined solely by the α  term ( = 0.0002) which is generally assumed to
be dose‐rate independent.

Fig. (2.12) Dose‐response relationships for cancer induction using Eq. (2.4) and spontaneous
incidence coefficient 𝛂0 = 0.0005 : Data taken from [9].

♦ high LET: 𝛂1 = 0.004, 𝛂2 = 0.004, 𝛃1= 0.005, 𝛃2 = 0.015. Curve A.
▲ low LET: linear, no threshold: 𝛂1 = 0.006. Line B.
■ low LET: high dose‐rate: 𝛂1 = 0.0002, 𝛂2 =0.0008, 𝛃1= 0.0004,𝛃2 = 0.0003 Curve C.
* low LET: low dose rate: 𝛂1 = 0.003. Line D.
X low LET: limiting slope for low dose‐rate. 𝛂1 = 0.0002. Line E.
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However, if a linear relation were to be used to fit the high dose experimental data, as in
line B, the induction at low doses would be very much higher than if only the linear term
of curve C were used (line E). Thus, a dose of 2 Gy would have an induction coefficient
of ~ 0.01 for line B and 0.0004 for line E.
This has considerable importance in the definition of what might constitute a “safe” dose
of radiation. The ratio of these slopes (line B/line E) is sometimes used as an estimate of
the reduction factor to be applied to data obtained at higher doses and high dose‐rates in
setting risk estimates for radiation protection.
Information on this critical dose:reponse relation at low doses can be obtained from
experimental low LET studied at different dose‐rate. These points to the effectiveness of
the repair mechanisms which tend to reduce the biological effect following a given dose
delivered at a low dose‐rate, Fig. (2.13). Ultimately the dose‐rate becomes so high that the
damage is irreparable and this puts an upper limit on the initial slope of the dose:response
relation, Fig. (2.12).
Many of the experimental data which underpin present knowledge of low dose effects
may have been performed at dose‐rate which were not sufficiently high to reach this limit.
It is therefore present practice to allocate a response function – such as line D – which
has a slope (= 0.003) approximately between the two extremes (0.0002 and 0.006). This
factor of ~ 2 reduction for the effects of dose‐rate in the extrapolation of high to low
doses is referred to as the Dose‐Rate‐Effectiveness Factor (DREF) [9].
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Fig. (2.13) The effect of dose‐rate on the radiation response for total doses D3>D2>D1. For a
given total dose at low dose‐rates, repair mechanisms are able to reduce the biological
response. Eventually the dose‐rate becomes so high that the biological damage
becomes irreparable.

There is a higher probability that a densely ionizing particle traverses a DNA target
molecule in high LET radiation. This then produces a greater fraction of multi‐hit events
and gives rise to much larger 𝛂  and β  coefficients in Eq. (2.4). Curve A in Fig. (2.12)
indicates the likely dose:response relation.
In general, a larger probability of cancer induction is accompanied by a larger probability
of cell death. Cell death is the more likely consequence at high doses however. Exposure
to low doses of high LET radiation (α ‐particles, neutrons..) are therefore more likely to
induce cancer than the same absorbed dose at low LET.
The existence of protective, as distinct from repair, mechanisms has been studied by a
small number of workers. If such processes are initiated by radiation exposure there is the
possibility that low doses of radiation may be life enhancing. This effect is known as
Radiation Hormesis. There is no general acceptance that available data can be interpreted
in these terms.
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2.7. Principles of Radiological Protection

In the 1990 ICRP Recommendations, ICRP gave principles of protection for practices
separately from intervention situations. ICRP continues to regard these principles as
fundamental for the system of protection, and has now formulated a single set of
principles that apply to planned, emergency, and existing exposure situations.[1]
In ICRP 103, ICRP also clarifies how the fundamental principles apply to radiation
sources and to the individual, as well as how the source‐related principles apply to all
controllable situations.
Two principles are source‐related and apply in all exposure situations.

The principle of justification:
Any decision that alters the radiation exposure situation should do more good than harm.
This means that, by introducing a new radiation source, by reducing existing exposure, or
by reducing the risk of potential exposure, one should achieve sufficient individual or
societal benefit to offset the detriment it causes.

The principle of optimisation of protection:
The likelihood of incurring exposures, the number of people exposed, and the magnitude
of their individual doses should all be kept as low as reasonably achievable, taking into
account economic and societal factors.
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circumstances, maximising the margin of benefit over harm. In order to avoid severely
inequitable outcomes of this optimisation procedure, there should be restrictions on the
doses or risks to individuals from a particular source (dose or risk constraints and
reference levels).
One principle is individual‐related and applies in planned exposure situations

The principle of application of dose limits:
The total dose to any individual from regulated sources in planned exposure situations
other than medical exposure of patients should not exceed the appropriate limits
recommended by the ICRP.
Regulatory dose limits are determined by the regulatory authority, taking account of
international recommendations, and apply to workers and to members of the public in
planned exposure situations.
Recommended dose limits are set at a judged level of risk. The two categories for which
exposure limits are set are:
the public at large, and
those who receive exposure through their occupation.

Evidence of detrimental effects of radiation exposure are gathered from many sources
before assessment by a number of national (NRPB in the UK, NCRP in the US) and
international (ICRP) bodies. Reports are issued periodically to suggest the adoption of
limits of exposure for the two categories above [1], [4]. These are summarized in Table
(2.6) [5].
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The recommended dose limits are set at a judged level of risk. These are that a worker
should not be expected to accept a lifetime risk of cancer greater than 3 – 4 % while a
member of the public should not have to accept a risk greater than 0.3 ‐ 0.4 %. Using risk
estimates for fatal cancer from Table (2.4) and the lower of these numbers in case, we have:
6

‐1

Worker with a working life of 40 years: 0.03 = (40 years) x (40 x 10 mSv ) x
(dose limit), giving a dose limit of ~ 20 mSv yr‐1
Member of the public with a life‐span of 70 years: 0.003 = (70 years) x (50 x10‐6
‐1

‐1

mSv ) x (dose limit), giving a dose limit of ~ 1 mSv yr

Table (2.6) Summary of Dose Limit for the public at large and occupationally exposed radiation workers
from [1] and [4]. All limits apply. The limits to specific organs are necessary to prevent
deterministic effects to some organs even when effective dose is not exceeded.
Parameter

ICRP 60/103 [1] [2]

NCRP 116 [4]

Public
Effective Dose:
Annual
Equivalent Dose:
Annual

1 mSv:
5 y average ≤ 1 mSv

1 mSv: if continuous
5 mSv: if infrequent

15 mSv: eye lens
50 mSv: skin, hands, feet

15 mSv: eye lens
50 mSv: skin, hand, feet

Occupational

Public

Effective Dose:
Annual
Cumulative

50 mSv
≤100 mSv in 5 yr

50 mSv
10 mSv x age(yr)

Equivalent Dose:
Annual

150 mSv: eye lens
500 mSv: skin, hands, feet

150 mSv: eye lens
500 mSv: skin, hands, feet
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2.8. Practical Means of Radiation Protection

As evidence began to accumulate that ionizing radiation was inherently dangerous,
practical methods of protection were developed. In essence, the three effective means of
protection from ionizing radiation are time, distance, and shielding. We describe these
principles in a theoretical way here.

2.8.1. Time
The simplest protection from ionizing radiation is not to be where it exists. An important
principle in dealing with radiation is to spend as little time as possible in the vicinity of
radiation. Translated into practical terms, this principle has several implications.
As a first example, consider ordinary radiography. It is sometimes necessary to hold a
patient in place, e.g., the patient may be quite young, elderly or ill. The technologist or
physician can best hold the patient; however, it would be much better for someone who is
not a radiation worker to do the holding. If possible, a relative of the patient should be
asked to help. The person then possibly being irradiated is irradiated only once, whereas
the technologist or physician constantly has the possibility of being irradiated. New York
State has even gone to far as to make illegal the practice of persons occupationally
exposed to radiation (e.g., technologist) holding patients during an examination. An
institution is not even allowed to hire a person for that purpose or to utilize a limited
number of persons regularly. Furthermore, the institution is required to monitor, and
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maintain for inspection, air kerma records for any person holding a patient. The ICRP
recommends that those persons holding a patient be a relative of an age greater than the
normal reproductive age, that they wear protective gloves and aprons, and ensure, as far
as it is practical, that no part of the body, even if covered, be in the path of the useful
beam.
When it is necessary to be exposed to radiation, a good rule of thumb is to develop
efficient working habits and techniques. This measure applies particularly to radionuclide
work and to fluoroscopy. For example, when the Mo‐99mTc generator is eluted in a
nuclear medical laboratory, it should be done skillfully, so that the person performing the
elution has the shortest possible probability of being irradiated. The same applies to
chemical preparations containing radionuclides, and it also applies to the preparation and
administration to patients of radioactive materials. Similar situations could be cited for
persons working in nuclear power plants where radioactive solid as well as gaseous
wastes must be handled.
The less time spent in actual handling of radioactive material, the better. This rule is true
even when such other protective methods as distance and shielding are used. The best
exposure is no exposure. This same principle of skillful technique applies to fluoroscopy;
the shorter the time during which the X‐ray beam is turned on, the better. Thus the
importance of respecting the ICRP principle “as low as reasonably achievable” (ALARA)
is evident. One effective method to help achieve this is to practice new protocols before
using any actual radiation.

2.8.1. Distance
The most effective means of protection from ionizing radiation is a wise use of distance.
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The nice thing about distance is that particulate radiation has a very short range, even in
air; as for photons, the number reaching a particular point in space per unit time decreases
according to an inverse square law, as the photon beam spreads father from the source.
This concept of an inverse square law requires further explanation. Picture a number of
spheres of different sizes all centered on one spot, e.g., a golf ball, a tennis ball, a bowling
ball, and a basketball, all having a common center and each inside the other (Fig. (2.14)).
Now picture lines drawn from the center and intercepting the surface of all balls. Since
Fig. (2.14) is drawn in two dimensions, the lines intercept the circumference or boundary
of various circles. If a definite size block were then chosen and placed on the surface of
each of the balls (or boundary of each of the circles), the number of lines intercepted by
the block when placed on the smallest ball (or circle) would be greater than the number of
lines intercepted by the block when placed on a bigger ball (or circle). As a matter of fact,
the lines intercepted decrease in inverse proportion to the distance of the surface (or
boundary) from the common center. Think of the lines as being representations of the
path of photons.

Fig. (2.14) Diagram of concept of the inverse square law: The lines A radiation from the center C
spread out as they go from inner circle to outer circle. If a constant length B is placed
across the circumference (edge) of each of the circles, it is seen that fewer lines are
intercepted by the length as it moves from the inner to the outer circles.
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From Fig. (2.14) it is evident that the total number of lines that pass through the first
circle also pass through the second and the third and the fourth and so on. This
interception also occurs with three‐dimensional objects. In this case the surface area of a
sphere‐such as a golf ball, tennis ball, or bowling ball‐is proportional to the square of the
radius:
Surface area of sphere (A) ∝ radius squared (r2)
Thus, the number of lines (which represent photons) per unit surface of the golf ball is
proportional to the total number of lines divided by the radius of the golf ball squared:

Number of lines per
∝

unit surface area of

Total number of lines
r 2 golf ball

golf ball
The same rule applies for the number of lines per unit surface area on the basketball:

Number of lines per
unit surface area of

∝

Total number of lines
r 2 basketball

basketball
Since the surface area of the basketball is larger, in that is has a much larger radius than
the golf ball, and the total number of lines remains the same, the basketball must have
fewer lines per unit surface area than the golf ball. Notice that the inverse square of the
radius is used in the preceding calculation, thus the origin of the term, “inverse square
law”.
To express this relationship quantitatively, the following conversion is employed. The
source of photons is treated as a point source located at the center of the sphere. In
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general, for reasonable distances and source sizes, this approximation is adequate. Then a
reference point is picked: one unit distance away. This unit distance can be 1 meter, 1
centimeter‐whatever is the most convenient unit to use. In this text, 1 meter has been
chosen for consistency. As a result, knowing the number of photons emitted per unit time
at a distance of 1 meter (or any other unit distance) from the source, the number of
photons per unit time at any other distance can be obtained, as follows:

Number of photons per
second at 1m
(unit distance)

(distance) 2

Number of photons
⋅ (1 m)2

per second

=

elsewhere

⋅

in meters
from source

Example 2.8.1.
A source of photons, as measured at a distance of 1 meter, emits 1000 photons per
second. How many photons per second will be measured at a distance of 5 meters?
Hence:
‐1

2

1000 Photons · 1s ·(1m) = x·(5m)

2

Rearranging the above equation, one obtains:

1000Photons
25 m

2

⋅ 1 s-1 ⋅ 1m 2 = x

which gives finally

40

Photons
=x
s

Two things are worth noting in the previous example. The first is the tremendous
decrease in the number of photons encountered by the measuring unit, which could be the
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radiation worker him/herself. From 1000 photons per second measured at 1 meter, only
40 are measured at a distance five times as far from the source. This reduction in air
kerma is impressive. In fact, distance is the most effective means of protection against
photons because it is unrelated to either the energy or source of photons. So safety can be
purely a function of being far enough away.
The second item worthy of note is that, since the distance units cancel out, any unit
distance will do as a reference. It does not matter whether the number of photons per unit
time is measured at 1 centimeter or at 1 meter so long as both the reference distance and
the distance of interest are measured in the same units.
Finally, this last observation means that, if the number of photons per unit time is known
at any distance from the source, the number of photons per unit time that would be
measured at any other distance can be calculated using the same simple rule:

Number of photons per
second at particular
distance from source

Number of photons

⋅ (distance) =

per second
at any distance

2

⋅

(distance)2

Example 2.8.2.
If 2000 photons per second are measured at a distance of 4 meters from a source, how
many photons per second will be measured at a distance of 8 meters? Hence:
‐1

2

2

2000 photons · 1s · (4m) = x · (8m)
Rearranging the above equation, one obtains:
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2000 photons ⋅1s -1 ⋅16m 2
=x
64 m 2

which gives finally

500 photons
=x
s
In the preceding example, although the distance from the photon source doubled, i.e.,
changed by a factor of 2 (2 x 4 = 8), the number of photons per second measured
2

decreased by a factor of 2 , or 4. If the distance had changed by a factor of 3, for
example, from, 4 to 12 meter ( 3 x 4 = 12), the number of photons per second would have
2

decreased by 3 or 9. This example emphasizes again that distance is the best protection
against photons. In fact, distance is a good means of protection against most kinds of
ionizing radiation, since charged particles have a very short range (distance of travel),
even in air.
In conclusion, it is a good rule of thumb to put as much distance between a person and a
source of ionizing radiation as possible. However, no amount of distance completely
eliminates all photons; rather, distance helps reduce the number of photons per unit time
encountered to an acceptable, or minuscule, level.
In practical terms, X‐ray technologists and physicians should be as far away as possible
when the X‐ray tube is energized. Nuclear medicine technologist and physicians should
stand as far away as possible from a patient injected with radioactive material. A good
idea is to position the patient as quickly and efficiently as possible; then while the image
is being taken, move away, however, always taking patient safety into consideration. The
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radiation worker in a national laboratory or an industrial setting (e.g., pharmaceutical
company, nuclear power plant, or X‐ray diffraction application) should examine his/her
particular workplace to establish a practical plan incorporating the distance principle.

2.8.3. Shielding
The third and last type of protection against ionizing radiation consists of placing a
barrier, or shield, between the radiation and the rest of the world. This barrier takes many
different forms.
To shield from alpha particles, a thin sheet of paper is generally sufficient. For beta
particles having those energies commonly encountered, a few millimeters of aluminum or
a similar material is sufficient. When dealing with photons, the problem is not so simple.
As with distance, no amount of shielding eliminates all photons. In addition, shielding
has inherent problem in terms of weight and cost. It is only practical to surround a source
of ionizing radiation with so much shielding. For example, when transporting a
radionuclide only so much shielding can be used before the package can be moved only
with a forklift. Equally, an X‐ray machine can be surrounded by just so much shielding
before the cost of building the containing wall becomes prohibitive. For these reasons, the
effective/equivalent dose limits are used to set standards of irradiation; then distance and
shielding are used together to meet these standard.
Note that the discussion of shielding against photons given in this section is purely
theoretical. It is intended only to elucidate the concepts described herein.
2.8.3.1. Half‐Value Layer

To calculate the amount of shielding required, a concept known as the half‐value
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layer(HVL) is used. This concept applies only in the case of photons.
If a beam of photons consists of only a single energy, the beam is referred to as
monoenergetic. A beam of photons may be composed of many energies, generally the
case with X‐ray. As a result, it is common to speak of quality and quality and quantity of
a beam of photons.
Quality refers to the energy of particular photons, and quantity refers to the number of
photons of each specific energy. Quality and quantity are described together in a concept
known as intensity, defined as the total energy contained in the beam quality x quantity
per unit area per unit time. Hence:

I(intensity) =

E Total
Area • Time

The area referred to is the cross‐sectional area of the beam at a particular point in space.
Since most beams of photons spread out as they move away from the source, it is
important to specify where the intensity is being calculated.
In the following discussion of HVL, a monoenergetic beam of photons has been assumed.
The application to a non‐monoenergetic (polyenergetic) beam is described afterward.
Consider a beam of photons approaching a barrier, e.g., a simple wall, as shown in Fig.
(2.15). Some of the photons penetrate to the far side of the wall, and some are attenuated
by the wall material. The number of photons attenuated by the wall is a function of both
the energy of the photons and the atomic number and density of the material composing
the wall. In general, two principles apply:
1. The more energetic the photons, up to a certain energy, the less likely they are to be
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attenuated.
2. The smaller the atomic number and the less dense the material composing the barrier,
the less likely it is to attenuate the photons.

Fig. (2.15) Half‐Value Layer(HVL):(a) A barrier of thickness “t” stops a number of photons
consistent with the linear attenuation coefficient 𝛍. (b) Consistent with the linear
attenuation coefficient 𝛍 of the barrier, a thickness “t 1/2” is chosen such that half of
the photons are attenuated out of the original beam.

For a narrow beam of photons, the relationship between the number and energy of
photons penetrating the barrier and the material and thickness of the barrier is expressed
as follows:
N = N0 e

‐μ t

(2.5)

N0 represents the number of photons arriving at the barrier, N represents the number of
photons leaving the barrier, t represents thickness of the barrier, and μ is a constant that
characterizes the ability of the barrier material to attenuate photons of that particular
energy. The constant μ is commonly called the linear attenuation coefficient. It is
important to remember that μ depends not only on the barrier material but also on the
energy of photons. The value of μ can be obtained using Eq. (2.5). An example follows:
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Example 2.8.3.

A beam of 5,000 monoenergetic photons per second is reduced to 3,000 photons per
second by a barrier consisting of a slab of tin 1.0 centimeter thick. What is the linear
attenuation coefficient of the tin slab for these photons?
Using Eq. (2.5) and substituting the quantities given above, N = 3000 and N0 = 5000:

3000 = 5000 e‐μ t
Rearranging the equation gives:

3000 -μ (1cm)
1
=e
= μ (1cm)
5000
e
Inverting the preceding expression results in;

5
= e μ ( 1 cm
3

)

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides we obtain:

ln

5
= μ(1 cm)
3

From the Table:
0.51280 = μ (1cm)
and rearranging:
‐1

0.51280cm = μ
From this computation it can be seen that μ is measured in units of reciprocal length.
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When the thickness t of the barrier is chosen such that the original number of photons N0
is reduced to one‐half of its value, N=1/2 N0 then t is written as t1/2 and is referred to as
the HVL:

1
-μ t
N = N 0 = N 0 e 1/2
2

(2.6)

The HVL, or as it is sometimes called, the half‐value thickness (HVL), is a measure of
the quality or penetrating power of the beam. The higher the energy of the photons, the
thicker will be the HVL.
Dividing both sides of Eq. (2.6) by N0, a useful relation can be derived between μ and t 1/2:

1
-μ t
= e 1/2
2
which gives:
ln 1 ‐ ln 2 = ‐μ t1/2
Since:
ln 1 = 0
we obtain:
‐ln 2 = ‐μ t 1/2

Multiplying both sides by minus one gives:
ln 2 = μ t 1/2

(2.7)

This result leads to two relations. (1) Divide both sides of Eq. (2.7) by μ :

ln 2
= t1/ 2
μ
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Or (2) divide both sides of Eq. (2.7) by t 1/2

ln 2
=μ
t 1/2

(2.9)

Eq. (2.8) says that if μ is known for a particular barrier, the thickness of the HVL can be
determined. If, on the other hand, the thickness of the HVL is known or determined
experimentally, the value ofㆍcan be calculated from Eq. (2.9).
The concept of HVL can now be used to determine how much shielding is needed in any
practical application. Dividing both sides of Eq. (2.5) by N0 yields:

N
N

= e

-μ t

0

Using Eq. (2.9) and substituting the value of μ :
- In
N
=e
N0

2 ⋅ t / t 1/2

Using the properties of logarithms:

N
= e - In
N0

2

t / t 1/2

one can now write (since In 1=0):

Ν
=
Ν0

1
e In 2

t / t1/ 2

In z

Finally, because e =Z , one obtains:

N0
1
= t /t
N 2 1/ 2
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N0
1
= t /t
N 2 1/ 2

(2.10)

This equation says that, if the ratio of N to N0 is known, the number of HVL’s needed to
produce that ratio can be determined. It is more useful to write Eq. (2.10) in inverted
form:

N
t/t
= 2 1/ 2
N0

(2.11)
t

When the thickness of barrier t is divided by the thickness of a HVL, 1/2, the number or
HVL’s needed is obtained. The original number of photons divided by the number of
photons to which the beam is to be reduced then gives two raised to the number of HVL’s
needed. This result simplifies matters considerably because it is easy to remember the
powers of two. To obtain any entry in the table, just take the number before it and
multiply by two.

Example 2.8.4.
A monoenergetic source of photons emits 5000 photons per second as measured at a
distance of 1.0 meter. A barrier is placed 5.0 meters away. It is necessary to reduce the
number of photons per second to 10. How HVL’s thick should the barrier be?
First, the number of photons N0 arriving at the barrier must be found from the equation
in page 40:

5000 ⋅1s −1 ⋅ (1m) 2 = x ⋅ (5 m) 2
which result in:
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5000m 2
25m 2

= x = 200 = N 0

Now we use Eq. (2.11) to obtain:

200
N
=
= 20 = 2
10
N0

t / t

1 / 2

It is evident that a barrier thickness of between 4 and 5 HVL’s is needed.
2.8.3.2. Tenth‐Value Layer

In radiation protection work one also encounters the term Tenth‐Value Layer (TVL) or
Tenth‐value Thickness (TVT). This term is used to indicate that the shielding used has
reduced the radiation source strength to one tenth of its original value. A simple rule of
thumb for shielding, particularly for small‐volume and weak‐strength radioactive sources
such as are used in tracer radionuclide work, is that one TVL reduces the radioactive
source strength to background level. This rule should be applied only with an educated
understanding of its application and use. However, for sources of very high levels of
radiation, exact calculations along the lines just described should be done.
Let us use the tools developed above to derive a relationship between HVL and TVL. We
start by writing down an relationship similar to that displayed in Eq. (2.5):

N =

1
N 0 = N 0 e − μ t 1 / 10
10

This leads naturally to the relation:

ln 10 = μ t 1 / 10
Using the Table we can find that ln 10 ≈ 3 · ln 2. Therefore, we may re‐write the above
equation in the form.
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ln 10 = μ t1/10 ≈ 3 · ln 2 = 3μ t 1/2
from which we may conclude that one TVL is approximately equal to three HVL’s:
1 TVL ≈ 3 HVL’s
Lastly, the points to remember when selecting the most suitable shielding material for the
following different types of radiation are:
β ‐particles and electrons. The higher the energy the more likely it is that

bremsstrahlung photons will be produced. The most appropriate initial shielding is
therefore low Z material (e.g. perspex) to degrade the electron energy by collision loss.
Secondary shielding of lead can then be used if necessary to provide further
protection against photons.
Positrons. Positrons of whatever energy will always be a source of annihilation
photons at 511 keV. Lead shielding is most effective.
Neutrons. These should first be moderated to thermal energies using material with
a high concentration of H or C atoms. A layer of B, Cd or Gd, all of which have
high absorption cross‐sections for thermal neutrons, then absorbs the neutron flux.
Both of these functions are sometimes combined by the use of borated
polyethylene or similar. Secondary γ‐rays, both prompt and decay, are then
generated. These are attenuated using a further layer of lead or concrete shielding.
Photons. Shielding against MeV photons is most easily (and less expensively)
achieved using high density concrete rather than lead. This is because MeV
photons interact primarily by Compton scatter and not photoelectric absorption. A
large electron density is therefore more appropriate than a high Z nucleus.
Photon scatter is most easily reduced by minimizing the amount of high Z material
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visible to the source and by the avoidance of a direct line of sight. This technique
is employed in the construction of interlocking maze entrances to Linac rooms.
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3.1. IAEA’S SAFETY STANDARDS PROGRAMME

3.1.1. Development of IAEA nuclear safety requirements and guides
The development of nuclear and radiation safety standards is a statutory function unique
to the IAEA in the United Nations system. The IAEA Statute expressly authorizes the
Agency “to establish standards of safety” and “to provide for the application of these
standards”. Over the years, more than 200 safety standards have been published in the
IAEA Safety Series.

Prior to 1996, safety standard publications were separated by

subject matter into the following:
The Nuclear Safety Standards (NUSS);
The International Basic Safety Standards for Protection Against Ionizing Radiation
and for the Safety of Radiation Sources (the Basic Safety Standards), with
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supporting documents;

The Radioactive Waste Safety Standards (RADWASS); and
The Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material.

In 1996 a new uniform preparation and review process was introduced, covering all areas
in which the IAEA establishes safety standards. As a consequence, the IAEA Safety
Series was replaced by two new series of safety‐related publications, namely:
The Safety Standards Series.
The Safety Reports Series.

Publications in the Safety Standards Series are issued pursuant to the IAEA´s statutory
function to establish safety standards, and spell out safety objectives, concepts, principles,
requirements and guidance. The Series serves as a basis for national regulations, and/or as
indications of how various safety requirements may be met. Publications in the Safety
Reports Series are issued to provide information on ways of ensuring safety (essentially,
they replaced the IAEA Safety Practices documents and other publications). In contrast to
the Safety Standards Series documents, the Safety Report Series documents do not
express a consensus view among Member States.
The Safety Standards Series cover nuclear safety, radiation safety, waste safety, and
transport safety. Topics relevant to more than one of those fields, such as governmental
organization, quality assurance, and emergency preparedness, are dealt with in a separate
category of general safety documents.
The Safety Standards Series comprises the following levels of documents:
Safety Fundamentals;
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Safety Requirements; and,
Safety Guides.

Safety Fundamentals documents are the ”policy documents“ of the IAEA Safety
Standards Series. They state the basic objectives, concepts and principles involved in
ensuring protection and safety in the development and application of atomic energy for
peaceful purposes. They state the rationale for actions necessary in meeting Safety
Requirements, but do not provide technical details nor go into the application of
principles. IAEA efforts to combine these documents into one Safety Fundamentals
document that will cover all these areas are well underway.
The Safety Requirements deal with the basic requirements that must be met in order to
ensure the safety of particular activities. These requirements are governed by the basic
objectives, concepts and principles presented in the Safety Fundamentals documents. The
written style (with “shall” statements) is that of regulatory documents so that States may
adopt the Safety Requirements as national regulations at their own discretion.
The Safety Guides documents contain recommendations (with “should” statements),
based on international experience, regarding measures to ensure that the Safety
Requirements are met. But unless alternative equivalent measures are implemented, the
”should“ statements in practice become “shall” requirements, because they are indicative
of the level of safety to be achieved through the recommended measures. Again, the style
of the Safety Guides is such that States can adopt them at their own discretion as national
regulatory guidance material.
IAEA safety standards have been developed on the basis of international consensus, and
as such, they reflect very widely accepted safety levels. One could say that they present
some kind of internationally acceptable level. However, they do not necessarily reflect
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current requirement levels in a specific country. In some countries, the requirement level
for certain issues may be higher for various reasons. Each country should define its own
acceptable safety level on the basis of local conditions and governmental practices.
Although the IAEA safety standards are not binding for the Member States, they are very
useful because they show key issues and present possible acceptable solutions. If there
are large national deviations compared to the internationally agreed safety level, special
consideration should be given to these issues.
In addition to the IAEA Safety Fundamentals, Safety Requirements and Guides there is
also an international agreement, the Convention on Nuclear Safety (Vienna, 1994). This
agreement is open to signature and ratification by the governments of participating states
and with the ratification the states commit themselves to fulfill the obligations presented
in the Convention. The type of obligations defined by the Convention on Nuclear Safety
is very similar to the content of the principles in the IAEA Safety Fundamentals for the
Safety of Nuclear Installations.
To assist in the development and review safety standards and to underline their
importance, the IAEA has established an Advisory Commission of Safety Standards
(ACSS) as a standing body of senior government officials holding national
responsibilities for establishing standards. It has a special overview role with regard to
IAEA Safety Standards and other regulatory documents relevant to nuclear, radiation,
waste and transport safety and provides advice to the Director General on the overall
program related to safety standards. In addition, a special safety standards advisory
committee has been established for each of the major areas, nuclear safety, radiation
safety, waste safety and transport safety. Figure 1.1 shows the advisory bodies for the
IAEA Safety Standards.
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Fig.1 Committees for IAEA Safety Standards

3.1.2. Nuclear safety standards
The IAEA has developed under the Nuclear Safety Standards Programme (NUSS) a
series of Requirement, formerly called Codes, providing the basic requirements that must
be met in order to assure the safety of nuclear power plants. These requirements fall
under the umbrella of the Safety Fundaments document “The Safety of Nuclear
Installations”, which describes the Objectives and Principles governing this particular
activity.
In the following, a brief outline of the NUSS‐Safety Codes are given. They are under
revision for issuance as updated Safety Requirements and the description reflects the
update.
Governmental Organization ‐The requirements deal with establishing a Regulatory Body,
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cover aspects related to the radiological safety of the general public and site personnel
and give general requirements for organization of the Regulatory Body, the role and
responsibilities of the Regulatory Body, the basic requirements imposed on an applicant,
the licensing process and licensing decisions, and inspection and enforcement by the
Regulatory Body
Siting: The requirements deal with the evaluation of site‐related factors to be taken into
account to ensure that the plant‐site combination does not constitute an unacceptable risk
during the life time of the plant. This includes evaluation of the potential effect on the site
of natural and other phenomena that might affect the area (i.e. earthquakes, floods,
aircraft crashes, chemical explosions), evaluation of effects of the plant itself on the site
(i.e. dispersion of effluents in air and water), and consideration of population distribution
and emergency planning. The Code also covers the role of the owner of the future plant
and the regulatory body in siting.
Design: The requirements give the basic safety requirements that must be incorporated in
the concept and in the detailed design in order to produce a safe plant. Following general
practice, the requirements present the concept of defense in depth, e.g. successive barriers
to prevent the escape of radioactive material. In case of the failure of a barrier, design
provisions are made available to mitigate the consequences of such failures.
Operation: The prime responsibility for the safety of the plant rests with the operating
organization. This is the basic concept underlining the requirements for operation. The
requirements deal with safety related aspects of operation including: operating limits and
conditions, commissioning, structure of the operating organization, operating instructions
and procedures, maintenance, testing, inspection, core management and fuel handling,
review of operation and feedback of experience, emergency preparedness, radiation
protection and decommissioning.
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Quality assurance: The requirements specified in the quality assurance (QA) Code
provide an efficient management tool that could be used by both the plant management
and the regulatory organization to gain confidence in the safety and quality of a nuclear
power plant. The QA requirements oblige plant designers, constructors, installers and
operators to plan, conduct, and document their work systematically. This allows the
verification of all activities not only by physical inspection or testing of hardware in the
plant but also through indirect methods such as evaluation of the effectiveness of the
respective QA programmes.

3.1.3. National and international institutions for standardization
Although they are not legally binding on Member States the IAEA Safety Standards are
written in a way that they could be adopted by Member States for use in national
regulations and guidance material. The standards are consensus documents between the
Member States’ governments. In addition to these internationally agreed safety standards
there are also industrial standards.

A number of national but also international

institutions develop these technical standards. Well know examples of international
institutions are the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).
To avoid duplication and to ensure a consistent approach, co‐operation between the IAEA
and these international institutions is controlled through well established liaison channels.
This cooperation has been established through a Memorandum of Understanding
(IAEA/ISO) or a written agreement (IAEA/IEC).
The IAEA/ISO co‐operation reads:
“The ISO recognizes the responsibilities of the IAEA ... in particular with regard to the
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establishment ... of standards of safety for the protection of health ... which are primarily
addressed to national regulatory bodies” and “The IAEA recognizes the responsibilities
of the ISO as a specialized international institution for matters of standardization, having
as its objectives the facilitation of international exchange of goods and services...”.
In practice, this co‐operation is managed by the nominated responsible liaison officers in
certain subject areas.
Examples of national institutions are the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME), the German Nuclear Safety Standards Commission (“Kerntechnischer
Ausschuß, KTA”), the DIN “Deutsches Institut für Normung e.V.” and the “Association
Francaise de Normalization AFNOR” in France.
In this way, a complete global framework of safety standards and technical specifications
is created by the IAEA and by the institutions of standardization.

3.1.4. Regulatory approaches
In a country embarking on or using nuclear power plants, there should be a nuclear
infrastructure with the following main features:
The existence of a clear statutory and legal framework for nuclear regulation;
The establishment of the basic industrial, technological, and human resource
infrastructure necessary to ensure nuclear safety;
An unambiguous recognition that the prime responsibility for the safety of a
nuclear installation rests with the holder of the license (i.e., the operator of the
installation); and
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A national commitment to safety as the fundamental requirement for a nuclear
program.

Independent of those features, there are differences in the history, development, current
structure and scope of responsibilities of various national nuclear regulatory bodies. It is
the responsibility of the national nuclear regulatory body to indicate in what specific way
the fundamental safety objectives and technical and policy challenges can be met on the
basis of national and/or international safety standards.
To establish a clear regulatory guidance, the national authority commonly uses the whole
spectrum of possibilities that are included in the national legal framework pyramid. That
means, in accordance with the hierarchical structure of the IAEA Safety Standards ‐
consisting of Safety Fundamentals, Safety Requirements and Safety Guides ‐ the
authority will develop ordinances, regulations, guidelines or recommendations,
depending on the subject which is treated. These ordinances, regulations, guidelines or
recommendations usually have different addressees. They could be mandatory for
everyone, they could be mandatory only for the administration or they could be just
recommendations of a group of experts with a non‐mandatory nature. Nevertheless, these
recommendations are of great practical importance, as the authorities usually demand the
proof of their fulfillment within the scope of the safety assessment.
These different documents are established in different procedures. They could be enacted
by the government, promulgated by the authority or as internal assessment guidance
issued by the authority. Depending on the kind of document the preparation takes place
with or without the participation of the interested parties and / or public.
Safety standards and the way in which they are treated are part of the safety culture of a
country. The approaches vary, but three general types can be observed. They are
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described in an IAEA Bulletin, see Ref. [1]:
“Compliance‐based” regulation. This approach typically involves the regulator providing
prescriptive standards and requirements ‐ the same for every plant ‐ for operators to
follow. In this regime, inspection and enforcement are largely a matter of verifying
compliance with these rules and penalizing non‐compliance. The German KTA safety
standards are an example of this type.
“Performance‐based” regulation. In this approach, licensees are required to comply with
safety objectives, but have some flexibility to decide how they achieve that. Safety
performance indicators are used by the regulator to observe trends in safety, and
inspection activities focus on these indicators. A difficulty with this approach, however, is
that the indicators used can be manipulated (i.e. efforts may be devoted to improving the
indicators, rather than improving safety itself). Furthermore, it is difficult to find safety
performance indicators that are predictive ‐ i.e. that can be used to identify potential
problems before they develop into real ones ‐ and therefore this approach remains
essentially reactive. As an example, one consequence of improving safety culture may be
an increase in the number of safety related “events” or problems reported, as the result of
better reporting by staff. It is important that regulators (as well as managers) are able to
distinguish a positive trend of this type from a negative one in which more problems are
occurring because of deteriorating safety performance. This requires a more sophisticated
approach to inspection than simple “incident counting”, and more positive safety
indicators may be of value.
“Process‐based” regulation (or “Integral Supervision of Nuclear Power Plants”). This
approach takes specific account of the fact that the safe operation of nuclear facilities
depends on the effectiveness of the organizational processes established to operate,
maintain, modify, and improve a facility. Briefly put, the process approach focuses on the
organizational systems that the facility has developed to assure the ongoing safe operation
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from the perspective of the facility’s internal logic. It recognizes that the design of
organizational processes must remain flexible in order to allow the facility to create
processes that are internally consistent, adapted to their history, culture and business
strategy, and that allocate resources in the most rational way. A process based approach
attempts to allow this flexibility while forcing the facility to think very carefully about the
logic of its processes. It demonstrates to the regulator that the facility has taken a very
rigorous approach to the design, implementation, and ongoing evaluation of its key
processes and that the facility is alert to opportunities to improve its systems.
A combination of the above three approaches can be used, since they are not mutually
exclusive.

Fig. 2 Structure of IAEA safety standards
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3.2. SAFETY FUNDAMENTALS

3.2.1. Safety objectives
Any industrial activity yields benefits and incurs risks.

For the purpose of this

publication, risk is taken to be the probability that a specified harmful effect will occur
within a specified period. Complex industrial activities, such as the operation of nuclear
installations, usually have associated risks of various types. The risks may be borne by
the site personnel, by people living near the installation and by the whole of society. The
environment may also suffer harm if radioactive materials are released, particularly under
accident conditions. Consequently, it is necessary to limit the risks to which people and
the environment are subject, for all foreseeable circumstances within reason.
The principles in this publication apply to the measures necessary to minimize the risks to
site personnel, the public and the environment from the effects of ionizing radiation.
These risks must be strictly controlled. The principles are derived from the following
Safety Objectives.
General Nuclear Safety Objective: To protect individuals, society and the environment
from harm by establishing and maintaining in nuclear installations effective defenses
against radiological hazards.
This General Nuclear Safety Objective is supported by two complementary Safety
Objectives, one dealing with radiation protection and the other with technical aspects.
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They are interdependent: the technical aspects in conjunction with administrative and
procedural measures provide protection from hazards due to ionizing radiation.
Radiation Protection Objective: To ensure that in all operational states radiation
exposure within the installation or due to any planned release of radioactive material
from the installation is kept below prescribed limits and as low as reasonably achievable,
and to ensure mitigation of the radiological consequences of any accidents.
Technical Safety Objective: To take all reasonably practicable measures to prevent
accidents in nuclear installations and to mitigate the consequences of any accidents that
do occur; to ensure with a high level of confidence that, for all possible accidents taken
into account in the design of the installation, including those of very low probability, any
radiological consequences would be minor and below prescribed limits; and to ensure
that the likelihood of accidents with serious radiological consequences is extremely low.
Safety Objectives require that nuclear installations are designed and operated so as to
keep all sources of radiation exposure under strict technical and administrative control.
However, the Radiation Protection Objective does not preclude limited exposure of
people or the release of legally authorized quantities of radioactive materials to the
environment in operational states. Such exposures and releases, however, must be strictly
controlled and must be in compliance with operational limits and radiation protection
standards.
To achieve the Safety Objectives, measures need to be taken to control radiation exposure
in all operational states to levels as low as reasonably achievable and to minimize the
likelihood of an accident that might lead to the loss of normal control of the source of
radiation. Nevertheless, accidents can happen. Measures are therefore required to ensure
that any radiological consequence is mitigated. Such measures include on‐site accident
management procedures and off‐site intervention measures in order to mitigate radiation
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exposure after an accident has occurred. The greater the potential hazard from an
uncontrolled release of radioactive material, the lower the likelihood needs to be of its
occurrence.

3.2.2. Legislative and regulatory framework
3.2.2.1. Legislative requirements
A legal framework needs to be established that provides for the regulation of nuclear
activities and for the clear assignment of safety responsibilities.

Government is

responsible for the adoption of legislation that assigns the prime responsibility for safety
to the operating organization and establishes a regulatory body responsible for a system
of licensing for the regulatory control of nuclear activities and for enforcing the relevant
regulations.
In the application of these fundamental principles, differences between Member States'
legal systems, cultures and practices may lead to differences in approach to the regulation
of safety within the overall legislative framework.
3.2.2.2. Responsibilities of the regulatory body
It is the responsibility of the regulatory body to set safety objectives and standards, and to
monitor and enforce them within the established legislative and statutory framework. No
other responsibility is to jeopardize or conflict with safety, its prime mission.
An important condition for the proper functioning of the regulatory body in discharging
its responsibilities is its effective independence from organizations or bodies that promote
nuclear activities. This is necessary so that its judgements may be made, and enforcement
actions taken, without undue pressure from interests that may compete with safety. An
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additional important function of the regulatory body is to communicate independently its
regulatory decisions and opinions and their bases to the public.
The organizational framework of a regulatory body may vary from country to country,
but in all cases the regulatory body must have the statutory authority, competence and
resources to:
Set safety standards;
License and inspect installations;
Set, monitor and enforce licence conditions; and
Ensure that corrective actions are taken wherever unsafe or potentially unsafe
conditions are detected.

None of these functions should be interpreted as reducing or relieving the operating
organization of the responsibility for safety.
3.2.2.3. Responsibilities of the operating organization
The prime responsibility for the safety of the installation rests with the operating
organization. It is responsible for specifying its safety criteria and assuring itself that the
design, construction and operation of the installation meet the relevant safety standards.
Subsequently, it is responsible for the establishment of procedures and arrangements to
ensure the safe control of the installation under all conditions, for the establishment and
maintenance of a competent and fully trained staff, and for the control of fissile and
radioactive materials utilized or generated. Discharge of these responsibilities is to be in
accordance with applicable safety objectives and requirements established or approved by
the regulatory body.
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Other bodies may have professional or legal responsibilities that are significant to safety,
for example, designers, manufacturers and constructors. Such bodies are also required to
meet quality standards and specifications. Although the operating organization may
delegate authority to carry out functions on its behalf, it cannot delegate the prime
responsibility for safety.

Principles
(1) The government shall establish a legislative and statutory framework for the
regulation of nuclear installations.

There shall be a clear separation of

responsibilities between the regulatory body and the operating organization.
(2) The prime responsibility for safety shall be assigned to the operating organization.
(3) The regulatory body shall be effectively independent of the organization or body
charged with the promotion or utilisation of nuclear energy. It shall have licensing,
inspection and enforcement responsibilities and shall have adequate authority,
competence and resources to discharge its assigned responsibilities. No other
responsibility shall jeopardize or conflict with its responsibility for safety.

3.2.3. Management of safety
Safety management is the term used for the measures required to ensure that an
acceptable level of safety is maintained throughout the life of an installation, including
decommissioning.

The starting point for the management of safety is the senior

managers of all organizations concerned. The role of each organization should be specific
and defined and may extend throughout the life of the installation or be limited to a
particular phase. Whichever the case, it is a management responsibility to recognize the
safety significance of the organization's activities. Management must ensure that its
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organization is well structured with clear lines of authority and communication and well
defined responsibilities; and that its safety policies, requirements and procedures are
established, understood and observed by all concerned. However, the assignment of tasks
among organizations must not reduce or divide the prime responsibility for safety, which
lies with the operating organization. As a result, the operating organization remains in a
supervisory position for delegated tasks.
The principles of safety management broadly apply to all organizations.

Thus, the

practices described for the operating organization apply, where relevant, to other
organizations with safety responsibilities.
3.2.3.1. Responsibilities in management
The operating organization has the responsibility to assure itself of, and to maintain the
quality of the installation as designed, constructed, commissioned and operated; to ensure
that it is operated in accordance with the design specifications and safety analysis; and to
make the necessary safety improvements. Thus, the operating organization must:
Establish and implement safety policies;
Have a clear division of responsibilities with corresponding lines of authority and
communication;
Ensure that it has sufficient staff with appropriate levels of education and training;
Develop and strictly adhere to sound procedures; and
Review, monitor and audit all safety related matters on a regular basis.

The sum of these measures is intended to create an atmosphere of rigour and
thoroughness throughout the operating organization to ensure that all safety objectives are
achieved. However, the management of safety at the installation will not be effective
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unless the operating organization has a very high level of commitment to safety. The lead
in safety matters must come from the top, from the highest levels of management. Their
safety policies and attitudes need to permeate the operating organization on every level
and to extend to other organizations performing delegated tasks.

There can be no

complacency at any level about the continuous attention demanded by safety. Safety
management implies a learning attitude to safety matters and the open exchange of
information both upwards and downwards in the organization.
The operating organization will usually delegate operating authority to the on‐site
management of the installation that has the direct day‐to‐day control. Accordingly, the
operating organization has a responsibility to monitor the effectiveness of safety
management at the installation and to take necessary measures to ensure that safety is
maintained at the desired level.
3.2.3.2. Quality assurance
Quality assurance practices are an essential part of good management and are to be
applied to all activities affecting the quality of items, processes and services important to
safety. Inherent in the achievement of quality is the adoption of a quality assurance
programme, which includes the planned and systematic actions necessary to provide
adequate confidence that specified requirements are satisfied. Implementation of the
quality assurance programme involves managers, performers of tasks, and those
responsible for verification and assessment of the effectiveness of the programme. It is
not the sole domain of a single group. However, management has the key responsibility
to ensure that the programme functions properly and to establish and cultivate principles
that integrate quality assurance practices with daily work activities.
Quality needs to be verified by a disciplined approach. Thus, quality assurance practices
include:
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A detailed analysis of the objectives to be achieved;
An analysis of the tasks to be performed;
The identification of skills required;
The selection and training of personnel;
The use of appropriate equipment and procedures;
The use of document control and record systems;
The creation of a satisfactory working environment; and
Recognition of individual responsibilities.

The extent and type of quality verification needs to reflect the safety significance and
nature of the individual tasks. Such verification methods include audits, checks and
examinations to ensure that each task has been satisfactorily performed or that any
necessary corrective actions have been taken. However, the prime responsibility for
achieving quality remains with the performer of the task, not the verifier.
3.2.3.3. Human factors
An important factor in safety management is the recognition of the influence of human
behaviour. The possibility of the occurrence of human error directly affecting safety
needs to be recognized and the probability reduced to the minimum practically
achievable. The effects of such errors must, where practicable, be eliminated or mitigated
by a systematic approach, in order to achieve a high tolerance for human error in the
installation. Additionally, functional requirements for personnel need to be defined and
met through appropriate selection and training of staff.
3.2.3.4. Accident management and emergency preparedness
Accident prevention is the first safety priority of designers and of the operating
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organization. There can be no guarantee that the prevention of accidents will be totally
successful. However, the rigorous application of safety principles provides confidence
that the likelihood of an accident that leads to a significant release of radioactive
materials from an installation is extremely low. Nevertheless, the operating organization
and regulatory body need to make preparations to cope with accident situations. In
particular, the operating organization must prepare accident management procedures and
on‐site emergency plans before the commencement of operation. Off‐site emergency
procedures must also be prepared with the involvement of the operating organization and
competent authorities, and be consistent with national and international agreements. Both
on‐site and off‐site emergency plans need to be exercised periodically to the extent
necessary to ensure the preparedness of responsible organizations.

Principles
(4) Organizations engaged in activities important to safety shall establish policies that
give safety matters the highest priority, and shall ensure that these policies are
implemented within a managerial structure having clear divisions of responsibility
and clear lines of communication.
(5) Organizations engaged in activities important to safety shall establish and
implement appropriate quality assurance programmes that extend throughout the
life of the installation, from siting and design through to decommissioning.
(6) Organizations engaged in activities important to safety shall ensure that there are
sufficient numbers of adequately trained and authorized staff working in
accordance with approved and validated procedures.
(7) The capabilities and limitations of human performance shall be taken into account
at all stages in the life of the installation.
(8) Emergency plans for accident situations shall be prepared and appropriately
exercised by all organizations concerned. The capability to implement emergency
plans shall be in place before an installation commences operation.
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3.2.4. Technical aspects of safety
3.2.4.1. Siting
Potential sites need to be evaluated for man‐made and natural factors that could adversely
affect the safety of the installation.

The effects the installation may have on the

surrounding population and on the environment, such as the utilisation of land and water,
should also be evaluated. Relevant site related factors must be taken into account in the
design of the installation and the adequacy of the design in this respect needs to be
demonstrated before the acceptability of the site can be confirmed. An evaluation of all
site related factors must be made by the operating organization as part of the licensing
application, and reviewed by the regulatory body. Population density and distribution
over the lifetime of the installation are of particular importance and need to be evaluated
periodically to ensure the continued feasibility of emergency plans.

Principles
(9) The site selection shall take into account relevant features that might affect the
safety of the installation, or be affected by the installation, and the feasibility of
carrying out emergency plans. All aspects shall be evaluated for the projected
lifetime of the installation and re‐evaluated as necessary to ensure the continued
acceptability for safety of site related factors.
3.2.4.2. Design and construction
To comply with the Safety Objectives, the design of the installation and the operational
procedures need to ensure:
The limitation of radiation exposures, of radioactive releases and of the production
of radioactive wastes during all operational states, as far as is reasonably
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achievable;
The prevention of accidents that could affect site personnel, the public and the
environment; and
The limitation and mitigation of the consequences of accidents if they do occur.

Consequently, there is a need for:
Components, systems and structures with high reliability;
Technology that is proven or qualified by experience or testing or both, meeting
conservative regulations or criteria with appropriate safety margins;
Appropriate inherent and engineered safety features; and
Specific consideration in design to minimizing personnel exposures.

Additionally, components, structures and systems need to be classified on the basis of
their safety significance and to be designed, manufactured and installed to a level of
quality commensurate with that classification.
Since engineered systems may fail despite all careful precautions, it is a basic design
concept to provide backup features so that either a function is performed by another
system or another design feature mitigates the consequences associated with the failure of
the system. Consequently, design principles have been formulated to achieve the goal of
accident prevention and mitigation with high confidence. For example:
No single equipment failure or single maintenance action or any other single
human action should disable a safety function;
The possibility of failures due to a common cause should be minimized by
diversity of equipment;
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Redundant systems should function independently of each other to achieve
reliability; and
Where practicable, design concepts should be used which place the installation in a
safe state on failure of components or systems.

The proper application of such design principles creates a design based on defence in
depth, centred on several levels of protection and multiple barriers to prevent the release
of radioactive materials. The levels of protection are designed firstly, to prevent the
breach of any barrier, and, secondly, to mitigate the consequences of a breach. The levels
of protection include not only engineered control and protection systems, but also aspects
such as conservative design, quality assurance, accident management strategies and
emergency response.
The design also needs to take account of the performance capabilities of the operating
and maintenance personnel. Attention to human factors will ensure that the installation is
tolerant of human error. Among the appropriate elements in minimizing human error is
the systematic application of ergonomic principles to:
Engineered systems;
The provision of automatic control, protection and alarm systems;
The elimination of human actions that jeopardize safety;
The clear presentation of data; and
Reliable communication within the installation.

A comprehensive safety analysis of the behaviour of the installation under a wide range
of conditions is necessary. It must include an assessment of a wide spectrum of events to
ensure that accidents, including those of low probability, can be effectively dealt with and
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their consequences mitigated by means of installed safety systems, sound procedures and
accident management.
The responsibility for ensuring that the safety of the design is acceptable lies with the
operating organization.

The task of producing a safe design lies with the design

organization. However, a group responsible for safety assessment, and separate from
those carrying out the design, needs to provide an independent verification that all safety
requirements and objectives have been met. The operating organization is responsible for
making sure that this provision is effective. Moreover, the operating organization must
ensure that there is appropriate liaison with the design group in order to ensure that the
design meets the operating staff's requirements and is consistent with anticipated
operating procedures.
Construction of an installation may start only after the operating organization has
satisfied itself that the main safety issues have been resolved and the regulatory body has
satisfied itself of the adequacy of the safety analysis submitted and the adequacy of the
proposed arrangements, procedures and quality assurance programmes to implement the
design throughout construction. In this regard, the responsibility for ensuring that the
construction is acceptable lies with the operating organization.

Principles
(10) The design shall ensure that the nuclear installation is suited for reliable, stable
and easily manageable operation. The prime goal shall be the prevention of
accidents.
(11) The design shall include the appropriate application of the defence in depth
principle so that there are several levels of protection and multiple barriers to
prevent releases of radioactive materials, and to ensure that failures or
combinations of failures that might lead to significant radiological consequences
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are of very low probability.
(12) Technologies incorporated in a design shall be proven or qualified by experience
or testing or both.
(13) The systematic consideration of the man‐machine interface and human factors
shall be included in all stages of design and in the associated development of
operational requirements.
(14) The exposure to radiation of site personnel and releases of radioactive materials to
the environment shall be made by design as low as reasonably achievable.
(15) A comprehensive safety assessment and independent verification shall be carried
out to confirm that the design of the installation will fulfil the safety objectives and
requirements, before the operating organization completes its submission to the
regulatory body.
3.2.4.3. Commissioning
The purpose of commissioning is to demonstrate that the design specifications of the
installation have been met and that the completed installation is satisfactory for service.
The operating organization is responsible for the preparation and documentation of the
commissioning programme with the full participation of the design organization. The
programme needs to provide for the sequential testing of elements of systems and
completed systems and of the correct functioning of interrelated systems in a progressive
manner. The installation needs to be proven for all foreseeable operational states and,
where practicable, all foreseeable accident conditions, including all operator actions that
are required for systems to function under normal or accident conditions.

The

commissioning programme, including relevant limits and conditions, must be approved in
advance by the regulatory body. The regulatory body must satisfy itself that the safety
analysis is valid for the commissioning programme and for continued operations.
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Principles
(16) Specific approval by the regulatory body shall be required before the start of
normal operation on the basis of an appropriate safety analysis and a
commissioning programme. The commissioning programme shall provide
evidence that the installation as constructed is consistent with design and safety
requirements. Operating procedures shall be validated to the extent practicable
as part of the commissioning programme, with the participation of the future
operating staff.
3.2.4.4. Operation and maintenance
The operation of the installation must be controlled in accordance with a set of
operational limits and conditions, derived from the safety analysis, which identify safe
boundaries of operation. These limits and conditions must be revised as necessary in the
light of experience from commissioning and operation. Minimum requirements must be
set for the availability of staff and equipment. Competent technical support for the
operating organization and its operating staff has to be available throughout the lifetime
of the installation. Operations must be carried out by adequately trained and authorized
personnel in accordance with detailed, validated, and approved procedures, and in
accordance with a quality assurance programme.
The installation must be regularly inspected, tested, and maintained in accordance with
approved procedures to ensure that components, structures, and systems continue to be
available and to operate as intended, and that they retain their capability to meet the
design objectives and the requirements of the safety analysis. Modifications to the
installation must be controlled in accordance with approved procedures.

Where

modifications alter the operational limits and conditions, there needs to be a safety
analysis to justify the new limits and conditions.
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Operating procedures must provide staff with instructions for responding to anticipated
operational occurrences. Procedures are also needed to manage, as far as practicable,
accidents that could lead to severe consequences, even if the probability of these is
extremely low. The principal objectives of such procedures are to restore prime safety
functions, to facilitate long‐term recovery from an accident, and to mitigate its
radiological consequences.
The operating organization must establish a programme for the collection and analysis of
operating experience. Safety significant information needs to be disseminated to staff
and to relevant national and international organizations. Lessons learned from operating
experience need to be considered by both the operating organization and the regulatory
body in order to determine whether equipment, procedures and/or training or related
safety requirements need to be modified.

Principles
(17) A set of operational limits and conditions derived from the safety analysis, tests
and subsequent operational experience shall be defined to identify safe boundaries
for operation. The safety analysis, operating limits and procedures shall be revised
as necessary if the installation is modified.
(18) Operation, inspection, testing and maintenance and supporting functions shall be
conducted by sufficient numbers of adequately trained and authorized personnel in
accordance with approved procedures.
(19) Engineering and technical support, with competence in all disciplines important
for safety, shall be available throughout the lifetime of the installation.
(20) The operating organization shall establish documented and approved procedures
as a basis for operator response to anticipated operational occurrences and
accidents.
(21) The operating organization shall report incidents significant to safety to the
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regulatory body. The operating organization and the regulatory body shall
establish complementary programmes to analyse operating experience to ensure
that lessons are learned and acted upon. Such experience shall be shared with
relevant national and international bodies.
3.2.4.5. Radioactive waste management and decommissioning
The generation of radioactive waste needs to be limited, in terms of both activity and
volume, by design measures and operating practices, as much as is reasonably achievable.
Radioactive waste treatment and interim storage need to be provided and strictly
controlled in a manner that is also consistent with final disposal requirements.
The fact that a nuclear installation will cease operation and may be dismantled and
removed has to be recognized and appropriate precautions taken. The design of the
installation needs to address the limitation of radiation exposures to site personnel and of
release of radioactive material to the environment as far as is reasonably achievable
during dismantling. A suitable decommissioning programme needs to be approved by the
regulatory body prior to the initiation of decommissioning.

Principles
(22) The generation of radioactive waste, in terms of both activity and volume, shall be
kept to the minimum practicable by appropriate design measures and operating
practices. Waste treatment and interim storage shall be strictly controlled in a
manner consistent with the requirements for safe final disposal.
(23) The design of an installation and the decommissioning programme shall take into
account the need to limit exposures during decommissioning to as low as is
reasonably achievable. Prior to the initiation of decommissioning activities, the
decommissioning programme shall be approved by the regulatory body.
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3.2.5. Verification of safety
Verification of the safety of a nuclear installation over its lifetime includes many
activities, such as:
Application of quality assurance principles at all stages;
Independent assessment of the safety of the design;
Review of site related factors;
Review of tests during construction and commissioning;
Continuing monitoring and inspection of the installation during operation,
including environmental monitoring; and
Assessment of the need for and the control of modifications.

Safety verification also means that the operating organization has the responsibility to
ensure that events important to safety are reviewed in depth and that, when necessary,
equipment is modified, procedures are revised and training is given to prevent recurrence.
Access to information and relevant experience from similar installations worldwide is
essential in such reviews.
The operating organization additionally must carry out systematic reviews of safety to
confirm that the safety analysis for the installation remains valid, or, if necessary, to
implement safety improvements. Such reviews need to consider the cumulative effects of
modifications, changes to procedures, the ageing of components, operating experience
and technical developments. Operational limits and conditions need to be reviewed at the
same time and modified, as required, with account taken of operating experience and
technological developments. Special safety reviews of the installation must be conducted
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before operation beyond the design life. Such reviews are needed as a basis for a
decision on reissuing or extending the operating licence for the installation.
The regulatory body, after consultation with the operating organization, specifies the
programme for systematic safety reassessment of the installation. The combination of
day to day and year to year surveillance and systematic safety reassessment is aimed at
verifying that the installation is operated within the bounds of its safety analysis at all
times.

Principles
(24) The operating organization shall verify by analysis, surveillance, testing and
inspection that the physical state of the installation and its operation continue in
accordance with operational limits and conditions, safety requirements and the
safety analysis.
(25) Systematic safety reassessments of the installation in accordance with the
regulatory requirements shall be performed throughout its operational lifetime,
with account taken of operating experience and significant new safety information
from all relevant sources.
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3.3. DEFENCE IN DEPTH CONCEPT

3.3.1. Determination of specific risks
Nuclear reactors have two specific characteristics that differentiate them from other
energy production installations:
These reactors accumulate a large quantity of radioactive products (Table 1.2) from
which staff must be protected and the large‐scale dispersal of which to the
environment would constitute a major accident.
Significant energy release continues for a very long time, even after reactor
shutdown, since it is related to the radioactivity of the fission products contained in
the reactor core.

Plant safety therefore depends on adequate protection with respect to radiation sources
together with their confinement. If the sources are localised in the appropriate areas
provided, radiation protection can be achieved by the judicious installation of absorbent
shields of a suitable material and thickness. Difficulties arise mainly from dispersal of
radioactive products outside the standard localised areas. The possible causes of such
dispersal shall therefore be investigated.
Radioactive products for the most part, are produced within the fissile material itself and
it is desirable that they remain there until the fuel has been reprocessed in a suitable plant.
Correct cooling of the fuel and fuel cladding is therefore essential.
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TABLE 1. MAXIMUM ACTIVITY OF THE MAIN FISSION PRODUCTS.
Core, 2 h after
shutdown

Spent fuel

Primary system

Gaseous effluents

3 102 TBq

2 102 TBq

Rare grases

107 TBq

106 TBq

Iodine

2 10 TBq

7

10 TBq

10 TBq

4

Caesium

7

6

20 TBq

2 10 TBq

It should be pointed out that:
Under normal operating conditions, a nuclear reactor has no “natural” power level.
In order to be able to operate for at least a year without refuelling and
counterbalance various power‐related effects, the core has to contain a quantity of
fissile material far exceeding the critical mass at cold shutdown. The power level
produced by this material consequently results from combining various parameters
which must be controlled from outside.
Under particular operating conditions, the energy released in a nuclear reactor can
increase extremely quickly, in an uncontrolled manner and can then only be limited
by neutron feedback effects related to temperature rises or fuel dispersal.
Energy released in fuel that was part of a chain reaction cannot afterwards be
annulled, even when the reaction is over. In fact, radioactive products deriving
from fission must themselves release a certain amount of energy in order to reach
a stable state. They do this with a decay period specific to each element which can
be very short (less than 1 second), or average (months or years) or very long
(hundreds or thousands of years). Although decreasing, the power produced will
for a long time be greater than one‐thousandth of the rated power and this calls for
continuous cooling (Table 1.3).

Prevention of specific risks therefore requires:
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Efficient control of the chain reaction and hence the power produced.
Fuel cooling assured under thermal hydraulic conditions designed to maintain fuel
clad integrity, thus constituting an initial containment system.
Containment of radioactive products in the fuel but also in the primary coolant, in
the reactor building constituting the containment, or in other parts of the plant unit.

Maintaining these three safety functions is the key to reactor safety.
TABLE 2. RADIOACTIVE DECAY POWER

Time after shutdown
1 second
1 minute
1 hour
1 day
1 week
1 month
1 year
10 years
100 years
1000 years

Percentage of the initial
thermal Thermal power
17%
5%
1.5%
0.5%
0.3%
0.15%
0.03%
0.003%
0.001%
0.0002%

produced in power MW
500
150
45
15
9
4.5
1
0.1
0.03
0.006

3.3.2. Potential risks, residual risks, acceptable risks
Estimation of the risks associated with operation of a nuclear installation requires that a
distinction be made, as for all industrial facilities, between potential risks, which would
exist in the absence of all protective measures, and residual risks, which remain despite
provisions made to prevent accidents and, if an accident occurs, to minimise the
consequences. Nuclear safety is specifically concerned with this dual objective.
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Potential risks are clearly defined by the radioactive substances involved, so that the only
difficulties involved concern estimating residual risks, since it is impossible to claim that
these can be reduced to zero level. These risks are subject to a double estimation, in terms
of the probability of possible accidents and in terms of seriousness, depending on the
gravity of accident consequences.
The idea of probability arises naturally when problems of safety are broached. The
logical and instinctive approach is to ensure that an accident is all more unlikely the
higher the risk of serious environmental consequences. It is essential that a very severe
accident with major consequences be made highly improbable. This natural approach was
the guiding principle in the early work carried out in the field of nuclear safety. The
“Farmer curve” (Fig. 3.2), produced at the beginning of the seventies, shows an
authorized area and a forbidden area on either side of a curve plotted on a probability
versus consequences graph, with the consequences expressed as radioactive iodine
release. Only the symbolic aspect is presented here.
The designers of nuclear power plants then engaged upon a thorough study and more
precise definition of this curve by matching probability ranges with radiological
consequences that could be considered acceptable. A few years later, the safety
organizations specified an indicative limit for the maximum accident probability likely to
give rise to consequences deemed unacceptable. This by no means implies that situations
of even lower probability should receive no attention. It has to be shown that all types of
accidents considered credible have been taken into account and are covered by the
accident studies performed and that the systems provided to prevent their development or
mitigate their consequences, the engineered safety systems built into the installations,
effectively enable the safety objectives to be achieved.
Safety specialists have progressively developed an entire arsenal of principles, concepts
and methods applicable both at the design stage and at the construction and operating
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stages. These are, firstly, the barriers, secondly the defense in depth concept, which has
been gradually extended and is presented in what follows, and thirdly the probabilistic
studies.

Fig. 3 Relation between probability and consequences(Farmer graph)

3.3.3. Defence in depth concept
3.3.3.1 The barriers
Protection of the public against the consequences of an accidental release of fission
products rests on the interposition of a series of leak tight barriers. In principle, there are
three barriers (Fig.4): the fuel cladding, the reactor coolant pressure boundary, the
primary containment but it is known that some countries consider the fuel matrix as a first
barrier which does not really affect this method. Each of these is examined in detail under
three operating conditions:
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Normal operation.
Normal operating transients.
Abnormal operating transients.

Safety analysis therefore consists of ensuring the validity of each of these barriers and
their correct operation under normal and accident reactor operating conditions. This kind
of analysis emphasizes the progressive nature of safety by distinguishing three successive
but interrelated stages:
Prevention.
Monitoring.
Mitigating action.

This method is deterministic, since it attests to the possibility of a certain number of
accident situations. If the definition of the first barrier is simple despite its extent, this is
not true for the other two barriers. The reactor coolant pressure boundary is clearly
defined within the reactor building. It branches out, however, in a fairly complex manner
in the auxiliary buildings. The spent fuel pit has the same function, despite its free
surface. The reactor building containment is not the only place containing spent fuel or
primary coolant. Delimitation of the third barrier is thus also fairly complex. Finally and
most importantly, this succession of three barriers implies one markedly important fact:
the steam generator tubes with a considerable total surface area and a very thin wall
simultaneously fulfill the function of primary coolant enclosure and containment (second
and third barriers).
These reflections have contributed to the evolution of safety thinking from the barrier
method to the defense in depth concept. This concept in fact includes the barrier method,
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but enables an analysis of installations to be carried out which is both more
comprehensive and more detailed.
Considering the preventive capability of successive barriers should not be restricted to the
limitation of radioactive gases or aerosol transmission to the atmosphere. Equivalent
measures should be taken to limit the transfer of radioactive liquids by technical measures
such as the installation of two heat exchangers between primary coolant and raw water in
normal, shutdown and accident conditions.

Fig. 4 Multiple Barriers of PWR

3.3.3.2. Levels of protection
The defense in depth concept is not an installation examination technique eliciting a
particular technical solution, but a method of reasoning and a general framework enabling
more complete examination of an entire installation. It was developed in the United States
in the sixties and was notably the design basis for the Westinghouse nuclear power
reactors. The approach linking successively prevention, monitoring and mitigating action
is broadened to cover all safety related components and structures. We shall see that this
approach, initially developed for plant design analysis, is also well adapted to operating
organization.
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Before describing the different stages involved, the principle can be simply summarized
as follows: Although the precautionary measures taken with respect to errors, incidents
and accidents are, in theory, such as to prevent their occurrence, it is nevertheless
assumed that accidents do occur and provisions are made for dealing with them so that
their consequences can be restricted to levels deemed acceptable. This does not obviate
the need to study still more severe situations, the causes of which may as yet be
unknown, and to be ready to confront them under the best possible conditions.
The approach combines the prevention of abnormal situations and their degradation with
the mitigation of their consequences. It is a deterministic method, since a certain number
of incidents and accidents are postulated. The defense in depth concept consists of a set
of actions, items of equipment or procedures, classified in levels, of which the prime aim
of each is to prevent degradation liable to lead to the next level and to mitigate the
consequences of failure of the previous level. The efficiency of mitigation must not lead
to cutbacks in prevention, which takes precedence.
The approach itself has been gradually perfected and its various stages will be referred to
throughout this document. In July 1995, the IAEA International Nuclear Safety Advisory
Group adopted a document on this subject INSAG‐10, Defense in Depth in Nuclear
Power Plant Safety, see ref. [3.5]. This document presents the history of the concept since
its inception, how it is currently applied, and indicates advisable modifications for its
application to the next generation of reactors.
The defense in depth concept now comprises five levels. The way in which these levels
are structured may vary from one country to another or be influenced by plant design but
the main principles are common. The presentation below is consistent with the INSAG
document.
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First level: prevention of abnormal operation and failures

The installation must be endowed with excellent intrinsic resistance to its own failures or
specified hazards in order to reduce the risk of failure. This implies that following
preliminary delineation of the installation, as exhaustive a study as possible of its normal
and foreseeable operating conditions be conducted to determine for each major system,
structure or component, the worst mechanical, thermal, or pressure stresses, or those due
to environment, layout, etc. for which allowance must be made. Normal operating
transients and the various shutdown situations are included in normal operating
conditions. The installation components can then be designed, constructed, installed,
checked, tested and operated by following clearly defined and qualified rules, while
allowing adequate margins with regard to specific limits at all times to underwrite correct
behavior of the installation. These margins should be such that systems designed to deal
with abnormal situations need not be actuated on an everyday basis.
A moderate‐paced process with a computer‐based control system will diminish operating
staff stress hazards. Man‐machine interface provisions and time allowances for manual
intervention can make a significant contribution.
In the same way, the various disturbances or hazards deriving from a source external to
the plant and which the installation must be able to withstand without operating
disturbances or, in other cases, without causing significant radioactive discharge, shall be
specified. Site selection with a view to limiting such constraints can play a decisive role.
In this way, it is possible to determine a reference seismic level, extreme meteorological
conditions expressed as wind speed, weight of snow, maximum over‐pressure wave,
temperature range, etc. The new stress factors thus derived shall be used in the same way
as before.
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Sets of rules and codes define in a precise and prescriptive manner the conditions for
design, supply, manufacture, erection, checking, initial and periodic testing, operation and
preventive maintenance of all safety related equipment and structures in the plant in order
to guarantee their quality in the widest sense of this term. The selection of appropriate
staff for each stage, from design to operation, their appropriate training, the overall
organization, the sharing of responsibilities or the operating procedures contribute to the
prevention of failures throughout plant life. This also applies to the systematic use of
operating feedback. On this basis, the authorized operating range for the plant and its
general operating rules may be defined.

Second level: control of abnormal operation and detection of failures

The installation must be prevented from straying beyond the authorized operating
conditions which have just been defined and sufficiently reliable regulation, control and
protection1) systems must be designed with the capacity to inhibit any abnormal
development before equipment is loaded beyond its rated operating conditions, so defined
as to allow substantial margins with respect to failure risks. Temperature, pressure and
nuclear and thermal power control systems shall be installed to prevent excessive incident
development without interfering with power plant operation. With a plant design
procuring a stable core and high thermal inertia, it is easier to hold the installation within
the authorized limits.
Systems for measuring the radioactivity levels of certain fluids and of the atmosphere in
various facilities shall assume monitoring requirements and check the effectiveness of the
various barriers and purification systems. Malfunctions clearly signaled in the control
1) Control systems are sometimes included in first level provisions. The INSAG document
places automatic shutdown at third level. But these variations make no difference to the
general principle.
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room can be better dealt with by the operators without undue delay. Finally, the protection
systems, the most important of which is the emergency shutdown system, but also
including, for example, safety valves, shall be capable of rapidly arresting any
undesirable phenomenon, inadequately controlled by the relevant systems, even if this
entails shutting down the reactor.
Furthermore, a periodic equipment surveillance program enables any abnormal
developments in major equipment to be spotted. Such developments would otherwise be
likely to lead to failures over a period of time. Periodic weld inspections, crack and leak
detection, routine system testing pertain to these preventive surveillance activities.

Third level: control of accidents within the design basis

The first two levels of defense in depth, prevention and keeping the reactor within the
authorized limits, are designed to eliminate, with a high degree of reliability, the risk of
plant failure. However, despite the care devoted to these two levels and with the obvious
aim of safety, a complete series of incidents and accidents is postulated by assuming that
failures could be as serious as a total instantaneous main pipe break in a primary coolant
loop or a steam line, or could concern reactivity control. This places us in a deterministic
context, which is one of the essential elements of the safety approach.
We are then required to install systems for limiting the effects of these accidents to
acceptable levels, even if this involves the design and installation of safety systems
having no function under normal plant operating conditions. These are the engineered
safeguard systems2). Startup of these systems must be automatic and human intervention
2) For PWR's built in France, these systems are:
the emergency core cooling system
the steam generator auxiliary feedwater supply system
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should only be required after a time lapse allowing for a carefully considered diagnosis to
be reached. In the postulated situations, the correct operation of these systems ensures
that core structure integrity will be unaffected, which means that it can subsequently be
cooled. Release to the environment will consequently be limited.
The choice of incidents and accidents must be made from the beginning of the design
phase of a project so that those systems required for limiting the consequences of
incidents or accidents integrate perfectly with the overall installation design. This choice
must be made with the greatest care as it is very difficult to insert major systems in a
completed construction at a later date.

Fourth level: control of severe plant conditions including prevention of accident
progression and mitigation of severe accident consequences

In the context of on‐going analysis of risks of plant failure, such as the accident which
occurred at Three Mile Island in 1979, it was decided to consider cases of multiple failure
and, more generally, the means required to contend with plant situations which had
bypassed the first three levels of the defense in depth strategy, or which were considered
as part of the residual risk. Such situations can lead to core meltdown and consequently to
even higher release levels. The concern here is to reduce the probability of such situations
by preparing appropriate procedures and equipment to withstand additional scenarios
corresponding to multiple failures. These are the complementary measures aimed to
prevent core meltdown.

the containment withstanding an over pressure of about 4 barrel associated with the
systems ensuring internal spraying, the automatic isolation of penetrations,
containment atmosphere monitoring and, in the case of double‐wall containment,
depressurization of the annulus.
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Every endeavour would also be necessary to limit radioactive release due to a very
serious occurrence which would nevertheless have involved core meltdown and to gain
time to arrange for protective measures for the populations in the vicinity of the site. It is
then essential that the containment function be maintained under the best possible
conditions. The latter accident management actions are defined in emergency procedures
and are outlined in the internal emergency plan.

Fifth level: mitigation of radiological consequences of significant off‐site releases of
radioactive materials

Population protection measures because of high release levels (evacuation, confinement
indoors, with doors and windows closed, distribution of stable iodine tablets, restrictions
on certain foodstuffs, etc.) would only be necessary in the event of failure or inefficiency
of the measures described above. So we are still in a defense in depth connotation. The
conditions of this evacuation or confinement are within the scope of the public
authorities. They are supplemented by the preparation of long or short‐term measures for
checking the consumption or marketing of foodstuffs that could be contaminated. Such
measures are included in the external emergency plans. The decision to implement such
measures will be based on analysis of the situation by the operator and the safety
organisms and then on environmental radioactivity measurements.
Periodical training drills will also be necessary in this area to ensure adequate efficiency
of the resources and linkups provided.
3.3.3.3. Elements common to the different levels
Defense in depth can only be satisfactorily implemented if care is taken at each level to
ensure an appropriate degree of conservatism, quality control and attitudes stemming
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from safety culture. The notions of conservatism and safety margins, very closely linked
with the deterministic approach, apply more especially to the first three levels of defense
in depth. Severe accidents, on the other hand, generally require a less conservative
approach and realistic assessments are preferable when populations have to be protected
against substantial radioactive release.
Finally, all those actively involved in plant safety, whether they be operators,
constructors, contractors or members of safety organisms, must be thoroughly versed in
safety culture.
General comments
The notion of successive defense levels implies that these levels be as independent as
possible. It will consequently be very important to ensure that the same event or failure,
whether single or multiple, could not affect several levels simultaneously, thereby calling
the entire approach into question. This would be the case, for example, if a specific
failure inhibited the systems provided to limit the consequences of the event considered.
Safety system reliability must be adequate. Special design, layout and maintenance rules
are applied to them
The fourth level was set up to fill in the gaps revealed in the situations envisaged prior to
1975. This level thus covers measures for the prevention of substantial core meltdown
that ought to have been included in the third level, and provisions for the management of
more severe accidents that fit better into this stage in the phasing of preventive actions.
Until recently, levels 4 and 5 were combined in one level. In accordance with the logic of
the defense in depth concept, the need for protective actions with respect to populations
in the vicinity of the site effectively corresponds to the failure, or relative failure, of the
measures taken at the previous level. There must consequently be a differentiation
between the two levels involved.
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Fig. 5 Defense in depth concept(INSAG‐10)

Quality control
The efficiency of these principles and methods would be limited if the quality control of
all activities involved in the design, supply, manufacture, erection, tests and inspections,
operating preparations and the actual operation itself were not fully ensured. This
depends on the motivation of all concerned and implies appropriate organizational
procedures.
Obviously, the quality assurance process is more difficult to apply in the very disturbed
situations covered by severe accident management, but mentioning this idea even in this
case emphasizes the need for well structured decision making processes and methods to
be prepared for such situations.
Defense in depth implementation in operation
As mentioned, the defense in depth concept is fully applicable for operation activities and
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the operating documents as the General Operating Rules should reflect it in its different
chapters:

￭ Plant organization, staff selection and training.
Level 1: Prevention

￭ Normal operation procedures.
￭ Implementation of the technical specifications

￭ Periodic testing programme.
Level 2: Surveillance

￭ Preventive maintenance programme.
￭ Incident detection and analysis.

Level 3: Mitigation

Level 4: Accident
management

Level 5: Emergency
response

￭ Incident and accident procedures.

￭ Beyond design basis accident procedure.
￭ Internal emergency plan (links with external
emergency plan).

￭ External emergency plan
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3.4. CORE INVENTORY OF RADIOACTIVE
NUCLIDES

3.4.1. Introduction
The unique hazard associated with a nuclear reactor is the inventory of radioactive
material that accumulates in the core after any significant period of power operation. The
basic purpose of the nuclear safety enterprise is to protect the plant workers, members of
the public, and the environment from harmful effects of radiation. The radioactive
material inventory in the reactor core arises primarily from the accumulation of fission
products, most of which are radioactive. Another source is neutron activation of various
structural materials in the core. The basic approach in safety design is to ensure that the
core inventory of radioactive material is contained by a series of physical barriers, and
that shielding is provided within the plant to protect against penetrating radiation.
Calculation of the inventory of radionuclides is complex, involving considerations of
generation of radionuclides through fission and neutron activation, decay of the
radionuclides, and transmutation by neutron absorption. (It is noted that decay of the
core radionuclide inventory represents a significant heat source, known as decay heat,
which is of great significance in many accident situations, and will be discussed in detail
elsewhere).
A computer code called ORIGEN2, see Ref. [3.6‐8] is widely used to perform the detailed
calculations needed to estimate the radionuclide inventory, including thermal power,
photon and neutrons source information for shielding design, and the fuel composition as
a function of the initial conditions and the operating history.
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3.4.1. The core radionuclide inventory
3.4.2.1. Fission products
Fission fragment production
On the average, every fission produces slightly more than two fission fragments. (A
small fraction of fissions produce three fragments. These are called ternary fissions.)
Most of these fission fragments are radioactive, and decay with half‐lives ranging from
fractions of a second to many thousands of years. The rate of production of fission
fragments will depend directly on the power level of the reactor, since one watt of
10

thermal power represents about 3x10 fissions/sec. Fission fragments fall into two broad
groups: a light group having mass numbers between about 72 and 110, and a heavy group
having mass numbers from about 125 to 160. The most probable mass numbers are 95
and 135. About 300 different fission fragment isotopes have been identified. The yield of
the most probable isotopes is over 6%.

From the point of view of safety, the

characteristics that are of most concern are:
Chemical volatility, because volatility promotes release in accidents;
A strong chemical affinity for the human body, because such elements are easily
taken up and remain in the body;
A high energy gamma decay, because of the need to shield against such radiation;
and/or
A relatively long half‐life, because of the persistence of contamination from such
an element.

Thus, some of the isotopes of particular interest include krypton‐85, strontium‐90,
iodine‐131, and cesium‐137.
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Fission product decay
Since most fission products are radioactive, they will decay according to their natural
decay chains until a stable isotope is eventually produced. The fission product decay
chains can be complex but are reasonably well known. Most fission product decay is by
β‐emission accompanied by gamma emission. Decay of certain fission products or
members of their decay chains produce neutrons at various times after fission. These are
the “delayed neutrons”, which are of great importance in reactor control, and indeed,
make it practical to control a critical reactor. Major safety considerations from fission
product decay include the gamma radiation source against which shielding must be
provided, and the heat source associated with the radioactive decay (decay heat), which is
of great significance as the energy source driving accident sequences after reactor
shutdown.
Neutron absorption in fission products
Many fission products have significant probability of absorbing neutrons (an “absorption
cross‐section”). The effect of neutron absorption is to transmute a fission product nuclide
from one element to another, so it represents another removal mechanism, along with
decay, for the various fission product isotopes. Another important effect is that neutrons
absorbed in fission products are no longer available to sustain the chain reaction, so
called fission product “poisoning.” Neutron absorption by fission products is dominated
by the isotopes xenon‐135 and samarium‐149, which have absorption cross‐sections of the
6

4

order of 2x10 barns and 6x10 barns, respectively3). Other fission products can be
considered as a group having an absorption cross‐section of the order of 60 to 80 barns.
Xenon Transients ‐Not only does Xe‐135 have a very large absorption cross‐section, but a
Xe‐135 atom is formed either directly or indirectly in about 6% of fissions. Thus, it is
3) A barn= 10‐24 cm2 is a measure of the probability of a nuclear reaction, in this case,
neutron absorption. The reaction rate for a given reaction is the product of the cross‐
section, the number density of atoms, and the neutron flux.
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among the most abundant fission products. Most of the Xe‐135 is formed from decay of
I‐135 in the chain:

During operation, Xe‐135 will build up to an equilibrium level, with its poisoning effect
overridden by control rod withdrawal. After a power reduction, however, there will be a
transient increase in the xenon concentration due to reduced removal by absorption but
sustained production in the above decay chain. Xenon transients and potential instabilities
can be an important consideration in control system design and reactor operation.
Absorption of neutrons in fission products is also important in the overall long‐term
neutron balance of the reactor. Eventually, the combination of fissile material depletion
and fission product poisoning will limit the lifetime of the fuel.
3.4.2.2. Other radioactive materials
Neutron activation of structural materials
Most commonly used structural materials will absorb neutrons to some extent, and will,
therefore, become radioactive. Materials used in the reactor core itself are selected to
have as low an absorption level as possible in the interest of good neutron economy.
However, some activation will occur, even in low absorption materials such as Zircaloy
used for fuel pin cladding. In addition, leakage neutrons will activate material in the
reactor vessel and in‐vessel structures. For example, neutron absorption in nickel‐bearing
alloys will produce cobalt‐60, which decays with a high‐energy gamma, and is, therefore,
a shielding problem. Corrosion products of activated structural material, carried through
the coolant system, also contribute to the need for shielding of the coolant system to
protect plant workers.
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Neutron activation of other materials
Neutrons may be absorbed in various other materials to produce radionuclides of interest
in safety. Among these sources are:
Tritium production from neutron absorption in deuterium‐‐particularly important in
heavy water reactors.
Formation of nitrogen‐16 from oxygen in the water‐‐a shielding concern because of
the high‐energy gamma emitted as nitrogen‐16 decays.
Formation of argon‐41 from argon‐40 in air dissolved in the coolant‐‐also a
shielding concern because of a high‐energy gamma.

Neutron absorption in fertile material
Most present day power reactors use low‐enriched uranium fuel, containing a high
proportion of uranium‐238. While U‐238 is not fissionable in a thermal neutron spectrum, it
will capture neutrons, and plutonium‐239 will be produced. Some of the Pu‐239 will be
fissioned, but some will absorb neutrons, and Pu‐240 will be produced, and so forth.
Generally, these “higher actinides” or “transuranic” elements are radioactive alpha‐emitters,
with very long half‐lives (thousands of years). Due to the short range of alpha particles, the
principal hazard from the transuranic elements is through inhalation. The higher actinides
are important contributors to the radiotoxicity of spent fuel in the long term, but their
contribution to the radiological hazard in the operating reactor is limited.

3.4.3. Summary
3.4.3.1. Sources of radionuclides
The inventory of radionuclide in the reactor core is the primary hazard against which the
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nuclear safety enterprise is needed to protect. Sources of radionuclides include: the
fission event, which produces about two fission fragments per fission; neutron absorption
in structural materials, which produces various radioactive products such as cobalt‐60;
and neutron absorption in fertile material (primarily U‐238), to produce transuranic
elements, which are important to the long‐term radiation hazard from spent fuel.
3.4.3.2. Removal of radionuclides
Radionuclides are continuously removed by radioactive decay along decay chains that
eventually lead to stable isotopes. Radionuclides may also absorb neutrons and be
transmuted into other elements. Xenon‐135 and samarium‐149 are particularly important
in this regard. Thus, the radioactive material inventory and decay paths will be different
during operation, with a high neutron population, from that after shutdown, with
essentially no neutron population. This fact gives rise to such phenomena as “xenon
transients” which are important in design of reactor control systems.
3.4.3.3. Calculations
While the calculations of the core radionuclide inventory, both during and after operation,
are straightforward in principle, they require a very large amount of data including such
information as: reactor operating history; neutron flux and energy spectrum; fission
product yields, decay paths, and neutron cross‐sections for nuclides and reactors of
importance; neutron, beta, alpha, and gamma decay data; and so forth. The ORIGEN2
code is widely used to calculate the time dependent concentrations and source terms
associated with a large number (about 1700) nuclides that are simultaneously generated
or depleted by fission, neutron transmutation, radioactive decay, input feed rates, and
physical or chemical removal rates. Calculations done using ORIGEN2 can be applied to
fuel irradiation in a reactor or to storage, transportation, or processing of spent fuel
elements.
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3.5. ROLE OF SUCCESSIVE BARRIERS IN
PREVENTING SPREAD OF RADIOACTIVE
PRODUCTS

3.5.1. Introduction
The principle of defense‐in‐depth is at the heart of nuclear safety. One way in which this
principle is implemented in design is through provision of the three classical engineered
physical barriers to the spread of radioactive materials. These barriers include the fuel
cladding, the pressure boundary of the primary coolant system, and the low‐leakage
containment building. In addition, the fuel matrix itself provides a fourth, innermost
barrier, which contains many fission product nuclides. Each of these barriers is subject to
different challenges and to differing surveillance requirements and leakage specifications.

3.5.1. Barriers to spread of radionuclides
3.5.2.1. The fuel matrix
Most present day power reactors are fueled with a low‐enrichment uranium dioxide
(UO2) fuel originally fabricated as a ceramic pellet. Fission product radionuclides and
the transuranic elements resulting from neutron absorption in the fertile isotope U‐238 are
born in the fuel material. Most of these nuclides remain contained in the fuel matrix
under steady state conditions. However, since some of the fission products and their
decay daughters are gases, and others are vaporized at normal fuel operating
temperatures, the fuel matrix provides only a partial barrier to their spread. In particular,
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the noble gases, krypton and xenon, along with tritium (from ternary fission), will
migrate out of the fuel matrix to the fission gas plenum within the cladding.
Also, the volatile fission products, primarily, iodine and cesium, which are vapors at
normal operating temperature, will migrate out of the fuel matrix and tend to collect in
the fuel‐cladding gap as elements and compounds. Changes in fuel temperature, such as
those associated with power changes, lead to release of fission gases trapped within the
microstructure of the fuel, probably because of thermal diffusion and fuel cracking.
This fission gas release is postulated to result in high mechanical loading of the cladding
and possible cladding failure. Aside from the fission gases and volatile fission products,
the fission products and transuranic elements are contained in the matrix unless
near‐melting temperatures are encountered. The extent and kinetics of fission product
release from fuel melting during an accident is an active research area in several
countries.
3.5.2.2. The cladding
Description
The UO2 fuel pellets are contained within a metal cladding tube that serves to maintain
the fuel geometry and to prevent release of fission products and actinides into the coolant.
In current water‐cooled reactors, the cladding is an alloy of zirconium called Zircaloy (or
a proprietary variation of this alloy), chosen because of its good structural and corrosion
properties, and its low neutron absorption. The cladding tube is typically of the order of
five meters long and 0.95 cm (PWR) to 1.30 cm (BWR) in diameter, while the fuel pellet
stack (the “fuel column”) is about 3.5 to 3.7 meters long. Space is provided within the
cladding to accommodate fission gas release from the fuel without excessive internal
pressure build‐up. The cladding tube is closed by welded end‐caps to create a hermetic
seal.
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Cladding failure
Failure of the cladding barrier can occur due to defects in end‐cap welds or in the
cladding tube itself. Such failures are relatively rare compared to the number of fuel rods
in a reactor. Other potential failure mechanisms include pellet‐cladding mechanical
interaction or high pressure due to fission gas release in transients, flow‐induced or
mechanical vibrations, or excessive cladding corrosion. Cladding failures can be detected
promptly by detection of fission product radioactivity or delayed neutrons in the coolant.
While plant technical specifications may allow operation with up to a specified fraction
of defective fuel, prudent operating practice and ALARA principles dictate that failed
fuel be removed at the earliest practical time to minimize contamination of the primary
coolant system with accompanying radiation exposure to the plant operating and
maintenance staff.
3.5.2.3. The primary coolant system
Description
In a PWR, the primary coolant system pressure boundary consists of the reactor pressure
vessel, the coolant piping, the steam generators, and main coolant pumps, along with
some auxiliary systems including the pressurizer, chemical and volume control systems
(CVCS), and parts of the emergency core cooling and residual heat removal systems,
depending on the design and operating details.
The primary coolant system is intended to be leak‐tight, except for controlled outflow, for
example, through the main coolant pump seals, or the CVCS. Under normal conditions,
the radioactive inventory of the primary coolant system consists of radionuclides that
have leaked from defective fuel, plus activated corrosion products. An important class of
design basis accidents involves loss of integrity of the pressure boundary. This class
includes the large‐break loss‐of‐coolant accident (LBLOCA), and the small‐break
loss‐of‐coolant accident (SBLOCA). So long as these accidents do not lead to core
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damage, which they should not, radionuclide release will be easily limited by the
containment. If, however, a core melt accident should occur, it has been found that the
debris can be retained within the reactor vessel under certain conditions. The TMI‐2
accident, which began as a small‐break LOCA and escalated into a large‐scale core melt,
showed that the debris could be cooled in‐vessel with water addition.
Primary system failures
Failure modes of the primary coolant pressure boundary include: piping leaks; piping
breaks; pump seal failures; steam generator tube failures; value failures or misalignment;
and pressure vessel failure.
Piping leaks ‐ Leaks in the primary system piping core occur from various causes,
including through‐wall cracks. Such leakage can be detected by abnormal radiation
readings, loss of coolant inventory, or direct observation of leakage. Detection and
investigation of any leakage is extremely important, because leaks can provide a warning
of an impending pipe break. The so‐called “leak‐before‐break” theory argues that leakage
will always precede a pipe break and that the leakage can be detected and action taken
before a break occurs, so that instantaneous double‐ended “guillotine” pipe breaks need
not be considered as design basis accidents. While this argument has technical merit in
many cases, it has not been generally accepted by regulatory bodies.

Release of

radioactivity due to piping leaks in general is easily confined within the containment.
Piping breaks ‐ Breaks in the primary system piping give rise to one of the major
classes of design basis accidents (DBA). The LBLOCA is the classical DBA for the
design of the emergency core cooling systems and the containment. SBLOCA have also
been studied extensively, especially since the TMI‐2 accident, which was essentially a
SBLOCA, led to large‐scale core melting and radionuclide release to the containment.
The design requirement is to show that cladding temperature, cladding oxidation, and
containment pressure remain within acceptable bounds, so that fuel integrity and
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containment function are maintained. Assuming that the engineered safety features
perform as designed, piping breaks result in no large release of fission product activity
from the fuel, with any release contained by the containment building.
Pump seal failures ‐The main coolant pumps used in many light‐water reactors have
shaft seals through which there is a small controlled leakage flow. A failure of a pump
seal would allow a larger leakage. For the present discussion, such an event can be
considered to be equivalent to a SBLOCA. Probabilistic safety assessments for some
reactors have shown that pump seal failures can be a significant contributor to core melt
frequency.
Steam generator tube failures ‐ Failures of steam generator tubes in a pressurized water
reactor (PWR) are of particular concern because leakage from the primary side to the
steam side results in a containment bypass. That is, any radioactive material that is
released from the primary system can find its way to the environment through the steam
system and is not retained within the containment. Thus, strict limits on the amount of
leakage, and the number of leaking tubes are maintained. Steam generator tubes are
frequently inspected for flaws, and plugged or repaired as necessary.
Valve failures or misalignment ‐Valve failures by themselves do not introduce a new
class of accident. Most valve failures would be characterized as a SBLOCA. However,
certain valves are used to separate the high‐pressure primary system from auxiliary
systems that are designed for lower pressure. Examples of such systems may include
residual heat removal systems or chemical cleanup systems. Failure of such valves
would result in a so‐called “interfacing system LOCA”, in which the full primary system
pressure causes failure in the lower pressure interfacing system. Such events have also
been found to be important contributors to core melt frequency in some PSAs.
Pressure vessel failure ‐Pressure vessel failure is considered too remote an event to be
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included in the design basis. However, the material of the vessel is subject to neutron
irradiation and potential embrittlement or elevated null‐ductility temperature.

The

principal concern is with the “pressurized thermal shock” phenomenon, in which the
vessel is subjected to rapid cooling due to introduction of cold water while still at
operating pressure. If vessel temperatures during the cooling transcent approach the null‐
ductility temperature, mitigative measures are called for. In extreme cases, it may be
necessary to anneal the vessel to restore its ductility. Annealing has been done in some
older Soviet‐designed PWRs.
Closure
In spite of the complexity of design and the numerous failure modes, the primary cooling
system has proven to be a very effective barrier against radionuclide release. Even in the
TMI‐2 accident, a severe accident with large‐scale fuel melting, the molten core material
and fission products were largely contained within the reactor vessel because water was
introduced to cool the debris and the vessel wall. Most of the radioactive material
released into the containment was noble gases, which were retained for over a year in the
containment building, before being vented to the atmosphere in a controlled manner.
3.5.2.4. The containment building
A low‐leakage containment building provides the final physical barrier against spread of
radionuclides. The containment building is required to meet a very low leak rate,
typically the order of 0.1% per day, and to demonstrate its leak tightness in periodic tests.
Many different types of containment are used, including the large dry buildings, various
pressure suppression types (such as the ice condensers and the BWR containments), and
sub atmospheric buildings. The design basis for containments of most current day plants
was the large‐break LOCA accident, which had to be contained without exceeding the
design pressure of the building. However, the containment buildings have been shown to
be very robust against short‐time failure in severe accidents. The principal threat to
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containment integrity appears to be long‐term pressurization due to heating and
non‐combustible gas generation from interaction between core debris and concrete.
Accident management measures to counter these threats are under active investigation.

3.5.1. Summary
Four physical barriers are in place against release of radionuclides from the core to the
environment. The first is the fuel matrix itself, which contains many of the fission
products and the actinides. However, some fission products are normally released from
the matrix during operation and are retained within the fuel cladding, principally the
noble gases and some volatile elements. Under normal circumstances, the cladding
retains almost all fission products, but failures sometimes occur. Fission products that
leak from failed cladding are retained within the primary coolant pressure boundary,
along with activation products from the structural materials.
The amount of radioactive material in the coolant is normally small compared to that
retained in the fuel cladding.

Failures in the primary coolant system can result in

radionuclides entering the containment building, which is a low leakage structure that can
retain the material for long times. Some primary system failures can result in bypass of
the containment. Both the primary system and the containment have been shown to be
robust against many challenges from severe accidents. Severe accident research continues
to understand the threats to containment integrity and to devise means to counter these
threats.
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3.6. MITIGATION OF RADIOLOGICAL
CONSEQUENCES OF SIGNIFICANT RELEASE

3.6.1. Introduction
Application of the concept of defense‐in‐depth in design of a nuclear power plan can be
viewed as involving five levels of defense against excessive radiological consequences
from an accident. These five levels of defense include:
Prevention of abnormal operation and failures;
Detection and control of deviations from normal operating conditions to prevent
anticipated operational occurrences from escalating to accident conditions;
Control of design basis accidents through engineered safety features to achieve
stable and acceptable conditions following such accidents;
Control of severe accidents in which the design basis has been exceeded to protect
the containment or confinement functions, using design features and accident
management techniques; and
Mitigation of radiological consequences through on‐site and off‐site emergency
procedures.

The fifth level of defense, mitigation of radiological consequences, can be viewed as not
being a part of design, because the measures taken are generic in their essential nature.
However, one goal of some modern designs is to eliminate the need for off‐site
emergency planning by considering severe accidents in design and thereby “practically
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eliminating” the possibility of radiological consequences beyond the site boundary.
Mitigation measures include on‐site emergency plans, aimed at providing protection to
the plant workers and assuring that vital control functions can be maintained, and off‐site
emergency plans, aimed at protection of the public and the environment. On‐site and
remote emergency control centers may be provided for coordination of emergency
response and decision‐making.

3.6.2. Emergency response
3.6.2.1. On‐site emergency response
A well‐organized and tested on‐site emergency response plan must be in place. Elements
of this plan may include such items as:
Definition of the decision‐making process and the people responsible for making
emergency decisions;
Criteria for declaring various levels of alert or an emergency situation;
Notification of appropriate company, local, state, and national authorities of the
occurrence, depending on the severity of the situation;
Activation of an on‐site or near‐site emergency control centre, with appropriate
staff, communications, and support, including public communications personnel;
Activation of emergency response teams as required by the nature of the situation;
If necessary, activation of control room habitability features or a remote reactor
control room;
Evacuation of non‐essential personnel from the site.
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The on‐site emergency response organization must have access to sufficient information
about the event to assess the need for activation of off‐site emergency plans. Local, state,
and national regulatory and emergency organizations will also require information, and
appropriate communications arrangements must be in the emergency plan.
3.6.2.2. Off‐site emergency response
As with the on‐site emergency response, there must be a clearly defined organization and
decision‐making process to decide on an appropriate response, and to organize
implementation measures. Generally, an off‐site emergency response includes three
possible actions: sheltering; chemical protection; and evacuation.
Sheltering
In case of a small off‐site release, sheltering of the nearby population may provide
sufficient mitigation. In this context, sheltering means requiring the population to remain
indoors, with doors and windows closed, until a release has ended and the plume of
radionuclide has dispersed. Sheltering can provide significant protection through
shielding against “soft” radiation and the effect of slow interchange between interior and
ambient air. Sheltering is the minimum level of protective action for the public, and
involves little risk but some inconvenience.
Chemical protection
A significant contribution to risk from a radioactive release is uptake of radioactive iodine
into the thyroid. Children are especially at risk of developing thyroid cancer from this
source. A possible emergency preparedness measure is to supply normal iodine pills to
persons within the emergency planning zone to be taken if a release containing iodine is
expected. In this way, radioiodine will be prevented from concentrating in the thyroid,
affording a measure of protection.
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Evacuation
The most extreme measure that can be taken to mitigate off‐site radiological
consequences is evacuation of the population. Evacuation involves significant risk due to
transportation accidents, as well as significant disruption to the lives of the population.
Evacuation was considered at the time of the TMI‐2 accident, but rejected except for
voluntary evacuation of particularly vulnerable people.

Large‐scale, permanent

evacuation followed the Chernobyl accident. Planning for evacuation involves
consideration of transportation means, mapping routes, traffic control, and establishment
of reception facilities for evacuees.

3.6.2. Summary
Mitigation of radiological consequences through on‐site and off‐site emergency planning
is the fifth level of defence‐in‐depth. On‐site emergency plans emphasize recovery from
the emergency, communications with authorities and the public, and assuring continued
control of the plant while minimizing personnel exposure. Off‐site emergency planning
focuses on public protection, involving such actions as sheltering, use of chemical
protection, and, in the extreme, evacuation.
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3.7. LEGAL AND GOVERNMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE
FOR NUCLEAR, RADIATION, RADIOACTIVE WASTE
AND TRANSPORT SAFETY

3.7.1. General
Facilities and activities cover a broad and diverse range, from the use of a single low
energy radiation source through operation of complex facilities such as nuclear power
plants or spent‐fuel reprocessing plants. The regulatory regime shall be structured and
resourced in a manner commensurate with the potential magnitude and nature of the
hazard to be controlled.
There are certain prerequisites for the safety of facilities and activities. These give rise to
the following requirements that shall be fulfilled by the legislative and governmental
mechanisms of Member States:
(1) To establish a legislative and statutory framework to regulate the safety of facilities
and activities;
(2) To establish and maintain a regulatory body which shall be effectively independent
from organizations or bodies charged with the promotion of nuclear technologies or
responsible for facilities or activities. This is necessary so that regulatory judgments
can be made, and enforcement actions taken, without pressure from interests that
may compete with safety;
(3) To assign responsibility to the regulatory body for authorization, regulatory review
and assessment, inspection and enforcement, and for establishing safety principles,
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criteria, regulations and guides;
(4) To provide the regulatory body with adequate authority and power, and ensure that
it has adequate staffing and financial resources to discharge its assigned
responsibilities;
(5) To ensure that no other responsibility is assigned to the regulatory body which may
jeopardize or conflict with its responsibility for regulating safety;
(6) To ensure that adequate arrangements are made for decommissioning, closeout or
closure, site rehabilitation, and the safe management of spent fuel and radioactive
waste;
(7) To ensure that adequate arrangements are made for the safe transport of radioactive
material;
(8) To establish an effective system of governmental emergency response and
intervention capabilities and to ensure emergency preparedness;
(9) To ensure the adequacy of physical protection arrangements where they influence
safety;
(10) To provide for adequate financial indemnification arrangements for third parties in
the event of a nuclear or radiation accident in view of the potential damage and
injury which may arise from an accident; and
(11) To provide for the technological infrastructure necessary to support the safety of
facilities and activities, where these are not provided by other organizations.
The prime responsibility for safety shall be assigned to the operator. The operators shall
have the responsibility for ensuring safety in the siting, design, construction,
commissioning, operation and decommissioning, closeout or closure of their facilities,
including, as appropriate, rehabilitation of contaminated areas, and for activities using,
transporting or handling radioactive material. Organizations that generate radioactive
waste shall have the responsibility for the safe management of the radioactive waste that
they produce. Since during the transport of radioactive material, primary reliance for
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safety is put on the use of approved packaging, it is the responsibility of the consignor to
ensure appropriate selection and use of packaging. Compliance with the requirements
imposed by the regulatory body shall not relieve the operator of its prime responsibility
for safety. The operator shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the regulatory body that
this responsibility has been, and will continue to be fulfilled.
3.7.1.1. Legislative
Legislation shall be promulgated to provide for the effective control of nuclear, radiation,
waste and transport safety. The legislation shall, where applicable:
(1) Set out objectives for protecting individuals, society and the environment from
radiation hazards, both for the present and in the future;
(2) Specify facilities, activities and materials that are included in the scope of the
legislation and what is excluded from the requirements of any particular part of the
legislation;
(3) Establish authorization and other processes (e.g. notification, exemption), taking
into account the potential magnitude and nature of the hazard associated with the
facility or activity and define the different steps of the processes;
(4) Establish a regulatory body with the authority outlined in para. 206;
(5) Arrange for adequate funding of the regulatory body for it to function effectively;
(6) Specify the process for removal of a facility or activity from regulatory control;
(7) Provide a procedure for review of, and appeal against, regulatory decisions (without
compromising safety);
(8) Provide for continuity of responsibility when activities are carried out by several
operators in sequence and a record of transfers of responsibility;
(9) Allow for the creation of independent advisory bodies to provide expert opinion and
consultation for the government and regulatory body;
(10) Set up a means whereby research and development in important safety areas is
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carried out;
(11) Define liabilities with respect to nuclear damage4);
(12) Set out the arrangements for provision of financial security with respect to any
liabilities;
(13) Set out the responsibilities and obligations with respect to financial provision for
radioactive waste management and decommissioning;
(14) Define what is an offence and the corresponding penalties;
(15) Implement any obligations under international treaties, conventions or agreements;
(16) Define the involvement of the public and other bodies in the regulatory process;
(17) Specify the nature and extent of application of new requirements to existing
facilities and activities.
If other authorities, which may not meet the requirements for independence are involved
in the granting of authorizations, it shall be ensured that the safety requirements of the
regulatory body remain in force and are not modified in the regulatory process.
The regulatory body shall have the authority:
(1) To develop safety principles and criteria;
(2) To establish regulations and issue guidance;
(3) To require operators to conduct safety assessments;
(4) To require that operators provide any necessary information, including information
from their suppliers, even if proprietary;
(5) To issue, amend, suspend or revoke authorizations and to set necessary conditions;
(6) To require operators to perform systematic safety reassessments or periodic safety
reviews throughout the lifetime of a facility;
(7) To enter at any time sites and facilities to carry out inspections;
4) As defined in the Protocol to amend the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damage of 1997.
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(8) To enforce regulatory requirements;
(9) To communicate directly with higher level governmental authorities when such
communication is considered to be necessary to exercise effectively the functions
of the body;
(10) To obtain such documents and opinions from private or public organizations or
persons, as may be necessary and appropriate;
(11) To communicate independently its regulatory requirements, decisions and opinions
and their basis to the public;
(12) To make available, to other government bodies, national and international
organizations and the public, information on incidents, abnormal occurrences and
other information as appropriate;
(13) To liaise and co‐ordinate with other governmental or non‐governmental bodies
having competence in such areas as health and safety, environmental protection
and security, and transport of dangerous goods; and
(14) To liaise with regulatory bodies in other countries and international organizations
to promote co‐operation and exchange of regulatory information.

3.7.2. Responsibilities and functions of the regulatory body
In order to fulfill its statutory obligations, the regulatory body shall define policies, safety
principles and associated criteria as a basis for its regulatory actions. In fulfilling its
statutory obligations, the regulatory body shall undertake the following main
responsibilities and functions:
(1) Establish, promote or adopt regulations and guides, upon which its regulatory
actions are based;
(2) Review and assess submissions on safety from the operators both prior to
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authorization and periodically during operation as required;
(3) Provide for issuing, amending, suspending or revoking authorizations, subject to
any necessary conditions, which are clear and unambiguous and which, unless
specified elsewhere, shall specify:
(i) The facilities, activities, or inventories of sources covered by the authorization;
(ii) Requirements for notifying the regulatory body of any modifications to safety
related aspects;
(iii) The obligations of the operator in respect of its facility, equipment, radiation
source(s) and personnel;
(iv) Any limits on operation and use (e.g. dose or discharge limits, action levels and
duration of the authorization);
(v) Waste processing conditioning criteria for existing or foreseen waste
management facilities;
(vi) Any additional discrete authorizations the operator must obtain from the
regulatory body;
(vii) The requirements for incident reporting;
(viii) The reports that the operator must make to the regulatory body;
(ix) The records that the operator must retain and, the time periods for which they
must be retained; and
(x) The emergency preparedness arrangements.
(4) Carry out regulatory inspections;
(5) Ensure that corrective actions are taken if unsafe or potentially unsafe conditions are
detected; and
(6) Take the necessary enforcement actions in the event safety requirements have been
violated.
In order to fulfill its main responsibilities the regulatory body shall undertake the
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following:
(1) Establish a process for dealing with applications, such as, issuing an authorization,
accepting a notification or granting an exemption or removing from regulatory
control;
(2) Establish a process for changing conditions of authorization;
(3) Provide guidance to the operator in order that it can develop and present safety
assessments or any other required safety related information;
(4) Ensure that proprietary information made available is protected;
(5) Should a submission be rejected, provide an explanation of the reasons;
(6) Deal with, and provide information to, other competent governmental bodies,
international organizations and the public;
(7) Ensure that operating experience is appropriately analysed and that lessons learned
are disseminated;
(8) Ensure that appropriate records are retained, in a retrievable manner, in relation to
the safety of facilities and activities;
(9) Ensure that regulatory principles and criteria remain adequate, valid and take into
consideration internationally endorsed standards and recommendations;
(10) Determine and make known to the operator any requirements for systematic safety
reassessment or periodic safety review;
(11) Advise the government on matters related to the safety of facilities and activities.
(12) Check that personnel responsible for the safe operation of the facility or activity
are competent; and
(13) Check that safety is managed adequately by the operator.
The regulatory body shall co‐operate with, advise and provide information on safety
matters to other relevant authorities in the following areas, as necessary:
(1) Environmental protection;
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(2) Public and occupational health;
(3) Emergency planning and preparedness;
(4) Radioactive waste management, (e.g. determination of national policy);
(5) Public liability, (e.g. implementation of national regulations and international
conventions concerning third party liability);
(6) Physical protection and safeguards;
(7) Water use and consumption of food;
(8) Land use and planning; and
(9) Dangerous goods transport safety.
The regulatory body may also have additional functions. Such functions may include:
(1) Carrying out independent radiological monitoring in and around nuclear facilities;
(2) Carrying out independent testing and quality control measurements;
(3) Initiating, coordinating and monitoring safety research and development in support
of its regulatory functions;
(4) Providing personnel monitoring services and medical examinations;
(5) Nuclear non‐proliferation monitoring; and
(6) Regulatory control of industrial safety.
Care shall be taken by the regulatory body when such functions are undertaken to ensure
that conflicts with the main regulatory functions are avoided and that the prime
responsibility of the operator for safety is not diminished.

3.7.3. Organization of the regulatory body
The regulatory body shall be structured in a manner that ensures that it is capable of
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fulfilling its responsibilities and functions effectively and efficiently. The organizational
structure and size of the regulatory body is influenced by so many factors that it is not
appropriate to recommend a single organizational model. However, the regulatory body
shall have a structure and size commensurate with the extent and nature of the facilities
and activities it must regulate, and shall be provided with adequate resources and the
necessary authority in order that it can fulfill its responsibilities. Its reporting line within
government shall ensure effective independence from organizations or bodies charged
with the promotion of nuclear or radiation related technologies, or responsible for
facilities or activities.
If the regulatory body consists of more than one authority, effective arrangements shall be
made to ensure that regulatory responsibilities and functions are clearly defined and
coordinated to avoid any omissions or unnecessary duplication or conflicting
requirements being placed upon the operator. The main functions of review and
assessment, and inspection and enforcement shall be organized in such a way as to
achieve consistency and necessary feedback and exchange of information. In addition, the
disciplines concerned in the regulatory process, such as those in nuclear, radiation,
radioactive waste and transport safety, shall be effectively coordinated.
If the regulatory body is not entirely self‐sufficient in all technical or functional areas, it
shall seek advice or assistance, as appropriate, from consultants. Wherever such advice
comes from (e.g. dedicated support organization; universities, private consultants, etc.),
arrangements shall be made to ensure that the expert advisers are effectively independent
of the operator. If this is not possible, then advice may be sought from other Member
States or from international organizations whose expertise in the field under consideration
is well established and recognized. The use of consultants shall not relieve the regulatory
body of any of its responsibilities. In particular, the regulatory body’s responsibility for
making decisions and recommendations shall not be delegated.
The regulatory body shall establish and implement appropriate arrangements for a
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systematic approach to quality management that extend throughout the range of
responsibilities and functions undertaken.
3.7.3.1. Staffing and training of the regulatory body
The regulatory body shall employ a sufficient number of personnel with the requisite
qualifications, experience and expertise to undertake its functions and responsibilities. It
is likely that there will be positions of a specialist nature and positions needing more
general skills and expertise. The regulatory body shall acquire and maintain the
competence to judge, on an overall basis, the safety of facilities and activities and to
make the necessary regulatory decisions.
In order to ensure that the proper skills are acquired and that adequate levels of
competence are achieved and maintained, the regulatory body shall ensure that its staff
members participate in well defined training programmes. The training should ensure that
the regulatory body personnel remain familiar with developing technology and changes in
safety principles and philosophy.
In undertaking its own review and assessment of a safety submission presented by the
operator, the regulatory body shall not rely solely on any safety assessment performed for
it by consultants or on that produced by the operator. Accordingly, the regulatory body
shall have a full time staff capable either of performing regulatory reviews and
assessments, or of evaluating any assessments performed for it by consultants.
3.7.3.2. Advisory bodies to the regulatory body
The government or the regulatory body may choose to give formal structure to the
processes by which expert opinions and advice are provided to the regulatory body. The
need for such formal advisory bodies is determined by many factors. When the
establishment of advisory bodies is considered necessary, on a temporary or permanent
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basis, such bodies shall give independent advice. The advice may be technical or
non‐technical (e.g. advising on ethical issues in the uses of radiation in medicine). Any
advice offered shall not relieve the regulatory body of its responsibilities for making
decisions and recommendations.
3.7.3.3. Relations with the operator
Mutual understanding and respect between the regulatory body and the operator, and a
frank, open, and yet formal relationship, shall be fostered.
3.7.3.4. International co‐operation
The safety of facilities and activities is of international concern. Several international
conventions related to various aspects of safety are in force. National authorities, with the
assistance of the regulatory body, as appropriate, shall establish arrangements for the
exchange of safety related information, bilaterally or regionally, with neighboring States
as well as with other interested countries and with the relevant intergovernmental
institutions, both to fulfill safety obligations and to promote co‐operation.

3.7.4. Activities of the regulatory body
The main functions of the regulatory body are carried out within, and are dependent
upon, the national legal framework. The regulatory process continues throughout the life
cycle of a facility or the duration of an activity. The day‐to‐day activities of an established
regulatory body in discharging its functional responsibilities are authorization, review and
assessment, and inspection and enforcement. Other functions, such as establishing,
modifying, updating or adopting safety principles, regulations and guides, are undertaken
less frequently.
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For all facilities and activities an authorization, notification or exemption shall be in
force. Alternatively, activities of a particular type generally can be authorized to be
performed in strict accordance with detailed technical regulations (e.g. the routine
shipment of radioactive materials in packages approved under detailed transport safety
regulations).
3.7.4.1. Authorization
Prior to granting an authorization, the applicant shall be required to submit a detailed
demonstration of safety that shall be reviewed and assessed by the regulatory body in
accordance with clearly defined procedures. The extent of the control applied shall be
matched to the potential magnitude and nature of the hazard presented. Thus, for
example, a dental X ray machine might need only registration with the regulatory body,
whereas a multistage authorization process might be necessary for a radioactive waste
repository.
The regulatory body shall issue guidance on the format and content of documents to be
submitted by the operator in support of applications for authorization. The operator shall
be required to submit or make available to the regulatory body, within agreed timescales,
all information that is specified or requested. For complex facilities (e.g. nuclear power
plants) authorization may be carried out in several stages, each requiring hold points,
separate permits or licenses. In such cases, each stage of the process shall be subject to
review and assessment, taking into account feedback from the previous stages.
The regulatory review and assessment leads to a series of regulatory decisions. However,
at a certain stage in the authorization process, where it is necessary to control the
operator’s activities, the regulatory body shall take formal actions that result in either:
(1) The granting of an authorization which, if appropriate, imposes conditions or
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limitations on the operator’s subsequent activities; or
(2) The refusal of such an authorization.
The regulatory body shall formally record the basis for these decisions. Any subsequent
amendment, renewal, suspension or revocation of the authorization shall be undertaken in
accordance with a clearly defined and established procedure. The procedure shall include
requirements for timely submission of applications for renewal or amendment of
authorizations. For amendment and renewal, the associated regulatory review and
assessment shall be consistent with para. 503.
3.7.4.2. Review and assessment
The extent to which review and assessment shall be performed will vary, depending on
the stage in the regulatory process and the potential magnitude and nature of the hazard
associated with the particular facility or activity.
In its review and assessment activities the regulatory body shall define, and make
available to the operator, details of the principles and associated criteria on which its
judgments and decisions are based.
A primary basis for the review and assessment is the information submitted by the
operator. A thorough review and assessment of the operator’s technical submission shall
be performed by the regulatory body in order to determine whether the facility or activity
complies with the safety objectives, principles and criteria. In doing this, the regulatory
body shall acquire an understanding of the design of the facility or equipment, the safety
concept on which the design is based, and the operating principles proposed by the
operator, to satisfy itself that:
(1) The available information demonstrates the safety of the facility or proposed
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activity;
(2) The information contained in the operator’s submissions is accurate and sufficient
to enable verification of compliance with regulatory requirements; and
(3) The technical solutions, and in particular any novel ones, are proven or qualified by
experience or testing or both, and are capable of achieving the required level of
safety.
The regulatory body shall prepare its own programme of review and assessment of the
facilities and activities under scrutiny. The nature and extent of the programme will
depend upon the stage in the life cycle of the facility or the nature of the activity. The
regulatory body shall follow the development of a facility or activity, as applicable, from
initial site selection through design, construction, commissioning and operation to
decommissioning, closure or closeout.
Any modification to safety related aspects of a facility or activity (or having an indirect
but significant influence on safety related aspects) shall be subject to review and
assessment, taking into account the potential magnitude and nature of the associated
hazard.
3.7.4.3. Inspection and enforcement
Regulatory inspection and enforcement activities shall cover all areas of regulatory
responsibility. Inspections allow the regulatory body to satisfy itself that the operator is in
compliance with the conditions set out, for example, in the authorization process or by
the regulations. In addition, the regulatory body shall take into account, as necessary, the
activities of suppliers of services and products to the operator. Enforcement actions shall
be applied as necessary by the regulatory body in the event of deviations or
non‐compliance with conditions and requirements.
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The main aims of regulatory inspection and enforcement are to ensure that:
(1) The facilities, equipment and work performance meet all necessary requirements;
(2) Relevant documents and instructions are valid and are being complied with;
(3) Persons employed by the operator (including contractors) possess the necessary
competence for the effective performance of their functions;
(4) Deficiencies and deviations are identified and corrected, or justified without undue
delay;
(5) Any lessons learned are identified and propagated to other operators, suppliers and
the regulatory body as appropriate; and
(6) The operator is managing safety in a proper manner.
However, regulatory inspections shall not diminish the operator’s prime responsibility for
safety nor replace control, supervision and verification activities that the operator has to
carry out.
Inspection
The regulatory body shall establish a planned and systematic inspection programme. The
extent to which inspection is performed in the regulatory process will depend upon the
potential magnitude and nature of the hazard associated with the facility or activity.
Inspection by the regulatory body, both announced and unannounced, shall be an ongoing
activity. If the regulatory body uses the services of consultants for the inspections, then it
shall have the responsibility for taking any actions that result from these inspections.
In addition to routine inspection activities, the regulatory body shall carry out inspections
at short notice if an abnormal occurrence needs immediate investigation. Such regulatory
inspection shall not diminish the responsibility of the operator to investigate such
occurrences immediately.
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Regulatory inspectors shall be required to prepare reports of their inspection activities
and findings, which shall be fed back into the regulatory process.
Enforcement
Enforcement actions are designed to address non‐compliance with specified conditions
and requirements. These actions shall be commensurate with the seriousness of these
non‐compliances. Thus there are different kinds of enforcement actions, from written
warnings to penalties and, ultimately, withdrawal of an authorization. In all cases the
operator shall be required to correct the non‐compliance, to perform a thorough
investigation on an agreed timescale, and to take all necessary measures to prevent a
recurrence. The regulatory body shall ensure that the operator has effectively
implemented any corrective actions.
Deviations from, or violations of requirements, or unsatisfactory situations that have
minor safety significance may be identified at facilities or during activities. In such
circumstances, the regulatory body shall issue a written warning or directive to the
operator that shall identify the nature and regulatory basis of each violation and a period
of time for taking corrective action.
If there is evidence of a deterioration in the level of safety, or in the event of serious
violations which, in the judgment of the regulatory body, pose an imminent radiological
hazard to the workers, the public or the environment, the regulatory body shall require the
operator to curtail activities and to take any further actions necessary to restore an
adequate level of safety.
In the event of continual, persistent or extremely serious non‐compliance, or significant
releases of radioactive material to the environment due to serious malfunction or damage
to a facility, the regulatory body shall direct the operator to curtail activities and may
suspend or revoke the authorization. The operator shall be directed to eliminate any
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unsafe conditions.
All enforcement decisions shall be confirmed to the operator in writing. The extent of the
authority of the regulatory inspectors to take on‐the‐spot enforcement actions shall be
determined by the regulatory body.
Where on‐the‐spot enforcement authority is not granted to individual inspectors, the
transmission of information to the regulatory body shall be suited to the urgency of the
situation so that necessary actions are taken in a timely fashion. Information shall be
transmitted immediately if the inspectors judge that the health and safety of workers or
the public or the protection of the environment are endangered.
3.7.4.4. Development of regulations and guides
The system of regulations and guides shall be chosen to suit the legal system of the
Member State, and the nature and extent of the facilities and activities to be regulated.
When the regulatory body does not issue regulations, the legislative and governmental
mechanisms shall ensure that such regulations are developed and approved within
appropriate timescales.
The main purpose of regulations is to establish requirements with which all operators
must comply. Such regulations shall provide a framework for more detailed conditions
and requirements to be incorporated into individual authorizations.
Guides, of a non‐mandatory nature, on how to comply with the regulations shall be
prepared, as necessary. These guides may also provide information on data and methods
to be used in assessing the adequacy of the design, analyses and other documentation
submitted to the regulatory body by the operator.
When developing regulations and guides, the regulatory body shall take into
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consideration comments from interested parties and experience feedback. Due account
shall also be taken of internationally recognized standards and recommendations, such as
the Agency’s Safety Standards Series publications.

3.7.5. Specific infrastructure
In order to safely derive the benefits from the exploitation of nuclear and radiation related
technologies, governments must provide for both an effective regulatory regime and an
appropriate supporting infrastructure. The regulatory regime has been addressed in the
preceding sections of this Safety Requirements publication. Requirements with respect to
the supporting infrastructure are presented in this section.
3.7.5.1. Infrastructure for emergency preparedness
Despite all of the precautions that are taken in the design and operation of facilities and
the conduct of activities, there is always a possibility that failures or accidents will lead to
emergencies. In some cases, such situations may lead to the release of radioactive
materials within facilities and/or into the public domain, which may necessitate
emergency response actions. These may include transport accidents. Adequate
preparations shall be established and maintained at local, national and, where agreed
between Member States, at the international level to deal with these situations.
The arrangements for emergency response actions both within and outside facilities, if
applicable, or elsewhere under the control of the operator, are dealt with through the
regulatory process. Government shall ensure that competent authorities have the
necessary resources and that they make preparations and arrangements to deal with any
consequences of accidents in the public domain, whether the accident occurs within or
beyond national boundaries. These preparations shall include the actions to be taken both
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during and after an emergency situation.
The nature and extent of emergency arrangements shall be commensurate with the
potential magnitude and nature of the hazard associated with the facility or activity.
The emergency arrangements shall include a clear allocation of responsibility for
notification and decision‐making. They shall ensure an effective interface between the
operator and the competent authorities and provide for effective means of
communication. The arrangements of all parties shall be exercised on a periodic basis,
and shall, where appropriate, be witnessed by the regulatory body.
In planning for, and in the event of emergencies, the regulatory body shall act as an
adviser to government and other competent authorities with respect to nuclear safety and
radiation protection.
3.7.5.2. Infrastructure for radioactive waste management
It is recognized that the application of nuclear technology or use of radiation sources
causes the generation of radioactive waste. Sometimes this waste gives rise to special
considerations, particularly in view of the long timescales and different organizations
which may be involved from generation of the waste through to its final disposal and
closure of a repository. Continuity of responsibility between the organizations involved
shall be ensured. Consequently, national policies and implementation strategies for the
safe management of radioactive waste shall be developed in accordance with the
objectives and principles set out in the Safety Fundamentals publication “The Principles
of Radioactive Waste Management” [6]. These strategies shall take into account the
diversity between types of radioactive waste and shall be commensurate with the
radiological characteristics of the waste. The regulatory body shall ensure that an
appropriate waste classification scheme is established accordingly.
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Prior to the granting an authorization for activities that generate radioactive waste or for
radioactive waste management facilities, the regulatory body shall ensure that
interdependences among all steps in the generation and management of radioactive waste
are appropriately taken into account. The various steps in radioactive waste management
shall be developed by an approach that takes account of all safety aspects and needs,
recognizing that decisions made at one step in the management of radioactive waste may
foreclose alternatives or have other significant consequences for other steps. No
individual step shall be considered in isolation.
Prior to the authorization of activities that generate radioactive waste, the regulatory body
shall ensure that:
(1) Appropriate consideration is given to provision of the necessary capacity for
processing and storage of anticipated radioactive waste.
(2) The processed waste and waste packages are compatible with the anticipated nature
and duration of storage, with account taken of the strategy for regular surveillance
of waste and the need for retrievability of waste from storage for further processing
or disposal.
Government shall ensure that adequate arrangements are made for the safe storage and
disposal of radioactive waste. Responsibilities shall be delineated and assigned to ensure
that any transfer of responsibility for waste is adequately managed.
Government shall ensure that the regulations provide for establishing an inventory of
existing and anticipated radioactive waste, including its location and radionuclide content
and other physical and chemical characteristics important for the safety of its
management; and for avoiding and reducing the generation of radioactive waste and
promoting reuse and recycle of equipment and materials, and reuse of buildings.
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If institutional control after closure of a repository is deemed necessary, responsibility for
carrying out institutional control shall be clearly assigned.
Government shall ensure that appropriate research and development programmes are
implemented for radioactive waste disposal, in particular for long term safety.
3.7.5.3. Infrastructure for intervention
The introduction of nuclear and radiation related technologies will give rise to some
radiation exposure. This can be safely controlled by design and operational measures.
However, circumstances may arise in which intervention is needed to reduce or avert
exposure or potential exposure to radiation arising from accidents, from discontinued or
inadequately controlled practices, or from unusually high levels of naturally occurring
radiation. In such situations, the government shall appoint organizations to be responsible
for making the necessary intervention arrangements to ensure that remedial action is
taken to protect the public, workers and the environment. The intervening organization
shall have the necessary resources and authority to fulfill its role. The regulatory body
shall provide any necessary input to the intervention process. Such input may be advice to
the government or regulatory control of intervention activities. Principles and criteria for
intervention actions shall be established and the regulatory body shall provide any
necessary advice in this regard.
3.7.5.4. Infrastructure for services
A major contribution to a high level of nuclear, radiation, waste and transport safety in
Member States results from operators fulfilling their prime responsibility for the safety of
their facilities and activities and from the existence of a competent, efficient and well
resourced regulatory body. The achievement of such a high level of safety will be greatly
facilitated by the existence of adequate supporting infrastructure for nuclear, radiation,
waste and transport related activities. Government and, as appropriate, other concerned
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organizations therefore, shall consider and provide for, inter‐alia, the following:
(1) Training and education;
(2) Dosimetry;
(3) Calibration and radioanalytical services;
(4) Special emergency equipment;
(5) Appropriate medical resources;
(6) International co‐operation.

3.8. INTERNATIONAL SAFETY RELATED
CONVENTIONS

3.8.1. Convention on Nuclear Safety
The Convention on Nuclear Safety [10] is a binding international instrument that has the
following objectives:
To achieve and maintain a high level of nuclear safety worldwide through the
enhancement of national measures and international co‐operation including, where
appropriate, safety‐related technical co‐operation;
To establish and maintain effective defenses in nuclear installations against
potential radiological hazards in order to protect individuals, society and the
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environment from harmful effects of ionizing radiation from such installations;
To prevent accidents with radiological consequences and to mitigate such
consequences.

For each Contracting Party, the Convention applies to the safety of nuclear installations
(i.e. land‐based civil nuclear power plant‐NPP) including such storage, handling and
treatment of facilities for radioactive materials as are on the same site and are directly
related to the operation of the NPP. Safety principles presented in the Nuclear Safety
Convention are presented in Table 3.4.
Implementing measures
Each Contracting Party shall take, within the framework of its national law, the
legislative, regulatory and administrative measures and other steps necessary for
implementing its obligations under this Convention.
Each Contracting Party shall submit for review prior to each review meeting, a National
Report on the measures it has taken to implement each of the obligations of the
Convention. National Reports should, among other requirements, demonstrate that:
The appropriate steps taken to ensure that the safety of nuclear installations is
reviewed and ensure that all reasonably practicable improvements are made as a
matter of urgency to upgrade the safety of the nuclear installation;
The legislative and regulatory framework is established and maintained;
The appropriate steps are taken to ensure an effective separation between the
Regulatory Body and those of any other body or organization concerned, with the
promotion or utilization of nuclear energy;
A Regulatory Body entrusted with the implementation of the legislative and
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regulatory framework is established;
Prime responsibility for the safety of a nuclear installation rests with the holder of
the relevant license and shall take the appropriate steps to ensure that each such
license holder meets its responsibility.

Review meetings should be convened at intervals no greater than three years. The First
Review Meeting was convened in April 1999, and the Review meeting takes place every
three years.
TABLE.3. OBLIGATIONS PRESENTED IN CONVENTION ON NUCLEAR SAFETY
Legislation and regulation

General safety
consideration

Safety of installation

• Legislation and regulatory
framework

• Priority to safety

• Safety requirements and
regulations

• Financing for safety

• Siting: effect of environment to
NPP
• Siting: effect of NPP to
environment

• System of licensing
• Regulatory inspection and
assessment

• Competence of staff
• Human performance

• Siting: re‐evaluation/consulting
• Design: defence in depth

• Enforcement
• Regulator with authority
• Independent regulator

• Quality assurance
• Safety assessment
• Verification: analysis
and survey

• Operator’s responsibility

• Radiation protection

• Design: proven technology
• Easily manageable operation
• Initial authorization and
commissioning
• Operational limits and
conditions

• Emergency
preparedness

• Procedures for operations, etc.
• Emergency operating procedures
• Engineering and technical
support
• Incident reporting
• Operating experience feedback
• Waste management
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Results of the First Review Meeting
Specific observations on the legislative and regulatory framework, and on the Regulatory
Body indicate that:
The legislative framework is well established in most countries.
Some countries that started their nuclear programme some decades ago have found
that their legislation now needs updating.
All Contracting Parties had established Regulatory Bodies. For some countries,
questions were raised as to the effective independence, administrative position,
and the human and financial resources of their Regulatory Bodies.
The status and position of the Regulatory Bodies remains an important topic to be
dealt with in future National Reports and Review Meetings. Special attention
should be given to the development of assured human and financial resources.
The advantages and limitations of regulations of a detailed prescriptive nature as
compared to less prescriptive, goal oriented approaches and the complementary
use of risk based assessments were discussed. Although no preferable approach
was identified, some countries have agreed to review their experience and report at
the next Review Meeting.

3.8.2. Other international conventions
The Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident: This Convention
establishes a notification system for nuclear accidents that have the potential for
international transboundary release that could be of radiological safety
significance for another State.
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The Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological
Emergency: This Convention sets out an international framework for co‐operation
among Parties and with the IAEA to facilitate prompt assistance and support in the
event of nuclear accidents or radiological emergencies.

Another Convention, the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and
on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management, was adopted at a Diplomatic
Conference in September 1997, but is not yet in force.
Following the Chernobyl accident, the IAEA initiated work on all aspects of nuclear
liability with a view to improving the basic Conventions on Civil Liability for Nuclear
Damage and establishing a comprehensive liability regime. In 1988, as a result of joint
efforts by the IAEA and OECD/NEA, the Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of
the Vienna Convention and the Paris Convention was adopted. The Joint Protocol
established a link between the Conventions combining them into one expanded liability
regime. Parties to the Joint Protocol are treated as though they were Parties to both
Conventions and a choice of law rule is provided to determine which of the two
Conventions should apply to the exclusion of the other in respect of the same incident
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4.1. THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS : Design
(Based on IAEA REQUIREMENTS NS‐R‐1 [4.1])

4.1.1. Safety objectives and defense‐in‐depth
4.1.1.1. Safety objectives
The safety of nuclear installations presents three fundamental safety objectives, upon the
basis of which the requirements for minimizing the risks associated with nuclear power
plants are derived, namely:
General nuclear safety objective;
Radiation protection objective; and
Technical safety objectives.
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Safety objectives require that nuclear installations are designed and operated so as to keep
all sources of radiation exposure under strict technical and administrative control.
However, the radiation protection objective does not preclude limited exposure of people
or the release of legally authorized quantities of radioactive materials to the environment
from installations in operational states. Such exposures and releases, however, must be
strictly controlled and must be in compliance with operational limits and radiation
protection standards.
In order to achieve these three safety objectives, in designing a nuclear power plant, a
comprehensive safety analysis is carried out to identify all sources of exposure and to
evaluate radiation doses that could be received by workers at the installation and the
public, as well as potential effects on the environment. The safety analysis examines: (1)
all planned normal operational modes of the plant; (2) plant performance in anticipated
operational occurrences; (3) design basis accidents; and (4) event sequences that may
lead to a severe accident. On the basis of this analysis, the robustness of the engineering
design in withstanding postulated initiating events and accidents can be established, the
effectiveness of the safety systems and safety related items or systems can be
demonstrated, and requirements for emergency response can be established.
Although measures are taken to control radiation exposure in all operational states to
levels as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) and to minimize the likelihood of an
accident that could lead to the loss of normal control of the source of radiation, there is a
residual probability that an accident may happen. Measures are therefore taken to ensure
that the radiological consequences are mitigated. Such measures include: engineered
safety features; on‐site accident management procedures established by the operating
organization; and possibly off‐site intervention measures established by appropriate
authorities in order to mitigate radiation exposure if an accident has occurred.
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4.1.1.2. The concept of defence in depth
The concept of defence in depth, as applied to all safety activities, whether
organizational, behavioral or design related, ensures that they are subject to overlapping
provisions, so that if a failure were to occur, it would be detected and compensated for or
corrected by appropriate measures.
Application of the concept of defence in depth in the design of a plant provides a series of
levels of defence (inherent features, equipment and procedures) aimed at preventing
accidents and ensuring appropriate protection in the event that prevention fails.
The aim of the first level of defence is to prevent deviations from normal operation,
and to prevent system failures. This leads to the requirement that the plant be
soundly and conservatively designed, constructed, maintained and operated in
accordance with appropriate quality levels and engineering practices, such as the
application of redundancy, independence and diversity.
The aim of the second level of defence is to detect and intercept deviations from
normal operational states in order to prevent anticipated operational occurrences
from escalating to accident conditions. This is in recognition of the fact that some
PIEs are likely to occur over the service lifetime of a nuclear power plant, despite
the care taken to prevent them.
For the third level of defence, it is assumed that, although very unlikely, escalation
of certain anticipated operational occurrences or PIEs may not be controlled by a
preceding level of defence, and a more serious event may develop. These unlikely
events are anticipated in the design basis for the plant, and inherent safety features,
fail‐safe designs, and additional equipment and procedures are provided to control
their consequences and to achieve stable and acceptable conditions following such
events.
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The aim of the fourth level of defence is to address severe accidents in which the
design basis may be exceeded and to ensure that radioactive releases are kept as
low as practicable. The most important objective of this level is the protection of
the confinement function.
The fifth and final level of defence is aimed at mitigation of the radiological
consequences of potential releases of radioactive materials that may result from
accident conditions. This requires the provision of an adequately equipped
emergency control centre, and plans for the on‐site and off‐site emergency
response.

A relevant aspect of the implementation of defence in depth is the provision in the design
of a series of physical barriers to confine the radioactive material at specified locations.
The number of physical barriers that will be necessary will depend on the potential
internal and external hazards, and the potential consequences of failures.

Fig.4.1 Concept of Defence‐in‐depth
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4.1.2. Requirements for management of safety
4.1.2.1. Responsibilities in management
The operating organization has overall responsibility for safety. However, all
organizations engaged in activities important to safety have a responsibility to ensure that
safety matters are given the highest priority. The design organization shall ensure that the
installation is designed to meet the requirements of the operating organization, including
any standardized utility requirements. Thus, the design organization:
Shall implement safety policies established by the operating organization;
Shall have a clear division of responsibilities with corresponding lines of authority
and communication;
Shall ensure that it has sufficient technically qualified and appropriately trained
staff at all levels;
Shall establish clear interfaces between the groups engaged in different parts of the
design, and between designers, utilities, suppliers, constructors and contractors as
appropriate;
Shall develop and strictly adhere to sound procedures;
Shall review, monitor and audit all safety related design matters on a regular basis;
and
Shall ensure that a safety culture is maintained.

4.1.2.2. Management of design
The design management for a nuclear power plant shall ensure that the systems,
structures and components important to safety have the appropriate characteristics,
specifications and material composition so that the safety functions can be performed and
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the plant can operate safely with the necessary reliability for the full duration of its design
life, with accident prevention and protection of site personnel, the public and the
environment as prime objectives.
The design management shall ensure that the requirements of the operating organization
are met, and that due account is given to the capabilities and limitations of the personnel
who will eventually operate the plant. The design organization shall supply adequate
safety design information to ensure safe operation and maintenance of the plant and to
allow subsequent plant modifications to be made, and recommended practices for
incorporation into the plant administrative and operational procedures (i.e. operational
limits and conditions).
The design management shall take account of the results of the deterministic and
complementary probabilistic safety analyses, so that an iterative process takes place by
means of which it shall be ensured that due consideration has been given to the
prevention of accidents and mitigation of their consequences.
The design management shall ensure that the generation of radioactive waste is kept to
the minimum practicable, in terms of both activity and volume, by appropriate design
measures and operational and decommissioning practices.
4.1.2.3. Proven engineering practices
Wherever possible, structures, systems and components important to safety shall be
designed according to the latest or currently applicable approved standards; shall be of a
design proven in previous equivalent applications; and shall be selected to be consistent
with the plant reliability goals necessary for safety.
Where an unproven design or feature is introduced or there is a departure from an
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established engineering practice, safety shall be demonstrated to be adequate by
appropriate supporting research programs, or by examining operational experience from
other relevant applications.
4.1.2.4. Operational experience and safety research
The design shall take due account of relevant operational experience that has been gained
in operating plants and of the results of relevant research programs.
4.1.2.5. Safety assessment
A comprehensive safety assessment shall be carried out to confirm that the design as
delivered for fabrication, as for construction and as built meets the safety requirements
set out at the beginning of the design process.
The safety assessment shall be part of the design process, with iteration between the
design and confirmatory analytical activities, and increasing in the scope and level of
detail as the design programme progresses.
4.1.2.6. Independent verification of the safety assessment
The operating organization shall ensure that an independent verification of the safety
assessment is performed by individuals or groups separate from those carrying out the
design, before the design is submitted to the regulatory body.
4.1.2.7. Quality assurance
A quality assurance programme that describes the overall arrangements for the
management, performance and assessment of the plant design shall be prepared and
implemented. This programme shall be supported by more detailed plans for each system,
structure and component so that the quality of the design is ensured at all times.
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Design, including subsequent changes or safety improvements, shall be carried out in
accordance with established procedures that call on appropriate engineering codes and
standards, and shall incorporate applicable requirements and design bases. Design
interfaces shall be identified and controlled.
The adequacy of design, including design tools and design inputs and outputs, shall be
verified or validated by individuals or groups separate from those who originally
performed the work. Verification, validation and approval shall be completed before
implementation of the detailed design.

4.1.3. Principal technical requirements
4.1.3.1. Requirements for defence in depth
In the design process, defence in depth shall be incorporated. The design therefore:
Shall provide multiple physical barriers to the uncontrolled release of radioactive
materials to the environment;
Shall be conservative, and the construction shall be of high quality, so as to provide
confidence that plant failures and deviations from normal operations are minimized
and accidents prevented;
Shall provide for control of the plant behavior during and following a PIE*, using
inherent and engineered features, i.e. uncontrolled transients shall be minimized or
excluded by design to the extent possible;
Shall provide for supplementing control of the plant, by the use of automatic
activation of safety systems in order to minimize operator actions in the early
phase of PIEs and by operator actions;
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Shall provide for equipment and procedures to control the course and limit the
consequences of accidents as far as practicable; and
Shall provide multiple means for ensuring that each of the fundamental safety
functions, i.e. control of the reactivity, heat removal and the confinement of
radioactive materials is performed, thereby ensuring the effectiveness of the
barriers and mitigating the consequences of any PIEs.

To ensure that the overall safety concept of defence in depth is maintained, the design
shall be such as to prevent as far as practicable:
Challenges to the integrity of physical barriers;
Failure of a barrier when challenged;
Failure of a barrier as a consequence of failure of another barrier.

The design shall be such that the first, or at most the second, level of defence is capable
of preventing escalation to accident conditions for all but the most improbable PIEs.
4.1.3.2. Safety functions
To ensure safety, the following fundamental safety functions shall be performed in
operational states, in and following a design basis accident and, to the extent practicable,
in and after the occurrence of plant conditions considered that are beyond those of the
design basis accidents:
Control of the reactivity;
Removal of heat from the core; and
Confinement of radioactive materials and control of operational discharges, as well
as limitation of accidental releases.
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A systematic approach shall be followed to identify the systems, structures and
components that are necessary to fulfill the safety functions at the various times following
a PIE.
❱❱❱

PIE refers to Postulated Initiating Events that are identified events that lead to
Anticipated Operational Occurrences or Accident Conditions and their
consequential failure effects.

4.1.3.3. Accident prevention and plant safety characteristics
The plant design shall be such that its sensitivity to PIEs is minimized. The expected
responses to any PIE shall be from those of the following that can reasonably be achieved
(in order of importance):
A PIE produces no significant safety related effect or produces only a change in the
plant towards a safe condition by inherent characteristics; or
Following a PIE, the plant is rendered safe by passive safety features or by the
action of safety systems that are continuously operating in the state necessary to
control the PIE; or
Following a PIE, the plant is rendered safe by the action of safety systems that need
to be brought into service in response to the PIE; or
Following a PIE, the plant is rendered safe by specified procedural actions.

4.1.3.4. Radiation protection and acceptance criteria
In order to achieve the three safety objectives given in the design of a nuclear installation,
all actual and potential sources of radiation shall be identified and properly considered,
and provision shall be made to ensure that sources are kept under strict technical and
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administrative control.
The design shall have as an objective the prevention or, if this fails, the mitigation of
radiation exposures resulting from design basis accidents and selected severe accidents.
Plant conditions that could potentially result in high radiation doses or radioactive
releases shall be restricted to a very low likelihood of occurrence, and it shall be ensured
that the potential radiological consequences of conditions with a significant likelihood of
occurrence shall be only minor.

4.1.4. Requirements for plant design
4.1.4.1. Safety classification
All structures, systems and components, including software for instrumentation and
control (I & C), that are items important to safety shall be first identified and then
classified on the basis of their function and significance with regard to safety. They shall
be designed, constructed and maintained such that their quality and reliability is
commensurate with this classification.
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Fig. 4.2 Overview of Ulchin NPP Site

Fig. 4.3 Schematic Diagram of Nuclear Power Plant
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The method for classifying the safety significance of a structure, system or component
shall primarily be based on deterministic methods, complemented where appropriate by
probabilistic methods and engineering judgment, with account taken of factors such as:
The safety function(s) to be performed by the item;
The consequences of failure to perform their function;
The probability that the item will be called upon to perform a safety function; and
The time following a PIE at which, or the period throughout which, it will be called
upon to operate.

The design shall ensure that any failure in a system classified in a lower class will not
propagate to a system classified in a higher class.
4.1.4.2. General design basis
The design basis shall specify the necessary capabilities of the plant to cope with a
specified range of operational states and design basis accidents within the defined
radiological protection requirements. The design basis shall include the specification for
normal operation, conditions created by the PIEs, the safety classification, important
assumptions and, in some cases, the particular methods of analysis.
In addition to the design basis, the performance of the plant in specified accidents beyond
the design basis, including selected severe accidents, shall also be addressed in the
design. The assumptions and methods used for these evaluations may be on a best
estimate basis.
Categories of plant conditions
The plant conditions shall be identified and grouped into a limited number of categories
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according to their probability of occurrence. The categories typically cover normal
operation, anticipated operational occurrences, design basis accidents and severe
accidents.
Postulated initiating events
In designing the plant, it shall be recognized that challenges to all levels of defence in
depth may occur and design measures shall be provided to ensure that the necessary
safety functions are accomplished and the safety objectives can be met. These challenges
stem from the PIEs, which are selected on the basis of deterministic or probabilistic
techniques or a combination of the two. Independent events, each having a low
probability, are normally not anticipated in the design to occur simultaneously.
Internal events
An analysis of the PIEs shall be made to establish all those internal events that may affect
the safety of the plant. These events may include equipment failures or mal‐operation.
Fires and explosions
Structures, systems and components important to safety shall be designed and located so
as to minimize, consistent with other safety requirements, the probabilities and effects of
fires and explosions caused by external or internal events. The capability for shutdown,
residual heat removal, confinement of radioactive material and monitoring the state of the
plant shall be maintained. These requirements shall be achieved by suitable incorporation
of redundant parts, diverse systems, physical separation and design for fail‐safe operation
such that the following objectives are achieved:
To prevent fires from starting;
To detect and extinguish quickly those fires which do start, thus limiting damage;
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To prevent the spread of those fires that had not been extinguished, thus
minimizing their effects on essential plant functions.

A fire hazard analysis of the plant shall be carried out to determine the necessary rating of
the fire barriers, and fire detection and fire fighting systems of the necessary capability
shall be provided.
Other internal hazards
The potential for internal hazards such as flooding, missile generation, pipe whip, jet
impact, or release of fluid from failed systems or from other installations on the site shall
be taken into account in the design of the plant. Appropriate preventive and mitigatory
measures shall be provided to ensure that nuclear safety is not compromised. Some
external events may initiate internal fires or floods and may lead to the generation of
missiles. Such interaction of external and internal events shall also be considered in the
design, where appropriate.
External events
The design basis natural and human induced external events shall be determined for the
proposed combination of site and plant. All those events with which significant
radiological risk may be associated shall be considered. A combination of deterministic
and probabilistic methods shall be used to select a subset of external events that the plant
is designed to withstand, and the design bases are determined.
Natural external events that shall be considered include those that have been identified in
site characterization, such as earthquakes, floods, high winds, tornadoes, tsunami (tidal
waves) and extreme meteorological conditions. Human induced external events that shall
be considered include those that have been identified in site characterization and for
which design bases have been derived.
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Site related characteristic
In determining the design basis of a nuclear power plant, various interactions between the
plant and the environment, including such factors as population, meteorology, hydrology,
geology and seismology, shall be taken into account.
Combinations of events
Where combinations of randomly occurring individual events could credibly lead to
anticipated operational occurrences or accident conditions, they shall be considered in the
design. Certain events may be the consequences of other events, such as a flood
following an earthquake. Such consequential effects shall be considered to be part of the
original PIE.
Design limits
A set of design limits consistent with the key physical parameters for each structure,
system or component shall be specified for operational states and design basis accidents.
Operational states
The plant shall be designed to operate safely within a defined range of parameters (for
example, of pressure, temperature, power), and a minimum set of specified support
features for safety systems (for example, auxiliary feed water capacity and an emergency
electrical power supply) shall be assumed to be available. The design shall be such that
the response of the plant to a wide range of anticipated operational occurrences will allow
safe operation or shutdown, if necessary, without the necessity of invoking provisions
beyond the first, or at the most, the second, level of defence in depth. The potential for
accidents to occur in low power and shutdown states, such as startup, refueling and
maintenance, when the availability of safety systems may be reduced, shall be addressed
in the design, and appropriate limitations on the unavailability of safety systems shall be
specified.
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Design basis accidents
A set of design basis accidents shall be derived from the listing of PIEs for the purpose of
setting the boundary conditions according to which the structures, systems and
components important to safety shall be designed.
Where prompt and reliable action is necessary in response to a PIE, provision shall be
made to initiate the necessary safety system actions automatically, in order to prevent
progression to a more severe condition that may threaten the next barrier. Where prompt
action is not necessary, manual initiation of systems or other operator actions may be
permitted, provided that the need for the action is revealed in sufficient time and that
adequate procedures (such as administrative, operational and emergency procedures) are
defined to ensure the reliability of such actions.
Severe accidents
Certain very low probability plant conditions that are beyond design basis accident
conditions and which may arise owing to multiple failures of safety systems leading to
significant core degradation may jeopardize the integrity of many or all the barriers to the
release of radioactive material. These event sequences are called severe accidents.
Consideration shall be given to these severe accident sequences, using a combination of
engineering judgment and probabilistic methods, to determine those sequences for which
reasonably practicable preventive or mitigatory measures can be identified. Acceptable
measures need not involve the application of conservative engineering practices used in
setting and evaluating design basis accidents, but rather should be based upon realistic or
best estimate assumptions, methods and analytical criteria. On the basis of operational
experience, relevant safety analysis and results from safety research, design activities for
addressing severe accidents shall take into account the following:
Important event sequences that may lead to a severe accident shall be identified
using a combination of probabilistic methods, deterministic methods and sound
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engineering judgment.
These event sequences shall then be reviewed against a set of criteria aimed at
determining which severe accidents shall be addressed in the design.
Potential design changes or procedural changes that could either reduce the
likelihood of these selected events, or mitigate their consequences should these
selected events occur, shall be evaluated and shall be implemented if reasonably
practicable.
Consideration shall be given to the plant’s full design capabilities, including the
possible use of some systems (i.e. safety and non‐safety systems) beyond their
originally intended function and anticipated operating conditions, and the use of
additional temporary systems to return the plant to a controlled state and/or to
mitigate the consequences of a severe accident, provided that it can be shown that
the systems are able to function in the environmental conditions to be expected.
For multiunit plants, consideration shall be given to the use of available means
and/or support from other units, provided that the safe operation of the other units
is not compromised.
Accident management procedures shall be established, taking into account
representative and dominant severe accident scenarios.

4.1.4.3. Design for reliability of systems and components
Structures, systems and components important to safety shall be designed to be capable
of withstanding all identified PIEs with sufficient reliability.
Common cause failures
The potential for common cause failures of items important to safety shall be considered
to determine where the principles of diversity, redundancy and independence should be
applied to achieve the necessary reliability.
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Single failure criterion
The single failure criterion shall be applied to each safety group incorporated in the plant
design.
Spurious action shall be considered as one mode of failure when applying the concept to
a safety group or system.
Compliance with the criterion shall be considered to have been achieved when each
safety group has been shown to perform its safety function under the following
conditions:
Any potentially harmful consequences of the PIE for the safety group are assumed
to occur; and
The worst permissible configuration of safety systems performing the necessary
safety function is assumed, with account taken of maintenance, testing, inspection
and repair, and allowable equipment outage times.

Non‐compliance with the single failure criterion shall be exceptional, and shall be clearly
justified in the safety analysis.
In the single failure analysis, it may not be necessary to assume the failure of a passive
component designed, manufactured, inspected and maintained in service to an extremely
high quality, provided that it remains unaffected by the PIE.
Fail‐safe design
The principle of fail‐safe design shall be considered and incorporated into the design of
systems and components important to safety for the plant as appropriate: if a system or
component fails, plant systems shall be designed to pass into a safe state with no
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necessity for any action to be initiated.
Auxiliary services
Auxiliary services that support equipment that forms part of a system important to safety
shall be considered part of that system and shall be classified accordingly. Auxiliary
services necessary to maintain the plant in a safe state may include the supply of
electricity, cooling water and compressed air or other gases, and means of lubrication.
4.1.4.4. Provision for in‐service testing, maintenance, repair, inspection and monitoring
Structures, systems and components important to safety shall be designed to be
calibrated, tested, maintained, repaired or replaced, inspected and monitored with respect
to their functional capability over the lifetime of the nuclear power plant to demonstrate
that reliability targets are being met. The plant layout shall be such that these activities
are facilitated and can be performed to standards commensurate with the importance of
the safety functions to be performed, with no significant reduction in system availability
and without undue exposure of the site personnel to radiation.
4.1.4.5. Equipment qualification
A qualification procedure shall be adopted to confirm that the items important to safety
are capable of meeting, throughout their design operational lives, the demands for
performing their functions while being subject to the environmental conditions (of
vibration, temperature, pressure, jet impingement, electromagnetic interference,
irradiation, humidity, or any likely combination thereof) prevailing at the time of need.
The environmental conditions to be considered shall include the variations expected in
normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and design basis accidents. In the
qualification programme, consideration shall be given to ageing effects caused by various
environmental factors (such as vibration, irradiation and extreme temperature) over the
expected lifetime of the equipment. In addition, any unusual environmental conditions
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that can reasonably be anticipated and could arise from specific operational conditions,
such as periodic testing of the containment leak rate, shall be included in the qualification
programme. To the extent possible, equipment (such as certain instrumentation) that must
operate in a severe accident should be shown, with reasonable confidence, to be capable
of achieving the design intent.
4.1.4.6. Ageing
Appropriate margins shall be provided in the design for all structures, systems and
components important to safety so as to take into account relevant ageing and wear‐out
mechanisms and potential age related degradation, in order to ensure the capability of the
structure, system or component to perform the necessary safety function throughout its
design life.
4.1.4.7. Human factors
Design for optimal operator performance
The design shall be operator friendly and shall be aimed at limiting the effects of human
error. Attention shall be paid to plant layout and procedures (administrative, operational
and emergency), including maintenance and inspection, in order to facilitate the interface
between the operating personnel and the plant.
The working areas and working environment of the site personnel shall be designed
according to ergonomic principles.
Systematic consideration of human factors and the human‐machine interface shall be
included in the design process at an early stage and shall continue throughout the entire
process to ensure an appropriate and clear distinction of functions between operating
personnel and the automatic systems provided.
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The human‐machine interface shall be designed to provide the operators with
comprehensive but easily manageable information, compatible with the necessary
decision and action times. Similar provisions shall be made for the supplementary control
room.
The design shall be aimed at promoting the success of operator actions with due regard
for the time available for action, the physical environment to be expected and the
psychological demands to be made on the operator. The need for intervention by the
operator on a short time‐scale shall be kept to a minimum. It shall be taken into account in
the design that the necessity for such intervention is only acceptable provided that the
designer can demonstrate that the operator has sufficient time to make a decision and to
act; that the information necessary for the operator to make such a decision is simply and
unambiguously presented. It also shall be taken into account in the design that following
an event, the physical environment in the control room or in the supplementary control
room and the access route to that supplementary control room is acceptable.
4.1.4.8. Other design considerations
Sharing of structures, systems and components between reactors
Structures, systems and components important to safety shall generally not be shared
between two or more reactors in nuclear power plants. If in exceptional cases, such
structures, systems and components important to safety are shared between two or more
reactors, it shall be demonstrated that all safety requirements are met for all reactors
under all operational states (including maintenance) and in design basis accidents. In the
event of a severe accident involving one of the reactors, an orderly shutdown, cooling
down and removal of residual heat hall be achievable for the other reactor(s).
Systems containing fissile or radioactive materials
All systems within a nuclear power plant that may contain fissile or radioactive materials
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shall e designed to ensure adequate safety in operational states and in design basis
accidents.
Transport and packaging for fuel and radioactive waste
The design shall incorporate appropriate features to facilitate transport and handling of
fresh fuel, spent fuel and radioactive waste. Consideration shall be given to access to
facilities and lifting and packaging capabilities.
Escape routes and means of communication
The nuclear power plant shall be provided with a sufficient number of safe escape routes,
clearly and durably marked, with reliable emergency lighting, ventilation and other
building services essential to the safe use of these routes.
Suitable alarm systems and means of communication shall be provided so that all persons
present in the plant and on the site can be warned and instructed, even under accident
conditions.
The availability of means of communication necessary for safety within the nuclear
power plant, in the immediate vicinity and with off‐site agencies, as stipulated in the
emergency plan, shall be ensured at all times. This requirement shall be taken into
account in the design and the diversity of the methods of communication selected.
Control of access
The plant shall be isolated from the surroundings by suitable layout of the structural
elements in such a way that access to it can be permanently controlled. In particular, in
the design of the buildings and the layout of the site, provision shall be made for
supervisory personnel and/or equipment, and attention shall be paid to guarding against
the unauthorized entry of persons and goods to the plant.
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Unauthorized access to, or interference for any reason with, structures, systems and
components important to safety shall be prevented.
Interactions of systems
If there is a significant probability that it will be necessary for systems important to safety
to operate simultaneously, their possible interaction shall be evaluated. In the analysis,
account shall be taken not only of physical interconnections, but also of the possible
effects of one system’s operation, mal‐operation or failure on the physical environment of
other essential systems, in order to ensure that changes in the environment do not affect
the reliability of system components in functioning as intended.
Interactions between the electrical power grid and the plant
In the design of the plant, account shall be taken of power grid‐plant interactions,
including the independence of, and number of, power supply lines to the plant in relation
to the necessary reliability of the power supply to plant systems important to safety.
Decommissioning
At the design stage, special consideration shall be given to the incorporation of features
that will facilitate the decommissioning and dismantling of the plant.
4.1.4.9. Safety analysis
A safety analysis of the plant design shall be conducted in which methods of both
deterministic and probabilistic analysis shall be applied. On the basis of this analysis, the
design basis for items important to safety shall be established and confirmed. It shall also
be demonstrated that the plant as designed is capable of meeting the prescribed and
acceptable limits for potential radiation doses and radioactive releases for each category
of plant conditions, and that defence in depth has been achieved.
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Deterministic approach
The deterministic safety analysis shall include the following:
Confirmation that operational limits and conditions are in compliance with the
assumptions and intent of the design for normal operation of the plant;
Characterization of the PIEs that are appropriate for the design and site of the plant;
Analysis and evaluation of event sequences that result from PIES;
Comparison of the results of the analysis with radiological acceptance criteria and
design limits;
Establishment and confirmation of the design basis; and
Demonstration that the management of anticipated operational occurrences and
design basis accidents is possible by automatic response of safety systems in
combination with prescribed actions of the operator.

The applicability of the analytical assumptions, methods and degree of conservatism used
shall be verified. The safety analysis of the plant design shall be updated with regard to
significant changes in plant configuration, operational experience, and advances in
technical knowledge and understanding of physical phenomena, and shall be consistent
with the current or ”as built” state.
Probabilistic approach
A probabilistic safety analysis of the plant shall be carried out in order to do the
following:
To provide a systematic analysis to give confidence that the design will comply
with the general safety objectives;
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To demonstrate that a balanced design has been achieved such that no particular
feature or PIE makes a disproportionately large or significantly uncertain
contribution to the overall risk, and that the first two levels of defence in depth
bear the primary burden of ensuring nuclear safety;
To provide confidence that small deviations in plant parameters that could give rise
to severely abnormal plant behavior (“cliff edge effects”) will be prevented;
To provide assessments of the probabilities of occurrence of severe core damage
states and assessments of the risks of major off‐site releases necessitating a short
term off‐site response, particularly for releases associated with early containment
failure;
To provide assessments of the probabilities of occurrence and the consequences of
external hazards, in particular those unique to the plant site;
To identify systems for which design improvements or modifications to operational
procedures could reduce the probabilities of severe accidents or mitigate their
consequences;
To assess the adequacy of plant emergency procedures; and
To verify compliance with probabilistic targets, if set.

4.1.5. Requirements for design of plant systems
4.1.5.1. Reactor core and associated features
General design
The reactor core and associated coolant, control and protection systems shall be designed
with appropriate margins to ensure that the specified design limits are not exceeded and
those radiation safety standards are applied in all operational states and in design basis
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accidents, with account taken of the existing uncertainties.
The maximum degree of positive reactivity and its maximum rate of increase by insertion
in operational states and design basis accidents shall be limited so that no resultant failure
of the reactor pressure boundary will occur, cooling capability will be maintained and no
significant damage will occur to the reactor core.
It shall be ensured in the design that the possibility of re‐criticality or reactivity excursion
following a PIE is minimized.
The reactor core and associated coolant, control and protection systems shall be designed
to enable adequate inspection and testing throughout the service lifetime of the plant.
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Fig. 4.4 3‐dimensional Diagram of Plant Systems inside Containment
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Fig. 4.5 Basic Concept of Nuclear Power Plant

Fuel elements and assemblies
Fuel elements and assemblies shall be designed to withstand satisfactorily the anticipated
irradiation and environmental conditions in the reactor core, notwithstanding all
processes of deterioration that can occur in normal operation and in anticipated
operational occurrences.
Fuel assemblies shall be designed to permit adequate inspection of their structure and
component parts after irradiation. In design basis accidents, the fuel elements shall remain
in position and shall not suffer distortion to an extent that would render post‐accident core
cooling insufficiently effective; and the specified limits for fuel elements for design basis
accidents shall not be exceeded.
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Fig.4.6 Fuel Element and Assembly

Control of the reactor core
The provisions for fuel shall be met for all levels and distributions of neutron flux that
can arise in all states of the core, including those after shutdown and during or after
refueling, and those arising from anticipated operational occurrences and design basis
accidents. Adequate means of detecting these flux distributions shall be provided to
ensure that there are no regions of the core in which the provisions for fuel could be
breached without being detected.
Provision shall be made for the removal of non‐radioactive substances, including
corrosion products, which may compromise the safety of the system, for example by
clogging coolant channels.
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Reactor shutdown
Means shall be provided to ensure that there is a capability to shut down the reactor in
operational states and design basis accidents, and that the shutdown condition can be
maintained even for the most reactive core conditions. The effectiveness, speed of action
and shutdown margin of the means of shutdown shall be such that the specified limits are
not exceeded. For the purpose of reactivity control and flux shaping in normal power
operation, a part of the means of shutdown may be used provided that the shutdown
capability be maintained with an adequate margin at all times.
The means for shutting down the reactor shall consist of at least two different systems to
provide diversity.
At least one of the two systems, on its own, shall be, capable of quickly rendering the
nuclear reactor sub‐critical by an adequate margin from operational states and in design
basis accidents, on the assumption of a single failure.
At least one of these two systems, on its own, shall be capable of rendering the reactor
sub‐critical from normal operational states, in anticipated operational occurrences and in
design basis accidents, and of maintaining the reactor sub‐critical by an adequate margin
and with high reliability, even for the most reactive conditions of the core.
In judging the adequacy of the means of shutdown, consideration shall be given to
failures arising anywhere in the plant that could render part of the means of shutdown
inoperative (such as failure of a control rod to insert) or could result in a common cause
failure.
The means of shutdown shall be adequate to prevent or withstand inadvertent increases in
reactivity by insertion during the shutdown, including refueling in this state. In meeting
this provision, deliberate actions that increase reactivity in the shutdown state (such as
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absorber movement for maintenance, dilution of boron content and refueling actions) and
a single failure in the shutdown means shall be taken into account.
Instrumentation shall be provided and tests shall be specified to ensure that the shutdown
means are always in the state stipulated for the given plant condition.
4.1.5.2. Reactor coolant system

Design of the reactor coolant system
The reactor coolant system, associated auxiliary systems, and the control and protection
systems shall be designed with sufficient margin to ensure that the design conditions of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not exceeded in operational states. The reactor
coolant pressure boundary shall be equipped with adequate isolation devices to limit any
loss of radioactive fluid.
The component parts containing the reactor coolant, such as the reactor pressure vessel or
the pressure tubes, piping and connections, valves, fittings, pumps, circulators and heat
exchangers, together with the devices by which such parts are held in place, shall be
designed in such a way as to withstand the static and dynamic loads anticipated in all
operational states and in design‐basis accidents. The materials used in the fabrication of
the component parts shall be selected so as to minimize activation of the material.
The reactor pressure vessel and the pressure tubes shall be designed and constructed to be
of the highest quality with respect to materials, design standards, capability of inspection
and fabrication.
The design of the components contained inside the reactor coolant pressure boundary,
such as pump impellers and valve parts, shall be such as to minimize the likelihood of
failure and associated consequential damage to other items of the primary coolant system
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important to safety in all operational states and in design‐basis accidents, with due
allowance made for deterioration that may occur in service.

Fig. 4.7 Reactor Coolant System

In‐service inspection of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
The components of the reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed,
manufactured and arranged in such a way that it is possible, throughout the service
lifetime of the plant, to carry out at appropriate intervals adequate inspections and tests of
the boundary. Provision shall be made to implement a material surveillance programme
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for the reactor coolant pressure boundary, particularly in locations of high irradiation, and
other important components as appropriate, for determining the metallurgical effects of
factors such as irradiation, stress corrosion cracking, thermal embrittlement and ageing of
structural materials.
Indicators for the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (such as leakage)
shall be monitored. The results of such measurements shall be taken into consideration in
the determination of which inspections are necessary for safety.
If the safety analysis of the nuclear power plant indicates that particular failures in the
secondary cooling system may result in serious consequences, it shall be ensured that it is
possible to inspect the relevant parts of the secondary cooling system.
Inventory of reactor coolant
Provision shall be made for controlling the inventory and pressure of coolant to ensure
that specified design limits are not exceeded in any operational state, with volumetric
changes and leakage taken into account.
Cleanup of the reactor coolant
Adequate facilities shall be provided for removal of radioactive substances from the
reactor coolant, including activated corrosion products and fission products leaking from
the fuel.
Removal of residual heat from the core
Means for removing residual heat shall be provided. Their safety function shall be to
transfer fission product decay heat and other residual heat from the reactor core at a rate
such that specified fuel design limits and the design basis limits of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary are not exceeded.
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Interconnections and isolation capabilities and other appropriate design features (such as
leak detection) shall be provided on the assumptions of a single failure and the loss of off‐
site power, and with the incorporation of suitable redundancy, diversity and
independence.
Emergency core cooling
Core cooling shall be provided in the event of a loss of coolant accident so as to minimize
fuel damage and limit the escape of fission products from the fuel. The cooling provided
shall ensure that:
The limiting parameters for the cladding or fuel integrity (such as temperature) will
not exceed the acceptable value for design basis accidents (for applicable reactor
designs);
Possible chemical reactions are limited to an allowable level;
The alterations in the fuel and internal structural alterations will not significantly
reduce the effectiveness of the means of emergency core cooling; and
The cooling of the core will be ensured for a sufficient time.

Design features (such as leak detection, appropriate interconnections and isolation
capabilities) and suitable redundancy and diversity in components shall be provided in
order to fulfill these requirements with sufficient reliability for each PIE, on the
assumption of a single failure.
Adequate consideration shall be given to extending the capability to remove heat from the
core following a severe accident.
Inspection and testing of the emergency core cooling system
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The emergency core cooling system shall be designed to permit appropriate periodic
inspection of important components and to permit appropriate periodic testing to confirm
the following:
The structural integrity and leak‐tight integrity of its components;
The operability and performance of the active components of the system in normal
operation, as far as feasible; and
The operability of the system as a whole under the conditions specified in the
design basis, to the extent practicable.

Heat transfer to an ultimate heat sink
Systems shall be provided to transfer residual heat from structures, systems and
components important to safety to an ultimate heat sink. This function shall be carried out
at very high levels of reliability in operational states and in design basis accidents.
The reliability of the systems shall be achieved by an appropriate choice of measures
including the use of proven components, redundancy, diversity, physical separation,
interconnection and isolation.
Adequate consideration shall be given to extending the capability to transfer residual heat
from the core to an ultimate heat sink so as to ensure that, in the event of a severe
accident, acceptable temperatures can be maintained in structures, systems and
components important to the safety function of confinement of radioactive materials.
4.1.5.3. Containment system
Design of the containment system
A containment system shall be provided in order to ensure that any release of radioactive
materials to the environment in a design‐basis accident would be below specified limits.
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This system may include, depending on design requirements: leaktight structures;
associated systems for the control of pressures and temperatures; and features for the
isolation, management and removal of fission products, hydrogen, oxygen and other
substances that could be released into the containment atmosphere.
Strength of the containment structure
The strength of the containment structure, including access openings and penetrations and
isolation valves, shall be calculated with sufficient margins of safety on the basis of the
potential internal overpressures, under‐pressures and temperatures, dynamic effects such as
missile impacts, and reaction forces anticipated to arise as a result of design‐basis accidents.
Provision for maintaining the integrity of the containment in the event of a severe
accident shall be considered. In particular, the effects of any predicted combustion of
flammable gases shall be taken into account.

Fig. 4.8. Containment Structure
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Capability for containment pressure tests
The containment structure shall be designed and constructed so that it is possible to
perform a pressure test at a specified pressure to demonstrate its structural integrity
before operation of the plant and over the plant’s lifetime.
Containment leakage
The reactor containment system shall be designed so that the prescribed maximum
leakage rate is not exceeded in design‐basis accidents.
The containment structure and equipment and components affecting the leak‐tightness of
the system shall be designed and constructed so that the leak rate can be tested at the
design pressure after all penetrations have been installed. Determination of the leakage
rate of the containment system at periodic intervals over the service lifetime of the reactor
shall be possible, either at the containment design pressure, or at reduced pressures that
permit estimation of the leakage rate at the containment design pressure.
Adequate consideration shall be given to the capability to control any leakage of
radioactive materials from the containment in the event of a severe accident.
Containment penetrations
The number of penetrations through the containment shall be kept to a practical
minimum.
All penetrations through the containment shall meet the same design requirements as the
containment structure itself. They shall be protected against reaction forces stemming
from pipe movement or accidental loads such as those due to missiles, jet forces and pipe
whip.
Adequate consideration shall be given to the capability of penetrations to remain
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functional in the event of a severe accident.
Containment isolation
Each line that penetrates the containment as part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
or that is connected directly to the containment atmosphere shall be automatically and
reliably sealable in the event of a design‐basis accident in which the leak‐tightness of the
containment is essential to preventing radioactive releases to the environment that are
above acceptable limits. These lines shall be fitted with at least two adequate containment
isolation valves arranged in series (normally with one outside and the other inside the
containment, but other arrangements may be acceptable depending on the design), and
each valve shall be capable of being reliably and independently actuated.
Each line that penetrates the primary reactor containment and is neither part of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary nor connected directly to the containment atmosphere shall
have at least one adequate containment isolation valve. This valve shall be outside the
containment and located as close to the containment as practicable.
Adequate consideration shall be given to the capability of isolation devices to maintain
their function in the event of a severe accident.
Containment air locks
Access by personnel to the containment shall be through airlocks equipped with doors
that are interlocked to ensure that at least one of the doors is closed during reactor
operations and in design‐basis accidents.
Internal structures of the containment
The design shall provide for ample flow routes between separate compartments inside the
containment. The cross‐sections of openings between compartments shall be of such
dimensions as to ensure that the pressure differentials occurring during pressure
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equalization in design‐basis accidents do not result in damage to the pressure bearing
structure or to other systems of importance in limiting the effects of design‐basis
accidents.
Adequate consideration shall be given to the capability of the internal structures to
withstand the effects of a severe accident.
Removal of heat from the containment
The capability to remove heat from the reactor containment shall be ensured. The safety
function shall be fulfilled by reducing the pressure and temperature in the containment,
and maintaining both at acceptably low levels after any accidental release of high‐energy
fluids in a design‐basis accident. The system performing the function of removing heat
from the containment shall have adequate reliability and redundancy to ensure that this
can be fulfilled, on the assumption of a single failure.
Adequate consideration shall be given to the capability to remove heat from the reactor
containment in the event of a severe accident.
Control and cleanup of the containment atmosphere
Systems to control fission products, hydrogen, oxygen and other substances that may be
released into the reactor containment shall be provided.
Systems for cleaning up the containment atmosphere shall have suitable redundancy in
components and features to ensure that the safety group can fulfill the necessary safety
function, on the assumption of a single failure.
Adequate consideration shall be given to the control of fission products, hydrogen and
other substances that may be generated or released in the event of a severe accident.
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4.1.5.4. Instrumentation and control
General requirements for instrumentation and control systems important to safety
Instrumentation shall be provided to monitor variables and systems over their ranges for
normal operation, in anticipated operational occurrences, in design‐basis accidents and in
severe accidents, as appropriate, to ensure that adequate information is obtained on the
status of the plant. Instrumentation shall be provided for measuring all the main variables
that can affect the fission process, the integrity of the reactor core, the reactor cooling
systems and the containment, and for obtaining any information from the plant necessary
for its reliable and safe operation.
Instrumentation and recording equipment shall be provided to ensure that essential
information is available for monitoring the course of design‐basis accidents and the status
of essential equipment; and for predicting, as far as is necessary for safety, the locations
and quantities of radioactive materials that could escape from the locations intended in
the design.
The instrumentation and recording equipment shall be adequate to provide information as
far as practicable, for determining the status of the plant in a severe accident, and for
taking decisions in accident management.
Appropriate and reliable controls shall be provided to maintain the variables within
specified operational ranges.
Control room
A control room shall be provided from which the plant can be safely operated in all its
operational states, and from which measures can be taken to maintain the plant in a safe
state or to bring it back into such a state after the onset of anticipated operational
occurrences, design‐basis accidents and severe accidents.
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Special attention shall be given to identifying those events, both internal and external to
the control room, which may pose a direct threat to its continued operation, and the
design shall provide for reasonably practicable measures to minimize the effects of such
events.
The layout of the instrumentation and the mode of presentation of information shall
provide the operating personnel with an adequate overall picture of the status and
performance of the plant. Ergonomics shall be taken into account in the design of the
control room.
Devices shall be provided to give, in an efficient way, visual and if appropriate, also
audible indications of operational conditions and processes that have deviated from
normal and could affect safety.
Supplementary control room
Sufficient instrumentation and control equipment shall be available, preferably at a single
location (supplementary control room) that is physically and electrically separate from
the control room, so that the reactor can be placed and maintained in a shut down state,
residual heat can be removed, and the essential plant variables can be monitored should
there be a loss of ability to perform these essential safety functions in the control room.
Use of computer based systems in systems important to safety
If the design is such that a system important to safety is dependent upon the reliable
performance of a computer based system, appropriate standards and practices for the
development and testing of computer hardware and software shall be established and
implemented throughout the life cycle of the system, and in particular, the software
development cycle. The entire development shall be subject to an appropriate quality
assurance programme.
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The level of reliability necessary shall be commensurate with the safety importance of the
system. The necessary level of reliability shall be achieved by means of a comprehensive
strategy that uses various complementary means (including an effective regime of
analysis and testing) at each phase of development of the process, and a validation
strategy to confirm that the design requirements for the system have been fulfilled.
The level of reliability assumed in the safety analysis for a computer based system shall
include a specified conservatism to compensate for the inherent complexity of the
technology and the consequent difficulty of analysis.
Automatic control
Various safety actions shall be automated so that operator action is not necessary within a
justified period of time from the onset of anticipated operational occurrences or design
basis accidents. In addition, appropriate information shall be available to the operator to
monitor the effects of the automatic actions.
Functions of the protection system
The protection system shall be designed to do the following:
To initiate automatically the operation of appropriate systems, including, as
necessary, the reactor shutdown systems, in order to ensure that specified design
limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences;
To detect design‐basis accidents and to initiate the operation of systems necessary
to limit the consequences of such accidents within the design basis; and
To be capable of overriding unsafe actions of the control system.

Reliability and testability of the protection system
The protection system shall be designed for high functional reliability and periodic
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testability commensurate with the safety function(s) to be performed. Redundancy and
independence designed into the protection system shall be sufficient at least to ensure
that:
No single failure results in loss of protection function; and
The removal from service of any component or channel does not result in loss of
the necessary minimum redundancy, unless the acceptable reliability of operation
of the protection system can be otherwise demonstrated.

Design techniques such as testability, including a self‐checking capability where
necessary, fail‐safe behavior, functional diversity, and diversity in component design or
principles of operation shall be used to the extent practicable to prevent loss of a
protection function.
The protection system shall, unless its adequate reliability is ensured by some other
means, be designed to permit periodic testing of its functioning when the reactor is in
operation, including the possibility of testing channels independently to determine
failures and losses of redundancy that may have occurred. The design shall permit all
aspects of functionality from the sensor to the input signal to the final actuator to be
tested in operation.
The design shall be such as to minimize the likelihood that operator action could defeat
the effectiveness of the protection system in normal operations and expected operational
occurrences, but not to negate correct operator actions in design basis accidents.
Use of computer based systems in protection
Where a computer‐based system is intended to be used in a protection system, the
following requirements shall also be taken into account:
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The highest quality of and best practices for hardware and software shall be used;
The whole development process, including control, testing and commissioning of
the design changes, shall be systematically documented and reviewable;
In order to confirm confidence in the reliability of the computer based systems, an
assessment of the computer based system by expert personnel independent of the
designers and suppliers shall be undertaken; and
Where the necessary integrity of the system cannot be demonstrated with a high
level of confidence, a diverse means of ensuring fulfillment of the protection
functions shall be provided.

Separation of protection and control systems
Interference between the protection system and the control systems shall be prevented by
avoiding interconnections or by suitable functional isolation. If signals are used in
common by both the protection system and any control system, appropriate separation
(such as by adequate decoupling) shall be ensured and it shall be demonstrated that all
relevant safety requirements are fulfilled.
4.1.5.5. Emergency control centre
An on‐site emergency control centre, separated from the plant control room, shall be
provided to serve as meeting place for the emergency staff who will operate from there in
the event of an emergency. Information about important plant parameters and radiological
conditions in the plant and its immediate surroundings should be available there. The
room should provide means for communication with the control room, the supplementary
control room, and other important points in the plant and the emergency organizations.
Appropriate measures shall be taken to protect the occupants for a protracted time against
hazards resulting from a severe accident.
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4.1.5.6. Emergency power supply
After some PIEs, various systems and components important to safety will need
emergency power. It shall be ensured that the emergency power supply is able to supply
the necessary power in any operational state or in a design basis accident, on the
assumption of the coincidental loss of off‐site power.
4.1.5.7. Waste treatment and control systems
Adequate systems shall be provided to treat radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents in
order to keep the quantities and concentrations of radioactive discharges within
prescribed limits. In addition, the ‘as low as reasonably achievable’ (ALARA) principle
shall be applied.
Adequate systems shall be provided for the handling of radioactive wastes and for storing
these safely on the site for a period of time consistent with the availability of the disposal
route on the site. Transport of solid wastes from the site shall be executed according to
the decisions of competent authorities.
Control of releases of radioactive liquids to the environment
The plant shall include suitable means to control the release of radioactive liquids to the
environment so as to conform to the ALARA principle and to ensure that emissions and
concentrations remain within prescribed limits.
Control of airborne radioactive material
A ventilation system with an appropriate filtration system shall be provided to do the
following:
To prevent unacceptable dispersion of airborne radioactive substances within the
plant;
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To reduce the concentration of airborne radioactive substances to levels compatible
with the need for access to the particular area;
To keep the level of airborne radioactive substances in the plant below prescribed
limits, the ALARA principle being applied in normal operation, anticipated
operational occurrences and design basis accidents; and
To ventilate rooms containing inert or noxious gases without impairing the ability
to control radioactive releases.

Control of releases of gaseous radioactive material to the environment
A ventilation system with an appropriate filtration system shall be provided to control the
release of airborne radioactive substances to the environment and to ensure that it
conforms to the ALARA principle and is within prescribed limits.

4.1.5.8. Fuel handling and storage systems
Handling and storage of non‐irradiated fuel
The handling and storage systems for non‐irradiated fuel shall be designed to do the
following:
To prevent criticality by a specified margin by physical means or processes,
preferably by the use of geometrically safe configurations, even under conditions
of optimum moderation;
To permit appropriate maintenance, periodic inspection and testing of components
important to safety; and
To minimize the probability of loss of or damage to the fuel.
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Handling and storage of irradiated fuel
The handling and storage systems for irradiated fuel shall be designed:
To prevent criticality by physical means or processes, preferably by use of
geometrically safe configurations even under conditions of optimum moderation;
To permit adequate heat removal in operational states and in design‐basis accidents;
To permit inspection of irradiated fuel;
To permit appropriate periodic inspection and testing of components important to
safety;
To prevent the dropping of spent fuel in transit;
To prevent unacceptable handling stresses on the fuel elements or fuel assemblies;
To prevent the inadvertent dropping of heavy objects such as spent fuel casks,
cranes or other potentially damaging objects on the fuel assemblies;
To permit safe storage of suspect or damaged fuel elements or fuel assemblies;
To provide proper means for radiation protection;
To adequately identify individual fuel modules;
To control soluble absorber levels if used for criticality safety;
To facilitate maintenance and decommissioning of the fuel storage and handling
facilities;
To facilitate decontamination of fuel handling and storage areas and equipment
when necessary; and
To ensure that adequate operating and accounting procedures can be implemented
to prevent any loss of fuel.
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4.1.5.9. Radiation protection
General requirements
Radiation protection is directed to preventing any avoidable radiation exposure and to
keeping any unavoidable exposures as low as reasonably achievable. This objective shall
be accomplished in the design by means of the following:
Appropriate layout and shielding of structures, systems and components containing
radioactive materials;
Paying attention to the design of the plant and equipment so as to minimize the
number and duration of human activities undertaken in radiation fields and reduce
the likelihood of contamination of site personnel;
Making provision for the treatment of radioactive materials in an appropriate form
and condition, for either their disposal, their storage on the site or their removal
from the site; and
Making arrangements to reduce the quantity and concentration of radioactive
materials produced and spread within the plant or released to the environment.

Design for radiation protection
Suitable provision shall be made in the design and layout of the plant to minimize
exposure and contamination from all sources. Such provision shall include adequate
design of systems and components in terms of: minimizing exposure during maintenance
and inspection; shielding from direct and scattered radiation; ventilation and filtration for
control of airborne radioactive materials; limiting the activation of corrosion products by
proper specification of materials; means of monitoring; control of access to the plant; and
suitable decontamination facilities.
The shielding design shall be such that radiation levels in operating areas do not exceed
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the prescribed limits, and shall facilitate maintenance and inspection so as to minimize
exposure of maintenance personnel. In addition, the ALARA principle shall be applied.
The plant layout and procedures shall provide for control of access to radiation and
contamination areas and shall also minimize contamination from the movement of
radioactive materials and personnel within the plant.
Means of radiation monitoring
Equipment shall be provided to ensure that there is adequate radiation monitoring in
operational states, design‐basis accidents and, as practicable, severe accidents.
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4.2. RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS

4.2.1. Introduction
Since the start‐up of the first nuclear reactor, carried out on 2 December 1942 by a team
headed by Enrico Fermi at the University of Chicago, almost 600 critical assemblies and
research and test reactors have been built world wide. Currently, there are 255 reactors in
service in 57 countries, and approximately 70% of these reactors are over 25 years old.
Consequently, questions relating to the obsolescence and renovation of their equipment to
take into account changes in safety criteria are particularly pertinent.
The research and test reactors currently being operated have powers ranging from 0 to
250 MW (ATR reactor, Idaho, United States). Their designs, operating modes and uses
differ greatly. These aspects are outlined in the following section.

4.2.2. Design considerations of research and test reactors
4.2.2.1 Different types of research and test reactors
Despite the fact that the design principles of research and test reactors are very different,
two main categories can be identified: heavy water reactors (the heavy water is used as a
moderator, coolant or reflector) and reactors moderated and cooled by light water.
Heavy water reactors are used to produce intense thermal neutron flux that are removed
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from the core through neutron channels and generally used for fundamental research
work. Some examples of this type of reactor are FRJ‐2 (23 MW, Jülich, Germany), NRU
(135 MW, Chalk River, Canada), HANARO (30 MW, Taejeon, Korea), DR‐3 (10 MW,
Riso, Denmark), RHF (58.3 MW, Grenoble) and HFBR (60 MW, Brookhaven, USA).
Light water reactors include open‐core pool‐type reactors and slightly pressurized closed‐
tank reactors. These reactors are multi‐purpose but are generally used for irradiating
materials.
In the case of open‐core pool‐type reactors such as OSIRIS (70 MW, Saclay) and RSG‐
GAS (30 MW, Serpong, Indonesia), irradiation positions can be easily accessed. This is
not the case for the PHEBUS (38 MW, Cadarache) and CABRI reactors (25 MW series,
Cadarache) in which the core is surrounded by a stainless steel structure and has a leak‐
tight test loop at the centre for power reactor safety tests.
Closed‐tank reactors can reach higher power levels than pool‐type ones but they are
harder to use for experimental irradiation. The best‐known reactors of this type are: BR2
(100 MW, Mol, Belgium), HFR (45 MW, Petten, Holland), R2 (50 MW, Studsvik,
Sweden), JMTR (50 MW, Oaraï‐Machi, Japan), and HFIR (85 MW, Oak Ridge, USA).
Several types of low‐power reactors were built in great numbers and referred to using
abbreviations such as TRIGA (Training, Research, and Isotope production Reactor of
General Atomic), ARGONAUT (Argonne’s Nuclear Assembly for University Training),
SLOWPOKE (Safe LOW Power critical (K) Experiment) and MNSR (Miniature Neutron
Source Reactor). These reactors are mainly suited to teaching and university research.
4.2.2.2. Types of fuel
The fuels used in research reactors and test are very diverse and may be solid (tubes or
plates of UAl enriched with 235U to 93% or U3Si2Al enriched with 235U to 19.75%,
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UO2, U3O8 or UZrH fuel rods), or in the form of a uranyl nitrate solution.
The fuel most often used for research and test reactors consists of an alloy of uranium
enriched with 235U to 93% and aluminum, in the form of thin plates. In 1978, the nuclear
nonproliferation policy brought about the launching, under the aegis of the IAEA, of an
international programme backed by the Department of Energy (DOE, USA), which
initiated the RERTR programme (Reduced Enrichment in Research and Test Reactors).
The aim of the latter programme was for reactors that used a highly enriched fuel to
switch to a non‐proliferating fuel enriched to less than 20%. This programme included
developing a type of fuel which allowed reactors to operate using fuel enriched to 19.75%
instead of 93%, without detriment to performance or cost.
Reducing the 235U enrichment by a factor of 5 causes an increase in the 238U content
and thus neutron absorption. To compensate for this phenomenon, it was necessary to
increase the total mass of uranium, which requires a fuel with a high uranium density to
be used. The option chosen for the RERTR programme was to use uranium silicide fuel
(U3Si2) enriched to 19.75% with a density of 4.8 g/cm2.
The qualification studies carried out by ANL (Argonne National Laboratory‐USA),
coordinator of the RERTR programme, and its international partners (CEA and CERCA
for France) have shown that the behavior of silicide fuel under irradiation is satisfactory.
Several reactors world wide have started using this type of fuel. The OSIRIS and ISIS
reactors in France started using this type of fuel in 1995‐1996 and 1998 respectively.
4.2.2.3. Diversity of uses
Reactors with a power of not more than 100 kW are generally used from time to time for
teaching or studies in the field of reactor physics.
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The multi‐purpose reactors with power ratings exceeding around 5 MW operate by
continuous cycles and are mainly used for:
Fundamental research work in various fields such as condensed matter physics and
nuclear physics.
Technological irradiations and safety studies for power reactors; tests concerning
materials and fuels are carried out in irradiation loops or capsules placed in or
around the core.
The production of artificial radioelements for medicine and industry, doping silicon
used in electronic components for industry and non‐destructive tests using
neutronography.

Some reactors such as HFR in Holland use the technique known as BNCT (Boron
Neutron Capture Therapy) for treating brain tumours.

4.2.3. Description of OSIRIS‐reactor
4.2.3.1. Background information
The OSIRIS reactor was built at the studies centre at Saclay in 1964‐1966. It is a pool‐
type reactor (maximum thermal power level authorized is 70 MW), in which the light
water is used as a moderator, a coolant and provides biological shielding. It uses U3Si2Al
fuel plates that are aluminum clad, enriched with 235U to 19.75%. The water in the
primary coolant system passes upwards through the core. The OSIRIS reactor operates by
continuous three‐weekly cycles with a week shutdown between them. It is mainly used
for:
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Technological irradiation of structural materials or fuels used in the different types
of power reactors.
The production of artificial radio elements and the silicon doping.
Activation analysis.

A neutron model is installed in the vicinity of the OSIRIS reactor (ISIS reactor, power
700 kW). The latter is also a pool‐type reactor and operates when required during
working hours. It is used to test the new configurations of the core of the OSIRIS reactor
by carrying out measuring campaigns (reactivity effects of the control rods, power
distributions and gamma heating). It is also used for neutronography.
The OSIRIS and ISIS reactors are connected by “channels” that are used to transfer spent‐
fuel elements in water. Each reactor has its own control room.
4.2.3.2. Reactor core
The core of the reactor is located at the centre of the pool. It is housed in a zirconium
alloy tank with an AG3 rack comprising 56 square cells. These cells contain the fuel
elements, the control rods, the reflector elements and the experimental devices.
The current configuration of the core comprises 38 fuel elements, 6 control rods, 5 cells
reserved for experimental irradiation and 7 positions for the reflector elements and the
molybdenum‐99 production devices.
The fuel elements consist of parallel fuel plates swaged to two side plates, with a nozzle
at the bottom and a hold‐down lock at the top. The characteristics of the "silicide" fuel
elements are indicated in the table below:
The 6 control rods of the reactor are identical and consist of a fuel part and an absorbent
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part (hafnium). When the reactor is operating, these rods are arranged as follows:
Two safety rods in the up position.
Three shim rods and a regulating rod.

The control rods placed in the core are controlled by mechanisms located in a room under
the pool. They are controlled by shafts that pass through the bottom of the pool.
The reactor has two operating modes:
An operating regime with a maximum power level of 1.4 MW in which the core is
cooled by natural convection of the water in the pool.
A nominal or intermediate power operating regime for which the core is cooled by
forced convection using the primary coolant system pumps (three pumps in service
and one in reserve).

These two operating regimes are covered in the control system by the low and high power
regimes:
Low power regime (from the sub‐critical state to 1.4 MW)
Three identical start‐up systems (known as low‐level systems) with mobile detectors
(fission chambers) are used to determine the power of the reactor from the position of the
counter and its count rate. When the thresholds associated with the neutron parameters of
the core (thresholds established at 1.1 MW and 1.4 MW) are exceeded, the regulating
rods automatically stop rising and the safety rods drop.
High power regime (up to rated power + 10%)
Two operating modes are associated with the high power regime:
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Operation at a power level < 1 MW.

The safety actions relating to this operating mode and associated with the neutron
parameters of the core are identical to those of the low power regime and, as in the case
of the latter, they are established by mobile start‐up systems.
Operation at a power level ≥1 MW.

Table 4.1. Core Parameters of OSIRIS Reactor (U3Si2)
235U enrichment

19.75%

Number of core elements

38

Size of the element

82.4 mm x 82.2 mm

Number of plates per element

22

Plate cladding

AG3

Size of a plate (mm)
fissile height
fissile length
total thickness
fissile core thickness
cladding thickness

630
68.4
1.27
0.51
0.38

235U mass per plate

20.83

235U mass per element (g)

458.26

Width of the water‐filled space between 2 plates(mm)
Mass of boron 10 / element (g)

2.43
0.4

When the operating power level of the reactor is 1 MW or greater, the safety actions of
the high‐level systems are validated and the safety actions of the start‐up systems are
prevented from operating. From this point onwards, all the safety actions associated with
neutron parameters are established by the high‐level systems.
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For the reactor control, the power signal used is that of the control system, fitted with a
non‐compensated ionisation chamber. The low‐level, high‐level systems and the control
system are re‐calibrated periodically by means of heat balance, carried out on the water in
the primary coolant system, and by measuring the activity due to nitrogen‐16 in the
primary coolant system water.
The instrumentation and control system was renovated in 1993. A programmed protection
system is used for the acquisition and processing of neutronic and thermal hydraulic
measurements as well as the generation of shutdown commands using logic safety
systems (2 out of 3 votes). The emergency shutdown commands cut off the power supply
to the electromagnets holding the safety rods, causing them to drop under the effect of
gravity.
4.2.3.3. Core structure
The core structure is located at the centre of the bottom of the pool. It consists of a
vertical pipe with a rectangular cross‐section that includes, from bottom to top:
A water inlet casing.
The core housing.
A water outlet casing.
A duct.

A diagram of the core structure is presented in Figure 4.1.
The core cooling water comes in through the inlet casing, moves upwards through the
core and goes out through the output casing. On the one hand, the direction of the core
cooling water requires that all the elements contained in the core be secured to prevent
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them from rising and, on the other hand, a downward current through the duct be
established to limit contamination of the surface of the pool by warm, radioactive water
coming out of the core.
The fuel elements are secured by attaching the lower end fitting of each element to a tie
rod.
Furthermore, the upper part of each element is fitted with a horizontal handling pin
equipped with a hold‐down lock that is engaged in the walls of the cellular rack of the
core.
4.2.3.4. Reactor pool

The reactor pool and the water channels are filled with deionized water which is used as
biological shielding and, in the case of the pool, is used to cool the core and in the case of
all the water channels, to remove the decay heat released by the stored spent fuel
elements.
3

The reactor pool (volume: 563 m ) comprises a stainless steel liner mounted on a concrete
structure that ensures mechanical strength and provides biological shielding.
The reactor pool mainly contains the pool and core cooling system pipes, the mechanisms
and supports of the various neutron‐measuring chambers and spent fuel element storage
containers.
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FIG. 4.9. Core Structure of OSIRIS Reactor

The concrete of the pool and the stainless steel liner were designed to resist a BORAX‐
type reactivity accident of an explosive nature. The test carried out showed, even if the
concrete cracks, the stainless steel liner resists and remains leaktight.
4.2.3.5. Cooling systems
Primary coolant system
When operating in nominal regime, the heat released by the reactor core is removed by a
3

5450 m /h flowrate of deionized light water which enters at the base of the core structure,
flows upwards through the core and is then channelled to the decay tank. The primary
coolant system pumps (three pumps in service and one in reserve) channel the water into
a common header from which it is distributed into the four heat exchangers. At the outlet
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of these exchangers, the water is carried to the base of the core structure.
The pipe that carries the water to the core has two nozzles, on which natural convection
flappers are fitted. Under normal operating conditions, both natural convection flappers
are maintained in a closed position by the pressure of the water circulating in the primary
coolant pipe. In the event of the pressure in the latter dropping below the threshold which
triggers reactor trip, both flappers automatically open under the effect of gravity, the
water in the pool is let in directly to the base of the core, which is then cooled by natural
convection without changing the direction of the circulation.
Secondary systems
The water in the secondary systems comes from the water system of the Research Centre
at Saclay. After the water passes through the heat exchangers of the primary coolant
systems (core and pool), it is cooled in an atmospheric cooling system comprising four
independent units. The secondary systems have four separate loops, sharing the
atmospheric cooling system. The following two main loops can be identified:
The main system (flowrate 5600 m3/h) which supplies the four primary coolant
system heat exchangers of the core of the OSIRIS reactor and the two heat
exchangers of the primary coolant system of the OSIRIS pool; this system is fitted
with four pumps.
The system used to cool the primary coolant system of the channels and of the core
of the ISIS reactor (flowrate 120 m3/h).

Any leaks in the exchanger pipe of the primary coolant system can be detected by
monitoring the water makeup of this system, the beta and gamma activity of the water in
the secondary system, and the activity of the liquid effluents released into the sewer
network.
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4.2.3.6. Reactor containment and ventilation
The reactor containment is a cylindrical reinforced concrete building (inside diameter: 32
m, thickness: 30 cm) sealed by a dome‐shaped roof, also made of reinforced concrete
(inner height of the top of the dome from ground level: 21 m). This containment is
designed to resist an internal overpressure of 20 mbar due to an accident.
The leak‐tightness in relation to the water table is ensured by multi‐layer lining under the
basemat with a 2 m upstand at the external part of the containment. Three drains located
under this layer lead into three sumps and are used to monitor potential leakage of water
from the containment.
The containment of the OSIRIS reactor is maintained at a negative pressure differential of
0.5 mbar in relation to the outside in order to prevent uncontrolled radioactive releases in
the event of contamination incidents inside it.
The ventilation system common to both the OSIRIS and ISIS reactors, includes three
induction fans (two in operation and one on standby) and three extraction fans (two in
operation and one on standby). High‐efficiency filters and iodine traps are installed
upstream of these fans. The extracted air is released, after monitoring the radioactivity, by
a 45 m high stack.
4.2.3.7. Electrical supply
The OSIRIS reactor is supplied from the power distribution station of the Research
Centre at Saclay by two 15 kV lines (under normal operating conditions a single 15 kV
line is in service). The electrical supply to the reactor is three‐phase 380 V via 7
transformers. The installation has two fixed generating sets rated at 1700kVA that, in the
event of the loss of power supply (EDF), power all the auxiliary systems necessary for
operating the reactor.
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A third generating set is used to power the safety systems (ventilation, the control system
and the radiation monitoring system) should the two above‐mentioned generating sets
fail.
In the event of a total loss of power supply (EDF network and generating sets), the
reactor will automatically be shutdown by the safety rods dropping and the decay heat of
the core will be removed without difficulty by natural convection of water in the pool.
4.2.3.8. Safety considerations relating to experiments

The experimental devices in the OSIRIS reactor are generally intended for technological
irradiation of nuclear fuel or structural materials that are placed in or around the reactor
core.
The main types of experimental devices are:
Simple non‐instrumented devices, mainly used for the production of radioelements
or the doping of silicon.
Instrumented devices which generally have double‐wall containment; the coolant
fluid may be water, gas or NaK.
Fuel irradiation loops for different nuclear reactor types.

The fundamental principle to be applied to the above irradiation devices must include:
Taking every possible constructional measure to ensure that the total rupture of the
experimental device (rupture of its own barriers) does not jeopardise the safety
functions, particularly reactor shutdown and decay heat removal from the core.
Not separating the safety analysis of a specific configuration of the core relating to
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an experimental device from the safety analysis of the device itself.

For each experimental device to be put into the reactor, it is necessary to study two
aspects of the safety of the experiment: on the one hand, the aspect relating to the
operating of the device and the risks resulting from this and, on the other hand, the
operating of the reactor whose characteristics may be modified due to the experimental
device being introduced into it.
All experimental devices that may have consequences for safety or entail a new risk that
can modify the conclusions of the safety analysis report are subject to a clearly specified
authorisation procedure based on a detailed safety case.

4.2.4. Safety of research reactors and its relation to power reactor
safety
Research reactors operate with substantially higher power densities than those of power
reactors. The neutron flux generated by these reactors, whose cores have small volumes,
may exceed that of power reactors by a factor of 100.
Experiments in research reactors are necessary to improve the operating safety of power
reactors. These experiments generally involve fuel samples, structural materials and
various components (steel from the reactor vessel, instrumentation etc.). They are
particularly appropriate as they can be highly instrumented and used to monitor changes
in irradiated samples under conditions representative of power reactor operation, namely
under normal, transient or accident operating conditions. For instance, the PHEBUS‐FP
experiments, currently being carried out in the PHEBUS reactor (38 MW, Cadarache‐
France), cover changes in the mode of a pressurised water reactor which is assumed to be
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in a severe accident situation involving meltdown of a part of the fuel in the core. It is
intended to study the release of fission products and their subsequent behavior in the
primary coolant system and the containment.
Furthermore, the intense neutron flux from research reactors can be used to carry out
irradiation experiments in a shorter time than in power reactors and under better
conditions, because of the flexibility of the research reactors and the associated risks that
are generally not as high.
4.2.4.1. Risks associated with research and test reactors
In low‐power research reactors (under 100 kW) the risk of irradiation mainly concerns the
operating staff. The design of the installations and observance of radiological protection
procedures are intended to prevent this risk. In the case of homogeneous reactors, there is
also a critically accident risk if the fissile solution is transferred into a chamber of
unknown geometry.
Open‐core pool‐type reactors such as OSIRIS and ISIS have easily accessible cores with
configurations that are simple to modify. The probability of a reactivity accident that
could lead to meltdown of the fuel is therefore greater for open‐core pool‐type reactors
than for other types. An accident of this nature can be prevented by observing procedures
and instructions governing handling operations in the core.
The experimental devices in the OSIRIS reactor and the test loops associated with
CABRI and PHEBUS (FP program) reactors constitute hazard for the reactor itself. For
example the following risks are present: explosion of an irradiation loop under pressure,
interaction between the water in the pool and the NaK contained in some of the
irradiation devices or interaction between the molten experimental fuel and the water in
the cooling system of the PHEBUS‐FP test devices.
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Neutron beam channels in research reactors such as RHF, may lead to the risk of core
dewatering and irradiation of physicists and operating staff who may be working on
devices using neutron beams. To avoid the risk of core dewatering, the neutron channels
are fitted with isolation valves that close automatically if they detect water in a channel.
Furthermore, the operators of research reactors need to come to agreements with the
physicists over establishing the precise role and responsibility of each party and over
improving the conditions of radiological monitoring and protection in experiment areas.
Total loss of power supplies to pool‐type reactors causes the safety rods to drop
automatically and does not affect the removal of the decay heat of the core. This is
removed by natural convection by means of flappers with counterweights that do not
require human intervention or electrical power to open. The short‐term loss of the
negative pressure differential in the containment does not have consequences for the
environment unless it is accompanied by contamination inside the containment.
4.2.4.2. Safety criteria
The general safety principles that apply to research reactors have been established over
time. For example, the redundancy and separation of the safety systems, the continuous
monitoring of the containment barriers in relation to the underlying soil and the water
table.
Modifications were steadily made to the different installations in France in order to
observe these principles and to improve protection against fire risks.
As far as risks relating to earthquakes, the industrial environment and communication
networks are concerned, the rules adopted for the design of French research reactors are
the same as those applicable to power reactors, with certain adaptations in view of the
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specific features of some reactors (short operating periods and low fission product
inventory).
The aim of the thermal hydraulic safety criteria adopted for the pool‐type reactors that
operate at high power and use fuel in plate form is to avoid the "flow redistribution"
phenomenon that may lead to meltdown of the fuel. These criteria require that, in each
reactor, checks be made to confirm that this phenomenon is not occurring under operating
conditions corresponding to the safety threshold limits and to the natural convection
cooling regime.
Finally, it should be noted that, when designing pool‐type research reactors which use
metallic fuels in the form of uranium and aluminum alloys, the most important safety
criterion, and which is only applied in France, is due allowance for a BORAX‐type
reactivity accident of an explosive nature (BORAX is the name of an American reactor
which was destroyed in 1954 during a reactivity injection test). The safety requirement
for an accident of this nature, assumed to lead to total meltdown of the core under water,
is that the pool is leak‐tight and the containment is resistant to the mass of water projected
by the explosion and to the internal overpressure caused by air being heated.
4.2.4.3. Ageing of the installations
The structures of research reactors, particularly pool‐type reactors, are generally subjected
to low temperature and pressure constraints. However, some internal structures in these
reactors may be subjected to large neutron flux that causes them to become brittle.
Generally speaking, these structures are replaceable and they can be disassembled under
water with relative ease from the coping of the pool without danger of irradiation. Since
the components and structures of research reactors can be replaced, it does not
necessarily mean that they become less safe as they age. In most cases, the decision to
close an old installation is generally due to its design principles being obsolete, the lack
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of experimental programs or economic considerations.
The safety reassessments of old research and test reactors provide an opportunity to
examine their overall safety and to look at the behavior of the equipment and the
elements which are important for safety in more detail on the basis of past incidents and
lessons learnt from operating experience.

4.2.5. Some severe accidents which have occurred in the past

21 August 1945 ‐ Los Alamos (USA)
Criticality accident: when piling up the reflector blocks around a sub‐critical fuel
assembly, the last block fell on the fuel assembly. The person carrying out the experiment
received a dose equivalent of 5.1 Sv and died 28 days later. The guard of the building
received an equivalent dose of 0.5 Sv.

21 may 1946 ‐ Los Alamos (USA)
Similar criticality accident to the previous one and in the same installation: caused by
accidentally bringing a hollow beryllium shell too close to the fuel when demonstrating
how to induce a critical state in a fuel assembly. Eight people received equivalent doses
of between 0.37 Sv and 2.1 Sv. The person carrying out the experiment died 9 days later.

12 December 1952 ‐ NRX ‐ Chalk River (Canada)
Power excursion resulting from the regulating rods being inadvertently removed and
failure of the safety rods to drop. This resulted in destruction of the core and release of
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3.7x1014 Bq that spread into the basement of the building with approximately 4000 m of
reactor coolant water.

29 November 1955 ‐ EBR ‐1 (USA)
Power excursion during an experiment to measure the reactivity coefficient of the reactor.
The reactimeter was not connected to the safety system. This accident caused the
meltdown of around 40% of the core.

15 October 1955 ‐ Vinca (Yugoslavia)
Uncontrolled criticality of the reactor due to an inadvertent increase in the level of the
heavy water following a mistake made by an operator: six people received equivalent
doses of between 4 Sv and 11 Sv. One person died and the other 5 had a bone marrow
transplant in Paris.

03 January 1961 ‐ SL1‐ Idaho Falls (USA)
Power excursion due to human error during the manual removal of the central regulating
rod: two operators were killed outright by the explosion that followed this power
excursion. A third person died two hours later from wounds to the head.

30 December 1965 ‐ Venus ‐ Mol (Belgium)
Power excursion due to human error during the manual removal of a regulating rod: the
operator received 5 Sv to the chest and 40 Sv to the foot (amputation of the leg).

07 November 1967 ‐ SiloeE ‐ Grenoble (France)
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Partial meltdown of a fuel element during an overpower test: release of around 2x1015
Bq of radioactivity into the water of the pool and 7.4x1013 Bq through the stack (mainly
noble gases).

23 September 1983 ‐ RA‐2 ‐Constituyentes (Argentina)
Excursion of power caused by the flouting of the safety rules during modification of the
core: the doses absorbed by the operator were of the order of 21 Gray in gamma rays and
22 Gray in neutrons. 13 other people were exposed to doses of between 0.006 Gray and
0.25 Gray. The operator died 48 hours after the accident.
NB:
In retrospect, the accidents at VENUS and SILOE could be classed as Level 3 on the
International Nuclear Event Scale (INES), which came into use in 1990 to inform the
media and the public as to the seriousness of these events from a safety point of view.
The other accidents mentioned above are classed as Level 4.

4.2.6. HANARO Research Reactor
4.2.6.1 Introduction
The story to introduce the first research reactor in Korea goes back to 1950s. Increasing
international interest in the peaceful use of nuclear technology at that time made national
president Seung Man Lee to recognize the importance of research and development on
nuclear technology, and he ordered cabinet to study introduction of a reactor in Korea. A
mission team surveyed research reactors in United States and decided TRIGA MARK‐II
of General Atomics Co. as a proper one in Korea. In the early 1970s, a second research
reactor ‐ TRIGA MARK‐III was built and began operation, and a small AGN reactor was
built for education in Kyung Hee University in early 1980s.
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In the middle of 1980s, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute(KAERI) designed and
constructed a high performance multipurpose research reactor based on its experience in
the operation of previous reactors and accumulated nuclear technology. Timed with its
completion of construction in April 1995, the reactor was named as HANARO(High‐flux
Advanced Neutron Application Reactor) which means, in Korean, "uniqueness". It is one
of the large scale national research facilities, in which nuclear technology of KAERI is
crystallized to meet the demand of developed Korea in 2000s for various scientific and
engineering research.

Fig. 4.10 Overview of HANARO in Daejeon, Korea

4.2.6.2 Reactor Description
The reflector tank provides a large region of high thermal neutron flux and the excess
reactivity is sufficient for experiments. The average burnup of the discharged fuel
assemblies meets the design objective, greater than 50 a/o burnup of initial fissile
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material. The reactor operation cycle is 28 days. The reactor has inherent safety
characteristics such as heat removal by natural circulation and reactor trip by gravity drop
of shut‐off rods.
4.2.6.2.1 Core Characteristics
The core features a combination of light‐water cooled/moderated inner core and light‐
watercooled/heavy‐water moderated outer core. The inner core has 28 fuel sites and 3 test
sites. Among them, 20 fuel sites have hexagonal shapes, and 8 fuel sites are for circular
fuel assemblies, which are enclosed by 4 control absorber rod (CAR) shrouds and 4 shut‐
off rod (SOR) shrouds made of natural hafnium. 3 test sites are also in hexagonal shapes
and used for capsules. The outer core consists of 4 fuel sites and 4 test sites, which are
embedded in the reflector tank
Table 4.2 HANARO Reactors Specifications
Type

Open‐tank‐in‐pool

Maximum thermal power

30 MW

Coolant

Light water

Reflector

Heavy water

Fuel material

U3Si in aluminum matrix, 19.75 w/o enriched

Absorber material

Hafnium

Secondary cooling

Cooling tower

Reactor building

Confinement
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Fig. 4.11. HANARO Core Pool

Fig. 4.12. HANARO Core Arrangement
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4.2.6.2.2 Fuel Assembly
The fuel used in HANARO is low enriched uranium of 19.75 w/o in uranium silicide
compound which is dispersed in the aluminum matrix. The aluminum cladding, which are
finned to increase the heat transfer surface area, protects the uranium from corrosion and
prevents radioactive fission products from escaping. The quantity of uranium in one fuel
element is 69.1 grams in a standard core element and 51.4 grams in a reduced core
element. The reduced core elements are introduced to have a uniform power distribution
within a fuel assembly and located at the outermost ring of the hexagonal fuel assembly.
There are two types of fuel assemblies required for HANARO ‐ hexagonal fuel
assemblies having 36 elements and circular ones having 18 elements.

Fig. 4.13 HANARO Fuel Assembly
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4.2.6.2.3 Reactor Systems
The primary coolant enters the inlet plenum and flows upward through fuel channels for
cooling. The coolant is gathered in the chimney, and then exits through two outlet
.nozzles. Each of the two loops has a 400hp pump, a 14 MW plate‐type heat exchanger,
and a check valve which is designed to close with a reverse flow. The two loops combine
at a returning line into the core. 10% of the returning flow (bypass flow) is branched to
the bottom of the reactor pool. A hot water layer is formed at the pool surface for the
safety of workers around the pool surface. For the removal of decay heat, two natural
circulation modes are available; loop and pool natural circulation. When the density
driving force is not enough for the loop natural circulation, the core is cooled by pool
natural circulation through two flap valves. The secondary coolant is cooled by a cooling
tower with 4 cooling fans. The reflector tank surrounding the reactor core is made of
zircaloy 4 and filled with heavy water which is pumped around in a closed circuit. It
accommodates various vertical and horizontal experimental holes. Four CARs are
connected to the driver through a magnetic clutch and driven by four independent
stepping motors. The reactor regulating system is controlled by a multi‐loop controller in
which the control algorithm is embedded. The reactor protection system is of a safety
class system. The reactor is tripped by dropping four SORs. The SORs drop once the
solenoid valves, which are attached to the hydraulic circuit of the shutdown mechanism,
are opened.
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Fig. 4.14. HANARO Reactor Systems

4.2.6.3. Neutron Beam Application
Neutron scattering is one of the most powerful methods to obtain information on atomic
structures and dynamics of materials. This valuable information provides answers to
questions such as "Where are the atoms?" and "What do the atoms do?" These kinds of
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studies should be done in all kinds of material sciences from fundamental research to
industrial applications. HANARO could be one of the best neutron sources for these
studies by delivering neutron flux of about

and will also provide cold

neutron beams in the future.
HANARO has some facilities such as

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Neutron Radiography Facility, NRF
High Resolution Powder Diffractomter, HRPD
Four Circle Diffractometer, FCD
Small Angle Neutron Spectrometer, SANS
Residual Stress Instruments, RSI
Polarized Neutron Spectrometer, PNS
Reflectometer, REF

Fig. 4.15. HANARO Neutron Beam Application
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4.2.6.4 Fuel Test Loop
As an irradiation test facility for nuclear fuel's performance in HANARO, 3‐Pin Fuel Test
Loop(FTL) is being developed that can irradiate the pin to the maximum number of 3 at
the core irradiation hole(IR hole) by considering for it's utility and user's irradiation
requirement. Nuclear fuel irradiation test in FTL at IR hole can get higher fast neutron
flux and linear heat rate than commercial nuclear power reactor can do, so that will be
able to satisfy the user's test requisite and be able to possible to test in severe condition. 3‐
Pin FTL consists of In‐Pile Test Section (IPS) and Out‐Pile System (OPS). IPS that is
connected to the OPS are controlled and regulated by means of system pressure, system
temperature and the water quality. IPS is designed duel stainless steel pressure vessel for
safety and OPS is composed of main cooling water system, emergency cooling water
system, instrument cooling water system, etc. 3‐Pin FTL which contains system condition
like 120kW heat removing capability, design pressure 17.5MPa, design temperature 35
0℃ and hydro‐chemical condition is normal steady state nuclear fuel irradiation test loop
facilities. Conceptual design of the 3‐Pin FTL was set up in 2001 and basic design
composing a design requirement and basic piping & instrument diagram (P&ID) had
completed in 2002. As of 2003, safety analysis report to get a license from KINS is being
prepared and Mock‐up test for verifying the IPS design is being promoted. After 3‐Pin
FTL development which is expected to be finished by the 2006, 3‐Pin FTL will be used
for the irradiation test of the new PWR‐type fuel and can maximize the usage of
HANARO and promote the national prestige internationally in the nuclear field.
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Fig. 4.16. HANARO Fuel Test Loop

4.2.6.5. Neutron Activity Analysis
Neutron Activation Analysis is a representative and the most sensitive method of nuclear
analytical techniques used for qualitative and quantitative analysis. Like the above
described figure, while unknown sample is irradiated by neutrons in nuclear reactor, the
target nuclides(stable nuclides) in sample undergo neutron capture reactions and are
converted to radioactive nuclides(unstable nuclides) emitting beta particles and gamma‐
rays. Elemental content in sample can be determined by the measurement of prompt
gamma‐rays emitted from the exited compound nucleus during neutron irradiation or of
delayed gamma‐rays from the radioactive nuclides created after irradiation. The former is
called PGAA, the latter is INAA. Since the number of characteristic gamma‐ray emitted
per unit time from the interesting nuclides created by nuclear reaction is proportional to
neutron flux and the amount of stable isotope, elemental content in the sample can be
obtained if the neutron flux of irradiation hole and the nuclear characteristics of
interesting nuclides are estimated.
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4.2.6.6. Ex‐core Neutron‐irradiation Facility
The ENF(Ex‐core Neutron‐irradiation Facility) is located in front of the IR beam port.
This facility was originally installed for the BNCT(Boron Neutron Capture Therapy) but,
the high thermal neutron flux and the large shield room enable some other applications as
well. A view for the inside of ENF is shown in Fig. 1 and the neutron beam
characteristics are given in Table 1. At the beam exit, a collimator whose diameter is 10
cm or 15 cm is installed and the beam diameter can be enlarged to 23 cm when the
collimator is removed. The floor area of the shielding room is 4x6 m2 and the height to
the roof is 3 m.
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GLOSSARY

￭￭￭￭￭￭￭￭

❏ accident conditions.
Deviations from normal operation more severe than anticipated operational occurrences,
including design basis accidents and severe accidents.
❏ accident management.
The taking of a set of actions during the evolution of a beyond design basis accident:
― to prevent the escalation of the event into a severe accident;
― to mitigate the consequences of a severe accident; and
― to achieve a long term safe stable state.
❏ active component.
A component whose functioning depends on an external input such as actuation,
mechanical movement or supply of power.
❏ anticipated operational occurrence.
An operational process deviating from normal operation which is expected to occur at
least once during the operating lifetime of a facility but which, in view of appropriate
design provisions, does not cause any significant damage to items important to safety or
lead to accident conditions.
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❏ common cause failure.
Failure of two or more structures, systems or components due to a single specific event or
cause.
❏ design basis accident.
Accident conditions against which a nuclear power plant is designed according to
established design criteria, and for which the damage to the fuel and the release of
radioactive material are kept within authorized limits.
❏ diversity.
The presence of two or more redundant components or systems to perform an identified
function, where the different components or systems have different attributes so as to
reduce the possibility of common cause failure.
❏ functional isolation.
Prevention of influences from the mode of operation or failure of one circuit or system on
another.
❏ items important to safety.
An item that is part of a safety group and/or whose malfunction or failure could lead to
radiation exposure of the site personnel or members of the public.
normal operation. Operation within specified operational limits and conditions
❏ operational states.
States defined under normal operation and anticipated operational occurrences.
❏ passive component.
A component whose functioning does not depend on an external input such as actuation,
mechanical movement or supply of power.
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❏ physical separation.
Separation by geometry (distance, orientation, etc.), by appropriate barriers, or by a
combination thereof.
❏ postulated initiating event4.
An event identified during design as capable of leading to anticipated operational
occurrences or accident conditions.
❏ protection system.
System which monitors the operation of a reactor and which, on sensing an abnormal
condition, automatically initiates actions to prevent an unsafe or potentially unsafe
condition.
❏ safety function.
A specific purpose that must be accomplished for safety.
❏ safety group.
The assembly of equipment designated to perform all actions required for a particular
postulated initiating event to ensure that the limits specified in the design basis for
anticipated operational occurrences and design basis accidents are not exceeded.
❏ safety system.
A system important to safety, provided to ensure the safe shutdown of the reactor or the
residual heat removal from the core, or to limit the consequences of anticipated
operational occurrences and design basis accidents.
❏ safety system settings.
The levels at which protective devices are automatically actuated in the event of
anticipated operational occurrences or accident conditions, to prevent safety limits being
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exceeded.
❏ severe accidents.
Accident conditions more severe than a design basis accident and involving significant
core degradation.
❏ single failure.
A failure which results in the loss of capability of a component to perform its intended
safety function(s), and any consequential failure(s) which result from it.
❏ ultimate heat sink.
A medium to which the residual heat can always be transferred, even if all other means of
removing the heat have been lost or are insufficient.
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5. Siting Considerations

5.1. IAEA CODE ON THE SAFETY OF NPPS
SITING

5.1.1. Introduction
5.1.1. Introduction
The code provides criteria and procedures that are recommended for safety in NPP Siting.
The code is supported with Safety Guides that provide guidance and procedures and
supplement the Code in specific topics. The siting process for a NPP generally consists of
a study and investigation of a large area to select one or more candidate sites (see IAEA
Safety Guide 50SG‐S9 on Site Survey [5.2], followed by a detailed evaluation of those
sites. This Code is primarily concerned with the later stage.
Major factors considered are:
Effect of the region of the site on the plant;
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Effect of the plant on the region;
Population considerations.

The acceptability of a site is closely related to the design of the proposed nuclear power
plant. From the safety point of view, a site is acceptable if there are technical solutions to
site problems that give assurance that the proposed plant can be built and operated with
an acceptably low risk to the population of the region.

5.1.2. Evaluation of the effect of the region on the plant
5.1.2.1. External natural events
Criteria for design basis for external natural events
Natural phenomena which may exist or can occur in the region of a proposed site shall be
identified and should be classified according to the potential for effects they may have on
the safe operation of the NPP. Historical records of the occurrences and severity of those
important natural phenomena shall be collected for the region and carefully analyzed for
reliability, accuracy and completeness. Appropriate methodologies shall be adopted for
establishing the design basis natural events for important natural phenomena.
Evaluation of Design Basis for External Natural Events shall consider site‐specific data,
or data sufficiently relevant for the region.
Earthquakes
The seismology and the geology of the region and the engineering geology of a proposed
site shall be evaluated. Information on historical and instrumentally recorded earthquakes
that have occurred in the region shall be collected and documented. The intensity of the
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maximum historical earthquake shall be assessed. The design basis earthquakes shall be
determined from the seismotectonic evaluation of the region.
A maximum design‐basis vibratory ground motion for earthquake shall be defined for
protecting the public from radiological consequences. Another vibratory ground motion is
generally specified, above which the plant shall be inspected to the extent necessary.
These motions should be expressed by appropriate parameters such as envelopes of
frequency response spectra for various damping factors, duration of shaking and time
histories. As a complementary approach, probabilistic methods may be used to derive,
check and compare the design ground motion.
Water waves induced by earthquakes
The region shall be evaluated to determine the potential for tsunamis or seiches. On the
basis of the available historical data for the region and by comparison with similar
regions that have been well studied, the frequency of occurrence, magnitude and height of
regional tsunamis and seiches shall be estimated and shall be used to determine design
basis tsunamis or seiches, taking into account amplification phenomena due to the coastal
configuration at the site.
Slope instability
The site and its vicinity shall be evaluated to determine the potential for slope instability
(such as land and rock slides and snow avalanches).
Tornadoes
If tornadoes have occurred in the region, detailed historical data shall be collected and
analyzed. If historical data are not sufficient, they should be supplemented with data from
other regions for which tornado statistics are available and which have similar
characteristics. The design basis for tornadoes shall be derived and expressed in terms
such as rotational wind speed, translational wind speed, radius of maximum rotational
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wind speed, pressure differentials, and rate of change of pressure. Missiles that could be
associated with the design basis tornado shall be considered.
Tropical cyclones
If the evaluation shows that there is a tropical cyclone potential, its design‐basis shall be
developed relating to the site, on the basis of available data and the appropriate physical
models. The design‐basis includes factors such as extreme wind speed, pressure and
precipitation. Missiles associated with the design‐basis tropical cyclones shall be
considered.
Soil Liquefaction
The potential for liquefaction of the subsurface materials of the site shall be evaluated. If
evaluation results are not acceptable, the site shall be deemed unsuitable unless
engineering, solutions are practicable.
Surface faulting
The investigation of a site and its vicinity for surface faulting shall include:
Examination for faulting at the site or for fault trends towards the site;
Thorough evaluation of the activity of any faults by the use of appropriate and
accepted techniques and methods;
Evaluation of the fault size, including possible secondary faulting.

If the site is within a zone of surface faulting that has a significant potential for relative
displacement at or near the ground surface, the site should be deemed unsuitable.
Floods due to precipitation and other causes
The region shall be evaluated to determine the potential for flooding due to precipitation,
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high water and high tides. The design‐basis flood shall include the height of the water
(including waves) the duration of the flood and flow conditions.
Other important natural phenomena, extreme conditions
Historical data concerning phenomena such as volcanic activity, strong, winds, sand
storms, severe precipitation, snow, ice, hail, and subsurface freezing of sub‐cooled water,
shall be collected and evaluated. If the potential is confirmed, design‐bases for these
events shall be derived.
5.1.2.2. External man induced events
Criteria for design‐basis for external man‐induced events
The region shall be examined for facilities and human activities that might under some
conditions endanger the proposed NPP. These conditions should be classified according
to the severity of the effects they may have on safety. Information concerning the
frequency and severity of those important man induced events shall be collected and
analyzed for reliability, accuracy and completeness. Appropriate methodologies shall be
adopted for establishing the design‐basis man‐induced events. Each important external
man‐induced event shall be expressed in terms that can be used as input for deriving the
design‐basis for these events for the NPP.
Aircraft crashes
If the evaluation shows that there is a potential for an aircraft crash on the site that can
affect the safety of the plant, then an evaluation of the risk shall be made. If this study
indicates that the risks are unacceptable and if no practicable solutions are available, then
the site shall be deemed unsuitable. The design‐basis for the event of an aircraft crash
shall include impact, fire and explosions.
Chemical explosions
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Activities in the region involving the handling, processing, transporting and storing of
chemicals having a potential for severe explosions or the production of gas clouds
capable of deflagration or detonation shall be identified. A site shall be deemed unsuitable
if the overall risk is unacceptable and no practicable solutions are available. Design‐basis
for chemical explosion events shall be expressed in terms of overpressure, taking into
account the effect of distance.
Floods and waves caused by failure of water control structures
Information concerning upstream water control structures shall be analyzed to determine
whether the NPP is able to withstand the effects resulting from failure of one or more
upstream structures. If the NPP can accommodate safely all the effects of massive failure
of one or more structures, then they need be examined no further. Otherwise, the NPP
should be designed such that it can survive the relevant event.
Other important man induced events
Facilities that store, transport and handle toxic, corrosive or radioactive materials shall be
examined.

5.1.3. Evaluation of effect of the plant on the region
5.1.3.1. Criteria for defining potential effects of the NPP on the region
In the evaluation of a site for its radiological impact on the region for operational states
and accident states which could lead to emergency measures, appropriate estimates shall
be made of expected and potential releases of radioactive material, taking into account the
design of the plant and its safety features. It is common practice for the purpose of site
evaluation to refer to these releases as source terms. The direct and indirect pathways by
which radioactive materials released from the NPP could reach and affect people shall be
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evaluated.
The relationship between the site and the design for the NPP shall be examined to ensure
that the radiological risk to the public and the environment, arising from releases defined
by the source terms is acceptably low. The design of the plant shall compensate for any
unacceptable effects of the NPP on the region, or else the site shall be deemed unsuitable.
5.1.3.2. Atmospheric dispersion of radioactive materials
A meteorological description of the region shall be developed, including the basic
meteorological parameters and phenomena such as wind speed and direction, air
temperature, precipitation, humidity, atmospheric stability parameters, and prolonged
inversions. A programme of meteorological measurements shall be carried out at or near
the site with instrumentation capable of measuring and recording the main meteorological
parameters at appropriate elevations and locations. A site evaluation shall consist of at
least one complete year's data. On the basis of the data, the atmospheric dispersion of
radioactive releases shall be assessed using appropriate models.
5.1.3.3. Dispersion of radioactive materials through surface water
A description of the surface hydrological characteristics of the region shall be developed,
including the main characteristics of bodies of water, both natural and artificial, the major
water control structures, the location of water intake structures and data on water uses in
the region. A programme of surface investigation and measurements shall be carried out
to determine, to the extent necessary, the dilution and dispersion characteristics of bodies
of water, the reconcentration ability of sediments and biota, and the determination of
transfer mechanisms of radionuclides in the hydrosphere and of exposure pathways. An
evaluation of the possible impact of surface contamination on the population shall be
performed using the collected data and information in a suitable model.
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5.1.3.4. Dispersion of radioactive materials through groundwater
A description of the groundwater hydrology of the region shall be developed, including
the main characteristics of the water bearing formations, their interaction with surface
waters, and data on the uses of groundwater in the region. A programme of
hydrogeological investigation shall be carried out to permit the assessment of
radionuclide movement in hydrogeological units. An evaluation of the possible impact of
groundwater contamination on the population shall be performed.
5.1.3.5. Uses of land and water in the region
In order to judge the effects of the proposed NPP on the region and particularly for
preparing emergency plans, the uses of land and water shall be characterized. The
investigations should cover:
Land devoted to agricultural uses, its dimensions and the principal food products
and yields;
Land devoted to dairy farming, its size and yield;
Land devoted to commercial, residential and recreational purposes, its size and the
characteristics of its use;
Bodies of water used for commercial and sport fishing;
Bodies of water used for commercial purposes including navigation, community
water supplies or recreation;
Land and bodies of water supporting wild life;
Direct and indirect pathways for radioactive contamination of the food chain.
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5.1.4. Population and emergency planning considerations
5.1.4.1. Criteria derived from population and emergency planning considerations
The proposed region shall be studied to evaluate the present and foreseeable future
characteristics and distribution of the population of the region. The site–plant
combination shall be such that:
During operational states, the radiological exposure of the population remains as
low as is reasonably achievable, and in any case is in accord with national
requirements, taking into account international recommendations;
The radiological risk to the population from accident states, including those that
may lead to the implementation of emergency measures, is acceptably low and in
accord

with

national

requirements,

taking

into

account

international

recommendations.

The external zone for a proposed site shall be established with a view to the potential for
radiological consequences to people and to the capability of implementing emergency
plans.
5.1.4.2. Population distribution
The distribution of population within the region shall be determined, including existing
and projected, transient and resident. Special attention shall be given to the population in
the intermediate vicinity of the plant, to the densely populated areas and population
centres in the region, and to special institutions such as hospitals, prisons, etc. The data
shall be analysed to give the population distribution in terms of direction and distance
from the plant.
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5.1.4.3. Emergency plans
An evaluation shall be performed of the radioactive releases associated with accidents,
including severe accidents to a reasonable extent, using specific parameters as
appropriate. The feasibility of the emergency plans shall be evaluated, taking into account
site related aspects such as the following:
Population density and distribution, distances from population centres, groups of
population difficult to shelter or to evacuate in the event of an emergency.
Special geographical features, such as islands, mountains terrains, rivers,
capabilities of local transport and communication networks;
Economic, industrial, agricultural, ecological and environmental features of the
external zone and region, for a rapid assessment of the problems associated with
fallout of radioactive materials for medium and long‐term post‐accident measures.

5.2. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT SITING
CRITERIA AND OBJECTIVES OF SITING
EVALUATION

5.2.1. General
Taking site‐related factors into account in safety may seem obvious, but this is not enough
to turn an approach into a doctrine. Accordingly, the authors of IAEA code [5.1] have
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made the site‐plant relation explicit. This is done in the first sentence of Article 106: “The
substance of this code is the evaluation of those site‐related factors that shall be taken into
account to ensure that plant‐site combination does not constitute an unacceptable risk
throughout the lifetime of the plant.”
In other words, the safety of the plant cannot be understood or ensured unless the site‐
plant combination has been taken into account. Article 107 of the code makes the
acceptability of the site a prerequisite. A set of criteria was therefore necessary to shape
and define parameters related to the various possible phenomena or events affecting the
site.
The site‐plant relation applies to two main categories of issues:
Land devoted to dairy farming, its size and yield;
Studies of the stresses and aggressions that can reach the plant from the site and its
natural or human environment;
Taking physical, biological, and demographic characteristics into account in the
assessment and application of measures to limit the consequences of discharges, in
particular in an accidental situation.

All safety arrangements will be developed under these two headings. The following must
be identified:
General criteria;
Criteria concerning natural external events;
Criteria concerning external aggressions due to human activity;
Criteria defining the impact on the plant;
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Criteria relative to the population distribution around the site and the
implementation of emergency plans.

5.2.2. General criteria
These are similar to the general guidelines:
Examination of external events,
Examination of the impact of the plant on the zone around the site;
Taking into account the evolution of the various factors and in particular
anticipation of changes in the size and distribution of the population for the whole
duration of the operation;
Definition of the site‐related events or parameters to be taken into account in
designing the safety arrangements;
Definition of the design bases before any construction affecting safety;
Setting up of a quality assurance program for the site studies.

5.2.3. Criteria connected with external events of natural origin
These concern in particular:
Earthquakes;
Accidents related to the type of ground (active faults, possibility of slippage or
other land movements, consistency of foundation soils);
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Floods of all origins (including failures of dams and submersions following an
earthquake);
Extreme weather phenomena (tornadoes, cyclones, snow, and frost).

For all these events, it is necessary:
To perform an investigation in depth of each category of event: census and
classification according based on these investigations;
To define the parameters of an event to their potential effects on the safety of the
installation;
Having some envelope character (high severity and low frequency) that is
sufficiently plausible: plant design features must ensure safety with respect to the
effects of these events.

Code [5.1] states that the natural phenomena must be expressed in terms that can be used
as input data to deduce the design‐bases, and that the data, if possible, will be specific to
the site or come from comparable regions.

5.2.4. Criteria connected with external events caused by human
activity
These concern:
Aircraft crashes;
Explosions of chemical origin;
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Events or phenomena that can interrupt a safe shutdown of the plant, and in
particular, for power stations, the ultimate cooling function.

These events are taken into account according to the same criteria as natural events.

5.2.5. Criteria defining the impact on the plant
Transfers must be estimated for the various possible routes: atmospheric, hydrological
(surface water), hydrogeological (underground water). These evaluations are essential for
evaluating the radiological impact in a normal situation, and even more so in an accident
situation.

5.2.6. Demographic criteria connected with emergency planning
The protection of populations in an accident situation involves knowledge of a set
of factors that may influence the implementation of emergency plans. These are, in
particular, the following points:
Density and distribution of populations;
Characteristics that may affect public health (farm and dairy production, water
supply, sanitary equipment, etc.).

There must be a clear census of all factors relevant to the effective implementation of
emergency plans.
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5.3. EVALUATION OF EXTERNAL HAZARDS DUE
TO NATURAL EVENTS

5.3.1. Geological and geotechnical investigations
5.3.1.1. Aim of the geological studies
These studies, necessary to determine the local and regional geology of a site, are mainly
used to ascertain:
The geotechnical risks and the associated problems (possibility of subsidence,
collapse etc.);
The risks associated with seismic activity (soil liquefaction and surface fracturing);
The hydrogeological risks (external flooding due to rise in level of the water table
etc.) and hydrochemical risks (concrete attack by groundwater).

5.3.1.2. The different stages of the geological investigations
Most of the geological exploration work is carried out before the construction of the
plants and during each of the successive stages of the assessment process of the site (“pre‐
selection”, “qualification” and “confirmation”, according to categories generally adopted
by the International Atomic Energy Agency).
During the "selection" phase, work is carried out using maps and documents without field
investigations. However, an inspection of the soils by a recognized specialist may prove
useful. At this stage, it is essential to verify that there are no major faults that could
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compromise the safety of the project. Subsequent phases must also be planned.
Most of the data collected and consulted relates to:
Geological maps with various scales;
Available thematic maps (tectonic, neotectonic, geophysical etc.);
Aerial photographs and satellite images;
Monographs and results of drill holes and/or geophysical exploration carried out in
the region.

During the site “qualification” phase, new data are amassed by carrying out field‐work
and laboratory tests on the samples. The exact nature of data is determined on a case‐by‐
case basis (“we are subject to nature’s whims”). Here, it should be noted that the French
approach differs slightly from that of English speaking nations’ approach which tends to
standardize or predetermine investigations to be made (i.e. setting the amount of drilling
to be carried out per unit of surface area, the amount of soil samples to be taken etc.). As
far as the site is concerned, it is often necessary to carry out detailed geologic
observations as well as geophysical profiles, depending on which methods are suitable.
Furthermore, hydrogeological investigations are performed to characterize the layers of
groundwater and ensure conditions are good for carrying out foundation work (e.g. by
limiting the ingress of water into ditches by installing geotechnical walls).
Finally, during the “confirmation” phase, the necessary data is compiled to show that
there are no unacceptable risks and to have a solid basis for determining the design of
structures. Naturally, this is dependent on complete description of the geological
surroundings (already largely determined after the first two phases) and geotechnical
data. In the case of the geological surroundings, additional geophysical prospecting and
deeper drilling operations may prove necessary. In the case of the geotechnical study to
determine the mechanical characteristics of the soil, static measurements requiring in situ
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techniques such as the use of penetrometers and pressuremeters and load tests can be
implemented. They are supplemented by laboratory tests (uniaxial and triaxial shear tests
on soil samples).
It must be considered the geological investigations do not stop with the publication of the
preliminary safety analysis report that established the main options of the project. In the
great majority of cases, follow‐up is essential, for example to see if problems have arisen
with the foundations. Progressive subsidence of the soil under the weight of the buildings
can occur, causing the buildings to lean. Despite precautions taken during the preliminary
phases, these phenomena may have been under‐estimated. Changes, which can take place
very slowly, must be monitored.
Furthermore, as far as hydrogeological monitoring of the site is concerned, given that
construction work disturbs underground flows at least locally, it is often necessary to
make new boreholes to determine the “final” state of the water table. Furthermore, the
hydrogeological conditions can change during the service life of the installation and the
adaptation of the surveillance system of the groundwater (piezometers) must be regularly
assessed. In this respect, experience feedback from incidents leading to uncontrolled
releases into the subsoil must be used to improve the effectiveness of the system.
5.3.1.3. Extent of the investigations
The problem of the extent of the investigations becomes very acute in the field of
geology. How deep must one go, and what area must be covered? The answer is not easy
to state, and depends on the problems encountered.
The regional scale is in general defined by the distribution of the epicenters of the
earthquakes to be analyzed. The tectonic environment of all sources that may affect the
site must be taken into account. For zones that are not very earthquake‐prone in
themselves but are exposed to the effects of very powerful distant earthquakes, this
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sometimes requires considering points a few hundred kilometers from the future plant. In
the general case, however, and without implying that the perimeter studied is necessarily
circular, a radius of about a hundred kilometers around the site may well suffice. The
distances are smaller, in the low tens of kilometers, for volcanic risks (lava flows and
mud slides and scattering of boulders and ashes).
The local scale corresponds to the area that can influence discharges and may be exposed
to geological risks such as landslides. It therefore concerns a radius of tens of kilometers
around the site. This is also the distance at which occurrences of surface fracturation are
generally surveyed. The local geological map is used as base for the hydrogeological
study of the site.
On the scale of the site, for which there is always a fine‐meshed investigation, the
problem concerns in particular the vertical depth of investigation.
5.3.1.4. The problem of liquefaction of soils
The question of possible liquefaction of the ground is important insofar as it is a
characteristic likely to lead the safety authorities to reject the site. In fact, this risk results
from a combination of an earthquake level high enough to cause loss of cohesion of the
subsoil under a periodic dynamic loading and a clearly defined size distribution of the
foundation rock below the water table. This is therefore a rather rare general case. When
the earthquake magnitude expected at the site is not negligible and the size distribution of
the soils under the planned plant is in the range of rocks subject to liquefaction, there
must be a thorough analysis of this contingency, by determining in particular the degree
of cohesion of the soils by in situ measurements and their liquefaction potential by
laboratory test.
For guidance, if the soils have a permeability greater than 10‐2 m/s they are analysed to
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determine their liquefaction potential according to the following scheme:
Evaluation of shear stresses from earthquakes regarded as plausible, represented by
a number of loading/unloading cycles;
Laboratory determination of the shear strength of the soil;
Comparison of the two studies to determine a margin of safety (at least 1.3 to 1.5).

5.3.1.5. The problem of volcanic risk
Volcanic risks are peculiar in being often very severe where they exist at all, but also in
being localized very narrowly in well‐defined areas of the globe (the zones affected by
volcanoes account for only 1 to 2 % of submerged land). Their study belongs to the
highly specialized field of volcanology, which it would be very difficult to treat
adequately in a general text.
It will suffice to say that, when it is impossible to avoid locating a site in a volcanic
region, there are methods of analysis to evaluate the various contingencies. The effects of
volcanoes are characterized first of all by their great diversity. They include the emission
of effusive products, lava and mudslides, the projection of materials, bombs and ashes,
and explosive phenomena like hot clouds.
The starting point for the evaluation of this type of risk is, once again, careful mapping of
the volcano(es) in question to determine the various risks incurred and their geographical
distribution. Dating can give a better idea of the frequency of the phenomena and, in
favorable cases, identify an activity cycle. Concurrently, the installation of a microseismic
observation network and other geophysical instruments yields an idea of the current state
of the volcano.
The current techniques of investigation are starting to bear fruit, and while placing a
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nuclear site in the immediate vicinity of an active volcano is still out of the question, a
location roughly ten kilometers away can often be considered after a serious analysis.
Note moreover, that unlike many natural phenomena, the development of a volcanic crisis
extends over a rather long period of time, from a few days to a few months.

5.3.2. Evaluation of the seismic risk
Earthquakes have been a continuing concern for the nuclear energy sector worldwide. In
the early years of nuclear power, seismic knowledge was very limited. But understanding
of earthquake behaviour, along with instruments and methodologies to measure many
seismic phenomena more accurately, has increased vastly over the past 30 years. New
knowledge has triggered strengthening of the safety barriers of many nuclear plants. For
example, the Diablo Canyon plant in quake‐prone California was upgraded to withstand a
prodigious shock of 0.76g ("g" value is acceleration of gravity in seismic speak) as a
result of a major US assessment programme. The main purpose of the present course is to
provide guidance on the determination of the design‐basis ground motions for a nuclear
power plant at a selected site. This text is based on the IAEA safety guide related to
earthquakes (Safety Guide No. 50‐SGS1 [5.3]). The type of information required, and the
investigations to be performed are described in the context of their dependence on the
geological, seismological and geotechnical aspects of the region.
5.3.2.1. General requirements
Ground motion, faulting, seismically generated water waves and permanent ground
deformations associated with earthquakes and geological phenomena shall be
investigated for every nuclear power plant site. The geological, geophysical and
seismological characteristics of the region which surrounds the site shall be investigated,
together with the geotechnical characteristics of the site area. However, the size of the
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region to be investigated, the type of information to be collected and the scope and detail
of the investigations shall be determined by the nature and complexity of the
seismotectonic of the environment. Regardless of any lower apparent exposure to seismic
hazard, it is recommended a minimum value of 0.1g peak ground acceleration
corresponding to the safety level SL‐2 earthquake. A quality assurance programme shall
be established and implemented to cover all the data collection, data processing, field and
laboratory investigations and evaluations.
5.3.2.2. Required information and investigations (database)
The elements of the database should be collected at four scales of investigation: regional,
near regional, site vicinity and site area‐‐most intensively close to the site. The
geographical area for regional (radius≥150 km) and near regional (radius = 25 km)
investigation should be adjusted to the seismotectonical pattern and local conditions In
most cases, the data can be obtained from either published or unpublished sources,
supplemented by specific studies. Site vicinity investigations should provide a more
detailed database, up to 5 km in radius, in order to understand the potential for permanent
ground deformation, including surface faulting. Boreholes, trenching and geological
mapping are likely to be required. Site area shall include investigation of the area covered
by the plants (1 km2 or more) in order to add detailed knowledge on the potential for
permanent displacement, and to provide information on the geotechnical properties of the
foundation materials.
All available information on historical and instrumental earthquakes that have occurred in
the region shall be collected with their characteristics: date, time, epicentre and focal
location, macroseismic intensities, magnitude, seismic moment, dimension and geometry
of the after shock zone, focal mechanism, intensity at the site accompanied with any
available details on soil effects, as well as estimates of uncertainty for each parameters.
To supplement the available data, it may be useful to operate a site‐specific network of
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sensitive seismographs for a minimum period of several years. Wherever possible,
regional strong motion recordings shall be collected and used for deriving appropriate
seismic wave attenuation functions and in developing the design response spectra.
Geological data should be collected on the four scales investigation. Regional studies to
provide the geological and tectonic framework, and to identify those geological features
that may influence or relate to the seismic hazard at the site shall be performed. Near
region investigations to amplify the existing information: geological mapping associated
with geophysical field survey and neotectonic studies to determine the latest movements
of faults also shall be carried out. To define in greater detail the neotectonic history of
faults and to identify sources of potential instability, investigations of the site vicinity
shall be conducted. These investigations should examine geological maps with cross‐
sections, trenching and age dating, characterization of the seismic stability of slopes, and
potential for induced seismicity (large dams or reservoirs). Geological, geotechnical,
hydrogeological and site effects investigations should be performed in the site area to
determine the physical properties of the foundation materials, and their stability and
response under dynamic earthquake loading.
5.3.2.3. Construction of a regional seismotectonic model
The regional seismotectonic model should be based on a coherent merging of the total
regional database. Such a model consists of identifying seismogenic structures and zones
of diffuse seismicity for which the maximum earthquake potential has to be evaluated.
The identification of the seismogenic structures is made on the basis of geological and
geophysical features, in correlation with historical and instrumental earthquakes to
determine the associated potential maximum earthquake. The dimensions of the structure,
amount

and

direction

of

displacement,

maximum

historical

earthquake,

paleoseismological data, and earthquake frequency should be used in this determination
and, if possible, maximum magnitude potential associated with these structures should be
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evaluated. The zones of diffuse seismicity or seismotectonic province (concept of active
crustal volumes) for which is assumed an area of equal seismic potential is used when
seismogenic structures cannot be identified. The boundaries of those zones may be
delimited by different tectonic conditions as significant differences in rates of seismicity
or in hypocentral depth. The maximum earthquake potential should be evaluated on the
basis of historical data and the seismotectonic characteristics of the zone, including rate
of strain release.
5.3.2.4. Determination of design basis ground motions
At least two levels (SL‐1 and SL‐2) of design basis ground motion are evaluated for each
plant, based on the seismotectonic model. The SL‐2 level corresponds to a ground motion
of very low probability of being exceeded during the lifetime of the plant and represents
the maximum level to be used for design purposes. The SL‐1 level corresponds to a less
severe, more likely earthquake load condition which has different safety implications than
SL‐2. The factors that may influence decisions on the level of ground motion chosen are:
seismotectonic setting, design considerations, post‐earthquake situation or plant
inspection considerations. The design basis ground motions (SL‐1 and SL‐2) are usually
characterized by time histories and response spectra for several damping values. When
sufficient data are available, a site‐specific response spectrum is calculated directly for
both levels. However, current practice is to choose a standard spectrum shape that is
scaled to a prescribed level of free field acceleration (or velocity or displacement).
Intensity and magnitude data are relevant for estimating the characteristics of the design‐
basis ground motions: attenuation, response spectra and duration. Intensity based
calculations may be appropriate when the database is rich in historical and macroseismic
information and attenuation relationships can be derived from isoseismal maps of past
earthquakes in the region. After the design‐basis intensity at the site has been established,
the corresponding maximum ground acceleration or velocity should be obtained using
relevant empirical relationships. Magnitude based calculations may be appropriate when
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the database is rich in instrumental information or when sufficient data exist to convert
reliably from intensity to magnitude. In this approach, attenuation relationships that
express the ground motion parameter as a function of magnitude and distance from the
site to the seismogenic source and site conditions are used.
Deterministic or probabilistic approaches may be used to determine design‐basis ground
motion SL‐2. In the deterministic approach, the maximum potential earthquake should be
assumed to occur at the point on the seismogenic structure closest to the site. When the
site is within the boundaries of a seismogenic structure, the maximum potential
earthquake shall be assumed to occur under the site. In this case, special care should be
taken to demonstrate that the seismogenic structure is not capable. When the maximum
potential earthquake is not associated with specific seismogenic structure in the
seismotectonic province that includes the site, it is assumed to occur at some agreed
specific distance from the site where it is assumed that seismogenic structure does not
exist and that the probability of earthquake occurring is very low. This distance may be in
the range of a few, to tens of kilometres and depend on the best estimate of the focal
depth. The probabilistic approach involves the following steps: idealization of the
seismotectonic model in terms of source type, geometry and depth; for each source,
identification of magnitude‐frequency or intensity‐frequency relationships, maximum
magnitude or maximum intensity, attenuation relationships; choice of appropriate
stochastic models; evaluation of the best estimate hazard curve with appropriate
confidence intervals; for design‐basis, use of those levels of ground motion where
probabilities of being exceeded meet the safety standard required.
The characteristics of the design‐basis ground motions for SL‐1 and SL‐2 shall be
expressed in term of response spectra having a range of damping values and compatible
time histories. Several methods can be used to generate response spectra: standard
response spectrum whose shape is obtained from many response spectra derived using
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earthquake records and scaled to site specific value of ground acceleration (velocity or
displacement); site specific response spectrum developed from strong motion records
obtained at the site or at places having similar seismic, geological and soil characteristics;
uniform confidence response spectrum resulting of regression studies of the attenuation
of the ordinates of response spectra for different periods having the same confidence
values for all periods considered. Time histories corresponding to both SL‐1 and SL‐2
shall be developed because of their use in applications such as studies of non‐linear
behaviour of structures, soil‐structures interaction and equipment response. The duration
of earthquake ground motion is determined mainly by the length and velocity of the fault
rupture and can be correlated with magnitude. The generation of design time histories
may be obtained by simulating ground motion; ground motion records obtained in the site
vicinity or at other places having similar seismic, geological and soil characteristics. If no
specific information is available on the peak acceleration of vertical ground motion in the
site vicinity, it is assumed on a empirical basis, a ratio between vertical and horizontal
directions, from ½ to 1 and may be largest in the near field.
5.3.2.5. Potential for surface faulting at the site
On the basis of geological, geophysical, geodetic and seismological data, a fault shall be
considered capable if it shows evidence of past movement or movement of a recurring
nature within such a period (tens of thousands of years in highly active areas, much longer
in less active areas) that it is reasonable to infer that further movement at or near the
surface can occur. Sufficient surface and sub‐surface investigations should be obtained to
show the absence of faults at or near the site, or, if faulting is present, to describe the
direction, extent and history of movements on them and to estimate reliably the age of the
youngest movement. In this case investigations should be made, including stratigraphical
and topographical analyses, geodetic and geophysical surveys, trenching, boreholes, age
dating of sediments or fault rocks, local seismological investigations and any other
appropriate techniques to ascertain when movement last occurred. Where reliable
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evidence shows that there may be a capable fault that has the potential to affect the safety
of the nuclear power plant, it is recommended that an alternative site be considered.

5.3.3. Hydrological risks (floods)
Nuclear plants need a dependable water supply to ensure operating safety. But since sites
on the edge of an ocean, sea, lake, estuary, or river can be flooded, the plants must be
designed to withstand aggression by water.
A nuclear plant can be protected from floods of external origin (when the reference levels
of the phenomena in question are known):
Either by placing components important to safety at a level higher than the
reference level;
Or by isolating these same components by permanent obstacles such as dikes, to
prevent the entry and aggression of water.

The first solution is preferable; it also eliminates the maintenance and periodic inspection
imposed on the obstacles set in place.
Both require knowing the local data well and determining, generally by a mathematical
approach, the highest level that water near the installation is likely to reach:
Deterministic methods are based on hydromechanical calculations. Their results
sometimes are confirmed by building small‐scale physical models;
Probabilistic methods are based on knowledge of past events, from which statistical
conclusions are drawn.
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5.3.3.1. Marine floods
In addition to modifications of the shore by erosion or by deposits of alluvia, which must
obviously be taken into account, various phenomena may occur on the shore: tides, swell
and waves, currents, tidal waves, and seiches.
The tides
Tidal observations for a period of at least one year yield a solid knowledge of the
amplitudes and situations of each wave in a given place and so make it possible to fine‐tune
the astronomic calculation. The extreme low and high tides are what must be considered.
Swell and waves
Swell and waves are wave trains most often initiated by the wind. Maritime works take
these phenomena into account in the design of jetties and site protection structures (water
intake, platform). A calculation determines the residual agitation at the structures and
behind them for various wave periods and sources, together with the amplitude of the
oscillations (in a water intake channel, for example).
Tsunamis or tidal waves
Tsunamis are waves caused by an earthquake, volcanic eruption, or undersea or coastal
landslide. One of the best known is the one that followed the Lisbon earthquake in
November 1755. It was felt as far away as the West Indies, and devastated the coasts of
Portugal and Morocco.
In most practical cases, the height of a tsunami in a given place can be deduced from its
height in deep water offshore using energy refraction and transmission principles. At the
approach to a coast, the shallower depth causes a reduction of velocity and wavelength
and in consequence an increase of height, since the energy conveyed remains constant.
There are mathematical models based on continuity equations that calculate the
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generation and propagation of tsunamis in the ocean and the response at any shore.
Seiches
When the site is near an enclosed or semi‐enclosed body of water (lake, port, narrow
estuary), oscillations of the mass of water may be caused by storm waves, variations of
the wind velocity, or a local landslide or earthquake. They may affect the water intake
and discharge structures and induce extreme high or low tides.
The site platform anchorage level is determined by a probabilistic analysis taking account
of extreme tides with respect to the astronomical years.
5.3.3.2. Continental floods
Floods following precipitation
At continental sites, floods most often follow precipitation, basically rain or snow.
Using the data gathered, two approaches are possible. The deterministic approach
attempts to evaluate a water level from the maximum precipitations reasonably
foreseeable on a catchment basin. Probabilistic methods attempt to determine this same
level by an analysis of the variations recorded in the past.
Floods following failures of dams
The collapse of water works as a result of hydrological or seismic causes or landslides in
a reservoir or the deterioration of a dam by age can cause very dangerous sudden floods.
The assumed mode of collapse of the dam takes account of its type of construction and of
the topography of the bed of the water course just downstream of the dam. The duration
and speed of collapse of the dam are determined by erosion calculations, by assuming
that a section fails or a breach forms. These calculations give the hydrogram of the
outward flows. From this information, the equations of hydrodynamics can be used, with
assumptions concerning the bed of the river (friction), to evaluate the level of the flood
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and its time of arrival at the site.

5.3.4. Extreme weather events
Extreme weather events affect the design of the planned plant. They depend on the local
climatic conditions.
5.3.4.1. High winds
For wind, the maximum velocities, instantaneous peak velocities, and monthly maximum
velocities are used to determine the normal and extreme basic dynamic pressures that are
used in turn to determine the possible wind load on the buildings.
5.3.4.2. Tropical cyclones
These are the cause of the largest wind stresses in the world. The pressures they engender,
in particular on buildings, cause spectacular effects that can result in falls of secondary
projectiles that strike the structures violently. They are the most dangerous meteorological
phenomenon.
Evaluation of the "reference cyclone" (dealt with in IAEA guide 50‐SG‐S11B) [5.4]
consists essentially of calculating the maximum wind velocity, which is the main
parameter. This depends on the pressure difference between the periphery and the "eye"
of the cyclone. The pressure at the periphery can generally be regarded as stable. The
pressure in the "eye" must therefore be determined. Several deterministic or probabilistic
approaches are possible.
5.3.4.3. Tornadoes
The data on this phenomenon are rare, even though it has been known for a long time.
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The network of weather stations ‐ more precisely its mesh ‐ is poorly suited to
observations of tornadoes. An empirical scale defining intensities and attempting to relate
them to the dimensions of observed damage zones and to the maximum velocities has
been established.
The effects of tornadoes are generally calculated using probabilistic methods.
5.3.4.4. Extreme cold
To alleviate the effects of frost on safety systems, in particular the loss of the cooling
water supply, often simple means provide satisfactory solutions. They include, for
example, the circulation of discharged hot water or the judicious use of weather‐stripping.
Even so, it is best to plan the appropriate arrangements when the plant is designed, based
on local climatic conditions.

5.4. EVALUATION OF EXTERNAL HAZARDS DUE
TO HUMAN‐CAUSED EVENTS

5.4.1. General
In site selection studies, the impact of existing human activities is important, because they
are often the economic justification for locating a nuclear power plant in a particular area.
But, where safety is concerned, their capacity to be sources of external aggression for the
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future plant must be evaluated. There must therefore be a survey of the risks of impacts
by projectiles, explosions, fire, and emissions of toxic gases so that the plant can be
designed correctly. Mention must be made of any aggravation of the risks, carefully
evaluated for modification projects.

5.4.2. Sources of risk
Most of the human activities likely to create constraints for the environment considered
here come from industry, research, and means of transport. The sources of risk may be
fixed, like the production and storage of hazardous materials, or mobile, such as the
transport of these same materials, or flights by aircraft.
The effects of an accidental aggression from the environment may be:
Projectile impact;
Pressure wave generated by one or more explosions;
Fire;
Corrosive toxic gases, smoke, dust.

5.4.2.1. Missile impact:
Except for missiles created by the explosion of rotating machines (break‐up of a turbo‐
alternator), the main risk is connected with an aircraft crash on the plant.
5.4.2.2. Explosions
The explosion risk arises from substances created by the chemical industry, explosive to
various degrees (dynamite, nitrate‐based fertilizers, etc.), or, most often, from
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hydrocarbons. The former are found in fixed depots and are transported by road and rail.
The latter are stored and transported in the following physical forms:
Pressurized liquid at ambient temperature (propane);
Cryogenic liquid at ambient pressure (liquefied natural gas);
Pressurized gas at ambient temperature (acetylene);
Gas at ambient pressure (tanker degasing products).

5.4.2.3. Fire
A hydrocarbon leak may cause not an explosion, but a fire. Note that fires can also be
caused by aircraft crashing just after takeoff while carrying large quantities of fuel.
5.4.2.4. Dispersion of toxic gases
The presence of such products, likely to be released accidentally and suddenly, sometimes
in large quantities, is a hazard both to people and to equipment, both directly and
indirectly:
The toxic gases may get into the buildings through the ventilation network air
intakes and reach personnel directly, in particular those in the control room
operating the power station;
One example of a delayed action is corrosion, likely to cause operating failures of
systems, structures, or components.

It is therefore necessary to take stock of potential sources of toxic materials (chlorinated
substances, etc.) and corrosive substances (various acids, etc.) in the site's environment.
The maximum concentrations that might reach the site will be evaluated on the basis of
this survey, estimates of the maximum quantities of the substances likely to be discharged
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accidentally, the locations of the sources with respect to the installations to be protected,
and a transfer model.
If emissions of toxic or corrosive gases might reach excessively high concentrations, it
must be possible to detect them at the plant fairly early and close the orifices through
which the gases or aerosols could get inside, and to protect the workers and the
equipment: detection and alarms appropriate to each substance, automatic closing of air
intakes, protection equipment, etc. Naturally, these considerations count among the site
selection criteria: a nuclear plant should not be located where industrial activity imposes
too many constraints.

5.4.3. Evaluation of risks
Thus altogether, including the aerial environment, this leads to seven families of
aggressions or possible sources (rotating machines, fixed industries, traffic on different
roads and types of aviations) that may lead to:
An abnormal temperature rise;
A pressure wave associated with an explosion;
Projectiles;
Sheets or clouds of toxic or corrosive gases.

The probability of occurrence of these aggressions is evaluated; a probability of an
accident that might affect the safety of the plant is associated with each type of
aggression. The objective fixed by some Member Countries is that the sum of the
probabilities corresponding to the families should not exceed the threshold of 10‐6 per
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year per safety function.
Deterministic risk approaches are also used. This is the case with fires, for which the area
of the sheet, its speed, and the radiated power are determined, and for explosions, for
which the mass of product that might explode is determined.

5.4.4. Monitoring the industrial environment and traffics
It is essential to monitor a site's industrial environment because it is likely to experience
changes during the life of the plant. Using the main results stated previously, it is possible
to define, on the technical plane, three zones around the plant:
The “site” zone, the radius of which is on the order of a km, which generally
corresponds to the land under the direct responsibility of the operator. If this
distance is complied with, problems related to explosions of small storages of
chemicals or small quantities of liquefied gas are eliminated;
A zone “of control” where any spread of human activities must be watched very
carefully. Its radius could be 5 km. In this zone, it will be appropriate to check any
new project.
A much wider “monitoring” zone. This has a radius of the order of 20 or 30 km and
is the region in which major facilities (airfields, large towns, etc.) must be studied
carefully before construction to evaluate their influence on the plant and their
impact on emergency plans.
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5.5. EVALUATION OF THE REGIONAL IMPACT OF
THE PLANT IN THE SURROUNDING REGION

5.5.1. Atmospheric dispersion of radioactive substances
5.5.1.1. General
Forecast studies of the radiological consequences of routine discharges and accidental
discharges are a factor in site selection, plant design, and emergency planning. They
require data representative of the weather conditions at the site (wind speed and direction,
rain atmospheric stability). These data are needed for the use of atmospheric dispersion
models.
In order to evaluate consequences after accidental releases, a set of dedicated computer
tools has been developed. This consists of coherent tools, adapted to the different phases
of an accident (anticipation phase and release phase) and at all appropriate scales (local to
transborder).
This following part of the document successively describes the atmospheric dispersion
model and calculation of deposits (with and without rain) and depletion of the plume
(used in the “CONRAD” French system).
5.5.1.2. Atmospheric dispersion model
The calculation codes are based on the solution of a partial differential equation (of
“advection‐diffusion”). They differ from one another in treating the source either as a
sequence of brief successive emissions called "puffs" or as a continuous emission called a
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“plume”.
The plume model covers simple cases in which meteorological consequences are constant
and the wind speed sufficiently high (≥ 2m.s‐1). It only gives the integrated dose for the
time when the plume is passing. Its advantage is that the calculation time is very short.
The “Gaussian puff” type model makes it possible to deal with all situations, including
those not covered by the plume model. It notably caters for wind speeds and directions
that vary with time (which can be important in the event of a long duration release), and
possibly with space. With this model, instantaneous dose rates and integrated doses as a
function of time can be determined. Its disadvantage is that the calculation time is longer
than with the plume model.
Both models of course give identical indications in the range in which they overlap.
The principle of the puff model consists of rendering the emission discrete in the form of
a succession of puffs, each of which carries a fraction of the substances released from the
facility. The periods of time for which the release can be considered to be constant are
called steps. Inside a step, all the puffs carry the same activity.
Each puff, which undergoes at each instant the meteorological conditions prevailing at the
place where it is located, is both carried by the average wind, and varies in size under the
effect of atmospheric turbulence.
It is accepted that the puff retains a Gaussian profile along the three axes of reference1
(longitudinal, transverse and vertical).
In the model suggested by A.Doury [5.5], the standard deviations (σ) of the Gaussian
distributions assigned parameters as a function of transfer time and atmospheric stability
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(σx = σy = σh = (Aht) and σz = (Azt) ). There were only two stability categories: neutral
and weak diffusion. The limit between these two classes was the vertical temperature
gradient. Parameters2 used in the formulation of standard deviations were adjusted on the
extremely numerous distributions observed of pollutants in suspension resulting from
short‐duration emissions [5.6].
In the French‐German model [5.7], standard deviations no longer come from
experimental data, but result from considerations of the atmospheric turbulence spectra
and their influence on the diffusion process. There are three stability categories, the limit
between the classes is a function of either vertical temperature gradient and wind speed or
both fluctuations of wind direction and wind speed.
This new set of standard deviations corrects problems that occurred when using Doury's
(overestimation of concentrations for high wind speeds) or Pasquill's (overestimation of
concentrations for low wind speeds) standard deviations.
Under stable meteorological conditions, for a puff, whose initial dimensions that are
small relative to its dimensions at the instant of observation, the concentration per unit
volume (along x, y and z) at instant t can be written as:

⎛ 1 (z +zo)2 ⎞⎤
1 ⎡(x −xoo−ut)2 (y−yo)2 ⎤ ⎡ ⎛ 1 (z −zo)2 ⎞
⎜
⎟
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in which

AV = activity per unit volume in air
Q

= quantity of activity released

E

= specific law for increase or decrease of activity

e.g. radioactive decay or depletion by dry or wet deposition
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σx, σy, σz = standard deviation of the distribution of quantity Q relative to its mean
location.
x = the position coordinate on air mass mean trajectory,
y, z = orthogonal position coordinates for air mass trajectory,
x0, y0, z0 = source coordinates for the same conditions,
u = mean wind speed,
t = time elapsed since instant of emission.
Under variable meteorological conditions, the approach consists of attributing individual
trajectory and diffusion conditions to each puff, as a function of meteorological data
expected or measured at the calculation instant.
Variations of wind speed and direction
The trajectory of each puff is calculated from these variations, assuming that the entire
dynamic field undergoes, at the same instant, the same variations as those observed at the
point of meteorological measurement.
Variation of stability
Variation of the time of atmospheric stability is taken into account by considering, at each
stability change instant, a virtual source that would have given rise, at that instant, to a
dispersion equivalent to that which it would have been if the new stability condition had
prevailed throughout the transfer duration.
5.5.1.3. Calculation of wet and dry deposits and corresponding depletion
During atmospheric transfer, the content of each puff varies under the effect of decay and,
except for the rare gases, under the effect of wet and dry deposit phenomena that deplete
the content of each puff.
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Dry deposit
The rate of dry deposit, per unit area at point (x, y) at instant t is given by:
DDS (x, y, 0, t) = Vd x AV (x, y, 0, t)

[2]

in which:
AV = activity per unit volume
Vd = apparent rate of dry deposit
The value of Vd theoretically depends on a large number of parameters (aerosol particle
size, atmospheric conditions, ground condition etc.); in the current versions of the user's
interface of the codes, default values are proposed for Vd:
3

non‐organic iodine

Vd = 5.10‐ m/s

organic iodine

Vd = 10 m/s

aerosols (all other fission products)

Vd = 5.10 m/s

‐4

‐3

In each time interval dt, with the "source depletion" method (depletion is considered to
take place uniformly throughout the puff and not preferentially at ground level, thus
preserving the Gaussian vertical profile), for puff d, belonging to family f and initially
containing the quantity Q, depletion of the puff is:
+∞ +∞
dQ
= − ∫ ∫ DDS( x, y,0, t )dxdy
−∞ −∞
dt

[3]

and, the quantity remaining Qis in the puff at instant t, equals, when all calculations have
been made:

⎡
⎛ − z o2 ⎞ ⎤
2 ti 1
⎜⎜ 2 ⎟⎟dt ⎥
Qis (f , b, t i ) = Q exp ⎢− Vd (f )
exp
π ∫to σ z ( t )
⎝ 2σ ( t ) ⎠ ⎦
⎣
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Vd ( f ) being the rate of dry deposit for family f.
5.5.1.3.2. Wet deposit (by washing of puffs)
Wet deposit is assumed to remove from each elementary volume of the puff a quantity
proportional to the concentration within it.
The rate of wet deposit on the ground per unit area at point (x, y), at instant t, is given by:

DDH(x, y, 0, t) = ‐Λ

∫

∞

0

AV(x, y, z, t)dz

[5]

in which:
Λ (s‐1) = rate of washing by rain
the washing rate is a function of the intensity of the rain, in accordance with the
commonly adopted relationship:
‐4

Λ = 10 I, where I is rain intensity in mm/h.
The depletion associated with this wet depositing, over a time interval dt is:
+∞ +∞
dQ
= − ∫ ∫ DDH ( x, y,0, t )dxdy
−
∞ −∞
dt

[6]

from which the quantity remaining in the puff at instant ti is deduced:
Qih(ti) = Qis exp( −Λ ti)

[7]

in which Qis covers depletion by dry deposit.
At each calculation time increment, the instantaneous concentrations are corrected to allow,
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in addition to radioactive decay, for depletion by wet and dry deposit (in the event of rain).
At a given point on the ground, the total deposit per isotope at the instant of observation t
is equal to the sum of the integrated deposits since the start of the emission up to the time
of observation, allowing for radioactive decay in deposit.
5.5.1.4. Calculation of doses and dose rates
Doses or dose rates due to atmospheric and surface concentrations are then evaluated by
using dose coefficient factors usually coming from the Federal Guidance for irradiation
and those proposed by the International Commission for Radioprotection (ICRP) for
doses due to inhalation.

5.5.2. Dispersion in the aquatic medium
5.5.2.1. Dispersion in surface water
General
The dispersion of liquid discharges in rivers or in the sea is studied using dispersion
models that must take the following processes into account:
Transport by movement of water (water velocity usually up to 1 m/s);
Dilution in the water, mostly by turbulent diffusion;
In some cases, exchanges with underground water and sediments.

For the evacuation and correct dispersion of discharges, knowledge of the currents and
flow rates involved will be necessary, together with the various characteristics (types of
tide in the sea, swell, high water for rivers), the type and quantity of sediments or
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materials (boulders, sand, etc.) present at or transiting via the site zone, the morphology
of the sea or river bottom.
Mathematical models of hydrological dispersion
There is no universal model representing the dispersion of radioactive materials in all
sections of a liquid mass and for all possible situations. In most cases, the initial dilution
phase, the mixing phase, and the long distance dispersion phase are dealt with separately.
Two approaches are generally used:
Models based on simplified forms of the diffusion equation, often used far from the
points of discharge;
Compartmented models describing exchanges between boxes representing clearly
defined portions of the medium in which a homogeneous distribution of the
pollutant is assumed.

The distribution of concentrations near the point of discharge covers an extent that
depends on local conditions, i.e., in particular on the shape and dimensions of the outfall,
the discharge velocity and flow rate. It is at most a few kilometers. The corresponding
models study the dispersion of water discharged into stagnant or moving water.
Other models covering larger areas deal with the “mixing” phase, in the course of which
the initial discharge can be regarded as becoming physically impossible to distinguish
from the receiving waters. Various schematic representations are then used according to
local conditions. It may be a straight rectangular channel with flow parallel to the banks
to simulate a river; more elaborate calculations that include the advection due to the
movement of the masses of water and dispersion by wave action may be performed.
Finally, going beyond this, models of the “far” field must take account of the effects of
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retention of radioelements by sediments.
5.5.2.2. Dispersion in the groundwater
General
The evaluation of underground transfers (which concerns incidental or accidental
conditions) serves two purposes:
It is performed with a view to prediction in the various phases of the site study;
In the event of an incidental or accidental discharge, it monitors the evolution of
the pollution.

It then helps determine the appropriate actions to minimize the consequences, i.e., the
appropriate remedial measures. It is based on collection of the following main items of
information:
Several piezometric maps of the site, which are fundamental tools for a
hydrogeological study;
The hydrodynamic parameters of the aquifers (permeability, porosity), determined
by in situ or laboratory tests;
Ground heterogeneity characteristics (existence of troughs causing faster
preferential flows, etc.).
The sorption coefficients of the medium (Kd).

The hydrogeological transfer model
In a first approximation, the evaluation of the transfer can be rather summary and be
based only on the water velocity in the aquifer (which is in the range 10‐9 ‐ 10‐3 m/s).
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Such an evaluation is not always sufficient, and it is then necessary to proceed to a more
complete model; this requires acquisition of the parameters mentioned in the previous
paragraph. With a variable degree of complexity, they take into account the three main
phenomena or mechanisms that govern transfers of pollutants in aquifers:
Convection or the entrainment of elements in solution by the movement of the
fluid;
Kinematic dispersion or the mixing effect resulting from the heterogeneity of
macroscopic velocities within the medium;
Physico‐chemical interaction phenomena, generally included under the term of
Retention”.

When the source of the releases and the characteristics of the aquifer are known, the
model can calculate the concentrations of solution for successive dates at any point in the
domain studied.
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5.6. DEMOGRAPHY AND EMERGENCY
PLANNING

5.6.1. General
Among the many factors to be taken into account in the choice of an appropriate site for a
nuclear power plant, demographic data are a basic element in acceptance. Recall in this
connection, that populations are protected from the consequences of possible accidents in
a basic nuclear plant by:
(1) Arrangements made by the operating agency, in design (barriers), implementation
(quality assurance), and operation (instructions, in particular for accidental
situations);
(2) Possible restrictions on locating persons near the site;
(3) Plans of action to be applied after an accident to protect the populations.
Concretely, the arrangements mentioned in (1) are the most important in protecting
populations. On the one hand, the redundancy of the safety systems makes an accidental
situation relatively improbable. On the other hand, the technique of successive barriers
between radioactive products and the environment limits the amplitude of any discharges
if these systems fail. It is inconceivable to expose individuals, even very few of them, to a
significant risk. However, in this domain, absolute certainty that such an event can not
occur will never be attained. Given this ultimate eventuality, a judicious choice of site can
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and must be used for additional protection of populations.
What is called “site criteria” or “site acceptability criteria” covers (2). Some member
countries, such as the USA and Canada, have specified in their regulations quantified
limits for exclusion zones and for population densities within a specified radius of a
nuclear plant. In other States, such as France, on the other hand, the regulations do not
introduce such criteria. Note that they in no way alter the maximum individual risk, but
aim to limit the collective risk by restricting the number of people likely to incur a
radiological risk if there is a serious accident.

5.6.2. Phases of the study
The demographic studies are initiated at the beginning of the nuclear site search and
qualification operations. Referring to the traditional division of the site selection process
into three phases (selection, qualification, and confirmation), there is a staged progression
of knowledge as the choice of site is narrowed down.
In the course of the "selection" phase, during which a regional analysis is performed, sites
in zones having the highest population densities are eliminated from the search; it is, in
effect reasonable, all other things being equal, to prefer sparsely populated zones to
highly urbanized zones.
In the course of the "qualification" phase, there is a preliminary analysis of the
demographic data from population censuses and an evaluation of their distribution. Since
regional weather data are being gathered in parallel, it is possible to see whether there are
large concentrations of inhabitants in the prevailing downwind directions. A first
investigation of populations that are migrant, whether for occupational (seasonal workers)
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or recreational (summer visitors) reasons, must also be performed. While the population
distribution is rarely an absolute reason for rejection at this stage, the demographic data
do have a considerable influence on the decision to accept or reject a given site.
Finally, the last phase, “confirmation” of a site, must include gathering of data necessary
to demonstrate its reliability. This is based on a very fine analysis of the population
distribution, especially in the immediate vicinity of the site.
On these bases, it is not easy, nor always considered desirable, to fix overly strict limits
on the population density and distribution. Given the complete set of factors that
contribute to the safety of a site, case‐by‐case analyses are still the most realistic approach
to the problem, with the understanding that the lowest possible population densities are
preferable. This “case‐bycase”" approach is one of the original features of French
practice, which is characterized by great flexibility, unlike the approach taken in other
countries that have begun, before doing any work, by passing a nuclear law, or that have
frozen their technical regulations in the mould created by international recommendations
without testing them in contact with national realities.
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6. Safety Classification Of Structures, Systems and
Components

6.1. SAFETY CLASSIFICATION IN IAEA SAFETY
STANDARDS

At Chapter 5. Requirements for Plant Design in Safety Requirements “Safety of Nuclear
Power Plants; Design” (IAEA Safety Standards Series No. NS‐R‐1)[6.1], SAFETY
CLASSIFICATION is defined as follows;
All structures, systems and components, including software for instrumentation classified
on the basis of their function and significance with regard to safety. They shall be
designed, constructed and maintained such that their quality and reliability is
commensurate with this classification.
The method for classifying the safety significance of a structure, system or component
shall primarily be based on deterministic methods, complemented where appropriate by
probabilistic methods and engineering judgment, with account taken of factors such as:
(1) the safety function(s) to be performed by the item;
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(2) the consequences of failure to perform its function;
(3) the probability that the item will be called upon to perform a safety function;
(4) the time following a PIE at which, or the period throughout which, it will be called
upon to operate.
Appropriately designed interfaces shall be provided between structures, systems and
components of different classes to ensure that any failure in a system classified in a lower
class will not propagate to a system classified in a higher class.
At chapter 3. IAEA SAFETY GUIDE, NS‐G‐1.2 “Safety Assessment and Verification for
Nuclear Power Plants” [6.2], Safety Classification of Structures, Systems and
Components is explained as follows:
The importance to safety of all SSCs should be established and a safety classification
system as defined in Ref. [6.1] should be set up in order to identify for each safety class:
- The appropriate codes and standards, and hence the appropriate provisions to be
applied in design, manufacturing, construction and inspection of a component;
- System related characteristics like degree of redundancy, need for emergency power
supply and for qualification to environmental conditions;
- The availability or unavailability status of systems for PIEs to be considered in
deterministic safety analysis;
- QA provisions.

In general, the following classifications should be established and should be verified for
adequacy and consistency:
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- Classification of systems on the basis of the importance of the affected safety
function;
- Classification for pressure components, on the basis of the severity of the
consequences of their failure, mechanical complexity and pressure rating;
- Classification for resistance to earthquakes, on the basis of the need for the structure
or component considered to retain its integrity and to perform its function during
and after an earthquake, taking into account aftershocks and consequent incremental
damage;
- Classification of electrical, instrumentation and control systems on the basis of their
safety or safety support functions, which may be different from the classification of
other plant systems owing to the existence of field specific, widely used
classification schemes;
- Classification for QA provisions.

The assignment of SSCs to safety classes should be based on national approaches and
should appropriately credit deterministic and probabilistic considerations as well as
engineering judgement.
For the purposes of the deterministic safety analysis, those safety functions that are used
to determine compliance with acceptance criteria should be performed using classified
SSCs only.
Probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) can be used in the design phase to confirm the
appropriate classification of structures, systems and components.
The failure of a system and/or component in one safety class should not cause the failure
of other systems and/or components of a higher safety class. The adequacy of the
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isolation and separation of different and potentially interacting systems assigned to
different safety classes should be assessed.

6.1.1. Objectives for Safety Classification
6.1.1.1 General Design Requirements
The typical risk of nuclear energy is connected with the potential hazard of ionizing
radiation. The final goal of nuclear safety is therefore the need to limit radiation exposure
of the public and the site personnel for all operational states and accident conditions of a
nuclear power plant. To ensure adequate safety, the following general safety requirements
shall be met by the plant design:
1) Means shall be provided to safely shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition during and after appropriate operational states and accident
conditions.
2) Means shall be provided to remove residual heat from the core after reactor
shutdown, and during and after appropriate operational states and accident
conditions.
3) Means shall be provided to reduce the potential for the release of radioactive
materials and to assure that any releases are within prescribed limits during and after
operational states and within acceptable limits during and after accident conditions.
6.1.1.2. Safety Functions
The listed safety functions enable the design to meet the general safety requirements.
They include:
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Safety functions necessary to prevent accident conditions;
Safety functions necessary to mitigate the consequences of accidents.

The safety functions are:
(a) To prevent unacceptable reactivity transients;
(b) To maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition after all shutdown actions;
(c) To shut down the reactor as required to prevent anticipated operational
occurrences from leading to accident conditions and to shut down the reactor to
mitigate the consequences of accident conditions (see also (d));
(d) To shut down the reactor after a loss‐of‐coolant accident where such shutdown
action is necessary to permit acceptable cooling of the reactor core;

*Note 1: This safety function is a special case of safety function (c) and applies to
reactor designs wherein the loss of the coolant medium from the reactor
core does not provide an adequate inherent shutdown mechanism.
(e1) To maintain sufficient reactor coolant inventory for core cooling during and
after accident conditions not involving the failure of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary;
(e2) To maintain sufficient reactor coolant inventory for core cooling during and
after all operational states;
(f) To remove heat from the core after a failure of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary in order to limit fuel damage;

*Note 2: This safety function applies to the first step of the heat removal system(s).
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The remaining step(s) are encompassed in safety function (h);
(g) To remove residual heat during appropriate operational states and accident
conditions with the reactor coolant pressure boundary intact;

*Note 2 : (see (f) above) Applies also to this safety function.
(h) To transfer heat from other safety systems to the ultimate heat sink.
*Note 3: This is a support function for other safety systems when they are required to
perform their safety functions.
(i) To ensure necessary services (e.g. electric, pneumatic, hydraulic power supplies,
lubrication) as a support function for a safety system;
(j) To maintain acceptable integrity of the cladding of the fuel in the reactor core;
(k) To maintain the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;
(l) To limit the release of radioactive material from the reactor containment during
and after accident conditions;
(m) To keep the radiation exposure of the public and site personnel within acceptable
limits during and after accident conditions that release radioactive materials from
sources outside the reactor containment;
(n) To limit the discharge or release of radioactive waste and airborne radioactive
material below prescribed limits during all operational states;
(o) To maintain control of environmental conditions within the nuclear power plant
for the operation of safety systems and for personnel habitability necessary to
allow performance of operations important to safety;
(p) To maintain control of radioactive releases from irradiated fuel transported or
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stored outside the reactor coolant system, but within the site, during all
operational states;
(q) To remove decay heat from irradiated fuel stored outside the reactor coolant
system, but within the site;
(r) To maintain sufficient sub‐criticality of fuel stored outside the reactor coolant
system, but within the site;
(s) To prevent the failure, or limit the consequences of failure, of a component or
structure whose failure would cause the impairment of a safety function;

Objectives of the safety functions are:
1) To provide a reference list to determine whether a system, component or structure
performs or contributes to one or more safety functions.
2) To establish an appropriate order of importance to safety of each function, and to
group these functions into categories termed “safety classes.”

One purpose of

establishing safety classes is to provide a basis for gradation of design requirements.
The establishment of safety classes may also prove useful for other considerations such as
seismic requirements, quality assurance, or in‐service inspection.

6.1.2. Methodology for Classification
6.1.2.1. Ranking of safety functions
In general, the ranking of safety functions depends on the consequences that a failure to
accomplish a safety function would mean with respect to reduction of safety in terms of
the possible increase in radiation exposure.
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The ranking of safety functions should include considerations of probability as well as
consequences of failure. Thus, the ranking involves the combination of:
1) The consequence of failure of that safety function; and
2) The probability that the safety function would be required.
6.1.2.2. Assignment of safety class requirements
Although theoretically possible, it is not practical to establish different design
requirements for each of the previously defined safety functions. Therefore safety
functions with a similar degree of importance to safety are grouped into safety classes.
The safety classes themselves are then ranked according to their order of importance to
safety.
A further differentiation concerns the assignment of separate safety classes for different
types of functions, in particular:
Barriers (especially fluid‐retaining boundaries of components); Categories of functional
systems, for example:
Fluid containing systems
Ventilation systems
Electrical systems
Instrumentation and control systems hoists and cranes
Structural equipment
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6.1.3. Principal Safety Classes
Safety classes dedicated to the structural integrity of boundaries of fluid‐retaining
components (see Appendix A of IAEA 50‐SG‐D1 Draft DS367*[6.3])
* note : This Safety Guide will be prepared under the IAEA program for safety standards
for nuclear power plants. The IAEA Safety Guide on Safety Functions and
Component Classification for BWR, PWR and PTR Plants (Safety Series No. 50‐
SG‐D1) issued in 1979 was withdrawn in the year 2000 because of the
insufficiency to comply with the new Requirements on Design. Therefore this
Safety Guide will provide guidance in accordance with the current IAEA Safety
Standards.
6.1.3.1. Safety class 1
Safety functions necessary to prevent, in the absence of appropriate safety system action,
release of a substantial fraction of the core fission product inventory into the
environment.
Safety functions included:
k = maintaining the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.
d = to shut down the reactor after LOCA, where such action is necessary to permit
acceptable cooling of the reactor core.

6.1.3.2. Safety class 2
Safety functions necessary to mitigate the consequences of an accident that would
otherwise lead to the release of a substantial fraction of the core fission product inventory
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into the environment. The consequences of failure of these safety class 2 safety functions
need only be considered after an initial failure of another safety function.
Safety functions necessary to prevent anticipated operational occurrences from leading to
accident conditions, except those safety functions that perform a support role to another
safety function, namely safety functions (h), (i) and (o).
Other functions that could result in a high value of the product of the consequence of
failure of that safety function and the probability that the safety function would be
required, e.g. reactor residual heat removal.
Safety functions included:
k (1) = maintaining the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
*Note 1: only components the failure of which could be compensated by normal make‐up
system
c = shutdown of the reactor to prevent accidents or to mitigate consequences of accidents
e1 = maintaining reactor coolant inventory at accidents not involving LOCA conditions
f = heat removal from the core after LOCA conditions
g = residual heat removal during operational states and accident conditions without
LOCA
l = limitation of radioactive releases from the containment at accident conditions

6.1.3.3. Safety class 3
Safety functions that perform a support role to safety functions in safety classes 1, 2 and 3.
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Their inclusion in safety class 3 rather than in safety class 1 or 2 is a recognition that the
consequence of failure of the support functions would not lead to a direct increase in
radiation exposure. Safety functions necessary to prevent the radiation exposure to the
public or site personnel from exceeding the relevant acceptable limits from sources outside
the reactor coolant system, and those safety functions associated with reactivity control on
a slower time scale than the reactivity control functions in safety classes 1 and 2.
Safety functions associated with maintaining sub‐criticality of fuel stored outside the
reactor coolant system and with removing decay heat from irradiated fuel stored outside
the reactor coolant system.
Safety functions included:
a = to prevent unacceptable reactivity transients
b = to maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition after all shutdown actions
e2 = maintaining reactor coolant inventory at operational states
h = to transfer heat from other safety systems to the ultimate heat sink
I = to ensure necessary support functions for safety systems (e.g. electric, pneumatic, etc.)
m = limitation of accidental radiation exposures from sources outside of containment
o = maintaining environmental conditions for safety systems and personnel habitability
p = control of operational radioactive releases from irradiated fuel outside the
containment
q = decay heat removal from irradiated fuel stored outside the reactor coolant system
r = maintaining sub‐criticality of irradiated fuel stored outside the reactor coolant system
n = limitation of radioactive releases below prescribed limits during operational states
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6.1.3.4. Safety class 4
Safety functions that do not fall within safety classes 1, 2 or 3.
Safety functions included:
N (2) = limitation of radioactive releases below prescribed limits during operational states
*Note 2: only components whose failure would not result in exposures in excess of
prescribed limits
TABLE 6.1. Correlation between safety functions and safety classes (IAEA Safety Guide Draft DS367)

Safety Function
(a) Prevention of unacceptable reactivity transients
(b) Maintaining of safe shutdown condition of the reactor
(c) Reactor shutdown for avoiding accidents and for mitigation of accident
consequences
(d) Reactor shutdown after LOCA where it is necessary to permit acceptable
reactor core cooling (not applicable for KSNP)
(e1) Maintaining of sufficient reactor coolant inventory during and after
accidents
(e2) Maintaining of sufficient reactor coolant inventory during and after all
operational states
(f) Heat removal from the core after a failure in the RCPB
(g) Residual heat removal from the core after operation and accidents with
RCPB intact
(h) Heat transfer from other safety systems to the ultimate heat sink
(i) Assurance of necessary services (e.g. electric power supply)
(j) Maintaining of acceptable fuel cladding integrity
(k) Maintaining RCPB integrity
(l) Limitation of radioactivity release from the containment
(m) Keeping the radiation exposure within acceptable limits (from sources
outside containment)
(n1) Limitation of radioactive material release below prescribed limits during
all operational states of components (if they fail radiation exposure
would result)
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Class*
3
3
2
1
2
3
2
2
3
3
4
1
2
3
3
4
3
3
3
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(n2) Like (n1),
(o) Maintaining
(p) Maintaining
(q) Decay heat
(r) Maintaining
(s) Limiting of
impairing a

but if components fail radiation exposure would not result
the control of environmental conditions within NPP
the control of radioactive releases from irradiated fuel
removal from irradiated fuel
of sufficient subcriticality of fuel stores outside RCPB
the consequences of prevention of component failure
safety function

3
4

* (for Pressure Retaining Boundaries)

6.1.4. Effects of safety classification
Design requirements for fluid‐retaining components (see Appendix A of IAEA Draft
DS367) are described in the following: For all of the design‐related aspects, including
choice of material, mechanical design, quality, fabrication, and inspection, the
requirements should be graded in accordance with the following methodology:
Safety class 1: The design requirements for safety class 1 shall be the highest for nuclear
power plant components.
Example of design requirements is ASME Code, Section III, Division 1,
Subsection NB
.
Safety class 2: The design requirements for safety class 2 are less restrictive than those
established for class 1, but they are dedicated requirements for nuclear
power plant components.
Example of design requirements is ASME Code, Section III, Division 1,
Subsection NC.
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Safety class 3: The design requirements for safety class 3 are less restrictive than those
established for class 2, and are similar to those for class 4 with additional
design requirements in recognition of importance to safety.
Example of design requirements is ASME Code, Section III, Division 1,
Subsection ND.
Safety class 4: The design requirements for safety class 4 are to be consistent with the
highest non‐nuclear power plant codes and standards with additional
design requirements as may be appropriate in recognition of importance
to safety.
Example of design requirements is ANSI/ASME Code for Pressure
Piping, B31.

6.2. SAFETY CLASSIFICATION IN KOREAN
REGULATION

6.2.1.

Regulation on Safety Classification and Applicable Codes and
Standards for Nuclear Reactor Facilities [6.4]

The regulation on safety classification for the structures, systems and components
important to safety and the applicable codes and standards in accordance with Article 12
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(1) of the Regulations on Technical Standards for Nuclear Reactor Facilities, etc. is
hereby notified publicly as follows:
Article 1 (Purpose) The purpose of this notice is to prescribe the safety classification for
the structures, systems and components important to safety and the applicable codes and
standards in accordance with Article 12 (1) of the Regulations on Technical Standards for
Nuclear Reactor Facilities, etc.
Article 2 (Scope of Application) This notice shall be applied to the structures, systems
and components important to safety in the pressurized water reactor. Provided, that
CSA/CAN3‐N285.0 and CSA/CAN3‐N285.1 are applied to those in the pressurized
heavy water reactor.
Article 3 (Definitions) Definitions of the terms used in this notice shall be as follows:
1. The term "safety class" means classified safety of structures, systems, or
components of nuclear reactor facilities based on their nuclear safety function. It is
classified as Safety Class 1 (SC‐1), 2 (SC‐2) or 3 (SC‐3);
2. The term "non‐nuclear safety (NNS)" means classified safety of structures, systems,
or components of nuclear reactor facilities that are not in Safety Class 1, 2 or 3;
3. The term "facility" means structures, systems, or components which have one or
more functions;
4. The term "safety function" means any function that is necessary to ensure: (a) the
integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, (b) the capability to shut down
the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, or (c) the capability to
prevent or mitigate the consequences of plant conditions that could result in
potential off‐site exposures defined in the "Technical Standards for the Locations,
Structures and Installations of Nuclear Reactor Facilities";
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5. The term "applicable codes and standards" means requirements which are applied
to materials, design, manufacture, construction, inspection, and test of equipment in
accordance with the safety class assigned; and
6. The term "interface boundary" means the connected interface portions when
equipment assigned as Safety Class 1, 2, 3 or NNS are connected to any equipment
assigned as other Safety Class.

Article 4 (General Requirements) General requirements for Safety Class shall be as
follows:
1. Safety Class 1, 2, 3 or NNS shall be assigned to all the equipment of nuclear reactor
facilities in accordance with this Notice;
2. Where more than one system is capable of accomplishing a nuclear safety function
and one of the systems, on its own, satisfies all the nuclear safety‐related
requirements (e.g. redundancy, diversity, and capacity), the designer may classify
the latter to the corresponding Safety Class and the others as NNS;
3. The designer may impose more stringent design requirements than those imposed
upon one facility corresponding to the applicable class. If this option is chosen, the
designer shall retain the original class designation;
4. The designer may optionally provide two or more pieces of equipment to separately
meet multiple environmental qualification requirements of SC‐2 or SC‐3 equipment
for events, where one equipment need not meet such separated qualification
requirements simultaneously;
5. In case the function of an equipment is degraded due to failure of the support, the
support shall be classified to a class corresponding to the function of the
equipment, and in case the failed support does not affect the function of the
equipment, the support shall be classified to a class corresponding to its own
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function;
6. The interface boundary connected to the equipments which have different Safety
Class shall be assigned to the more stringent Safety Class corresponding to
functions of the connected equipment. In case, however, the result of analyses of
interface boundary interaction confirms its appropriateness, the interface boundary
may be assigned to the lower Safety Class;
7. If the failure of Safety Class or NNS equipment connected to other Safety Class
equipment could prevent the latter equipment from accomplishing its nuclear safety
function, an interface barrier or isolation device shall be provided to protect the
latter equipment; and
8. Where a single item of equipments or a portion thereof, provides two or more
functions of different classes, it shall be classified to the more stringent class.

Article 5 (Safety Class 1) Safety Class 1 (SC‐l) shall be assigned to pressure‐retaining
portions and supports of mechanical equipment that form part of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB) whose failure could cause a loss of reactor coolant exceeding
the reactor coolant normal makeup capability.
Article 6 (Safety Class 2) Safety Class 2 (SC‐2) shall be assigned to pressure retaining
portions and supports of primary containment, and to pressure‐retaining portions and
supports that are not included in SC‐1 of Article 5 and are designed to accomplish the
following nuclear safety functions that:
1. provide fission product barrier or primary containment radioactive material holdup
or isolation;
2. provide emergency heat removal for the primary containment atmosphere to an
intermediate heat sink, or emergency removal of radioactive material from the
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primary containment atmosphere (e.g. containment spray);
3. introduce emergency negative reactivity to make the reactor sub‐critical (e.g. boron
injection system), or restrict the addition of positive reactivity via pressure
boundary equipment;
4. ensure emergency core cooling where the equipment provides coolant directly to
the core (e.g. residual heat removal and emergency core cooling); or
5. provide or maintain sufficient reactor coolant inventory for emergency core cooling
(e.g. refueling water storage tank).

Article 7 (Safety Class 3) Safety Class 3 (SC‐3) shall be assigned to equipment, not
included in SC‐1 or SC‐2, that is designed to accomplish the following nuclear safety
functions that:
1. ensure hydrogen control of the primary containment atmosphere to acceptable
limits, except for primary containment boundary extension function;
2. remove radioactive material from the atmosphere of confined spaces outside
primary containment. (e.g. control room or fuel building) containing SC‐1, SC‐2,
or SC‐3 equipment;
3. introduce negative reactivity to achieve or maintain sub‐critical reactor conditions
(e.g. boron makeup);
4. provide or maintain sufficient reactor coolant inventory for core cooling (e.g.
reactor coolant normal makeup system);
5. maintain geometry within the reactor to ensure core reactivity control or core
cooling capability (e.g. core support structures);
6. structurally load‐bear or protect SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3 equipment (This applies to
concrete or steel structures that are not within the scope of the KEPIC MN (nuclear
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mechanical) in accordance with Notice of MEST No.2008‐14, and its
corresponding code (ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III);
7. provide radiation shielding for the control room or off‐site personnel;
8. ensure required cooling for liquid‐cooled stored fuel (e.g. spent fuel storage pool
and cooling system);
9. ensure nuclear safety functions provided by SC‐1, SC‐2, or SC‐3 equipment (e.g.
provide heat removal for SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3 heat exchangers, provide lubrication
of SC‐2 or SC‐3 pumps, provide fuel oil to the emergency diesel engine);
10. provide actuation or motive power for SC‐1, SC‐2, or SC‐3 equipment;
11. provide information or controls to ensure capability for manual or automatic
actuation of nuclear safety functions required of SC‐1, SC‐2, or SC‐3 equipment;
12. supply or process signals or supply power required for SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3
equipment to perform their required nuclear safety functions;
13. provide a manual or automatic interlock function to ensure or maintain proper
performance of nuclear safety functions required of SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3
equipment;
14. provide an acceptable environment for SC‐1, SC‐2, or SC‐3 equipment and
operating personnel; or
15. provide for functions defined in SC‐2 where equipment, or portions thereof, is not
within the scope of the code for design and manufacture of pressure vessel
(KEPIC MN(nuclear mechanical) in accordance with the Notice of MEST No.2008‐
14, and its corresponding code (ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III).

Article 8 (Non‐Nuclear Safety) Non‐nuclear safety (NNS) shall be assigned to equipment
not included in SC‐1, SC‐2, or SC‐3 prescribed in Articles 5, 6 and 7 and is designed to
accomplish the following functions that:
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1. process, extract, encase, or store radioactive waste;
2. provide cleanup of radioactive material from the reactor coolant system or the fuel
storage cooling system for normal operations;
3. extract radioactive waste from, store, or transport for reuse irradiated neutron
absorbing materials (e.g. boron compounds);
4. monitor radioactive effluents to ensure that release rates or total releases are within
limits established for normal operations and transient events;
5. resist failure that could prevent any SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3

equipment from

performing its nuclear safety function;
6. structurally load‐bear or protect NNS equipment providing any of the NNS
functions;
7. provide permanent shielding for proof SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3 equipment or of onsite
personnel;
8. provide operational, maintenance or post‐accident recovery functions involving
radioactive materials without undue risk to the health and safety of the public;
9. provide an acceptable environment for SC‐1, SC‐2, or SC‐3 equipment required to
achieve or maintain a safe shutdown condition, following a control room
evacuation in emergency;
10. handle spent fuel, the failure of which could result in fuel damage such that
significant quantities of radioactive material could be released from the fuel;
11. ensure reactivity control of stored fuel;
12. protect SC‐2 or SC‐3 equipment necessary to attain or maintain safe shutdown
following fire; or
13. monitor variables to:
a. verify that plant operating conditions are within technical specification limits
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(e.g. refueling water storage tank level, safety‐related cooling water
temperature);
b. indicate the status of protection system bypasses that are not automatically
removed as a part of the protection system operation;
c. indicate status of SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3 equipment; or
d. aid in determining the cause or consequences of events for post‐accident survey.

Article 9 (Applicable Codes and Standards) The equipment assigned as Safety Class in
accordance with Articles 5, 6 and 7 shall correspond to the following codes and
standards. Provided, that in case some portion of each of the following codes and
standards is to be applied, it shall be reviewed and evaluated technically by the Minister
of Education, Science and Technology.
1. Safety Class 1, 2, or 3 mechanical equipment: the KEPIC MN

(nuclear

mechanical) in accordance with Notice of the MEST No.2008‐14, and its
corresponding code (ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III)
2. Safety Class 3 electrical equipment: the KEPIC EN (nuclear electrical) in
accordance with Notice of the MEST No.2008‐14, and its corresponding code
(IEEE 279, 308 and 603)
3. Safety Class 2, or 3 structures: the KEPIC SN (nuclear structure), MN (nuclear
mechanical) in accordance with Notice of the MEST No.2008‐14, and its
corresponding code (ASME Section III, ACI 349 and ANSI/AISC N‐690)

Addenda
Article 1 (Enforcement Date) This notice shall enter into force on the date of its
promulgation.
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Article 2 (Repeal of Notice) Notice of the MOST No.1994‐10 "Regulation on Safety
Classification and Applicable Codes and Standards for Nuclear Reactor Facilities" is
repealed at the time this notice enters into force.
TABLE 6.2. Transfer matrix for correlation of the IAEA safety classification to Regulation on
Safety Classification and Applicable Codes and Standards for Nuclear Reactor
Facilities (Notice of the Minister of Education, Science and Technology No.2008‐13)

Safety class (IAEA)

Safety class in Notice of MEST No. 2008‐13

1 Prevention of release
of core fission product
inventory to the
environment

1 Pressure retaining portions and supports of mechanical
equipment that form part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary (RCPB) whose failure could cause a loss of reactor
coolant exceeding the reactor coolant normal makeup
capability

2 1. Mitigation of
accident
consequences,
otherwise release of
core fission products
inventory to
environment

2 Pressure retaining portions and supports of primary
containment, and to pressure‐retaining portions and supports
that are not included in SC‐1 and are designed to accomplish
the following nuclear safety functions that:

2. Prevention that
anticipated
operational
occurrences lead to
accidents (except
those safety
functions supporting
another safety
function)
3. Functions which
could result in a
large product of
failure consequence
and probability that

1. provide fission product barrier or primary containment
radioactive material holdup or isolation;
2. provide emergency heat removal for the primary
containment atmosphere to an intermediate heat sink, or
emergency removal of radioactive material from the
primary containment atmosphere (e.g. containment spray);
3. introduce emergency negative reactivity to make the reactor
sub‐critical (e.g. boron injection system), or restrict the
addition of positive reactivity via pressure boundary
equipment;
4. ensure emergency core cooling where the equipment
provides coolant directly to the core (e.g. residual heat
removal and emergency core cooling); or
5. provide or maintain sufficient reactor coolant inventory for
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the safety function
would be required
(e.g. RHR)
3 1. Supporting of class
1, 2 and 3 safety
functions (no
increase in radiation
exposure)
2. Prevention of
radiation exposure
from sources outside
reactor coolant
system
3. Reactivity control
on a slower time
scale than in class 1
and 2
4. Maintaining
sub‐criticality of
fuel (outside reactor
coolant system)
5. Removal of decay
heat from irradiated
fuel (outside reactor
coolant system)

emergency core cooling (e.g. refueling water storage tank).

3 Equipment, not included in SC‐1 or SC‐2, that is designed to
accomplish the following nuclear safety functions that:
1. ensure hydrogen control of the primary containment
atmosphere to acceptable limits, except for primary
containment boundary extension function;
2. remove radioactive material from the atmosphere of
confined spaces outside primary containment. (e.g. control
room or fuel building) containing SC‐1, SC‐2, or SC‐3
equipment;
3. introduce negative reactivity to achieve or maintain
sub‐critical reactor conditions (e.g. boron makeup);
4. provide or maintain sufficient reactor coolant inventory for
core cooling (e.g. reactor coolant normal makeup system);
5. maintain geometry within the reactor to ensure core
reactivity control or core cooling capability (e.g. core
support structures);
6. structurally load‐bear or protect SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3
equipment (This applies to concrete or steel structures that
are not within the scope of the KEPIC MN (nuclear
mechanical) in accordance with Notice of MEST
No.2008‐14, and its corresponding code (ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Section III);
7. provide radiation shielding for the control room or off‐site
personnel;
8. ensure required cooling for liquid‐cooled stored fuel (e.g.
spent fuel storage pool and cooling system);
9. ensure nuclear safety functions provided by SC‐1, SC‐2, or
SC‐3 equipment (e.g. provide heat removal for SC‐l, SC‐2,
or SC‐3 heat exchangers, provide lubrication of SC‐2 or
SC‐3 pumps, provide fuel oil to the emergency diesel
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engine);
10. provide actuation or motive power for SC‐1, SC‐2, or SC‐3
equipment;
11. provide information or controls to ensure capability for
manual or automatic actuation of nuclear safety functions
required of SC‐1, SC‐2, or SC‐3 equipment;
12. supply or process signals or supply power required for
SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3 equipment to perform their required
nuclear safety functions;
13. provide a manual or automatic interlock function to ensure
or maintain proper performance of nuclear safety functions
required of SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3 equipment;
14. provide an acceptable environment for SC‐1, SC‐2, or
SC‐3 equipment and operating personnel; or
15. provide for functions defined in SC‐2 where equipment, or
portions thereof, is not within the scope of the code for
design and manufacture of pressure vessel
(KEPIC MN(nuclear mechanical) in accordance with the
Notice of MEST No.2008‐14, and its corresponding code
(ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III).
4 Safety functions not in
class 1, 2 or 3

N Equipment not included in SC‐1, SC‐2, or SC‐3 prescribed in
N Articles 5, 6 and 7 and is designed to accomplish the
S following functions that:
1. process, extract, encase, or store radioactive waste;
2. provide cleanup of radioactive material from the reactor
coolant system or the fuel storage cooling system for
normal operations;
3. extract radioactive waste from, store, or transport for reuse
irradiated neutron absorbing materials (e.g. boron
compounds);
4. monitor radioactive effluents to ensure that release rates or
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total releases are within limits established for normal
operations and transient events;
5. resist failure that could prevent any SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3
equipment from performing its nuclear safety function;
6. structurally load‐bear or protect NNS equipment providing
any of the NNS functions;
7. provide permanent shielding for proof SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3
equipment or of onsite personnel;
8. provide operational, maintenance or post‐accident recovery
functions involving radioactive materials without undue risk
to the health and safety of the public;
9. provide an acceptable environment for SC‐1, SC‐2, or SC‐3
equipment required to achieve or maintain a safe shutdown
condition, following a control room evacuation in
emergency;
10. handle spent fuel, the failure of which could result in fuel
damage such that significant quantities of radioactive
material could be released from the fuel;
11. ensure reactivity control of stored fuel;
12. protect SC‐2 or SC‐3 equipment necessary to attain or
maintain safe shutdown following fire; or
13. monitor variables to:
a. verify that plant operating conditions are within technical
specification limits (e.g. refueling water storage tank level,
safety‐related cooling water temperature);
b. indicate the status of protection system bypasses that are
not automatically removed as a part of the protection
system operation;
c. indicate status of SC‐l, SC‐2, or SC‐3 equipment; or
d. aid in determining the cause or consequences of events for
post‐accident survey.
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6.2.2. Classification sequence
The following sequential process is used for classification:
Determination of the functions to be performed by each of the systems concerned
(main system and support systems) under all operating conditions considered to be
plausible (design basis operating conditions and complementary operating conditions);
then a list is drawn up of the equipment involved in accomplishing the functions and
which therefore must be either safety grade or safety‐related, but non‐safety grade.
For each item of equipment listed, determination of its class, on which certain of
the following design requirements depend:
− redundancy and independence;
− electrical power back‐up;
− qualification for accident conditions;
− subject to a design and construction code;
− seismic grade;
− quality assurance requirements;
− as well as an operability requirement (periodic tests).
For particularly complex equipment, the classification is carried out at the level of its
components (e.g. for the diesel generators).

6.2.3. Example of safety‐related but non‐safety grade equipment
The safety‐related but non‐safety grade equipment comprises:
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the equipment for which operating errors could result in inadvertent radioactive
releases;
the safety systems and equipment necessary, particularly in the case of an internal
or external hazards (fire, flooding, explosion etc.) or during unit shutdown phases;
handling systems and equipment liable to harm spent fuel assemblies in the event
of a load being dropped as well as, more generally, equipment liable to damage
seismic safety grade equipment in the event of their collapse during an earthquake;
certain equipment that is useful but not indispensable in post‐accident operation;
certain items of equipment necessary for resupplying the auxiliary feed water tank;
certain items of equipment which are only indispensable in the long term
(particularly that used in the procedures associated with complementary operating
conditions) and those used for raw water system make‐up in operation in the
closed circuit mode;
certain mobile equipment used under complementary operating conditions;
certain items of special equipment necessary for managing severe accidents.

The requirements for this equipment shall be specified on a case‐by‐case basis in order to
ensure a high degree of availability of the equipment. As a minimum, in‐service periodic
inspections must be possible (except in the event of damage following an earthquake) and
the quality assurance must be applied.
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6.3. QUALITY CLASSIFICATION

6.3.1. Quality Group Classification (NRC Quality Classification
System)[6.5]
Nuclear power plant systems and components important to safety should be designed,
fabricated, erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of
the safety function to be performed. Described herein is an acceptable deterministic
approach to classify fluid systems important to safety and identify their applicable
construction codes and standards depending on the system or component function and
relative importance to safety. An alternative approach identified in 10 CFR 50.69 is a risk
‐informed categorization process that applies industry guidelines for categorizing
Systems, Structures, and Components (SSCs) according to a risk‐informed safety class.
The risk‐informed approach described in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.176 and RG 1.201 is
optional and subject to the limitations of 10 CFR 50.69.
The applicant’s data, presented in the safety analysis report (SAR) in the form of a table
that identifies the fluid systems important to safety; the system components such as
pressure vessels, heat exchangers, storage tanks, pumps, piping, and valves; the
associated quality group classification, applicable American Society for Mechanical
Engineers (ASME), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (Code) and code class; and the
quality assurance criteria. In addition, the review includes the applicant’s presentation, on
suitable piping and instrumentation diagrams, of the system quality group classifications.
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6.3.2. Description of Quality Group[6.6]
10 CFR 50.55a identifies those ASME Section III, Code Class 1 components of light‐
water‐cooled reactors important to safety that are part of the RCPB. These components
are designated in RG 1.26 as Quality Group A. In addition, RG 1.26 identifies, on a
functional basis, water‐ and steam containing components of those systems important to
safety that are designated as Quality Groups B and C. Quality Group D applies to water‐
and steam‐containing components of systems that are less important to safety. An
applicant may use the NRC Group Classification system identified in RG 1.26 or,
alternately, the corresponding American Nuclear Society (ANS) classification system of
Safety Classes if they are cross‐referenced with the classification groups in RG 1.26.
There are also systems of light‐water‐cooled reactors important to safety that are not
identified in RG 1.26 for which there are established staff positions regarding quality
group classification. These systems, and references establishing their acceptable
classifications, are identified in Appendix A.
1) Quality Group A : ASME Section III, Code Class 1 components of light‐water‐
cooled reactors important to safety that are part of the RCPB.
2) Quality Group B :
(a) systems designed for (i) emergency core cooling, (ii) post accident containment
heat removal, or (iii) post accident fission product removal
(b) systems designed for (i) reactor shutdown or (ii) residual heat removal
(c) steam and feed water systems of PWRs from the secondary side of steam
generators up to the outermost containment isolation valves, and connected piping
up to the first valve (including a safety or relief valve)
(d) systems that are connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary and are not
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isolated from the boundary during normal operation by two valves

3) Quality Group C :
(a) cooling water and auxiliary feed water systems designed for (i) emergency core
cooling, (ii) post accident containment heat removal, (iii) post accident
containment atmosphere cleanup, or (iv) residual heat removal from the reactor
and from the spent fuel storage pool (including primary and secondary cooling
systems),
(b) cooling water and seal water systems
(c) systems connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary and isolated from that
boundary during normal reactor operation by two valves
(d) systems that may contain radioactive material whose offsite doses exceed 0.5 rem

4) Quality Group D : not part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary or included in
Quality Groups B or C, but are part of systems or portions of systems that contain or
may contain radioactive material.

6.3.3. Quality Group Application to Fluid Systems
The following fluid systems important to safety for typical pressurized water reactor
(PWR) plants are examples of those that are reviewed by the staff with regard to quality
group classification. It should be noted that systems whose function is important to safety
in accordance with RG 1.26 and that are used in passive system light water reactor
(LWR) designs or non‐LWR designs may not be identified by these names.
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Reactor Coolant System, Emergency Core Cooling System, Containment Spray
System, Chemical and Volume Control System, Boron Thermal Regeneration System,
Boron Recycle System, Residual Heat Removal System, Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and
Cleanup System, Compressed Air System, Emergency Diesel Engine Fuel Oil Storage
and Transfer System, Emergency Diesel Engine Cooling Water System, Emergency
Diesel Engine Starting System, Emergency Diesel Engine Lubrication System,
Emergency Diesel Engine Combustion Air Intake and Exhaust System, Main Steam
System, Feed Water System, Auxiliary Feed Water System, Steam Generator Blow
Down System, Containment Cooling System, Containment Purge System, Ventilation
Systems for Areas such as Control Room and Engineered Safety Features Rooms,
Combustible Gas Control System, Condensate Storage System, Refueling Water
Storage System, Equipment and Floor Drainage System, Containment Isolation
System, Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Water Systems (e.g., Component Cooling Water
and

Essential

Systems),

Chilled

Pressurizer

Water
Power‐

Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)
(including associated components
and block valves), Process and
Post‐Accident Sampling Systems,
Station Service Water System,
Ultimate

Heat

Sink

and

Supporting Systems.

Figure 1. Cut view of RCS in KSNP 1
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TABLE 6.3 Summary of Construction Codes and Standards for Components of Water‐cooled
Nuclear Power Plants by NRC Quality Classification System
QUALITY STANDARDS
Components

Pressure Vessel

Quality Group Quality Group Quality Group
A

B

C

ASME III,

ASME III,

ASME III,

Quality Group D

ASME VIII, Div.1

Div.1 NB, Class Div.1 NC, Class Div.1 NE, Class
Piping

1

2

3

ANSI B31.1Power Piping

Pumps

As above

As above

As above

Manufacturers standards

Valves

As above

As above

As above

ANSI B31.1, ANSI B16.34

Atmospheric

As above

As above

As above

API‐650, AWWA D100, or

Storage Tanks

N/A

As above

As above

ANSI B96.1

0‐15 psig Storage

API‐620

Tanks
Supports

N/A

As above

As above

Metal
Containment
Components

Manufacturers standards
NB, except NF NC, except NF ND, except NF
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

class MC

Core Support
Structures

NC, except NE,

N/A

NC, except NG

6.3.4. Quality Classification System in Korean Industry
The following section presents a regulation and practical application of safety
classification that is in basic agreement with the criteria and methodology of IAEA Safety
Guide 50‐SG‐D1 Draft DS367. Also included is the allocation of different kinds of
systems and equipment to quality classes, which follows from the safety classification.
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The most detailed quality classes typically exists for pressure‐retaining system
boundaries, due to their relation to both radiation barriers and safety functions.
The example is based on a three‐loop pressurized water reactor (PWR) design concept of
Korean Standardized Nuclear Power for an electrical output of 1000 MW.
6.3.4.1. Industrial Quality Classification System
Since Kori Nuclear Unit 3 & 4, KHNP has utilized the quality classification system
developed by Bechtel Co., Ltd. The KHNP quality classification system can be
summarized as follows;
1) Q class: components of light‐water‐cooled reactors important to safety that are part of
the RCPB
2) A class (Combined T & R classes): Items or services not classified into the safety
related structures, systems and components, but an appropriate quality requirement
is defined for design, purchase, installation or operation, are classified into quality A
class. The A class with account taken of factors such as:
Quality assurance requirements applied as a regulation.
Hangers or supports related to maintain the structural integrity of structures and
components classified into non seismic category I.
Items selected by utility considering its functional importance and external
operating experiences
Trip or shut down initiating components in power conversion systems
Items related to emergency operation procedures
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3) S class: class not in class Q or A

Figure 2 Reactor inside of KSNP
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6.4. SEISMIC CLASSIFICATION

General Design Criterion (GDC) 2 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, in part, requires that
structures, systems, and components (SSCs) important to safety be designed to withstand the
effects of earthquakes without loss of capability to perform their safety functions. The
earthquake against which these plant features are designed is defined as the safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE) in 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A, and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix S. The
SSE is based upon an evaluation of the maximum earthquake potential and is that earthquake
which produces the maximum vibratory ground motion for which SSCs important to safety
are designed to remain functional. Appendix S also requires consideration of surface
deformation. Those plant features that are designed to remain functional if an SSE occurs are
designated Seismic Category I in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.29.

6.4.1. Seismic Category I [6.7]&[6.8]
Appendix S, “Earthquake Engineering Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants,” to 10 CFR Part
50, requires that all nuclear power plants must be designed so that certain SSCs remain
functional if the safe‐shutdown earthquake ground motion (SSE) occurs. These plant
features are those necessary to ensure
(1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary,
(2) the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition, or
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(3) the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could
result in potential offsite exposures

6.4.2. Seismic Categorization to SSCs
The following SSCs of a nuclear power plant, including their foundations and supports,
are designated as Seismic Category I and must be designed to withstand the effects of the
SSE and remain functional. The titles and functions of these Seismic Category I SSCs for
LWR designs are based on existing technology from prior applications. Certain SSCs
previously considered Seismic Category I may no longer have a safety‐related function
requiring Seismic Category I classification, and certain passive SSCs in new LWR
designs may be titled differently.
The pertinent quality assurance requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 shall
apply to all activities affecting the safety‐related functions of these SSCs:
a. the reactor coolant pressure boundary
b. the reactor core and reactor vessel internals
c. systems or portions thereof that are required for (1) emergency core cooling, (2)
post‐accident containment heat removal, or (3) post‐accident containment
atmosphere cleanup (e.g., hydrogen removal system)
d. systems or portions thereof that are required for (1) reactor shutdown, (2) residual
heat removal, or (3) cooling the spent fuel storage pool
e. boiling‐water reactors
f. those portions of the steam and feedwater systems of pressurized‐water reactors
extending from and including the secondary side of steam generators up to and
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including the outermost containment isolation valves, and connected piping of a
nominal size of 6.35 cm (2.5 inches) or larger, up to and including the first valve
(including a safety or relief valve) that is either normally closed or capable of
automatic closure during all modes of normal reactor operation
g. cooling water, component cooling, and auxiliary feedwater systems or portions
thereof, including the intake structures, that are required for (1) emergency core
cooling, (2) post‐accident containment heat removal, (3) post‐accident
containment atmosphere cleanup, (4) residual heat removal from the reactor, or
(5) spent fuel storage pool cooling
h. cooling water and seal water systems2 or portions thereof that are required for
functioning of reactor coolant system components important to safety, such as
reactor coolant pumps
i. systems or portions thereof that are required to supply fuel for emergency
equipment
j. all electrical and mechanical devices and circuitry between the process and the
input terminals of the actuator systems involved in generating signals that initiate
protective action
k. systems2 or portions thereof those are required for (1) monitoring and (2)
actuating systems important to safety
l. the spent fuel storage pool structure, including the fuel racks
m. the reactivity control systems (e.g., control rods, control rod drives, and boron
injection system)
n. the control room, including its associated equipment and all equipment needed to
maintain the control room within safe habitability limits for personnel and safe
environmental limits for vital equipment
o. primary and secondary reactor containment
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p. systems, other than radioactive waste management systems, not covered by items
1.a through 1.o above that contain or may contain radioactive material and of
which postulated failure would result in conservatively calculated potential offsite
doses that are more than 0.005 Sievert (0.5 rem) to the whole body or its
equivalent to any part of the body or total effective dose equivalent (TEDE), as
applicable
q. the Class 1E electrical systems, including the auxiliary systems for the onsite
electric power supplies, that provide the emergency electric power needed for
functioning of plant features included in items 1.a through 1.p above

Those portions of SSCs of which continued function is not required but of which failure could
reduce the functioning of any plant feature included in items 1.a through 1.q above to an
unacceptable safety level or could result in incapacitating injury to occupants of the control
room should be designed and constructed so that the SSE would not cause such failure.
At the interface between Seismic Category I and non‐Seismic Category I SSCs, the
Seismic Category I dynamic analysis requirements should be extended to either the first
anchor point in the non‐seismic system or a sufficient distance into the non‐Seismic
Category I system so that the Seismic Category I analysis remains valid.
The pertinent quality assurance requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 should be
applied to all activities affecting the safety‐related functions of those portions of SSCs.
Regulatory Guide 1.189, “Fire Protection for Operating Nuclear Power Plants” (Ref. 8),
provides guidance used to establish the design requirements for portions of fire protection
SSCs to meet the requirements of GDC 2, as they relate to designing those SSCs to
withstand the effects of the SSE.
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6.4.3. Seismic category 1:
6.4.3.1. Seismic category 1:
(a) Process systems: the primary coolant system, the main steam and feed water
system, the primary heat removal system, the control rod drive system, the safety
injection system.
(b) Electrical systems: the emergency power supply, including diesel generators,
auxiliaries and distribution systems.
(c) Instrumentation and control systems: reactor protection and control systems required
for safe shutdown functions, monitoring instrumentation to measure important
parameters of the safety functions, control rooms required for safe shutdown.
(d) Structures and buildings which house or support systems for safe shutdown,
power systems, and instrumentation and control systems (including the
containment).
(e) Dams or dykes for site protection.

6.4.3.2. Examples of items in seismic category 2 that may influence the safety functions of
items in seismic category 1 or 3 or safety related operator actions are: the turbine
building, the vent stack, cooling water intake structures, access roads.

Seismic induced collapse, falling, dislodgement or spatial response of structures and
equipment in seismic category 2 may generate or cause, for example, the following:
debris loading, missiles due to failure of rotating machinery, pressure waves due to
bursting tanks, blocking of emergency cooling lines, flooding, fire, release of hazardous
substances.
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6.4.3.3. Examples for items in seismic category 3 are: the spent fuel building, the
radioactive waste building
.
6.4.3.4. Examples of items in seismic category 4 are: storage and workshop buildings, the
canteen building, the administration building.
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6.5. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CLASSIFICATION

6.5.1. Class 1E
Class 1E shall apply to the instrumentation channel electrical equipment from the sensors
and transmitters up to and including the actuators, as well as associated power supplies.
Under certain conditions, the I&C for these channels may be classified into Non Class IE.
Class 1E shall thus include: electrical power supplies; motors; valve operators; solenoid
valves; on‐site power distribution networks; instrumentation.
6.5.1.1. Definition of class 1E
Class 1E covers systems and equipment performing safeguard functions and necessary for:
− reactor trip;
− reactor containment isolation;
− emergency core cooling;
− removal of residual heat from the reactor and the reactor building;
− prevention of accidents or limitation of their radiological consequences.

These functions must be ensured even when postulating a single failure affecting a
system participating in the accomplishment of these functions and when postulating the
failure of the main grid.
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Class 1E shall apply to the instrumentation channel electrical equipment from the sensors
and transmitters up to and including the actuators, as well as associated power supplies.
Under certain conditions, the I&C for these channels may be classified into non class 1E.
Class 1E shall thus include: electrical power supplies; motors; valve operators; solenoid
valves; on‐site power distribution networks; instrumentation.
6.5.1.2 Class 1E requirements:
Requirements relative to class 1E systems are as follows:
− redundancy (compliance with single failure criteria);
− independence (geographical or physical and electrical separation);
− backup by on‐site power supplies that comply with the principles of independence
and redundancy;
− qualification of equipment under ambient conditions;
− capability of being periodically tested to verify the ability of the equipment to
fulfill its function under all the standard plant unit conditions where its availability
is required;
− design and construction of equipment according to the specific rules;
− In addition, the quality assurance criteria shall be applicable.

TABLE 6.5.1. Application of class 1E
Reactor protection system
Reactor trip equipment
Electrical systems for the following functions: cooling of reactor coolant by
atmospheric steam dump, safety injection, containment spray, auxiliary feed‐water,
hydrogen concentration control, containment isolation,
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particularly: the system for the control room (and the associated chilled water
production); those ensuring an engineered safeguard function: those indispensable to
the operation of the engineered safeguard systems; those for electrical rooms
housing equipment ensuring an engineered safeguard function; and those for rooms
housing electrical equipment for the housing electrical equipment for the diesel
generators
Activity measurements actuating safeguards systems
Electrical systems corresponding to portions of the following functions supporting
the above functions: emergency power supply (diesel generators, storage batteries
and battery chargers, associated distribution networks),

component cooling,

essential service water.

6.5.2. Non Class 1E
6.5.2.1 Definition of non class 1E
The electrical systems and equipment necessary for performing the following safety
functions :
− returning the reactor to the cold shutdown state and maintaining it there;
− surveillance of the post‐accident phase;
− retention of gaseous effluents;
− fuel handling where failure could result in radioactive releases;
− cooling of spent fuel;
− isolation of the primary system from the auxiliary systems;
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− isolation of the systems or parts of systems of safety grade from the systems or
parts of systems that are non‐safety grade.

6.5.2.2. Non Class 1E requirements:
Non class 1E requirements are specified on a case‐by‐case basis, depending on the role
played by the systems being considered. They are specified in the sections dealing with
the plant systems where non class 1E functions are involved. As a minimum, the
following requirements, in addition to those concerning the resistance to seismic
loadings, shall be applied :
− emergency power supplies;
− qualification under ambient conditions;
− design and construction according to specific rules;
− capability of being tested periodically while in service;
− quality assurance criteria.

Justification must be provided, on a case‐by‐case basis, for non‐compliance with the
emergency power supply requirements and design and construction specifications in the
case of certain equipment in non class 1E systems and with the qualification rules
specified in IEEE Standard for the equipment in class 1E systems.
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TABLE 6.5.2. Application of non class 1E (non class 1E concerns all the equipment referred to
previously with respect to class 1E.)

Reactor coolant system pressurizer on‐off heaters;
Chemical and volume control system for volume
For the cold shutdown
function:

control, borating and auxiliary spray functions; Boron
and water makeup system for the boric acid makeup
function; Residual heat removal system; Component
cooling system for the priority share parts; Control
room auxiliary panel

For the post‐accident
monitoring function:

Post‐accident monitoring system.

For the gaseous waste

Gaseous waste treatment system; Ventilation system for

holdup function:

safeguard rooms (exhaust and iodine retention).

For the fuel handling
function:

For the fuel cooling
function:
For the reactor coolant
system isolation
function:
For the safety class line
isolation function:

Spent fuel handling system in the fuel building (security
systems); Fuel handling system in the reactor building
(security systems);

Fuel transfer system.

Reactor cavity and spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup
system (cooling portion) and connection with the
residual heat removal system.
Isolation valves on the lines connected to the reactor
coolant system.
− Isolation valves between safety class and non‐safety
class lines.
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7.1. NUCLEAR QUALITY ASSURANCE

7.1.1. Definition
Quality means overall feature and characteristics of the products and services related to
the capability to comply with the specified requirements, and in other words it can be
degree of appropriateness of application in customer view point, and conformity to the
requirements or specifications in producer or seller view point.
Quality Assurance in non‐nuclear field means systematic activities performed by the
producer to assure that the quality required by the consumer is sufficiently satisfied.
Nuclear Quality Assurance is expressed as
Planned and systematic activities necessary to provide adequate confidence that the
products or services complies with the specified requirements. (ANSI 1.7‐1971),
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and
Quality Assurance comprises all those planned and systematic actions necessary to
provide adequate confidence that a structure, system, or component will perform
satisfactorily in service. (USNRC 10 CFR 50 Appendix B 1997)

7.1.2. Purpose
The concept of preventive and planned activities are emphasized, since the strengthening
of quality inspections only lead to the increase in defective products but cannot improve
the quality of the products. It is thought that the concept of screening defective products
by quality inspection should no longer be considered.
The nuclear quality assurance is to establish and implement an overall system to ensure
compliance to the requirements necessary for design, construction, and operation of the
nuclear facilities, and has following purpose.
Achievement of safety and reliability of nuclear facilities
Improvement of the economic efficiency and public benefit of the nuclear facilities

7.1.3. Inspection and Quality Assurance
Quality Control by the independent inspectors: Workers of all industries check their own
work. But this cannot be considered as inspection or quality control. Inspection or quality
control means checking by the inspector(s) who did not performed the work to be
checked such as independent department or external organization. It is called
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independence of inspection.
Limitation of Quality Control: In the traditional quality control methodology, i.e.
inspection, the inspector's responsibility is to find problems related to the products and
the responsibility to resolve the problem lies with the producer. Quality control which
rely only on such inspection has the following disadvantage.
The reliability of quality achievement is lowered.
Additional inspections are necessary to guarantee that the products are acceptable.
For continued high level of results, numerous inspectors are needed.
If only inspections are made for construction and operation of the nuclear power
plants, the inspection manpower and its expenses will be tremendously high.

Quality assurance and safety: In the United States in 1900s, numerous boiler explosion
accidents occurred which resulted in the first law for the production of steam boilers. In
1914, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) published the Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section 1, Power Boiler, through its boiler and pressure vessel
standard committee which was established in 1911. Due to major accidents, the public
concern increased and necessitated the safety regulation. In 1967, the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) prepared a draft of quality assurance program
requirements for safety related items of nuclear power programs, and in 1970, the 10
CFR 50, Appendix B was proclaimed.

7.1.4. Nuclear Quality Assurance
The concept of quality assurance program was introduced to reinforce the imperfectness
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of quality control which only relied on inspections, to accommodate the public concern,
and to comply with the regulatory requirements. In the Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50,
quality assurance is described as a planned and systematic action, and also as
management and administrative control. The method and responsibility to perform
activities described in the quality assurance program manual and procedures are
considered as a commitment of the program owner to the inspection organization, i.e. the
purchaser, the program owner, or the regulatory authority.

7.1.5. Feature of Nuclear Quality Assurance
Advantage of the quality assurance program: The concept of quality assurance is logical
and the quality assurance program increases the probability of quality achievement and
maximizes redundant programmatic operation.

The major advantage of the quality

assurance program, if it is sufficiently detail and accommodates the requirements, and its
implementation is reliable, lies in reducing operation‐by‐operation inspection to the level
of surveillance or audit.
Disadvantages of quality assurance program: Because of the complexity of quality
assurance system and procedure, the quality manpower costs high and it may results in
resistance of the mid to lower level employees to quality assurance. Due to heavy reliance
on procedures, the actual worth of quality and technology can be neglected.
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7.2. NUCLEAR QUALITY REGULATION IN KOREA

7.2.1. Status
For the construction of the first nuclear power plant, the contract conditions entailed
compliance with the Korean Laws, and U.S Codes of Federal Regulation and technical
standards effective for 1968. Therefore, the main contractor had to comply with 10 CFR
50, Appendix B‐Quality Assurance Program Requirements. Thereafter, the Korean
government thought that quality assurance is indispensable for safety of the nuclear
power plant and stipulated quality assurance requirements the Atomic Energy Laws.
Presently, the program owner and major contractors, such as NSSS main contractor,
architectural engineer, nuclear fuel manufacturer, construction contractor, shall comply
with the legal requirements of quality assurance standard by establishing quality
assurance program and constituting quality verification organization that is independent
from quality attaining organization.

7.2.2. Quality Assurance Requirements
In accordance with the Atomic Energy Act, one who wishes to construct or operate
reactor and related facilities shall submit quality assurance program as one of application
documents for construction permit or operating license to the Minister of Education,
Science and Technology (MEST).
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Regulations on Technical Standards among Regulations of Atomic Energy Act titled
Regulations on Technical Standard for Reactor Facility, etc. stipulates in Section 4
Quality Assurance for Construction and Operation of Reactor and Related Facilities,
which is equivalent to the U.S. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.
MEST Notification, titled Criteria Regarding Detail Requirements for Quality Assurance
of Reactor Facilities stipulates application of nuclear industry codes and standards as
following;
KEPIC/QAP‐2000 or equivalent standard (ASME/NQA‐1‐1995 + 1995 Addenda)
for NPP construction
KEPIC/QAP‐2000 or equivalent standard (ASME/NQA‐1‐1995 + 1995 Addenda)
and ANSI/ANS3.2‐1994, Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance for the
Operational Phase of NPP, for NPP operation
ANSI/ANS15.8‐1995, Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Research
Reactors, Research Reactor construction and operation

KINS review requirements KINS/GE‐N001 Safety Review Guide on Light Water Reactor
Nuclear Power Plant delineates guideline on review of Safety Analysis Report and is
equivalent to the Standard Review Plan, NUREG‐0800 of US NRC. Chapter 17 of this
guide describes quality assurance program review criteria to which the applicants prepare
their QA program.
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7.2.3. Statute Related to Review and Inspection of Quality
Assurance Program and Activities
7.2.3.1. Construction Permit
Atomic Energy Act ‐ Article 11, Construction Permit, stipulates in part “(2) A person who
wishes to obtain construction permit under paragraph (1), shall submit to the MEST an
application together with a radiation environmental report, preliminary safety analysis
report, and quality assurance program regarding construction, and other documents as
prescribed by the Ordinance of the MEST”
Atomic Energy Act ‐ Article 12, Standard for Permit, stipulates in part “The standards for
the construction permit as referred to in Article 11 (1) shall be as follows:
1. Technical capability deemed necessary for construction of a nuclear power
reactor and related facilities shall be available;
2. ;
3. ; and
4. The contents of a quality assurance program under the provisions of Article 11
(2) shall conform to the standards as prescribed by the Ordinance of the MEST”

Enforcement Decree of the Atomic Energy Act ‐ Article 21, Application for Construction
Permit, stipulates in part “Any person who wishes to obtain a construction permit for a
nuclear power reactor and related facilities (hereinafter referred to as "reactor facilities")
under the provisions of the former part of Article 11 (1) of the Act shall prepare an
application form for a permit for each reactor facilities under the conditions as prescribed
by the Ordinance of the MEST and submit it to the MEST: Provided, that if two or more
nuclear reactors of the same type, same thermal power and same structure are to be
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constructed in the same site, one application form may cover the entire applications.”
Enforcement Regulation of Atomic Energy Act ‐ Article 6, Application for a Construction
Permit etc., stipulates in part “(1) An application for construction permit for a nuclear
power reactor and related facilities as provided in Article 21 of the Decree (hereinafter
referred to as ”reactor facilities”) shall be made with the attached Form No.4. The
following documents are needed for this attachment.
1. The Impact of Radioactive Environmental Evaluation Report
2. Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
3. Quality Assurance Program for Construction

Enforcement Regulation of Atomic Energy Act ‐ Article 7, Preparation of Attachments
for Construction Permit Application, stipulates in part “(3) A preliminary safety analysis
report provided in Article 11 (2) of the Act shall contain each of the following.
1. ‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
:
:
17. Information on quality assurance” and “(4) A quality assurance program as
provided in Article 11 (2) of the Act shall contain each of the following:

1. Organization for quality assurance
2. Quality assurance program
3. Design control
4. Procurement document control
5. Instructions, procedures and drawings
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6. Document control
7. Control of purchased items and services;
8. Identification and control of items;
9. Control of special process;
10. Inspection;
11. Test control;
12. Control of measuring and testing equipment;
13. Handling, storage and shipping;
14. Inspection, test and operating status;
15. Control of nonconforming items;
16. Corrective action;
17. Quality assurance records; and
18. Audits

7.2.3.2. Operation License
Atomic Energy Act ‐ Article 21, Operation License, stipulates in part “(2) A person who
wishes to obtain construction permit under paragraph (1), shall submit to the MEST an
application together with a radiation environmental report, final safety analysis report,
and quality assurance program regarding operation, and other documents as prescribed by
the Ordinance of the MEST”
Atomic Energy Act ‐ Article 12, Standard for Permit, stipulates in part “The standards for
the construction permit as referred to in Article 11 (1) shall be as following:
1. Technical capability deemed necessary for construction of a nuclear power
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reactor and related facilities shall be available;
2. ;
3. ; and
4. The contents of a quality assurance program under the provisions of Article 11
(2) shall conform to the standards as prescribed by the Ordinance of the MEST”

Enforcement Decree of the Atomic Energy Act ‐ Article 21, Application for Operation
License, stipulates in part “Any person who wishes to obtain a operation license for a
nuclear power reactor and related facilities (hereinafter referred to as "reactor facilities")
under the provisions of the former part of Article 21 (1) of the Act shall prepare an
application form for a permit for each reactor facilities under the conditions as prescribed
by the Ordinance of the MEST and submit it to the MEST: Provided, that if two or more
nuclear reactors of the same type, same thermal power and same structure are to be
operated in the same site, one application form may cover the entire applications.”
Enforcement Regulation of Atomic Energy Act ‐ Article 15, Application for a Operation
License etc., stipulates in part “(1) An application for operation license for a nuclear
power reactor and related facilities as provided in Article 21 of the Decree. The following
documents are to be attached.
1. The Impact of Radioactive Environmental Evaluation Report
2. Final Safety Analysis Report
3. Quality Assurance Program for Operation

Enforcement Regulation of Atomic Energy Act ‐ Article 16, Contents in a Technical
Specification, etc., stipulates in part “(2) A Final Safety Analyses Report provided in
Article 21 (2) of the Act shall contain each of the following.
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1. ‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
:
:
17. Information on quality assurance
18. ‥‥‥‥‥‥‥” and
“(3) A quality assurance program as provided in Article 21 (2) of the Act shall
contain each of the following:

1. Organization for quality assurance
2. Quality assurance program
3. Design control
4. Procurement document control
5. Instructions, procedures and drawings
6.Document control
7. Control of purchased items and services;
8. Identification and control of items;
9. Control of special process;
10. Inspection;
11. Test control;
12. Control of measuring and testing equipment;
13. Handling, storage and shipping;
14. Inspection, test and operating status;
15. Control of nonconforming items;
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16. Corrective action;
17. Quality assurance records; and
18. Audits

7.3. QUALITY ASSURANCE STANDARDS

7.3.1. Development in Quality Assurance Standard
After the Industrial Revolution, numerous developments were made in stages based on
skilled techniques and workmanship. Such developmental stages for quality control can
be categorized into six stages as following.
1963, U.S. Department of Defense: MIL‐Q‐9858A, Military Specification‐Quality
Requirements
1968 NATO: AQZP‐1, Quality System Requirements for Industry
1969~1971 USNRC, ANSI, ASME etc.: Publishing and Releasing of Quality
Assurance Standard for Nuclear Power Plants
1978 IAEA: Safety Series 50‐C‐QA
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7.3.2. Regulation and Standard Related to Nuclear Quality
Assurance in Various Countries
United States
In July 1970, the United States Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC) first published and
released the nuclear quality assurance program requirements, 10 CFR 50 Appendix B.
The detailed guide and standard such as USNRC Regulatory Guide, ASME code Section
Ⅲ, NCA‐4000, ANSI N45.2, ANS 15.8 and others have been developed and applied.
The parts of ASME codes and ANSI standards that are not in conformity in details have
been complemented, and ASME codes and ANSI standards are unified into ANSI/ASME
NQA‐1, which was first published in 1979 and is still being used today after continuous
revisions. The pressure boundary component quality assurance program requirements
based on 10CFR50 Appendix B are specified in the Subsection NCA‐4000 of ASME
code sectionⅢ. Since 10 CFR 50 Appendix B consists of comprehensive and recondite
sentences, many detailed standards have been released to complement it; NQA‐1 has been
released in 1979, NQA‐2 followed in 1983, and in 1990, the unified edition of both, the
new NQA‐1, has been published. Thereafter, the NQA‐1 was endorsed in Regulatory
Guide 1.28, revision 3 published on August 1985.
Canada
The outstanding feature of quality assurance standard of Canada is that quality assurance
requirements are separately specified for each stages of nuclear power plant project.
￭ CSA N286.0: QA Program Requirements for Nuclear Power Programs (NPP)
￭ CSA N286.1: Procurement QA for NPP
￭ CSA N286.2: Design QA for NPP
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￭ CSA N286.3: Construction and Installation QA for NPP
￭ CSA N286.4: Commissioning QA for NPP
￭ CSA N286.5: Operation QA for NPP
￭ CSA N299.0: Guide for Selecting and Implementing the CAN3‐Z299‐85 QAP
Standard
￭ CSA Z299.1: QAP Category 1
￭ CSA Z299.2: QAP Category 2
￭ CSA Z299.3: QAP Category 3
￭ CSA Z299.4: QAP Category 4

Japan
The JEAG 4101‐Quality Assurance Guides for Construction of Nuclear Power Plants, the
quality assurance standard of Japan, which was firstly established in 1972 as an
Electricity Technical Standard by the Electricity Technical Standard Survey Committee of
the Japan Electricity Association, consists of 13 standards at present in accordance with
the IAEA safety series.
￭ JEAG 4101‐1985: Quality Assurance Guide for Nuclear Power Plants
￭ JEAG 4102‐1986: Criteria for Formation of Guide for Quality Assurance Program
for Nuclear Power Plants
￭ JEAG 4104‐1986: Design Management Guide for Nuclear Power Plants
￭ JEAG 4105‐1986: Purchasing Management Guide for Nuclear Power Plants
￭ JEAG 4106‐1986: Manufacturing and Installation Guide for Nuclear Power Plants
￭ JEAG 4107‐1987: Operational and Repair Guide for Nuclear Power Plants
￭ JEAG 4108‐1985: Quality Record Control Guide for Nuclear Power Plants
￭ JEAG 4109‐1985: Quality Inspection Guide for Nuclear Power Plants
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France
In a joint effort by the utility (EDF) and plant manufacturer (FRAMATOME), the RCC
code was developed in 1977 based on design and construction experience of their
standard nuclear power plant.
￭ RCC‐P: Regulation for 900Mwe‐type PWR System
￭ RCC‐G: Regulation for 900Mwe‐type PWR Civil Engineering
￭ RCC‐I: Regulation for Fire Prevention and Protection for PWR
￭ RCC‐M: Regulation for Machinery Component for PWR
￭ RCC‐E: Regulation for Electrical Equipment for Nuclear Island
￭ RCC‐C: Regulation for Nuclear Fuel for PWR

IAEA
The IAEA launched formulation of codes and guides in 1975, and published the code for
quality assurance, 50‐C‐QA, and 10 Safety Guides, and thereafter added 3 more Safety
Guides. The IAEA Code of Practice, 50‐C‐QA was prepared by representatives of IAEA
member countries with reference to the ANSI N45.2 Series. The Safety Series related to
quality assurance were unified in 1996 into 50‐C/SG‐Q which consists of 10 safety
requirements and 14 safety guides. Recently, the IAEA made an effort to harmonize
safety series related to the quality assurance with the internationally recognized standard,
ISO9001‐Quality Management System, and launched GS‐R‐3 “The Management System
for Facilities and Activities” and GS‐G‐3.1 “Application of the Management System for
Facilities and Activities”.
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Table 1. Comparison of nuclear quality assurance regulations and standards
A

10CFR50
App. B

Category

67

Scope of Application

68

Organization
Assurance

69

Quality
Program

70

Design Control

71

Procurement
Control

72

for

ASME Sec. III
NCA‐4000

ASME/NQA‐1‐
1994
Part 1 & 3

Introduction

Quality

I

NCA‐4134.1

II

NCA‐4134.2

III

NCA‐4134.3

B.2, 2S‐1, 2S‐2,
2S‐3, 2A‐1, 2A‐2,
2A‐3
B.3, 3S‐1, 3A‐1

IV

NCA‐4134.4

B.4, 4S‐1, 4A‐1

Instruction, Procedures and
Drawing

V

NCA‐4134.5

B.5

73

Document Control

VI

NCA‐4134.6

B.6, 6S‐1

74

Procurement Control

VII

NCA‐4134.7

B.7, 7S‐1, 7A‐1

75

Identification and Control
of Items

VIII

NCA‐4134,8

B.8, 8S‐1

76

Process Control

IX

NCA‐4134.9

B.9, 9S‐1

77

Inspection

X

NCA‐4134.10

B.10, 10S‐1

78

Test Control

XI

NCA‐4134.11

B.11, 11S‐1

79

Measuring
and
Equipment Control

Test

XII

NCA‐4134.12

B.12, 12S‐1

80

Handling,
Shipping

and

XIII

NCA‐4134.13

B1.3, 13S‐1

81

Inspection,
Test
Operation Status

XIV

NCA‐4134.14

B.14, 14S‐1

82

Control of nonconforming
items

XV

NCA‐4134.15

B.15, 15S‐1

83

Corrective Action

XVI

NCA‐4134.16

B.16

XVII

NCA‐3134.17

B.17, 17S‐1, 17A‐
1

XVIII

NCA‐4134.18

B.18, 18S‐1, 18A‐
1

84
85

Assurance

Document

Storage

and

Quality Assurance Records
Audit
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7.3.3. Requirements for the Quality Assurance Program for Nuclear
Facilities
7.3.3.1. Regulations on Technical Standards, Section 4‐Quality Assurance for
Construction and Operation of Reactor and Related Facilities, Article 67 to 85
❱ Article

67 (Scope of Application)

(1) As regards the technical standards for quality assurance regarding the construction
and operations of reactor facilities as provided in Subparagraph 4 of Article 12 of the
Act (including those cases to which the relevant provisions apply mutatis mutandis as
provided in Article 33 (3) of the Act) and Subparagraph 4 of Article 22 of the Act
(including those cases to which the relevant provisions apply mutatis mutandis as
provided in Article 33 (3) of the Act), the provisions of Articles 68 through 85 hereof
shall apply mutatis mutandis.

(2) Detailed requirements for effective application of this standards provided in paragraph
(1) above shall be determined and publicly notified by the MEST.
❱ Article

68 (Organization for Quality Assurance)

(1) The nuclear power reactor installer provided in Article 15‐2 (1) of the Act, the nuclear
power reactor operator provided in Article 23‐2 (1) of the Act or the nuclear reactor
research installer, etc. provided in Article 35 of the Act (hereinafter referred to as
“enterpriser”) shall clearly establish and delineate in writing the authority and duties
of persons and organizations performing activities affecting the safety‐related
functions of structures, systems, and components of nuclear reactors and related
facilities.
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(2) Enterpriser performing quality assurance functions shall have sufficient authority and
organizational freedom to perform each of the following:
1. to identify quality problems;
2. to initiate, recommend, or provide solutions; and
3. to verify implementation of solutions.
Such persons and organizations performing quality assurance functions shall to report to
a management level such that this required authority and organizational freedom,
including sufficient independence from cost and schedule when opposed to safety
considerations, are provided.
❱ Article

69 (Quality Assurance Program):

(1) Enterpriser shall establish at the earliest practical time, consistent with the schedule
for accomplishing the activities, a quality assurance program documented by written
policies, procedures, or instructions.
(2) The quality assurance program as provided in the Paragraph (1) shall include each of
the following:
1. Identification the structures, systems, and components to be covered by the quality
assurance program and the major organizations participating in the program,
together with the designated functions of these organizations.
2. Education and training of personnel performing activities affecting quality as
necessary to assure that suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained.
3. Control over activities affecting the quality of the identified structures, systems,
and components, to an extent consistent with their importance to safety.
(3) The details of the activities and control as provided in Subparagraph 3 of the
foregoing Paragraph (2) shall include each of the following:
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1. Use of appropriate equipment by area of duties;
2. Suitable environmental conditions necessary for the performance of duties
including cleanliness;
3. Standards to meet the prerequisites necessary for the performance of duties, if
any; and
4. Other matters related to the conditions for adequate performance of duties.
(4) In establishing a quality assurance program as provided in the foregoing Paragraph
(1), enterpriser shall consider the necessity of each of the following:
1. Special management;
2. Special work process;
3. Special testing;
4. Special equipment;
5. Tools and instruments;
6. Level of proficiency; and
7. Quality verification through inspection or testing.
(5) Enterpriser shall review the status and adequacy of the quality assurance program on a
regular basis.
❱ Article

70 (Design Control)

(1) With regard to the structures, systems and components subject to quality assurance,
enterpriser shall take each of the following measures so that the related technical
standards and design criteria can be reflected in specifications, drawings, procedures
and instructions:
1. Measures to assure appropriate quality standards are specified and included in
design documents and deviations from such standards are controlled.
2. Selection and review for suitability of application of materials, parts, equipment,
and processes that are essential to the safety‐related functions of the structures,
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systems and components.
3. Identification and control of design interfaces and for coordination among
participating design organizations, including the establishment of procedures
among participating design organizations for the review, approval, release,
distribution, and revision of documents involving design interfaces.
(2) Enterpriser shall take measures for design control such as checking of the adequacy of
a design by such means as a design review, calculations or testing, and such measures
shall include each of the following:
1. Reactor physics, stress, thermal, hydraulic, and accident analyses
2. Compatibility of materials and accessibility for inservice inspection, maintenance,
and repair
3. Verification or checking of the adequacy of a design by a third party; and
4. Delineation of acceptance criteria for inspections and tests.
(3) Where a test program is used to verify the adequacy of a specific design feature in lieu
of other verifying or checking processes, it shall include suitable qualifications testing
of a prototype unit under the most adverse design conditions.
(4) Design changes, including field changes, shall be subject to design control measures
commensurate with those applied to the original design as provided in the foregoing
Paragraphs (1) and (2) and be approved by the organization that performed the
original design unless the enterpriser designates another responsible organization.
❱ Article

71 (Procurement Document Control)

(1) Enterpriser shall establish measures to assure that applicable regulatory requirements,
design bases, and other requirements which are necessary to assure adequate quality
are suitably included or referenced in the documents for procurement of material,
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equipment, and services, whether purchased by the applicant or by its contractors or
subcontractors.
(2) Procurement documents shall require contractors or subcontractors to provide a
quality assurance program consistent with the pertinent provisions of Articles 68
though 85 hereof; provided, that this shall not apply in cases where the MEST
acknowledges, in his reasonable discretion, that formulation of a quality assurance
program is unnecessary in consideration of the characteristics of the relevant
materials, equipment or services.
❱ Article

72 (Instructions, Procedures and Drawings)

(1) Enterpriser shall prescribe activities affecting quality by documented instructions,
procedures, or drawings, of a type appropriate to the circumstances and shall
accomplish the activities in accordance with them.
(2) Instructions, procedures, or drawings shall include appropriate quantitative or
qualitative acceptance criteria for determining that important activities have been
satisfactorily accomplished.
❱ Article

73 (Control of Purchased Items and Services)

(1) Enterpriser shall establish measures assure that purchased material, equipment, and
services, whether purchased directly or through contractors and subcontractors,
conform to the procurement documents and such measures shall include each of the
following:
1. Source evaluation and selection
2. Objective evidence of quality furnished by the contractor or subcontractor
3. Inspection at the contractor or subcontractor source; and
4. Examination of products upon delivery.
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(2) Documentary evidence that material and equipment conform to the procurement
requirements shall be available at the nuclear power plant prior to installation or use
of such material and equipment.
(3) The effectiveness of the control of quality by contractors and subcontractors shall be
assessed by the enterpriser at intervals consistent with the importance, complexity,
and quantity of the product or services.
❱ Article

74 (Identification and Control of Items)

(1) Enterpriser shall establish measures for the identification and control of materials,
parts, and components.

(2) These measures shall assure that identification of the item is maintained by heat
number, part number, serial number, or other appropriate means, either on the item or
on records traceable to the item, as required throughout fabrication, erection,
installation, and use of the item, and these measures shall be designed to prevent the
use of incorrect or defective material, parts, and components.
❱ Article

75 (Control of Special Process)

Enterpriser shall establish measures to assure that special processes, including welding,
heat treating, and nondestructive testing, are controlled and accomplished by qualified
personnel using qualified procedures in accordance with applicable codes, standards,
specifications, criteria, and other special requirements.

❱ Article

76 (Inspection)

(1) A program for inspection of activities affecting quality shall be established and
executed by or for the organization performing the activity to verify conformance
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with the documented instructions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the
activity.
(2) Inspection shall be performed by individuals other than those who performed the
activity being inspected. Examinations, measurements, or tests of material or
products processed shall be performed for each work operation where necessary to
assure quality. If inspection of processed material or products is impossible or
disadvantageous, indirect control by monitoring processing methods, equipment, and
personnel shall be provided. Both inspection and process monitoring shall be
provided when control is inadequate without both.
(3) If mandatory inspection hold points, which require witnessing or inspecting by the
enterpriser's designated representative and beyond which work shall not proceed
without the consent of its designated representative are required, the specific hold
points shall be indicated in appropriate documents.
❱ Article

77 (Document Control)

(1) Enterpriser shall establish measures to control the issuance of documents, such as
instructions, procedures, and drawings, including changes thereto, which prescribe all
activities affecting quality, which shall assure that:.
1. Documents, including changes, are reviewed for adequacy and approved for
release by authorized personnel; and
2. Documents are distributed to and used at the location where the prescribed
activity is performed.
(2) Changes to such documents provided in the foregoing Paragraph (1) shall be reviewed
and approved by the same organization that reviewed and approved the original
documents unless the enterpriser designates another responsible organization.
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❱ Article

78 (Test Control)

(1) Enterpriser shall establish a test program to assure that all testing required to
demonstrate that structures, systems, and components will perform satisfactorily in
service is identified and performed in accordance with written test procedures, which
shall include each of the following:
1. Proof tests prior to installation
2. Preoperational tests
3. Operational tests of structures, systems, and components during nuclear power
plant operation,
(2) Test procedures shall include provisions for assuring:
1. that all prerequisites for the given test have been met;
2. that adequate test instrumentation is available and used; and
3. that the test is performed under suitable environmental conditions.
(3) Test results shall be documented and evaluated to assure that test requirements have
been satisfied.
❱ Article

79 (Control of Measuring and Testing Equipment)

Enterpriser shall establish measures to assure that tools, gages, instruments, and other
measuring and testing equipments used in activities affecting quality are properly
calibrated and controlled at specified periods to maintain accuracy.

❱ Article

80 (Handling, Storage and Shipping)

(1) Enterpriser shall establish measures to control the handling, storage, shipping,
cleaning and preservation of material and equipment in accordance with work and
inspection instructions to prevent damage or deterioration.
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(2) When necessary for particular products, special protective environments, such as inert
gas atmosphere, specific moisture content levels, and temperature levels, shall be
specified and provided.
❱ Article

81 (Inspection, Test and Operating Status)

Enterpriser shall establish measures to indicate, by the use of markings such as stamps,
tags, labels, routing cards, or other suitable means, the status of inspections and tests
performed upon individual items of the nuclear power plant, which shall provide for:
1. Identification of items which have satisfactorily passed required inspections and
tests; and
2. Operating status of structures, systems, and components of the nuclear power
plant.
❱ Article

82 (Control of Nonconforming Items)

(1) Enterpriser shall establish measures to control materials, parts, or components that do
not conform to requirements (hereinafter referred to as “nonconforming items”) in
order to prevent their inadvertent use or installation, which shall include procedures
for:
1. Identification of nonconforming items;
2. Documentation;
3. Segregation;
4. Disposition; and
5. Notification to affected organizations
(2) Nonconforming items shall be reviewed and accepted, rejected, repaired or reworked
in accordance with documented procedures.
❱ Article

83 (Corrective Action)
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(1) Enterpriser shall establish measures to assure that conditions adverse to quality, such
as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, defective material and equipment,
and nonconformances are promptly identified and corrected.
(2) In the case of significant conditions adverse to quality as provided in the foregoing
Paragraph (1), the measures shall assure that the cause of the condition is determined
and corrective action taken to preclude repetition, and the identification of the
significant condition adverse to quality, the cause of the condition, and the corrective
action taken shall be documented and reported to appropriate levels of management.
❱ Article

84 (Quality Assurance Records)

(1) Sufficient records shall be maintained to furnish evidence of activities affecting
quality, which includes:
1. Operating logs;
2. Results of reviews;
3. Results of inspections and tests;
4. Results of audits;
5. Results of monitoring of work performance;
6. Results of materials analyses; and
7. Documents evidencing the qualifications of personnel, procedures, and equipment.
(2) Inspection and test records provided in item 3 of the foregoing Paragraph (1) shall, as
a minimum, identify:
1. Inspector or data recorder;
2. Type of inspection or testing;
3. Results of inspection or testing;
4. Acceptability; and
5. Action taken in connection with any deficiencies noted.
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(3) Enterpriser shall ensure that records as provided in the foregoing Paragraph (1) shall
be identifiable and retrievable.
(4) Consistent with applicable regulatory requirements, the enterpriser shall establish
requirements concerning record retention such as:
1. Duration of retention;
2. Location of retention; and
3. Assigned responsibility.
❱ Article

85 (Audits)

(1) Enterpriser shall carry out regular bases audits to verify compliance with all aspects
of the quality assurance program and shall verify whether the program is effectively
implemented.
(2) The audits as provided in the foregoing Paragraph (1) shall be performed in
accordance with the written procedures or checklists by appropriately trained
personnel not having direct responsibilities in the areas being audited.
(3) Audit results shall be documented and reviewed by management having responsibility in the area audited.
(4) Enterpriser shall take actions necessary to correct the audit findings, and shall take
follow‐up actions, including re‐audit of deficient area as necessary.
7.3.3.2 KEPIC/QAP‐1‐2000, Requirements for Quality Assurance Program for Nuclear
Facilities
KEPIC/QAP‐1‐2000 is identical with the ASME/NQA‐1‐1994 part 1. Therefore, session
text hereinafter describes ASME/NQA‐1‐1994 Part 1. Part 1 of ASME/NQA‐1‐1994
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(hereinafter referred to as “NQA‐1 Part 1”) specifies requirements for quality assurance
programs for nuclear facilities and consists of basic and supplementary requirements.
NQA‐1 Part 1 describes the requirements for establishment and implementation of quality
assurance program, and it is noted that these requirements allows tentatively choose of
the organization invoking the standard.
NQA‐1 Part 1 sets forth requirements for the establishment and execution of quality
assurance programs for the siting, design, construction, operation, and decommissioning
of nuclear facilities. The requirements of Part 1 apply to activities which could affect the
quality of structures, systems, and components of nuclear facilities including facilities for
power generation, spent fuel storage, waste storage, fuel reprocessing, and plutonium
processing and fuel fabrication. These activities include the following:
functions attaining quality objectives;
functions assuring that an appropriate quality assurance program is established; and
functions verifying that activities affecting quality have been correctly performed.

Activities affecting quality include siting, designing, purchasing, fabricating, handling,
shipping, receiving, storing, cleaning, erecting, installing, inspecting, testing, operating,
maintaining, repairing, refueling, modifying, and decommissioning. The application of
this Part (Part I), or portions thereof, shall be specified in written contracts, policies,
procedures, or instructions.
The organization invoking Part 1 shall be responsible for specifying Basic Requirements
and Supplements, or portions thereof, apply, and appropriately relating them to specific
items and services. The organization upon which Part 1, or portions thereof, is invoked
shall be responsible for complying with the specified requirements
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Basic Requirement 1 – Organization: The organizational structure, functional
responsibilities, levels of authority, and lines of communication for activities affecting
quality shall be documented. Persons or organizations responsible for assuring that an
appropriate quality assurance program has been established and verifying that activities
affecting quality have been correctly performed shall have sufficient authority, access to
work areas, and organizational freedom to:
∙ Identify quality problems
∙ Initiate, recommend, or provide solutions to quality problems through designated
channels
∙ Verify implementation of solutions and
∙ Assure that further processing, delivery, installation, or use is controlled until
proper disposition of a nonconformance, deficiency, or unsatisfactory condition
has occurred.
Such persons or organizations shall have direct access to responsible management at a
level where appropriate action can be effected. Such persons or organizations shall report
to a management level such that required authority and organizational freedom are
provided, including sufficient independence from cost and schedule considerations.
Supplement IS‐1: Responsibility; Delegation of responsibilities; and Multiple
organization
Appendix 1A‐1 Non‐mandatory Guidance on Organization: Organizational Structure;
Basic Principle; Management functions; Quality achievement functions; and Quality
verification functions
Basic Requirement 2 ‐ Quality Assurance Program: A documented quality assurance
program shall be planned, implemented and maintained, and it shall identify the activities
and items to which it applies. The establishment of the program shall include
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consideration of the technical aspects of the activities affecting quality. The program shall
provide control over activities affecting quality to an extent consistent with their
importance.
The program shall provide for the planning and accomplishment of activities affecting
quality under suitably controlled conditions, such as the use of appropriate equipment,
suitable environmental conditions for accomplishing the activity, and assurance that
prerequisites for the given activity have been satisfied. The program shall provide for any
special controls, processes, test equipment, tools, and skills to attain the required quality
and for verification of quality.
The program shall provide for indoctrination and training, as necessary, of personnel
performing activities affecting quality to assure that suitable proficiency is achieved and
maintained. Management of those organizations implementing the quality assurance
program, or portions thereof, shall regularly assess the adequacy of that part of the
program for which they are responsible and shall assure its effective implementation.
Supplement 2S‐1: Certification;Qualification of personnel; indoctrination; training;
determination of initial capability; evaluation of performance; certificate of qualification;
and physical characteristics; and Records of qualification.

Supplement

2S‐2: Amplified requirements for the qualification of personnel who

perform radiographic (RT), magnetic particle (MT), ultrasonic (UT), liquid penetrant
(PT), electromagnetic (ET), neutron radiographic (NRT), leak testing (LT), acoustic
emission (AE), and visual testing (VT) [hereinafter referred to as nondestructive
examination (NDT)] to verify conformance to specified requirements.
Supplement 2S‐3: Requirements for the qualification of Audit Personnel: Qualification
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of auditors; Qualification of lead auditors; Proficiency maintenance and re‐qualification;
Administration; Records.
Supplement 2S‐4: Requirements for Personnel Indoctrination and Training: Applicability;
Indoctrination; Training; and Records
Appendix 2A‐1: Non‐mandatory guidance on qualification of inspection and test
personnel: Function qualifications: Level Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ; Education; Experience
Appendix 2A‐2: Non‐mandatory guidance on quality assurance programs: Program
format; Program development; Process requirements and performance; Work process:
Process control; Training and qualification; and Assessment of performance.
Basic Requirement 3 ‐ Design Control: The design shall be defined, controlled, and
verified. Applicable design inputs shall be appropriately specified on a timely basis and
correctly reflected to design documents. Design interfaces shall be identified and
controlled. Design adequacy shall be verified by persons other than those who performed
design. Design changes, including field changes, shall be controlled by measures
commensurate with those applied to the original design
Supplement 3S‐1: Design Input; Design Process‐ Design analyses, Design verification;
Extent; and methods of design reviews, alternate calculations, and qualification tests;
Change control; Interface control; and Documentation and record
Appendix 3A‐1: Non‐mandatory Guidance on Design Control: Design input; Design
process; Design analysis; Design verification; Change control; Interface control; and
Documentation and recording.
Basic Requirement 4 ‐ Procurement Document Control: Applicable design bases and
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other requirements necessary to assure adequate quality shall be included or referenced in
documents for procurement of items and services. Procurement documents shall require
to the extent necessary, Suppliers to have a quality assurance program consistent with the
applicable requirements of Part 1.
Supplement 4S‐1: Content of the Procurement Documents: Scope; Technical
requirements; QA program requirements; Right to access; Documentation requirements;
Non‐conformances; and Spare parts: Procurement Document Review and Changes
thereto.
Appendix 4A‐1: Procurement document review; Typical scope of procurement effort‐
design, construction, testing and operational phases; Categorization of procurement
actions; General log considerations; Importance of malfunction or failure‐ complexity or
uniqueness, need for special controls and surveillance, degree of functional
demonstration by inspection or test, and quality history; Logic chart; Methods of
specifying QA program requirements; Example of overall method; and examples of
unique order method.
Basic Requirement 5 ‐ Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings: Activities affecting
quality shall be prescribed by and performed in accordance with documented instructions,
procedures, or drawings of a type appropriate to the circumstances. These documents
shall include or reference appropriate quantitative or qualitative acceptance criteria for
determining that prescribed activities have been satisfactorily accomplished.
Basic Requirement 6 ‐ Document Control: The preparation, issue, and change of
documents that specify quality requirements or prescribe activities affecting quality shall
be controlled to assure that correct documents are being employed. Such documents,
including changes thereto, shah be reviewed for adequacy and approved for release by
authorized personnel
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Supplement 6S‐1: Document preparation, review, approval, and issuance: Revision
control; Changes ‐ Major and minor changes
Basic Requirement 7 ‐ Control of Purchased Items and Service: The procurement of items
and services shall be controlled to assure conformance with specified requirements. Such
control shall provide for the following as appropriate: source evaluation and selection,
evaluation of objective evidence of quality furnished by the Supplier, source inspection,
audit, and examination of items or services upon delivery or completion.
Supplement 7S‐1 ‐ Procurement planning‐ what, who, how, when; Supplier selection;
Source evaluation and selection; Bid evaluation; Supplier performance evaluation‐ Extent
of activities and records; Control of supplier generated documents; Control of changes of
items or services; Acceptance of items or service: Control of supplier nonconformances;
Commercial grade Item
Appendix 7A‐1: Supplier selection‐ Performance history, quality records, and facility
survey; Purchaser/Supplier communications; Performance evaluation‐ Extent of activities
and records; Product Acceptance‐ Source verification, receiving inspection, Certificate of
Conformance, and post installation testing.
Appendix 7A‐2: Utilization; Functional evaluation; Commercial grade definition criteria;
Characteristics for acceptance; Methods for accepting CGI‐ Special test and/or inspection,
Survey of Supplier, Source verification, Acceptable Supplier/item performance record
Basic Requirement 8 ‐ Identification and Control of Items: Controls shall be established
to assure that only correct and accepted items are used or installed. Identification shall be
maintained on the items or in documents traceable to the items, or in a manner which
assures that identification is established and maintained.
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Supplement 8S‐1:Identification methods; Traceability; Limited life items; Maintaining
identification of stored items
Basic Requirement 9 ‐ Control of Process: Processes affecting quality of items or services
shall be controlled. Special processes that control or verify quality, such as those used in
welding, heat treating, nondestructive examination, shall be performed by qualified
personnel by qualified procedures in accordance with specified requirements
Supplement 9S‐1 Process control; Special Processes: Responsibility acceptance criteria
records; and special requirements
Basic Requirement 10 ‐ Inspection: Inspections required to verify conformance of an item
or activity to specified requirements shall be planned and executed. Characteristics to be
inspected and inspection methods to be employed shall be specified. Inspection results
shall be documented. Inspection for acceptance shall be performed by persons other than
those who performed or directly supervised the work being inspected.
Supplement 10S‐1: Inspection requirements; Personnel‐ Reporting independence and
qualification; Inspection hold points; Inspection planning‐ planning and sampling; In‐
process inspection‐ Inspection and monitoring; Final inspections‐ Resolution of non‐
conformances, inspection requirements, acceptance of modification, repairs, or
replacements; In‐service inspection‐ Planning, performance and methods; Records
Appendix 10A‐1: Inspection and process monitoring; In‐service inspection; and Records
Basic Requirement 11 ‐ Test Control: Tests required to verify conformance of an item or
computer program to specified requirements and to demonstrate satisfactory performance
for service shall be planned and executed. Characteristics to be tested and test methods to
be employed shall be specified .Test results shall be documented and their conformance
with acceptance criteria shall be evaluated .Tests required to collect data, such as for
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siting or design input, shall be planned, executed, documented, and evaluated.
Supplement 11S‐1: Test requirements; Test procedures; Test results; and Test records
Supplement 11‐2: Test requirements‐ Verification tests; Test procedures; Test results; and
Test records
Appendix 11A‐1: Computer program test procedures; Test records‐ Non‐computer test
records and computer program test records
Basic Requirement 12 ‐ Control of Measuring and Test Equipment: Tools, gages,
instruments, and other measuring and test equipment used for activities affecting quality
shall be controlled and at specified periods calibrated and adjusted to maintain accuracy
within necessary limits.
Supplement 12S‐1: M&TE Selection; Calibration and control‐ Calibration, control and
commercial devices; Handling and storage; Records
Basic Requirement 13 ‐ Handling, Storage, and Shipping: Handling, storage, cleaning,
packaging, shipping, and preservation of items shall be controlled to prevent damage or
loss and to minimize deterioration.
Supplement 13S‐1: Instruction; Requirements‐ procedure, tool and equipment, and
operator; Marking
Basic Requirement 14 ‐ Inspection, Testing and Operating Status: The status of inspection
and test activities shall be identified either on the items or in documents traceable to the
items where it is necessary to assure that required inspections and tests are performed and
to assure that items which have not passed the required inspections and tests are not
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inadvertently installed, used, or operated. Status shall be maintained through indicators,
such as physical location and tags, markings, shop travelers, stamps, inspection records,
or other suitable means. The authority for application and removal of tags, markings,
labels, and stamps shall be specified. Status indicators shall also provide for indicating
the operating status of systems and components of the nuclear facility, such as by tagging
valves and switches, to prevent inadvertent operation
Basic Requirement 15 ‐ Control of Nonconforming Items: Items that do not conform to
specified requirements shall be controlled to prevent in‐advertent installation or use.
Controls shall provide for identification, documentation, evaluation, segregation when
practical, and disposition of nonconforming items, and for notification to affected
organizations
Supplement

15S‐1: Identification;

Segregation;

and

Disposition

and

control‐

responsibility and authority, personnel, disposition, and repaired and reworked items
Basic Requirement 16 ‐ Corrective Action: Conditions adverse to quality shall be identified
promptly and corrected as soon as practical. In the case of a significant condition adverse to
quality, the cause of the condition shall be determined and corrective action taken to preclude
recurrence. The identification, cause, and corrective action for significant conditions adverse
to qualify shah be documented and reported to appropriate levels of management; follow‐up
action shall be taken to verify implementation of this corrective action.
Appendix 16A‐1: Corrective action; Basic element of corrective action‐ Identification and
documentation, classification, cause analysis, corrections and follow‐up; Management
involvement; Flow chart
Basic Requirement 17 ‐ Quality Assurance Records: Records that furnish documentary
evidence of quality shall be specified, prepared, and maintained. Records shall be legible,
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identifiable, and retrievable. Records shall be protected against damage, deterioration, or
loss. Requirements and responsibilities for record transmittal, distribution, retention,
maintenance, and disposition shall be established and documented
Supplement 17S‐1: Record administration‐ Record generation, indexing, distribution,
identification, classification of lifetime and non‐permanent, retention, and correction
information; Receipt‐ responsibility, receipt control and status; Storage, preservation, and
safekeeping; Retrieval; and Disposition
Appendix 17A‐1: General‐ Record system, generation, authentication, records stored on
magnetic or optical media, indexing, corrected information in records, receipt, storage,
preservation and safekeeping, facilities and containers, temporary storage, retrieval,
transfer (to owner or purchaser); List of typical lifetime records‐ Design, procurement,
manufacturing, installation, pre‐operational and start‐up test, and operation
Basic Requirement 18 – Audits: Planned and scheduled audits shall be performed to
verify Compliance with all aspects of the quality assurance program and to determine its
effectiveness. These audits shall be performed in accordance with written procedures or
checklists by personnel who do not have direct responsibility for performing the activities
being audited. Audit results shall be documented and reported to and reviewed by
responsible management. Follow‐up action shall be taken where indicated.
Supplement 18S‐1: Scheduling; Audit preparation‐ Audit plan, personnel, selection of
audit team; Performance; Reporting; Response; Follow‐up action; and Records
Appendix

18A‐1: Auditing

administration‐

purpose,

elements,

frequency

and

supplemental audits; Preparation for auditing‐ team selection, team familiarization and
notification; Performance‐ pre‐audit conference, methods and post‐audit conference;
Reporting; Response; Follow‐up action
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7.4. QUALITY ASSURANCE AUDIT

7.4.1. Introduction
Quality auditing is a prescribed work practice or process. There is a preferred sequential
order of activities that should be performed to conduct a proper quality audit. The audits
serve to provide the management an impartial and objective assessment or evaluation of
quality of performance. In the absence of such evaluation, the management might
persuade itself that everything is going well. It is very difficult to assess one’s
performance and performance could then deteriorate without management being aware of
it. That is why it is a common practice throughout organizations to conduct audits as a
normal activity under the Quality Assurance (QA) program.

7.4.2. Audit Requirement
As for all other QA related activities, the first step is to establish a written policy and
procedure. The audit procedure shall address following:
Responsibility, authority and organizational independence of auditors;
Provisions for access by audit teams to levels of management which have the
responsibility and authority to implement corrective actions;
Provision for use of specialists;
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The methods and schedule for setting up, conducting and reporting the audit;
Provisions for reasonable and timely access of audit personnel to facilities,
documents and personnel;
Distribution of audit reports;
Provision for follow‐up activities;
Qualification and experience of auditors;
Details of interaction between auditors and auditee;
Planning and performance of audits; and
Generic timetable for audit and post‐audit activities.

Audits are performed by personnel who do not have direct responsibility for performance
of activities being audited in accordance with written procedures and checklists. Audit
personnel shall have sufficient authority and organizational freedom to make the audit
process effective and have direct access to the appropriate level of management to ensure
that appropriate corrective actions are implemented. All audits shall compare
performance against defined specific requirements such as:
National and international standards;
Performance criteria developed by the utility or other operating organizations
(INPO, WANO);
Utility and plant programmatic and working procedures; and
Accepted industrial standards.
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7.4.3. Type of Audit
There are several groupings or classifications of audits depending on the relationships,
external and internal, need for independence, and reason for the audit, verification of
product, process, or system.
In the following diagram, the circle represents an organization. Outside the circle are the
organization's customers and suppliers. All organizations have customer‐supplier
relationship. Any audits done inside the circle are internal audits, and those done by
organizations outside the circle are external audits.
Further classification can be made based on relationships as first‐party, second‐party, and
third‐party audits. First‐party audits take place within the organization that is same as
internal audit mentioned above and are inside the circle. Second‐party audits are audits of
suppliers or of customers crossing into the circle to audit their suppliers. Third‐party
audits are totally independent of the customer‐supplier relationship and off to the right in
the diagram. Third‐party audits may result in independent certification of a product,
process, or system.
The quality system audit and
differentiates between survey and
audit. Various type of audits are
discussed

with

emphasis

on

quality system audits.
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7.4.3.1. Quality System Audit
A quality system audit is a documented activity performed in accordance with written
procedures or checklists to verify by examination and evaluation of objective evidence
that applicable elements of the quality assurance program have been developed,
documented, and effectively implemented in accordance with specified procedural
requirements. The results of quality system audits are intended to be used by management
to determine the degree to which company organizations meet commitments established
by management and how effective the program is in assuring quality of products and/or
activities.
Generally, nuclear quality system audits are based upon criteria and the Technical
Standards stipulated in Laws and Regulations established by the national regulatory
authority. In other energy fields, standards such as ASME code Section I, IV and VIII
require quality program which may be the subject of quality system audits. Utilities with
operating plants often combine the quality system audit program with the Technical
Specification audit program. The approach and objectives of the Technical Specification
audit program are basically the same as those for quality system audits.
7.4.3.2. Quality System Audit
A quality system survey is defined as an activity similar to a quality system audit but
having a different purpose.
Quality System Survey ‐ A quality system survey takes place with relation to a
prospective procurement of a service or an item. Generally they are conducted prior to
contract award and are used to evaluate the overall capability of a prospective
supplier/contractor including the adequacy and implementation of his quality assurance
program.
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Quality System Audit ‐ A quality system audit is a detailed evaluation of an existing
quality assurance program for its conformance to company policies, contract
commitments and regulatory requirements. It includes the preparation of formal plans and
checklists based on established requirements, evaluation of the implementation of
detailed activities within the quality program and formal request(s) for corrective action,
where necessary. The quality system audit may be performed either externally or
internally. External audits are conducted by an organization on a QA program not retained
under its direct control on the product(s) or service(s) provided, and to meet the
requirements of the contract. Internal audit are audits of portions of an organization's
quality assurance program retained under its direct control and within its organizational
structure. The following summarizes quality system survey vs. quality system audit
considerations:
<Table 7.4.3.2> Quality System Audit vs. Quality System Survey
Considerations

Survey

A udit

W hen does it occur?

Prior to Contract Award

During a Contract or after a
commitment.

Is it planned?

Yes

Yes

Is it scheduled?

Yes: Up to several months
in advance

Yes: Up to 1 year in
advance

Are checklists used?

Yes

Yes

Are qualified people required
to perform it?

Yes

Yes

W hat requirements are
applied?

Regulatory or auditor's
standard.

Contract / Commitments

On what organizations is it
performed?

External

External / Internal

Are formal reports required?

Yes

Yes

Are follow‐up actions
required?

Yes, when contract
awarded.

Yes
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7.4.3.3 Other Types of Audits
In addition to Quality System audits described in this chapter, other types of quality
audits most frequently referred to include: (1) Product Audit, and (2) Process Audit.
Product Audit ‐ A product Audit is the examination, inspection or test of a product which
has been previously accepted for the characteristics being audited. Such an audit is a re‐
inspection and retest of the product which has already been accepted or review of
documented evidence of acceptance. It includes performing operational tests to the same
requirements used by manufacturing, using the same production test procedure, methods
and equipment. The audit will measure the level of product conformance to specified
standards of workmanship, performance, and quality. It is an indicator of quality going to
the customer. The audit frequently includes an evaluation of packaging; examination for
cosmetics; check for proper documentation and accessories such as proper tags, stamps,
shipment preparation and protection. The audit may involve a check of accuracy of the
tests, test equipment and test procedure.
Process Audit ‐ A process Audit is verification by evaluation of manufacturing or test
operation against documented instructions and standards, to measure conformance to
these standards and the effectiveness of the instructions. Such an audit is a check of
conformance of process, personnel and equipment to defined requirements such as time,
temperature, pressure, composition, amperage, component mixture, etc. It may involve
special processes such as heat treating, soldering, plating, encapsulation, welding and
nondestructive examination. The audit is a check for adequacy and effectiveness of the
process controls over the equipment and operators as established by procedures, work
instructions, and process specifications.
7.4.3.4 The Audit Process
Quality audits must be prepared for, i.e. planning ahead, and conducted, and have the
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results reported, i.e. let everyone know what was found, and then have the results
responded to, i.e. feedback on what is going to happen next, from the organization that
was audited. It is common to refer to these as phases of an audit: preparation phase,
performance phase, report phase, and follow‐up and closure phase.
Basic steps of the audit process
A. Preparation
• Development of the audit work plan based on the audit topic and objective as stated
in the annual audit plan;
• Notification to management of the organizational unit to be audited
• Preparation of the audit:
‐ Formation of audit team and assignment of responsibilities;
‐ Study of specific background material, such as:
⇒ Findings from previous audits
⇒ Recent operating experience
‐ Prepare check lists;
‐ List personnel to be contacted.
• Areas of focus for the audit and the basis for their selection;
• Schedule of daily audit activities; and
• Arrangements for independent audit reviews by the audit verifier.

B. Conduct of audit
The following typical activities are carried out:
• Pre‐audit meeting at which the objectives and methods of the audit are introduced to
the auditee and discussed;
• Conduct of field activities;
• Data collection, through:
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‐ Field inspection,
‐ Observation of work performance, and
‐ Examination of plant records.
• Interviews of plant personnel;
• Determination of concerns: the audit team reviews and analyses the facts as found
for developing patterns;
• Determination of findings: some concerns will be deemed sufficiently important to
warrant further investigation. If additional important information is uncovered the
concerns might become findings;
• Regular discussion of concerns and findings with the auditor’s representative.
Typically the auditor will appoint an audit representative likely the QA manager.
The audit leader and the QA manager meet daily to review the conduct of the audit,
the concerns identified and the findings. The objective of these meetings is to
eliminate any misunderstanding with respect to concerns that may develop;
• Review of findings and concerns for their validity and appropriateness, perhaps
twice a week, by an impartial expert from the auditing organization (audit verifier);
• Exit meeting is conducted shortly after field activities at the plant have been
completed and findings finalized. Audit findings are presented to the auditee
organization and discussed;
• Draft audit report is prepared and submitted to auditor who has the opportunity to
comment on it and present the proposed corrective action plans;
• Final audit report is prepared and submitted to the auditing authority and the nuclear
executive of the utility.

C. Audit follow‐up process
Significant findings are re‐examined during subsequent audits to assess effectiveness of
corrective actions that have been implemented by plant management. If the original
problems are found to persist, then the corrective action has proven ineffective and a new
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approach to the problem is required. It is important to prepare the audit schedule early
and to stick to it. Also corrective actions must have agreed upon completion dates. Plant
management should be in compliance with these dates.
7.4.3.5 Common Deficiencies
The following is a list of the most common deficiencies identified during internal or
external adults:
1. Quality planning not evident.
2. Activities are performed without written instruction or with inadequate information.
3. Personnel are not following existing procedures and instructions.
4. Unauthorized changes are found in all types of controlled drawings and documents.
5. Standard repair and rework instructions and procedures are not available
6. Quality Assurance has been bypassed.
7. Corrective action systems do not receive top management support.
8. Corrective action concerning suppliers of defective materials is inadequate.
9. Change control systems do not provide for the removal of obsolete prints and
documents.
10. Measuring and Test Equipment (M&TE) are overdue for calibration
11. Storerooms have material which is unidentified, unprotected, nonconforming,
exceeded shelf‐life, and/or degraded.
12. Sample sizes taken do not reflect what the sampled tables show.
13. Internal audits are not planned and/or performed.
14. Audits not performed on subcontractors.
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7.5. REGULATORY INSPECTION RELATED TO
QUALITY ASSURANCE IN KOREA

7.5.1. Manufacture Quality Assurance Inspection
7.5.1.1 Objectives and Objects
Manufacture Quality Assurance Inspection is conducted to verify whether the major
components and parts of reactor and related facilities complies with the criteria of construction
permit or operating license during design and fabrication process on the enterprises those are
assigned by the installer or the operator of nuclear power reactor to design and/or manufacture,
in accordance with the provisions of the Articles 31 and 43 of Enforcement Decree.
Items to be inspected are as following;
Division

Item Name

NSSS Main Reactor pressure vessel (including CEDM), Steam Generator, Pressurizer, Reactor
Components Coolant Pump, Reactor Coolant piping (including Surge Line)
Piping

Piping of Reactor Coolant System (RCS), Chemical and Volume Control System
(CVCS), Safety Injection System(SIS), Shutdown Cooling System (SCS)

Pumps

High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI) Pump, Shutdown Cooling Pump, Charging
Pump, Reactor Makeup Water Pump, Boric‐Acid Makeup Water Pump

Valves

Valves of Reactor Coolant System (RCS), Chemical and Volume Control System
(CVCS), Safety Injection System(SIS), Shutdown Cooling System (SCS)

Tanks

Volume Control Tank, Ion Purification Exchanger, Deborating Ion Exchanger,
Chemical Additive Tank, Refueling Water Storage Tank, Safety Injection Tank,
Reactor Makeup Water Tank

Heat
exchangers

Regenerative Heat Exchanger, Letdown Heat Exchanger, Shutdown Cooling Heat
Exchanger, Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Leak‐off Heat Exchanger

※ Items having different name, depending on the type of reactor, that perform the same functions as
components listed above are included in the inspection scope.
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7.5.1.2 Inspection Methods and Contents
Manufacture Quality Assurance Inspection is conducted to perform the following:
Assess QA programmatic aspects of both manufacturer and reactor licensee to
determine that procedures are provided to identify, evaluate, dispose any exposed
or potential product/design deficiencies, measures to prevent recurrence are
implemented, and activities such as design, fabrication, tests, are controlled
adequately
Determine whether manufacturer oversights the root cause of product/design
deficiencies, and develops and performs appropriate corrective actions on exposed
deficiencies
Confirm the design documents are technically accurate
Determine whether licensee reacts and utilize properly the information regarding
product/design provided from manufacturer
Principle of Manufacture Quality Assurance Inspection is to assess technical
aspects of manufacturer’s QA program implementation. However Manufacture
Quality Assurance Inspection does not supercede or alleviate licensee’s
responsibility to inspect purchasing items and/or services.

7.5.1.3 Inspection Schedule and Procedure
Frequency and procedure of Manufacture Quality Assurance Inspection are in accordance
with the Inspection Guidance, KINS/GI‐N021 Revision 2 dated Dec. 21, 2006, ‘Guidance
on Quality Assurance Inspection Regarding Manufacture of Major Components and Parts
for Reactor Facilities’. Appendix 1 to this guidance depicts ‘Time and scope of planned
inspection per each type of component, and detailed inspection procedure of each
inspection. The inspection procedures, KINS/PI‐N01 to KINS/PI‐N25, are provided in
Appendix 3.
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The NSSS main components inspection schedule, Appendix 1‐1 also indicates the
frequency of inspections on reactor licensee activities, and if one manufacturer or
supplier produces many types of components, inspection criteria and frequency of the
component having longest manufacturing term applies.
<Table 7.5.1.3 Frequency and Procedure in Appendix to KINS/GI‐021 Revision 2>
NSSS Main Component Manufacture QA Inspection Schedule
Inspection Procedure
Procedure No.

Schedule (months after initial QA program review)

Inspection area

0

3

○

●

6

9

12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36

(Phase 1) Quality Assurance Program Review
KINS/PI‐QM‐01 Quality assurance program
KINS/PI‐QM‐02 Authorized inspection
KINS/PI‐QM‐03

○

Nonconformance and
corrective actions

○

○

○● ○ ○● ○ ○● ○ ○● ○ ○● ○ ○● ○

(Phase 2) Quality Assurance Program Implementation
Design process and design
document control
KINS/PI‐QM‐06 Quality audit
Personnel indoctrination and
KINS/PI‐QM‐07
training
Control of procedures,
KINS/PI‐QM‐08
instructions, and drawings
KINS/PI‐QM‐05

○
○
●

KINS/PI‐QM‐11
KINS/PI‐QM‐12
KINS/PI‐QM‐14
KINS/PI‐QM‐15
KINS/PI‐QM‐16
KINS/PI‐QM‐17
KINS/PI‐QM‐19

○
○

●

KINS/PI‐QM‐09 Process control
KINS/PI‐QM‐10

○
○
●

○●

●

●

○

Material identification and
control of materials
Handling and storage of items
Control of measuring and test
equipment
Welding procedure and
procedure qualification
Welding material control
Weld joint preparation and
welding
Post‐weld heat treatment
Application of special welding
process
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○

○
○

○

○
○

○
○

○
○

○
○

○

○

○
○

○
○

○
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KINS/PI‐QM‐20 Welder qualification

○

○

○

Review of Surface inspection
(MT, PT)
KINS/PI‐QM‐21 Review of SG tube ECT
Review of Volumetric
inspection (UT, RT)

○
○
○

KINS/PI‐QM‐22 Casting and forging

○

○

KINS/PI‐QM‐23 Material forming

○

○

KINS/PI‐QM‐24 Product testing

○

KINS/PI‐QM‐18 Quality inspection

●

●

●

(Phase 3) Quality Assurance Program Validity
KINS/PI‐QM‐01 Quality assurance program

○

KINS/PI‐QM‐04 Subcontractor control

○

KINS/PI‐QM‐13 Quality assurance records

●
●

○
○

○

●

○●

●

○● ○

(*) Columns marked with ∙ are inspection schedule for reactor licensee
7.5.1.4 Inspection Details per Each Inspection Objects
Reactor Licensee Inspection: Reactor licensee inspections are performed as scheduled
inspections. The inspection should determine whether the reactor licensee established an
appropriate inspection program based upon safety importance, and implements the
program adequately, and verifies and approves contractors' disposition for noncompliance
and/or deficiencies in design, fabrication, testing. If necessary for this purpose, reactive
inspections may be performed in addition to scheduled inspections. The followings shall
be determined in reactor licensee inspections:
Whether quality assurance standards (Article 68 or Article 85 of Regulations on
Technical Standards for Nuclear Reactor Facilities, and Article NCA‐4000 of
ASME Sec.Ⅲ or KEPIC MNA) are satisfied.
Whether the quality assurance program and technical specifications submitted as
construction permit application documents are complied.
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Control of noncompliance and/or deficiencies found in the process of design and
fabrication of major components are adequate.
Control and evaluation of contracted items and services are adequately
implemented.

Manufacturer Inspection: Manufacturer inspections are also performed as scheduled
inspections. This inspection should determine considering safety importance and
information from external sources whether there are deficiencies in design, fabrication
and testing process, or defects in the items, and whether appropriate corrective measures
are taken to those deficiencies and/or defects. If necessary for this purpose, reactive
inspections may be performed in addition to scheduled inspections. The followings shall
be determined in manufacturer inspections:
Whether quality assurance standards (Article 68 or Article 85 of Regulations on
Technical Standards for Nuclear Reactor Facilities, and Article NCA‐4000 of
ASME Sec.Ⅲ or KEPIC MNA) are satisfied.
Whether the quality assurance program and technical specifications submitted by
the reactor licensee as construction permit application documents are complied.
Control of noncompliance and/or deficiencies found in the process of design and
fabrication of major components are adequate.
Control and evaluation of subcontracted items and services are adequately
implemented.
Whether contract conditions of major components presented by reactor licensee are
met.

Designer Inspection: Designer inspections are performed whenever new project starts
and/or design related problems occur in fabrication, installation, and service of major
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components. Designer inspection by starting of new project is performed as a scheduled
inspection and those by issuance of design related problem are performed as reactive
inspection. The followings shall be determined in designer inspections:
Whether quality assurance standards (Article 68 or Article 85 of Regulations on
Technical Standards for Nuclear Reactor Facilities, and Article NCA‐4000 of
ASME Sec.Ⅲ or KEPIC MNA) are satisfied.
Whether the quality assurance program and technical specifications submitted by
the reactor licensee as construction permit application documents are complied.
Control of noncompliance and/or deficiencies found in the process of designing of
NSSS are adequate.
Control and evaluation of subcontracted items and services are adequately
implemented.
Whether contract conditions of NSSS design presented by reactor licensee or
manufacturer are met.

Supplier Inspection: Supplier inspections are performed as scheduled inspections. This
inspection should determine considering safety importance and information from external
sources whether there are deficiencies in design, fabrication and testing process, or
defects in the items, and whether appropriate corrective measures are taken to those
deficiencies and/or defects. If necessary for this purpose, reactive inspections may be
performed in addition to scheduled inspections. The followings shall be determined in
supplier inspections:
Whether quality assurance standards (Article 68 or Article 85 of Regulations on
Technical Standards for Nuclear Reactor Facilities, and Article NCA‐4000 of
ASME Sec.Ⅲ or KEPIC MNA) are satisfied.
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Whether the quality assurance program and technical specifications submitted by
the reactor licensee as construction permit application documents are complied.
Control of noncompliance and/or deficiencies found in the process of design and
fabrication of major components are adequate.
Whether contract conditions of major components presented by reactor licensee are
met.

7.5.1.5 Disposition of Inspection Results
The results of manufacture QA inspections are documented as inspection reports, finding
sheets, and recommendation sheets
Reports of scheduled inspections and reactive inspections
Quarterly status report
Annual report
Report of Findings and recommendations; The finding sheets and recommendation
sheets are issued as an inherent part of the unit inspection report, and issuing and
closing of the findings and recommendations shall be reported to the MEST. The
finding sheets and recommendation sheets for foreign suppliers are issued to the
Purchaser..

7.5.2. Nuclear Facility Construction and Operation
7.5.2.1 Objectives and Objects
Quality Assurance Inspection is conducted to verify whether the Quality Assurance
Program Description approved by the regulatory authority at the stages of either
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construction permit review or operation license review is appropriately implemented in
accordance with the provisions of the Articles 31 and 43 of Enforcement Decree.
7.5.2.2 Inspection Methods and Contents
Quality Assurance Inspection is conducted to perform the following:
Assess QA programmatic aspects of licensee to determine that procedures are
provided to implement the Quality Assurance Program Description and
implemented appropriately.
Determine whether licensee oversights the root cause of product/design
deficiencies, and develops and performs appropriate corrective actions on exposed
deficiencies
Confirm the design documents are technically accurate
Determine whether licensee reacts and utilize properly the information regarding
product/design provided from Suppliers

※ Principle of Quality Assurance Inspection is to technical aspects of licensee’s QA
program implementation. However the Quality Assurance Inspection does not
supercede or alleviate licensee’s responsibility to carry out quality assurance
audits.
7.5.2.3 Inspection Schedule
Frequency and procedure of Quality Assurance Inspection are in accordance with the
Inspection Guidance, KINS/GI‐N022 Revision 0 dated August 8, 2004, ‘Guidance on
Quality Assurance Inspection Regarding Construction and Operation of the Nuclear
Facilities’. Article 1.5 of KINS/GI‐N022 depicts objects of Quality Assurance Inspection.
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<Table 7.5.2.3‐1 Objects of Quality Assurance Inspection>
Type

Objects

Power Reactor Facility

Installer including Architectural Engineer and Constructor
Operating Licensee including Architectural Engineer

Research Reactor Facility
Nuclear Fuel Processing Plant
Radwaste Storage, Processing and
Disposal Facility

Combined Licensee including Architectural Engineer,
Constructor and Suppliers
Licensee
Combined Licensee including Architectural Engineer,
Constructor and Suppliers

<Table 7.5.2.3‐2 Quality Assurance Inspection Scheduling Guidance>
Objects

Frequency

Period, in Days

Number of Inspectors

KHNP Headquarter

Annual

4±1

4‐6

Construction Site

Annual

5±1

4‐6

Operation Site

Biennial

5±1

4‐6

Architectural Engineer

Biennial

4±1

3‐5

Research Reactor

Biennial

4±1

3‐5

Fuel Processing Plant

Annual

4±1

3‐5

Fuel Recycling Plant

Triennial

4±1

4‐5

Radwaste Facility

Triennial

3±1

2‐4

Power
Reactor

7.5.2.4 Inspection Details
The purpose of Quality Assurance Inspection in Korea is to verify licensees’ quality
assurance program implementation. Quality Assurance Inspection conducted by KINS
does not differ from external audit and process audit that is to verify by review of
documented procedures and records to measure conformance to Technical Standards and
Commitment included in application document for construction permit or operation
license. KINS Quality Assurance Inspection is a check of conformance of process,
personnel and equipment to defined requirements in applicable codes and standards, and
Licensee QA Program.
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8-A. Deterministic Accident Analysis
(Non‐LOCA)

8.1. INTRODUCTION

A major part of the process of design and licensing of a nuclear power plant is the safety
analysis. The basic IAEA requirement for safety analysis is stated in IAEA Requirements
NS‐R‐1.
“A safety analysis of the plant design, applying methods of deterministic and probabilistic
analysis, shall be provided which establishes and confirms the design basis for the items
important to safety and demonstrates that the overall plant design is capable of meeting
the prescribed and acceptable limits for radiation doses and releases for each plant
condition category, and that defense in depth has been achieved.”
The aim of the deterministic approach is to address plant behavior under specific pre‐
determined operational states and accident conditions, and apply a specific set of rules to
judging design adequacy, which have been found appropriate to prevent accidents and to
mitigate their consequences against the potential risk.
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The risk outliers may remain after having considered all measures to be taken against the
potential risk, mainly focused by the deterministic analysis. The probabilistic safety
assessment (PSA) is useful to identify the risk outliers, because it should be set out to
determine all significant contributors to risk from the plant, as stated in IAEA Safety
Guide NS‐G‐1.2.
The deterministic safety analysis shall include:
(1) Confirmation that operational limits and conditions are in compliance with design
assumptions and intent for normal operation of the plant;
(2) Characterization of the postulated initiating events (PIEs) that are appropriate for
the plant design and its location;
(3) Analysis and evaluation of event sequences that result from PIEs;
(4) Comparison of the results of the analysis with radiological acceptance criteria and
design limits;
(5) Establishment and confirmation of the design basis;
(6) Demonstration that the management of anticipated transients and accidents is
possible by automatic safety system response in combination with prescribed
operator actions.

The applicability of the analytical assumptions, methods and degree of conservatism used
shall be verified. The safety analysis of the plant design shall be updated in the light of
significant changes in plant configuration, operational experience, improvements in
technical knowledge or understanding of physical phenomena, and shall be consistent
with the current or “as‐built”
Deterministic safety analysis of a nuclear power plant follows the traditional concepts of
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engineering analysis. Given a physical description of the nuclear power plant or relevant
parts thereof, equations describing the relevant phenomena, information on appropriate
material properties, and a set of initial conditions for the PIE in question, calculations are
performed to describe the plant behavior under the given set of conditions. For a nuclear
power plant, considerations in the analysis may include neutronics, reactor dynamics,
radiation shielding, steady state and transient thermal‐hydraulics, heat transfer in the core
and in various components, fuel behavior, and structural statics and dynamics.
In modern practice a number of computer codes are used to perform the calculations.
These codes must be verified and validated, and accepted for their particular application.
Most of the codes used in the analyses have included deliberate conservatisms or
bounding assumptions to address uncertainties in the models. The input parameters have
been also selected to be in a conservative direction for their unknown uncertainties.
However, modern practice has shifted towards use of best estimate calculations, where
uncertainties of design parameters (measurable or unmeasured), models and correlations
are stochastically treated.
A deterministic safety analysis approach starts from identifying a set of PIEs. These PIEs
are based on use of analytical methods, such as Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
(FMEA), analyses of operating experiences with existing plants, and engineering
judgments. In the deterministic approach, the PIEs are often grouped into anticipated
operational occurrences (AOOs) and design basis accidents (DBAs), and beyond‐design
basis accidents (BDBAs), according to their estimated likelihood. In principle, an
appropriate set of computer codes and assumptions is applied for analysis of each PIE.
Single failures are generally assumed in AOO and DBA analyses. The degree of
conservatism and the acceptance criteria in the analysis varies by groups of the PIE.
For early commercial reactors, a double guillotine break of reactor coolant system (RCS)
piping was considered as the maximum credible accident to establish the site criteria and
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to provide a basis of containment design. The accident, assuming a direct release of RCS
coolant in the pipe break plane into containment, has been very often referred to as the
DBA or the design basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA). However, there is not a single
DBA and plants are designed to withstand a spectrum of postulated accidents; then the
concept has been extended to a variety of unlikely accidents. For convenience’s sake, the
DBAs are often divided into LOCA and non‐LOCA. In doing this, a conventional
notation is to define the LOCA as a coolant leakage in the RCS pipe break plane only into
the containment: No other passages of coolant leakage such as failures in the reactor
vessel (RV) and leaks of the steam generator (SG) tubes are included in the LOCA.
Figure 8.1 shows general procedure for the deterministic safety analysis. More details on
each steps of the deterministic safety analysis are provided in the next sections.

Fig. 8.1 General Procedure for the Deterministic Safety Analysis
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8.2. INITIATING EVENTS AND THEIR
CATEGORIZATION

During the course of an AOO or a DBA, a number of different effects may challenge the
integrity of the barriers against uncontrolled release of radioactivity, by affecting the three
fundamental safety functions, control of reactivity, removal of heat from the fuel and
confinement of radioactive materials. These effects are also called ‘safety aspects’ of the
accident. Some potential safety aspects are listed below, covering the full spectrum of
consequences, from AOOs to DBAs, to BDBA, and to SAs:
• Reactor power excursions due to reactivity insertion;
• Reactor re‐criticality (local or global) after shutdown;
• Fuel enthalpy and temperature rise;
• Local fuel melting;
• Reduction of the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) due to reduced
coolant flow or due to increased temperature or decreased pressure;
• Boiling crisis due to loss of coolant inventory;
• Overheating of fuel cladding;
• Zirconium–water reaction of the cladding;
• Deformation of and/or damage to the fuel cladding;
• Hydrogen production;
• Major fuel melting and core degradation;
• Primary or secondary system pressurization;
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• Pressure waves formed inside the reactor system acting on reactor internals;
• Pressurized thermal shock;
• Reactor vessel melt‐through;
• Mechanical impact of the escaping coolant jet and the corresponding reaction
forces on plant components and systems;
• Environmental impact of the escaping coolant on system and component qualification requirements (humidity, temperature and radiation);
• Direct coolant radioactivity releases due to containment bypass;
• Containment pressurization;
• Radioactivity releases from the containment;
• Containment basemat melt‐through.

Any initiating event may be analyzed with respect to these safety aspects. Acceptance
criteria are basically related to these safety aspects.
In general, there are lots of initiating events, and it is not only very difficult, but also not
effective to analyze all initiating events. For practical reasons, it is recommended that all
initiating events are classified by groups with safety aspects and dominant phenomena. A
traditional categorization of the PIEs is based on frequency and potential consequences of
the event. The classification is intended to 1) ensure that a sufficiently broad spectrum of
initiating events has been considered, 2) categorize the initiating events by type and
expected frequency of occurrence so that only the limiting cases in each group need to be
quantitatively analyzed, and 3) permit the consistent application of specific acceptance
criteria for each postulated initiating event. In classifying all initiating events by the
frequencies, it is very difficult to accurately quantify the event frequency; there are
several guidelines to group initiating events into plant conditions. Table 8‐1 shows
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guidelines for this categorization.
Table 8.1 Event Classification According to Its Frequency

* PC: Plant Condition

For each category, a number of enveloping scenarios are identified in such a way that
their analysis covers all events to be considered in that category. Each enveloping
scenario is then analyzed by using some conservative assumptions in the initial
conditions of the plant, reactor power, pressure, instrument uncertainties, etc., and
unfavorable hypotheses concerning the accident progression such as single failure
criterion and stuck of the most reactive control rod.
There are also other categorizations, based on: (1) principal effect on potential
degradation of fundamental safety functions, (2) principal cause of the initiating event,
(3) relation of the event to the original NPP design (for the existing plants). The first
categorization is widely used in licensing of a nuclear power plant, where each group of
the PIEs trends toward similar core and RCS behaviors, paying the analyst’s attention to
the same safety aspects. In this categorization, all initiating events except BDBAs and
SAs may be grouped as follows:
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• Increase in heat removal by the secondary side;
• Decrease in heat removal by the secondary side;
• Decrease in flow rate in the reactor coolant system;
• Increase in flow rate in the reactor coolant system;
• Anomalies in distributions of reactivity and power;
• Increase in reactor coolant inventory;
• Decrease in reactor coolant inventory;
• Radioactive release from a subsystem or component.

The second and third categorizations are often used to analyze the operating events,
which can be useful to feedback the lessons‐learned to design and operation.

8.3. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The applicable acceptance criteria used in accident analysis typically depend on the
objective of the analysis (e.g. design or licensing), on the frequency of the initiating
events, on the related safety aspects and on the existing high level limits for accident
consequences. Thus, different levels of criteria exist for AOOs, for DBAs and for BDBAs
or SAs, respectively.
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In principle, no fuel failure is allowed for AOOs, requiring sufficient margin to the
specified fuel design limit, while DBAs can experience fuel failure but shall maintain
appropriate core cooling without exceeding the applicable radiological limits in the
offsite. Also, it is required that the maximum system pressure during an AOO must be
kept below 110 % of design pressure. For DBAs, acceptance criteria for the system
pressure and radiological dose are less restrictive than for AOOs, due to the lower
frequency of occurrence. Table 8‐2 presents an example which shows interrelation
between event frequency and acceptance criteria.
Table 8‐2 Interrelation between Event Frequency and Acceptance Criteria

8.3.1. Acceptance Criteria for Anticipated Operational Occurrences
AOOs are generally required to demonstrate that the intrinsic features of the design and
the systems automatically actuated by the instrumentation, particularly the reactor trip
system, are sufficiently effective to ensure that:
(1) The probability of a boiling crisis anywhere in the core is low. This criterion is
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typically expressed by the requirement that there is a 95% probability at the 95%
confidence level that the fuel rod does not experience a departure from nucleate
boiling (DNB).The DNB correlation used in the analysis needs to be based on
experimental data that are relevant to the particular core cooling conditions and
fuel design.
(2) The pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems is maintained below a
prescribed value (typically 110% of the design pressure).
(3) There is no fuel melting anywhere in the core.

8.3.2. Acceptance Criteria for Non‐LOCA Design Basis Accidents
Traditionally the LOCA have been the focus of the extensive safety assessment efforts
because it has provided a basis for emergency core cooling system (ECCS) design, as
well as site selection and containment design.

A prescriptive rule related to the LOCA,

used by many other countries, has been developed in the United States to demonstrate
that the ECCS performance meets five acceptance criteria for peak clad temperature,
maximum clad oxidation, maximum hydrogen generation in the core, preservation of a
coolable core geometry and long term cooling, respectively. Except for those specifically
applied to LOCA, general acceptance criteria for non‐LOCA DBA is presented in this
section.
For non‐LOCA DBAs it has to be demonstrated that the design specific engineered safety
features are sufficiently effective to ensure that:
(4) The radially averaged fuel pellet enthalpy does not exceed the prescribed values
(the values differ significantly among different reactor designs and depend also on
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fuel burnup) at any axial location of any fuel rod. This criterion ensures that fuel
integrity is maintained and energetic fuel dispersion into the coolant will not occur
(specific to reactivity induced power excursions).
(5) The fuel rod cladding temperature does not exceed a prescribed value (typically
1480°C). This criterion ensures that melting and embrittlement of the cladding are
avoided.
(6) Fuel melting at any axial location of any fuel rod is limited (typically, no fuel melt
is allowed or a maximum 10% melt of the fuel volume at the hot spot is accepted).
This criterion ensures that substantial volumetric changes of fuel and a release of
radioactive elements will not occur.
(7) The pressure in the reactor coolant and in the main steam system is maintained
below a prescribed value (typically 135% of the design value for ATWSs and
110% for other DBAs). This criterion ensures that the structural integrity of the
reactor coolant boundary is maintained.
(8) Calculated doses are below the limits for DBAs, assuming an event generated
iodine spike and an equilibrium iodine concentration for continued power
operation, and considering actual operational limits and conditions for the primary
and secondary coolant activity.
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8.4. SELECTION OF INITIAL AND BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

There are a number of input parameters for analysis, corresponding to the NPP status
prior to the accident, which have a major influence on the results; they are often called
key parameters. Among them, plant initial conditions and possible bounding values for
some process variables play an important role. Initial and boundary conditions have to be
selected, either realistically or conservatively (depending on the approach selected), from
a range depending on the plant operational mode and on the parameter uncertainties.
These uncertainties include technically acceptable tolerances, calculation uncertainties or
measurement inaccuracies.
A typical set of initial conditions, to be specified for thermohydraulic and neutronic
calculations, is shown in Table 8‐3. For each parameter, the conservative direction
(maximum/minimum) is indicated for two basic types of analysis: for conservative
analysis of core cooling (leading to a low value of the DNBR) and for conservative
analysis of pressure in the primary system (leading to a high value of the system
pressure).
The results of an analysis depend on the neutronic characteristics of the core, which
determine the reactor power behavior during the course of accidents. The conservative
approach typically aims to overestimate the reactor thermal power, which is strongly
dependent on reactivity feedback coefficients and on the change of core parameters.
Reactivity feedback depends on the direction of the change (increase or decrease) of the
parameter under consideration. The direction may change during the course of the accident,
and therefore the influence of feedback coefficients may also vary during the process.
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Table 8‐3 Typical Initial Conditions for Plant Accident Analysis
Conservative Direction
Parameter
Core Cooling

System Pressure

Reactor Power

Max.

Max.

Reactor Residual Heat

Max.

Max.

Reactor Coolant Flow

Min.

Min.

Reactor Core Bypass

Max.

Min.

Reactor Coolant Temperature

Max.

Min.

Reactor Coolant Pressure

Min.

Max.

Steam Generator Level

Min.

Min.

Steam Pressure

Max.

Max.

Feedwater Flow

N/A (consistent

N/A (consistent

with power)

with power)

Pressurizer Level

Min.

Max.

Power Peaking Factor

Max.

Max.

CR Worth Available for Reactor Scram

Min.

Min.

* For LOCA analysis, a maximum value should be selected. For ATWS and SA analysis, best
estimate plant initial conditions are typically acceptable, even for design and licensing type
analyses.

A conservative selection of the reactivity feedback coefficients for a typical change of
parameters is shown in Table 8‐4. For more complicated processes it is suggested that
parametric analyses to evaluate the influence of the coefficients be performed. In
selecting the coefficients, the values in different operational states need not be used
together; for example, MTC at the beginning of fuel cycle (BOC) and FTC at the end of
fuel cycle (EOC).
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Table 8‐4 Conservative Selection of Neutronic Parameters Leading to Overestimation of Reactor Power
Reactivity Feedback

Fraction
of
Delayed
Neutrons

Prompt
Neutron
Lifetime

Weak

Max.

Max.

Strong

Weak

Min.

Min.

Weak

Weak

Weak

Min.

Min.

Reactivity
Decrease by CRs

Strong

Strong

Weak

Max.

Max.

Void Fraction in
the Core during
LOCA

Strong

Weak

Strong

Max.

Max.

Boron Dilution

Weak

Weak

Strong

Min.

Min.

Fuel
Temperature
Coefficient
(FTC)

Moderator
Temperature
Coefficient
(MTC)+Void

Boron
Concentration
Coefficient
(BCC)

Increase of
Coolant
Temperature

Strong

Weak

Decrease of
Coolant
Temperature

Weak

Reactivity
Increase by CRs

Parameter
Change

In the above table, ‘weak’ means the minimum absolute value of a feedback coefficient
and ‘strong,’ the maximum. This table is only illustrative. The selected parameters need
to be checked carefully for their influence on the results of the analysis, case by case
before each application.
A significant influence on reactor power comes from the assumptions associated with
scram reactivity. The negative reactivity insertion following a reactor trip is a time
function of the rod position itself and of the variation in rod worth with position in the
core. For accident analysis, the key parameter is typically the time of insertion up to
‘dashpot entry’ (around 85% of CR assembly travel). The selected value needs to be
conservatively higher than the measured values for any of the fuel loadings. Conservative
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values also have to be selected for the integral value of scram reactivity.
Other boundary conditions that affect reactor power are the various instrumentation
processing time delays associated with each trip function. These time delays typically
include delays in signal actuation, in opening the trip breakers and in the release of the
rods by the magnetic mechanisms. Accident analysis needs to assume conservative values
for the total time delay from reaching the trip conditions up to the beginning of rod
insertion.

8.5. NON‐LOCA ANALYSES

In this section, AOOs and non‐LOCA DBAs are addressed by principal effect on
potential degradation of fundamental safety functions; Safety aspects of the events
leading to a potential degradation of barriers are summarized, and suggestions on the
selection of acceptance criteria as well as initial conditions are provided. Also, some
specific methodological instructions on how to perform the analysis of individual are
provided.

8.5.1. Increase in Heat Removal by the Secondary Side
For a PWR, the initiating events that can result in increase in heat removal by secondary
side are as follows:
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• Decrease in feedwater temperature;
• Increase in feedwater flow;
• Increased main steam flow;
• Inadvertent opening of a steam generator relief or safety valve
• Steam system piping failures inside and outside containment.

Among the events listed above, first four events are AOOs and the last, assuming the
double ended break of the steam line, is an accident. A typical event sequence of steam
line breaks is as follows:
A steam line break causes excess steam release from the secondary system, and
results in overcooling of the RCS. In the presence of strong negative MTC, typical
of EOC condition, core power increases to equalize the thermal load caused by the
steam blowdown. To compensate for degraded margin‐to‐DNB, the Reactor
Protection System (RPS) generates a reactor trip, causing insertion of the control
rods to make core sub‐critical.
Due to the continued steam blow‐down through the break from one affected and
other unaffected SGs, early in this phase the SG pressure falls below steam line
isolation signal actuation pressure, and then the path for steam from unaffected SG
to reach the break location is blocked.
When RCS pressure decreases continuously and reach the setpoint of the Safety
Injection (SI) actuation signal, the boric acid is entered into the RCS, decreasing
the core reactivity. The cool‐down and associated shrinkage of RCS fluid is
interrupted after the affected SG blowdown into the containment has been
completed.
The RCS energy balance is established where the heat sources (core decay heat,
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reverse heat transfer from unaffected SG) are balanced by heat sinks (residual heat
removal, auxiliary feed water cooling, containment cooling system, etc.). An
operator can initiate cool down through unaffected steam generators.

Safety aspects of the steam line break DBA, threatening the barriers against radioactive
material release, are as follows:
(a) Possible reactor power increase or reactor re‐criticality after its shutdown due to a
substantial decrease of the core inlet temperature, typically in one section of the
core adjacent to the affected loop. In the case of a coincident loss of power supply,
the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) coastdown, and the margin‐to‐DNB can be
eroded to reach a boiling crisis in the core.
(b) Loss of secondary coolant due to steam outflow; this is usually less significant
than the cooling effect of depressurization.
(c) Significant and rapid non‐symmetrical reduction of coolant temperature at the RV
inlet followed by high pressure emergency coolant injection, potentially affecting
the vessel integrity.
(d) Increase of containment pressure and sub‐compartment differential pressure,
leading to pressure loading of the containment structure (in case of a break inside
containment).
(e) Containment temperature loading (usually higher than during LOCAs).
(f) Loss of secondary coolant that can lead to SG tube bundle uncovery, RCS
temperature increase and high pressure injection system (HPIS) activation. This
situation can lead to an increase of primary pressure, filling of the pressurizer and
over‐pressurization of the RCS.
Figure 8‐2 shows one example of predicted RCS pressure and DNBR trends versus
time for a steam line break.
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(a) RCS Pressure

(b) DNBR

Fig. 8‐2 Changes in RCS Pressure and DNBR for a Steam Line Break

8.5.2. Decrease in Heat Removal by the Secondary Side
For a PWR, the initiating events that can result in decrease in heat removal by secondary
side are as follows:
• Loss of external load;
• Turbine trip;
• Loss of condenser vacuum;
• Main steam isolation valve closure;
• Loss of nonemergency AC power to the station auxiliaries;
• Loss of normal feedwater flow;
• Feed water system pipe break.
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Among the events listed above, the first six events are AOOs and the last, assuming the
double ended break of the feed water line, is an accident. The main characteristics of feed
line breaks are summarized:
Feed water system pipe breaks differ from steam line breaks due to the fact that the
water outflow leads to a rapid decrease of the affected SG secondary side water
level. Thus, the secondary side heat removal capability is reduced, while cooling,
due to energy outflow, is not so high. However, depending upon the size of the
break and the plant operating conditions at the time of the break, a RCS cooldown
prevails by the excess energy. In any cases, the effect on RCS cooldown is bounded
by steam line breaks and a RCS heatup is the major concern of this feed water
system pipe breaks.
For a small break of the feedline, normal plant control systems are capable of
maintaining nominal or near nominal operating conditions. An intermediate size
breaks are lower bounded by those sizes in which normal plant control systems are
unable to maintain nominal plant conditions and upper bounded by those sizes in
which plant protective functions do not occur within approximately few minutes
following the initiation of accident.
The system response to double ended feedline rupture is characterized by a rapid
decrease in SG water level in at least one SG, and its safety aspects, threatening the
barriers against radioactive material release, are as follows:
(a) RCS overheating, with expansion and pressurization of the RCS coolant due to
reduction or loss of secondary side heat removal.
(b) Threatening of core heat removal and fuel rod overheating in the longer term
phase.
(c) Release of radioactivity into the containment. The pressurizer relief or safety
valves may stay opened, and the RCS coolant is released into the containment in
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case where loss of secondary side heat removal is continued during the long term
period.
(d) Containment pressurization due to outflow of the feed water through the break,
and possibly the RCS coolant through the opened pressurizer relief or safety
valves.
(e) Threatening of the structural integrity in the boundary between the primary and
secondary circuits. Injection of cold water on previously uncovered SG tubes by
recovered feedwater pumps may threaten the SG tube integrity.

Figure 8‐3 shows one example of predicted RCS pressure and DNBR trends versus time
for a steam line break.

(a) RCS Pressure

(b) DNBR

Fig. 8‐3 Changes in RCS Pressure and DNBR for a Feedwater Line Break
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8.5.3. Decrease in Reactor Coolant Flow Rate
For a PWR, the initiating events that can result in decrease in reactor coolant flow rate are
as follows:
• Total loss of reactor coolant flow;
• Single reactor coolant pump (RCP) rotor seizure with loss of offsite power;
• Reactor coolant pump shaft break with loss of offsite power.

Among the events listed above, first event is an AOO and the remaining two events are
accidents.
An RCP coastdown due to an interruption of the power supply or failure of the control
system is the most typical case for a reduction of primary coolant flow. Reduction of the
RCS flow leads to an imbalance between heat produced by the fuel and heat removed
from the core, potentially threatening the margin‐to‐DNB. Thermal imbalance also leads
to an overall pressure–temperature transient, typically resulting in a short term
pressurization of both the primary and the secondary circuit.
The possible cause of the RCP rotor seizure or shaft break is a mechanical damage. The
event itself is characterized by a very sharp reduction of the flow in the corresponding
loop, typically within a time shorter than one second. In the RCP rotor seizure case, it is
assumed that the support components are designed to withstand transient mechanical
loads without RCS piping failure.
Figure 8‐4 shows one example of predicted DNBR trends versus time for a Single RCP
Rotor Seizure with Loss of Offsite Power.
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Fig. 8‐4 Changes in DNBR for a Single Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure with Loss of Offsite Power

8.5.4. Anomalies in distributions of reactivity and power
For a PWR, the initiating events that can result in reactivity and power distribution
anomalies are as follows:
• Uncontrolled Control Element Assembly (CEA) withdrawal from subcritical or
low power condition;
• Uncontrolled CEA withdrawal at power;
• Single full strength CEA drop;
• Startup of an inactive reactor coolant loop;
• Inadvertent deboration;
• Inadvertent loading of a fuel assembly into the improper position;
• CEA ejection.
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Among the events listed above, the first six are AOOs and the last is an accident. A CEA
ejection accident may be initiated by the loss of integrity of the control rod (CR) drive
housing with rapid expulsion of a control assembly from the core due to the differential
pressure between primary coolant and the containment. This event leads to a rapid
reactivity insertion and power excursion, thus called as reactivity insertion accident
(RIA). It is similar to a small break LOCA in break size, but indicates transient
characteristics completely different from the LOCA. The major concern of the accident is
power excursion induced by a rapid reactivity insertion, and as aforementioned, it is not
treated as the LOCA.
The safety aspects, threatening the barriers against radioactive material release, are as
follows:
(a) Rapid reactor power increase resulting in a fuel temperature rise and in a reduction
of DNBR; hence a reduction of heat removal and potential for consequential fuel
rod damage and radioactivity release.
(b) Primary coolant pressure increase as a consequence of power excursion as well as
turbine trip. This depends on the actual break size, on whether the pressure
increase will in fact occur and also on whether there will be a need for actuation of
the ECCS due to a loss of primary coolant.
(c) Containment pressure and differential pressures increase, leading to pressure
loading of the containment walls; owing to the smaller break size, this aspect is
usually much less important.
(d) Radiological consequences due to a loss of primary coolant, potentially also due
to a loss of cladding integrity or fuel disintegration.

Figure 8‐5 shows one example predicted fuel and clad temperatures trends versus time for
a control element assembly ejection.
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8.5.5. Increase in Reactor Coolant Inventory
For a PWR, the initiating events that can result in increase in reactor coolant inventory
are as follows:
• Inadvertent operation of the ECCS;
• CVCS malfunction – pressurizer level control system malfunction with loss of
offsite power.
The above two events are all AOOs.
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Fig. 8‐5 Changes in Fuel and Clad Temperatures for a Control Element Assembly Ejection

Inadvertent operation of the ECCS can be initiated either by control system malfunction
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or by operator error, often during testing of the ECCS.
The safety aspects of the event are as follows:
(a) RCS pressurization due to an increase of the coolant inventory.
(b) Emergency injection of cold coolant, leading to non‐symmetric reduction of the
coolant temperature at the RV inlet, potentially affecting vessel integrity.
(c) Pressurizer overfilling that could lead to the pressurizer safety valve becoming
stuck in the open position.
(d) Containment pressurization in the case of loss of integrity of the pressurizer relief
tank.

CVCS malfunction may be initiated by a failure in the CVCS control system, which leads
to an increase of the RCS coolant inventory. Safety aspects are the same as for the ECCS
startup. Moreover, there is a potential for injecting non‐borated water, which would cause
an RIA. Figure 8‐6 shows one example of predicted RCS and SG Pressures trends versus
time for a CVCS Malfunction.
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Fig. 8‐6 Changes in RCS and SG Pressures for a CVCS Malfunction
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8.5.6. Decrease in Reactor Coolant Inventory
For a PWR, the initiating events that can result in decrease in reactor coolant inventory
are as follows:
• Inadvertent opening of pressurizer relief valve or safety valve
• Steam generator tube rupture (SGTR)
• Postulated pipe breaks within reactor coolant pressure boundary

Among the events listed above, the first is an AOO and the remaining two are accidents.
As aforementioned, the last is defined as the LOCA and is discussed in another chapter.
The major concern of SGTR is a radioactive material release bypassing the containment
to the offsite, due to a direct release of RCS coolant to the secondary system. A typical
sequence of the SGTR, assuming the double ended rupture of a SG tube is presented here.
A SGTR results in release of RCS coolant to the secondary system and potentially
to the atmosphere if the secondary system pressure rises sufficiently to open the SG
safety and/or relief valves. If normal operation of various plant control systems is
assumed, the following sequence of events for significant break flow exceeding
charging capability is expected:
The pressurizer low pressure and low level alarm are actuated, and charging pump
flow increases in an attempt to maintain the pressurizer level. On the secondary
side, steam and feed flow mismatch occurs as feedwater flow to the affected SG is
reduced as a result of break flow to the SG secondary side.
Decrease in RCS pressure due to continued loss of reactor coolant inventory leads
to a reactor trip signal.
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RCS cool‐down, following reactor trip, leads to a rapid decrease in pressurizer
water volume and the SI signal is initiated on low pressurizer pressure. The SI
signal automatically terminates normal feedwater supply and initiates auxiliary
feed water system (AFWS) actuation.
The SG blowdown liquid monitor and/or the condenser off‐gas air ejector radiation
monitor will alarm, indicating a sharp increase in radioactivity in the secondary
system and will automatically terminate SG blowdown.
The reactor trip automatically trips the turbine; if offsite power is available, steam
dump valves open permitting steam to the condenser while in a loss of offsite
power steam dump valves close. Following turbine trip, the steam flow rapidly
decreases and the SG pressure rapidly increases, resulting in the steam discharge to
the atmosphere through the SG relief and safety valves.
Following reactor trip, continued action of the auxiliary feedwater supply from the
condensate storage tank (CST) and borated SI flow from the refueling water
storage tank (RWST) provides a heat sink to absorb the decay heat.

For the SGTR, it is expected that the accident diagnostics and isolation procedure can be
completed within 30 minutes of event initiation, considering the indications provided at
the control board, together with the magnitude of break flow. However, it is assumed in
the analysis that the operator action initiates 30 minutes after initiation of the accident,
isolating the faulted SG, followed by reduction of the RCS temperature and pressure to
the shutdown cooling or residual heat removal (RHR) condition.

8.5.7. Radioactive Release from a Subsystem or Component
For a PWR, the initiating events that can result in readioactive release from a subsystem
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or component are as follows:
• Waste gas system failure;
• Radioactive liquid waste system leak or failure (release to atmosphere);
• Postulated radioactive release due to liquid – containing tank failure;
• Fuel handling accident;
• Spent fuel cask drop accidents.

The above all events are classified as accidents.

8.6. ANALYSIS OF RADIOACTIVITY TRANSPORT
DURING DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS

Radioactivity release is one of the safety aspects for several DBA scenarios. The
following cases may be examples of such events:
• LOCAs with radionuclides released into the containment and then released into
the environment through containment leakages;
• Accidents with leaks from the RCS bypassing the containment, such as instrument
line rupture and SG tube leaks;
• Leaks from the primary circuit during maintenance, refuelling or other outages.
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The above group of accidents leads to radioactivity releases from the fuel and the reactor
coolant, their transport through the primary circuit, their release and transport to the
containment and to the radiological source term released into the environment.
At the time when the reactor power starts to change significantly (to decrease or
increase), increases in the iodine, cesium and other radioactive substance concentrations
need to be assumed as they are the most extensive increases in connection with power
changes that have been observed with the type of plant in question.
The primary coolant leak rate and the time until the potential isolation of the leak takes
place have to be estimated as high, i.e. conservatively. If actions affecting the isolation of
a leak or the dispersion of radioactive substances are automatic and designed to cope with
a single failure, these actions can be assumed to be effective.
Radioactivity releases which are caused by the liquid part of the leaking coolant and
those which are caused by the gaseous part need to be examined separately. It can be
assumed that the concentration of radioactive materials in the gaseous part is lower than
that in the liquid coolant in the immediate vicinity of the leak. The dispersion coefficient
has to be justified by reference to practical observations or test results. As an exception to
this, it will be assumed, however, that all the noble gases in the leaking coolant are
always fully discharged into the environment.
If the leak occurs with a direct outflow into the environment and the coolant is in liquid
form just in front of the leak, all the radioactive substances in the escaping coolant have
to be taken into account when calculating off‐site doses.
Steam and its radioactive contents which have leaked into the plant systems should be
assumed to be transferred into the environment in a way which corresponds to the normal
functioning of the ventilation systems. Part of the iodine which has mixed with the steam
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needs to be assumed to be gaseous. The distribution of iodine into gas and aerosol
portions has to be justified.
If filters are placed in the ventilation systems, the retention factors of the filters need to be
selected conservatively.
The time of failure of fuel rods and the number of failed rods have to be selected
conservatively, taking into account the results of analyses related to plant behavior. The
number of fuel rods having failed during a LOCA can be obtained from the relevant
analysis. However, a conservative assumption of 100% fuel failures for LB‐LOCAs is
often prescribed by national requirements.
The amount of radioactivity released from the failed rods also has to be chosen
conservatively. A certain share of the radioactive substances released from failed rods to
the primary coolant enters the containment atmosphere directly. The air–steam and liquid
volume distribution pattern needs to be justified.
An additional release of radioactive substances from the failed rods has to be assumed
later when cooling water enters the rods and carries fission products out from the fuel.
This share of radioactive substances, which initially ends up in the water, needs to be
justified by experiments, or the assumptions have to be conservative.
Assumptions on the transport of radioactive substances within the containment can be
based on experiments if the results are applicable to the situation in question.
Alternatively, a conservative model may be used which gives a slower normal release of
radioactive substances from the gaseous volume of the containment.
If air is discharged from the containment during normal plant operation, the mixing of
radioactive substances with the discharged air needs to be estimated conservatively. The
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isolation of ventilation systems may be assumed to take place according to the design of
the plant system so that any changes in the parameters, used as protection limits during
accidents, are assessed conservatively.
Before isolation, ventilation has to be assumed to function in the normal way. After
isolation, radioactive substances have to be assumed to mix with the gaseous volume of
the whole containment. The containment leak rate has to be selected taking into account
the tightness requirement set up for the containment and the containment overpressure
calculated during the analysis of postulated accidents. Appropriate safety margins need to
be employed for the selection.
The halogens which have leaked from the containment should be assumed to be partly in
inorganic compounds and partly in organic compounds. The distribution into the various
kinds of compound needs to be justified. The releases caused by the leaks and the
potential malfunctions of the ECCS and the leaks of the containment cooling systems
outside the containment boundary have to be taken into account conservatively.
The ventilation of the space surrounding the containment has to be assumed to function in
the way designed for accident conditions, and the releases arising from a containment
leak need to be calculated accordingly. If the ventilation system is used in the normal way
with the filters bypassed, the time spent in the possible switch over to the filters has to be
justified.
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8.7 LARGE BREAK LOSS‐OF‐COOLANT
ACCIDENT (LBLOCA)

8.7.1. Background
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) are required on light water reactors to provide
cooling of the reactor core in the event of a break in the reactor piping or the inadvertent
opening of a relief valve or isolation valve, which are called loss‐of‐coolant accidents
(LOCA). LOCA is a mode of failure for a nuclear reactor; if not managed effectively, the
results of a LOCA could result in reactor core damage. Those postulated accidents result in
a loss of reactor coolant at a rate in excess of the capability of the reactor makeup system
from breaks in the reactor coolant pressure boundary, up to and including a break equivalent
in size to the double‐ended rupture of the largest pipe of the reactor coolant system.
Nuclear reactors generate heat internally; to remove this heat and convert it into useful
electrical power, a coolant system is used. If this coolant flow is reduced, or lost altogether,
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the nuclear reactor's emergency shutdown system is designed to stop the fission chain
reaction. However, due to radioactive decay the nuclear fuel will continue to generate a
significant amount of heat. If all of the independent cooling trains of the ECCS fail to
operate as designed, this heat can increase the fuel temperature to the point of damaging
the reactor. The ECCS performs the important safety functions in its ability to provide
emergency core cooling and shutdown capability following postulated accidents. The
ECCS system must be designed such that the ability perform this and other designated
safety‐related functions are not compromised for each unit regardless of equipment
failures or other events that may occur in another unit.
Section 50.46 of 10 CFR Part 50 provides acceptance criteria that the ECCS must meet.
Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 sets for the certain rules on how calculations of the LOCA
must be performed [1,2]. The criteria of 10CFR50.46 and the calculational methods of
Appendix K were formally published in January 4, 1974 after extensive rulemaking
hearings and were based conservatively on the understanding of ECCS performance at
that time. Technology available to understand and calculate the performance of the ECCS
was extremely limited, and few experimental facilities and analytical techniques were
available to aid in the evaluation of ECCS performance. In addition, there was a
significant uncertainty as to the actual decay heat that would be produced by the reactor
following reactor shutdown as well as the behavior of the fuel cladding at high
temperatures. It was uncertain whether injected ECCS water would remain in the vessel
and, if it did remain in the vessel, whether it would cool the core adequately. Computer
code technology was also very limited and existing codes were not capable of calculating
the complex fluid flow patterns and heat transfer (thermal‐hydraulics) that would occur
during a LOCA. Because of these limitations, the methods specified in Appendix K
contain significant conservatisms to cover the large uncertainties that existed at that time.
The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) intended that Appendix K would be revised as
the knowledge improved and uncertainties were reduced. In September 1988, the NRC
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approved a revised rule of 10CFR50.46 for the analysis of ECCS performance. Over
$700M has been spent by the NRC on research into LOCA/ECCS. The research results
have greatly improved the understanding of the LOCA and ECCS performance during the
accident and have reduced the uncertainty in calculating ECCS performance. In May
1989, the NRC provided guidance, Regulatory Guide 1.157, for the use of best‐estimate
codes [3]. The technical basis of the rule change is the experimental research and
advanced computer code development that have been occurred in 15 years since 1974.
The best‐estimate methods provide more realistic estimates of plant safety margin, but the
revised rules required that the uncertainty of the calculation be quantified to a high level
of probability and that the uncertainty be included when comparing calculated results
with the acceptable limits.

8.7.2. Rules and regulation for ECCS Performance in Korea
Rules and regulations in Korea for ECCS performance were made based on those of
USNRC, so the similarities between USA and Korea are shown in Table 8.7‐1, for ECCS
design criteria, acceptance criteria, and acceptable evaluation models.
Table 8.7‐1 Rules and regulations between USA and Korea
USA

Korea

‐ General Design Criteria
35~37

‐Regulations on Technical Standards
for Nuclear Reactor Facilities, etc.
Article 30
‐ Article 13,15,16,24‐25,28,37,45

ECCS Acceptance
Criteria

10 CFR 50.46

MEST Notice No. 2008‐16

ECCS EM

10 CFR 50, App.K

KINS Technical Guidance, KINS/GT
‐N007‐1

ECCS BE

Regulatory Guide 1.157

KINS Technical Guidance,
KINS/GT‐N007‐2

‐ 10 CFR 50, App. A
ECCS Design Criteria
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Regulations on Technical Standards for Nuclear Reactor Facilities, etc. prescribe
technical standard as regards structure, installations, performance, operation and quality
assurance of nuclear reactor and related facilities. In Article 30, Emergency Core Cooling
System, ECCS with sufficient capability shall be installed to meet each of the following
requirements following loss of residual heat removal capability or loss of reactor coolant
accidents, and such system shall meet the requirements determined and publicly notified
by the Minster of Science and Technology: (1) Cladding temperature shall not exceed an
acceptable design value (2) Oxidation and hydrogen generation in cladding shall be
limited to and allowable level (3) Deformation of fuel and internal structures shall not
significantly reduce the effective core cooling (4) Core cooling shall be ensured for a
sufficient time. And it shall have the design feature of redundancy, leak detection,
isolation, and containment capabilities to perform the safety function with sufficient
reliability under the assumption of loss of offsite or onsite power (single failure). ECCS
acceptance criteria are based on meeting the relevant requirements of the following
regulations: Article 13, External Event Design Bases, Article 15, Environmental Effects
Design Bases, Article 16, Sharing of Structures, Systems, and Components, Article 24,
Electric Power System, Article 25, Control Room, Article 28, Reactivity Control System,
Article 37, Overpressure Protection, and Article 41, Testability, Monitorability,
Inspectability, and Maintainablity.
As provided in Article 30 of Regulations on Technical Standards for Nuclear Reactor
Facilities, MEST (Regulatory authority) Notice No. 2008‐16 requires that ECCS must be
designed so that its calculated cooling performance following postulated LOCAs
conforms to the criteria set forth in the followings [4]: (1) The calculated maximum fuel
element cladding temperature shall not exceed 1204ºC (2) The calculated total oxidation
of the cladding shall nowhere exceed 0.17 times the total cladding thickness before
oxidation (3) The calculated total amount of hydrogen generated from the chemical
reaction of the cladding with water or steam shall not exceed 0.01 times the hypothetical
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amount that would be generated if all of the metal in the cladding cylinders surrounding
the fuel were to react (4) Calculated changes in core geometry shall be such that the core
remains amenable to cooling (5) After any calculated successful initial operation of the
ECCS, the calculated core temperature shall be maintained at an acceptably low value
and decay heat shall be removed for the extended period of time required by the long‐
lived radioactivity remaining in the core. It includes the ECCS evaluation model and
licensee’s reporting for any changes or error in an acceptable evaluation model. ECCS
cooling performance shall be calculated in accordance with one of the acceptable
evaluation models (conservative or best‐estimate models) and shall be calculated for a
number of postulated loss‐of‐coolant accidents of different sizes, locations, and other
properties sufficient to provide assurance that the most severe postulated loss‐of‐coolant
accidents are calculated.
ECCS cooling performance shall be calculated in accordance with one of the following
acceptable evaluation models and shall be calculated for a number of postulated loss‐of‐
coolant accidents of different sizes, locations, and other properties sufficient to provide
assurance that the most severe postulated loss‐of‐coolant accidents are calculated.

(1) Conservative model
The conservative model must provide the model and calculation method whose
conservatism is justified and approved for use. A conservative ECCS evaluation model
may be developed in conformance with the required and acceptable features of KINS
Technical Guidance, KINS/GT‐N007‐1, corresponding to 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix K
ECCS Evaluation Models [5].

(2) Best estimate model
The best estimate model in conformance with the required and acceptable features of
KINS Technical Guidance, KINS/GT‐N007‐2 [6], corresponding to US Regulatory Guide
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1.157, must provide sufficient justification to show that the analytical technique
realistically describes the behavior of the reactor system during a loss‐of‐coolant accident.
Comparisons to applicable experimental data must be made and uncertainties in the
analysis method and inputs must be identified and assessed so that the uncertainty in the
calculated results can be estimated. This uncertainty must be accounted for, so that, when
the calculated ECCS cooling performance is compared to the ECCS acceptance criteria
such as maximum cladding temperature, oxidation and hydrogen generation, etc., there is
a high level of probability that the criteria would not be exceeded.

8.7.3. ECCS Design
The Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) is designed to provide core cooling in the
unlikely event of a Loss‐of‐Coolant‐Accident (LOCA). The ECCS prevents significant
alteration of core geometry, precludes fuel melting, limits the cladding metal‐water
reaction, removes the energy generated in the core and maintains the core subcritical
during the extended period of time following a LOCA.
The ECCS accomplished these functional requirements by use of redundant active and
passive injection subsystems. The active portion of the ECCS consists of high and low
pressure safety injection and associated valves; the passive portion consists of pressurized
safety injection tank (SIT), piping and instrumentation. Figure 8.7‐1 shows the schematic
diagram of ECCS for the Korea Standard Nuclear Plant (KSNP), which includes the
refueling water tank (RWT) and containment recirculation sump [7]. In addition, the
safety injection system functions to inject borated water into the reactor coolant system to
add negative reactivity to the core in the unlikely event of a steamline rupture. Safety
injection is also initiated in the event of a steam generator tube rupture or a CEA ejection
incident. The system is actuated automatically.
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Figure 8.7‐3 Schematic diagram of ECCS for KSNP

To satisfy the ECCS performance criteria, the following design bases are applied;
• The shutoff head and flow rates of the high pressure safety injection (HPSI) pump
and low pressure safety injection (LPSI) pump were selected to insure that
adequate flow is delivered to the RCS
• Storage of fluid for the SIS is accomplished by the RWT contains a sufficient
amount of borated water
• The SIS is designed such that approximately equal flows are delivered to each
injection point, regardless of break location
• The safety function of the ECCS can be accomplished assuming the failure of a single
active component during the injection mode of operation, or a single active or
limited‐leakage passive failure of a component during the recirculation of operation
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• Components of the SIS and instrumentation must operate during and following a
LOCA in accident environment
• The SIS is designed to perform its safety functions for the entire duration of a
LOCA
• The SIS meets Seismic Category I requirements
• etc.

8.7.4. Thermal‐Hydraulic Behaviors during LBLOCA
The limiting large break LOCA (LBLOCA) has been identified as the double‐ended
guillotine break in the cold‐leg piping system between the ECC injection nozzle and the
reactor vessel. This hypothesized break is a design basis accident for PWRs and is
expected to produce the maximum fuel rod cladding temperature. To facilitate analysis,
the LBLOCA scenario is subdivided into three time periods that characterize events
during the sequence. These time periods, termed blowdown, refill, and reflood, are
defined by the core and lower plenum liquid mass fraction behaviors as follows [8]:

(1) Blowdown phase
Under normal operation, water flows through the cold legs to the reactor vessel, down the
annular space around the core, up through the core, and out through the hot legs to the
steam generator. Figures 8.7‐2 illustrates the flow direction after break at the cold leg.
The blowdown starts at the time the break opens and ends when intact loop accumulator
injection is initiated. The reactor coolant changes from a subcooled liquid to a two‐phase
mixture, or pure steam, due to fluid flashing. Initial break mass flow is high, reflecting
subcooled critical flow at the break. As a result, flow stagnates in the core, with flow
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exiting the reactor vessel through both the hot legs and broken cold leg. The reactor
coolant system depressurizes rapidly, causing flashing in the upper plenum, hot leg, and
pressurizer regions. Flashing and nucleate boiling begin in the core. The critical heat flux
is reached in the core, heat transfer changes from the nucleate to film boiling regime, and
the core dries out. The fuel rod cladding temperature increase rapidly due to the
degrading rod‐to‐fluid heat transfer. The low pressurizer setpoint pressure is reached, and
the reactor is tripped. The reactor coolant pumps trip but continue to run in a coast down
mode. As the primary system pressure continues to decline, flashing begins in the broken
cold leg, leading to increased flow resistance. The break changes from subcooled to
saturated critical flow, and the break mass flow rate decreases rapidly. The intact loop
RCPs force relatively cold fluid form the lower plenum into the core. The fluid reentering
the core cools the fuel rods, and cladding temperature reaches a peak and starts
decreasing. As the pressure decreases, broken loop accumulator flow is initiated; however
this injection passes out the break. Somewhat later, flow form the intact loop
accumulators is initiated. This ends the blowdown period.

Figure 8.7‐2 Distribution of water in the RCS during blowdown
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(2) Refill phase
The refill period begins at the time accumulator injection flow is initiated and ends when
the mixture level in the lower plenum reaches the core inlet.
Cold ECC water mixes with steam in cold leg generating oscillations due to direct contact
condensation phenomena. Once in the downcomer ECC water can flow by gravity down
the annulus or be swept out through the break by the escaping upward steam flow, that is,
due to the counter‐current flow limitation (CCFL) phenomenon as shown in Figure 8.7‐3.
When subcooled ECC fluid gets in contact with the superheated solid structures in the
downcomer, steam is generated by nucleate boiling. This reduces the gravitational head
of the fluid in the downcomer and penetration in lower plenum. ECC liquid that has
penetrated into the lower plenum can be swept out again. Direct contact condensation of
steam on the subcooled ECC fluid continues.

Figure 8.7‐3 Sketch of ECC bypass in a two‐loop PWR
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The rate of depressurization decreases as the difference between vessels and containment
pressures decreases. The rate of steam generation due to flashing decreases, the rate of
liquid dumping into the lower plenum increases, and the sweepout rate decreases. Very
little ECC injection is bypassed out the break; most of it flows to fill the downcomer and
lower plenum.

(3) Reflood phase
The core begins to reflood with ECC water after the lower plenum is filled. Initially, core
refill is quite rapid because the downcomer is maintained full by the continued ECC
injection and there is very little resistance in the intact loop because there is no steam
flow and no liquid to vaporize in the steam generator.
Due to high temperatures of fuel rods, the thermal regimes in the core during reflood
encompass the entire spectrum starting with single liquid and progressing with nucleate
boiling, transition boiling, film boiling, churn twe‐phase flow, dispersed droplet flow and
single phase steam flow as shown in Figure 8.7‐4. Due to droplet deentrainment at the tie
plate and grid spacers, top‐quenching and local quenching occur in addition to the bottom
one. Higher vapor velocities and liquid entrainment occur in the central region of the core
due to higher powered fuel rods. The entrained liquid has a beneficial cooling effect.
Some of the entrained liquid is deentrained at the upper tie plate. The remainder is carried
into the upper plenum, where it is deentrained, forming a two‐phase pool. Liquid from the
pool can reenter the low power regions of the core because of the lower vapor velocities.
As a result, a 3‐D flow pattern is established. Liquid from the two‐phase pool in upper
plenum may be entrained by vapor and carried over to hot legs. In traversing the upper
plenum it can be deentrained on upper plenum structure.
As the bottom quench progresses upward through he core, more liquid is carried over to
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the upper plenum pool and the level of the tow‐phase mixture can reach the hot leg.
Liquid carried over by vapor through hot legs may reach steam generators where it will
evaporate causing an increase of pressure in SG and upper plenum. This reduces the
reflood rate giving rise to the steam binding effect. Vapor mass flow rates decrease with
decreasing quench velocity. This reduces the amount of liquid entrained and carried over
to decreases causing an increase in flooding rates. This process may continue with
decreasing effects until the entire core is reflooded. For some conditions, manometer
oscillation between liquid in downcomer and core can also lead to oscillatory reflood
rates.

Figure 8.7‐4 Flow regimes associated with reflood
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8.2.5. Evaluation Model
An evaluation model is the calculational framework for evaluating the behavior of the
reactor system during a postulated loss‐of‐coolant accident (LOCA). It includes one or
more computer programs and all other information necessary for application of the
calculational framework to a specific LOCA, such as mathematical models used,
assumptions included in the programs, procedure for treating the program input and
output information, specification of those portions of analysis not included in computer
programs, values of parameters, and all other information necessary to specify the
calculational procedure.

(1) Conservative Methodology
The methods specified in 10CFR50, Appendix K contain significant conservatisms and
conservative analysis assumptions to cover the large uncertainties for emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) performance analyses during LOCA. Required and acceptable
features of evaluation models divided into four as follows;
A. Sources of heat during the LOCA: For the heat sources, it shall be assumed that the
reactor has been operating continuously at a power level at least 1.02 times the
licensed power level, with the maximum peaking factor allowed by the technical
specifications. A range of power distribution shapes and peaking factors occurring
over the core lifetime should be that which results in the most severe calculated
consequences, for the spectrum of postulated breaks and single failures analyzed.
Also, it includes features associated with initial stored energy, fission heat, decay
of actinide, fission product decay, metal‐water reaction rate, reactor internals heat
transfer, PWR primary‐secondary heat transfer.
B. Swelling and Rupture of the Cladding and Fuel Rod Thermal Parameters: Each
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evaluation model shall include a provision for predicting cladding swelling and
rupture from consideration of the axial temperature distribution of the cladding and
from the difference in pressure between the inside and outside of the cladding,
both as functions of time. The degree of swelling and rupture shall be taken into
account in calculations of gap conductance, cladding oxidation and embrittlement,
and hydrogen generation.
C. Blowdown Phenomena: Included are the features on the break characteristics and
flow, frictional pressure drops, momentum equation, critical heat flux, post‐CHF
heat transfer correlations, pump modeling, and core flow distribution during
blowdown.
D. Post‐Blowdown Phenomena: Required are the acceptable features on the single
failure criterion, containment pressure. calculation of reflood rate, steam
interaction with ECC water, and refill and reflood heat transfer.

In addition, the stipulations on the required documentation are included in Appendix K. It
is required that a description of each evaluation model shall be furnished and shall be
sufficiently complete to permit technical review of the analytical approach. Solution
convergence for each computer program, appropriate sensitivity studies, predictions of
the evaluation model compared with applicable experimental information are also
contained.
Currently, two conservative methodologies for LBLOCA evaluation following 10CFR50,
Appendix K are available in Korea; one for Combustion Engineering (CE) and the other
for Westinghouse type plants. Figure 8.7‐5 and 8.7‐6 shows the evaluation models using
CEFLASH code and BASH, respectively.
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Figure 8.7‐5 Conservative evaluation model for CE type plants

Figure 8.7‐6 Conservative evaluation model for W type plants
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(2) Best‐Estimate Methodology
A best‐estimate model should provide a realistic calculation of the important parameters
associated with a particular phenomenon to the degree practical with the currently
available data and knowledge of the phenomenon. The model should be compared with
applicable experimental data and should predict the mean of the data, rather than
providing a bound to the data. The effects of all important variables should be considered.
If it is not possible or practical to consider a particular phenomenon, the effect of ignoring
this phenomenon should not normally be treated by including a bias in the analysis
directly, but should be included as part of the model uncertainty. The importance of
neglecting a particular phenomenon should be considered within the overall calculational
uncertainty.
Careful consideration should be given to the range of applicability of a model when used
in a best‐estimate code. When comparing the model to data, judgments on the
applicability of the data to the situation that would actually occur in a reactor should be
made. Correlations generally should not be extrapolated beyond the range over which
they were developed or assessed. If the model is to be extrapolated beyond the conditions
for which valid data comparisons have been made, judgments should be made as to the
effect of this extrapolation and the effect should be accounted for in the uncertainty
evaluation. The fundamental laws of physics, well‐established data bases (e.g., steam
tables), and sensitivity studies should be used to assist in estimating the uncertainty that
results from extrapolation.
A best‐estimate code contains all the models necessary to predict the important
phenomena that might occur during a loss‐of‐coolant accident. Best‐estimate code
calculations should be compared with applicable experimental data (e.g., separate‐effects
tests and integral simulations of loss‐of‐coolant accidents) to determine the overall
uncertainty and biases of the calculation. In addition to providing input to the uncertainty
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evaluation, integral simulation data comparisons should be used to ensure that important
phenomena that are expected to occur during a loss‐of‐coolant accident are adequately
predicted. This is an idealized characterization of a best‐estimate code. In practice, best‐
estimate codes may contain certain models that are simplified or that contain
conservatism to some degree.
The combined uncertainty associated with individual models (i.e., code uncertainty)
within the best‐estimate codes does not account for all of the uncertainty associated with
the model's use. In addition to the code uncertainty, various other sources of uncertainty
are introduced when attempting to use best‐estimate codes to predict full‐scale plant
thermal‐hydraulic response. These sources include uncertainty associated with the
experimental data used in the code assessment process (including applicability of the data
to full‐scale reactors), the input boundary and initial conditions, and the fuel behavior.
Additional sources of uncertainty stem from the use of simplifying assumptions and
approximations. A careful statement of these assumptions and approximations should be
made, and the uncertainty associated with them should be taken into account. Therefore,
the "overall calculational uncertainty" is defined as the uncertainty arrived at when all the
contributions from the sources identified above, including the code uncertainty, are taken
into account.
A realistic evaluation method for LBLOCA of a PWR, KERPI Realistic Evaluation
Methodology (KREM), is developed and its applicability is confirmed to a 3‐loop
Westinghouse

plant

in

Korea.

The

method

uses

a

combined

code

of

CONTEMPT4/MOD5 and a modified RELAP5/MOD3.1. RELAP5 code calculates
system thermal hydraulics with the containment backpressure calculated by
CONTEMPT4, exchanging the mass/energy release and backpressure in every time step
of RELAP5. The method is developed strictly following the philosophy of USNRC’s
uncertainty evaluation methodology, called Code Scaling, Applicability, and Uncertainty
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(CSAU) [10], with a few improvements and differences. Three key elements and fourteen
primary steps of KREM are shown in Figure 8.7‐7. Three elements of CSAU are
maintained and the first element has no differences, which are grouped into the following
three elements;
A. Requirements and capabilities: scenario modeling requirements are identified and
compared against code capabilities to determine the code’s applicability to the
particular scenario and to identify potential limitations
B. Assessment and ranging of parameters: code capabilities to calculate processes
important to the scenario are assessed against experimental data to determine code
accuracy and scale‐up capability and to specify ranges of parameter variations
needed for sensitivity studies
C. Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis: the effects of individual contributors to total
uncertainty are obtained and the propagation of uncertainty through the transient is
properly determined
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Figure 8.7‐7 Flow chart of KREM
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An additional step of “Check of Experimental Data Covering (EDC)” is embedded in
element 2 in order to confirm the validity of code uncertainty parameters before applying
them to plant calculations. The main idea to develop the EDC is to extrapolate the code
accuracy which is determined in step 8 to the uncertainties of plant calculations. EDC is
described in detail elsewhere. KREM adopts nonparametric statistics to quantify the overall
uncertainty of a LBLOCA at 95% probability and 95% confidence level from 124 plant
calculations according to the 3rd Wilks’ formula. These 124 calculations are performed in
step 12 using code parameters determined in steps 8 and 9 and operation parameters from
step 11. Scale biases are also evaluated in this step using the information of step 10.
Uncertainties of code models and operation conditions are reflected in 124 plant
calculations as multipliers to relevant parameters in the code or as input values simply. For
example, Figure 8.7‐8 shows the 124 sampled PCT calculations for Kori unit 3&4.
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Figure 8.7‐8 124 sampled PCT calculations for Kori unit 3&4
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8.8 OVERVIEW OF SBLOCA ANALYSIS

In this chapter, Small Break LOCA and the related safety regulation is described. First, the
general behavior of small break LOCA is addressed and then the technical standard of the
regulation and the analysis method for Korean Standard Nuclear Power Plants is discussed.

8.8.1. General Behavior
The outstanding difference between LBLOCA and SBLOCA is the changes of coolant
velocity discharged out of break point and the resultant change of pressure of reactor
coolant system (RCS). In case of SBLOCA, a response of RCS following SBLOCA is
slower than one of LBLOCA. In other words, it is highly possible for operator to
intervene the system response and potential to result in unexpected phenomena. And
inertia of the fluid has a dominant effect in LBLOCA while gravity of the coolant has a
important role following SBLOCA. The SBLOCA thermal‐hydraulic behavior in two‐
loop PWR is as follows [1]:

Figure 8.8‐1 Initial state following
SBLOCA of 2‐loop plant
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8.8.1.1. Before the reactor trip
The flow rate of the coolant continues to change as time progressed. The break flow
increased to a peak in a short time and then decreased as RCS pressure decreased. The
flow regime at break changed from the initially subcooled state to the saturated two‐phase
mixture and the fraction of steam expands gradually. At most, the critical break flow
exists throughout the transient, i.e. flow can be determined by the pressure and fluid
enthalpy upstream and not dependent on the pressure downstream. Therefore, the break
flow break flow rate can be predicted with a accurate calculation of critical flow.

Figure 8.8‐2 Pressure behavior during SBLOCA

8.8.1.2. Reactor trip
As RCS pressure decreased, the high temperature coolant begins to flash to steam. During
this process, the reactor is shutdown automatically. Boiling of the coolant in the reactor
core changes the depressurization rate of RCS and the mass flux per unit area decreases
as the break flow changed to two‐phase mixture. The pattern of depressurization is
dependent on the size and location of the break. Similar to LBLOCA case, the behaviors
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of mass and heat transfer at the interface between liquid and vapor, heat transfer from the
core fuel and the RCS metallic structure to the coolant, heat transfer in the steam
generator, transient heat conduction in solid structure, etc, are the important phenomena
or parameters to the accident progression. Break flow and its enthalpy also have a strong
impact on the depressurization trend.
8.8.1.3. Boil‐off in the core
As water level of pressurizer drops rapidly, the flashing and boiling‐off are initiated in the
core and the area of steam expands at the upper part of the reactor vessel and in the core.
Due to loss of coolant through the break, two‐phase level of core and the water level of
the reactor vessel decreased and the boil‐off at the reactor core continues as time. The
major phenomena of this process are boil‐off in the core, transient two‐phase flow at the
primary coolant system and the secondary coolant system, condensation and reflux flow
at the U‐tube of SG and hot leg, etc.

Figure 8.8‐3 Boil‐off at the core following SBLOCA of 2‐loop pant
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8.8.1.4. Upset of SG heat transfer
Heat transfer rate between the primary side and the secondary one of SG is drastically
changed. First, the secondary system pressure starts to increase due to closure of Turbine
Stop Valves of the plant. Simultaneously, heat transfer from the SG primary side to the
secondary side increases as the two‐phase mixture generated by the flashing and boil‐off
in the reactor core moves into the SG primary side. Condensation of the steam at the
primary side also increases the heat transfer to the SG secondary side and the SG
pressure. To prevent the increase of the SG pressure, venting of steam in the SG may be
conducted and auxiliary feedwater may be activated to maintain the SG water level.
8.8.1.5. Blowdown
During early blowdown phase, makeup water is supplied by high pressure Emergency
Core Cooling System (ECCS) and makeup water system, however, it is not sufficient to
compensate the coolant discharged out of break. For the case that the core remains in
relatively high pressure, the water in Safety Injection Tank (SIT) may not be injected and
thus core mixture level continuously decreases and core may be uncovered due to boil‐off
and break.

Figure 8.8‐4 Blowdown state following SBLOCA of 2‐loop pant
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8.8.1.6. Loop Seal Formation and Clearing
Core level is affected by the difference between the break flow and the Safety Injection
flow. However, the more important factor is the difference in hydrostatic pressure of the
SG U‐tubes. This is due to the difference of the void fraction and mixture density between
the countercurrent flow at the upward junction and the cocurrent flow at the downward
junction of SG U‐tube. Due to high density of steam at the hot side region of the U‐tube, a
significant hydrostatic pressure is acting. This differencial pressure is propagated to the
two‐phase level of the core through hot leg. It may suppress water surface of the core and
uncover the core. The barrier playing a role to maintain the pressure difference between
two regions is called as “loop seal.” The loop seal in this case is a water captured in the
region between the SG and the suction part of reactor coolant pump. Normally, loop seal
at the broken loop is cleared first. After loop seal clearing at the broken loop, water at the
upper downcomer of reactor vessel flows into the core and core water level increases
rapidly.

Figure 8.8‐5 Loop seal clearing following SBLOCA of 2‐loop pant
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To predict those phenomenon the velocities of liquid and vapor of cocurrent flow and
countercurrent flow observed in SG U‐tubes, heat transfer of boiling and condensation,
pressure drop due to friction and acceleration in single and two‐phase flow should be
calculated.
8.8.1.7. Steam binding
As loop seal cleared and the core liquid level increased, the RCS pressure drops lower
than the SG pressure. By this, the direction of heat transfer between the primary system
and the secondary system is changed such that heat is transferred from the secondary side
to primary side. As a result, the water in U‐tubes is evaporated to steam and the steam
protects the natural convection through the SG. It is called as “steam binding.”

Figure 8.8‐6 Loop seal clearing and core level swell

8.8.1.8 Core Uncovery and cladding temperature behavior
Depending on the break size, the core can be uncovered before loop seal clearing and
cladding temperature may be increased. This cladding heatup behavior can be stopped
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when the core uncovery is eliminated by recovering the core two‐phase level after loop
seal clearing. To predict the cladding temperature behavior, phenomenon including the
transient conduction fuel and cladding, wide spectrum of boiling, heat transfer to
saturated steam, liquid entrainment by steam and deentrainment from the mixture should
be calculated.

8.8.2. Analysis of SBLOCA of Korean Nuclear Power Plants
8.8.2.1 Acceptance Criteria [2]
As the same as LBLOCA, the acceptance criteria on the SBLOCA includes
(1) Peak Cladding Temperature less than 1204℃
(2) Maximum Hydrogen Generation less than 1%
(3) Peak Cladding Oxidization less than 17%
(4) Maintain Coolable Geometry, and
(5) Achieve Long Term Cooling

The acceptance criteria and review procedure of the Section 15.6.5 of NUREG‐0800
“Standard Review Plan” (SRP) are applied to the SBLOCA analysis. Among them, the
importance should be emphasized for the initial condition, the assumption of single
failure, the methodology and model assumption. The use of the conservative model is
requested for them, especially for the model related to the loop seal clearing.
And to resolve the issues from the TMI Action Plan, the Sec II.K.3.30 of Enclosure 3 of
NUREG‐0737 is applied to the SBLOCA Analysis model. The requirements of NUREG‐
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0611 and NUREG‐0635 are applied for the Westinghouse Plants and Combustion
Engineering (CE) Plants, respectively. They includes [3]:
(1) Demonstrate the acceptability of the condensation heat transfer correlation used in
the steam generator.
(2) Address the affects of noncondensible gases on the condensation heat transfer.
(3) Justify the conservatism of modeling ECC mixing as an equilibrium process.
(4) Validate the computer program with LOFT integral experiments L3‐1 and L3‐6,
and Semiscale experiment S‐UT‐08.
(5) Validate the steam generator model.
(6) Validate the core heat transfer and the liquid level model.
(7) Confirm adequate accounting of the stored energy(heat) within the primary system
metal structures.
(8) Validate the acceptability of applying a 1.0 discharge coefficient on both the subcooled and saturated flow models.

8.8.2.2 SBLOCA Analysis Methods and Results
The models or methodologies which were approved and have been used for plant
calculation up to now in Korea Standard Nuclear Power Plants (KSNP) include the CE
methodology based on CEFLASH code and the Westinghouse methodology using
NOTRUMP code
8.8.2.2.1 CE Methodology [4]
It composed of calculations using four codes as follows:
(1) Calculation of thermal‐hydraulic response of RCS from the beginning of SBLOCA
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to ECCS injection time using CEFLASH‐4AS code
(2) Calculation of core thermal‐ hydraulic response during reflood period from the
time of ECCS injection to the time of recovery of two‐phase level of the core
using COMPERC‐II code
(3) Calculation of fuel thermal response during the period of upward flow to the core
using STRIKIN‐II code
(4) Calculation of fuel thermal response after change of flow direction to the core
using PARCH code

Figure 8.8‐7 SBLOCA Analysis Methodology for KSNP
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Figure 8.8‐8 CEFLASH‐4AS Noding of KSNP for SBLOCA Analysis

Figure 8.8‐9 Non‐homogeneous Volume and Flow Paths of CEFLASH‐4AS
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The CEFLASH‐4AS code was one of the version of CEFLASH‐4A used for LBLOCA
analysis. The code simulates Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) by number of
volumes and flow paths and solves conservation equations of mass and energy and
determine pressure using the equation of state with assuming the thermodynamic
equilibrium at each volume. The momentum equations are solved assuming the
homogeneous and thermodynamic equilibrium at each flow path which links volume to
volume.
The major features of CEFLASH‐4AS are:
(1) Non‐homogeous node and path
(2) Variable area of reactor core volumes and pths
(3) SBLOCA specific heat transfer model at the core
(4) SG heat transfer dependent on water level
(5) Neglecting the momentum flux term of momentum equation
(6) Neglecting the terms of potential energy and kinetic energy
(7) Two‐phase pump performance model

The CEFLASH‐4AS code has additional SBLOCA‐specific models such as phase
separation model, liquid entrainment model at loop seal, etc. The code and the associated
methodology was approved to conform with the requirements in Appendix K to 10 CFR
50.
The descriptions of other codes that are used in SBLOCA analysis, STRIKIN‐II,
COMPERC‐II and PARCH are the same as the LBLOCA.
Table 8.8‐1 shows the result from SBLOCA Break Spectrum analysis of Ulchin Units 5
2

2

and 6. Pump discharge pipe breaks ranging 0.02 ~ 0.5 ft were calculated and 0.3 ft hot
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leg break was additionally calculated.
As listed in the Table, the peak cladding temperature was 1187℉ for 0.5 ft2 pump
discharge pipe break and other acceptance criterion including the maximum oxidization
were satisfied.
Table 8.8‐1 SBLOCA Analysis Condition
Parameter

Value

Reactor Power (102% of nominal power)

2,871 MWt

Average Linear Heat Generation rate (LHGR)

5.5 kW/ft (180.4 W/cm)

Peak LHGR at Hot Rod

15.0 kW/ft (492.1 W/cm)

Gap Conductance at Peak LHGR

1,801 Btu/hr‐ft ‐℉
(8,794 kcal/m2‐hr‐℃)

Fuel Centerline Temperature at Peak LHGR

3,634 ℉ (2001 ℃)

Fuel Average Temperature at Peak LHGR

2,259 ℉ (1237 ℃)

Gas Pressure of Hottest Rod

1,111 psia (78.1 kg/cm2A)

Moderator Temperature Coefficient at Initial Density

0.0 ∆ρ/℉ (0.0 ∆ρ/℃)

Axial Power Profile

Top‐skewed

RCS Flow Rate (Total)

121.5x106 lb/hr (55.1x106 kg/hr)

Core Flow Rate

117.9x106 lb/hr (53.5x106 kg/hr

RCS Pressure

2,250 psia (158.2 kg/cm2A)

Core Inlet Temperature

564.5 ℉ (295.8 ℃)

Core Exit Temperature

622.0 ℉ (327.8 ℃)

Reactor Trip Setpoint on Pressurizer Low Pressure

1,555 psia (109.3 kg/cm2A)

Safety Injection Setpoint

1,555 psia (109.3 kg/cm A)

SIT Pressure

585 psia (41.1 kg/cm2A)

High Pressure Safety Injection Pump Shutoff Head

1,600 psig (112.5 kg/cm )

Low Pressure Safety Injection Pump Shutoff Head

158.5 psig (11.1 kg/cm2)

Number of SG U‐tubes (un‐pluged/pluged per SG)

7,635/705

2

2
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Table 8.8‐2 SBLOCA Break Spectrum Analysis for KSNP
Break Size/
Location
2

2

(ft /cm )

Peak Clad Temperature*

Max. Oxidization**

℉(℃)

%

Elevation ft (m)

Hydrogen at
Hottest Rod,
%***

Elevation ft (m)

0.50 (465)/PD

1,187 (642)

11.25 (3.43)

0.0157

11.25 (3.43)

< 0.0023

0.35 (325)/PD

986 (530)

11.25 (3.43)

0.0025

11.25 (3.43)

< 0.0004

0.20 (186)/PD

1,020 (549)

10.625 (3.24)

0.0021

11.25 (3.43)

< 0.0003

0.05 (46.5)/PD

1,033 (556)

10.625 (3.24)

0.0007

11.25 (3.43)

< 0.0002

0.02 (18.6)/PD

1,042 (561)

11.25 (3.43)

0.0010

11.25 (3.43)

< 0.0003

0.03 (27.9)/HL

1,029 (554)

10.625 (3.24)

0.0008

11.25 (3.43)

< 0.0002

* Acceptance Criteria: *2,200℉, ** 17%, *** 1.0%.

Figures 8.8‐10 to 8.8‐12 show behaviors of RCS pressure, core level, and cladding
2

temperature for 0.5 ft pump discharge pipe break, respectively. Fig. 8.8‐13 shows a break
spectrum analysis result.
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Figure 8.8‐10 RCS Pressure of 0.5 ft2 (PD) Break
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Figure 8.8‐11 Core Level of 0.5 ft2 (PD) Break
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Figure 8.8‐12 Cladding Temperature of 0.5 ft2 (PD) Break
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Figure 8.8‐13 Result of Break Spectrum Analysis of SBLOCA

8.8.2.2.2 Westinghouse Methodology [5]
The Westinghouse methodology was composed of two parts: NOTRUMP codes for RCS
thermal‐hydraulic behavior and SBLOCTA code for fuel temperature response. And
SPADES code for input data generation, FQSCALE code and SBSHAPE code for power
profile generation are used. Flow chart of calculation is shown in Figure 8.8‐14.

Figure 8.8‐14 Westinghouse SBLOCA Methodology
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NOTRUMP code solves governing equation of mixture momentum conservation,
mixture energy conservation, vapor energy conservation, mixture mass conservation,
vapor mass conservation simultaneously with metal energy conservation equation. RCS
can be modeled using “fluid node, boundary node, homogeneous mixture node,
cylindrical node, and T‐node” optionally. Mass and momentum transfer, critical flow can
be simulated at the “link” representing flow path. Thermal conduction equation is solved
at the “heat link” representing heat structure. Radial temperature distribution, gap
conductance, and metal‐water reaction can be considered at the heat link simulating the
reactor core. As a default, a discretization scheme with 10 nodes in radial direction, 14
nodes in axial direction is used. Additionally, the code has flooding model determining
the heat transfer between fluid node and metal node, bubble rising model, drift flux
model, the loop seal clearing control model restricting the loop seal clearing, horizontal
stratified flow model, pump model, and accumulator model.
SBLOCTA code models three fuel rods in hot assembly of a reactor core. Radial and
axial conduction equations are solved with considering the power profile. Blockage of
assembly, cladding swell and rupture, and metal‐water reaction are calculated.

Figure 8.8‐15 NOTRUMP Nodalization of KSNP
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FIgure 8.8‐16 to 19 show the analysis result calculated by NOTUMP EM for Ulchin Unit
5 and 6.

Figure 8.8‐16 RCS pressure (0.087 ft2 cold leg break)

Figure 8.8‐17 Break flow (0.087 ft2 cold leg break)
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2

Figure 8.8‐18 Core level (0.087 ft cold leg break)

2

Figure 8.8‐19 Cladding temperature (0.087 ft cold leg break)
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8.8.2.2.3 RELAP5‐sEM Methodology (s‐EM)
A SBLOCA analysis methodology was approved at May 2007 in Korea, which based on
RELAP5 code instead of CEFLASH‐4AS and conforming with the requirements in the
Appendix K to 10 CFR 50. The methodology has following features [6]:
(1) 1.2 times ANS‐71 decay heat model
(2) Baker‐Just Metal‐water reaction model
(3) Moody critical flow model for two‐phase break flow
(4) B&W and Barnett correlation and modified Zuber correlation as CHF heat transfer
correlation
(5) Groeneveld 5.7 film boiling correlation as a Post‐CHF heat transfer correlation
(6) McEligot heat transfer correlation as a conservative single phase forced
convection heat transfer correlation

Those

conservative

models

were

implemented

to

the

best

estimate

code,

RELAP5/MOD3.3 and the related input. The code combines Henry Fauske critical flow
model for single phase break flow and Moody critical flow model for two‐phase flow into
a single Lookup table. For the rod bundle interfacial drag model, the EPRI model (a
default code model) is being used. The conservative heat transfer models can be activated
by a user option.
Following the TMI Action Plan, the code was assessed with LOFT experiment L3‐1 and
Semiscale experiment S‐UT‐8. Additionally, the validity and overall conservatism was
assessed by the LSTF (Large Scale Test Facility) experiment SB‐CL‐18. The s‐EM code
was verified with the Marviken experiments (15, 20, 22, and 24) for critical flow model,
Barnnett experiments, Royal Institute of Technology (RIT) experiments, THTF
experiments for CHF and post‐CHF heat transfer model. The conservatism of code
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prediction on loop seal formation and clearing was assessed using UPTF TRAM
experiment.
In the SBLOCA calculation, the conservative set of initial condition including maximum
LHGR, maximum RCS pressure and temperature, the minimum RCS flow was used with
the worst single failure assumption. The plant nodalization scheme was set to consistent
with one used in the assessments of separate effect tests and integrated effect tests. The
reactor core was modeled with two channels having 20 volumes in axial direction and the
area of hot channel was less than area of one fuel assembly. The reactor vessel
downcomer was modeled with one channel based on the scheme used in the assessments.
And the adequacy and conservatism was evaluated by sensitivity study. Figure 8.3‐20
shows a noding scheme of KSNP.

Figure 8.8‐20 RELAP5 Nodalization of UCN Units 5 and 6
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Using the input and noding scheme as explained, SBLOCA was calculated for KSNP.
Through the break spectrum analysis including hot leg, cold leg, and pump suction leg
2

and 11 break sizes ranging from 0.02 to 0.5 ft , a limiting break size was determined as
2

0.06 ft cold leg break. And the PCT was calculated as 1126.8 K, local oxidization less
than 2 %, which met the acceptance criteria.
Figures 8.3‐21 to 24 show the pressures of RCS and SG secondary side, core level of
average channel and hot channel, cladding temperatures, and spectrum analysis result,
respectively.

2

Figure 8.8‐21 Pressures of RCS and SG (55.7 cm cold leg break)
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Figure 8.8‐22 Core Level (55.7 cm2 cold leg break)

2

Figure 8.8‐23 Cladding Temperatures (55.7 cm cold leg break)
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Figure 8.8‐24 Cladding Temperature from Sensitivity Study (0.02~0.087ft2)
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9.1. BASIC CONCEPT

9.1.1. Background
The first comprehensive application of methods and techniques of probabilistic safety
assessment (PSD) dates back to 1975, to the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission’s Reactor Safety Study (WASH 1 400) [9.1]. Since that study, there has been
substantial methodological development, and PSA techniques have became a standard
tool in safety evaluation of nuclear power plants. The main benefit of PSA is to provide
insights, including the identification of dominant risk contributions and the comparison of
options for reducing risk. PSA provides a consistent and integrated model of nuclear
power plant safety and consequently PSA offers a consistent and integrated framework
for safety related decision-making. Furthermore, PSA is a conceptual tool for deriving
numerical estimates of risk for nuclear plants and industrial installations in general and
also for evaluating the uncertainties in these estimates. PSA differs from traditional
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deterministic safety analysis in that it provides a methodological approach to identifying
accident sequences issued from a broad range of initiating events, and it includes the
systematic and realistic determination of accident frequencies and consequences.
Finally PSA has been shown to provide important insights in addition to these provided
by deterministic analysis.

9.1.2. Risk concepts and terminology
Colloquially, risk is defined as danger, hazard, peril, exposure-to-death, injury, loss, or
some other negative consequence. This risk implies an unrealised potential for harm. If
the danger is actually realized, then it is no longer risk but actual death, injury, loss or
other harmful consequence. To quantify a risk, the likelihood of actually experiencing a
given set of consequences must be estimated. The following definition of risk is
consistent with such estimates. Risk is the frequency with which a given set of
consequences would be expected to occur. One can define different measures of risk of
accident at nuclear power plants.
One measure is the core damage frequency, which is the probability per year of reactor
operation of experiencing a core damage accident; this evaluation is performed by PSA
level 1.
Another measure of risk is connected with the release of fission product into the
atmosphere and is generally given in terms of cumulative frequency (annual frequency of
having an activity higher than a given value) of release of different fission products
(iodine, Cs); this evaluation is performed by PSA level 2.
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Other measures of risk are defined by their different impact on the public (death, cancers,
etc.) and are given in term of individual risk (annual frequency of death by cancer) or
public risk (annual frequency of having a number of death higher than a given value); this
evaluation is performed by PSA level 3.

9.1.3. General objectives of PSA
The use of PSA covers four main applications.
9.1.3.1. During the design process
At the present time, a PSA is developed during the design process of new nuclear plants,
complementary to the deterministic approach. Its role is to study the accidental sequences
with multiple failures and to verify target values given by the designer or by the safety
authorities. The targets internationally recommended are a core damage frequency of
10-5/year including external events and a frequency of high release of fission product of
-6

10 /year [9.2].
9.1.3.2. For periodic safety reviews
Today, a great number of countries are performing periodic safety reviews for operating
plants in order to verify that the plants built by old standards are sufficiently safe. These
evaluations are generally performed by using a deterministic approach, complemented by
a PSA level 1 or level 2, and can lead to defining safety improvements of the plant in
order to verify target values. The targets internationally recommended for operating
-4

-5

plants are 10 /year for the core damage frequency and 10 /year for a high release of
fission product [9.2].
9.1.3.3. Risk-informed regulation [9.3]
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This strategy has been proposed in the US (where periodic safety assessments are not
regulator requested). The objective is to use probabilistic risk assessment in the decision
process of plant specific changes to the current licensing process, in-service-testing,
graded quality assurance, and technical specifications.
For the purposes of establishing guidelines for risk-informed decision making, a core
damage frequency guideline of 10-4/year has been adopted and a large early release
5

frequency of 10 /year has been adopted as a containment performance guideline.
9.1.3.4. Safety in operation
Specific objectives and corresponding uses of PSA for the objective of assessing plant
safety to assist plant operation are:
Evaluation of plant technical specifications and limiting conditions of operations.
Prioritisation of inspection/testing activities.
Evaluation of operating experience.
Accident management.

9.1.4. PSA level 1 [9.4]
9.1.4.1. Specific objectives
In addition of the determination of the core damage frequency, a PSA level 1 gives the
following information that is very useful to analyze the safety of the nuclear plants:
Identification of the dominant accident sequences leading to core damage.
Identification of systems, structures and components (SSCs) and human actions
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that are important for safety and determination of importance factors.
Assessment of important dependencies between systems and between human
actions and systems.

9.1.4.2. Steps of a PSA level 1
Analysis of initiating events
The first step in performing a PSA is to identify possible initiating events and determine
their frequencies.
Internal initiators usually receive the most attention in a PSA, and their frequencies are
generally less difficult to estimate than the frequencies of external initiators. Internal
initiators are based on the operating experience and engineering analyses.
Following the studies performed in many countries, it appears that the internal events
must also include events at low power and shutdown. The associated risk is not negligible
because of the possibility of having a low water level in the primary circuit, no automatic
action of the safety systems, and unavailability of equipment for maintenance.
In addition to the traditional in-plant (internal) initiators, it appears that external initiators
(including internal fires) have to be taken into account, because the associated risks
generally are not negligible compared to the internal events.
The main external events to be studied are:
Internal fires (based on operating experience, and taking into account possibilities
for fires in the plant).
Seismic events for specific high level seismic sites based on historical operations
(if they exist) and studies of existing faults. This results in significant uncertainties
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in the frequency of high magnitude seismic events.

Accident delineation
The identification of accident leading to core damage is undertaken by the use of event
trees that are developed for each initiating event. The questions asked at the top of an
event tree usually concern the success or failure of front line systems that may be used to
prevent core damage. The accident initiation and the system success/failure questions are
diagrammed sequentially in the order that they affect the course of the accident. The tree
branches at points where the systems either succeed on in their functions.
The failure of the system is determined from a logical model called a fault tree, which
express the system’s failure probability as a function of the failure probabilities of its
components and supporting systems. For a particular event called the top event(usually a
failure of a system to perform some extended function), a fault tree is used to identify the
combination of base events (usually component failures or operator errors) that could
lead to the top event. Due to the fact that the safety systems are usually redundant, it is
important to take into account common mode failures that are simultaneous failures of
multiple components due to some underlying common cause such as design errors or
environmental factors.
Human factor analyses are incorporatedinto current state of the art PSA studies:
unavailability of components due to maintenance errors; and failure of operators to
follow written procedures under normal operating and accident conditions.

9.1.5. PSA level 2 [9.5-6]
9.1.5.1. PSA level 2 objectives
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Some typical uses of level 2 PSA are:
To gain insights into the progression of severe accidents and containment
performance;
To identify plant specific vulnerabilities of the containment to severe accidents;
To identify major containment failure modes and to estimate the corresponding
releases of radionuclides;
To provide a basis for the evaluation of off-site emergency planning strategies;
To provide a basis for the development of plant specific accident management
strategies;
To provide a basis for the prioritisation of research activities.

9.1.5.2. Steps of a PSA level 2
Interface to level 1 PSA and sequence grouping
Information about the many different accidents that lead to core damage is passed
fromthe accident frequency analysis to the accident progression by means of Plant
Damage States (PDS). One PDS is defined by the values taken by several indicators that
will give all the information needed to determine the progression of accident.
Accident progression
The accident progression is described by an Accident Progression Event Tree (APET),
that begins with the core uncovery and ends with the core corium interaction.
The APET is composed of questions that must address all of the relevant issues important
to the progression of severe accidents, containment response failure and source terms.
The tree generally is divided into time frames, delineated by the major events in the
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accident progression:
In vessel processes during the early phase of damage progression before vessel
breach;
Ex-vessel processes at an soon after vessel breach;
Long term processes following vessel breach.

The answers to the questions corresponding to the physical evaluation of the system are
given by deterministic accident progression analysis performed by appropriate computer
codes [9.7-8].
For some phenomena, like direct containment heating, production of hydrogen, and steam
explosions, the answers are expressed by probability distributions generally produced by
expert judgment.
The APET will provide the conditional probability that a containment failure mode can
be realized, given a PDS. The APET produce a large number of end states, which are
generally grouped in release categories or BINS. One BIN is defined by the values taken
by several indicators that will give all the information needed to determine the release of
fission product in the atmosphere.
Source term
The different steps of evaluation are the following:
Grouping of fission products in accordance with their common chemical and
physical characteristics.
Release of fission products from fuel during the in-vessel phase.
Retention of fission products within the reactor coolant system.
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Release of fission products during the ex-vessel phase.
Retention of fission products inside the containment.

9.1.6. PSA level 3 [9.9]
9.1.6.1. Specific objectives
A PSA level 3 is needed when probabilistic safety criteria have been defined by
regulatory bodies. The most commonly used level 3 safety criteria are: individual risks of
early and late fatal health effect; societal risk of early fatal health effect; collective risks
and the risk of unacceptable land contamination.
9.1.6.2. Steps of the PSA level 3
The different steps of evaluation of risks are the following:
Description of the radionuclides release from PSA level 2;
Atmospheric dispersion and disposition;
Meteorological data;
Exposure pathways;
Population, agricultural and economic data;
Countermeasures;
Health effects.
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9.1.7. Uncertainties
We can distinguish three major categories of sources of uncertainties in the PRA models.
9.1.7.1. Completeness
There is never a guarantee that all the initiating events leading to significant
consequences have been taken into account. This lack of completeness introduces an
uncertainty in the results and conclusions of the analysis that is difficult to assess and
quantify.
9.1.7.2. Modeling adequacy
There are uncertainties introduced by the relative inadequacy of the conceptual models
and the mathematical models. Sensitivity studies are usually performed to assess their
relative importance. In the PSA level 2, the uncertainties of the progression of the
accident are so important that it is necessary to use expert judgment to show the results of
the physical progression in terms of probability distribution.
9.1.7.3. Input parameter uncertainties
This category is related to the uncertainties of the parameters of the models used in the
PSA. This type of uncertainty is more easily quantified.
9.1.7.4. Propagation of uncertainties
The quantification of the third category of uncertainties is usually done by using a
Monte-Carlo simulation that consists of generating a random sample of inputs of the
model determining the PSA output from each set of inputs in the sample.
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9.2. GENERAL METHODOLOGY - SEQUENCES
AND SYSTEMS MODELING

9.2.1. Introduction
The general objective of a Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is to evaluate the
probability that an installation will be the origin of serious consequences. Since the first
application of this approach [9.1], it appeared that the interest in PSA is not only to give
an overall result of risk, but also (and mainly) to provide insights into plant design,
performance and environmental impacts, including the identification of dominant risk
contributors and the comparison of options for reducing risk. PSA provides a consistent
and integrated framework for safety related decision-making.
In international practice, in the case of nuclear plants safety, three levels of PSA are
defined:
- Level 1: The assessment of core damage frequency.
- Level 2: The assessment of containment release frequency.
- Level 3: The assessment of off-site consequences (public and environmental risk)
This aim of this report is to present an overview of the methods used for conducting a
level 1 PSA. This paper does not constitute a PSA guide, and the details concerning the
application of the methods can be found in relevant literature [9.4]and [9.10]. A first part,
mainly qualitative, describes the general approach. A second part gives the main elements
concerning quantification.
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9.2.2. Generalities
Since the aim of a PSA is to assess the probability of rare events (no direct statistics ), the
general approach is to consider the result as a combination of events with an observable
frequency More precisely, the core damage event is considered to be the result of diverse
combinations of hardware and/or human failure. The general PSA approach is then to
identify all credible event sequences that could lead to core damage and to evaluate their
frequency, relying on the elementary events probability. The steps of the study are the
following (see Figure 9.1).
Initiating events identification;
Event sequences definition and modeling;
Systems analysis;
Parameters estimation;
Quantification.

9.2.3. Initiating events
An Initiating Event (IE) can be defined as an event which creates a disturbance in the
plant and has the potential of leading to core damage, depending on the successful
operation of the mitigating functions in the plant. The initiating events are generally
classified into internal IEs and hazards (internal and external). Internal IEs allowed for
are all plant events of internal origin due to hardware failures or to human errors. The loss
of off-site power supply is also generally considered with the internal IEs.
External hazards include earthquakes, external fires, external flooding, tornadoes, aircraft
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crashes, etc. External hazards include internal fires and floods for which the processing
methods are analogous to those of external events.
Moreover IEs (internal and/or external) can be considered either only when the plant is at
full power, or for all the plant operating modes.
The minimum scope of a level 1 PSA is to cover internal IEs during full power operation.
More recent PSAs cover all the possible IEs, since a more complete scope allows for
more complete and interesting applications [9.6, 9.11].
9.2.3.1. Identification of Initiating Events
In the identification of initiating events, every effort must be made to ensure
completeness. However, there is no method that can be systematically applied to
demonstrate completeness. The best method of making sure that the investigation is as
complete as possible is to use all the available sources of information. The principal
sources of information that can be used for identifying the initiating events are:
Similar probabilistic assessments;
Specific and worldwide experience feedback;
The safety analysis report (design situations);
Ad hoc studies carried out in the field of safety (for example post Chernobyl studies).

Moreover, in order to complete the list of IEs, it is possible to use deductive analysis, for
example, the master logic diagram.
An important aspect is that IEs have to be considered in all the plant operating modes that
are covered in the PSA. Especially in case of non-full power analysis, IEs specific to each
situation have to be investigated.
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9.2.3.2. Grouping
In order to simplify the study, all the initiating events that can be identified are grouped
together in a limited number of families having similar functional consequences.
In certain cases, these families are broken down into subfamilies, depending on the
functional consequences of the accident. In particular, initiating events considered in
different reactor states generally constitute separate sub-families.
It should also be noted that the families and sub-families thus defined are not
independent. Indeed, an initiating event may lead to accident sequences that result in an
event considered to be an initiator of another family. For example, primary system
overpressure transients can cause a pressurizer break, which constitutes a sub-initiator of
the primary break family. All such interaction between families must be taken into
account in quantification.

9.2.4. Accident sequences
9.2.4.1 Accident sequence modeling
Once initiating events have been identified and grouped, it is necessary to determine the
response of the plant to each group of initiating events. This modelling of responses
results in the generation of accident (or event) sequences.
The mostclassical method for the event sequences definition is the conventional event
tree method. For reference, this is a logical method consisting of taking an initiating event
and systematically envisaging the success or failure of all the systems and functions liable
to play a role during the accident situation. Each branch of the tree represents an accident
sequence which is then analysed to determine which branches lead to core damagedown
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and the exact natures of the missions of the systems involved. The definition of the
mission of a system constitutes the criterion of success (for example the number of trains
necessary), the time of the mission, the time limit for taking human action etc., that is to
say all the information necessary for subsequently calculating a probability of failure. An
example of a simple event tree is given on Figure 9.2.
A special effort should be made to create scenarios that are as complete and realistic as
possible. The event trees construction is a particularly important task of the PSA, since it
is the basis of the whole model. This task needs particular efforts in very different fields,
and is the illustration of the synthetic character of PSA approach. Hereafter are some
examples of the problems encountered during the event sequences construction.
9.2.4.2. Criteria concerning core damagedown
The purpose of a level 1 PSA is to evaluate the probability of core damagedown. In
practice, the accident sequences are not systematically analysed to the point of core
damagedown, butonly as far as core integrity can no longer be guaranteed.

FIG. 9.1. Overview of Level 1 PSA
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FIG. 9.2. Example of a single event tree

For example, this applies to the following conditions:
Prolonged dry out of the core with no means of injection available;
Clad temperature above 1204°C;
Exceeding primary system test pressure;

These criteria enabling characterization of core damagedown are introduced for the
purposes of simplification, which introduces a degree of conservativeness.
9.2.4.3. Physical calculations
In many cases, there is not sufficient material available from the analysis of accident
sequences to draw clear-cut conclusions about the consequences of such sequences, and
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the missions of the systems involved. The following approach is generally adopted:
First of all, in light of existing studies, a conservative position is adopted. For
example, for a given sequence, if there is no way of demonstrating by calculation
that core damage can be avoided, it is considered that the sequence leads to core
damage.
In cases where it can be assumed that this conservatism is excessive, and that the
corresponding sequences are significant, additional studies are necessary.

9.2.4.4. Accident sequence duration
Analysis of the sequences are conducted either to the point of core damagedown or to a
state in which the risk can be considered to be negligible. Generally, a duration of 24
hours is considered appropriate. However in some PSAs longer post-accident situations
are analysed. The study of long-term scenarios makes it possible to bring to light
problems concerning the resistance and utilization strategies of equipment. However it is
necessary to study recovery actions and repair of equipment.
9.2.4.5. Operator actions and strategies
In order to define scenarios as realistic as possible, it is necessary to analyse the possible
human interaction during the accident, based on emergency procedures or on experience
9.2.4.6. Behaviour of equipment
One problem frequently encountered in the study of sequences is that of the resistance of
equipment in accident situations. The position adopted in a PSA is generally the
following: Any item of equipment operating outside its qualification conditions is
considered to be faulty, except if there is sufficient evidence (tests or studies) to qualify
this hypothesis.

For example, when the temperature and pressure conditions in a
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containment exceed the qualification limits of the instrumentation, the latter is considered
to be lost.

9.2.5. Systems analysis
Once the response of the plant to an initiating event has been modelled, the events that
constitute the event sequences need further analysis. The main events are the success or
failure of the systems.
The systems analysed are involved either in accident sequences or as initiating events.
According to the event sequence in which it is involved, a system may have several
different missions (several different success criteria). The system analysis and modelling
has to be carried out for each mission of the system.
9.2.5.1. Qualitative analysis
The first step of system analysis is a very good understanding of the system operation as
well as the operation of its components and the effect of their failure on system success.
Such understanding can be achieved through a qualitative analysis, e.g. a failure modes
and effect analysis (FMEA) [9.4].
9.2.5.2. System modeling
Fault tree construction
After the qualitative step,system analysis is carried out using a logic model enabling
calculation of the probability of failure of each mission of this system on the basis of the
failure probabilities of its basic components. Several models are available (fault trees,
state graphs, Petri networks). Fault tree analysis is the most widely used method and will
be presented with some detail. Other methods, generally limited to particular cases, will
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be indicated according to their specificities.
Fault tree analysis is the most common method used for representing the failure logic of
plant systems. It is a deductive failure analysis, that is, an analytical technique whereby
an undesired state of a system is specified, and the system is then analysed in the context
of its environment andoperation to find all credible ways in which the undesired state
could be brought about. Techniques for fault tree construction and quantification can be
found in several references, for example [9.12].
During the fault tree construction, the following points have to be considered with
particular attention:
The boundaries of the system and the limits with other systems, for example the
boundary between a front-line system (safety injection) and its support systems
(electrical supplies, component cooling system, etc.);
The operating modes of the systems, the sub-systems or components (running or
stand
The components failure modes to be considered (active and/or passive failure,
failure to run and/or failure upon demand);
The dependencies between systems or between parts of a system (shared
equipment, shared support system.)
The possible unavailability due to testing, maintenance or human error
The modes of actuation (automatic or manual) and the corresponding signals

An analysis of the operating experience related to the system should be useful.
Other methods
As it will be explained fault tree models can be used for quantification if combined with
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event trees by appropriate methods. However, all the operating modes of a system cannot
be adequately quantified by use of fault trees. For example, this is the case for repairable
systems or for systems with a dynamic mode of operation (their success criteria depend
on time). In these particular cases, the use of fault trees for quantification is an
approximation that could be too conservative.
Other models are available, mainly state graphs (the best known is the Markov graph), or
the Petri-nets. Although these models allow a better representation of system operations,
they generally are too complex for regular use and are limited to particular cases, such as
for validating more simple models.

9.2.6. Internal and external hazards
Although these particular initiating events are treated roughly with the same methodology
as other initiating events, they have important specificities that have to be underlined, for
instance:
The initiating event is not a single event but a distribution of events against their
gravity;
There are very important correlations between the IE, the component failures, the
containment behaviour;
The physical implementation of the components is important and needs specific
information;
Particular components which are not considered in the case of internal IEs because
they have a low failure probability, need to be introduced because their failure
probability becomes significant in case of hazards (electrical cables in case of fire,
pipes in case of earthquake);
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Due to these specificities, the treatment of hazards needs particular analysis, including
new event sequences and new system analysis. For example, for the treatment of internal
fires, the number of possible IEs and scenarios could be extremely high. In order to limit
the volume of the study, the usual methodology consists first of identification, by a
simplified method, of the critical zones (the rooms in which a fire could lead to core
damagesequences with a non negligible probability). In a further step, the fire scenarios
are analysed and quantified only for the critical zones.

9.3. PARAMETERS ESTIMATION AND
SEQUENCES QUANTIFICATION

9.3.1. Data used in a PSA
After the construction of the logic models (event trees - fault trees), and in order to
quantify these models, it is necessary to introduce numerical values for the different
parameters.
The data necessary for quantification can be grouped into the following categories:
Frequency of initiating events;
Reliability data of components;
Common Cause Failure (CCF) data;
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Human Reliability data.

9.3.2. Frequency of initiating Events
9.3.2.1. Quantification methods
In so far as possible, priority should be given to experience feedback in quantification.
For events of observable frequency, the values used are specific ones derived from
operating experience (e.g., loss of feedwater plant, loss of off-site electrical power
supplies, spurious safety injections, etc.).
For less frequent events, the values can be derived from worldwide feedback
experience (steam generator tube rupture, small primary breaks). Generic values
can be combined with specific values by using Bayesian methods.
For extremely rare events, the values can be estimated by expert judgment,
allowance being made in particular for the absence of observation anywhere in the
world and the values used in foreign studies (e.g., large primary and secondary
system breaks).
When the initiating event is the loss of a system, quantification is based on a
reliability study (e.g., electrical power blackout and loss of the CCW system). In
this case, quantification is carried out with the tools used for systems analysis (fault
trees, Markov graphs, etc.)

9.3.2.2. Quantification of sub-initiating events
Division between reactor states: A distinction can be made between sub-initiating
events directly associated with the reactor state and sub-initiating events which can
occur in a number of reactor states. In the second case, the division is made on the
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basis of the time spent in each state, in accordance with the operating profile.
Other cases of division: The division of the frequency of the sub-initiating events
adopted for functional reasons can be made either on the basis of experience
feedback (for example loss of the feedwater plant), or system reliability studies
(e.g., electrical power blackout), or by using engineering judgment on the basis of
studies made in other countries (e.g. the division between large and intermediate
primary system breaks and the distribution between secondary system breaks
upstream and downstream of the isolation valves).

9.3.3. Reliability data of components
The reliability parameters that are used in the PSAs are the following:
Failure rate to run (for a component in operation);
Failure upon demand or failure to start (for a component in stand-by);
Failure rate during stand-by;
Repair rate or repair time;
Unavailability for maintenance or for testing.

As for the initiating events frequency, priority has to be given to specific operating
experience as far as possible. In order to obtain specific estimates of these parameters, it
is first necessary to organize data collection as complete as possible. This data collection
has to contain all the information relating to failures or malfunctioning of components.
Other information also needed is total running time (or the number of demands), test
intervals and test duration, unavailability for maintenance, and, repair time.
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If the specific experience feedback is not sufficient (too small number of failures), other
information sources can be used, for example international data banks or data used in
other PSAs. However, the applicability of such data to the plant under consideration has
to be analysed. Specific data can be aggregated with generic data using Bayesian method.
The data collection gives raw data, which have to be analysed and processed in order to
obtain the reliability parameters. During raw data processing, particular problems are
encountered, for example:
The failures reported are only partial failures and the failure criticality has to be
assessed (was the component still able to run in an emergency situation?).
If an important modification of a component has been carried out, is the modified
component to be considered as a new component? Is it possible to anticipate the
effects of a modification?
In case of a new plant, what are the most appropriate data before any experience
feedback?
The PSA position when examining these problems has to be as realistic as possible,
but must keep a conservative position when the evidence is not sufficient.

9.3.4. Common cause failure (CCF)
Common cause failures are failures which are due to the same cause and which can affect
simultaneously, or within a short period of time, a number of redundant components. The
common points identified (for example the common support systems) are explicitly
introduced in the systems models and are not considered as CCFs. The CCFs can result,
for instance, from errors in design, fabrication or installation, or from the effects of the
environment (normal or accident condition). A typical example would be the failure of
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several pumps due to an inappropriate lubrication.
CCFs have to be introduced in a PSA, since their impact on system reliability is
significant, especially in case of highly redundant systems. The steps for this introduction
are the following:
Choice of a method for modelling CCFs;
Identification of the groups of components which can be affected by CCFs (CCF
components groups);
Data collection.

Several methods can be used in the PSAs for CCF modelling: Multiple Greek Letters
(MGL), Binomial Failure rate (BFR), or Beta Factor [9.13]. For example, the Beta Factor
can be used if it is defined as the ratio (for a particular component), of the number of
common cause failures to the total number of failures. This method can be generalized by
using factors Beta (k, n), representing the proportion of common modes affecting k
components with a redundancy of a factor n. It is possible to calculate al the Beta (k, n)
using the three basic values which are Beta (2, 2), Beta (3, 3), Beta (4, 4).
It does not seem that the choice of a model is the most important problem for the
treatment of CCFs, since with the same basic data all the models give similar results. Two
aspects seem more important and can be the source of large uncertainties:
The list of components (and of failure modes) which can be submitted to a CCF
(CCF component groups);
The source of data, which are generally sparse and difficult to interpret. For
example, in experience feedback there is very often the occurrence of partial or
potential CCFs.
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The CCF groups (component groups which can be submitted to a CCF), generally cover
similar components which perform the same function in the same system. The failure
modes which can be concerned by CCFs are all the failure modes of the components
(failure upon demand, failure to run). Moreover, although it is not a current practice,
CCFs could be investigated between components that are similar, but belong to different
systems, and between diversified components that perform a functional redundancy, in
order to verify if the diversification is complete.
The most important aspect is good data collection. This data collection has to cover all
the possible CCFs, even if there was no critical failure (potential CCFs). The following
quantification will have to take into account in a systematic manner; and that is the level
of criticality of each CCF reported in the data bank. An example of CCF data collection is
the International Common Cause Data Exchange (ICDE) project conducted in the
framework of the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD (Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development).

9.3.5. Human Reliability Analysis (HRA)
9.3.5.1. Classification of human actions
According to [9.4], classification of human actions for PSA is the following:
Category A - Pre-initiators
Category B - Initiators
Category C - Post-initiators

9.3.5.2. Information sources
Three points are considered as important:
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1. The approach shall rely as far as possible on real experience. This experience can
be operational events and incidents, and simulator tests, as well as visits and
interviews. In case of post-accident interactions, although some transferability
studies are necessary, simulator experiments appear as the most important source of
information.
2. The approach has to take into account the specific situation of the plant under study,
by an analysis of the man-machine interface (indicators), the documentation
available for the operators (normal and emergency operating procedures (EOPs)),
the operational practices (for example workload), and the training of the operators.
3. The approach has to take into account as far as possible elements given by human
factor sciences. This aspect is difficult to describe in detail, but a first step is to
include (or at least to consult) a human factors specialist in the HRA team.

9.3.5.3. Pre-accident actions
Category A actions:
This category covers latent errors that contribute to the unavailability of equipment.
Examples of category A actions are miscalibration of sensors, misalignment of valves or
of subsystems, failure to restore power supplies, failure to remove bypasses on protection
systems, and failure to remove locks on pumps/valves. These failures are identified
during system analysis.
A well-known and appropriate approach is THERP method [9.14] that provides tables for
quantification. Moreover, a validation by plant specific experience should be desirable.
Particular attention has to be paid to the treatment of recoveries and of dependencies
between category A actions.
Category B actions:
This category covers all the human actions that could lead to initiating events.
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Category B actions are often identified by experience feedback and included in the total
initiating events frequency.
9.3.5.4. Post-accident actions
These category C actions have the most significant impact on the PSA results, but they
are also the most difficult to identify and to quantify.
Three subcategories can be defined [9.4]:
type 1 - Procedural safety actions
type 2 - Aggravating actions/errors
type 3 - Improvising recovery/repair actions.

Identification of type C actions needs mainly two complementary approaches:
Analysis of the operating documents (EOPs), for identifying the actions required
from the operators.
Analysis of the event trees and accident sequences, for identifying the key actions
(positive or negative) that can influence the progress of the accident. In fact, the
actions that could be performed by the operators are very numerous, and it is
necessary to limit the analysis to actions that could have important consequences
on the accident scenarios.

Type 2 actions (also called commission errors) are particularly difficult to identify.
However it is recognized that an important effort has to be made to identify as completely
as possible the post-accident actions, including the three types of actions.
Concerning modelling and quantification, several different methods can be used and it
does not seem appropriate to recommend a particular method, since none of them has
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been really validated by experience. Moreover important new developments on advanced
methods are presently in progress. Nevertheless it is possible to identify in the different
approaches what parameters are considered (type of human intervention, shaping factors,
recoveries, dependencies, etc.).
It is important to carry out a sufficiently complete qualitative analysis for identifying the
main shaping factors and to use a quantitative model able to take these shaping factors
into account.
Examples of shaping factors to be considered are:
Time window available for performing an action;
Complexity (or difficulty) of the situation;
Organization of the operating team;
Status of the procedures;
Efficiency of indicators and of operator aids;
Stress;
Training.

Moreover, as for category A actions, recoveries and dependencies have to be analysed
and introduced when necessary.
Concerning numerical results, it is important to identify if there are parameters on which
the results are particularly sensible (a cut-off value, an anchor point, etc.). These sensible
parameters have to be identified in order to carry out sensitivity studies. This point is
particularly necessary in order to avoid cliff-edge effects and perhaps erroneous
conclusions. Moreover, it is necessary to carry out a comparison of all the HRA numbers,
in order to verify the ranking of the values (a higher failure probability has to correspond
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to a more difficult human action).
9.3.5.5. Particular actions
Generally the HRA models are established for the basic PSA scope (full-power, internal
initiating events, level 1). When the situation is different (shutdown operating modes,
internal or external hazards, level 2), particular attention has to be paid to the applicability
of the models, and if necessary appropriate models have to be developed.

9.3.6. Sequences quantification
Starting from the PSA models and the parameter estimations, the last step is the
quantification of the PSA results. This quantification has to take into account the
complexity of the models, the wish to perform an evaluation as realistic and complete as
possible, but also the need of obtaining a tool that can be used easily and efficiently for
safety analysis problems. These conditions are not completely compatible, and for that
reason there is not a unique solution for quantification, but different possibilities that are
chosen according to the PSA application.
9.3.6.1. Example of quantification problem: Dependencies between events
An event tree consists of an initiating event and generic events. These events are not
necessarily independent, and may be subject to the two following types of interaction:
Functional interaction;
Temporal interaction.

Functional interactions may result from:
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Parts common to a number of systems;
Common signals;
Common support systems.

Temporal interactions are, for instance:
In the case of systems operating in normal/stand-by mode, the start-up time of a system
and the duration of its mission time may depend on the length of time during which
another system is operating or not available.
In addition, the time delay between the failure of systems and the occurrence of core
damage down may be used to repair systems involved in the accident sequence. When
temporal interaction is not taken into account, the results may be very conservative. Until
now, there is no method available for the simultaneous and comprehensive treatment of
both types of interaction into PSA and the choice has to be the best compromise between
the possibilities.
9.3.6.2. Fault-tree linking method
This method is the most current and many computer codes are based on its principles.
The basic principle is to represent all the systems by fault trees, and to evaluate the
frequency of the event sequences by linking the fault trees involved in each sequence by a
logical model. This approach has many advantages, in particular:
An automatic treatment of the functional dependencies;
A homogeneous treatment of all the systems and sequences;
A representation of the models clear and comprehensive;
A calculation time reasonable, allowing for recalculations and sensitivity studies.
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The major inconvenient is that the dynamic aspects cannot be treated without
approximations that are difficult to justify.
9.3.6.3. Other methods
Other interesting methods can also be used and developments are still in progress. It is
possible to use, for example, the state graphs (generally Markov graphs), the Petri-nets,
and the Monte-Carlo simulation. These methods can be used for the systems modelling,
as well as for the sequences modelling. The main goal is to account for various specific
operating aspects, especially temporal dependencies. On the contrary, these methods are
generally more complex, time consuming and difficult to interpret. For these reasons they
are presently limited to particular cases, and especially to validate approximations
introduced in a simplified model.

9.3.7. Uncertainty analysis
Qualitative discussion and quantitative measure of uncertainties in the PSA results is a
very important task. Uncertainty estimation is particularly important for the analysis of
risk contributions, for decision-making, and for the credibility of the results.
Since the PSA model attempts to simulate reality, it is inevitable that there will be
simplifying assumptions of rather complex phenomena that generate uncertainties. Three
major categories of sources of uncertainties can be identified:
Completeness. Although the aim of the PSA model is to be as complete as possible,
there is no guarantee that this process can ever be complete and that all possible
scenarios have been identified and quantified. This lack of completeness introduces
an uncertainty that is particularly difficult to assess.
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Modelling adequacy. Even for those scenarios that have been identified, the event
sequence and system logic models do not precisely represent reality. There are
uncertainties introduced in the definition of success criteria, in the assessment of
physical phenomena, of behaviour of equipment, and of recovery actions. Although
it is possible to quantify at least a part of these uncertainties (see NUREG 1150),
the usual approach is to perform sensitivity studies to assess the impact of these
modelling uncertainties and their relative importance.
Input parameters uncertainty. The input parameters are not exactly known, due to
scarcity or lack of data. This is especially the case of parameters related to CCFs,
HRA or rare IEs. It is possible to assess the effect of these uncertainty on the
overall PSA results by estimating the uncertainty related to each basic parameter
and to propagate these uncertainties through the PSA model by a Monte-Carlo
method.

Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that the uncertainty is not inherent in the
probabilistic safety assessment, but essentially stems from limited knowledge. This being
the case, one of the important features of the PSA is that it indicates the fields in which
obtaining further knowledge would be particularly useful.
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9.4. LEVEL 2 PSA

9.4.1. Objectives
Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSA) for nuclear power plants are conducted in order
to gain insights into the design and operation of the plants and their potential
environmental effects, including: the identification of dominant risk contributors, the
determination of the vulnerabilities of plant and containment systems, and the
comparison of options for risk reduction.
Level 2 PSAs are devoted to a probabilistic evaluation of the radioactive releases into the
environment (source terms) for severe accidents. They are based on the results of Level 1
PSAs, dealing with core damage frequencies, and provide inputs for Level 3 PSAs,
aiming at assessing the radiological and economical consequences of severe accidents.

9.4.2. General structure
ALevel 2 PSA comprises three main steps: the interface with level 1 PSA, the
representation of the possible accident progressions using an event tree, and the
evaluation of source terms. The quantification of the event tree and of the source terms
are based on the results of supporting studies, dealing with physical phenomena,
component reliability and human actions.
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9.4.3. Level 1 – level 2 interface
The level 1 PSA identifies a very large number of accident sequences that lead to
potential core damage. It is neither practical nor necessary to treat each one of these
individually when assessing accident progression, containment response and fission
product release. The sequences are grouped into Plant Damage States (PDS), so that all
accidents within a given PDS can be treated as a group for the purposes of level 2
assessments.
Broadly, PDSs can be grouped into two main classes: those in which radioactive products
are released to the containment, and those in which the containment is either bypassed or
ineffective.
For the first class, the PDSs should account for the plant failures defined in level 1
analysis that could influence either the containment challenge or the release of fission
products. The binning of sequences into PDSs can be performed according to the values
of specific variables, having a significant influence on the accident progression. This can
include, for instance, the type of initiator, the timing of core damage, and/or the circuit
pressure at vessel failure.
The status of the containment’s engineered safety features (spray system or fan coolers) is
also of vital importance. Other variables, such as the electrical power status, could be also
useful, according to the level of detail of the study.
For the second class, the interface should focus on the attributes that influence the fission
product source terms.
In order to reduce the number of PDSs to be considered, either one PDS can be grouped
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with another one that can lead to higher consequences (this will introduce additional
conservatism into the process), or a frequency cut-off can be used as a means of
screening out less important PDSs.

9.4.4. Accident progression and containment analysis
9.4.4.1. Containment event tree
In general, in level 2 PSA, the progression of severe accidents and containment failure
modes that lead to releases of fission products beyond the containment boundary is
represented using an event tree, named Containment Event Tree (CET) or Accident
Progression Event Tree (APET). The nodes (or questions) of the CET must address all of
the relevant issues important to the progression of severe accidents, containment response
and source terms.
The CET structure must be logical, complete, consistent and at an appropriate level of
detail, as mandated by the objectives of the level 2 PSA.
For each nodal question, the conditional probabilities of the branches should be
determined by fixed values, or by a specific model, such as fault tree or logical model,
identifying different situations as a function of a previous accident progression. These
models can also provide the values of some variables in order to determine the
containment failure modes or the attributes for fission product releases.
It is generally useful to divide the event tree into time frames, delineated by the major
events in the accident progression:
In-vessel processes during the early phase of damage progression;
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In-vessel processes during the late phase of damage progression,
Ex-vessel processes at or soon after vessel breach;
Long term processes following vessel breach.

9.4.4.2. Physical phenomena
All physical phenomena involved in severe accidents should be considered as far as they
influence the challenge to the containment integrity and the fission product source terms.
A typical list of the physical phenomena to be considered is the following:
Core heat-up, degradation and meltdown, cladding rupture, hydrogen production
by cladding oxidation, and flowing down of corium to the vessel bottom;
Interaction between corium and water in the vessel bottom, in-vessel steam
explosion, blast loads, missile generation, vessel head rupture, and consequences
for containment integrity;
Vessel bottom rupture, corium dispersal into the containment building, direct
containment heating, and consequences for containment integrity;
Interaction between corium and water in the reactor cavity, ex-vessel steam
explosion, interaction between corium and concrete, and non condensable gas
generation;
Containment pressurization, hydrogen combustion in the containment (laminar and
turbulent deflagration, detonation), and consequences for containment integrity.

These physical phenomena must be evaluated using appropriate computer codes, where
the phenomena and the events that may appear in the course of the accident are modelled
and where the interactions between these phenomena are correctly considered.
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9.4.4.3. Management actions
Accident management actions after core damage should be credited as part of the CET,
provided that the following guidelines are followed:
The recovery actions are included as part of emergency operating procedures for
the plant under consideration;
The CET quantification is based on a realistic human reliability analysis;
The effect of the environmental conditions resulting from a severe accident on the
survivability of active components must be considered (pressure and temperature,
radiation, hydrogen combustion, aerosol loading, etc.);
Potential adverse effects of recovery must also be taken into account.

9.4.5. Source term evaluation
The CET will provide the conditional probability that a containment failure mode can be
realized, given a PDS. The CET produces a large number of end states, some of which
are either identical or similar in terms of key release attributes. The end states are often
grouped in release bins, referred to as release categories. These release categories group
CET end states that would be expected to have similar radiological characteristics and
potential off-site consequences.
The source term information that the level 3 PSA requires for each release category covers:
The radionuclides, including also the chemical form of each radionuclide;
The frequency (or frequency distribution) of each release category;
The amount of radionuclides released as a function of time, expressed as fractions
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of the initial core inventory for each group of radionuclides having similar physical
and chemical characteristics;
The time of release, which is relative to reactor shutdown;
The location of release, relative to ground level;
The energy content of release, which is a function of containment temperature and
pressure prior to failure;
The particle size distribution of released aerosols, which affect the deposition
during plume transport.

In order to assess these characteristics, several plant specific source term calculations
should be performed with an appropriate computer code, considering the following
phenomena:
Release of fission products during core heat-up, degradation and meltdown,
chemical reactions between fission products, and cladding and control rods;
Retention of fission products within the reactor coolant system, condensation of
fission products vapour on structures, aerosols agglomeration and deposition,
chemical interactions with metallic surfaces, re-vaporization, and mechanical
re-suspension of material previously deposited;
Release of fission products during the ex-vessel phase, due to steam explosion or
core concrete interaction;
Retention of fission products inside the containment, aerosol agglomeration and
deposition, chemical reactions with structures and paints (especially for iodine),
effect of spray system, and deposition inside suppression pool water (for BWRs);
Retention of fission products within the ventilation systems and the containment
filtered venting system, if such a device is installed.
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9.4.6. Treatment of uncertainties
Uncertainties will arise in the level 2 PSA analysis as the result of several factors,
including:
Completeness: there is no guarantee that all possible scenarios have been identified
and properly assessed; this lack of completeness can be reduced by extensive peer
review;
Modelling adequacy: uncertainties in the modelling are either due to incomplete
knowledge of the phenomena, or to inadequacies or simplifications introduced in
the modelling of the phenomena;
Uncertainties in input parameters: the parameters of the various models used in the
PSA are not exactly known because of scarcity or lack of data, and the models
include assumptions made by experts; the grouping of level 1 sequences into PDSs
as the input to level 2 analysis introduces uncertainties in addition to those
associated with the specific level 2 PSA parameters.

There is no universally accepted approach to uncertainty analysis. The analysis should
make use of all the information available in a structured fashion to arrive at a conclusion
about both the relative probabilities of accident progression sequences, and the
radiological source terms associated with them.
The format and range of uncertain parameters of each issue identified must either be
defined by probability distribution, or, more simply, represented by sensitivity bounds.
The use of probability distributions, representing a mathematically more rigorous
approach, will facilitate the propagation of uncertainties in the PSA models. Whichever
format is adopted, judgment on the formulation of uncertainties/sensitivities is supported
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by data, analyses and consideration of the published literature.
The propagation of uncertainties may be done by an appropriate technique suitable for the
overall PSA model. Examples of available propagation techniques include: use of
discrete probability distributions; direct simulation methods based on either simple
(Monte-Carlo) random sampling, or stratified (Latin hypercube) sampling procedures.
The results of the uncertainty analysis may be displayed using histograms, probability
density functions, cumulative distribution functions, and tabular formats showing the
various quantities of the calculated uncertainties, together with the distributional mean
and median estimates.

9.5. LEVEL 3 PSA

9.5.1. Objectives and scope
Starting ideally from postulated releases (source terms for the environment) for a set of
accidental sequences as provided (with their probabilities) by the level 2 PSA, level 3 PSA
leads to the probabilistic accident consequence assessment, expressed in terms of risk to
the public (radiological and economic consequences). Generally, only releases to the
atmosphere are considered, because direct accidental releases to the aquatic environment
are less frequent and lead to a comparatively small contribution to overall risk.
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9.5.2. Source term
The expression "source term" (for the environment) covers all characteristics of the
release (for each accidental sequence or for each group of sequences) that have to be
known to calculate all the radiological consequences due to the different exposure
pathways. These characteristics are:
Time of the release after the beginning of the accident;
Warning time (time available for possible implementation of protective actions
before the release);
Kinetics of the release for each radionuclide (release rate as a function of time);
The location of the release (stack, leaks of a building with building wake effect);
The energy associated with the release for a possible plume rise effect (depending
also of meteorological conditions);
Physical (particle size) and chemical forms (specially for iodine) for each radionuclide;
this information, useful for atmospheric dispersion (deposition rates) and internal dose
calculation (classes of solubility for pulmonary tract), is seldom available.

The best way to take into account the source term, as a function of time, is to discretize
the release in a number of puffs, each of them carrying a fraction of the release for each
radionuclide.

9.5.3. Atmospheric dispersion and deposition
The gases, vapours and aerosols are carried by the wind and during this transport, the
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puffs (or the plume which is the global representation of the successive puffs) grow
vertically and horizontally due to atmospheric turbulence, and it is generally assumed that
the puffs have a Gaussian profile, characterized by standard deviations (depending on
meteorological condition and on distance). This assumption has been found to be
sufficiently valid in many situations and also is easy to model; transport and diffusion
processes are summarized by the expression atmospheric dispersion.

With an

atmospheric dispersion model, for specified meteorological conditions (possibly varying
with time), it is possible to calculate, at any location, the airborne concentrations and the
deposited activities due to dry (surface effect due to impaction, diffusion, absorption by
vegetation), and wet (due to rain falling through the puffs) depositions.
The content of each puff (for each radionuclide concerned) is depleted by radioactive
decay and by deposition, depending of transfer time and of meteorological conditions.

9.5.4. Meteorological data and sampling of these data
To obtain a probabilistic assessment of the radiological consequences, it is necessary to
take into account all the various meteorological conditions during the release. So, for a
specific site, it is necessary to have representative meteorological data recorded on an
hourly basis for at least one year. These data are obtained on the site itself (by
meteorological mast) or near the site by a station of the meteorological network. For long
distance calculations and for dispersion models more sophisticated than the Gaussian one,
it is required to have recorded meteorological data at several locations around the site, to
take into account topographic effects, for example.
The meteorological data, for each hour, include:
The wind speed and the wind direction;
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The intensity of rain (or indication of no rain);
An indicator of the atmospheric turbulence, generally in the form of "stability class",
such as the classical Pasquill-Gifford classes from A (unstable) to F (very stable).

Different techniques of sampling of these data, for the release sequences, are currently used:
Each hourly condition can be the starting point of the release;
Random sampling of the starting point of the release;
Cyclic sampling (with a chosen time interval);
Stratified sampling, where the meteorological sequences are grouped into a limited
number of categories (less time consuming technique).

9.5.5. Exposure pathways and dose assessment
The main exposure pathways, during and after the atmospheric dispersion, are:
External exposure from the passing puffs (or the passing plume);
External exposure from the deposited material on the ground;
Internal exposure by inhalation during the passage of the puffs (generally
committed doses to various organs and effective dose);
Internal exposure by ingestion of contaminated foodstuffs by dry and wet
deposition (generally committed doses to various organs and effective dose), firstly
by direct contamination and after by root uptake

For each pathway, dose coefficients (or dose conversion factors) published by national
institutes or by international organizations (like ICRP or IAEA) that allow conversion, for
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each radionuclide, of the concentration (airborne, deposited, contained in a plant, etc.) to
the individual doses.
For external exposure and for people indoors, shielding factors can be taken into account.
More generally, the effects of protective actions (like evacuation, sheltering, stable iodine
administration, food ban, etc.) which can be implemented, according to the emergency
plans and to the warning time, can be taken into account in the dose calculations for
various time intervals after the beginning of the accident.

9.5.6. Data on population, agriculture and economy
These data are necessary to evaluate the health effects, and to calculate the economic
impact of implementing countermeasures like relocation of people and food bans.
Generally these data are available on the form of a radial grid centered on the site.

9.5.7. Counter measures
Short-term countermeasures include sheltering, evacuation, administration of stable
iodine. Long-term countermeasures include relocation of people, decontamination of soils
(urban and rural areas) and food bans for various period of time.

9.5.8. Presentation of the results
Generally, the consequences are evaluated, for each release sequence and for each
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meteorological sequence, on all the point of a radial grid and this type of calculation is
repeated for a sufficiently large number of meteorological sequences in order to take into
account all the possible conditions, including the worst. All the results are ordered to
obtain a relative frequency distribution and then the final results are presented as
complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF). A point on a CCDF curve gives
the conditional (if the accident occurs) probability that the corresponding consequence
value is not exceeded. Generally several percentiles (for instance 50 or median, 90, 95
and 99), being easily derived from the CCDF, are chosen to represent the consequences
on a probabilistic basis.
If release frequencies are provided by a level 2 PSA, the conditional probabilities
described before can be multiplied by the release frequencies, and one can obtain the
overall frequency. This calculation provides a useful measure of the public risk for the
nuclear installation under consideration.

9.6. USE OF PSA

9.6.1. Introduction
The aim of this section is to give the utilitypoint of view for using PSAs. In the first
paragraph, general principles for using PSAs are set. After then, international experiences
for using PSAs in safety analysis are described. Finally other applications are proposed as
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examples of useful insights of PSAs for operation.

9.6.2. General principles for using PSAs
This paragraph recalls the main limits and advantages of PSAs, and suggests some good
practices to use PSAs in the making decision process.
9.6.2.1. Limits
PSAs are abstract, global and simplified models. There are many kinds of limits that are
necessary to know in order to understand the advantages and real contributions to safety
assessments.
Limits due to PSA input events: Uncertainty and inaccuracy in statistics when
events occur (ex:component failure rates), or do not occur (ex: rare initiating
events, common cause failures), or limits on human reliability assessment. For
these limits, it is possible to build uncertainty models, even if it is difficult for rare
events and HRA.
Limits due to PSA sequence and system models: Physics phenomena
(simplifications

and

uncertainties),

fault-trees

and

event-trees

modelling

(simplification of combinations, static representation), software, instrumentation
(many times not modelled), human factors, and organizational factors (generally
not approached). For these limits, it is not possible to build uncertainty models.
Limits due to the safety of the plants: Some features are due to the fact that it is
difficult to analyse safety of plants. Sequences are rare, model verification using
real feedback is impossible, and results are often very sensitive to details. It
requires that PSAs are as realistic as possible. Models often have to be very
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detailed, and they have to be based on operating feedback.
Limits due to incomplete PSA scope: Scope of most PSAs is often incomplete
(external events, shutdown states, or level 2 analysis is sometimes not achieved).
Minor release and personal safety are not studied. Thus, PSA insights are
sometimes difficult to draw.

9.6.2.2. PSA advantages and contributions to safety analysis
Despite their limits, PSAs have two specific advantages and contributions to safety
assessment. The first one is a qualitative contribution: PSAs give a global and
cross-referenced approach to understanding the different risks. The second one is a
quantitative contribution: PSAs give orders of magnitude for risk importance that allow
risk ranking and prioritisation.
Qualitative contribution: Specific global approach is the integration of 3 aspects:
Initiating event representation: A whole PSA is a complete set of initiating events;
Top event representation (material or human): For each initiating event, PSAs give
all the safety functions and operator actions which are expected to mitigate the
initiating event;
Dependencies representation: The details of each sequence or system model allow
the main dependencies between the different functions to be described. Thus, risk
assessments are more representative.

These 3 aspects are integrated in only one model. This model is a qualitative knowledge
based on risk analysis.
Quantitative contribution: Risk ranking. Due the different PSA limits, users have to be
very careful when they get PSA results. But the aim of PSAs is not to give the most
accurate results. The aim of PSAs is to give orders of magnitude to distinguish and to
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rank important parts of risks. This is possible on the condition that users respect some key
principles for using PSAs.

9.6.3. Consequences for use - good practices
They can be summarized by three recommendations
Due to the limits of PSAs, they should not be used as a unique element to make a
decision, rather they should be used as a complement to deterministic rules or
studies.
Specific validation: It is impossible to use experimentation or real feedback to
validate the results. The results have to be debated between several people, with
different competencies (probabilistic and deterministic, process and material).
Review is a good practice.
Critical comments: Any result has to be commented and criticized, based on global
understanding of PSA events and dependencies, and based on particular
understanding of process, functions, components, human actions and organization.

9.6.4. Use of PSA for safety analysis
9.6.4.1. Introduction
Existing plants have mainly been designed on the basis of deterministic rules only,
including the study of a restricted list of conventional accidents, and taking into account
margins intended to cover both physical uncertainties and other, not forecasted or
complex events.
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Since the first full-scope risk study by RASMUSSEN in WASH 1400 report (1974), PSA
has progressively raised a number of previously unaccounted transients with which
vendors and utilities had to cope.
As an illustration, the introduction of Beyond Design Basis Accidents came from limited
reliability studies showing that transients with failure of redundant systems not taken into
account in the design, could be more frequent that some DBAs. Therefore these transients
were studied, with more realistic assumptions than DBAs, and sometimes lead to new
EOPs, or hardware modifications to the plant.
The progress of this approach in safety analysis justified the development of fully
integrated, large scope PSA of most nuclear power plants. The aim of this chapter is to
explain how these PSAs are used for developing safety analysis of existing plants, and
draw possible further evolution, on the basis of practical experience.
9.6.4.2. Principles
Complementarities with deterministic rules
The design of NPPs always needs conventional and deterministic rules (defence-in-depth
concept). The aim of PSA is not toreplace them, but to give a more complete view of the
result of the design in terms of risk (risk-ranking). So, in the decision process, they bring
additional information to get the best choice, but the first condition remains to satisfy the
existing deterministic rules.
To sum up, here are probabilistic approach features, compared to deterministic approach.
It shows complementarities between both approaches:
Realistic -vs- conventional;
Exhaustive -vs- restrictive number of conservative events;
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Assessment -vs- demonstration.

PSA general objectives
A PSA highlights the weakest points of a plant, so it can help to prioritise and choose the best
actions in order to improve safety if necessary, knowing the associated risk. It can also
identify some conservatism, and eventually relax useless constraints. This objective is
consistent with a basic principle of the risk-informed regulation being developed in the USA.
Probabilistic goals
INSAG-3 lists technical safety goals for existing plants:
The overall probability of severe core damage (Core Damage Frequency) should be
under 10-4 per reactor year. This objective integrates both internal and external
events;
No accident sequence should contribute excessively to risk, in comparison to others
(well balanced risk);
Severe accident management should decrease at least by a fact 10 the probability of
large radioactive releases needing immediate countermeasures outside the plant
(Large Early Release Frequency).

National safety authorities sometimes request stronger objectives than these international
values.
Reference PSA model
Application of PSA for safety analysis needs to have a large scope, integrated PSA model
of the plant, at least of level 1 (Core Damage Frequency) and for internal events. This
reference model has to be revised according to the evolution of the plant (living PSA
principle). For specific issues, the analysis sometimes needs a more detailed study of a
limited number of initiators.
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9.6.4.3. Use for safety issues - examples
Several specific safety issues have been merging for the past ten years. Most of them
have been assessed with the help of PSA among other aspects. Here are some examples.
Shutdown risks
In the late eighties, both deterministic studies (based on operational events) and PSAs
raised the importance of risk during shutdown phases of PWR plants. In France, the PSA
results of 900 and 1300 MW plant series justified implementation of several
modifications in that field: automatic water make-up systems (using ECCS pumps) and
anti-dilution devices (against heterogeneous dilution) have been added to the plant, EOPs
have been completed in these states. Then, specific and detailed models dedicated to
shutdown states have been issued to demonstrate the efficiency of these measures. Now,
these models are being integrated in the renewed versions of the reference PSA models.
Combustible gas control
As part of the US NRC staff’s program to risk-inform the technical requirements of 10
CFR Part 50, the staff identified 10 CFR 50.44, "Standards for Combustible Gas Control
System in Light-Water-Cooled Power Reactors," as a regulation that warranted revision.
The NRC completed a feasibility study that evaluated the combustible gas control
requirements against risk insights from NUREG-1150 and the IPE program. The study
concluded that combustible gases generated from design basis accidents were not
risk-significant for any LWR containment types. Specifically, combustible gas generated
from severe accidents was not risk-significant for boiling water reactor (BWR) Mark I
and II containments, provided that the inerted atmosphere was maintained; for BWR
Mark III and pressurized water reactor (PWR) ice-condenser containments, provided that
the required igniter systems were operational, or for PWR large dry containment because
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of their large volumes, high failure pressures, and the likelihood of random ignition to
prevent the buildup of detonable hydrogen concentrations. Based on these findings, 10
CFR 50.44was modified in September, 2003 to remove existing requirements for
hydrogen recombiners for design-basis accidents and to reduce the safety grade
classification of hydrogen and oxygen monitoring systems.
9.6.4.4. Periodic safety review
The aim of a periodic safety review is to compare the present level of safety of the plant
(taking into account operating experience, aging of components, operating procedures)
with renewed safety goals that often add new constraints. Plant evolution can be decided
in order to satisfy this comparison.
PSA plays a large part in that process as soon as deterministic rules have been checked. A
renewed version of the former plant reference PSA model is needed to integrate the most
recent plant conditions (state of the installation, operating rules, reliability, initiators data,
and physical assumptions taking into account the latest experience in operation and
engineering).
The principle of this use is to compare this new model both to the former one and to
present probabilistic goals:
Check the overall probabilistic goal coming from INSAG 3 or national law.
Check the stability, between former and renewed models, of main sequence
families, gathered according to initiators. The aim is to avoid a strong increase of
risk for a specific type of sequences between the former and the new state of the
plant. No international criteria exists on that point.
Check the efficiency of containment systems for severe accidents according to the
INSAG 3 criteria (factor of 10). That verification needs a level 2 PSA of the plant,
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or at least a level 1 with the identification of Plant Damaged States (PDS) and their
classification in the 3 main consequences (limited core damage, core damage with
delayed or limited releases, and core damage with large early release).

Whenever one of these goals is not satisfied, it may be necessary to define new studies or
plant modifications to get it.
9.6.4.5. Future developments of safety analysis PSA-based methods
Use for Beyond Design Basis Accidents: The existing BDBA come from a historic and
conventional list of events, and are studied according deterministic rules similar to DBAs,
but without margins or single failure criteria. They appear not to be representative of the
dominant sequences of PSA.
The idea is to use PSA to help set a renewed list of BDBA, and to define the
representative scenarios to be studied for each of the accidents retained. The aim is to
demonstrate with probabilistic results the efficiency of mitigation devices dedicated to
these events. This is obtainable through the following process:
Set the list of complementary safety devices that were not in the original design of
the plant; it can be dedicated equipment or additional actions or procedures (for
example, feed and bleed). Each of these devices will be associated with an
Additional Operating Condition (equivalent of former BDBA) by:
- Selecting the PSA sequences using the concerned device (leading to core damage),
and eliminate those whose probability is very low (lower than 10 -8 typically).
- Defining a scenario that encompasses the most frequent of the selected sequences.
If its study satisfies the safety criteria, and the residual core damage frequency
becomes acceptable, then the complementary device will be judged efficient.
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Each time a sequence or family of sequences is considered as an excessive risk
(according to international or national criteria), the first step is to detail a model through
support of new transient simulations or functional studies. If this is not sufficient, it may
be necessary to implement modifications of the plant (complementary safety device).
Then, a new probabilistic evaluation (of an additional operating condition) will be added
to prove the efficiency of the modification.
After each safety reassessment, it is logical to describe this process in the Safety Analysis
Report, as a result of the complementary analysis allowed by PSA. It implies integration
also in the SAR of a short description of the PSA reference model of the plant (scope,
level, main results and interpretation).

9.6.5. Other PSA applications - optimisation of plant operation
9.6.5.1. General classification of PSA applications
There are two major kinds of applications:
Applications that aim to change safety references, in order to make modifications
on design;
Applications that consider existing safety references, in order to prioritize problems
and solutions, to assess deviations to existing rules, or to optimize operating
practices.

More precisely, here is a possible classification.
Examination of plants: These applications aim to assess global safety of plants, to
modify designs or references, and to help safety demonstrations. It is the first
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historical PSA application;
Improvement of operating rules: These applications aim to improve maintenance or
operating rules. Examples: Use of PSAs to improve technical specifications or
maintenance programs.
Applications relative to operating feedback. These applications aim to make
operating feedback organization more efficient. Examples: Probabilistic event
assessment (precursor programs).
Applications relative to the operating making decision process. These applications
aim to help plant operators to make risk informed decisions. Examples: risk
analysis before maintenance, maintenance planning, or risk monitoring. It can be
real time (choosing an appropriate plant state for operation) or differed-time
(choosing repair strategy for several plants).

Now we present some examples of applications and insights.
9.6.5.2. PSA insights for EOPs
The whole PSA model, by the integration of operating feedback in probabilistic data,
takes into account the effects on reliability and precursor events of many operational
aspects: normal operating procedures, technical specifications, and maintenance and
periodic testing of components. Furthermore, the study of sequences producing the model
represents a very wide examination of the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) set
for the plant. The most significant defect in these EOPs should be detected during PSA
model development or revision. Thus, even there is no specific application of PSA for
actual implementation of EOPs, PSAs can give many insights for EOPs.
9.6.5.3. Event analysis (accident precursor program)
Technical principles:
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The PSA-based event analysis consists of imagining and assessing degradation scenarios
that could lead to core damage starting from an observed plant situation.
Before making such analysis, it is necessary to select main events to analyze. Then, PSAs
are used to identify potential consequences and to assess the conditional probability of
core damage, knowing that the incident did occur. It provides an estimate of the
remaining protection against core damage during the event. When the result is above a
threshold, incident is called a precursor.
The objectives of the PSA-based event analysis
− Safety indicator: Quantitative results enable detection of precursor incidents and
make sure that relevant feedback actions are proposed.
− Prioritization of treatments: The analysis enables assessment of priorities in terms
of resource allocation as well as in terms of treatment (emergency of corrective
actions). Qualitative analysis helps to define the most appropriate actions.
− Enriching safety culture: The main results of the program should make operators
aware of the most important defence lines, as well as of the hazardous operational
situations or transients.
9.6.5.4. Maintenance optimization
PSAs allow ranking importance use (importance calculations) of SSCs. Two kinds of
figures of merit can be used:
Risk Achievement Worth (or Birnbaum factor) allows assessment of risk increase if
the SSC is totally unavailable. It assesses failure severity;
Risk Reduction Worth (or Fussel-Vesely factor) allows assessment of risk decrease
if the SSC is totally reliable or available. It assesses the failure contribution (part of
sequences for which SSC is required).
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Both figures of merit give different information on component importance. Thanks to a
combination of these figures, it is possible to make selection (PSA-based critical
components). However, it is noted that the global selection process includes both
probabilistic and deterministic aspects. The deterministic aspects, which are considered to
identify important components, are, for example, potential initiation of an EOP, or a
regulatory definition of safety significant components.
This hierarchy allows focusing on maintenance programs for the most important
components. This is efficient not only for maintenance costs, but also for safety, by
identifying the main safety related components.

9.6.6. PSA for improved plant design
In view of the current state of the art and past experience in the field of nuclear power,
deterministic rules and standards have generally been used as the basis for nuclear power
plant design. However, PSA provides an additional efficient method of measuring and
improving plant safety. For future reactors, PSA is being used as a design tool and as a
means of ensuring improved performance.
9.6.6.1. An aid in improving present reactor safety
In Switzerland, to date, the main application of PSA has concerned the re-evaluation of
various Swiss plants, in terms of identification of potential plant-specific vulnerabilities.
This has been the main focus of regulatory authority (HSK)’s PSA evaluation activities,
within the framework of plant-specific licensing actions and/or the periodic safety review,
as a complementary tool to the deterministic safety analysis.
These studies enabled identification of the weakest points in plant design and
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identification of the modifications required to significantly improve system reliability and
reduce risk. These improvements have been implemented in new plants or proposed as
modifications for back fitting of existing plants.
Although the PSA results show a low risk, possible improvements should be examined,
as soon as the dominating sequences were identified, and the resulting modifications
implemented on systems (e.g. automatic interruption of dilution in progress in the event
of loss of reactor coolant flow, etc.), procedures, and Technical Operating Specifications.
9.6.2.2. An aid in designing future reactors
One of the objectives for the next generation of reactors is an improved overall level of
safety, compared to that of the present generation of reactors. Two major areas of
improvement are expected: the first is a reduction in core damage frequency, taking into
account the lessons learned from the previous PSAs and operating experience feedback.
The second is greater intrinsic resistance in the plant against core damage consequences,
in the event of a severe accident. In each case, probabilistic methods are required to
identify the points that can be improved and quantify the benefits of any new measures.
In the case of EPR, the future European Pressurized Reactor developed by
FRAMATOME, SIEMENS, and EDF, the reason for using PSA very early during the
conceptual and basic design phases of the EPR development work is to provide
reasonable confidence that the design will be consistent and well-balanced, and will
comply with the general safety objectives. In addition, PSA provides a rational basis for
harmonization of the licensing requirements in France and Germany, which are currently
different.
Safety objectives are specified to ensure sufficient safety provisions in the EPR design.
They are not to be interpreted as safety limits. These safety objectives include:
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The proposed figures follow the international trends such as those defined in
INSAG 3, and aim at an improvement in safety with regard to reactors in operation
or under construction;
The first Probabilistic Safety Objective aims at a high degree of core damage
prevention;
The second Probabilistic Safety Objective aims at a high degree of severe accident
migration.

These design targets give orders of magnitude of the frequencies of core damage or large
release situations. They are to be considered as orientation for checking and evaluating
the design. They should be reconsidered in the detailed design phase, and should not be
misunderstood as design limits.
Core damage prevention. Starting with identification of those areas where design
improvements would be of value, PSA is being used to analyse and choose between
design alternatives. For future reactors, the objective is:
To achieve a core damage frequency lower than that of present reactors and
meeting the target, but also to have a core damage frequency that is not dominated
by a few initiating events or safety system failures (well-balanced design);
To obtain a "high pressure" core damage frequency significantly lower than the
frequency of "low pressure" core damage sequences and to obtain the lowest
possible frequency of "containment bypass" sequences.

Core damage mitigation. Level 2 PSA provides useful information about severe accident
sequences and helps plant designers to:
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Find design characteristics for systems and containment which enhance resistance
to typical severe accident sequences (including containment bypass sequences);
Implement emergency measures and accident management to prevent or delay
progression of the most probable severe accidents.

9.6.6.3. Probabilistic methods for improvement of plant availability and maintainability
Improving plant performance means improving plant safety as well as plant availability
and maintainability, and ease of plant operation without increasing the costs. The design
of future reactors must:
Minimize the frequency and duration of unscheduled unit outages, due particularly
to single point failure, by selecting system designs which provide the best balance
in terms of safety and availability, and minimize the duration of scheduled outages
by increasing ease of normal maintenance (especially during power condition) and
refueling.
Simplify plant operation as much as possible, by avoiding added design complexity
and by implementing systems that are not overly sophisticated. Test and
maintenance procedures should also be simple.
Improve plant maintainability by increasing equipment accessibility, testability or
reparability and minimizing downtime due to failures by improving detection,
alarm and diagnostic systems.
Optimize test and maintenance tasks and scheduling (for instance, by a
reliability-centered maintenance approach) in order to reduce risk, increase plant
availability and decrease operating costs.

9.6.6.4 .Conclusion
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The use of probabilistic methods to improve reactor design has already permitted
significant improvements in terms of safety, availability and operating costs at existing
nuclear power plant.
Used early on, at the conceptual design stage, probabilistic methods are extremely helpful
in optimizing the deterministically based design of future plants and improving plant
performance at a competitive cost.
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10. 1 CONCEPT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR
OPERATION

10.1.1. Introduction
Limiting conditions for operation (LCOs) are at the junction between design and safety
analysis and plant operations. The LCOs are the operating rules, derived from the safety
design and analysis, which assure that the plant is operated within its safety design basis.
The basic concepts of LCOs are discussed in detail.

10.1.2. Basic Concepts
10.1.2.1 Objectives and bases of LCOs
The basic objectives of LCOs are to prevent operational situations that might lead to
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accident conditions and to assure that mitigation is available if an accident should occur.
The LCOs should restrict operation of the plant such that all plant parameters are within
the safety design basis. Thus, if a postulated initiating event were to occur, the control
and safety systems could function as designed to prevent excessive radioactive release.
The LCOs are based on the whole safety assessment of the plant, both deterministic and
probabilistic, including not only the analysis of plant performance, but also issues such as
surveillance and testing requirements for safety systems, allowable system outage times,
etc. In recent years, the use of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) insights in
evaluating surveillance, testing, and maintenance requirements for plant systems has
increased significantly. This so‐called “risk based maintenance” is one of the most
practical applications of PSA in plant operations.
10.1.2.2. Scope of LCOs
LCOs shall consider all aspects of plant operation that bear on safety, including not only
the process related aspects such as power level, pressure, temperature, flow, and the like,
but also equipment status, personnel status, the existence of potential external threats, etc.
LCOs may be classified as:
Safety limits: limits to process variables within which the plant operation is safe;
Safety system settings: limits on safety system settings that will assure activation of
safety systems in time to prevent a safety limit from being exceeded, should a
postulated initiating event (PIE) occur;
Limits and conditions for normal operation includes limits on normal process
variables, as well as requirements for minimum staffing, minimum operable
equipment, and allowable outage times for systems and equipment;
Surveillance requirements: requirements for periodic checks, tests, calibrations, and
inspections of equipment, components, and processes to establish operability,
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performance, correct set points, and to assure reliability; and
Action statements: statements of actions to be taken by operating staff in the event
of various abnormal conditions, which may take the form of emergency operating
instructions or similar procedures.

The LCOs should include requirements related to all modes of normal operation,
including:
Approach to reactor criticality;
Start‐up and power ascension;
Operation at steady power;
Maneuvering ‐ power increase and decrease;
Shutdown to hot standby;
Shutdown to cold standby;
Operations conducted with the reactor shutdown, such as fuel handling;
Maintenance, surveillance, and testing both during operation and shutdown.

In addition, limits and conditions on recovering from off normal events, such as safety
system activation or various PIEs, may be included.
10.1.2.3. Implementation of LCOs
Operational limits and conditions should be implemented in the technical specifications
document for the plant, and reflected in operating instructions and procedures. It is
essential that the LCOs be readily available to operators, technical support personnel, and
maintenance personnel. Especially, it is important that the information and limits be
stated in terms that are easily measurable and identifiable to the personnel needing the
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information. For example, the limits on process variables of the core, heat transport
systems, and energy conversion systems should be stated in terms of instrument readings
available in the control room. In modern practice, safety parameter display systems are
provided in many plants to help the operators perceive and understand the plant’s safety
status.

10.2. SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

10.2.1. Introduction
This chapter considers the basic preliminary concepts for defining the design of reactor
safety system. Reactor safety systems are designed to protect the plant in case of
predetermined accident scenarios. These scenarios are grouped into categories according
to an increasing probability of occurrence:.
Category 1 corresponding to the area of normal operation of the plant;
Category 2 corresponds to incidents whose occurrence frequency is estimated to be
between 1 and 10‐2 times per year, per reactor;
‐2

‐4

‐4

‐6

Category 3, between 10 and 10 times per year, per reactor;
Category 4, between 10 and 10 times per year, per reactor.
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Each category has safety criteria that must be adhered to. These criteria are especially
strict since the scenario probability of category one is high. These criteria will be
considered in more detail later.
Moreover, to design the safety settings, a number of hypotheses are set in the studies.
Among them, the following two hypotheses should be remembered:
The initial conditions, in which an accident scenario is studied, are limited.
Therefore, in practice, during operation of the nuclear facility, these hypotheses
should be respected in terms of initial conditions. To achieve this, coherent
operating technical specifications are drawn up and alarms and routine test
procedures are set up. All of these measures make it possible to ensure the initial
range of physical parameters considered in the studies, and the availability of the
estimated materials in these same studies, i.e. the consistency between the plant
safety demonstration and the actual operating conditions of the nuclear units.
The limitations implemented on site, to avoid transients developing that could go as
far as requiring the safety systems, are not considered in the safety demonstration.
This means that the safety settings have been established as if there was no
limitation. It is a protective hypothesis.

The design principles of the reactor protection channels will now be examined in greater
detail.

10.2.2. General principles used for designing the safety system
The protection of the public against the consequences of the release of fission products is
founded on the interposing, one after the other, of leaktight barriers. In a pressurized
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water reactor, the main barriers are formed by:
The fuel clad;
The reactor coolant containment;
The reactor containment.

The safety system is therefore intended to ensure the effectiveness of the different barriers
in case of accident in the nuclear plant.
It includes two groups of plant safety facilities:
The emergency shutdown system: This system results in the rapid shutdown of the
reactor by emergency shutdown in the core of the control rods, and the shutdown
of the turbine by closing the valves regulating the admission of steam into the
turbine. The emergency shutdown signal is provided by the different protection
channels, each channel being made up of a measuring device of one or several
sizes characterizing the state of the reactor (power, temperature, flow etc.), of an
information processing chain, and of a device for comparing the information thus
generated with a pre‐determined value (trip set point); exceeding the trip set point
leads to emergency shutdown.
The safety system: The action of the reactor emergency shutdown may sometimes
prove insufficient in the short or long‐term and must be completed by so‐called
safety actions.

This essentially involves:
The start up of the safety injection system which makes it possible, in case of a
primary break, to compensate the loss of primary coolant, and in case of secondary
break, to compensate the increase of core reactivity resulting from its cooling, by
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injecting borated water into the primary system.
The start up of emergency feedwater, ensuring that the steam generators are
re‐supplied with water in case of loss of normal feedwater (loss of off‐site power,
normal feedwater water pipe rupture, etc.).
The start up of containment spraying in case of primary or secondary break.
The start up of systems to ensure isolation of containment, steam lines or normal
feedwater.

We are limiting this paper to the reactor emergency shutdown system, and, more
precisely, to the core safety aspect. Primary cooling system safety is ensured by the
emergency shutdown system but also by other systems (valves installed on the secondary
and primary cooling systems, action of the safety systems).
10.2.2.1. Design criteria
The safety system design includes:
Definition of the protection channels (measured parameters, information
processing);
Calculation of the trip set points.

This design requires a complex theoretical analysis using calculation programs simulating
the behaviors of the reactor during an accident transient. The trip set points are chosen
with the aim of ensuring respect for the integrity limits of the 3 barriers
1) The integrity of the first barrier (clad) is guaranteed by:
Non‐fusion at the centre of the pellet and in no point of the core. This limitation
makes it possible to avoid loss of integrity of the first barrier (fuel rod), which can
result from contact between the oxide of the melted uranium and the clad. To this
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end, the temperature at the centre of the pellet is restricted to 2590o C. This limit is
translated, in the design of the system, by a limit on the linear power density
(590W/cm = maximum excess power).
Non‐boiling crisis in any point of the core. Boiling crisis (or DNB) would lead to
clad overheating and therefore to a possible loss of integrity of the first barrier.
This limit is translated in the safety system design by a limit on the boiling crisis
ratio (or DNBR) equal to 1.30 with the correlation W3 used for the studies of 900
MWe and equal to 1.17 with the correlation WRB‐1 used for 1300 MWe reactors.

The boiling crisis ratio is defined by:

DNBR =

critical heat flux
local thermal flux

The criteria previously mentioned obviously take into account all the technological
uncertainties (notably linked to fuel manufacture), or the calculation. It is imperative that
these criteria be respected in accidents having some probability of occurring (category 2).
For accidents that are not very likely to arise, these criteria are exceeded, but the safety
system guarantees limitation of the doses released.
2) The integrity of the second barrier (main primary system) is guaranteed by:
Not exceeding the design pressure (172.3 bars) and demonstrating fatigue
resistance in category 2.
A study of stresses sustained by the material in categories 3 and 4 and comparison
with criteria linked to maximum acceptable deformations. Furthermore, the
maximum pressure must not exceed 120% of the design pressure in category 3.

3) The integrity demonstration of the third barrier is ensured by the study of containment
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pressure transients in LOCA and steam pipe rupture where not exceeding design pressure
is shown in view of the interaction of the different safety control features (release of
emergency feedwater, main feedwater isolation, etc.). These studies appear in the safety
report.
10.2.2.2. Measures carried out on the boiler
Respect for the above criteria involves first of all, status monitoring of the facility. Figure
10.l shows the main measures carried out and which form the safety system source of
information.
10.2.2.3. Main safety channels
From the measures that have just been given, different safety channels are formed. Two
types of safety channels can be differentiated:
The specific protections are characterized by the fact that they monitor only one of
the parameters characterizing the plant status. These protections, by virtue of their
simplicity, have a slow response time. They intervene during rapid accidents
characterized by a sudden change in just one of these parameters.
They are therefore associated with a particular event type (loss of primary flow, rod
drop, etc.),
The generic protections are characterized by the fact that they monitor the basic
parameters of reactor status and are not appointed to the protection of a particular
type of accident. They intervene during slower transients during which these
parameters vary simultaneously.

Emergency shutdown is brought about when the thermal power (ΔT) exceeds a limit
power (ΔT set point), which is variable and calculated continuously from measurements
of primary coolant temperature (T), primary coolant pressure (P), primary coolant pump
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rate (Ω) and axial power distribution. In fact, only a global image of the axial power
distribution is used: the flux axial difference (ΔI) provided by the 2 section chambers
outside the core.

ΔI =

PH - PB
= AO x P
(PH + PB) nom.

PH and PB: powers generated in the upper and lower half of the core
AO: axial offset, P: power level

Figure 10.1 Safety system instrumentation
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10.2.3. Example of specific protection channel design: high neutron
flux trip
An abnormal increase in neutron flux can have the following consequences:
The boiling crisis, or bulk boiling at the core exit; these two phenomena cause an
excessive increase in clad temperature, and therefore a risk of deterioration of the
clad;
The appearance of excessive linear power at the core hot spot, which leads to clad
deterioration (consequence of fusion of the pellet or of exceeding acceptable clad
stresses and deformations).

With regard to these neutron flux abnormal variations, the role of the nuclear safety
systems is, for rapid transients, identical to that played by the ΔT safety systems for slow
transients.
These variations can be due to uncontrolled of control rod bank removal, to uncontrolled
dilution.
The reactor safety systems are designed to rule out any risk of fuel rod damage following
a category 2 accident. This damage can be caused by:
Boiling crisis or mass boiling at the core exit, this is translated in the safety system
design by the consideration of the two following criteria:
- The water temperature at the core exit must remain lower than the saturation
temperature;
- The DNBR must remain higher than the criteria.
Clad deterioration in case of uranium oxide fusion; the temperature at the centre of
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the fuel pellet is limited to the fuel fusion temperature. This results in the
consideration of a design limit on the power density equal to 590W/cm.

The extreme value of the trip setpoints is calculated from limits defined above. The
validity of this value is then checked from two points of view:
The existence of a sufficient working margin, given the various uncertainties
(calibration, uncertainties about the various parts of the channels etc.). This margin
must be such that there is no automatic shutdown during category 1 transients;
The study of core behavior in transient operating conditions: category 2, 3 and 4
accidents. This study results in designing protection channel characteristics other
than the trip set points (lead‐delay systems, channel response time), and checking
that the criteria relating to accident acceptable consequences are respected.

The area of protection against linear excess power is designed using the 590W/cm
criteria, i.e. a maximum power of 118% of the rated power (maximum setpoint selected
for accident studies).
The setpoint displayed on the site is obtained by taking into account the following
uncertainties:
Calibration uncertainty: The neutron flux chamber measurement information being
compared with the power achieved from the daily thermal balances, the calibration
uncertainty corresponds to the precision of this measurement, i.e. 2% of rated
power.
Neutron channel permissible global shift: The neutron channels are adjusted when
their indication deviates 2% from the rated power of the daily thermal balance
results.
Effect of power distribution on the total current of the chambers outside the core:
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This phenomenon results from the fact that parameters characteristic of the core
are measured with detectors located outside the vessel. The chambers are sensitive
to the flux of the peripheral assemblies and do not therefore correctly measure the
average flux of the core following power distribution. The 5% value taken for this
source of uncertainty is greater than that which has been observe d on reactors in
operation. The nominal setpoint (value set on site) is therefore fixed at 109%. The
4% operating margin is sufficient for operating transients (the increase from 90 to
100% of turbine pressure leads to a maximum nuclear power of 103%).

10.3. LIMITS AND CONDITIONS FOR NORMAL
OPERATION

10.3.1. General considerations
The basic concepts of operational limits and conditions were discussed in the first lecture
of this module. The limits and conditions for normal operation are a major subset of the
total list of OLCs. The LCs for normal operation establishes an acceptable margin
between allowable normal operating values and the required safety system settings.
Broadly, the LCs address allowable values of the reactor process variables, including
reactivity control, reactor protection, core cooling, coolant (and moderator) chemistry,
and requirements on containment and accident management systems, electrical systems,
and other systems. Other LCs address: minimum operable equipment, minimum staffing
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in the control room and elsewhere, and requirements for operator action in case abnormal
conditions are encountered. Abnormal conditions may include violation of limits on
process variables or operability requirements. Requirements for restart of the plant after a
normal or forced shutdown may be included. All conditions encountered in normal
operation, especially including shutdown and start‐up, must be considered in establishing
minimum equipment operability requirements.

10.3.2. IAEA guidance on limits and conditions
10.3.2.1. Reactivity control
Negative reactivity requirements
The minimum negative reactivity available in the reactivity control devices shall be such
that the degree of subcriticality assumed in the safety report can be reached immediately
after shutdown from any operational state and relevant accident conditions. To maintain
the specified degree of subcriticality for an indefinite period of time after shutdown,
additional means, as provided in the design, may be used, such as the use of borated
water, or other poisons where the compensation for temperature, xenon or other transient
reactivity effects cannot be achieved by normal reactivity control devices.
The required negative reactivity shall be specified in terms of the information available to
the reactor operator such as control rod positions, liquid poison concentration or neutron
multiplication factors.
Reactivity coefficients
Where the safety report indicates the need, limits shall be stated for the reactivity
coefficients for different reactor conditions to ensure that the assumptions used in the
accident and transient analyses remain valid through each fuelling cycle.
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Positive reactivity insertion rates
Positive reactivity insertion rate limits shall be stated and compliance ensured either by
reactivity system logic or by special limitations to be observed by operating personnel in
order to avoid reactivity‐related accident conditions which might lead to excessive fuel
temperatures.
Reactor core neutron flux monitoring
Instrumentation requirements for adequate neutron flux monitoring for all reactor power
levels including start‐up and shutdown conditions shall be stated. These may include
stipulations on the use of neutron sources for providing the necessary minimum flux level
and on the sensitivity of neutron detectors.
Reactivity control logic
Special reactivity control logic, or control rod and/or absorber patterns, together with
control rod reactivity values shall be stated where it is necessary to ensure that specified
limitations regarding permissible flux differences, power peaking factors and power
distribution for various modes of normal operation are met. Proper control of flux
distribution shall ensure that the limiting fuel temperatures and heat flux and the initial
conditions assumed in the accident analyses are not exceeded. Where appropriate, proper
calculation methods or measuring techniques shall be provided to enable the reactor
operator to determine compliance.
Reactivity control devices
Operability requirements, including redundancy or diversity requirements described in
the safety report, for reactivity control devices and their position indicators, shall be
stated for the various modes of normal operation. These requirements shall comply with
requirements for reactivity control logic and shall meet the negative reactivity
requirements presented above.
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Reactivity differences
Limits on permissible reactivity differences between predicted and actual critical
configurations of reactivity control devices shall be stated, and conformance shall be
verified during initial criticality, after every major refueling, and at specified intervals.
The cause of significant differences shall be evaluated and necessary corrective action
taken.
Liquid poison systems
Concentration, storage and temperature limits affecting solubility shall be stated for all
liquid poison systems and appropriate measures specified to ensure detection and
correction of deviations from these limits. Operability requirements to ensure proper
actuation and functioning of the systems shall be stated.
Boron dilution prevention
Requirements for boron concentration in the coolant shall be established if necessary to
maintain an acceptable shutdown margin. Boron concentration shall be monitored to
assure that it is not reduced below the prescribed level.
Reactor protection system
Operability requirements for reactor protection and other safety system instrumentation
and logic, together with limits on response times, instrument drift and accuracy, where
appropriate, shall be stated. Interlocks required by the safety report shall be identified and
appropriate operability requirements stated.
10.3.2.2. Core cooling
Coolant temperature
Limits of coolant temperature (maximum or minimum) and rate of temperature change
shall be stated for the various modes of normal operation to ensure that specified safety
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limits of core parameters are not exceeded and to ensure that temperatures affecting
coolant system integrity are maintained within appropriate bounds.
Coolant pressure
Limits on permissible reactor coolant system pressure shall be stated for the various
modes of normal operation. For some purposes, e.g., in order to take account of
limitations in material properties, these operational limits shall be stated in conjunction
with other parameters such as temperature or coolant flow. In such cases, the relations
shall be stated clearly and any curves or calculation techniques required to ensure that
permissible conditions are not exceeded shall be provided.
Likewise, special requirements shall be stated where applicable. Selection of limits shall
be made so that the initial conditions assumed for the various accident analyses are not
exceeded and the integrity of the primary coolant system is maintained.
Reactor power and power distribution
Limits for reactor power shall be established with due consideration to the neutron flux
distribution, in order to ensure that the fuel temperature safety limit will not be exceeded.
Safety and relief valves
Operability requirements shall be stated regarding the number of safety and/or relief
valves required for the reactor coolant system. For direct cycle boiling water plants, this
system includes the steam system relief and safety valves. Pressure settings for valve
actuation shall be stated. Selection of these values shall be such that system integrity is
maintained under all operational states.
Steam generators
Operability requirements consistent with those described in the safety report shall be
stated for steam generators. These requirements shall include operability of emergency
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feedwater systems and of safety and isolation valves of the steam system, as well as
satisfactory water quality and specified limitations on water level and on minimum heat
exchange capacity.
Coolant system leakage
Leakage limits shall be such that coolant inventory can be maintained by normal make‐up
systems and system integrity can be maintained to the degree assumed in the safety
report. In establishing leakage limits, consideration shall be given to the permissible
limits of contamination of the environment of secondary systems by the leaking media.
Operability requirements shall be stated regarding reactor coolant leakage detection or
measuring systems.
Radioactivity in coolant
Limits regarding permissible specific activity of the reactor coolant shall be stated in
order to ensure the protection of personnel and the environment as well as to provide a
measure of fuel integrity as discussed in the safety report.
Ultimate heat sink
The ultimate heat sink is usually the river, lake or sea from which cooling water for
equipment and condensers is drawn. In some cases dry or wet cooling towers are also
used. Limitations on power production levels consistent with the cooling capability of
these sinks shall be specified.
Decay heat removal
Minimum requirements for decay heat removal system availability should be established,
and actions to be taken in case this essential function is not satisfactory, shall be
prescribed.
Emergency core cooling
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Operability requirements for the various systems used for emergency core cooling shall
be stated. These shall include valve operability, adequacy of coolant injection and
circulation, integrity of piping system, and specified limitations on minimum quantities of
fluids for all systems relied upon for emergency core cooling.
10.3.2.3. Coolant and moderator chemistry

Reactor coolant chemical quality
In addition to the pressure and temperature limitations mentioned, limits shall be stated
for coolant chemical quality; for instance, in water‐cooled reactors conductivity, pH
value, oxygen content and impurities such as chlorine and fluorine are important.
Moderator and cover gas system
As appropriate, limits regarding moderator temperature, chemical quality and
containment levels shall be stated. Limits regarding permissible concentrations of
explosive gas mixtures in the cover gas shall also be stated. In this regard, operability
requirements for on‐line process monitoring equipment shall be specified.
Failed fuel detection
Where on‐line measurement of coolant activity is used to monitor fuel cladding integrity
during operation, the minimum provisions for the detection and, where appropriate,
identification of failed or suspect fuel shall be stated.
10.3.2.4. Containment systems and accident management systems
Operability requirements for containment systems shall be stated and shall include the
conditions for which containment integrity is not required. Permissible leakage rates shall
be specified, and the operability and condition of the following shall be stated: isolation
valves; vacuum breaker valves; actuation devices; filtration, cooling, dousing and spray
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systems; combustible gas control and analyzing systems; venting and purging systems;
and associated instrumentation. The operational conditions specified shall be such that the
release of radioactive materials from the containment system will be restricted to those
leakage paths and rates assumed in the accident analyses. Precautions for access control
shall be specified in order to ensure that the containment system’s effectiveness is not
impaired.
Where remote shutdown instrumentation and control are provided in the plant design to
account for the possible loss of habitability of the main control room, the operability
requirements for the essential items (e.g. temperature, pressure, flow, neutron flux) shall
be stated to permit the plant to be shutdown and maintained in a safe condition from a
location or locations outside the main control room.
10.3.2.5. Electrical power systems
Requirements for availability of the electrical power sources shall be stated for all
operational states. These include: off‐site sources; on‐site generation (diesels, gas turbines,
including associated fuel reserves); batteries and associated control; protective,
distribution and switching devices. The operability requirements shall be such that
sufficient power will be available to supply all safety‐related equipment required for the
safe shutdown of the plant and for the mitigation and control of accident conditions. The
operability requirements shall determine the necessary power, redundancy of supply lines,
maximum permissible time delay, and necessary duration of emergency power supply.
10.3.2.6. Other systems
Ventilation systems
Where applicable, appropriate limits shall be established on ventilation system operability
where such systems have been provided for the purpose of controlling airborne
radioactivity within stated limits or for support of a safety system.
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Where secondary containment is provided, it shall be ventilated and kept under
appropriate negative pressure as described in the safety report to ensure that any possible
direct leakage would remain below the value assumed. Appropriate limits in terms of
pressure or leakage rates shall be stated.
Seismic monitors
Where applicable, operability requirements for seismic monitoring instrumentation shall
be stated. Settings shall be established for alarms or for any corrective action consistent
with the safety report. The number of devices specified shall be sufficient to ensure that
any required automatic action is initiated at the specified limits.
Fuel handling
Operational requirements and procedures shall be stated for fuel and absorber handling.
These measures shall include limits on the quantity of fuel which can be handled
simultaneously and, if required, on temperature and decay time of irradiated fuel.
Consideration shall be given to the prevention of movements of heavy equipment, such as
the fuel‐shipping cask, above stored irradiated fuel. If appropriate, the operability of fuel
handling equipment shall be stated.
Provision shall be made for monitoring the core reactivity during fuel loading or refueling
operations to ensure that the reactivity requirements are met. The procedures and
instrumentation required for such monitoring shall be specified.
To ensure that operations which might give rise to nuclear excursions or radiation hazards
are not undertaken during fuel movements, requirements for communication between the
fuel handling personnel and the operating personnel in the control room shall be stated.
Irradiated fuel storage
The conditions for irradiated fuel storage shall be stated and shall include minimum
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cooling capability of the spent fuel cooling system and minimum water level above the
fuel; the prohibition against storage of fuel in any position other than that designated for
irradiated fuel; the minimum storage reserve capacity; and the appropriate reactivity
margins to guard against criticality in the storage area. Appropriate radiation monitoring
shall also be specified for the irradiated fuel storage area.
New fuel storage
The criteria for new fuel storage shall be stated. Any special measures to avoid criticality
of new fuel during handling or storage shall also be stated. When required, fuel
enrichment shall also be verified before insertion into the core.
Core verification
After any core alteration, the location of fuel and other in‐core components shall be
confirmed in accordance with a written procedure, to ensure that every item is located in
the correct place.
Radiation monitoring
Operability requirements for radiation monitoring instrumentation, including effluent
monitoring, shall be stated. It is necessary that these requirements ensure that appropriate
areas and release paths are adequately monitored in accordance with the radiological
protection and regulatory body requirements and that alarm or appropriate action is
initiated when the prescribed radiation or activity limit is exceeded.
External events
Requirements should be stated for assessment and inspection of the nuclear power plant
systems for possible damage after man‐induced events such as airplane crash, pressure
waves, and toxic and corrosive gases, and after extreme natural events such as tornadoes,
earthquakes and floods, before resumption or continuance of power operation.
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10.4. LCOs DOCUMENT ‐ KOREA EXPERIENCE

10.4.1. Introduction
Operational technical specifications regulate the operational limits and action items based
on safety analysis of design basis accidents. The purpose of operational technical
specifications is to impose those conditions of limitations upon reactor operations
necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal situation or event giving rise to an
immediate threat to the public health and safety by identifying those features that are of
controlling importance to safety and establishing on their certain conditions of operation
which cannot be changed without prior regulatory body approval.
Operational technical specifications consists of, "Operation of Nuclear Reactor
Facilities", "Radiation and Environment of Nuclear Reactor Facilities" and "The
Administrative Control of Nuclear Reactor Facilities". According to article 21 clause 2 of
the Atomic Energy Act(Operating License), the licensees must submit an operational
technical specifications when applying for operating license, and according to article 16
of the Enforcement Regulation (items needed to be included in operational technical
specifications), the operational technical specifications must include safety limit, LCOs,
surveillance requirements, design characteristics, radiation protection, environmental
preservation from nuclear plant facilities, and administrative control. In the US, the
contents of the "operation of nuclear reactor facilities," and "administrative control of
nuclear reactor facilities" are described in 10CFR 50.36 (technical specifications)
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The "operation of nuclear reactor facilities" section in the operational technical
specifications is written to prove that the NPP is operating within the range of the final
safety analysis report according to configured operation facilities and operation variables
and also to insure the safe operation of the NPP to protect employees as well as the
public. Abide by the operational technical specifications, an overall operation of the
facilities are maintained within the limits set by safety analysis reports. Assumptions in
the safety analysis report are as the following.
Physical characteristics of the facilities, for example the characteristic in which the
facility is expected to maintain a fixed condition;
Condition of equipment, for example operability of system and equipment;
Operational status of equipment, for example variables of physical equipment such
as operational status or location;
Values of operational variables, for example, mass flowrate, temperature, and
pressure;
Condition of equipment and structure, for example the status of maintenance
quality.

10.4.2. Legal Requirements
Operational technical specifications must be prepared according to legal requirement and
in addition, the utility is responsible for following operational technical specifications.
According to article 11 (construction permit) of the Atomic Energy Act, licensees
wishing to receive construction permit of a NPP or its related facilities must submit a
preliminary safety analysis report, and according to clause 3 number 16 of enforcement
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decree article 21 (construction permit application) and enforcement regulation article 7
(preparation of construction permit documents), licensees must prepare technical
specifications. These technical specifications are part of the operational technical
specifications and are specified in the "Operation of Nuclear Reactor Facilities" section of
the operational technical specifications. Also, in clause 2 of Article 21 (operational
license) off the Atomic Energy Act, when applying for operational license, the
operational technical specifications must be submitted as a separate document, and
enforcement regulation article 16 specifies items to be included in the operational
technical specifications. Preparation methods in details are decided and announced by the
Minister of Science and Technology. Items stated in enforcement regulation article 16 of
the Atomic Energy Act are shown in Table 10‐1.
Furthermore, according to the clause 1 number 3 of enforcement regulation article 18
(Notification of Change of Insignificant Particulars), operational technical specification
items pertaining to article 16 clause 1 number 3 (3. Administrative Controls of Nuclear
Reactor Facilities), items changed by the government organization, changes in
administrative zones, editing of wrong or missing wording, inconsistencies between
related documents, or other items unclear reasons of change are recognized as
insignificant particulars. In compliance with operational technical specifications during
operations, article 53 of "Rules for technical standard of Nuclear Reactor Facilities"
demands 1) surveillance and monitoring of whether nuclear reactor facilities follow
LCOs stated in the operational technical specifications and take the appropriate measures
if LCOs are not satisfied. 2) inspection of the damage and cause in nuclear reactor
facilities in the case of inadvertent shutdown and confirmation of plant safety before
restarting, and 3) the utility should monitor the operational technical specifications to
promote safety and amend it if necessary in accordance with article 102 clause 1 number
3 through number 5 of Enforcement Regulation of Atomic Energy Act.
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10.4.3. Current Status of Operational Technical Specifications
During the initial stage of NPPs, the formats and contents of domestic's operational
technical specifications are kept up the most of the inherent format and content of supply
nations such as the USA, France, and Canada due to the adoption of operational technical
specifications and its related documents from the country of origin. Operational technical
specifications characteristics of each country are as the followings;

Table 10.1 Items to be included in operational technical specifications

1. Operation of Nuclear Reactor Facilities
A. Use and Applications
B. Safety Limits
C. Limiting Conditions for Operation and Surveillance Requirement
D. Design Characteristics
2. Radiation and Environment of Nuclear Reactor Facilities
A. Radiation Protection
B. Management of Radioactive Materials
C. Environment Conservation of Nuclear Reactor Facilities
3. Administrative Control of Nuclear Reactor Facilities
A. Organization and Functions
B. Regular Inspections of Nuclear Reactor Facilities
C. Operator Action Items in case of Emergency
D. Procedures and Program

10.4.3.1 USA type NPPs
Currently operating domestic NPPs are the USA type plants such as the Kori NPP and the
Yonggwang NPP and its operational technical specifications are written according to US
Federal Regulation 10CFR 50.36. According to 10CFR 50.36, licensees submit the
application of construction permit or operating license including with the technical
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specifications, its technical backgrounds. Also according to 10CFR 50.34, technical items
of the technical specifications are to be established through assessments and analyses of
preliminary safety analysis reports and final safety analysis reports. 6 main contents of
the technical specifications are as the followings;
① Definitions
② Safety limits and limiting safety system setting
③ Limiting conditions for operation
④ Surveillance requirements
⑤ Design feature
⑥ Administrative control
10.4.3.2. French type NPPs
Westinghouse type technical specifications had applied French technical specifications,
which mostly accommodate the design specifications of US NPPs. However, following
the year 1980, it has been using a new type of operational technical specification. French
technical specifications are described in the safety related items which is not related to
accident analysis such as long‐term power plant influencing factors, load‐following
operations, etc. based on US technical specification concepts and operation experiences.
Operational technical specifications of the Framatome NPPs (Uljin unit 1,2) currently
operated in Korea is classified into
① Definitions
② Safety limit
③ Protection thresholds
④ Limiting conditions for operation
⑤ Monitoring requirements
⑥ Administrative control
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⑦ Tables and Figures
and shows many differences in format compared to US type operational technical
specifications. Also, its operation modes are classified into 9 modes, which are shown in
Table 10.2; however, the operation modes consist of mostly the same items included in
the US standard technical specifications.
Table 10.2 Operational Modes of Uljin No.1and No.2 NPP
Mode
Number

Neutron characteristics
Designation of
Reactor coolant system
standard
Core criticality Shutdown and Control rod pressure/temperature
operating mode
deviation
bank position

1

Refueling Cold
Shutdown

≥ 5000pcm

All bank inserted

10℃≤ T ≤60℃
atmospheric pressure

2

Maintenance
Cold Shutdown
(RCS open)

≥ 5000pcm

All bank inserted

10℃≤ T ≤70℃
atmospheric pressure

3

Normal Cold
Shutdown

≥ 1000pcm

SA, SB and B banks at
least are withdrawn except
LCO 16.4.3.1

Monophasic
Inter Shutdown
with RRA
Biphasic Inter
Shutdown
conditional RRA
Normal Inter
Shutdown
without RRA

≥ 1000pcm

7

Hot shutdown
P=0

≥ 1000pcm
and...

8

Hot standby
P ≤ 2% RP

0

9

Power operation
2%RP≤P≤RP

0

4

5

6

≥ 1000pcm

≥ 1000pcm

10℃≤ T ≤90℃
1 ≤ P ≤ 28 bars
RCV pressure control
(if applicable)
90℃≤ T ≤177℃
SA, SB and B banks at
24 ≤ P ≤ 28 bars
least are withdrawn
RCV pressure control
120℃≤ T ≤177℃
SA, SB and B banks at
24 ≤ P ≤ 28 bars
least are withdrawn
PZR pressure control
P/T parameter is in area 6
SA, SB and B banks at
in Fig F‐16‐1.
least are withdrawn
PZR pressure control
Tavg = 286℃(+3,‐2)
SA and SB are withdrawn
P=155 bars
PZR pressure control
SA and SB are withdrawn
and CBs are above
Same as Mode 7
insertion limit
SA and SB are withdrawn
and CBs are above
insertion limit
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10.4.3.3. Canadian type NPP
In the case of the CANDU type Wolsong unit 1, the Operating Policy and Principle
(OP&P) that stated the LCOs was used as the technical specifications, when the NPP first
initiated commercial operations in 1983. However the OP&P was considered to make up
for its contents in more detail. In the meantime, licensees should submit the operational
technical specifications that describe the plant operation and security by the Atomic
Energy Act amendment.
Operational technical specifications by the Atomic Energy Act is used in Wolsong unit
2,3 and 4 instead of the OP&P. However, the contents of LCOs in the Wolsong unit 2,3,
and 4 are week in substance compared to the content of the operational technical
specifications of Kori and Yonggwang NPPs.
Operation modes have been initially classified into 4 modes considering the
characteristics of the CANDU type nuclear reactors. However, the operation modes have
been classified into five modes as has been shown in Table 10.3 in order to remove any
ambiguities between operating conditions and operation modes.
Table 10.3 Operational Mode of Wolsong NPP
Reactor Output
(% FP)

Reactor Outlet Header
Temp. (℃)

1. Power Operation

> 2%

> 260

2. Low‐power standby

≤ 2%

> 100

3. Hot Shutdown

0

> 100

4. Cold Shutdown

0

≤ 100

5. Secure shutdown

0

≤ 60

Operation Mode
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10.4.4.

Improvement Status of Operational Technical Specifications

The operational safety of an NPP should always be considered and approached
systematically from the siting process and even for a substantial period after the
decommissioning of the NPP. Especially, the operational safety is maintained by tests,
maintenance, and periodic inspections to make sure that the appropriate actions of safety
related systems are activated to mitigate accidents or transients along with insuring that
safety related system and components actuate appropriately during design basis accidents
or severe accidents and confirming the prevention of accidents.
The operational technical specifications make all of these actions legally binding to insure
operational safety and prescribe Safety Limits, Limiting Safety System Settings, Limiting
Conditions for Operation (Conditions, Applicability, Action, Surveillance Requirement),
and Administrative Control to prevent accidents and to confirm the safety in cases of
accidents. In other words if an NPP is operated according to the operational technical
specifications, the NPP can be controlled at a level that is permissible to the public during
normal operations, transients, and design basis accidents.
Korea has imported NPPs from the US, France, and Canada and has constructed the
NPPs according to the technical standards and systems of each country of import. Korean
utility has also used the respective unedited operational technical specifications of each
country of import which is believed to have been written according to the inherent
characteristics and design philosophies of each country's NPP. However, since the foreign
vendor develops the operational technical specifications, the content of the operational
technical specifications could not be understood sufficiently enough, thus causing
difficulties when the regulatory body tried to incorporate its intentions.
Moreover, although the regulatory requirements of the operational technical
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specifications should only include essential NPP safety related items that have been
derived from analyses/assessments of safety analysis reports, up to this point,
requirements related to the operation of nuclear reactors tended to also be included in the
operational technical specifications. The reason behind such broad usage of the
operational technical specifications is due to the lack of well defined criteria. Furthermore
due to this matter, frequent demands were made to modify the technical specifications,
which resulted in the increased volume of the technical specifications. The absence of
consistency made it difficult for both the regulatory body as well as the industry.
Therefore, according to each type of domestically operating reactor, regulatory
philosophies and methods, inherent design concepts, and technical background
interpretations of each country of import were researched to develop an appropriate
standard operational technical specification while considering the domestic regulatory
system and levels of technology1),2),.

10.4.5. Operational Technical Specification Writing Format
10.4.5.1. Initial Operational Technical Specifications
The initial operational technical specifications were developed in an operator oriented
fashion according to the necessary items and individual characteristics of each NPP from
a radiological viewpoint. Table 10.4 shows a typical example of an initial operational
technical specification that discusses the limiting conditions for operation of the reactor
1) Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) Yonggwang Unit 2, “Pressurized Water Reactor (CE type)
Standard Operational Technical Specifications", Topical Report, KEPCO Tech‐0005, 1999.9
2) Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) Kori Unit 2, “Pressurized Water Reactor (WH type) Standard
Operational Technical Specifications", Topical Report, KEPCO Tech‐0005, 2000.3
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coolant system chemistry section. Actual limiting conditions for operation are stated in
the example.
Limiting conditions for operation are defined as, 'requirements needed to be fulfilled to
insure controlled operation of the NPP'. The following content regarding the LCOs state
the action items to be taken when an incident in which the LCOs cannot be satisfied. The
NPP must be shutdown if the LCO requirements continually fail to be fulfilled. The
technical background or the technical basis related to the LCOs is also stated. The items
of inspection to satisfy the LCOs are stated in a different chapter of the operational
technical specifications.
There are a total of four operation modes and these modes have been defined according to
temperature and reactivity. The first mode is the cold shutdown, in which the temperature
is less than 200℉ and the reactor is in a subcritical state that is approximately 1％△K/K.
The second mode is the hot shutdown in which the coolant temperature is between 200℉
and 525℉ and the reactor is in a subcritical state that is approximately 1％ △K/K. The
third mode is the hot standby, in which the reactor power is less than 2%, and the coolant
temperature is higher than 525℉. The final operation mode is the power operation in
which the reactor power is more than 2%.
Table 10.4 Initial Operational Technical Specifications Writing Format
3.1.5 CHEM ISTRY
A pplicability
Applies to the limiting conditions of reactor coolant chemistry for continuous operation
of the reactor.
Objective
To protect the reactor coolant system from the effects of impurities in the reactor
coolant.
Specification
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3.1.5.1 The following limits shall not be exceeded for the listed reactor coolant
conditions.
Contaminant Specification Reactor Coolant Conditions
Oxygen as O 2 0.10 ppm max
Chloride as Cl 0.15 ppm max
Fluoride as Fl 0.15 ppm max

above 250℉
above cold shutdown conditions
above cold shutdown conditions

3.1.5.2 During operation above 250℉, if any of the specifications in 3.1.5.1 is exceeded;
corrective action shall be initiated with 8 hours. If the concentration limit is not restored
within 24 hours after initiation of corrective action, the reactor shall be placed in a cold
shutdown condition using normal procedures.
3.1.5.3 During operation between 250℉ and cold shutdown conditions, if the fluoride
specification in 3.1.5.1 is exceeded, corrective action shall be initiated within 8 hours to
restore the normal operating limits. If the specification is not restored within 24 hours
after initiation of corrective action, the reactor shall be placed in a cold shutdown
condition using normal procedures.

10.4.5.2. Standard Operational Technical Specifications
The initial operational technical specifications followed the technical specifications
described in the US 10CFR 50.36. However, inconsistencies arise in the contents of the
operational technical specifications due to the increase of operating NPPs and introduce
the following problems.
Expression of opinions on whether the contents in the technical specification are
appropriate;
Long term compromise between the industry and the regulatory body;
Difference in opinions between the NPP operator and inspectors regarding the
interpretation of requirements;
Increase in demand of technical specification changes.

In the process of understanding these problems and increasing efforts to systematize the
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technical specifications, standard technical specifications developed by USNRC became
the technical basis when writing individual NPP operational technical specifications and
such formats of technical specifications have been used for many years.
The standard operational technical specifications define the definite tools of formats,
characteristics, and equipment details to make possible proper management and
maintenance to insure the health and safety of the public. The format of the standard
technical specifications in 10CFR 50.36 including the following six sections: ①
Definitions, ② Safety Limits and Safety System Limiting Settings ③ LCOs, ④
Surveillance Requirements, ⑤ Design Characteristics, and ⑥ Administrative Controls.
For each LCOs, the related LCO and Surveillance Requirements are stated together.
1) Definition
The first section of the standard operational technical specifications defines terminology.
Definitions of all the terminology used in the NPP technical specifications are stated in
this section. The previous 4 operation modes have been modified to include 6 operation
modes shown in Table 10.5 that are being used to this day.
Table 10.5 Standard Operational Technical Specifications Writing Format
Operation Mode

Keff

％ power

Tavg (℉)

1. Power Operation

≥ 0.99

＞ 5％

≥ 350

2. Startup

≥ 0.99

≤ 5％

≥ 350

3. Hot Standby

＜ 0.99

0

≥ 350

4. Hot Shutdown

＜ 0.99

0

350 ＞ Tavg ＞ 200

5. Cold Shutdown

＜ 0.99

0

≤ 200

6. Refueling

≤ 0.95

0

≤ 140
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2) Safety Limits and Safety System Limiting Settings
This chapter of the operational technical specifications states the requirements needed for
the radiological protection of fission products and such requirements are to be called
safety limits. The safety limits must be appropriately regulated the process variables
selected according to their relations with protection integrity of fission product release. If
operations are being undertaken within safety limit ranges, the function of the defense
barriers against the accident occurred particles must be guaranteed as had been predicted
in safety interpretations. In the case of pressurized light water reactors, safety limits
include process variable limits on nucleate boiling disengagements and heat output and
coolant pressures. The satisfying of such limiting values signify that the nuclear fuel
shielding material and the coolant pressure system can be protected during anticipated
operational occurrences. Since the reactor protection system provides defense barrier
defense mechanisms against accident incurred particles, the technical section of the safety
system limiting settings state shutdown settings. The safety system limiting settings
should be set to make sure that the safety limits are not violated during production status
changes and also prevent the occurrence of accidents when the production circumstances
cannot fulfill permissible standards.
3/4) LCOs and Surveillance Requirements
Chapters 3.0 and 4.0 of the operational technical specifications state the general
conditions and the technical specifications for each systems and equipments. The LCOs
state the conservative operation limiting values of the automatic protection equipment to
provide operations consistent with safety analysis or permissible safety level and also
state the limits of the lowest levels of functionality, equipment performance levels, and
limiting conditions of process variables. The surveillance requirements state the
inspection items to periodically assess whether variables and limits of test related
requirements, corrections, monitoring, and the status of system and equipment operation
are within the LCOs to insure quality.
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Following the LCOs and surveillance requirements the technical specifications state the
technical background and technical basis. The basis of adequacy, safety limits, and safety
system limiting settings, LCOs, and surveillance requirements must be stated in the
technical background. The technical basis must clearly be related to technical
specification limits, LCOs, NPP designs, and safety interpretations. An overall
verification process must be undertaken for the selected operation modes.
5) Design Features
This chapter states the design features of major facilities of the NPP. For example, items
related to the heat load changing limits of coolant systems and its related equipment is
stated. Emergency plans against radiation on high density/low density populations are
stated in this chapter.
6) Administrative Control
This chapter states the administrative requirements to operate an NPP. Requirements for
minimized work‐shifting personnel, NPP safety commission, and NPP protocol are stated.
10.4.5.3. Improved Standard Operational Technical Specifications
The standard operational technical specifications that had been shown many problems
from an operational experience, introduce the need for improvement. Major items are
summarized as the following.
The selection criteria of limiting conditions for operation are ambiguous;
Following the year 1969 operation conditions deduced from safety interpretations
of safety analysis reports as well as additional operation regulations were included
in the technical specifications increasing its volume;
Surveillance interval and allowable outage time had not been optimized;
Due to the complex written format of the LCOs and action items, the readability of
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the technical specifications is not good.

As a result of the efforts made to improve the problems stated above, an improved
standard operational technical specifications for pressurized water reactors was developed
by the NUREG report (NUREG‐1431,‐1432).
The improved operational technical specifications are slightly different compared to the
standard operational technical specifications. In other words the safety system limiting
settings have been moved to the LCOs and the LCOs and surveillance requirements have
been merged as one. Largely, the technical specifications are fundamentally divided into
5 sections: ① Definitions, ② Safety Limits, ③ LCOs and Surveillance Requirements, ④
Design Characteristics, and ⑤ Administrative Controls. Compared with the standard
operational technical specifications the followings have been modified or have been
improved.
LCO's selection criteria were clearly stated and the number of LCOs is reduced
greatly;
Human factors principles applied to layout and tabular format, were used to
improve convenience of use and readability;
Technical backgrounds and basis of LCOs are described in detail.

In relation to these improvements the LCO selection criteria of the improved standard
operational technical specifications are summarized into the 4 following statements.
Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in the
control room;
Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an
initial condition of a Design Basis Accident or Transient analysis;
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Criterion 3: A structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success
path and which functions or actuate to mitigate a Design Basis Accident or
Transient;
Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or
probabilistic safety assessment has shown to be significant to public health and
safety.

After the writing format of the operational technical specifications changed to the
improved standard operational technical specifications format, the appropriate changes in
the writing format of the operational technical specifications were made. The previous
operational technical specifications consist of six chapters and a appendix entitled,
"Detailed items of Technical Specifications in the Operational Technical Specifications".
Table 10.6 shows the format of a typical standard operational technical specification. As
shown in the Table 10.6, the LCOs of the operational technical specifications are not
main section and are to be "referenced" in the appendix of chapter 2 (operation of reactor
facilities) of the operational technical specification.
As the improved standard operational technical specifications were applied, the format of
the operational technical specifications was changed as shown in Table 10.7.
Excluding the administrative controls and technical background part, the improved
standard operational technical specifications entitled "The operation of nuclear reactor
facilities" as chapter one, "Radiation and environmental management of nuclear reactor
facilities" as chapter two, and "Administrative Controls of Nuclear Reactor Facilities" as
chapter three, and technical background that is not part of the operational technical
specifications were included in a separate appendix thus improving the overall layout.
Also the improved standard operational technical specifications were written according to
the enforcement regulation article 16 of the Atomic Energy Act. Figure 10.2 shows a
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typical example of the improved standard operational technical specifications.
Table 10.6 Configuration of current operational technical specifications

Chapter 1. General Provisions
Chapter 2. Operation of Nuclear Reactor Facilities
Paragraph 1. function and organization related to operation and management
Paragraph 2. Safety Limits and Settings (Refer to Appendix 2.0 "Safety Limits
and Safety System Limiting Settings")
Paragraph 3. LCOs (Refer to Appendix 3/4 "LCOs")
Paragraph 4. Self Inspections (Refer to Appendix 3/4 "Inspection Requirements")
Paragraph 5. Important design safety features (Refer to Appendix 5.0 "Design
Features")
Paragraph 6. Emergency Protocol to be Taken by Operator
Paragraph 7. Report
Chapter 3. Maintenance of Nuclear Reactor Facilities
Chapter 4. Handling, transfer, storage, and disposal of radioactive materials in
the NPP
Chapter 5. Environmental Preservation from Nuclear Reactor Facilities
Chapter 6. Physical Defense Against Nuclear Particles
Appendix: Details regarding technical specifications of the operational technical
specifications.

(Yonggwang 3/4)
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Table 10.7 Configuration of improved standard operational technical

Specifications
Chapter 1 Operation of Nuclear Reactor Facilities
1.0 Uses and Applications
2.0 Safety Limits
3.0 LCOs and Surveillance Requirements
4.0 Design Features
Chapter 2 Radiation and Environmental Management of Nuclear
Reactor Facilities
1.0 Radiation Defense
2.0 Management of Radioactive Materials
3.0 Environmental Preservation from Nuclear Reactor Facilities
Chapter 3 Administrative Controls of Nuclear Reactor Facilities
1.0 Organization and Functions
2.0 Periodic Inspections of Nuclear Reactor Facilities
3.0 Operator Emergency Protocols
4.0 Plans and Specifications
5.0 Report Circumstances
Appendix : Technical Basis

Figure 10.2 Standard Operational Technical Specifications Writing Format
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10-B. Technical Specifications for Research
Reactors & Non‐power Reactors

10.5. INTRODUCTION

Technical Specifications (Tech Spec), at a minimum, set forth the specific characteristics
of the nuclear facility and the conditions for its operation that are required to provide
adequate protection of the health and safety of the public. Tech Spec includes information
concerning the amount, kind, and source of special nuclear material; the place of use;
the specific characteristics of the facility. Tech Spec contains information the Regulatory
Body requires through regulation to enable it to find that the utilization of special nuclear
material will be in accord with the common defense security.
The technical specifications represent an agreement between the owner or operator, or
both, and the responsible authority on administrative controls, equipment availability, and
operational parameters. These specifications represent a comprehensive envelope of safe
operation. Only those operational parameters and equipment requirements directly related
to verifying and preserving that safe envelope shall be listed.
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Reactor shutdown : The reactor is shut down if it is subcritical by at least 1 dollar both in
the reference core condition and for all allowed ambient conditions with the reactivity
worth of all installed experiments included.
Reference core condition is the reactivity condition of the core when it is at 20 'C and the
reactivity worth of xenon is zero (i.e., cold, clean, & critical).
Shutdown margin is the minimum shutdown reactivity necessary to provide confidence
that the reactor can be made subcritical by means of the control and safety systems
starting from any permissible operating condition. It should be assumed that the most
reactive scrammable rods and all non‐scrammable rods are in their most reactive position
and that the reactor will remain subcritical without further operator action.
Shutdown reactivity is the value of the reactivity of the reactor with all control rods in
their least reactive positions (e.g., inserted). The value of shutdown reactivity includes the
reactivity value of all installed experiments and is determined with the reactor at ambient
conditions.
Secured shutdown is achieved when the reactor meets the requirements of the definition
of "reactor secured" and the facility administrative requirements for leaving the facility
with no licensed reactor operators present.
Reactor Secured : A reactor is secured when
(1) Either there is insufficient moderator available in the reactor to attain criticality or
there is insufficient fissile material present in the reactor to attain criticality under
optimum available conditions of moderation and reflection;
(2) Or the following conditions exist:
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(a) The minimum number of neutron absorbing control devices is fully inserted
or other safety devices are in shutdown position, as required by technical
specifications;
(b) The console key switch is in the off position, and the key is removed from
the lock;
(c) No work is in progress involving core fuel, core structure, installed control
rods, or control rod drives unless they are physically decoupled from the
control rods;
(d) No experiments are being moved or serviced that have, on movement, a
reactivity worth exceeding the maximum value allowed for a single
experiment, or one dollar, whichever is smaller.

Scram Time is the elapsed time between the initiation of a scram signal and a specified
movement of a control or safety device.
Applicability : This is a statement that indicates which components are involved and
when they are involved.
Operable means a component or system is capable of performing its intended function.
Operating means a component or system is performing its intended function.
Confinement is an enclosure of the overall facility that is designed to limit the release of
effluents between the enclosure and its external environment through controlled or
defined pathways.
Containment is an enclosure of the facility designed to (1) be at a negative internal
pressure to ensure in‐leakage, (2) control the release of effluents to the environment, and
(3) mitigate the consequences of certain analyzed accidents or events.
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Experiment : Any operation, hardware, or target (excluding devices such as detectors,
foils, etc.) that is designed to investigate non‐routine reactor characteristics or that is
intended for irradiation within the pool, on or in a beam port or irradiation facility.
Hardware rigidly secured to a core or shield structure so as to be a part of its design to
carry out experiments is not normally considered an experiment.
Movable experiment : A movable experiment is one where it is intended that all or part of
the experiment may be moved in or near the core or into and out of the reactor while the
reactor is operating.
Channel : A channel is the combination of sensor, line, amplifier, and output devices that
are connected for the purpose of measuring the value of a parameter.
Channel calibration : A channel calibration is an adjustment of the channel such that its
output corresponds with acceptable accuracy to known values of the parameter that the
channel measures. Calibration shall encompass the entire channel, including equipment
actuation, alarm, or trip, and shall be deemed to include a channel test.
Channel check : A channel check is a qualitative verification of acceptable performance
by observation of channel behavior, or by comparison of the channel with other
independent channels or systems measuring the same parameter.
Channel test : A channel test is the introduction of a signal into the channel for
verification that it is operable.
Measured value : The measured value is the value of a parameter as it appears on the
output of a channel.
Core configuration : The core configuration includes the number, type, or arrangement of
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fuel elements, reflector elements, and regulating / control / transient rods occupying the
core grid.
Rod regulating : The regulating rod is a low worth control rod used primarily to maintain
an intended power level that need not have scram capability and may have a fueled
follower. Its position may be varied manually or by a servo‐controller.
Rod control : A control rod is a device fabricated from neutron‐absorbing material or fuel,
or both, that is used to establish neutron flux changes and to compensate for routine
reactivity losses. A control rod can be coupled to its drive unit allowing it to perform a
safety function when the coupling is disengaged.
Rod transient : The transient rod is a control rod that is capable of providing rapid
reactivity insertion to produce a pulse.
Reactivity worth of an experiment : The reactivity worth of an experiment is the value of
the reactivity change that results from the experiment, being inserted into or removed
from its intended position.
Excess reactivity : Excess reactivity is that amount of reactivity that would exist if all
reactivity control devices were moved to the maximum reactive condition from the point
where the reactor is exactly critical (keff=1) at reference core conditions or at a specified
set of conditions.
Reactor safety systems are those systems, including their associated input channels, that
are designed to initiate automatic reactor protection or to provide information for
initiation of manual protective action.
Protective action is the initiation of a signal or the operation of equipment within the
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reactor safety system in response to a parameter or condition of the reactor facility having
reached a specified limit.

10.6. SAFETY LIMITS & LIMITING SAFETY
SYSTEM SETTINGS

10.6.1. Safety Limits
Safety Limit (SLs)s are limits on important process variables that are found to be
necessary to reasonably protect the integrity of the principal physical barriers that guard
against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity. The principal physical barrier is often the
fuel cladding (which in a solution‐type reactor, for example, is the reactor vessel). Safety
limits do not have to be measured directly; they may be derived from important process
variables.
10.6.1.1. Important Process Variables
Important process variables are measurable parameters that individually or in
combination reflect the basic physical condition of physical barriers. They may include
fuel temperature, reactor power, reactor coolant flow rate, reactor coolant inlet or outlet
temperature, pool level, or coolant pressure.
10.6.1.2. Criteria: Reactors with Engineered Cooling System
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Safety limits shall be established from a basic physical condition, as determined by
appropriate process variables, such that the integrity of the principal physical barrier is
ensured if the SLs are not exceeded. Calculations of SLs shall allow, where applicable,
for engineering uncertainties, uncertainties in power distribution, hot channel factors, and
other appropriate uncertainties.
10.6.1.3. Criteria: Reactors without Engineered Cooling System

For this class of low‐power reactors, the following shall apply:
(1) No SL need be specified if calculations show that there is no credible accident that
could result in the failure of the integrity of the principal physical barrier or there
is insufficient fission product inventory that, if released, would not exceed
allowable limits to unrestricted areas.
(2) If an SL is required by the responsible authority, an SL should be established in
terms of parameters, for example, temperature, fission product inventory, or power
history, to ensure integrity of the principal physical barrier.

10.6.2. Limiting Safety System Settings
Limiting safety system settings (LSSSs) shall be established for the operation of each
reactor. LSSSs may also be referred to as limiting control settings. LSSSs are those
limiting values for settings of the safety channels by which point protective action must
be initiated. The LSSSs are chosen so that automatic protective action will terminate the
abnormal situation before a safety limit is reached. The calculation of the LSSS shall
include the process uncertainty, the overall measurement uncertainty, and transient
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phenomena of the process instrumentation. To achieve operational flexibility, it is
recommended that actual trip points, where possible, be set more conservatively than
specification values.
10.6.2.1 Criteria : Reactors with or without Engineered Cooling System
An LSSS shall be specified for automatic protection devices related to those variables
having safety limits.

10.7. LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR
OPERATIONS

10.7.1. Reactor Core Parameters
Limits shall be established for the following: (1) excess reactivity; (2) shutdown margin;
(3) pulse limits (e.g., reactivity, peak power, energy, fuel temperature); (4) core
configurations; (5) fuel burnup, as appropriate; (6) fuel inspection, if appropriate.

10.7.2. Reactor Control and Safety Systems
The following shall be specified: (1) minimum number of operable control rods (operable
to be specified in terms of maximum scram times); (2) maximum reactivity insertion rate
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for non‐pulsed operation (critical region only); (3) maximum reactivity insertion for
pulsed operation; (4) minimum number of scram channels (nuclear, process, radiation,
and manual); (5) minimum channels needed for reactor operation; (6) minimum required
interlocks; (7) backup shutdown mechanisms; (8) permitted bypassing of channels for
checks, calibrations, maintenance, or measurements.

10.7.3. Reactor Coolant System
Minimum operating equipment, or operating limits, or both, shall be specified for the
following: (1) shutdown cooling or pump requirements; (2) isolation valves; (3) coolant
level limits; (4) leak or loss‐of‐coolant detection; (5) fission product activity detection; (6)
hydrogen concentration (off‐gas) limits; (7) emergency core cooling systems; (8)
secondary coolant activity limits; (9) water chemistry requirements (such as conductivity
or pH limits averaged over a period of time).

10.7.4. Containment or Confinement
The operations that require containment or confinement and the equipment required to
achieve containment or confinement shall be specified.
10.7.4.1. Operations that require Containment or Confinement
The following shall be specified: (1) Reactor operating; (2) Movement of irradiated fuel
or fueled experiments with significant fission product inventory outside of containers,
systems, or storage areas; (3) Core or control rod work that could cause a change in
reactivity of more than one dollar; (4) Movement of experiments that could cause a
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change of total worth of more than one dollar.
10.7.4.2. Equipment to achieve Containment or Confinement
The following shall be specified: (1) The minimum equipment (such as fans, filters,
isolation valves, dampers) and doors operating or operable, or both; (2) The emergency
systems operable.

10.7.5. Ventilation Systems
The following shall be specified: (1) minimum number of fans, filters, and isolation
valves operating or operable, or both, for normal operation; (2) minimum number of fans,
filters, and isolation valves operable for emergency operation.

10.7.6. Emergency Power
(1) Specify source(s) of emergency electrical power (diesels, batteries, etc.) and minimum
number of units or minimum operating time, if required. (2) Specify minimum equipment
required to be connected to emergency power, either in this section or in the appropriate
section covering the equipment.

10.7.7. Radiation Monitoring Systems and Effluents
These systems and effluent limits consider both external and internal personnel
exposures, as appropriate.
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10.7.7.1. Monitoring Systems
The minimum number of monitors shall be specified for the following: (1) air monitors
(gas and particulate); (2) fission product monitors; (3) area monitors; (4) environmental
monitors such as film badges, thermo‐luminescent dosimeters, or other devices placed at
control points.
When required monitors are inoperable, portable instruments, surveys, or analyses may
be substituted for any of the normally installed monitors in Sec. 3.7.1 for periods of 1
week or for the duration of a reactor run in cases where the reactor is continuously
operated.
10.7.7.2. Effluents
Specifications for effluent limits shall be based on the following factors as applicable:
(1) The total exposure from effluents from the facility to a person outside the
boundary shall not exceed 100 mrem/calendar year, less any external dose from
the facility. This value may be increased up to 500 mrem/calendar year if
authorized by the responsible authority;
(2) The limit shall be established at the point of release or measurement using
accepted diffusion factors to the boundary. For halogens and particulates with half
‐lives .8 days, a re‐concentration factor shall be included where appropriate;
(3) For the purpose of converting concentrations to dose, it should be taken into
consideration that the values for submersion gases are based on an infinite
hemisphere geometry, which is rarely achievable and therefore tends to greatly
overestimate the dose.
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10.7.8. Experiments
Experiments are reviewed by the review group prior to initiation. Operational limits
peculiar to the experiment are included in applicable procedures. Only basic limitations
should appear in the technical specifications.
10.7.8.1. Reactivity Limits
Reactivity limits for experiments shall be based on analyses of maximum reactivity
insertions that can be handled by the reactor or its control and safety systems without
exceeding safety limits. Reactivity limits shall be established for the following: (1)
maximum absolute reactivity worth of individual experiments; (2) the sum of the absolute
values of the reactivity worths of all experiments.
10.7.8.2. Matertials
No material is excluded from experiments at research reactors. However, special
requirements shall be established for significant amounts of special materials such as
fissionable materials; explosives or metastable materials capable of significant energy
release; or materials that are corrosive to reactor components, or highly reactive with
coolants. Requirements may range from detailed analyses to double encapsulation and
prototype testing with larger amounts.
10.7.8.3. Failure and Malfunction
(1) Credible failure of any experiment shall not result in releases or exposures in
excess of limits established by the responsible authority.
(2) Experiments shall be designed such that they will not contribute to the failure of
other experiments, core components, or principal physical barriers to uncontrolled
release of radioactivity.
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Similarly, no reactor transient shall cause an experiment to fail in such a way as to
contribute to an accident.

10.7.9. Facility‐specific Limiting Conditions for Operations
Limiting conditions for operations that are unique to a specific facility and are of
comparable importance as those previously listed shall be specified. Reactor modes may
clarify the applicability of LCOs. Modes may be defined as needed to fit a particular
reactor facility. Non‐operating modes may include shutdown, secured, maintenance, and
refueling. The number of modes should be held to a minimum.

10.8. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Typically, a specific system from a Sec. 3 specification will establish the minimum
performance level, and a companion Sec. 4 surveillance specification requirement will
prescribe the frequency and scope of surveillance to demonstrate such performance.
Maximum allowable intervals listed as follows are to provide operational flexibility only
and are not to be used to reduce frequency. Established frequencies shall be maintained
over the long term. Allowable surveillance intervals shall not exceed the following:
5‐year : interval not to exceed 6 years;
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biennial : interval not to exceed 2,5 years;
annual : interval not to exceed 15 months;
semiannual : interval not to exceed 7.5 months;
quarterly : interval not to exceed 4 months;
monthly : interval not to exceed 6 weeks;
weekly : interval not to exceed 10 days;
daily : must be done during the calendar day;
within a shift―must be done during a reactor shift;

For each surveillance requirement (SR), it should be specified if the surveillance activity
can or cannot be deferred during reactor shutdown. It should also be specified for those
that can be deferred, which must be performed prior to reactor operations. Further, the
technical specification SRs must specify which activities can only be performed with
scheduled surveillances that will become due during planned periods of operation and
should be performed before the operational period. Periodic surveillance activities should
be done before maintenance is performed.
Appropriate surveillance testing on any technical specification required system shall be
conducted after replacement, repair, or modification before the system is considered
operable and returned to service. In general, three types of SRs are specified: operability
checks, calibrations, and inspections. Depending on the facility and system, operability
checks shall be established from monthly to quarterly; calibrations and inspections shall
be established from annually to biennially. The following are recommended maximum
SRs for systems specified in Sec. 3, “Limiting conditions for operations.” Acceptance
criteria shall be stated where applicable. Allowable surveillance intervals and deferrals
should be stated in the technical specifications
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10.8.1. Reactor Core Parameters
(1) Excess reactivity: Annually to biennially and following significant core
configuration and/or control rod changes;
(2) Shutdown margin: Annually to biennially and following significant core
configuration and/or control rod changes;
(3) Core configuration: Following significant core or control rod changes.

10.8.2. Reactor Control and safety Systems
(1) Reactivity worth of control rods including peak worth: Annually to biennially and
following significant core configuration and/or control rod changes;
(2) Rod withdrawal and insertion speeds: Annually;
(3) Transient rod and associated mechanism, testing, and inspection: Annually;
(4) Scram times of control rods: Semiannually to annually or whenever any work is
done on the rods or the rod drive system;
(5) Scram channels : (a) Operability check including trip actions and specified
interlocks‐shutdown: 24 hours or quarterly, (b) Calibrations: Annually;
(6) Operability tests following modifications or repairs;
(7) Thermal power verification above 2 MW: Monthly to annually when reactor is
operating;
(8) Thermal power verification 2 MW power or less: Annually;
(9) Interlocks and backup shutdown mechanisms: Annually.
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10.8.3. Reactor Coolant System
(1) Starting function of emergency shutdown and sump pumps: Quarterly;
(2) Test of emergency coolant source(s): Annually. The test should include system
components if practicable;
(3) In‐service inspections if any: Annually to biennially;
(4) Analysis of coolant(s) for radioactivity if necessary: Annually;
(5) Hydrogen concentration in off‐gas if any: Initially and following significant
changes that could cause the hydrogen gas to increase significantly;
(6) Conductivity or pH, or both: Weekly to quarterly.

10.8.4. Containment or Confinement
Containment : (1) Functional closure test: Quarterly; (2) Integrated leak rate test:
Annually to biennially; (3) Vacuum relief: Annually; (4) Leak‐
tightness test following modifications or repair.
Confinement : (1) Functional test: Quarterly; (2) Filters: Annually to biennially.

10.8.5. Ventilation Systems
(1) Operability check of emergency exhaust system: Quarterly; (2) Filter efficiency
measurements: Annually to biennially or following major maintenance.
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10.8.6. Emergency Power
Diesels or other devices : (1) Starting function: Monthly to quarterly; (2) Under load:
Annually to biennially or following modification involving
load changes to emergency system.
Emergency Batteries : (1) Voltage and specific gravity: Quarterly to semiannually; (2)
Discharge test: 5 years.

10.8.7. Radiation Monitoring Systems and Effluents
Monitoring systems : (1) Operability including, where possible, source checks:
Monthly to quarterly; (2) Calibrations: Annually to biennially.
Effluents : (1) Monitoring at the boundary with film badges, thermoluminescent
dosimeters, or other devices: Quarterly to annually; (2) Environmental
monitoring, e.g., sampling of soil, vegetation, or water in the vicinity of
the facility: Quarterly to annually.

10.8.8. Experiments
Specific surveillance activities shall be established during the review and approval
process and are not part of the technical specifications.
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10.8.9. Facility‐ specific Surveillance Requirements
Surveillance requirements shall be established to verify facility‐specific limiting
conditions for operation as stated in Sec. 3.9.

10.9. DESIGN FEATURES

This section should be kept to the minimum considered necessary to ensure that major
alterations to safety‐related components or equipment are not made prior to appropriate
safety reviews. The final safety analysis report should contain the details necessary for
establishing criteria for these specifications. Therefore, only those design features of the
facility describing materials of construction and geometric arrangements, which, if altered
or modified, would significantly affect safety and are not included in Secs. 2, 3, or 4 of
these specifications, should be included in this section. Many of these features may be
included more appropriately in the bases for specific technical specifications of Secs. 2,
3, and 4. The following specific areas shall be addressed where applicable.

10.9.1. Site and Facility Description
A general description of the site and of the facility including location and exclusion or
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restricted areas shall be presented. If not included elsewhere in the technical
specifications, features of the reactor room or building, such as ventilation system
minimum free air volume, height of effluent release, etc., that are important to
radiological safety and monitoring shall be presented also.

10.9.2.

Reactor Coolant System

The design of the reactor coolant system shall be described. This includes materials,
fluids, temperature, pressure, and applicable codes.

10.9.3. Reactor Core and Fuel
This section shall include a description of the normal core configuration~s! including
number(s) and types of fuel elements, control rods, and any other special information
concerning the core. Each type of authorized reactor fuel shall be described. This shall
include types such as MTR, TRIGA, PULSTAR, etc.; material; enrichment; physical
description; and other special features.
Core parameters such as maximum core loading, thermal characteristics, physics
parameters, etc., if not included in Secs. 2 and 3, shall be described here as design
features. Any requirements for periodic inspection of the fuel or limitations on fuel
burnup shall be included as appropriate. Conditions for operation of the reactor with
damaged or leaking fuel elements should be described.
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10.9.4. Fissionable Materials Storage
Fuel, including fueled experiments and fuel devices not in the reactor, shall be stored in a
geometric array where keff is no greater than 0.90 for all conditions of moderation and
ref lection using light water except in cases where an approved fuel shipping container is
used; then, the keff for the container shall apply.

10.10. ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

Administrative controls are those organizational and procedural requirements that are
established by the responsible and0or licensing authorities and facility management.

10.10.1. Organization
Functions, assignments, responsibilities, and the associated training and requalification
requirements, where applicable, shall be specified: (6.1.1) Structure; (6.1.2)
Responsibility; (6.1.3) Staffing; (6.1.4) Selection and training of personnel.

10.10.2. Review and Audit
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A method for the independent review and audit of the safety aspects of reactor facility
operations shall be established to advise management. The two functions may be
performed by a single group or separate groups : (6.2.1) Composition and qualifications;
(6.2.2) Charter and rules; (6.2.3) Review function; (6.2.4) Audit function

10.10.3. Radiation Safety
An individual or group shall be assigned responsibility for implementing the radiation
protection program at the reactor using the specific guidelines.

10.10.4. Procedures
Written procedures shall be prepared, reviewed, and approved prior to initiating any of
the activities listed in this section. The procedures shall be reviewed by the review group.
Such reviews and approvals shall be documented in a timely manner. Several of the
following activities may be included in a single manual or set of procedures or divided
among various manuals or procedures:
(1) startup, operation, and shutdown of the reactor;
(2) fuel loading, unloading, and movement within the reactor;
(3) maintenance of major components of systems that could have an effect on reactor
safety;
(4) surveillance checks, calibrations, and inspections required by the technical
specifications or those that may have an effect on reactor safety;
(5) personnel radiation protection, consistent with applicable regulations or
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guidelines. The procedures shall include management commitment and programs
to maintain exposures and releases as low as reasonably achievable in
accordance with the guidelines;
(6) administrative controls for operations and maintenance and for the conduct of
irradiations and experiments that could affect reactor safety or core reactivity;
(7) implementation of required plans such as emergency or security plans;
(8) use, receipt, and transfer of by‐product material, if appropriate.

10.10.5. Experiments Review and Approval
Approved experiments shall be carried out in accordance with established and approved
procedures. The following provisions shall be stated:
(1) All new experiments or class of experiments shall be reviewed by the review
group and approved in writing by Level 2 (Senior Reactor Operators) or
designated alternates prior to initiation;
(2) Substantive changes to previously approved experiments shall be made only after
review by the review group and approved in writing by Level 2 (Senior Reactor
Operators) or designated alternates. Minor changes that do not significantly alter
the experiment may be approved by Level 3 (Reactor Operators) or higher.

10.10.6. Required Actions
10.10.6.1. Action to be taken in case of safety limits violation
(1) The reactor shall be shut down, and reactor operations shall not be resumed until
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authorized by responsible authority;
(2) The safety limit violation shall be promptly reported to Level 2 or designated
alternates;
(3) The safety limit violation shall be reported to chartering or licensing authorities;
(4) A safety limit violation report shall be prepared. The report shall describe the
following: (a) applicable circumstances leading to the violation including, when
known, the cause and contributing factors, (b) effect of the violation upon reactor
facility components, systems, or structures and on the health and safety of
personnel and the public, (c) corrective action to be taken to prevent recurrence.

The report shall be reviewed by the review group, and any follow‐up report shall be
submitted to the chartering or licensing authorities when authorization is sought to
resume operation of the reactor.

10.10.6.2. Action to be taken in the event of an occurrence of the type identified in Secs.
6.7.2(1)(b) and 6.7.2(1)(c)
(1) Reactor conditions shall be returned to normal, or the reactor shall be shut down.
If it is necessary to shut down the reactor to correct the occurrence, operations
shall not be resumed unless authorized by Level 2 or designated alternates;
(2) Occurrence shall be reported to Level 2 or designated alternates and to chartering
or licensing authorities as required;
(3) Occurrence shall be reviewed by the review group at its next scheduled meeting.
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10.10.7. Reports
10.10.7.1. Operating Reports
(1) a narrative summary of reactor operating experience including the energy
produced by the reactor or the hours the reactor was critical, or both;
(2) the unscheduled shutdowns including, where applicable, corrective action taken to
preclude recurrence;
(3) tabulation of major preventive and corrective maintenance operations having
safety significance;
(4) tabulation of major changes in the reactor facility and procedures, and tabulation
of new tests or experiments, or both, that are significantly different from those
performed previously and are not described in the Safety Analysis Report,
including a summary of safety evaluation leading to the conclusions that they are
allowed without prior authorization by the responsible authority.
(5) a summary of the nature and amount of radioactive effluents released or discharged
to environs beyond the effective control of the owner or operator, or both, as
determined at, or before, the point of such release or discharge. The summary shall
include to the extent practicable an estimate of individual radionuclides present in
the effluent. If the estimated average release after dilution or diffusion is < 25% of
the concentration allowed or recommended, a statement to this effect is sufficient;
(6) a summarized result of environmental surveys performed outside the facility;
(7) a summary of exposures received by facility personnel and visitors where such
exposures are > 25% of that allowed or recommended.

10.10.7.2. Special Reports
Special reports are used to report unplanned events as well as planned major facility and
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administrative changes. The following schedule shall be incorporated in the
specifications:
(1) There shall be a report not later than the following working day by telephone and
confirmed in writing by facsimile or similar conveyance to licensing authorities, to
be followed by a written report that describes the circumstances of the event
within 14 days of any of the following:
(a) violation of safety limits (see Sec. 6.6.1);
(b) release of radioactivity from the site above allowed limits (see Sec. 6.6.2);
(c) any of the following (see Sec. 6.6.2): (i) operation with actual safety system
settings for required systems less conservative than the limiting safety system
settings specified in the technical specifications, (ii) operation in violation of
limiting conditions for operation established in the technical specifications
unless prompt remedial action is taken as permitted in Sec. 3, (iii) a reactor
safety system component malfunction that renders or could render the reactor
safety system incapable of performing its intended safety function. If the
malfunction or condition is caused by maintenance, then no report is required.
Note: Where components or systems are provided in addition to those
required by the technical specifications, the failure of the extra
components or systems is not considered reportable provided that the
minimum numbers of components or systems specified or required
perform their intended reactor safety function.
(iv) an unanticipated or uncontrolled change in reactivity greater than one dollar.
A smaller quantity shall be specified for those reactor systems where this is
appropriate. Reactor trips resulting from a known cause are excluded, (v)
abnormal and significant degradation in reactor fuel or cladding, or both,
coolant boundary, or containment boundary (excluding minor leaks) where
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applicable, (vi) an observed inadequacy in the implementation of
administrative or procedural controls such that the inadequacy causes or
could have caused the existence or development of an unsafe condition with
regard to reactor operations;
(2) There shall be a written report within 30 days to the chartering or licensing
authorities of the following: (a) permanent changes in the facility organization
involving Level 1 or 2 personnel, (b) significant changes in the transient or
accident analysis as described in the Safety Analysis Report.

10.10.8. Records
10.10.8.1. Records to be retained for a period of at least 5 years or for the life of the
component involved if less than 5 years

10.10.8.2. Records to be retained for at least one certification cycle

10.10.8..3 Records to be retained for the lifetime of the reactor facility
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11. Human erformance: A Perspective on Human
Factors

11.1. THE HUMAN FACTORS AND SAFETY

11.1.1. Concepts of Human Factors
The “human factors” is a term of science and engineering that covers:
The science of understanding the properties of human capability (Human Factors
Science).
The application of this understanding to the design and development of systems
and services (Human Factors Engineering).
The art of ensuring successful application of Human Factors Engineering to a
program (sometimes referred to as Human Factors Integration).

The term "human factors" is to a large extent synonymous with the term "ergonomics",
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having separate origins on either side of the Atlantic Ocean but covering the same
technical areas. In general, a human factor is a physical or cognitive property of an
individual or social behavior which is specific to humans and influences functioning of
technological systems as well as human‐environment equilibriums. The recognition and
study of human factors is important for safety because they can be the cause of serious
human errors on the levels of physical behavior and socio‐cognitive decision‐making.
Human factors involves the study of all aspects of the way humans relate to the world
around them, with the aim of improving operational performance, safety, through life
costs and/or adoption through improvement in the experience of the end user. The terms
human factors and ergonomics have only been widely used in recent times; the field's
origin is in the design and use of aircraft during World War II to improve aviation safety.
It was in reference to the psychologists and physiologists working at that time and the
work that they were doing that the terms "applied psychology" and “ergonomics” were
first coined.
Specializations within this “human factors” field include cognitive ergonomics, usability,
human computer/human machine interaction, and user experience engineering. New
terms are being generated all the time. For instance, “user trial engineer” may refer to a
human factors professional who specializes in user trials. Although the names change,
human factors professionals share an underlying vision that through application of an
understanding of human factors the design of equipment, systems and working methods
will be improved, directly affecting people’s lives for the better.
Human factors practitioners come from a variety of backgrounds, though predominantly
they are psychologists (engineering, cognitive, perceptual, and experimental) and
physiologists. Designers (industrial, interaction, and graphic), anthropologists, technical
communication scholars and computer scientists also contribute. Though some
practitioners enter the field of human factors from other disciplines, both M.S. and Ph.D.
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degrees in Human Factors Engineering are available from several universities worldwide.

11.1.2. Concepts of Human Factors Engineering
Among the concept of “human Factors”, Human Factors Engineering (HFE) focuses on
how people interact with tasks, machines (or computers), and the environment with the
consideration that humans have limitations and capabilities. Human factors engineers
evaluate "Human to Human," "Human to Group," "Human to Organizational," and
"Human to Machine (Computers)" interactions to better understand these interactions and
to develop a framework for evaluation.
In this regard, the concept of Human Factors Engineering can be defined as “the
discipline of applying what is known about human capabilities and limitations to the
design of products, processes, systems, and work environments. It can be applied to the
design of all systems having a human interface, including hardware and software.” Its
application to system design improves ease of use, system performance and reliability,
and user satisfaction, while reducing operational errors, operator stress, training
requirements, user fatigue, and product liability. Human Factors Engineering is
distinctive in being the only discipline that relates humans to technology.

The

representative application areas of human factors engineering are as follows;

Example 1: Human Factors Engineering Applied to the Military

Before World War II, HFE had no significance in the design of machines. Consequently,
many fatal human errors during the war were directly or indirectly related to the absence
of comprehensive HFE analyses in the design and manufacturing process. One of the
reasons for so many costly errors was the fact that the capabilities of the human were not
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clearly differentiated from those of the machine.

Furthermore, human performance

capabilities, skill limitation, and response tendencies were not adequately considered in
the designs of the new systems that were being produced so rapidly during the war. For
example, pilots were often trained on one generation of aircraft, but by the time they got
to the war zone, they were required to fly a newer model. The newer model was usually
more complex than the older one and, even more detrimental, the controls may have had
opposing functions assigned to them. Some aircraft required that the control stick be
pulled back toward the pilot in order to pull the nose up. In other aircraft the exact
opposite was required; namely, in order to ascend you would push the stick away from
you. Needless to say, in an emergency situation many pilots became confused and
performed the incorrect maneuver, with disastrous results.
Along the same line, pilots were subject to substitution errors due mostly to lack of
uniformity of control design, inadequate separation of controls, or the lack of a coding
system to help the pilot identify controls by the sense of touch alone. For example, in the
early days of retractable landing gear, pilots often grabbed the wrong lever and
mistakenly raised the landing gear instead of the flaps. Sensory overload also became a
problem, especially in cockpit design.

The 1950’s brought a strong program of

standardizing control shapes, locations and overload management.
The growth of human factors engineering during the mid‐ to late‐forties was evidenced by
the establishment of several organizations to conduct psychological research on
equipment design. Toward the end of 1945, Paul Fitts established what came to be
known as the Behavioral Sciences Laboratory at the Army Corps Aeromedical
Laboratory in Dayton, Ohio. Around the same time, the U.S. Navy established the Naval
Research Laboratory at Anacostia, Maryland, and the Navy Special Devices Center at
Port Washington, New York. The Navy Electronics Laboratory in San Diego, California,
was established about a year later.
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Example 2: Human Factors Engineering Applied to the Nuclear Power Plants
(TMI accident)

The Three Mile Island (TMI) accident of 1979 was the most significant accident in the
history of the American commercial nuclear power generating industry. It resulted in the
release of a significant amount of radioactivity, an estimated 43,000 curies of radioactive
krypton (1.59 PBq), but under 20 curies (740 GBq) of the particularly hazardous iodine‐
131, to the environment. However, there are no deaths or injuries to plant workers or
members of the nearby community which can be attributed to the accident.
Public reaction to the event was probably influenced by at least three factors: first, the
release (a few weeks before the accident) of a popular movie called The China Syndrome,
concerning an accident at a nuclear reactor; secondly, what was felt to be a lack of official
information in the initial phases of the accident; and lastly, many of the statements made
by political and social activists long opposed to nuclear power. Whatever the sources of
the local fear and outrage, public reaction to the event is judged by some epidemiologists
to have induced stresses in the local population that could have caused adverse health
effects. The accident began on Wednesday, March 28, 1979, and ultimately resulted in a
partial core meltdown in Unit 2 of the nuclear power plant of the Three Mile Island
Nuclear Generating Station in Dauphin County, Pennsylvania near Harrisburg.
The accident was followed by essentially a complete cessation of nuclear construction in
the US. The impact of news stories about the accident was no doubt a factor, but other
factors were the availability of cheap natural gas, a transition away from manufacturing
and toward importation of consumer products, and federal policies that tolerated air
pollution in the interest of keeping coal‐fired electricity cheap.
Three Mile Island has been of interest to human factors engineers as an example of how
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groups of people react and make decisions under stress. There is consensus that the
accident was exacerbated by wrong decisions made because the operators were
overwhelmed with information, much of it irrelevant, misleading or incorrect. As a result
of the TMI‐2 incident, nuclear reactor operator training has been improved. Before the
incident it focused on diagnosing the underlying problem; afterwards, it focused on
reacting to the emergency by going through a standardized checklist to ensure that the
core is receiving enough coolant under sufficient pressure.
In addition to the improved operating training, improvements in quality assurance,
engineering, operational surveillance and emergency planning have been instituted.
Improvements in control room habitability, "sight lines" to instruments, ambiguous
indications and even the placement of "trouble" tags were made; some trouble tags were
covering important instrument indications during the accident. Improved surveillance of
critical systems, structures and components required for cooling the plant and mitigating
the escape of radionuclides during an emergency were also implemented. In addition,
each nuclear site must now have an approved emergency plan to direct the evacuation of
the public within a ten mile Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) and to facilitate rapid
notification and evacuation. This plan is periodically rehearsed with federal and local
authorities to ensure that all groups work together quickly and efficiently.

11.1.3. Human Factors Engineering Methods and Approaches
Methods and approaches used to evaluate human factors range from simple
questionnaires to more complex and expensive usability labs. The representative
examples of methods and approaches in human factors engineering are summarized in
table 11.1.
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Table 11.1 Summary of some representative examples on human factors engineering methods and
approaches
Methods
Activity Analysis

Focus Group

Meta Analysis

Questionnaire

Recommended
Questions/Evaluations
point of use in
proposed
design timeline
What are people
doing? How much time
spent on task? What
are the tasks?

Subjects

Early to help frame Use subjects for
what is needed in
observation
design. As follow
up after product is
released
There are three
Anytime
Group facilitator,
different types of focus
Group of users
groups:
(6‐10)
1. Closed Questions ‐
A yes or no question to
gather specific
information.
2. Open Ended
Questions ‐ To gather
more than a yes or no
response, an
elaboration on their
opinions.
3. Probing Questions A
follow up question to
either the open or
closed question to
gather more specific
information on why
they thought a certain
way.
Combine results across After design and
Previous Studies on
studies to draw
studies are
specified subject
conclusions/trends for completed
a body of literature
Limited in design to
Early for user
No need for face to
user opinion type
opinions on idea. As face interaction;
questions. Many
follow up for
easy to get many
different types of
feedback on design. subjects
questionnaires may be
used including:
Multiple Choice –
Used when looking to
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Result type
Qualitative,
observational

Most effective
feedback from
quotes, short clips

Looking into
direction that
literature is going
Accurately reflects
user opinions
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choose a specific
response.
Rating Scales –
Subjective data on
subject’s opinion on a
scale of 1‐5.
Paired Associates –
Choosing between two
options
Ranking – Numerical
Ranking 1‐10 on
usability
Open Ended Questions
– Used to get subjects
opinion where they can
write anything
Closed Questions –
Subject must choose
from specific responses
Filter Questions –
Used to filter questions
asked based on
previous knowledge or
experience.
Think Aloud

Usability Lab

Observations

Reveals problems and During testing or
attitudes towards
prototype design.
design
As follow up after
product is released.
Range adjusts to needs During testing or
of experimenter;
prototype design.
usability, attitudes, etc As follow up after
product is released.

The type of this
method is data
collection. This
method is used to
monitor an individual
or a group of
individuals while
completing a task and
document. These
observations can be

Must be
representative of
actual user and
experience level
Representative of
actual users

An assessment of
system through the
user's thoughts

Videotape of
subjects,
observational, can
have raw data
recorded and
analyzed
The best time to use User is observed by Qualitative,
this type of method one or more
Observational
is when time is not a facilitators who are
constraint. It is a
familiar with the
great way to elicit experiment
the information
about the
environment and is
able to observe the
steps the subject
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Interviews

documented by pencil
and paper or by video
recording. There are
three main types of
observations:
Overt Observation –
The observers will be
watching the subjects
but not interfere at all,
but their presence is
known
Covert Observation –
The subject is not
aware of the observer’s
presence.
Participant
Observation – Usually
taken over a large
period of time with a
group of participants of
similar characteristics.
The three main types
of interviews are:
Unstructured – No
specific questions to be
asked. The interviewer
is able to ask any
question they want and
go in any direction
they choose. Semi
Structured – There is a
set series of questions
but the interviewer can
direct the focus by
asking more relevant
questions based on the
subject.
Structured –
Interviewer uses a
predetermined set and
order of questions with
no deviation

goes through. Best
to be used when you
need to see all
aspects of the
experiment.

When time
The facilitator will
constraints are not be one on one with
issued and bias can the subject
be avoided. It is a
great way to get
specific information
from the subject
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11.2. THE HUMAN ERRORS: BALANCE SHEET
WITH HUMAN PERFORMANCE

(The text in this section is based on Reason, J. (1990). Human error, Published by
Cambridge University Press and IAEA‐BTPC Chapter 4‐B. 11. Human Performance)

11.2.1. Concepts of Human Errors:
The most obvious impetus has been a growing public concern over the terrible cost of
human error: the Tenerife runway collision in 1977, Three Mile Island two years later, the
Bhopal methyl isocyanate tragedy in 1984, the Challenger and Chernobyl disasters of
1986, the capsize of the Herald of Free Enterprise, the King’s Cross tube station fire in
1987 and the Piper Alpha oil platform explosion in 1988. There is nothing new about
tragic accidents caused by human error; but in the past, the injurious consequences were
usually confined to the immediate vicinity of the disaster. Now, the nature and the scale
of certain potentially hazardous technologies, especially nuclear power plants, means that
human errors can have adverse effects upon whole continents over several generations.
Aside from these world events, from the mid‐1970s onwards theoretical and
methodological developments within cognitive psychology have also acted to make
errors a proper study in their own right. Not only must more effective methods of
predicting and reducing dangerous errors emerge from a better understanding of mental
processes, it has also become increasingly apparent that such theorizing, if it is to provide
an adequate picture of cognitive control processes, must explain not only correct
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performance, but also the more predictable varieties of human fallibility. Far from being
rooted in irrational or maladaptive tendencies, these recurrent error forms have their
origins in fundamentally useful psychological processes.
Correct performance and systematic errors are two sides of the same coin. Or, perhaps
more aptly, they are two sides of the same cognitive ‘balance sheet’. Each entry on the
asset side carries a corresponding debit. Thus, automaticity (the delegation of control to
low‐level specialists) make slips, or actions‐not‐as‐planned, inevitable.

The resource

limitations of the conscious ‘workspace’, while essential for focusing computationally‐
powerful operators upon particular aspects of the world, contribute to informational
overload and data loss. A knowledge base that contains specialized ‘theories’ rather than
isolated facts preserves meaningfulness, but renders us liable to confirmation bias. An
extraordinarily rapid retrieval system, capable of locating relevant items with in a
virtually unlimited knowledge base, leads our interpretations of the present and
anticipations of the future to be shaped too much by the matching regularities of the past.
Considerations such as these make it clear that a broadly‐based analysis of recurrent error
forms is essential to achieving a proper understanding of the largely hidden processes that
govern human thought and action.

11.2.2. The Classification of Human Errors: Types and Models
The study of error, being largely an inductive mode of enquiry, does not demand precise
axioms and definitions at the outset, as do the deductive sciences.

The following

definitions have proved their utility in a psychological rather than a philosophical sense.
Error will be taken as a generic term to encompass all those occasions in which a
planned sequence of mental or physical activities fails to achieve its intended outcome,
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and when these failures cannot be attributed to the intervention of some chance agency.
As we have seen, a series of planned actions may fail to achieve their desired outcome
because the actions did not go as planned or because the plan itself was inadequate. It is
also possible that both types of error could occur within the same sequence of planning,
storage and execution. This distinction gives rise to two further working definitions.
Slips and lapses are errors which result from some failure in the execution and/or storage
stage of an action sequence, regardless of whether or not the plan which guided them was
adequate to achieve its objective.
Whereas slips are potentially observable as externalized actions‐not‐as‐planned (slips of
the tongue, slips of the pen, slips of action), the term lapse is generally reserved for more
covert error forms, largely involving failures of memory, that do not necessarily manifest
themselves in actual behavior and may only be apparent to the person who experiences
them.
Mistakes may be defined as deficiencies or failures in the judgmental and/or inferential
processes involved in the selection of an objective or in the specification of the means to
achieve it, irrespective of whether or not the actions directed by this decision‐scheme run
according to plan.
It is evident from this definition that mistakes are likely to be more subtle, more complex
and less well understood than slips. As a result, they generally constitute a far greater
danger.

By their nature, mistakes are also far harder to detect.

Consciousness is

specifically tuned to picking up departures of action from intention, but mistakes can pass
unnoticed for lengthy periods, and even when detected they sometimes remain a matter of
debate. Not only is the quality of the plan open to a diversity of opinion, it is also
something that can be judged at two distinct stages: before and after it has been
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implemented. Prior to its execution, it can be assessed according to whether or not it has
sufficient contingencies, displays soundness of judgment, imagination, flexibility,
awareness of detail and the like.
There is no universally agreed classification of human error, nor is there one in prospect.
A taxonomy is usually made for a specific purpose, and no single scheme is likely to
satisfy all needs. Nearly everyone who has published in this field has devised some form
of error classification.

Consequently, the literature abounds with such taxonomies,

reflecting a variety of practical concerns and theoretical orientations and ranging from the
highly task specific to broad statements of underlying error tendencies.

A. Model of Violation
Figure 11.1 shows the graphical model of violation. Although the person has a good
understanding of the “prescribed task”, he/she develops an intention not in compliance
with his/her understanding. The reason for this may be derived from different sources
(internal or external). This kind of behavior is called a violation. As an example, the
operator wants to follow his “personal intention” due to personal motivation (e.g., the
operator does not follow the procedure in order to go home earlier etc.). In this case the
operator is fully responsible for his/her action.
There are other cases, in which the part of responsibility must be investigated in more
detail and more general situations must be taken into account. For instance, (a) the
person wants to satisfy other criteria like personal safety aspects, power production or
even the efficiency of the larger project that includes this particular task.
Recommendations have to be addressed to this kind of compromise, something must be
done to clarify the decision making; (b) the person thinks that he knows a better solution
than provided by the procedure; (c) the person can't perform the task because the
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conditions have changed and the task cannot be done as prescribed because of time
constraints, or work load, or because tools are not available; (d) the person is tired and
has changed his work procedure. The identification of such conditions may change
judgments and recommendations for the individual and the organization.

Figure 11.1 Model of violation
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B. Model of Mistake
Figure 11.1 shows the graphical model of violation. Although the person has a good
understanding of the “prescribed task”, he/she develops an intention not in compliance
with his/Figure 11.4 shows the graphical model of mistakes. The intention is wrong or the
instrumental intention is not appropriate, because the understanding is not in compliance
with the “prescribed task”. This can be explained by the total or partial ignorance of the
operator due to internal or external factors.
Internal factors could be described by the following facts:
Incompetence of the operator, who failed to understand or to recognize the task, or
failed to determine how to use, or to use the tools needed for achieving the
objective.
Forgetfulness (especially when situations occur infrequently or are unplanned).

External factors could be described by the following facts:
Task is poorly defined because even the experts understand it poorly, or it is
insufficiently defined with respect to the knowledge of the worker who will
perform it.
Task is performed in conflicting situations. It is possible that the organization has
solutions for these conflicts, but these have not been clarified.

The conflicts between speed and accuracy, and quality and quantity need more
knowledge to be performed correctly. Insufficient training has been provided to the
individuals who have to perform the task. When the analysis shows clearly (or by
deduction) that the persons concerned did not understand the procedures, the
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aforementioned factors should be examined in‐depth in order to provide more accurate
recommendations for improvement, i.e., training of any persons involved in the NPP
incident.

Figure 11.2 Model of mistakes
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C. Model of Slips
Figure 11.3 shows the graphical model of slips. The intention was good, the action is
wrong. This family of errors concerns all events where the analysts can say that the
person did not pay attention (carelessness).

Slips occur when an action is not in

compliance with the intention because something occurred during the execution of
automatic actions (distractions, interruptions, multitasking, etc.). A good understanding
of the definition of automatic actions is very important here. Also, a detailed analysis of
the task has to be done during the root cause analysis in order to determine which part of
the task may contain unconscious, automatic actions.
What are the factors, which lead to automatic actions, possibly with disastrous
consequences?
Organizational conditions of work give more chance for these effects to be
produced: particularly, hyper‐specialization, excessive training for short‐cycle and
repetitive tasks, speed and output limitations that instill a need for increasingly
developed automation.

Technical conditions and Man Machine Interaction can introduce error conditions:
The absence of equipment standardization (a new item of equipment with a
mechanism, which invalidates the operator’s responses, although these were correct
for the old system);
Design of equipment that does not allow for sensory‐motor stereotypes, or the
properties of perception systems, or representation systems acquired by experience;
Management of experience: When a person acquires experience in doing a certain
task, the original "knowledge based" activities for performing the individual steps
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of the tasks move down to "rule based" and finally "skill based" activities. An
experienced person no longer thinks in steps but rather in sequences (rules) of
steps that are executed automatically with little attention. In this operational state
the person is more prone to slips and lapses. This carries the danger that a whole
sequence of actions may be omitted or replaced by another sequence (lapse) not in
the intention of this task.

In addition, another effect may occur that also gives some potential for errors: during the
gain of experience, the task becomes less and less demanding for this person. This may
lead to a loss of motivation, which is an essential prerequisite for a good performance.
As a conclusion, automated actions are a result of experience and are needed for efficient
work. To decrease this type of error, it is necessary to analyze the technical and
organizational causes of such underlying automatic response in order to modify these
attitudes. To interrupt an automatic action including a specific safety risk, it is necessary
to propose other recommendations than “pay attention”, for example, to create a stopping
point in a phase, or to include a more conscious action or control and surveillance by
other persons.
Organizations can find solutions by management of experience. Usually organizations
solve the problem of motivation and the use of too much reflex and cognitive bias in
work by career development of the skilled person, i.e., by promoting him to a higher
position where he can use his knowledge to supervise people in this specific task. These
skills are very precious for organizations for mastering the process. These kinds of skills
may be developed in large complex tasks where they can get an integral view of their job.
Personnel should have the opportunity to get experience in other related tasks in order to
change their point of view.
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Figure 11.3 Model of slips

D. Model of Errors in the Interface between actions
Figure 11.4 shows errors caused by interface problems. While organizing the work, the
actions prescribed in the same procedure can be performed by different persons. The
interruption in the task can be fixed before beginning the work or the interruption occurs
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at the end of the shift. When the shift changes, communications are more or less
sufficient to help other persons to continue the task.

The responsibility for some

important phases of the task cannot be explained well enough (for example, putting back
or removing certain pieces used during tasks can be forgotten and this can change the
design of the plant). The error by the person in charge of the second part of the work
depends on different factors:
Different understanding by two persons of the same procedure;
Different intentions after reading the procedure by each person can redefine two
tasks that will not be in compliance;
Lack of communication about the condition of the interfaces between subtasks
often leads to errors;
Lack of communication during parallel tasks in the same procedure;
Important details seen by the first person are not transmitted to the second person.
(e.g., dismounting and mounting a valve).

This would not be the case if the same person performs the task, since he includes this
information automatically in his task. The challenge is here to be conscientious and to
explain explicitly such automatic actions to the other person.
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Figure 11.4 Model of errors in the interface between actions
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11.3. THE EVENT ANALYSIS WITH AN HUMAN
FACTORS APPROACH

11.3.1. Background on Human Factors Event Analysis
The efficiency of the operating experience feedback process, and the possibilities of
retrieving lessons learned, which is the main purpose of utilities, regulators and IRS, have
been seriously hampered in the past by observed deficiencies in the quality, consistency
and completeness of information in the identification of human factors aspects of events
related to human performance issues.
When the NEA and IAEA reporting systems were merged together in 1997, new
guidelines for reporting were developed. In order to strengthen the reporting of events
involving human factors, new recommendations and coding system were developed in co
‐operation with WANO (World Association of Nuclear Operators). Their purpose is to
identify the type and detail of information on human and organizational factors that
should be expected and to provide guidance on how this information could be researched
and presented within the body of the event reports.
In order to respect this time frame, a pragmatic approach had to be followed, making
maximal use of existing documents. The guidance tried to be not too difficult to use by
those who are not human factor specialists and who do not necessarily have specific
training in human factor analysis techniques.
In this area, inherent limitations of human factor analysis are due to national culture,
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regulatory reporting requirements, legal issues, etc., as well as some reluctance to provide
information related to human performance within plants and outside. In this respect the
establishment of a blame‐free reporting culture should be promoted. It is also recognized
that a condition for improved human factor reporting is the availability and systematic
use of human and organizational factors oriented event investigation methods.
One of the identified potential problems in analyzing, reporting and retrieving human
factor related information is the lack of use of a common language. It was agreed that a
possible way to overcome this problem would be by reaching a consensus on the
taxonomy to be used regarding reporting of human and organizational factors. The way
chosen to introduce such a common taxonomy was by providing, on the one hand, a
limited list of human and organizational factor codes, remaining manageable and
preserving the odds on a consistent coding, and on the other hand, a longer list of
keywords supporting each proposed code.

11.3.2. The Main Steps to Human Factors Event Analysis
(The text in this section is based on IAEA‐BTPC Chapter 4‐B. 11. Human Performance)
This guidance may be used for those events where human performances were deficient or
where organizational problems were highlighted.
The first step: clarify what happened during the event
The description of human actions and related organizational aspects may enable the
reader to have a clearer picture of human behaviour and of the technical and
organizational environment in which the event occurred.

The analysis begins by

examination of some chronological and situational information, and of a description of
the recovery process.
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Firstly, the chronological sequence includes all relevant human actions within the
description of the event. Included also is consideration of pre‐event actions, initiating or
contributing to the occurrence of the event, as well as the human response to the event,
including the recovery actions intended to terminate the event and reach a safe state. The
nature and extent of the human error(s) can be described (was it a single error, or were
multiple errors involved?; were the observed human errors dependent or not?; were the
observed human errors recurrent in nature?). The description of the event should include
the timing and linkage of error‐free and erroneous human actions and system responses,
so that the human behavior is clearly understood.

The recovery aspects are very

important, so the description of human actions should include detection and diagnosing
activities, decision‐making and execution of planned actions, and intra‐team or inter‐team
communication. Tasks carried out in parallel by the plant staff when the error(s) occurred
also should be mentioned.
Secondly, situational information gives an additional explanation of the general context in
which the event took place. This begins with a description of the activity contributing to
the initiation of the event or affecting the recovery from the event (e.g. periodic testing of
the reactor protection system). Include, if necessary for a good understanding, a short
description of the task involved. Some information characterizing the knowledge and
competence of people, and how much the knowledge in the crew was complementary
also should be included:
Identification of the type of NPP personnel directly involved in the initiation of the
event or contributing to the event (e.g. reactor operator, I&C technician, etc.);
Operator/technician qualification and preconditioning (i.e. previous relevant
experience) or other personal factors (presence of fatigue, stress, etc.);
Characterization of personnel work‐practices (control and independent verification
of task execution, work habits) and communications.
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Include other situational information that characterizes the work context:
Characterization of environmental work conditions.
Characterization of the man machine interface and its limitations.
Information on the tools used and their limitations, including available procedures
and work documents.
System/process characteristics, which are relevant for a good understanding of the
human error/behavior (e.g. degree of tolerance of system/process for human error,
presence of a pitfall situation, etc.).

Specific plant conditions which might have had direct influence on the operator’s
performance, such as pre‐event plant configuration (including recent performance history
of equipment), process parameters and other factors including off‐nominal and/or
dynamic conditions which resulted in unusual plant configurations and plant behavior.
Figures, including layouts, photographs or drawings which allow illustration of the
environment in which a failure occurred can help analysis of the man‐machine‐interface
and environmental factors.
Other situational information that characterizes the organization of the work includes:
Information on personnel work scheduling (including timing of activities; e.g.,
indicate if the problem was related to night work; time pressure due to work on
critical path, etc.);
Information on the type of supervision and the supervisory methods;
Organizational aspects including task assignment and task processing (work
planning and preparation), shift/team size and composition, and use of contractors;
Analysis of if, and to what extent, on the day of the event, the context was different
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from a normal (incident‐free) activity performance.

Thirdly, information on the nature and timing of recovery actions may provide additional
insights into the complexity of the situation and the difficulties for the operators to detect
and diagnose the problems at hand. Also, lessons may be learned from the positive roles
of the NPP personnel involved in an event, including:
How and when the recovery was achieved (recovery in immediate response to the
error, recovery by planned action or by trouble shooting, recovery directed or not
directed by provided procedures);
Who was involved in the recovery actions (recovery performed by the person who
committed the error himself, or by the team to which this person belongs, or by
completely different persons or group);
What is the time delay needed for the detection of the human error or system
failure (including latent failures) and for the diagnosis of the safety
problem/degradation? Explain the reasons for long time delays before the problem
was detected or diagnosed, if applicable.

The second step: demonstrate why is the event safety significant?
The analysis is continued by the safety analysis based on this information. The safety
significance of the actual and potential consequences of the observed human performance
problems are discussed, including consideration of potential consequences on the
operability of the plant systems and on the subsequent ability of plant staff to handle plant
components.
This part may include a discussion of the barriers that were broken by the identified
human performance deficiencies (loss of defense in depth) and the effectiveness of the
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barrier that terminated the event (including recovery actions, the positive role of the plant
staff). This information can be obtained by use of barrier analysis techniques.
The third step: provide the answers to the question "why did it happen?"
Human performance related causal factors and root causes are clearly not restricted to
observed human errors (as observed or direct cause of an event), but are also applicable
to observed technical (equipment) deficiencies. They focus on:
The performance of individuals (personal factors such as fatigue, stress, lack of
experience, etc.);
The performance of groups (personnel work practices including independent
verification practices, verbal communications, etc.);
The conditions in which people have to work (environmental conditions, provided
procedures and documents, provided tools and materials, weaknesses of the man
machine interface, etc.);
The weaknesses of the organization (work planning and preparation, task
assignment practices, supervisory methods, etc.);
The training which is provided to the plant staff, and ultimately;
The performance of management (unclear policies, standards and expectations,
insufficient resources allocated, weaknesses in management monitoring and
assessment, weaknesses in the decision‐making process, inadequate management of
the modification process, organizational and safety culture, etc.).

In some countries, the individual is considered as responsible of the event and blamed.
He/she clearly has full responsibility for a failure in the case of intentional violation or
sabotage.

But most of the failures and errors occur without intention.

Thus, it is

important to clarify the type of human error: was it a slip or lapse?; was it a mistake?; was
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it a violation?; was it an act of sabotage? The Working Material IAEA‐CS12/96
(December 1996) "Single human failure in nuclear plants: a human factor approach to the
event analysis" provides a systematic approach to clarify the nature of an error and
discusses individual responsibilities for failure.
To have a good understanding of people and their errors in order to find pertinent
corrective actions, it is necessary to examine the observed errors: find an explanation for
actions, study the compromises and choices made; discuss the reasons for the related
difficulties experienced by the plant staff; explain the nature of the “trap” (i.e. error
forcing context) that led to the error.
If the error was of the type “slip or lapse”. examine the task characteristics or the stimuli,
which led to a spontaneous but inappropriate action. If the error was of the type
“mistake”, examine what was not well understood and what may have triggered the
mistake (complexity, delay time for action too short, uncertainty, dynamic of the
phenomena, etc.). If the error was of the type “violation” describe the reasons why the
person(s) involved made his (their) choice of action and the criteria applied in his (their)
decision process (which compromise?).
The fourth step: answer to the question "how to modify the situation?
The last step is establishment of corrective measures as a reaction to the event. Different
kind of corrective measures are possible to: improve the human performance, solve
organizational problems, lower the frequency of occurrence of human failures, eliminate
the observed human errors, diminish the effects of human errors which are recognized as
being unavoidable, improve overall organizational efficiency and management control, or
improve the efficiency of detection and diagnosis in the recovery process of events.
Corrective actions may be split into short‐term (provisional) and long‐term (final) actions.
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They can belong to one of these families:
Proposals to change attitudes or habits of persons or groups;
Proposals to change training, including attention to secondary objectives in training
based on the analysis of what was lacking in terms of knowledge and know‐how;
Changes to procedures;
Organizational changes;
Improvements in ergonomics;
Hardware modifications, which influence man‐machine interaction.

11.3.3. Example of Human Factors Event Analysis: Human Factors
Analysis and Classification System (HFACS)
This guidance may be used for those events where human performances were deficient or
where organizational problems were highlighted.

The Human Factors Analysis and

Classification System (HFACS) was developed initially as a framework to understand
"human error" as a cause of aviation accidents [Shappell and Wiegmann, 2000;
Wiegmann and Shappell, 2003]. It is based on James Reason's Swiss cheese model of
human error in complex systems. HFACS distinguishes between the "active failures" of
unsafe acts, and "latent failures" of preconditions for unsafe acts, unsafe supervision, and
organizational influences. These categories were developed empirically on the basis of
many aviation accident reports.
Unsafe acts are performed by the human operator "on the front line" (e.g., the pilot, the
air traffic controller, the driver). Unsafe acts can be either errors (in perception, decision
making or skill‐based performance) or violations (routine or exceptional). The "errors"
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here are similar to the above discussion. Violations are the deliberate disregard for rules
and procedures. As the name implies, routine violations are those that occur habitually
and are usually tolerated by the organization or authority. Exceptional violations are
unusual and often extreme. For example, driving 60 mph in a 55‐mph zone speed limit is
a routine violation, but driving 130 mph in the same zone is exceptional.
There are two types of preconditions for unsafe acts: those that relate to the human
operator's internal state and those that relate to the human operator's practices or ways of
working. Adverse internal states include those related to physiology (e.g., illness) and
mental state (e.g., mentally fatigued, distracted). A third aspect of 'internal state' is really
a mismatch between the operator's ability and the task demands; for example, the
operator may be unable to make visual judgments or react quickly enough to support the
task at hand. Poor operator practices are another type of precondition for unsafe acts.
These include poor crew resource management (issues such as leadership and
communication) and poor personal readiness practices (e.g., violating the crew rest
requirements in aviation).
Four types of unsafe supervision are: Inadequate supervision; Planned inappropriate
operations; Failure to correct a known problem; and Supervisory violations.
Organizational influences include those related to resources management (e.g.,
inadequate human or financial resources), organizational climate (structures, policies, and
culture), and organizational processes (such as procedures, schedules, oversight).
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Swiss Cheese model

The Swiss Cheese model of accident causation is a model used in the risk
analysis and risk management of human systems. It likens human systems
to multiple slices of Swiss cheese, stacked together, side by side. It was
originally propounded by British psychologist James T. Reason in 1990,
and has since gained widespread acceptance and use in healthcare, in the
aviation safety industry, and in emergency service organizations. It is
sometimes called the cumulative act effect.
Reason hypothesizes that most accidents can be traced to one or more of
four levels of failure: Organizational influences, unsafe supervision,
preconditions for unsafe acts, and the unsafe acts themselves. In the Swiss
Cheese model, an organization's defences against failure are modelled as a
series of barriers, represented as slices of Swiss cheese. The holes in the
cheese slices represent individual weaknesses in individual parts of the
system, and are continually varying in size and position in all slices. The
system as a whole produces failures when all of the holes in each of the
slices momentarily align, permitting (in Reason's words) "a trajectory of
accident opportunity", so that a hazard passes through all of the holes in all
of the defenses, leading to a failure.
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11.4. HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS:
CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES

Human reliability is related to the field of human factors engineering, and refers to the
reliability of humans in fields such as manufacturing, transportation, the military, or
medicine. Human performance can be affected by many factors such as age, circadian
rhythms, state of mind, physical health, attitude, emotions, propensity for certain
common mistakes, errors and cognitive biases, etc.
Human reliability is very important due to the contributions of humans to the resilience of
systems and to possible adverse consequences of human errors or oversights, especially
when the human is a crucial part of the large socio‐technical systems as is common today.
User‐centered design and error‐tolerant design are just two of many terms used to
describe efforts to make technology better suited to operation by humans
Especially, operating crews play a major role in handling a NPP after an initiating event.
Indeed, if most safety systems start up automatically in such situations, restoring or
maintaining safety functions also requires other actions that rely on the operating crew.
The purpose of HRA is twofold; it consists of both identifying the HF missions that
should be modeled in any safety analysis, as well as analysis of these missions from a
qualitative and quantitative point of view. The first objective is closely related to PSA or
functional analysis, whereas the second one is more specifically a human reliability issue.
However, at this point in time, there is still no “standard” HRA method upon which
everybody agrees.
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A variety of methods exist for Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) [Kirwan and
Ainsworth, 1992; Kirwan, 1994]. Two general classes of methods are those based on
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) and those based on a cognitive theory of control.

11.4.1. PRA‐Based Technique
One method for analyzing human reliability is a straightforward extension of probabilistic
risk assessment (PRA): in the same way that equipment can fail in a plant, so can a
human operator commit errors. In both cases, an analysis (functional decomposition for
equipment and task analysis for humans) would articulate a level of detail for which
failure or error probabilities can be assigned. This basic idea is behind the Technique for
Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP) [Swain & Guttman, 1983]. THERP is intended
to generate human error probabilities that would be incorporated into a PRA. The
Accident Sequence Evaluation Program (ASEP) Human Reliability Procedure is a
simplified form of THERP; an associated computational tool is Simplified Human Error
Analysis Code (SHEAN) [Wilson, 1993]. More recently, the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has published the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) human
reliability analysis method also because of human error (SPAR‐H) [Gertman et al, 2005].

A. Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP)
The Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP) is a first generation
methodology which means that its procedures follow the way conventional reliability
analysis models a machine. The technique was developed in the Sandia Laboratories for
the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Its primary author is Swain, who developed the
THERP methodology gradually over a lengthy period of time. THERP relies on a large
human reliability database containing HEPs which is based upon both plant data and
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expert judgments. The technique was the first approach in HRA to come into broad use
and is still widely used in a range of applications even beyond its original nuclear setting.
The methodology for the THERP technique is broken down into 5 main stages:
Define the system failures of interest. These failures include functions of the system in
which human error has a greater likelihood of influencing the probability of a fault, and
those which are of interest to the risk assessor; operations in which there may be no
interest includes those which are not operationally critical or those for which there
already exist safety counter measures.
List and analyze the related human operations, and identify human errors that can occur
and relevant human error recovery modes. This stage of the process necessitates a
comprehensive task and human error analysis. The task analysis lists and sequences the
discrete elements and information required by task operators. For each step of the task,
possible occurring errors which may transpire are considered by the analyst and precisely
defined. The possible errors are then considered by the analyst, for each task step. Such
errors can be broken down into the following categories:
Errors of Omission – leaving out a step of the task or the whole task itself
Error of Commission – this involves several different types of error which come
under this same category
The opportunity for error recovery must also be considered as this, if achieved, has the
potential to drastically reduce error probability for a task. The tasks and associated
outcomes are input to an HRAET in order to provide a graphical representation of a task’s
procedure.

The trees’ compatibility with conventional event‐tree methodology i.e.

including binary decision points at the end of each node, allows it to be evaluated
mathematically. An event tree visually displays all events which occur within a system.
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It starts off with what is known as an initiating event and then branches are developed as
various consequences of the starting event are added. These are represented in a number
of different paths each of which is associated with a probability of occurrence. As was
previously mentioned, the tree works on a binary logic so that each event either has
success or failure. With the addition of the probabilities for the individual events along
each path i.e. branches, the likelihood of the various outcomes can be found. Therefore,
under the condition that all of a task’s sub‐tasks are fully represented within a HRAET,
and the failure probability for each sub‐task is known, this makes it possible to calculate
the final reliability for the task.
Estimate the relevant error probabilities. HEPs for each sub‐task are entered into the tree;
it is necessary for all failure branches to have a probability otherwise the system will fail
to provide a final answer. HRAETs provide the function of breaking down the primary
operator tasks into finer steps which are represented in the form of successes and failures.
This tree indicates the order in which the events occur and also considers likely failures
that may occur at each of the represented branches. The degree to which each high level
task is broken down into lower level tasks is dependent on the availability of HEPs for
the successive individual branches. The HEPs may be derived from a range of sources
such as: the THERP database; simulation data; historical accident data; expert judgment.
PSFs should be incorporated into these HEP calculations; the primary source of guidance
for this is the THERP handbook. However the analyst must use their own discretion
when deciding the extent to which each of the factors applies to the task
Estimate the effects of human error on the system failure events. With the completion of
the HRA the human contribution to failure can then be assessed in comparison with the
results of the overall reliability analysis. This can be completed by inserting the HEPs
into the full system’s fault event tree which allows human factors to be considered within
the context of the full system.
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Recommend changes to the system and recalculate the system failure probabilities. Once
the human factor contribution is known, sensitivity analysis can be used to identify how
certain risks may be improved in the reduction of HEPs. Error recovery paths may be
incorporated into the event tree as this will aid the assessor when considering the possible
approaches by which the identified errors can be reduced.

B. Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Human Reliability Analysis (SPAR‐H)
The Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Human Reliability Analysis (SPAR‐H) method was
developed to support development of plant‐specific PRA models for the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), Office of Regulatory Research (RES), and recently has
been used to help support the Office of Reactor Regulation (NRR) Reactor Oversight
Process (ROP). The SPAR‐H method is also applicable to preinitiator events.
The basic SPAR‐H framework:
Decomposes probability into contributions from diagnosis failures and action
failures
Accounts for the context associated with human failure events (HFEs) by using
performance‐shaping factors (PSFs), and dependency assignment to adjust a
base‐case HEP
Uses pre‐defined base‐case HEPs and PSFs, together with guidance on how to
assign the appropriate value of the PSF Employs a beta distribution for uncertainty
analysis
Uses designated worksheets to ensure analyst consistency

Based on review of first‐ and second‐generation HRA methods, the SPAR‐H method
assigns human activity to one of two general task categories: action or diagnosis.
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Examples of action tasks include operating equipment, performing line‐ups, starting
pumps, conducting calibration or testing, and other activities performed during the course
of following plant procedures or work orders.

Diagnosis tasks consist of reliance on

knowledge and experience to understand existing conditions, planning and prioritizing
activities, and determining appropriate courses of action. Base error rates for the two task
types associated with the SPAR‐H method were calibrated against other HRA methods.
The calibration revealed that the SPAR‐H human error rates fall within the range of rates
predicted by other HRA methods.

11.4.2. Cognitive Control Based Technique
Erik Hollnagel has developed this line of thought in his work on the Contextual Control
Model (COCOM) [Hollnagel, 1993] and the Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis
Method (CREAM) [Hollnagel, 1998]. COCOM models human performance as a set of
control modes ‐‐ strategic (based on long‐term planning), tactical (based on procedures),
opportunistic (based on present context), and scrambled (random) ‐‐ and proposes a
model of how transitions between these control modes occur. This model of control
mode transition consists of a number of factors, including the human operator's estimate
of the outcome of the action (success or failure), the time remaining to accomplish the
action (adequate or inadequate), and the number of simultaneous goals of the human
operator at that time. CREAM is a human reliability analysis method that is based on
COCOM.
CREAM is a second generation HRA method. However compared to many other such
methods, it takes a very different approach to modeling human reliability. There are two
versions of the technique, the basic and the extended version, both of which have in
common two primary features; ability to identify the importance of human performance
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in a given context and a helpful cognitive model and associated framework, usable for
both prospective and retrospective analysis. Prospective analysis allows likely human
errors to be identified while retrospective analysis quantifies errors that have already
occurred.
The concept of cognition is included in the model through use of four basic ‘control
modes’ which identify differing levels of control that an operator has in a given context
and the characteristics which highlight the occurrence of distinct conditions. The control
modes which may occur are as follows:
Scrambled control: the choice of the forthcoming action is unpredictable or
haphazard. The situation in question may be portraying rapid alterations in
unexpected ways thus eliminating the operator’s ability or opportunity to make
deductions about the next action required.
Opportunistic control: the next action is determined by superficial characteristics of
the situation, possibly through habit or similarity matching. The situation is
characterized by lack of planning and this may possibly be due to the lack of
available time.
Tactical control: performance typically follows planned procedures while some ad
hoc deviations are still possible.
Strategic control: plentiful time is available to consider actions to be taken in the
light of wider objectives to be fulfilled and within the given context.

The particular control mode determines the level of reliability that can be expected in a
particular setting and this is in turn determined by the collective characteristics of the
relevant Common Performance Conditions (CPCs).
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12.1. CONCEPT OF SURVEILLANCE
PROGRAMMES

Surveillance, in‐service inspections, maintenance have a common objective, which is to
ensure that the plant is operated in accordance with the design assumptions and intent,
and within the operational limits and conditions. Maintenance, however, is not considered
in this chapter and is explained in detail in chapter 13. Surveillance or in‐service
inspection results should be compared with the acceptance criteria. Should the results fall
outside of the acceptance criteria, corrective actions should be initiated. Such corrective
actions include remedial maintenance measures, such as repair or replacement of
defective plant items to prevent reoccurrence. Therefore, those activities should be
planned and performed in good co‐ordination. Any duplication of testing should be
avoided to minimize potential risks during testing or potential adverse effects on the item
tested. A common database should be established in order to share relevant data and
evaluation of results among the organizations, which are involved in planning and work
implementation.
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Testing consists of post maintenance testing, surveillance testing and in‐service inspection
testing. The purpose of the tests is to confirm that the structures, systems and components
(SS&C) continue to meet the design intent.

12.1.1. Surveillance
The operating organization establishes the surveillance programme, which verifies that
the SS&C important to safety are continuously ready to operate and are able to perform
their safety functions as designed. Such a surveillance programme also detects ageing
trends to prevent potential long‐term degradation.
The objectives of the surveillance programme are basically to detect and correct any
anomalous condition before it significantly affects safety. The anomalous conditions
which are of concern to the surveillance programme include not only deficiencies in
SS&C, software performance and errors in human performance, but also trends within the
accepted limits, the analysis of which may indicate that the plant is deviating from the
design intent.

12.1.2. In‐service inspection
During the plant’s service life, the operating organization examines SS&C for possible
deterioration so as to determine whether they are acceptable for continued safe operation
or whether remedial measures are necessary. Emphasis is placed on examination of the
pressure boundaries of the primary and secondary coolant system because of their
importance to safety and the possible severity of the consequences of failure.
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A pre‐service inspection is performed before the commencement of operation to provide
data on initial conditions supplementing manufacturing and construction data as a basis
for comparison with subsequent examinations. This inspection makes use of the same
methods, techniques and types of equipment as those planned to be used later on, and, if
practical, the same personnel are employed. Pre‐service inspection is a special kind of in‐
service inspection that is performed as time 0 in‐service inspection. This inspection is
usually planned within the commissioning programme. When a structure, system or
component is repaired or replaced, a pre‐service inspection is performed before putting it
into operation. The concept mentioned above for the in‐service inspection is also applied
to the in‐service testing which is implemented under the surveillance programme. Pre‐
service testing is implemented to acquire basic data for future use in‐service testing.

12.2. SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMME

12.2.1. In‐service inspection
A surveillance programme is established by the operating organization to verify that
provisions for safe operation that were made in the design and checked during
construction and commissioning continue to exist during the life of the plant, and to
supply data to be used for assessing the residual life of SS&C. At the same time, the
programme verifies that safety margins are both adequate and provide a high tolerance
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for anticipated operational occurrences, errors and malfunctions. The programme is made
available to the regulatory body, as required.
Particular attention is given to:
The integrity of barriers between the radioactive products and the environment (e.g.
Fuel cladding, primary pressure boundary and containment);
The availability of safety systems, i.e. the protection system, the safety actuation
systems, and the safety system support features; and
The availability of other items that could adversely affect safety if they
malfunctioned.

The surveillance programmes:
Delineate in sufficient scope and depth the surveillance aims and requirements with
respect to SS&C important to safety;
Specify the frequency of surveillance and provide for the scheduling of those
activities;
Specify standards to be applied and provide for the appropriate procedures to be
used during the conduct and assessment of each surveillance activity;
Verify that SS&C important to safety remain within the operational limits and
conditions;
Specify the authority and responsibility assigned to both individuals and to on‐site
and off‐site organizations involved in determining and carrying out surveillance
activities;
Specify the qualifications of the personnel who perform the surveillance activities;
Indicate the points at which reviews are required;
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Specify the requirements for records to be kept, and the retention and retrieval of
such records; and
Provide cross‐references to other documents relevant to the surveillance
programme.

For most cases, there is an appropriate surveillance requirement in plant technical
specification for each operational limit and condition. Some data from plant operation,
such as the number of scrams, and the number and values of temperature and power
variations, may not be collected by the usual methods of surveillance such as monitoring,
measuring and testing, but are obtained directly from the records of the plant operating
history. Such data should be collected and evaluated because it is of fundamental
importance for the assessment of plant performance and residual life.
Not all SS&C require the same frequency and extent of surveillance. Quality assurance
principles enable the surveillance requirements to be derived in a graded manner so that
the extent of such requirements is consistent with the safety function performed by the
structure, system or component, taking into account the probability of failure to perform
properly, and the necessity of maintaining radiation exposures as low as reasonably
achievable. The frequency with which SS&C not normally in use are tested should be
optimized so that they can satisfactorily perform their functions when required and avoid
possible wear‐out due to over‐testing.
In developing the programme, the followings are considered:
The requirements established during the safety analysis, the operational limits and
conditions and other applicable requirements of the regulatory body;
Results of the commissioning programme, with particular attention to baseline
data, the as‐built state of the plant and the acceptance criteria; and
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The availability of items important to safety and the detection of deficiencies and
incipient failures that might occur during operation or prior to returning items to
service after maintenance, repair or modifications.
Operational experience and accidents reported from analogous plant

The surveillance programme is developed by the operating organization sufficiently early
to permit the programme to be properly implemented as, and when, plant items become
operational during the commissioning phase and, where appropriate, on installation.
Implementation is scheduled so that the safety of the plant does not depend on untested or
unmonitored structures, systems or components.
The surveillance programme is established early enough to permit:
Its supporting procedures to be developed, reviewed and approved in a timely
manner;
The surveillance procedures to be performed to the extent practicable during the
commissioning phase; and
Certain parameters to be recorded (during and after construction but prior to
commencement of operation) for use as reference points in monitoring (certain
benchmarks and alignment references, for example, may need to be permanently
marked, measured and recorded to provide as‐built references for subsequent
comparison).

Special attention is paid when preparing and reviewing the surveillance programme to
ensure that, when surveillance tests are carried out, sufficient components remain
operable, even when the plant is shut down, to ensure that no operational limits and
conditions are violated.
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12.2.2. Surveillance of integrity of barriers
Surveillance measures necessary to verify fuel cladding integrity include:
Inspection of new fuel, core components and associated items such as flow
restricting devices and locating devices in accordance with an agreed schedule
prior to loading into the core. This inspection may include visual, metrological and
more sophisticated methods (such as helium tests);
Monitoring thermal and hydraulic conditions such as flows, temperature, pressure,
gross and local power, to ensure adherence to operational limits and conditions;
Monitoring of the reactor coolant radioactivity and chemical composition (e.g. by
sample analysis);
Appropriate inspection of irradiated fuel before reuse, storage or transportation
(e.g. by visual inspection or leak tests);
Monitoring the radioactivity and chemistry of water or gas in the irradiated fuel
storage facilities; and
Monitoring for discharges of radioactivity to the environment.

Surveillance measures necessary to verify the integrity and assess the residual lifetime of
the primary reactor coolant pressure boundary include:
Leak rate measurements ‐ for example on make‐up or waste collection (a steady
state condition is generally required for such measurements to eliminate transient
effects);
Inspection and hydrostatic pressure tests on the primary pressure boundary;
Recording of system transients and their comparison with the assumptions made in
the safety report, where appropriate;
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Testing of the operability and tightness of closure devices that are part of the
boundaries;
Monitoring leak detection systems (process and area radiation instruments,
temperature detectors, acoustic detection equipment, etc.);
Monitoring to assure that transition (e.g. reference nil‐ductility) temperature
considerations are satisfied;
Monitoring the chemical quality of the primary or secondary reactor coolants as
appropriate;
Monitoring the samples subject to irradiation of reactor pressure vessel
components. Surveillance measures necessary to verify containment integrity
include:
Leak rate tests performed on the containment;
Tests of penetration seals and closure devices such as air locks and valves that are
part of the boundaries to demonstrate their leak tightness and, where appropriate,
their operability;
Structural integrity inspections (e.g. those performed on liner and pre‐stressing
tendons);
Monitoring conditions within the containment such as temperatures, pressures and
atmospheric composition.

The surveillance programme includes periodic tightness checks, pressure and/or leak tests
of all systems, parts of which are outside the containment and which could contain highly
radioactive liquids or gases following an accident. Examples of these systems are:
Residual heat removal systems;
Safety injection systems;
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Containment spray systems;
Chemical and volume control system;
Radioactive fluid waste treatment system; and

The surveillance programme includes tightness checks, leak tests of all other systems and
components designed to contain radioactive materials, or continuous testing as
appropriate.

12.2.3. Surveillance of safety systems
The surveillance covers SS&C provided to shut down the reactor and keep it shut down,
to ensure that safety limits are not exceeded either under anticipated operational
occurrences or during initial operation of systems required to mitigate the consequences
of accident conditions. The latter includes:
Protection of primary systems against unacceptable pressure surges (steam
dumping, safety and relief valve actuation, etc.); and
Actuation of protective systems as intended.

The surveillance demonstrates the availability of the protection system, including all
redundant parts, verifies the set points at which actuation occurs and the acceptability of
all response times.
All SS&C with functions that mitigate the consequences of accident conditions should be
subjected to periodic surveillance to demonstrate their availability and effectiveness to the
fullest extent practicable and to detect any degradation of their performance. These
functions include, if applicable, but are not necessarily limited to:
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Emergency core cooling and systems for heat transport to the ultimate heat sink;
containment isolation;
Containment cool‐down and pressure limitation;
Control of radioactive effluent discharges resulting from accident conditions;
Control of combustible gases within the containment; and

The availability of safety system support features is verified. Functions associated with
SS&C important to safety that should be considered include:
Emergency power;
Cooling water;
Instrument Air;
Cooling and lubrication; and
Control and instrumentation.

12.2.4. Surveillance of other items
Other items that are subjected to surveillance are those items that, should they fail, are
likely to give rise to, or contribute to, unsafe or accident conditions. These may include:
Systems relied on for shutting down and cooling the reactor under normal plant
conditions, including control systems such as those provided to control and monitor
reactivity, primary water chemistry, feed‐water supply, reactor pressure and
temperature;
Instrumentation for both operational states and accident conditions;
Control room habitability and access;
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High energy piping and associated piping restraints;
Structural supports (e.g. Stack stay wires, pipe supports);
Fire prevention, detection and fighting systems;
Emergency facilities and equipment;
Protection against internal and external events;
Communication systems;
Irradiated fuel storage facilities including cleanup systems;
Fuel handling equipment and facilities;
Radioactive waste treatment and storage facilities;
Turbine and generator speed control and their protection systems, where
appropriate; and
Plant security.

12.2.5. Surveillance frequency and extent
12.2.5.1. Determination of surveillance frequency and extent
The frequency and extent of surveillance of individual SS&C are determined primarily by
their relative importance to safety. The determination also takes into account access
limitations and the need to keep radiation doses to personnel as low as reasonably
achievable.
The surveillance frequency and extent are adequate to:
Ensure that the plant parameters, including availability of specified items, continue
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to remain in accordance with the prescribed operational limits and conditions;
Detect incipient failures or the need for more frequent maintenance to ensure
satisfactory functioning and availability;
Ensure that a defect does not develop between two successive surveillance actions
to such an extent as to lead to accident conditions;
Give information to allow an assessment of possible effects of excessive fatigue
and/or premature ageing; and
Meet the relevant requirements of the regulatory body, of the applicable
regulations, industrial codes and standards.

Surveillance frequencies are determined from the following:
The importance to safety and the need to meet reliability objectives, etc.;
Manufacturers’ recommendations and information such as results of type tests,
endurance and cycle tests;
Expected mechanisms of failure, results of reliability analyses, age of item or
system, type of component and conditions of service;
Experience of failure rates gained from maintenance, from experience in the plant
and from similar plants; and
Extent of automation of the surveillance.

Optimization of the surveillance frequencies may involve consideration of the following:
The extent of redundancy of the system in relation to the need to remove structures,
systems or components from service for surveillance;
Operational constraints having a bearing on the implementation of surveillance
activities;
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Scheduling surveillance in conjunction with other activities such as planned
maintenance and shutdowns or other operating cycles;
Facilitating the performance of several surveillance activities during a shutdown;
Flexibility to allow reasonable margins without impairing the effectiveness of
surveillance;
Flexibility to allow surveillance to be carried out during unplanned shutdowns;
Flexibility to allow the performance of tests at a time when plant conditions are
most suitable with regard to both the validity of the surveillance and the safety of
the plant;
The need to do surveillance without being unduly burdensome to the plant
organization while still assuring plant safety;
The need to perform surveillance in operational conditions as close as possible to
the normal operating conditions of the systems and components involved;
The need to avoid spurious reactor trips or adverse effects on operation;
The need to avoid unnecessary shortening of the operating life of a device or the
introduction of errors by an excessive series of tests and operations;
The need to maintain personnel radiation exposures as low as reasonably
achievable.

12.2.5.2. Special considerations
When using calculated reliability figures in determining surveillance frequency, the
following limitations are recognized:
The difficulty of obtaining statistically meaningful data on fault events of low
frequency;
The difficulty of conducting sufficient testing to provide conclusive reliability
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figures; in such cases, the frequency of surveillance may be based on the best
estimates by the operating organization for future failure rates and other criteria;
and
The difficulty of assessing the significance of common cause failures.

Where there is only limited experience on the reliability of structures, systems or
components, the initially adopted surveillance frequency is based upon conservative
assumptions.
The reliability of SS&C may be adversely affected through the experience of an
excessive number of thermal, mechanical or other cycles. Therefore, to reduce cycling
caused by testing, the testing of components providing a given safety function may be
suspended during any period when that particular safety function is not required to be
available, provided the surveillance requirements are met before a change in operational
state is made that requires the safety function to be available.
The reliability of SS&C may be adversely affected if technological limits defined by the
designer are exceeded. The surveillance procedures take these limits into consideration.
The reliability of SS&C may be degraded by personnel‐caused faults (e.g. calibration of
redundant instruments on the same day by one individual, which may introduce similar
errors and thus increase the potential for common failure). The frequency of such faults
may be reduced, for example, by establishing detailed procedures.
Where certain redundant systems and components are kept on stand‐by, operation of these
systems and components are rotated in order to subject all components to similar
operating duties and consequently to similar surveillance procedures and frequencies.
Maintenance intervals are adjusted to ensure that these systems and components do not
wear out at the same time. Diverse methods are used where practicable during the testing
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of items subjected to surveillance to improve confidence that the surveillance programme
will detect hidden faults.
12.2.5.3. Periodic re‐evaluation of surveillance frequency and extent
Periodic re‐evaluation of the established frequency and extent of surveillance are
undertaken to establish that they are effective in maintaining the structures, system or
component in an operational state. Procedures are established for ensuring that these re‐
evaluations are carried out and the appropriate authorities approve any necessary
changes. For this purpose, the following should be considered:
The performance of the structures, systems or components, particularly their failure
rate;
The corrective action required after a failure;
The performance of similar structures, systems or components in similar plants and
environments;
Design changes associated with the structures, systems or components;
Information on failure modes causing abnormal occurrences or accidents; and
Effect of ageing of components.

12.2.6. Surveillance methods
12.2.6.1. Monitoring
Monitoring gives an immediate indication of plant status to operating personnel. The
parameters most significant for safe plant operation and for the status of structures,
systems or components which are not normally in operation, but which may be required
to operate during an off‐normal condition are monitored.
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Monitoring is normally done by operating personnel, either from the main control room
or during periodic tours of the plant. It takes the form of noting the parameter values
shown by instruments, data loggers or computer printouts, and by observation of plant
conditions.
Monitoring may also involve sampling. Such sampling may be on‐line or manual and
may be for chemical analysis, radiochemical analysis, material analysis or isotopic purity
analysis. Since the techniques involved in such sampling and analyses are specialized,
these activities are generally conducted by specially trained personnel.
12.2.6.2. Instrument checks
The availability of instrument channels that give readings is verified by one or more of
the following:
Comparing readings on channels that monitor the same variable with allowance for
any differences in the process variable between sensor locations;
Comparing readings between channels that monitor the same variable and bear a
known relationship to one another; and
Comparing readings between channels that monitor different variables and bear a
known relationship to one another.

12.2.6.3. Calibration and response time verification
A calibration verification test is intended to check whether a known input to the
instrument or channel gives the required output (analogue, digital or bistable). In
analogue channels, linearity and hysteresis may also be checked.
Response time testing is required on safety systems or subsystems to verify that the
response times are within the specified limits. The response time test includes as much of
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each safety system, from sensor input to actuated equipment, as is practicable in a single
test. Where the entire system from sensor to actuated equipment cannot be tested as a
whole, verification of system response time is accomplished by measuring the response
times of discrete portions of the system and showing that the result of all response times
is within the limits of the overall system requirements.
Calibration and response time are verified by tests that do not require removal of
detectors from their installed location unless such tests are not capable of detecting
whether response time changes are beyond acceptable limits. In such cases, sensors are
removed for a special bench test if this is practicable. If it is not practicable, then the
manufacturer’s test results may be used, provided that:
Satisfactory assurance is obtained that ageing does not degrade performance
beyond acceptable limits;
The manufacturers’ test results are not invalidated by the design of the system in
which the sensor is installed; and
The test results have been documented and the tests performed in accordance with
the quality assurance requirements of the operating organization’s quality assurance
programme.

12.2.6.4. Functional tests
A functional test ensures that the tested system of component is capable of performing its
design function. To the extent practicable, SS&C are tested under the conditions in which
they are expected to operate to fulfill their intended functions. A functional test of
equipment consists, as appropriate, of one or more of the following:
Manual start of equipment. Test duration should be sufficient to achieve stable
operating conditions. Where starting a specified component is not practical,
operation of the starting device in the ‘test’ position may be acceptable if the
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component is subsequently tested at the first opportunity provided by plant
operations;
Manually controlled electric operation of valves, with timing of the stroke, if
appropriate. In cases where full stroking of the valve is not permissible because of
operating conditions, a partial stroke test or a valve control system test may be
acceptable, but full stroke testing should be done routinely during plant shutdown;
Injection of a test signal of an appropriate magnitude to give a suitable actuation of
the output or a readout, as required;
Initiation of the actuating device and observation of the resultant operation;
Testing automatically calculated set points to verify responses to each variable
entering in the computation;
Checking the manual initiation of safety functions;
Testing of the status and operability of interlocks, bypasses, bypass and test
indications, and bypass and test annunciation circuits; and
Monitoring of the appropriate parameters during the test.

12.2.6.5. Special tests
When special tests, which are not included in the surveillance programme or which are
not performed frequently are considered necessary, the need for the tests or experiments
is justified. A special procedure for each test is prepared and subjected to an independent
review and assessment by qualified persons other than the originator of the proposal to
ascertain that neither the operational limits and conditions, nor the design bases are
violated and no unsafe conditions arise.
The procedures specify responsibilities for the conduct of the tests, but plant management
has the ultimate responsibility for deciding whether the test should proceed or not. The
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operating personnel comply with standing orders to bring the plant back into safe
conditions if an unplanned violation of the operational limits and conditions is observed
or foreseen. Appropriate briefing on this subject should be held before such tests and
experiments are performed. The procedure is submitted to the regulatory body for prior
approval, as required.
12.2.6.6. Test equipment
The operating organization ensures that all test equipment, whether called for in the
design or otherwise required for the surveillance programme, is available, operable and
calibrated. In so far as practical, test equipment should be permanently installed.
A programme is established and maintained for calibration and control of test equipment
and reference standards used in surveillance. The programme provides for prompt
detection of inaccuracies, and for timely and effective corrective action. This programme
includes the following general requirements:
Equipment identification: test equipment used as calibration reference standards is
identified to enable their calibration status to be verified;
Use of equipment: before test equipment is used in a surveillance test, its
calibration status and operability is verified;
Calibration procedures: detailed procedures are to be provided for the calibration of
test equipment; the accuracy of calibration is to be commensurate with functional
requirements and, where appropriate, reference standards are used; and
Calibration records: records are to be maintained for each piece of equipment to
demonstrate that established schedules and procedures for calibrating test
equipment and reference standards have been followed.
Test equipment accuracy, range, resolution: before test equipment is used, its
accuracy, operating range and resolution is checked to assure it is suitable for the
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specific test purpose.
Uncertainty: when judging safety margin or operability for a given tested
component, the uncertainty of the test equipment should be considered
conservatively.

The calibration records provide a calibration history, showing calibration intervals, date
of last calibration, when the next calibration is due, conformance or non‐conformance to
required tolerances before and after adjustments, and any limitations on use. It is often
desirable to affix a sticker directly to the test equipment, giving the date of previous
calibration and the required date of the next one.
When test equipment is found to be out of calibration, the validity of tests done since the
last calibration date is evaluated. For this purpose, it is recommended that a history of
usage for each piece of test equipment be maintained. Test equipment found to be out of
calibration is identified by a tag or other suitable means.
Special consideration should be paid when determining calibration intervals. Some test
equipment vendors may guarantee shorter period of time for their equipment than similar
test equipment. In this case, the user of test equipment should be careful not to exceed the
calibration interval given by vendor to ensure the quality of the test.
12.2.6.7. Surveillance documentation and records
All results of surveillance activities are documented and recorded. Arrangements are
made for documentation to be issued and maintained in accordance with quality
assurance requirements. The following is a list of typical documents related to
surveillance activities:
Logs and logbooks giving the readouts of safety system parameters;
Recorder charts and computer printouts;
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Reports of tests, calibrations and inspections; evaluation of results and corrective
actions;
Surveillance procedures;
Records of completed surveillance;
Reports of relevant reviews and audits; and
Checklists for system and component status.

These documents are used as a basis for reviews carried out to:
Demonstrate compliance with operational limits and conditions; and
Detect trends indicating system or component deterioration.

12.3. IN‐SERICE INSPECTION

12.3.1. Development of in‐service inspection programme
During the operating life of a nuclear power plant, components might be exposed to
influences whose single and combined effects cannot be predicted for the operating life of
the plant with the accuracy desirable for nuclear safety. The most important influences are
stress, temperature, irradiation, hydrogen absorption, corrosive attack, vibration and
fretting, all of which depend upon time and operating history. These influences may result
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in changes of material properties due to irradiation or thermal embrittlement, corrosion
fatigue and initiators and growth of flaws.
It is therefore necessary to examine the systems and components of the plant for possible
deterioration so as to judge whether they are acceptable for continued safe operation of
the plant or whether remedial measures are necessary. Emphasis is placed on examination
of the pressure boundaries of the primary and secondary coolant systems because of their
importance to safety and the possible severity of the consequences of failure.
The in‐service inspection programme includes those examinations and tests which are to
be performed during the service life of the nuclear power plant. It is emphasized that for
successful implementation of this programme, the examinations, tests and evaluations
have been performed before commencement of operation, in order to provide the baseline
data with which examination and test results of the in‐service inspection programme may
be compared, and with which the possible development of flaws and acceptability of
components may be assessed.

12.3.2. Extent of in‐service inspection
In establishing the extent of the in‐service inspection programme, consideration is given
to the following systems and components in accordance with their importance to safety:
Pressure‐retaining parts of components in the reactor coolant system;
Components of, and components connected to the primary reactor coolant system
essential for ensuring the shutdown of the reactor and the cooling of the nuclear
fuel in relevant operational states and in postulated accident conditions; and
Other components, such as main steam lines or feed water lines, the dislodgment or
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failure of which might put in jeopardy systems mentioned above.

Components subjected to in‐service inspection are examined by visual, surface and
volumetric methods as a general rule. In addition, the pressure‐retaining components are
checked by a leak test to ascertain possible leakage.
Consistent with their importance to safety, some components may be exempted from the
surface and volumetric examinations, either because of their size, the size of their
connections, or the number of barriers between the component and the fuel or the outside
atmosphere. In such cases, however, these components are not exempt from examinations
for evidence of integrity as part of the system hydraulic tests.
The number, frequency and extent of in‐service inspections of similar systems and
components may be reduced by a sampling programme that will vary according to the
design, the number of similar components or systems involved, operational requirements,
or the existence of identical units in a multiple unit plant. The sampling rate is consistent
with the importance to safety of the component and the rate of degradation.

12.3.3. Inspection schedule
The in‐service inspection programme of a particular nuclear power plant is completed
during an interval, the length of which is chosen with a conservative assumption to ensure
that deterioration, if any, of the most exposed component is detected before it can lead to
failure. The examination schedule provides for repetition of the inspection programme
during the operating life of the nuclear power plant. The examination programme may
involve evenly distributed inspection intervals or alternatively, the inspection intervals
may be varied during the operating life of the plant to improve the correlation between
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inspection intervals and the probabilities and characteristics of component failures. The
inspection interval for the evenly distributed programme may be chosen to be from a few
years to about ten years; in the variably distributed schedule these intervals may be
shorter in the early years of the plant life and then lengthened as experience permits.
Whichever programme is adopted, however, information on flaw changes may require a
shortening of the interval towards the end of plant life.
The inspection interval is subdivided into inspection periods in the course of which a
required number of examinations should be completed, depending upon the component,
the type of examination, or the accessibility allowed by the normal plant operations or by
scheduled outages. These examinations may be considered as a portion of the total
inspection required for the whole interval.
Examinations which require the disassembly of components (such as disassembly of
pumps or valves to examine large bolting volumetrically) or the removal of fuel or of
core support structures in reactor vessels to examine welds or nozzle radius sections, may
be deferred until the end of each inspection interval except where, on the basis of results
of examination conducted on analogous components, an earlier inspection is necessary.
This in no way diminishes the requirements on the examination frequencies formulated in
the appropriate design codes (for example ASME, KEPIC etc.).

12.3.4. Test requirement
Pressure‐retaining systems and components are subjected to:
A system leakage and hydrostatic pressure test as part of the pre‐service inspection;
A system leakage test, undertaken before resuming operation, following each
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reactor outage where the tightness of the reactor coolant pressure boundary may
have been affected; and
A system hydrostatic pressure test at or near the end of each inspection interval, if
required.

The pressure‐retaining components are visually examined to the extent practicable while
the system is under the test pressure and temperature. The test pressure and temperature
are maintained for a sufficient period of time before the examinations to permit leakages
to be identified. Consideration is given to the accessibility of the components to be
visually examined (for example: removal of insulation).
If leakages (other than normal controlled leakages) are detected during the above tests,
their source is located, and the area examined, to the extent necessary, to establish if any
corrective action is required.
The system leakage test is performed at a test pressure that is not less than the specified
system operating pressure corresponding to rated reactor power. The duration of a test
performed at a pressure higher than system design pressure is limited to prevent excessive
stressing of the system and components.

12.3.5. Test methods and techniques
Methods and techniques for the examinations are in accordance with standards
recognized by the competent authority. The examinations are categorized as: visual,
surface, and volumetric. Each term describes a general method permitting a selection of
different techniques or procedures restricted to that method to accommodate varying
degrees of accessibility and radiation levels and the automation of equipment to perform
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the examinations.
A visual examination is used to provide information on the general condition of the part,
component or surface to be examined, including such conditions as scratches, wear,
cracks, corrosion or erosion on the surface; or evidence of leaking. Optical aids such as
television cameras, binoculars and mirrors may be used. Surface replication as a visual
examination method may be considered acceptable, provided that the surface resolution is
at least equivalent to that obtainable by the visual observation. Visual examination
requiring a clean surface, or decontamination for proper interpretation of results, should
be preceded by appropriate cleaning processes.
A surface examination is undertaken to delineate or verify the presence of surface or near
surface flaws. It may be conducted by a magnetic particle, liquid penetrant, eddy current,
or electrical contact method.
A volumetric examination is undertaken for the purpose of indicating the presence, depth
or size of a sub‐surface flaw or discontinuity, and usually involves radiographic or
ultrasonic techniques. Radiographic techniques, employing penetrating radiation such as
X rays, gamma rays or thermal neutrons, may be utilized with appropriate image
recording devices, not only to detect the presence of flaws, but also to establish the size
of the flaw. An appropriate ultrasonic testing method is the most common method used to
establish both the length and depth of flaws.
Alternative examination methods, a combination of methods, or newly developed
techniques may be substituted, provide that the results yield demonstrated equivalence or
superiority, and if results from both methods are comparable.
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12.3.6. Equipment
All equipment used for examinations and tests are of a quality, range and accuracy
acceptable in accordance with standards recognized by the competent authority. Similar
standards apply to calibration blocks, where they are needed. If such standards for
calibration blocks are not established, these blocks are of the identical material and
surface finish and are subject to the same fabrication (construction) conditions (such as
heat treatment) as the component being examined. Where possible, the same calibration
blocks as used during manufacture and for pre‐service inspections are also used for
subsequent in‐service inspections.
All items of equipment, together with their accessories, are calibrated before they are
used. All equipment is properly identified with calibration records, and validity of
calibration is verified regularly by the operating organization in accordance with the
quality assurance programme. Items are calibrated against standards recognized by the
competent authority.

12.3.7. Qualification of in‐service inspection systems
Qualification in this subchapter is defined as the systematic assessment, by all those
methods that are needed, to provide reliable confirmation that the non‐destructive testing
system (equipment, procedure and personnel) is capable of achieving the required
performance under real inspection conditions.
The detailed scope of a qualification process, in terms of required inspection area(s),
NDT method(s), defects being sought and required inspection effectiveness is a matter to
be agreed upon, in written form, between the operating organization and the regulatory
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body having jurisdiction at the plant site, taking into account the safety significance of
each particular case and considering the relevant national and international experience.
This scope, or technical specification of the inspection required to be qualified, is agreed
before starting any qualification process and forms part of the qualification process
documentation.
Any organization managing, conducting, evaluating and certifying an in‐service
inspection system’s qualification process (qualification body) is independent from any
commercial or operational consideration. Qualification bodies may also be an
independent part of the licensee’s organization. Any qualification body operates
according to a written quality system, which guarantees its independence, impartiality
and confidentiality.
Any qualification process is carried out according to written qualification protocols,
which clearly define the administrative interfaces and the types (unrestricted, restricted,
confidential), paths and timing of the information to be exchanged between all involved
parties (regulatory body, qualification body, licensee, inspection organization) pursuant to
the qualification process.
Written qualification procedures are developed by the operating organization, reviewed
by the qualification body, and agreed upon between interested parties, specifying:
The number, type, geometry, materials and surface conditions of test specimens to
be used in practical trials;
The type(s) and ranges of the geometrical parameters of the flaws to be detected
and/or sized in practical trials;
The conditions of the practical trials (open, blind);
The minimum and maximum number of flawed and unflawed grading units;
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The grading criteria for detection and sizing of flaws;
The acceptance criteria for detection and sizing; and
Special requirements where applicable (i.e. Time limitation, access restrictions,
environmental conditions, etc.).

Upon successful qualification of an NDT procedure and associated equipment, the
qualification body issues a certificate to the licensee and/or inspection organization
clearly identifying the aspects of the procedure and equipment, which were qualified.
Certification of an NDT procedure and associated equipment is indefinitely valid unless
changes affecting essential variables and/or parameters are made respectively, to the
equipment and/or procedure, or to any mandatory document whose requirements must be
met.
Responsibility for the ultimate approval of an NDT inspection system remains on the
operating organization on the basis of the evidence provided by the qualification body as
a result of the qualification process.

12.3.8. Personnel certificates
For each successful candidate, the qualification body issues separately to the inspection
organization, a personnel certificate that is complementary to the national certificate. The
validity of a personnel certificate is limited in time. Personnel certificates are invalidated
when a certified individual ceases to work for the inspecting organization which
presented him/her for qualification, or when the inspection organization cannot produce
documentary evidence of continuous satisfactory involvement of its certified individual
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in the qualified inspection.
Personnel certificates clearly specify their scope of applicability (procedure, detection,
sizing, etc.).

12.3.9. Evaluation of results of in‐service inspection
Any examination giving flaw indications exceeding acceptance standards may be
supplemented by other non‐destructive examination methods and techniques, to establish
the character of the flaw (i.e. size, shape and orientation), and thus to determine the
suitability of the component for further operation. Care is taken when choosing these
supplementary techniques and methods, to ensure that the conditions affecting the
component are thoroughly investigated.
If fracture mechanics analysis is employed, the stresses in the area of the flaw are
analyzed for all conditions of operation, including postulated accident conditions and
actual, as well as predicted normal operating conditions. The worst stress case is selected.
Care is taken to consider all aspects of the problem so that assumptions always involve
the worst case in the analysis. The calculation methods are in accordance with accepted
standards. When the evaluation leads to the conclusion that continued operation is
unacceptable, the component is repaired or replaced.
When a flaw exceeding the acceptance standards is found in a sample, additional
examinations are performed to include the specific problem area in an additional number
of analogous components (or areas) approximately equal to the number of components
(or areas) examined in the sample.
In the event that the additional examinations indicate further flaws exceeding the
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acceptance standards, all of the remaining number of analogous components (or areas) is
examined to the extent specified for the component or item in the initial sample.
Where the required piping examination in the sampling programme is limited to one loop
or branch run of an essentially symmetric piping configuration and examinations indicate
flaws exceeding the acceptance standards, the additional examinations include an
examination of a second loop or branch run. In the event that the examinations of the
second loop or branch run indicate further flaws exceeding the acceptance standards, the
remaining loops or branch runs that perform similar functions are examined.
The sequence in which the component examinations are carried out during an inspection
interval is maintained during successive inspection intervals to the extent practical.
Whenever examination of a component results in the evaluation of flaw indications and
qualifies the component as acceptable for continued operation, that portion of the
component containing such flaws are re‐examined during each of the next three
inspection periods, as an extra requirement above the original programme schedule.
In the event that the re‐examinations indicate that the flaws remain essentially unchanged
for three successive inspection periods, the component examination schedule may revert
to the original schedule of successive inspections.

12.3.10. In‐service inspection documentation and records
The documentation necessary for the proper implementation of the in‐service inspection
programme is readily available to the operating organization and regulatory body if
required.
This documentation includes:
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Specifications and as‐built drawings;
Samples of material used;
Pre‐service inspection data and reports;
The in‐service inspection programme and detailed examination and test procedures;
examination and test reports and charts;
Calibration records;
Acceptance standards; and
Evaluations.

Information on components includes component drawings, material specifications, heat
treatment records, records of the manufacturing process, fabrication and installation
specifications, drawings, and records of acceptance of deviations from specifications.
The record for each activity contains the following:
Information on component identification, location and size of inspection area, work
technique, type of equipment, type of sensor, calibration equipment, sensitivity
standards, etc.;
All relevant indications that are in excess of the minimum recording level and all
pertinent information concerning the indications (e.g. location, magnitude, length);
All recordings, except that when no indication is obtained, need be kept provided
that a notation to this effect is made in the record;
Comparisons with previous results and evaluations;
Evaluations and reports; and
Radiation doses received as appropriate.
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12.4. IMPLEMENTATION

12.4.1. General
Surveillance programs help to maintain the availability and the safety of power plants.
The different kinds of surveillance programs can be divided in two groups. The programs
of the one group are performed continually during the operation of the power plant. The
programs of the other group are performed periodically.
In general, the programs that are running continually are performed by monitoring
systems. Examples are leakage monitoring, vibration monitoring, temperature
monitoring, pressure monitoring, monitoring of structure born sound for loose parts
detection, monitoring of radiation in the secondary cooling circuit, or monitoring of
radiation in exhaust air. The data of the monitoring systems are recorded permanently.
Usually the recorded data are evaluated daily. Additionally, some of the monitoring
systems have an alarm level. In case that the measured values exceed this alarm level, an
alarm is given to the control room automatically.
The surveillance programs performed periodically include inspections, function tests or
maintenance. If there is enough redundancy in a system, if there is the possibility to
disconnect it or turn it off, and if the system is accessible during operation, the
surveillance program can be performed during operation. Otherwise it has to be
performed during refueling outage. The tests are performed on all components to ensure
that the original functionality is maintained over the course of time. They are generally
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performed in the presence of the expert on the basis of a test program certified by the
tester in advance.
The intervals and the extent of these surveillance programs are laid down between the
operator and the expert, and in accordance with the recommendations of the
manufacturer, and are primarily based on the standpoint that the interval must be chosen
so the reliability considerations of the system and plant as a whole are not adversely
affected. In a similar way, the time available for each activity on a certain component or
system is once again the product of availability considerations together with fulfillment
of safety criteria for the nuclear power plant in the case of an incident and its capability of
coping with this incident. In general, the experience and the guidelines from conventional
rules and regulations have a significant influence on these two parameters.
The surveillance programs are performed as approved by regulatory body and the
surveillance results are reviewed as required by regulatory body, too. The programs are
made upon the requirement described in plant technical specification and final safety
analysis report for the given plant. Any changes from the original programme are
subjected to the approval of regulatory body.

12.4.2.

Monitoring

Monitoring systems can be divided into two categories. There are permanently installed
monitors and mobile monitors. Mobile monitors are usually used in radiation safety.
Examples are survey meters, dose rate monitoring, contamination monitors or laboratory
instruments. The permanently installed monitors are, in case of radiation safety, such as
permanent dose rate installations, measurement of exhaust air activity for noble gasses,
aerosols and iodine, or measurement of activity in the secondary cooling circuit. All those
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monitors are part of the safety system. Some of them have an alarm level.
The monitoring of structure born sound for loose parts detection is a permanently
installed monitoring system that detects sound emissions of the primary cooling circuit in
order to detect loose parts. The sound emissions can be analyzed automatically. The
sound emission signals are divided in those that are unknown and those that are known.
Known signals are usually sound emissions due to operation. Sound emissions from loose
parts differ from those of operation so that they can be separated. In the case of unknown
signals or signals due to loose parts, an automatic alarm is sent to the control room. All
signals are recorded.
Leakage monitoring systems are also permanently installed. Some of monitoring systems
measure the dew point in exhaust air of a room. The depression of the dew point indicates
an increase of air humidity. Inside the containment, air humidity can only increase due to
steam coming from a leakage in the cooling circuit. Some of monitoring systems measure
radioactivity level. If the level is exceeded the set point level, the leakage flow is blocked
automatically. The leakage monitoring system gives automatically an alarm in case that it
measures a depression of the dew point or high radioactivity set point.
Vibration, temperature and pressure monitoring systems are usually installed
permanently. Sometimes it can be necessary to install such monitors for one or two
periods in order to find areas in piping systems that have unexpected high local loads. If
no unexpected loads are found, the monitors will be uninstalled, as there is no need for a
further surveillance. In case unexpected local loads are found, there is the possibility for
corrective actions in order to avoid these loads. If this is impossible, the surveillance of
the area will be continued, possibly in addition to periodic non‐destructive testing.
Vibration, temperature and pressure monitoring systems are also a main part of the
fatigue monitoring system. They are used to control whether the loads on pipes and
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vessels are those that had been used for the calculations during the design of the power
plant. The results from fatigue monitoring are used for the lifetime management. They
show areas where it could be necessary to extend in‐service inspections, or maybe areas
where the extent of the inspection can be decreased or the inspection interval can be
enlarged.
Fatigue monitoring systems record the measured data continually. The data are analyzed
periodically. Necessary corrective actions are performed during a refueling outage.
Usually those systems have no alarm levels.

12.4.3. Surveillance test
12.4.3.1 Typical surveillance test
Typical surveillance tests for process control are:
Functional tests for individual pumps (feed rates, actuation, interlocks, etc);
Functional

tests

of

specific

valves

(shutoff

time,

leakages,

diagnostic

measurements, etc.)
Functional tests of snubbers (mechanical and hydraulic snubbers)
Functional tests of fans (e.g. containment cooling fans, main control room fans,
etc.)
Functional tests of electrical parts and emergency diesel generators (mechanical
components operability and electrical capability, etc.)
Monitoring of records, bar charts, logging sheet for systems and component
important to safety
Testing the actuating signal (e.g. reactor protection system actuates several valves)
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Testing the interlocking circuitry of components within a system (e.g. pump to
pump, valve to valve, pump to valve, etc.)

The surveillance tests on safety relevant instrumentation and control, such as, the reactor
protection system, including safety signaling, limitations, accident instrumentation,
instrumentation and control for the emergency power generation and operating room, and
the emergency operating room are complex. Depending on the complexity of the test, the
signalization path can be subdivided into several smaller sections, each being tested on its
own, with defined overlapping of smaller sections. As an example, in the reactor
protection system the following tests are performed:
Measuring the analogue circuit;
Computing circuits;
Limiting values (comparators, timing circuits, etc.);
Logic tests;
Output signals, with actuation of components;
Alarms (cubicle, operating room, process computer, etc.).

12.4.3.2 Surveillance of reactor vessel embrittlement
Neutron induced embrittlement is the main factor in the ageing of the reactor pressure
vessel. If not controlled, the embrittlement can reach a state at which the reactor pressure
vessel cannot stand the loads anymore. To avoid this, a surveillance program has to be
planned and implemented.
The embrittlement depends on the material of the pressure vessel and on the neutron
fluency in the wall of the vessel. The embrittlement due to the material is determined by
the content of copper, nickel and phosphor. There are standard curves for a different
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content of copper and phosphor that show the relation between neutron fluency and a
parameter that describes the state of embrittlement. With regard to the design of the
power plant, the material chosen, and the expected loads, an end of life fluency is
estimated. During the design it has to be shown by calculations, that if the pressure vessel
wall reaches the end of life fluency, the state of embrittlement has still a safety gap to a
critical embrittlement. The calculations use the standard curves and have to include worst
‐case loads from incidents.
That the material fits the standard curve has to be verified by a surveillance program.
From the original material of the reactor pressure vessel wall and core weld specimens
for tensile test and charpy‐V test are manufactured. One part of the specimens is tested
directly; two other parts are put in the pressure vessel together with monitors for
temperature and neutron fluency. The position chosen is near the core where the neutron
flux density is higher than in the position of the wall. In this way the specimens reach the
end of life fluency much earlier then the pressure vessel wall.
When the specimens reach half the end of life fluency and the end of life fluency
respectively they were removed from the reactor pressure vessel to be tested. The change
of the material parameters depending on the fluency is a measure for the embrittlement.

12.4.4. In‐service inspection
For mechanical components, the aim of the in‐service inspection is to verify the integrity
of barriers. This is done by proving the absence of defects in the walls of pipes and
vessels. The extent of the examination should consider the design of the components, the
material properties, the fabrication method and the experience of past examinations. The
methods used are:
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Non‐destructive examinations of inner and outer surfaces of components by means
of magnetic particle examinations, liquid penetrant tests, eddy current tests and
ultrasonic tests;
Non‐destructive examinations of volume by means of ultrasonic test procedures,
radiographic tests, eddy current testing of thin‐walled pipes;
Visual examinations for evaluation of general condition of components such as
corrosive changes in surface, mechanical damage, leakages, condition of pipe
supports and displacement during operation;
Pressure tests under the same conditions as the first pressure test, with subsequent
nondestructive repetitive tests on these components;
Regular repetitive tests on safety valves to ensure that overpressure can be
withstood.

12.5. PROVISION OF NATIONAL EXAMPLES

12.5.1. General
Under the Korean Atomic Act, the nuclear reactor licensee shall establish a testing,
monitoring, inspection and maintenance program for structures, systems and components,
considering the importance of the structures, systems and components to safety, in order
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to maintain the safety functions and performance of safety‐related structures, systems and
components as assumed and intended in design.
For this purpose, the following actions shall be taken in accordance with government
notices;
The degree of degradation in materials and performance of safety‐related
structures, systems, and components due to ageing shall be monitored and
evaluated, and necessary measures shall be taken;
For the pumps and valves necessary for safety shutdown, core cooling, and
mitigation of accident consequences, their performance and degree of degradation
due to ageing shall be monitored and evaluated, and necessary measures shall be
taken;
For the reactor pressure vessel, the degree of degradation in material and
performance due to neutron irradiation shall be monitored and evaluated, and
necessary measures shall be taken;
Verification and calibration of instrumentation and radiation detector directly
related with preservation of reactor facilities shall be conducted at the specified
period.

Testing, monitoring, and maintenance activities shall be performed by qualified personnel
in accordance with the government notices.

12.5.2. Regulatory Notice for in‐service test of pumps and valves
The licensee shall establish and perform pre‐service test program during initial operation
period to acquire base data for in‐service test such as pump performance curve, reference
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values of pumps and valves needed to compare, analyze and evaluate performance
change during plant operation.
For motor‐ and pneumatically‐operated valves, design basis performance evaluation
program shall be established and implemented additionally to evaluate design basis
operation margin.
The licensee shall establish and implement in‐service test program spanning every 10
years after commencement of commercial operation. Provided, that for motor‐ and
pneumatically‐operated valve, additional evaluation program shall be established and
implemented.
Initial reference values shall be determined from the results of pre‐service test or initial in
‐service test. When a reference value or set of values may have been affected by repair,
replacement, or maintenance activities, a new reference values or set of values shall be
evaluated and determined whether the values demonstrate adequate operability.
Records or data of pre‐service test and in‐service test shall be maintained as set forth in
the quality assurance program;
Pre‐service and in‐service test program and its change
Design basis performance evaluation program, periodic performance evaluation
program or motor‐ and pneumatically‐operated vales and their changes
Pre‐service and in‐service test results
Reasons of resetting of reference values and evaluation results of operation status
Cause of excessiveness of allowable range and evaluation results
History of request for exemption and records of request basis
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The test results shall be compared with the reference values to confirm the results meet
the allowable limits. In case that test results exceed the allowable limit, the following
measures shall be taken;
The cause of deviation shall be determined in case that the result is within the
warning range and the test frequency shall be reduced half by completion of
corrective action
In case that the test results exceed the criteria or operation margin is not sufficient
by the next test interval, the operability shall be evaluated and/or measures to
maintain safety function shall be established

The licensee may request relief from the above described requirement in case that the
requirement can not be conducted practically or unnecessary radiation exposure is
expected, etc.

12.5.3. Regulatory Notice for in‐service inspection
The licensee shall perform in‐service inspection every 10 years. Initial date of the first in‐
service inspection interval shall correspond to commercial operating date. Installation
organization of the licensee shall perform pre‐service inspection to obtain the baseline
data for evaluation and assessment of aging degradation, and provide those to the
operation organization.
The licensee shall prepare the long term in‐service inspection program for every 10 years
and submit it to the Minister 3 months prior to commencement date of the 10 years
interval. Provided, that the installation organization shall submit the pre‐service
inspection program to the Minister 3 months prior to commencement date of the
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inspection.
In case of changing the long term in‐service inspection program, the licensee shall submit
the changed program to the regulatory body together with the reason for changes prior to
commencement of inspection concerned.
The licensee shall prepare the inspection program for each outage and submit it to the
head of the entrusted institution prior to the inspection.
The licensee shall submit to the head of the entrusted institution the in‐service inspection
report including the following items within 3 months after completion of the inspection
for the outage concerned:
Inspection and evaluation results for each component and system;
The details of non‐conformances to the inspection standards and corrective actions
thereof;
Details, reasons, and measures to be taken for uncompleted portion of inspection, if
any; and 4. Inspection items to be added at the next outage, if any, and reasons
thereof.

The licensee shall submit to the regulatory body the integrated report within 6 months
after completion of pre‐service or long term in‐service inspection. The licensee shall
submit the repair or replacement program containing the followings to the head of the
entrusted institution when he intends to remove defects in the safety related facilities, or
replace, modify or newly install a part or whole of such facilities.
Among NDE methods performed during in‐service inspection, the licensee shall conduct
performance demonstration of ultrasonic testing (UT) for the safety related facilities and
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eddy current testing (ECT) for steam generator tubes. The test specimen for UT
performance demonstration shall be selected among those representing characteristics of
size, materials, configuration, etc. of safety related facilities of domestic PWR and
PHWR. In case of ECT for steam generator tubes, the performance demonstration shall
be supplemented for each nuclear power plant by using data of characteristics of the
plant.
Personnel qualified in accordance with performance demonstration shall be re‐qualified
every 5 years. Provided, that re‐qualification for UT performance demonstration is
required only once.
The licensee may apply the other standards or guidelines equivalent to those defined in
the Notice or utilize the new methods or procedures appropriate for the in‐service
inspection (alternative application), and also, he may request relief or exemption from
any part of the standards (relief request), in one of the following cases not reducing
reliability of nuclear reactor facilities and integrity of related facilities:
In case that the inspection can neither be conducted nor meet the standards due to
characteristics of design, configuration and materials of the components or systems
subject to examination or test;
In case that the workers are anticipated to be over‐exposed to high radiation in spite
of considerable protective action taken;
In case that alternative application or relief request does not reduce appropriate
quality and safety; or
In case that quality and safety improvement to be achieved by the inspection
according to the standards of Article 6 do not compensate for the difficulty and risk
of the working activity.
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12.5.4. Example of Regulatory Inspection

This chapter shows three different types of regulatory inspection results. The first and
second examples are taken from the in‐service inspection of the periodic non‐destructive
examination of primary‐system components. The last example deals with the surveillance
test of a pump. All the inspections were performed during refueling outage period as a
“periodic inspection” requirement by the Korean Atomic Act.
12.5.4.1 In‐service inspection of safety class 2,3 piping
Requirement : Qualification should provide for testing the welder or welding
operator under simulated access, and visibility limitations when physical conditions
restrict the welder’s access to a production weld to less than 30 centimeters (12
inches) in any direction from the joint and which would affect electrode
manipulation, or bead progression, or require an indirect means of weld pool
observation (such as a mirror).
Finding : violation of code requirement for the welder qualification was found. It is
required to qualify the welder by simulating the actual physical conditions but the
welder was qualified at 16 cm distance from the access restrict for the actual
distance of 25 cm from the access restrict.
Requested action by regulatory body : The welder should be re‐qualified to show
he is qualified for the welding work at least 25 cm distance.
Action taken by utility : The welder was re‐qualified at the 25 cm distance.

12.5.4.2 In‐service inspection of reactor internals
Requirement : No foreign objects exist inside the reactor internal. If found, the
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impact of the object should be evaluated to show it has no safety impact.
Finding : Metallic foreign object was found on the lower support plate of reactor
internal. The weight 0.35g, diameter 3.5mm, length 19mm, bronze material.
Requested action by regulatory body : Identification of the source of the object and
evaluation of the impact to safety
Action taken by utility : The source of the object was found to be electrical cable
from design change of fueling handling work performed previous refueling outage.
No safety impact to the plant is determined. Maintenance procedure was changed
not to work near reactor cavity and spent fuel area to prevent foreign object from
entering into primary circuit.

12.5.4.3 Surveillance test of a fire pump
Requirement : An annual test of each pump assembly shall be conducted under
minimum, rated, and peak flows of the fire pump.
Finding : The pump was tested at the rated flow only and no test was done at
minimum and maximum flow conditions
Requested action by regulatory body : The pump should be tested at minimum and
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maximum flow in addition to rated flow condition.
Action taken by utility : The pump test procedure will be revised to reflect this
finding and will be tested accordingly.
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15.1. IAEA SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR
NPP OPERATION

15.1.1. The Operating Organization
15.1.1.1. General requirements
This chapter covers the main requirements to be met by the Operating Organizations in
order to ensure safe operation of NPPs (NPPs). The operating organization, as licensee,
shall have responsibility for the safe operation of the NPP. The operating organization
may delegate authority to the plant management for the safe operation of the plant, but it
retains prime responsibility for safety. In such cases the operating organization must
provide the necessary resources and support. Plant management shall ensure that the plant
is operated in a safe manner, and in accordance with all legal and regulatory
requirements. The operating organization shall be aware of the special emphasis that
needs to be placed on safety when operating NPPs. It shall establish and implement
policies that give safety matters the highest priority. A policy on nuclear safety shall be
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developed by the operating organization and implemented by all site personnel. This
policy shall give plant safety the utmost priority, overriding if necessary, the demands of
production and project schedules. It shall require a commitment to excellent performance
in all activities important to the safety of the plant and encourage a questioning attitude.
Although the operating organization may already have an organizational structure for
managing non‐NPPs, this special emphasis and the commitment to achieve nuclear safety
will require more than a simple extension of the existing organizational structure. In
establishing the structure of the organization, consideration shall be given to the
respective four main functions, i.e. policy making, operating, supporting, and reviewing.
A documented organizational structure shall be established by the operating organization
to ensure that all functions and responsibilities required to the operating organization with
respect to achieving safe operation of NPPs are discharged. This structure shall indicate
the staffing arrangements within the categories of direct line operating personnel and
supporting personnel. There shall be clear lines of authority established to deal with
matters bearing on nuclear plant safety. The extent to which the support functions are self
‐sufficient or dependent upon services from outside the plant organization shall be
demonstrated by functional organizational charts, including manpower resource
allocation, together with a specification of the duties and responsibilities of key
personnel.
The operating organization shall be staffed with competent managers and sufficient
qualified personnel having the proper awareness of the technical and administrative
requirements for safety, and the motivation to adopt an attitude of safety consciousness.
Attitudes towards nuclear safety shall be one of the selection criteria when hiring or
promoting managers. Staff performance appraisals shall include a section on attitudes
towards safety.
All activities that may affect safety shall be performed by suitably qualified and
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experienced persons, and in accordance with established procedures, which shall be
submitted by the operating organization to the regulatory body for approval, if so
required. When activities are proposed that are not included in the normal procedures,
special procedures shall be written in accordance with established administrative
procedures. These special procedures shall include the contents and the operational
details of the proposed activity. Such activities and special procedures shall be carefully
reviewed for safety implications. The approval of these special procedures shall follow
the same process as the normal procedures of the plant.
The operating organization shall ensure regular reviews of the operation of the NPP, with
the aim of ensuring that an appropriate safety consciousness and culture prevails, that the
provisions set forth for enhancing safety are observed, that documentation is up to date,
and that no sign of over‐confidence or complacency is appearing. The results shall be
made available to plant management and appropriate corrective actions taken.
15.1.1.2. Interface with the Regulatory Body
The operational safety of a NPP shall be subject to surveillance by a regulatory body
independent of the operating organization. It is essential to the achievement of the
common objective, i.e. safe operation of the NPP, that there is mutual understanding and
respect between the regulatory body and the operating organization that supports a frank
and open, but formal relationship. To enable the regulatory body to carry out its
functions, the operating organization shall give it all necessary assistance and access to
the plant and documentation. When required by the regulatory body, the operating
organization shall undertake special analysis, tests and inspections. The operating
organization shall submit or make available documents and other information in
accordance with the requirements of the regulatory body. The operating organization shall
develop and implement a procedure for reporting abnormal events to the regulatory body
in accordance with established criteria.
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If the regulatory body makes a request, which, in the opinion of the operating
organization could have an adverse effect on safety, then, in view of prime responsibility
for safety, this opinion should be presented to the regulatory body as a basis for further
discussions.
15.1.1.3. Operational experience feedback
Operating experience at the plant shall be evaluated in a systematic way. Similarly, the
operating organization shall obtain and evaluate information from operational experience
at other plants that provides lessons for the operation of its own plant. To this end, the
exchange of experience and the contribution to national and international organizations is
of great importance.
Abnormal events with important safety implications shall be investigated to establish
their direct and root causes. The investigation shall result in clear recommendations to
plant management who shall take appropriate corrective action. Information shall be fed
back to the plant personnel. All plant personnel shall be required to report all events and
encouraged to report near misses relevant to the safety of the plant.
Plant management shall maintain liaison as appropriate with the organizations involved in
the design (manufacturer, research organization, designer), with the aims of feeding back
operating experience and of obtaining, if needed, valuable advice in case of equipment
failures or abnormal events.
Data from operating experience shall be collected and retained for use as input to plant
ageing management, residual life evaluation, probabilistic safety assessment and periodic
safety review.
15.1.1.4. Fire safety
The operating organization shall have fire safety arrangements, based on a periodically
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updated fire safety analysis. Such arrangements shall include the application of the
principle of defense in depth, the impact of plant modifications on fire fighting, the
control of combustibles and ignition sources, the inspection, maintenance and testing of
fire protection measures, the establishment of manual fire fighting capability, and the
training of plant personnel.
15.1.1.5. Emergency preparedness
The operating organization shall establish the necessary organizational structure and
assign responsibilities for managing emergencies. The emergency plan shall be prepared
to cover all activities within its responsibilities, to be carried out in the event of an
emergency. This plan shall be coordinated with those of all other bodies, including public
authorities, having responsibilities in an emergency situation, and shall be submitted to
the regulatory body. The emergency plan also shall include arrangements for emergency
situations involving a combination of non‐nuclear and nuclear hazards, such as fires in
the presence of significant radiation and contamination levels, or the presence of toxic or
asphyxiating gases in conjunction with radiation and contamination, taking account the
specific site conditions.
Site personnel shall be trained in the performance of their duties in an emergency. There
shall be exercises of the emergency plans, some of which shall be witnessed by the
regulatory body at suitable intervals. On some occasions, these exercises shall include the
participation of as many of the organizations concerned as possible. The plans shall be
subject to review and
updating in the light of experience gained
Instruments, tools, equipment, documentation, and communication systems to be used in
emergency situations shall be kept available and maintained in good operating condition,
in such a manner that they are unlikely to be affected or to be made unavailable by the
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postulated accidents.

15.1.2. Qualification and training
The operating organization bears prime responsibility for the qualification of the NPP
personnel. In connection to that, it shall define the qualifications and experience criteria
to be met by personnel performing duties affecting safety. Suitably qualified personnel
shall be selected and given the necessary training and instruction to enable them to
perform their duties correctly in relation to the operational states of the plant, and in the
case of accidents, in accordance with appropriate operating or emergency procedures.
Persons performing certain functions important to safety shall be required to hold a
formal authorization; this may be issued or acknowledged by the regulatory body in
accordance with national requirements.
The plant manager is directly responsible for the qualification of plant staff and shall
support the training organization with the necessary resources and facilities. Line
managers and supervisors shall be responsible for the competence of their personnel.
They shall be involved in defining the training needs, and ensuring that the training
provided reflects operating experiences. Managers and supervisors shall ensure that
production requirements do not conflict with the conduct of the training program.
Performance based programs for initial and continuing training shall be developed and
implemented for each major group of personnel. The content of each program should be
based on a systematic approach. Training programs shall encourage positive attitudes to
nuclear safety. A program shall be implemented to ensure that operational experience
feedback of events at the plant concerned, as well as of applicable events at other plants
are appropriately factored into the training program. The program shall ensure that
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training is conducted on the root cause(s) of the events, and on the identification and
implementation of corrective actions to prevent recurrence. A program shall be
implemented to assess and improve the training programs.
Plant staff shall receive instructions in management of accidents beyond the design basis.
The training of operating personnel shall ensure their familiarity with the symptoms of
accidents beyond the design basis and the procedures for accident management.

15.1.3. Commissioning
The comprehensive commissioning program shall be established to provide evidence that
the NPP as constructed meets the design intent and complies with the safety
requirements. The operating organization shall ensure that the commissioning program
includes all the tests necessary to demonstrate that the plant as installed meets the
requirements of the safety analysis report and satisfies the design intent, and consequently
can be operable in accordance with the Limiting Conditions for Operations (LCOs).
Authorities and responsibilities for the commissioning process shall be clearly defined
and delegated to the individuals performing the work. The interfaces between those
groups involved in commissioning (e.g. design, construction, contractors, commissioning
and operations groups) shall be clearly defined and properly controlled.
To confirm the applicability and quality of the operating procedures, they shall be verified
to ensure their technical accuracy, and validated to ensure their usability with the installed
equipment and controls as far as possible prior to loading fuel into the core. This process
shall continue during the commissioning phase. Operating procedures shall be validated
to the extent practicable as part of the commissioning program, with the participation of
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the future operating personnel.
To confirm that the plant is prepared for the initial core loading, prerequisites regarding
systems, equipment, documentation and personnel shall be established well in advance of
the fuel load. These prerequisites shall be clearly described and documented based on the
safety analysis report and the existing regulatory requirements. Initial fuel loading shall
not be authorized unless all pre‐operational tests deemed necessary by the operating
organization and the regulatory body have been performed and the results obtained are
acceptable to both parties
All functions of the operating organization shall be implemented at the appropriate stages
during commissioning. These functions shall include responsibilities of management,
training of personnel, radiation protection program, waste management, management of
records, fire safety, physical protection and emergency plans.

15.1.4. Plant operations
15.1.4.1. Limiting Conditions for Operation
Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCO) shall be developed to ensure that the plant is
operated in accordance with design assumptions and intent. They also shall cover actions
to be taken and limitations to be observed by the operating personnel. The LCO shall
form an important part of the basis on which the operating organization is authorized to
operate the plant. The LCO shall be based on an analysis of the individual plant and its
environment in accordance with the provisions made in the design. The necessity for each
of the Limiting Conditions for Operation shall be substantiated by a written indication of
the reason for its adoption. They shall be reviewed during the operating life of the plant in
the light of experience, technological and safety developments and changes in the plant,
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and modified if required.
The operating organization shall ensure that a suitable surveillance program, including
evaluation and retention of results necessary to ensure compliance with the LCO, is
established and correctly implemented.
The appropriate program shall be established to ensure that deviations from the LCO are
documented and reported in an appropriate manner, and appropriate actions are taken,
including an update of the safety analysis report if required.
15.1.4.2. Operating instructions and procedures
All activities that may affect safety shall be conducted in accordance with established
procedures. A comprehensive administrative procedure shall be established, which
contains the rules of development, elaboration, validation, acceptance, modification and
withdrawal of operating instructions and procedures. Operating procedures shall be
developed which provide comprehensive coverage of normal, abnormal and emergency
conditions, in accordance with the policy of the operating organization and the
requirements of the regulatory body. Close adherence to written operating procedures
shall be an essential element of safety policy at the power plant. The operating procedures
for normal operation shall be developed to ensure that the plant is operated within the
Limiting Conditions for Operation.
Procedures for abnormal conditions and design basis accidents shall be developed, either
event‐based or symptom‐based. Emergency operating procedures or severe accident
management guidance for managing beyond design basis accidents shall be developed.
If there is a need to conduct a non‐routine operation, test or experiment it shall be the
subject of a safety review. The specific limits and conditions shall be determined and a
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special procedure shall be prepared. If, during the non‐routine operation, any of the
specific limits or conditions is violated, corrective action shall be taken immediately and
the event reviewed.
15.1.4.3. Core management and fuel handling
The operating organization shall be responsible and make arrangements for all the
activities associated with core management and on‐site fuel handling to ensure the safe
use of the fuel in the reactor, and safety during its movement and storage on site. For core
management, the operating organization shall prepare and issue specifications and
procedures for the procurement, loading, utilization, unloading and testing of fuel and
core components.
A fuelling program shall be established in accordance with the design intent and
assumptions. Monitoring of core conditions shall be carried out, and the fuelling program
reviewed and modified as necessary. Criteria shall be established and procedures written
for dealing with fuel and control rod failures to minimize fission and activation products
in the primary coolant or in gaseous effluent. Detailed accounts shall be maintained as
required for the storage, irradiation and movement of all fissile material including
unirradiated and irradiated fuel, for at least as long as the regulator stipulates.

15.1.5. Maintenance, testing, surveillance and inspection
The operating organization shall prepare and implement a program of maintenance,
testing, surveillance and inspection of those structures, systems and components
important to safety. All these services shall be of such a standard and frequency as to
ensure that their level of reliability and effectiveness remains in accordance with the
design assumptions and intent throughout the plant’s service life. The frequency of
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preventive and predictive maintenance, testing, surveillance and inspection of individual
structures, systems, and components shall be determined by importance to safety,
inherent reliability, potential for degradation, and operational experience.
A comprehensive work planning and control system shall be implemented to ensure that
maintenance, testing, surveillance and inspection work is properly authorized, and carried
out in accordance with procedures. The work control system shall ensure that plant
equipment is only released from service for maintenance, testing, surveillance and
inspection with the authorization of designated operations staff and in compliance with
the LCOs.
Following any abnormal event, the operating organization shall revalidate the safety
functions and functional integrity of any component or system that may have been
challenged by the event. Necessary corrective actions shall include inspection, testing and
maintenance, as appropriate.
Maintenance, testing, surveillance and inspection data shall be recorded, stored and
analyzed. The analysis should confirm that performance is in accordance with design
assumption and with expectations on equipment reliability.
The plant management shall ensure the effective implementation and control of
maintenance activities during planned and forced outages. The tasks and responsibilities
of different outage organizational units and persons shall be clearly defined.

15.1.6. Modifications
Plant modifications include modifications of structures, systems, and components,
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modifications of limits and conditions, modifications of instructions and procedures and
organizational changes. All modifications should be categorized according to their safety
significance. The operating organization shall establish a procedure to ensure proper
design, review, control and implementation of all permanent and temporary
modifications. This procedure shall ensure that the requirements of the plant safety
analysis report and applicable codes and standards are met. Installation and testing of
plant modifications shall be performed in accordance with the plant's work control system
and appropriate testing procedures.
Temporary modifications shall be clearly identified at the point of application and any
relevant control position. Operating Personnel shall be clearly informed of these
temporary modifications and of their consequences on the operation of the plant, under
all operating conditions.
Prior to putting the modified plant into operation, all relevant documents necessary for
the operation of the modified plant (in particular the documents for shift operators) shall
be updated and personnel trained as appropriate.
The plant management shall establish a procedure, for updating documents as soon as
possible after modification, installation and testing. Responsibility for revision of all
documents, such as, drawings, procedures, safety analysis report, Operating Limits and
Conditions, system description, training material including simulator, vendor equipment
manuals, and spare part lists shall be clearly assigned.

15.1.7. Radiation protection and waste management
The operating organization shall establish and implement a program to ensure that, in all
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operational states, radiation exposure within the NPP, or due to any planned release of
radioactive material from the NPP, is kept below prescribed limits and in accordance with
ALARA principle. The radiation protection function in the operating organization shall
have enough independence and resources to enforce and advise on radiation protection
regulations, standards, procedures, and safe working practices.
All site personnel shall have individual responsibility for putting the exposure control
measures specified in the radiation protection program into practice. Consequently,
particular emphasis shall be given to training all site personnel so that they are fully
aware of both the radiological hazards and of the protective measures made available. All
site personnel who may be occupationally exposed to radiation shall have their exposure
measured, assessed and recorded.
The radiation protection program shall provide for the medical surveillance of members
of site personnel who may be occupationally exposed to radiation to ascertain their
physical fitness, and to give advice in cases of accidental overexposure.
The generation of radioactive waste, in terms of both activity and volume, shall be kept to
the minimum practicable by appropriate operating practices. The operating organization
shall establish and implement a program to manage radioactive waste safely. This
program shall include collection, segregation, treatment, conditioning, on‐site transport,
and storage and dispatch of radioactive wastes.
The operating organization shall establish and implement procedures for monitoring and
controlling discharges of radioactive effluents and perform a safety analysis for
radioactive discharges which demonstrates that the assessed radiological impact and the
exposure to the general public are kept as low as reasonably achievable.
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15.1.8. Reports and records
The operating organization shall make arrangements for control of records and reports
important to safety in accordance with the established quality assurance system. The
document management system shall ensure that personnel use only the latest version of
each document. Off‐site storage of essential documents, such as the emergency plan, for
use in the event of an emergency situation, should be considered.

15.1.9. Periodic safety review
A comprehensive periodic safety review (PSR) of the plant shall be performed by the
operating organization throughout its operational lifetime, with account taken of operating
experience and significant new safety information from all relevant sources. The PSR shall
determine to what extent the existing safety report remains valid. It shall take into account
the actual status of the plant, operating experience, predicted end‐of‐life state, current
analytical methods, current safety standards, and current knowledge. In order to complement
the deterministic assessment, consideration shall be given to the use of probabilistic safety
assessment (PSA) for input to the PSR to provide insight into the relative contributions to
safety of different aspects of the plant. Based on the results of the systematic safety
reassessment, the operating organization shall implement any necessary corrective actions
and any reasonably practical modifications to move towards current standards.

15.1.10. Decommissioning
The operating organization shall have in place arrangements for decommissioning the
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plant well in advance of the final shutdown. It is important to keep in mind the needs of
decommissioning during the operational life of the plant. Experience from handling
contaminated or irradiated structures, systems and components during maintenance or
modification of the plant shall be recorded in order to facilitate the planning of
decommissioning. The safety analysis report shall be revised, or an equivalent report
shall be prepared, to provide the safety justification during the various stages of
decommissioning. The safety analysis report shall be scrutinized to derive Limiting
Conditions for Operation (LCO), surveillance and inspections during decommissioning.
As a given decommissioning stage is entered, the relevant LCO requirements shall be
implemented.

15.2. OPERATIONAL SAFETY

15.2.1. Basic principles
The operating organization, as licensee, has responsibility for the safe operation of the
NPP. Plant management ensures that the plant is operated in a safe manner, and in
accordance with all legal and regulatory requirements.
The operating organization is aware of the special emphasis that needs to be placed on
safety when operating NPPs. It establishes and implements policies that give safety
matters the highest priority.
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In establishing the structure of the operating organization, consideration is given to the
following management functions:
Policy making functions involve setting management objectives, defining nuclear
safety and quality policy, deciding on the allocation of finances, providing material
and human resources, approving the contents of management programs, setting
policies on fitness for duty, and providing a program to make the necessary
changes to any of these items on the basis of information on the overall
performance in achieving the objectives.
Operating functions involve executive decision‐making and actions for operation of
a NPP, both during operational states and during accidents.
Supporting functions involve providing technical and administrative services and
facilities required to perform the operating functions from both on‐site and off‐site
organizations.
Reviewing functions involve critical monitoring of the performance of the
operating and supporting functions and design review. The purpose of monitoring
is to check compliance with the stipulated objectives for safe operation of the plant,
to reveal deviations, deficiencies and equipment failures, and to provide
information for timely corrective action and improvement.

A documented organizational structure is established which ensures that the following
responsibilities are discharged with respect to achieving safe operation of NPPs:
Allocating responsibilities and delegating authority within the operating
organization;
Establishing and verifying satisfactory implementation of management programs;
Providing adequate training of personnel;
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Establishing liaison with the regulatory body and public authorities and for the
purposes of considering, understanding and obtaining compliance with safety
requirements;
Establishing liaison with design, construction, manufacturing, NPP operation and
other organizations (national and international) as necessary to ensure proper
transfer of information and experience;
Providing adequate resources, services and facilities;
Providing adequate public consultation and liaison.

A document describing the organizational structure and covering the management
arrangements for all of the above‐mentioned activities is available. In addition, proposed
changes to the structure and associated arrangements significant to safety are reviewed by
the operating organization in a structured way.
The documented plant organizational structure indicates the staffing arrangements within
the categories of direct line operating personnel and supporting personnel. There are clear
lines of authority established to deal with matters bearing on nuclear plant safety. The
extent to which the support functions are self‐sufficient or dependent upon services from
outside the plant organization are demonstrated by functional organizational charts,
including manpower resource allocation together with a specification of the duties and
responsibilities of key personnel.
Functional responsibilities, levels of delegated authority and lines of internal and external
communication for safe operation of the NPPs in all operational states, for mitigating the
consequences of accident conditions and for ensuring correct response to emergency
situations are clearly defined in writing.
The operating organization is staffed with competent managers and sufficient and
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qualified personnel having the proper awareness of the technical and administrative
requirements for safety and the motivation to adopt an attitude of safety consciousness.
Attitudes towards nuclear safety are one of the selection criteria when hiring or
promoting managers. Staff performance appraisals include a section on attitudes towards
safety.
A policy on nuclear safety is developed by the operating organization and implemented
by all site personnel. This policy gives plant safety the utmost priority, overriding if
necessary, the demands of production and project schedules. It requires a commitment to
excellent performance in all activities important to the safety of the plant and encourages
a questioning attitude.
All activities that may affect safety are performed by suitably qualified and experienced
persons. Certain activities with a bearing on safety, may be performed by qualified
persons outside the plant structure (e.g. contractors). These activities are clearly defined
in documents. The actual implementation of these activities on site or off site is subject to
the approval of the plant management. Contractors' staff is properly controlled and
supervised by the plant staff.
All activities that may affect safety and can be planned in advance are conducted in
accordance with established procedures.
The operating organization ensures regular reviews of the operation of the NPP, with the
aim of ensuring that safety consciousness prevails, that the provisions set forth for
enhancing safety are observed, that documentation is up to date and that no sign of over‐
confidence or complacency is appearing. Where practicable, suitable objective
performance measures are used. The results are made available to plant management and
appropriate corrective actions taken.
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15.2.2. Organization and functions of direct operating group
Operating group controls the plant operation and has a direct impact on the behavior of
the reactor and its associated systems. While the structure of the group varies according
to the policy of the operating organization, the whole group is usually managed by a
person, Head of Operations, and each shift is managed by a person here referred to as a
Shift Supervisor. During other than office hours, the plant, and often the whole site, is
under the control of the Shift Supervisor, who is thus part of the line management.
Typical operations line management in many plants consists of the Plant Manager, the
Deputy Plant Manager, the Head of Operations Group, the Shift Supervisor, in
descending order. The direct operating group is supported by staff that is under the
control of the Head of Operations.
The organization and functions of the direct operating group ensure that the NPP is
operated safely and effectively under normal conditions, as well as during anticipated
operational occurrences, and under emergency conditions. Normal conditions include
those for: starting up, power operation, shutting down, shutdown, maintenance, testing
and refueling. The responsibilities and authorities of the direct operating group are clearly
defined.
Typical documents describing the organizational matters are the following:
Organizational chart including functional responsibilities;
Job descriptions for all direct operating functions;
Procedures governing the co‐ordination of the operating group and with other
groups;
Operating group procedures and administrative controls, some of them may be
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included in the Operating Limits and Conditions;
Organizational Manual containing e.g. organizational structure, objectives and
responsibilities during normal and accident conditions.

The overall responsibility for establishing and implementing the operations program and
managing the direct operating group is usually assigned to the Head of Operations. The
organization and administration covers typically the following:
The organizational structure of the direct operating group including all shift and
day personnel;
The responsibilities and authorities of all technical and supervisory personnel, in
particular the shift supervisor;
The responsibilities and authorities of shift personnel during and outside day staff
hours, including abnormal conditions and initial control of emergencies;
The selection, training and qualification of operations staff;
Planning and scheduling of all operations activities important to safety;
Procedures adequate to achieve the requisite standards of plant operation;
Administrative controls and effective planning to keep exposure of operations
personnel as low as reasonably achievable;
Involvement of shift personnel to the extent necessary in the authorization and
performance of:
− Surveillance testing.
− Maintenance.
− In‐service inspections.
− Changes to operating instructions.
− Changes to Limiting Conditions for Operation.
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− Temporary and permanent plant modifications.
Development and compilation of operational records as well as information to be
included in the logbooks;
Production of operational reports for management, other groups and authorities as
required;
Conduct of routine meetings during operation and during outages within the
operational department, and with maintenance and supporting groups and
associated management;
Provisions for prompt support of shift supervisors after day staff working hours in
case of problems in the fields of maintenance, radiation protection, water
chemistry, etc.;
Provision to ensure an adequate organization to supervise the refueling activities;
Supervision of shift activities by the Shift Supervisor and Operations Supervisor.

The plant management establishes goals and objectives for the direct operating group.
Management also establishes policies and programs to implement station requirements.
Staffing levels of shift crews ensure sufficient numbers of authorized operators and other
staff for the reliable accomplishment of assigned tasks. Staffing levels should also
provide adequate redundancy and diversity of the skills needed in emergency situations.
Each position in the organization must be staffed with suitably qualified and authorized
individuals. The process of selection, training and job rotation should be well
programmed to develop and maintain capabilities, and to provide the necessary staff
motivation.
There are shift scheduling practices and requirements for providing adequate rest before
going on duty as well as policies and practices for ensuring operations personnel fitness
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for work. Specifically, there is a clear policy against drug and alcohol abuse. There is also
a clear policy placing limits on overtime.
General administrative tasks of the shift crew are minimized to ensure that the shift crew
maintains total control of plant and equipment status. Procedures have been established
for the co‐ordination of the activities of the direct operating group with those of other
groups of on‐site and off‐site organizations as appropriate. There is a program for long‐
term surveillance of the plant with respect to the performance and trends of the main
operating parameters. The results are reported routinely to the operations group.
Plant and operations managers and shift supervisors spend some of their time “walking
the plant” and observing operations activities. Plant and operations managers observe
operators' activities constantly and they promote consciousness of safety as a primary
objective in all day‐to‐day activities among their subordinates. They take an interest in
any problems being encountered by operators and become actively involved in the
resolution of these problems. Regular appraisals of the performance of operating staff are
used to enhance individual performance and to prevent complacency.
In the case of an emergency, support for the Shift Supervisor is available in a timely
manner. Responsibilities and lines of authority are clearly understood.

15.2.3. Operations facilities and operator aids
The facilities and equipment used by the operating staff is well maintained and adequate
to support safe and reliable operation under all operating conditions.
Communications equipment is reliable and provides necessary plant coverage. A 'public
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address' system is provided, as this is needed under emergency situations. There are
sufficient alarm indicators, and they are easy to differentiate from announcements that
provide status information. Availability of systems and equipment are clearly displayed to
the operator to indicate isolations, positions of motor and manually operated valves,
protection system trains, electric supply to different systems, etc. Defective systems and
equipment also are clearly indicated and properly labeled.
Plant equipment is easily accessible for field operations and monitoring. All plant areas,
systems and associated components are clearly and properly identified. Particular
attention is paid to identification of unit system valves and electrical supplies to avoid
erroneous operations or work on the wrong equipment. Lighting in the control room is
adequate and instrumentation is unobstructed, clearly readable and understandable to the
operator.
The operators should be knowledgeable of the plant status and limitations. Process
computers are used by the staff to evaluate data for short‐ and long‐term overview of plant
performance. There are plant labeling and housekeeping instructions.
Equipment needed for operational activities is readily available to the staff:
Portable and permanently installed communications equipment is available and
operable at control stations;
Survey instruments is available;
Control panels and frequently used equipment are both physically and
environmentally accessible to the operators.

Facilities assuring habitability of control rooms such as emergency ventilation and
tightness of the control rooms, as well as monitoring of radioactivity, etc., are provided. A
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secondary control facility is available for the safe shutdown of the plant if the main
control facility were to become uninhabitable.
Plant good housekeeping is evident. The following items show clearly the plant
cleanliness: painting, condition of components, sumps and thermal insulation, the
presence and control of leakage, obstructions, floor surfaces, labeling of components and
the posting of signs and directions in rooms, route posting, lighting, and posting and
status of doors. Important issues are also radiation protection, safety, emergency, first aid,
and fire protection facilities.

15.2.4. Operating rules and procedures
Operating personnel operate the plant with safe working practices so as to generate the
required electrical output while keeping the plant's operation within the Limiting
Conditions for Operation, and in accordance with the policy of the operating organization
and the requirements of the regulatory body.
Comprehensive operating procedures are provided for the operators. The guidance
provided in the procedures is clear, concise, verified for its accuracy and validity, and
adequate to enable trained operators to perform their activities. The procedures are
supported by reference material such as system descriptions, flow sheets, wiring
diagrams, and logic diagrams. The procedures and reference material are clearly
identified and readily accessible in the control room.
Typical documents to be used during the operation are the following:
Limiting Conditions for Operation;
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Operating procedures and instructions;
Operations group procedures and administrative instructions;
Surveillance test schedules and procedures.

In plant Technical Specification, the LCO, Safety Limits (SL), Limiting Safety System
Settings (LSSS) are specified for safe operation and surveillance requirements. Controls
and procedures ensure that LCO are complied with, that deviations are documented and
reported in an appropriate timely manner, and that appropriate actions are taken. The
responsibilities of the shift supervisor and operators with regard to LCO are clear.
Operating procedures, in particular the operating procedures for the plant operations,
system operations, surveillance tests, administrative controls, etc., as well as supporting
reference material, such as systems descriptions, flow sheets, wiring diagrams, and logic
diagrams are easily available and constantly used. Methods for documenting unusual
observations are established. Check sheets or an equivalent means are used to monitor
and record plant parameters.
Besides procedures for normal operation, emergency operating procedures are available
for abnormal conditions and accidents included in the plant design base. In addition,
procedures for coping with beyond design basis accidents (BDBA) to complement
existing emergency operating procedure (EOP, symptom based procedures) are in place.
All activities that may affect safety and can be planned in advance are conducted in
accordance with established procedures. When activities are proposed that are not
included in the normal procedures, special procedures are written in accordance with
established administrative procedures. Such activities and special procedures are carefully
reviewed for safety implications. The approval of these special procedures follows the
same process as the normal procedures of the plant.
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Operations documents are kept up to update, and technical details contained in the
procedures and reference material are consistent. A systematic approach with assigned
responsibilities is provided to keep procedures and reference material up to date in a
timely manner. The system allows for temporary procedure modifications, and provides
for satisfactory distribution to ensure that new procedures reach all staff concerned, and
previous outdated versions are replaced. There are adequate mechanisms in place for
operating staff to report and document mistakes in operating procedures. Regular reviews
are conducted to ensure that the documentation available in the main control room and in
the field is up to date, and that any temporary information displayed for the operations
staff is current and properly authorized.

15.2.5. Conduct of operation
Operations personnel are controlling over the plant systems and components in all modes
of operation. The shift supervisor is informed of plant activities affecting the status of
systems and components, and all activities such as carrying out surveillance tests and
maintenance works are routed via him or his delegate for final approval. Similarly, it is
important to keep the operators informed of plant status.
A formal communication system exists for the transmission of orders and for the transfer
of information related to the reliable and safe operation of the plant. As part of this
system, plant modifications and major tests are properly authorized by management and
controlled by operations personnel in accordance with the established procedures. This
system includes retrievable recording of orders and instructions, with affirmations that
orders and instructions have been received and understood.
It is important that close adherence to written procedures is observed in order to ensure
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correct operation of equipment. Deviation from these procedures should require approval
at a level appropriate to its safety significance. However, in emergency situations the
operators should have authority to take corrective actions according to their judgment.
Typical documents showing operations practices are the following:
LCO controlling necessary actions when part of the safety equipment is out of
service or otherwise unavailable;
Check sheets for the recording of shift operating data;
Procedures and check lists governing shift turnover;
Procedures governing the placement of information and caution tags on plant
equipment;
Alarm lists for normal operation and during start‐up.

The performance of the plant operating staff is observed through examining documents,
interviewing personnel, observing shift turnovers, observing work in the control room,
touring the plant and observing actual operating practices on shifts. Operators are
attentive and responsive to plant parameters and conditions and they are supervised to a
reasonable extent. Their essential activities are as follows:
Reasons for announcement alarms;
Tagged equipment and work in progress;
Tour of the plant or control boards;
Unusual events that have occurred during previous shifts;
Special instructions and temporary procedures in force;
Staffing for oncoming shift.
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The shift staffs investigate apparent abnormalities and malfunctions and report
unexplained events to their supervisors. Persons working in safety related areas strictly
follow requirements, such as those relating to welding, helmets, safety gear, protective
clothing, radiation work permits, etc. Independent verification is applied as appropriate to
activities important to safety.
Status reporting and recording systems function well and operator verification is frequent
and effective. Shift crew checks on the condition of systems and components by
observation, logging, analysis of data and any testing within their responsibility. In
particular:
System and component status changes are appropriately documented and
communicated from local control stations to the main control room in a timely
manner.
Activities affecting the status of systems and components important to safety are
planned, known to the shift supervisor, and authorized by the shift supervisor or the
shift supervisor's delegate.
The operating condition of systems and components is effectively monitored and
reviewed and appropriate actions initiated when needed:
− Checklists or other comparable means are used to ensure that necessary safety
equipment is operable and that the proper

conditions are met for each mode

of operation.
− Log keeping is timely and accurate and adequately reflect plant activities and
status.
− Operator field checks are sufficient to monitor the local status of safety
equipment.
− A surveillance test program is properly executed to ensure that safety equipment
is verified to be operable through testing.
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Off‐normal conditions are easily recognizable to operators:
− The number of alarms that are in an activated condition during normal
operation is minimized.
− The number of alarms arising per hour during start‐up of the plant is minimized
and does not exceed the operator's ability to respond.
− Defective or out of calibration instrumentation is clearly indicated to the
operator and tagged.
Arrangements and procedures for logging data, inking and dating recorders, etc.,
are correctly implemented for effective identification, distribution, and storage of
records.

Shift turnover is carried out in a structured and professional manner. The effectiveness of
shift turnover is enhanced by a written account of shift activities. In order to achieve
common agreement and set objectives, a shift briefing is conducted during turnover. The
turnover from one shift to the next gives particular attention to the transfer of all the
important information about the plant status, work in progress, and events during the
shift. Checklists, log books, recordings and messages are used and the operators perform
a walk down of the control panels.
Regular rounds through the plant are performed by the operators. Also shift supervisors
and authorized staff adopt the practice of regular plant walk‐throughs. All relevant areas
are covered within specified intervals. Areas with higher radiation levels have to be
observed at less frequent intervals or by remote means. The scope of the rounds covers
leakage, excessive vibration, unfamiliar noise, foreign parts, and deficiencies requiring
maintenance, cleaning, or other action. Special arrangements are necessary for areas that
cannot be entered during power operation. A system for documenting problems exists
which includes an evaluation for operability impact.
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Systems exist for keys or other methods for controlling doors to restricted areas, and for
unlocking manually operated valves that must be in certain positions for safety reasons or
for component isolation, as well as for plugs for protection systems. Control room access
is limited and access to the control area is restricted to appropriate personnel.
The LCOs of the Tech. Spec. (TS) are observed and adhered to in the control room and
deficiencies in a safety system are noted and reported in accordance with the LCOs of the
TS requirements. The requirements and procedures for the restart of the plant after a
reactor trip or shutdown exist and evaluation of the causes of the shutdown takes place.
The requirements and procedures for restart of the plant after refueling or maintenance
shutdown are in place, and an evaluation of the readiness of the plant for start‐up is
performed. In particular:
Required tests have been carried out;
Appropriate authorization from the plant management exist;
Compliance with the LCOs of the TS have been checked;
Modified plant has been adequately tested.

There is a mechanism for reporting safety shortcomings and improvements. Staffs
communicate their experience to other individuals. Clear failure reporting and work order
systems exist. Operators have easy access to them through manual or computerized
systems. There are daily meetings to review plant status and failure reports and co‐
ordinate necessary actions.
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15.2.6. Work authorizations
All work conducted at the plant is planned and executed in a manner that is consistent
with the requirements of plant operations, both during power operation and during
shutdown. Effective interface between the operations and maintenance groups (including
contractors) is essential. After finishing the work, operations and maintenance groups
ensure that systems and components affected by the work are tested and returned to a
satisfactory operational state.
Planning of work, outages, modifications and tests is co‐ordinated to assure that the plant
remains in a safe condition at all times and in accordance with the LCO.
Typical documents showing work authorization practices are the following:
Work authorization procedures;
Radiological work permit procedures;
Isolation rules for electrical and mechanical equipment;
The index of surveillance tests carried out by the operating staff;
Procedures governing temporary modifications such as the installation of electrical
jumpers or disconnections;
The index for the administrative procedures governing temporary modifications,
work authorizations, equipment isolations, etc.
The operating staff surveillance procedures.

Work authorization procedures clearly define the responsibilities related to equipment
isolation, post maintenance testing and restoration to service.
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In accordance with operating organization policy, appropriate procedures exist for the
following areas:
Rules for electrical, mechanical and radiological isolations are published and
adhered to;
Appropriate safety documents such as work permits, access permits, and
authorizations for testing are used;
A register is maintained, such that shift personnel are aware of all systems and
components out of service at any time. It is particularly important that the
availability of redundant safety equipment is verified before any safety related
component is isolated;
Complex isolation procedures or checklists are verified by an engineer of the direct
operations group;
Suitable arrangements are made for locking, tagging or otherwise securing isolation
points to ensure safety;
Out of service systems and components are identified by appropriate signs and tags
both in the plant and in the control room;
Tags are periodically reviewed for accuracy and continued applicability;
Arrangements are made for transferring responsibilities for the work permits from
shift to shift;
Conventional hazards such as fluids under high pressure, toxic and asphyxiating
gases, or hazardous chemicals are identified;
Appropriate arrangements are made in safety documents to control the work of
more than one group on a system or component, and to control shift work by
maintenance or other personnel;
Controls are in place for activities that may change either radiological conditions or
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conventional hazards at the point of work;
Provisions are made for isolation, work, testing, and return to service of systems
and components in a manner that maintains radiation exposure to personnel at
levels that are as low as reasonably achievable;
Specifications covering the conditions governing safety document cancellation to
ensure the restoration of systems and components to the correct operable state are
in place;
Responsibilities for testing and restoration to service are specified.

The plant has a clearly defined policy and procedures addressing administrative control
of temporary and permanent modifications. The policy should cover the authorization,
precautions and communications required to initiate, implement and remove
modifications and the turnover process after completion, such as training and briefing for
shift personnel.
Procedures

for

initiating,

performing,

removing

and

documenting

temporary

modifications are adequate and followed:
Personnel who are allowed to initiate, perform or remove temporary modifications
are clearly designated and the requirements for technical reviews, including safety
reviews, are clearly defined.
Any precautions and restraints on operation with a temporary modification are
clearly specified to all personnel, including shift personnel before implementation
of the temporary modification.
The shift supervisor has the right to veto any temporary modification.
Documentation, proper labeling and tagging of temporary modifications are clearly
specified and followed.
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Keys for bypassing safety functions are properly safeguarded and the procedures to
use these keys are strictly followed.
Audits of temporary modifications are made to assess their continued applicability
and to check conformity of recorded temporary modifications with those in the
field.
Efforts are made to minimize the number of temporary modifications.

Permanent modifications proposed by technical support groups, or other groups, are
reviewed by the operating staff prior to implementation. Necessary modifications are
made to the operating procedures and controlled plant documents, including those in the
control room. The operating group is trained before the implementation of any
modification, particularly if operation of safety related systems is affected.
Surveillance tests are carried out by operations, maintenance, or other groups are well
prepared and are co‐ordinated. The test procedures are approved by responsible persons.
The results of tests are reported to the operations staff. Observed malfunctions are
reviewed by the shift supervisor against the requirements in LCO.
There are procedures and instructions for carrying out non‐routine tests. These require a
formal program containing step‐by‐step procedures, in the same manner as required for
routine tests. The procedures contain remarks pointing out any special precautions to be
observed. Possible risks are analyzed and the procedures call attention to them. Actions to
be taken if a problem arises in the course of the test are considered and clearly specified.
The test program is approved by independent experts and, as a minimum, by the Head of
Operations prior to conduct of the test.
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15.2.7. Accident management
Arrangements and procedures to address the necessary actions following an accident at a
plant are in place.
The organization and administration of the direct operating group ensure that the NPP can
be controlled under emergency conditions. The shift supervisor has prompt support from
the technical staff. When the conditions exceed specific limits, an additional organization
structure is established to take over the responsibility for long‐term actions to mitigate
effects on the environment. The shift supervisor is a key person to decide about the plant
emergency classification, alarms and start‐up the emergency organization.
Typical documents showing accident management practices are the following:
Emergency plan/organizational chart of the emergency staff;
Description of responsibilities and tasks of the emergency staff;
Training and retraining program for the staff involved in accident management.

The direct operating group is well organized and trained in controlling the plant under
emergency conditions. The minimum shift group composition is enough to perform the
immediate necessary tasks specified by the emergency operating and/or symptom based
procedures in case of an accident.
The experts who will be needed are on call to support the shift group and to advise the
shift supervisor in the event of an accident. They are available within a reasonable time as
specified in the emergency procedures. There is a special organization established that
can be called both during and after normal working hours. There is a strong direct line
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management assigned tasks, such as:
Making long term decisions on how to manage accident situations;
Providing technical support to the shift supervisor and to the emergency
management team;
Communication with the authorities, the public and supporting companies;
Measurement and analysis of radiation and radiochemical conditions at the plant
and in the environment;
Radiation protection for personnel at the plant;
Fire fighting;
Repairs and other special measures.

The operating group has enough information in the control room to recognize and to
analyze severe accidents. Because of additional stress in such a situation, instrumentation
and controls in the control room has been arranged to optimize man‐machine interactions.
Emergency operating procedures (EOP) are available. In addition, procedures for coping
with BDBA (severe accidents), to complement existing EOP are in place.
Provisions for collecting, recording, and transmitting all information, decisions, and
activities are understood by the operating and emergency staff.
A substantial training program has been implemented for the responsible personnel of the
operating staff, the staff supporting the shift supervisor and the emergency management
team. The training program covers the analysis of relevant accidents and the measures to
prevent and to mitigate accidents using the emergency operating procedures. Training
simulators are widely used for this purpose. Training and frequent drills in the symptom‐
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based procedures also are carried out. The members of the operating staff receive
instruction in analysis of accidents beyond the design basis. The training of plant
operators ensures their familiarity with the symptoms of accidents beyond the design
basis and the procedures for accident management.
There is an adequate program to retrain the above‐mentioned personnel and to update
their knowledge in accord with modifications to the plant and new information in the
field of accident management as it becomes available.
A training program exists for accident support groups as well. Emergency preparedness
drills that exercise all components of the emergency organization are conducted
according to a reasonable schedule (once per year). The emergency staff and the
supporting groups are trained in performing appropriate, pre‐planned actions. All the
training is repeated at sufficient intervals and reinforced through drills involving the full
exercise of all emergency team members under conditions that are as realistic as possible,
and always include activation of essential alarms. They simulate accidents of all levels,
including the most severe.

15.2.8. Fire protection program
The fire protection program takes account of the appropriate codes and standards and
incorporates procedures for system operation, procedures for surveillance testing and
maintenance. A fire fighting plan that takes into consideration numbers of personnel, area
fire loading, types of fire suppressions systems and methods to mitigate the effects of a
fire is available.
The fire protection system is an initial design consideration with diverse means to protect
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against fires and fire related explosions. Design consideration has been given to
protection of safety related systems based on hazards analysis.
Diverse monitoring and protection systems exist with both automatic and manual
initiation capabilities and fail safe supervision and alarms. Fire suppression systems for
example water; CO2 or Halon should be matched through engineering evaluation
dependent on needs.
The fire protection program takes into account the necessary training of fire brigade
members, fire brigade backup support, required realistic drills and a defined chain of
command for on the scene emergency conditions.
Procedures exist within the station to provide control of combustible materials, the
temporary disabling of fire barriers or fire suppression and detection systems. General
training relative to fire hazards, flooding, secondary effects of fires and fire zone
protection is provided to station personnel.
Typical documents showing fire protection practices are the following:
Organization chart with functional areas related to fire protection;
The fire protection program if available;
Fire protection program;
Implementing procedures;
Surveillance procedures;
Fire hazards analysis;
Training and fire drill records.
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The fire protection design is adequately translated in construction, and as prescribed in
the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). Equipment was procured with adequate quality
specifications to ensure reliability during plant life. Adequate system capacity is available
for design modifications. Also, that capacity is verified during the design change process
along with the country codes and standards.
The fire‐protection training‐program meets the need of the station. Important topics are:
Training personnel qualifications (on‐site/off‐site);
Special equipment training;
Facilities for realistic training;
Training department feedback from operations and other users;
Trainee records;
Review of lesson plans for adequacy;
On‐site/off‐site common drills.

Systems are tested such that adequacy is verified using the normal suppression mediums,
for example, carbon dioxide, and that suppression spray patterns, chemical concentration,
and automatic equipment activation are maintained. Portable fire fighting equipment is
maintained in workable condition.
There are measures in place for the maintenance of fire barriers such as fire stops, fire
doors, and cable penetration. Controls are written to ensure that barriers are returned to
normal service after maintenance or modifications.
An on‐shift fire brigade is available at all times, personnel have the necessary
qualifications, and guidance is in place for corrective action relative to any short fall of
personnel or equipment. Fire control strategies are available to the fire brigade,
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indicating: fire loading, entrance methods, equipment power supplies, personnel
evacuation routes and smoke and water evacuation plans.
Where site fire fighting capability is supplemented by assistance from local civil fire
fighting organizations, the outside organization is properly trained and equipped to
provide meaningful support.

15.2.9. Commissioning
Specific approval by the regulatory body is required before the start of normal operation.
Such approval will be on the basis of an appropriate safety analysis report and a
commissioning program. The commissioning program provides evidence that the
installation as constructed meets the design intent and complies with the safety
requirements. Operating procedures are validated, to the extent practicable, as part of the
commissioning program, with the participation of the future operating personnel.
The commissioning program meets the objectives of the operating organization and is
approved by the regulatory body. It is divided into review stages, and progression from
one stage to the next does not continue until an evaluation of the results available from
the commissioning tests and an audit have been carried out to ascertain that all objectives
and regulatory requirements have been met.
Authorities and responsibilities for the commissioning process are clearly defined and
delegated to the individuals performing the work. The interfaces between those groups
involved in commissioning (e.g. design, construction, contractors, commissioning and
operations groups) are clearly defined and properly controlled. A sufficient number of
qualified operations personnel, at all levels and in all areas, are directly involved in the
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commissioning process.
To confirm the applicability and quality of the operating procedures, they are verified to
ensure their technical accuracy, and are validated to ensure their usability with the
installed equipment and controls as far as possible prior to loading fuel into the core. This
process continues during the commissioning phase. This preliminary verification and
validation process also applies to maintenance, surveillance and chemistry procedures, as
appropriate.
The operating organization ensures that the commissioning program includes all the tests
necessary to demonstrate that the plant as installed meets the requirements of the FSAR,
satisfies the design intent, and consequently can be operable in accordance with the
LCOs. The tests are carried out in a logical order. Tests that may place the plant in a
condition that has not been analyzed shall not be performed. The program ensures that
system and component “base line” data, important to safety of the plant and for
subsequent safety reviews, is collected and retained.
From the start of commissioning, adequate work control and modification procedures are
implemented to ensure that the commissioning tests are not invalidated by subsequent
intervention on the plant. These procedures are the same as those intended for the
operating phase.
From construction to commissioning, and finally to operation, the plant is adequately
monitored and maintained in order to protect the equipment, support the testing phase and
continue to satisfy the SAR. Records of operations and maintenance are produced from
the initial energizing and operation of each plant system, and are retained by the
operating organization in proper archive facilities for periods as agreed with the
regulatory body.
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To confirm that the plant is prepared for the initial core loading, prerequisites regarding
systems, equipment, documentation and personnel are established well in advance of the
initiation of the fuel load. These prerequisites are clearly described and documented,
based on the safety analysis report and the existing regulatory requirements. Initial fuel
loading is not authorized unless all pre‐operational tests deemed necessary by the
operating organization and the regulatory body have been performed, and the results
obtained are acceptable to both parties. Reactor criticality and initial power rising are not
authorized unless all tests deemed necessary by the operating organization and the
regulatory body have been performed, and the results obtained are acceptable to both
parties.
All the functions of the operating organization are implemented at the appropriate stages
during commissioning. These functions include responsibilities of management, training
of personnel, radiation protection program, waste‐management, management of records,
fire safety, physical security, and emergency plans.
15.2.10. Operating history
The long term operations data or history are available and has been analyzed to check if
the operating status is satisfactory, and what areas should be strengthened to improve
reliability of systems and effectiveness of operation. The analysis addresses plant events,
identifies the root cause, and the necessary corrective actions. The operating history and
analyzed results are used as a parameter indicating the effectiveness of programs
undertaken in the last year.
Typical documents showing the operating history is:
Data on the electrical power produced in the last year;
List of the events including short comments to the events;
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Event reports and root cause analyzes.

After a reactor scram or other major transient, a thorough review of its causes and
consequences are carried out prior to restart, or resumption of full power operation.
Restart criteria and decision authority are established and followed. Violation of operating
limits and conditions are reported.
The causes of events shown on the load diagrams and in the event reports are clearly
identified. Events caused by technical deficiencies have been reported to the responsible
staff and investigated. Effective corrective actions are implemented based on the
investigations. The events caused by human errors are also analyzed and corrected.
Corrective actions are initiated by responsible personnel. The operating group takes the
appropriate actions.
Information on operating events, both local and from other plants is fed back to the direct
operating group and to training. Training on events and plant performance is organized.
The time between an event and incorporation into the training program is reasonably
short.
15.2.11. Operating experience feedback (OEF) system
A program for screening, evaluation and feedback of in‐house events has been
established. The program covers in depth investigation of events, identification and
implementation of corrective actions to prevent their recurrence, as well as dissemination
of information to plant personnel and to other NPPs.
There is a program by which safety performance in the plant is monitored, trended,
analyzed and reviewed. Plant performance indicators, such as, plant availability, number
of unplanned shutdowns, and radiation exposure provide a measure of safety in the plant.
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These are complemented by safety indicators, such as, the number and severity of
significant events, the number of outstanding work orders, and the duration of
unavailability of safety systems, etc.
Corporate and plant management receive regular reviews of the safety performance of the
plant. Safety performance is one of the major indicators of the effectiveness of the Safety
Culture. Safety performance reviews may also include comparisons with the performance
of other NPPs. Performance indicators and their significance are also disseminated to
plant personnel.
A program for analyzing external events as well as lessons learned from other NPPs is
established in order to improve plant safety and reliability. Information applicable to the
plant is evaluated and actions are carried out, including dissemination of information to
plant personnel.
The plant organization has sufficient resources and dedicated manpower for evaluation
and feedback of operating experience in a timely manner. Responsibilities are clearly
defined and understood. Managers and supervisors are sufficiently involved to ensure
completion of given tasks. There is general plant awareness of the program, and
personnel are familiar with their OEF responsibilities.
Typical documents presenting operational experience feedback practices include:
Description of the OEF program for the plant;
Administrative procedures for dealing with screening, evaluation, distribution and
feedback of operational experience;
Qualifications of involved personnel, including experience and training;
Material regarding evaluation of in‐house events;
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Material regarding evaluation of external events;
Material regarding dissemination of OEF information to plant personnel;
Summary reports on operational experience, including significant events.

The OEF program should be effective. Effectiveness appears through root cause
investigations, processing of an external OEF experience, OEF information meetings, and
through training sessions involving OEF information. Important issues are number of
significant events, repeated events, events that appear similar to known external
experiences, and events that are shared with the external nuclear community.
Procedures are provided for the OEF program, including: a description of the OEF
program, clearly defined responsibilities, precise guidance on how to process OEF
information, and some means of status reporting. This activity is preferably co‐ordinated
by one individual, and specific guidance on it is given in written procedures.
The OEF procedures have a systematic method for documenting various in‐house events
and the type of events being documented include both significant and non‐consequential
events. The shift operating logs for events are considered for investigation. The screening
process of in‐house events includes precursor events. The root‐cause investigation process
is carried out by trained staff members experienced with various root‐cause techniques.
The safety performance of the plant is monitored through a process including specific
safety performance indicators, such as, the number and severity of significant events, the
number of outstanding work orders, and the duration of unavailability of safety systems.
They are monitored, trended and analyzed by a group within the Technical Support Section
of the plant. Safety performance indicators are routinely reported to and reviewed by the
plant safety review group or Nuclear Safety Committee. The plant manager, department
managers and corporate management are routinely updated on the safety performance
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indicators. Plant staff is aware of the safety performance indicators and their significance.
The events are discussed in the safety committee meetings on a regular basis. Minutes of
safety committees (or equivalent bodies) contain typically actions on significant events.
Corrective actions suggested by the committee are followed up to ensure that such actions
are effectively implemented. Corrective actions undertaken are applied to other units or
similar components in the plant. There is a tracking system to track the implementation of
corrective actions suggested by the safety committee. The lessons learned from event
evaluation are incorporated into the training and qualification program of the plant. Plant
events are shared with the external nuclear community on a voluntary basis. Operational
history shows some obvious events that should be shared.
External experiences are made known to the plant. Screening may be done outside the
plant, for example, by a corporate office organization, a national utility group
organization, or at the plant. Screening criteria is important to ensure that all applicable
information is forwarded to the plant. All applicable external experiences receive an
evaluation to extract lessons learned from the experience and to ensure that appropriate
actions are taken. All appropriate personnel are trained.
Formal effectiveness review of the OEF program may be carried out to identify
weaknesses and correct them. Prevention of recurrence of operational events is an
important issue to be considered in such a review.
15.2.12. Training of operating personnel
The operating organization defines the qualifications and experience required for
personnel performing duties that may affect safety. Suitably qualified personnel is selected
and given the necessary training and instruction to enable them to perform their duties
correctly in relation to the operational states of the plant, and in accident conditions, in
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accordance with appropriate operating procedures. Persons performing certain functions
important to safety are required to hold a formal authorization; this may be issued or
acknowledged by the regulatory body in accordance with national requirements.
All members of the operating organization whose duties can have a bearing on safety are
medically examined on appointment, and as subsequently required to ensure that their
fitness is appropriate to the duties and responsibilities assigned to them.
A suitable program is established and maintained for the training of personnel before their
assignment to duties that may affect safety. Training emphasizes the paramount
importance of safety in all aspects of plant operation. Advantage is taken of the
commissioning activities to provide additional training and first hand experience for the
plant personnel.
The plant manager is responsible for the qualification of plant staff and shall support the
training organization with the necessary resources and facilities. Line managers and
supervisors are responsible for the competence of their personnel. They are involved in
defining the training needs, and ensuring that the training provided reflects operating
experiences. Managers and supervisors ensure that production requirements do not
conflict with the conduct of the training program.
The operating organization ensures that all personnel who may be required to perform
duties affecting safety have a sufficient understanding of the plant and its safety
features and sufficient other competencies, such as management and supervisory skills,
to perform the relevant duties safely. The operating organization ensures that the
qualifications and training of external personnel are adequate for the safety duties to be
performed.
Performance based programs for initial and continuing training are developed and
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implemented for each major group of personnel. The content of each program is based on a
systematic approach. Training programs encourage positive attitudes to nuclear safety.
Training instructors are technically competent in their assigned areas of responsibility and
have the necessary instructional skills. Adequate facilities are available for classroom
training and individual studies. Appropriate educational training materials are provided to
facilitate the trainees' understanding of the plant and its systems. Representative simulator
facilities are used for the training of operating personnel. Simulator training incorporates
normal, abnormal and accident conditions.
Plant staff receives instruction in management of accidents beyond the design basis. The
training of operating personnel ensures their familiarity with the symptoms of accidents
beyond the design basis and the procedures for accident management.
A program is implemented to ensure that operational experience feedbacks of events at
the plant concerned, as well as applicable events at other plants are appropriately factored
into the training program. The program ensures that training is conducted on the root
cause(s) of the events and on the identification and implementation of corrective actions
to prevent recurrence.
The training program includes provisions for periodic checking of the competence of
personnel and for refresher training on a regular basis.
A program is implemented to assess and improve the training programs. In addition, a
system is in place for timely modification and updating of the training facilities and
materials to ensure that they accurately reflect plant conditions.
15.2.13. Interface with the regulatory body
The operational safety of a NPP is subject to surveillance by a regulatory body
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independent of the operating organization. Further information on the role of the
regulatory body can be found in the module, Regulatory Control of NPPs. It is essential
to the achievement of their common objective, i.e. safe operation, that there is mutual
understanding and respect between the regulatory body and the operating organization
that supports a frank and open, but formal relationship.
The operating organization submits or makes available documents and other information
in accordance with the requirements of the regulatory body. The operating organization
develops and implements a procedure for reporting abnormal events to the regulatory
body in accordance with established criteria.
To enable the regulatory body to carry out its functions, the operating organization gives
it all necessary assistance and access to the plant and documentation. When required by
the regulatory body, the operating organization undertakes special analysis, tests and
inspections. If any request is made to the operating organization that in its opinion could
have an adverse effect on safety, then, in view of its responsibility for safety, the
operating organization makes its opinion known to the regulatory body.
15.2.14. Self assessment, peer evaluation and periodic safety review
Self‐assessment is an assessment performed by an organizational unit or an organization
by itself to review its own activities. IAEA safety guides on quality assurance, safety
guide Q5 “Assessment of the Implementation of the Quality Assurance Program”, gives a
good example of management self‐assessment including:
Senior management self‐assessment;
Line‐management self‐assessment;
Supervisors self‐assessment;
Purpose of management self‐assessment is to evaluate known performance issues,
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identify management aspects and make improvements. It is on‐going process that
determines how well leadership is being provided to meet requirements and expectations.
It is performed at all levels with an emphasis on the allocation of human and financial
resources to achieve organizational goals and objectives. At senior management level, it
means to assess if the overall performance focuses on meeting strategic goals, including
safety goals. At line management level, it means to rely on surveillance and review of
work performance. Examples are review of procedures and records, regular facility tours
including attention to safety issues.
Subjects for self‐assessment of safety issues include the following:
Safety results/trends/indicators;
Effectiveness of management procedures/ work instructions;
Organizational issues, responsibilities, training, communication, interfaces etc.;
Overall performance, including operational experience feedback;
Mission of the organization, including safety goals and objectives.

Peer evaluation is a critical examination of specific nuclear safety related subjects by
senior staff from other NPPs to seek improvements and to promote good practices. Senior
management should consider developing, on the basis of best international practices, a set
of performance indicators, objective standards and criteria against which safety
performance can be evaluated.
Periodic safety review ‐ Systematic safety reassessments of the plant in accordance with
the regulatory requirements is performed by the operating organization throughout its
operational lifetime, with account taken of operating experience and significant new
safety information from all relevant sources. A comprehensive periodic safety review
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(PSR) of the plant fulfils this requirement. The review strategy and the safety factors to
be evaluated are approved by or agreed to by the regulatory body. The methods are
presented in the IAEA Safety Guide SG‐O‐ 12.
The PSR determines to what extent the existing safety report remains valid. It takes into
account the actual status of the plant, operating experience, predicted end‐of‐life state,
current analytical methods, current safety standards and current knowledge.
The scope of the PSR includes all nuclear safety aspects of an operating nuclear plant
including both on‐site and off‐‐site emergency planning, accident management and
radiation protection aspects. In order to complement the deterministic assessment,
probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) may be used as applicable for input to the PSR to
provide insight into the relative contributions to safety of different aspects of the plant.
Based on the results of the PSR the operating organization implements any necessary
corrective actions and implementation of any reasonably practical modifications to move
towards current standards.
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15.3. OPERATING ORGANIZATION AT KOREAN
UTILITY (KHNP; Korea Hydro Nuclear Power Co.)

15.3.1. Overall responsibility for safe operation
In Korea, as in other countries, it is the nuclear operator, KHNP, for example, who is
responsible for the safety and quality of its installations. This responsibility is formally
laid down in a strict regulatory framework in which the government authorities play a
permanent role, either directly or via various official organizations. From project
initiation to dismantling, the nuclear installations remain under permanent surveillance.
KHNP now operates 20 nuclear power reactors located in 4 sites throughout Korea:
16 PWR reactors composed of 600 MW series(2), 1000 MW series(14);
4 PHWR reactors of the 600 MW series;

In accordance with the organization system laid down by the President of KHNP, nuclear
operating safety is the responsibility of: the Head of NPP Operation Division, the
correspondent of the Safety Authority for all matters relating to overall and generic
problems.
The Site Manager, as the nuclear operator, is responsible for maintaining the safety of the
installations entrusted to him. In practice, the Site Manager appoints the managers of the
different departments for implementation of safety‐related activities.
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In this organizational system, each member of the staff assumes part of the responsibility
for operating safety.

FIG. 15.1. Simplified organization chart of KHNP

15.3.2. Management responsibilities for safe operation
15.3.2.1. Responsibilities of the management of KHNP NPP power generation division

Demonstrating its commitment
The commitment of the management of KHNP NPP power generation division is, first
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and foremost, stated in its safety policy, which sets the objectives and priorities:
Defining and clearly expressing the safety requirements for units in operation;
Attaining and verifying compliance of the installations and operating methods with
the safety requirements, while maintaining their competitiveness;
Guaranteeing a sense of ownership, at all levels, of the objectives, requirements
and principles of safety;
Defining the roles of the national engineering departments, the plants and the
engineering and services division as regards control of operating safety.

The commitment of the management of KHNP NPP power generation division is made
clear by:
Communication on its objectives and methods;
Consulting the plant safety review committee before taking decisions;
Permanent monitoring of the areas for improvement selected.

The KHNP Nuclear Review Board (KNRB) meets periodically under the chairmanship of
a member of the power generation division. It consists of high‐level representatives of the
different bodies making up NPP power generation division (power generation
departments, maintenance planning & engineering departments, safety & technology
departments). The following subjects are systematically covered:
Plant safety review;
Analyzes and recommendations of the Nuclear Inspectorate;
Analysis of issues raised by the Safety Authority inspection;
Lessons to be learned from the outstanding issues;
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Monitoring of initiatives in progress;
Quality manual of NPP operation division;
Detection, selection, ranking and planning of the subjects to be covered.

Managing safety
Safety improvement can no longer rely only on plant upgrading, man‐machine interface,
procedures, regulations and training. Above all, it also needs the commitment of
individuals to improvements in safety in everyday activities.

Verifying implementation
The effectiveness of actions undertaken at the sites is checked regularly by the NPP
power generation division management: Assessments performed by the Nuclear
specific audits reports directly to the Head of NPP Operation Division.

15.3.2.2. Responsibilities of site management
The site manager is responsible for everyday nuclear operating safety: it is he who
implements the necessary resources to obtain it.
This commitment is expressed in the Site Strategy Statement where the goals and
objectives of the site are stated for the coming years. This document includes a section
relating to nuclear safety. Furthermore, there is now a year‐end safety reporting system,
similar to the management reporting structure. At the end of each year, the site safety
report is submitted to the management of NPP power generation division. The site safety
report is compared with the analysis of the past year’s events made by the national
engineering departments.
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Managers are present in work areas and they show interest in the conditions in which the
various activities are carried out. Safety indicators are monitored, explained and
commented upon regularly. Stagnation, regression or progress of the plant is highlighted.

15.3.3. Operating safety management
The main steps of safety management within KHNP’s NPP operation division were
described in the above paragraphs. It makes a distinction between the safety requirements
(they must be complied with, the plant must be in the required condition), and the goals
or objectives (safety is an objective in itself, there must be a permanent move towards
progress).

15.4. NPP FEEDBACK ORGANIZATION AT KHNP

KHNP, a Korean Government‐owned company, operates 20 NPPs units on 4sites. KHNP
is the owner, project manager, and operators of these 20 units.
Corporate management delegates the responsibility for operating these units and
implementing the major corporate improvement initiatives to the site directors. However,
corporate management must maintain a strong centralized organization to ensure that
operation of the units is consistent. This approach is necessary for the following reasons:
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Nuclear safety ‐ the Headquarter of KHNP is a centralized unique organization, and
KHNP must consequently define its nuclear safety policies as the corporate level.

In order to benefit from operating experience from these 20 units, KHNP’s corporate
resources are organized to systematically gather, review, and analyze operating
experience. This is accomplished by:
Collecting information on significant events that occurred and are documented by
the various KHNP sites;
Performing a second level analysis at corporate level, independent of the first level
event analysis performed by the site;
Working in close relationship with the site at which the significant event occurred
in determining proper corrective actions;
Ensuring that information concerning the event is distributed to others using the
appropriate communications channels;
Following up on corrective actions and implementation of recommendations.

Due to the fact that most events are detected by site personnel, it is necessary to remind
the site operating staff that the event detection phase is of primary importance. However
it is not good enough to document only the event. Information including the results of
analysis performed, decisions taken, and so on, must also be reported. This is why KHNP
has developed a data communication system that connects the corporate offices and all 4
sites. Using this system, it is possible for any of KHNP’s personnel to obtain information
on an incident that has previously occurred on another site, to obtain the results of the
analysis performed, and the corrective actions taken to avoid the repeat of a similar
problem.
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It is important to have an efficient in‐house operating experience organization that
allows early detection of incident precursors. Using the above mentioned data
communication system, the corporate resources staff permanently monitor the
events that occur on the sites in order to detect:
Events which seem significant while not classified as such according to the criteria
established;
Identical or similar events;
High impact and generic events.
Events occurring on site are subject to a local analysis according to established
criteria. These analysis events report are reviewed at the corporate level. Results of
these studies either:
Confirm that the event is complete or;
Request supplementary information from site or;
Require a corporate analysis.
It is also necessary to complement this in‐house operating experience with an
organization that allows KHNP personnel to benefit from worldwide experience.
Information available on WANO‐INPO Nuclear Network is read on a daily basis, in
order to detect event, which could be of interest to KHNP. KHNP’s efforts are
mainly concentrate on WANO, INPO, and relevant Owner Groups analysis reports
in order to benefit from selection made by other groups. Reports study is performed
both at the NPP Operation Corporate resources, as well as in the Engineering and
Construction Division.

A summary in Korean language is written and distributed at the corporate level together
with the complete document.
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A periodic inter‐department meeting (which involved representatives from Operation,
Maintenance, Nuclear Safety and Coordination Departments as well as representatives
from Engineering and Construction Division) reviews:
The results of the monitoring of the KHNP’s event during the past period;
The conclusions of the review of the local analysis performed by each department
and the foreign events.
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16.1. OBJECTIVES OF IN‐PLANT ACCIDENT
MANAGEMENT

After the TMI accident, significant efforts were undertaken to provide operators with the
proper way to face an incident or accident. Technical approaches differ, but they aim at
the same target ; to limit radioactive releases by protecting the core and the safety
barriers; different validation means are used to give confidence in the technical adequacy
of the accident management.
In the context of OECD and IAEA, Accident Management is a group of actions during
the evolution of a beyond design basis accident :
to prevent the escalation of the event into a severe accident,
to mitigate the consequences of a severe accident; and
to achieve a long term safe stable state;

The objectives of in‐plant accident management for the early phase are to prevent
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progression of the accident, and to mitigate its associated on‐site and off‐site
consequences by implementing accident management procedures and actions to regain
safe control of the plant. The methods and the means to deal with this objective will be
explained in detail in the following sections. The difference between the accident
management of design basis accident and the severe accident will be explained.
In case of severe accident, the management strategy and guidelines will also be described.
SAM is focused on events where core damage has occurred and priority is with
mitigation actions. It is clearly beyond the area of emergency operating procedures at
most plants, which are event based and sysmptom based, and which focus mainly on
methods to prevent incidents from becoming core damage accidents.

16.2. EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

An event sufficiently severe that a reactor trip is either actuated automatically or required
to be manually initiated to mitigate the event is defined as emergency event. All nuclear
power plants have emergency operating procedures to cope with emergency events. They
guide the operator through an event to reach a stable and safe final state, with the goal to
minimize damage to the facility and minimize radioactive releases to the environment.
There are different approaches for EOPs. At the design stage of a plant, some particular
events are taken into account in order to establish the design basis of equipment so as to
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mitigate the consequences of incidents or accidents. To manage these events, procedures
are established based on the expected sequence of the events. These event based
procedures are applicable if it is a single event that is not combined with another incident
or accident and which must have been correctly diagnosed. This is the procedure
generally implemented before the TMI accident. The event‐based approach, based on
scenarios determined a priori, or according to their probability of occurrence, quickly
reached its practical limits when a combination of several events, human or equipment
failures, had to be considered. In fact, taking such complex scenarios into account would
have led to a multiplication of procedures, making it more difficult to select the most
appropriate one, with no guarantee of including all the possible situations. This short‐
coming of event based procedures were clearly shown during the accident management
of TMI.
The symptom based procedures have been developed after TMI in response to a request
of the US NRC to provide guidance to improve operator response to transients and
accidents. Strategies are given to respond to any developing accidents based on
symptoms deriving from the concept of optimal recovery. The concept of optimal
recovery is based on the assumption that radiation release and equipment damage can
both be minimized through associating the symptoms of an accident with a predefined
plant condition and implementing an associated predefined event‐based recovery strategy
to achieve an optimal plant end state. Recovery implies changing the plant state to the
optimal end state.
CEOG developed symptom based Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPG) early ’80
from their previous event‐specific operating instructions because the NRC had serious
doubts that the full range of initiating events and subsequent failures could be addressed
by this event‐specific instructions. Plant specific procedures are developed on the base of
this EPG and because the KSNP (Korea Standard Nuclear Plant) EOPs are developed
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based on the CEOG EPG, we explain the basic concept of it in the following sections.

16.2.1. Structure of EPG system
Fig.16.2.1 depicts the distinction between emergency operating procedures based on
these guidelines and other off‐normal procedures.

Power Operation

Plant
Abnormal
Conditions OR
Alarm

No

Yes

Multiple
Plant Abnormal
Conditions OR
Alarms?

No

ALARM
RESPONSE
PROCEDURE

No

ABNORMAL
OPERATING
PROCEDURE

Yes

Is
Reactor Trip
Required?

Abnormal
Procedure
Guidelines

Yes

Carry Out
STANDARD POST
TRIP ACTIONS

Symptoms
Point to
Event Specific
Procedure?

No

Yes

FUNCTIONAL
RECOVERY
PROCEDURE

Emergency
Procedure
Guidelines

OPTIMAL
RECOVERY
PROCEDURE

Fig. 16.2.1 Flow Chart of Decisions for Off‐Normal Operations
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Emergency events can be divided into two classes. There are events where an accurate
diagnosis can be made. It is highly desirable to provide mitigating guidance which is
selected and sequenced to strategically address that symptom set since these types of
events have been well analyzed and understood (e.g. LOCA, SGTR). There are other
events where the operator are unable to identify a unique symptom set for the
disturbance. This may be due to errors in symptom assessment by the operators, multiple
and simultaneous failures in the plant, the occurrence of an heretofore unanalyzed event,
or instrumentation failures which distort the symptom picture.
Emergency procedure guidelines must provide guidance for both classes of emergencies.
Thus EPGs written to treat specific symptoms are called Optimal Recovery Guidelines.
The EPG which provide guidance for undiagnosed events for which a reactor trip is
required is called the Functional Recovery Guideline. Fig. 16.2.2 illustrated the system of
EPGs.
Standard Post Trip Actions evaluate the status of each safety functions and provide
immediate actions which can be quickly and easily performed to improve the status of
safety functions in jeopardy. During and following the SPTAs, diagnostic actions are
performed to determine the symptom set corresponding to the type of event in progress.
Depending on the operators’ ability to diagnose, they will then select either an ORG or
the FRG.
Each ORG contains a section which requires the operator to confirm the diagnosis and
continually review the status of safety functions by use of the Safety Function Status
Check. If the diagnosis is not confirmed or if the safety function acceptance criteria are
not met, the operators then evaluate the need to implement another ORG or the FRG.
Thus, if the symptoms are not responsible to treatment as anticipated or if the core is not
being adequately cooled, the ORG may be exited and the FRG implemented.
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Fig. 16.2.2 Structure of the Emergency Procedure Guideline System
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16.2.2. Safety Functions
A safety function is defined as a condition or action that prevents core damage or
minimizes radiation release to the public. The concept of safety functions introduces a
systematic approach to plant operations based on a hierarchy of protective actions. The
protective actions are directed at mitigating the consequences of an event and, once
fulfilled, ensure proper control of the event in progress. All safety functions are directed
mitigating an event and containing and/or controlling radioactivity releases. These safety
functions can be grouped into four major classes as below. The number on the right box
represents the hierarchy of the safety function.
anti‐core melt safety functions

containment
functions

integrity

safety

indirect radioactive release safety
functions
maintenance of vital auxiliaries
needed to support the other
safety functions

1.
i.
i.
i.

reactivity control
RCS inventory control
RCS pressure control
core heat removal
RCS heat removal
i. containment isolation
i. containment temperature and pressure
control
containment combustible gas control
indirect radioactive release
1.

maintenance of vital auxiliaries
(AC and DC power)

16.2.3. Standard Post Trip Actions (SPTAs)
The purpose of the SPTAs is to provide the entry point for all EPGs and contains a check
of safety functions against acceptance criteria, along with contingency actions which can
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be performed to restore those safety functions in jeopardy. The SPTA actually serve three
purposes;
1. All safety functions are checked against acceptance criteria to give the operator a
complete status regarding plant conditions and safety.
2. The check of safety functions provides the operator with objective decision criteria
as to whether action is required in the short term to restore plant safety
3. The check of safety functions discriminates between an uncomplicated reactor trip
and other more complex events.

16.2.4. Optimal Recovery Guideline (ORG)
ORGs are those guidelines written to address specific symptom sets. In order to minimize
the number of guidelines and to avoid operator confusion, events are grouped into classes
as following ;
1. Reactor Trip (RT)
2. Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
3. Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
4. Excess Steam Demand Event (ESDE)
5. Loss of All Feedwater (LOAF)
6. Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP)
7. Station Blackout (SBO)

ORGs are used to treat specific symptom sets which are identifiable or diagnosable by the
operators following a reactor trip. If a specific symptom set can be identified, the
operators will then implement the appropriate ORG and the goal of the recovery actions
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is to place the plant in a safe, stable condition.

16.2.5. Functional Recovery Guideline (FRG)
FRG is implemented following a reactor trip in which the event cannot be diagnosed by
the operators. It may also be implemented for cases where the operators have initially
selected an ORG but subsequently discovered that they had misdiagnosed the event or
that the ORG was not adequately maintaining safety functions.
Entering the FRG, the operator reviews the status of all safety functions by checking
control board indication against the acceptance criteria. He focuses on the jeopardized
safety functions first and completes the appropriate instructions for the jeopardized safety
functions, then the instructions for those determined to be challenged and then continues
to verify that the satisfied safety functions remain satisfied.

16.2.6. Validation and verification
Verification is the evaluation performed to confirm the written correctness of the EOP and
to ensure that the generic and/or plant specific technical aspects have been properly
incorporated. Validation is the evaluation performed to determine whether the actions
specified in the EOP can be followed by trained personnel while managing the incident or
accident situation. There are numerous means to assess the technical adequacy of an EOP ;
Computer codes are used to give the plant response to a particular transient.
Operator’s actions can be inputted into the code. Depending on the degree of code
qualification and real time capability, the results of the computation are used for
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regulatory purposes or more realistic overview of the strategies performances.
Full scope simulators are used to verify the actual implementation of the strategies
that have been validated previously using codes, test loops or the plant itself. The
full scope simulator is the main tool to assess the usability of an EOP.
The plant itself can be used to validate the EOP in both technical and human factor
aspects. During normal operations. Blank tests allow verification of the procedure.
Analytic validation of an EOP is a method of validation of an EOP by using data
from other EOP validation.

16.3. SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM

16.3.1. Background
Severe accident is accident conditions more severe than design basis accident and
involves significant core degradation. In practice, the term severe accident has come to by
synonymous with core melt accident. Severe accident management (SAM) includes all
elements that help to :
terminate core damage;
maintain containment integrity;
minimize on‐site and off‐site releases;
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reach a final stable and controlled state of the core.

And a set of guidelines containing instructions for actions in the framework of severe
accident management is called severe accident management guideline (SAMG).
This severe accident management, like the majority of nuclear plant safety issues which
have evolved over the last 20 years, is an extension to a system of safety improvements in
response to the 1979 TMI accidents. It needs to be emphasized that the main philosophy
within the US industry approach is to exploit existing plant capability in severe accident
mitigation and preclude the need for plant hardware change. It is “do one’s best with what
one have” concept.
In contrast, the European industry reinforced the defence‐in‐depth concept with a more
hardware oriented approach; filtered containment vents were designed and installed,
catalytic hydrogen recombiners were installed, etc. Serious effort was initiated in
Sweden, for example, in plant modification and implementation of SAM procedures by
the end of 80’s. Similar efforts were also underway in European countries. But severe
accident and its mitigation became part of the design consideration in the construction of
new plants in many countries. For operating plants, Korea is following the philosophy of
US industry SAMG, but for new plants some mitigative features are required in design.
The guideline alone is not all that is needed for SAM development and implementation.
We need other elements also and a set of these elements constitute the severe accident
management program (SAMP). These fundamental elements, and a brief definition of
each, are as follows ;

Guideline
- the basic element of developing and providing guidelines/strategies for use by the
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plant organization in assessing plant damage, planning and prioritizing response
actions, and implementing strategies that delineate actions both inside and outside of
the control room in the event of a sever accident.
Decision‐making
- the element of establishing responsibilities for authorizing and implementing severe
accident management strategies. This responsibility should be clearly defined and
incorporated as part of appropriate instructions and procedures
Training
- the element of defining and providing severe accident training to those persons
within the plant staff who have been designated for a decision‐making and support
role in severe accident condition.
Computational Aids
- the elements where resources/tools which can aide the organization are developed
and made available to technical assessment and decision‐making staff to assist with
the assessment of key plant parameters, system status, and plant response relative to
accident management decisions and action.
Verification
- the element where, during the process of guideline development, verification that the
guideline is technically correct, i.e. the correlations used are applicable and the
numerical results are reliable for the specific plant, is performed and documented.
Validation
- the element where, the process and implementability is validated. The guideline
should be tested accurate under simulated severe accident conditions.
Self-Evaluation
- self‐evaluation is the on‐going process to ensure the severe accident response
capability is feasible, maintained and useful.
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In this course we will focus on the SAM guidelines, explaining the structure, technical
background and how it works.

16.3.2. Severe Accident Policy in Korea
This section introduces how the severe accident has come into Korean nuclear power
plants. The MEST(Ministry of Education, Science and Technology) issued a 「policy
statement on severe accident of nuclear power plant」 on august 30, 2001. The policy
requires that the safety goal, probabilistic safety assessment, severe accident prevention
and mitigation capability , severe accident management program should be established
for Korean NPPs. To cope with the government policy the KHNP (Korea Hydro &
Nuclear Power) has performed PSA and developed both the risk monitor and SAMP for
all operating plants. The policy can be summarized as following :

Safety Goal
- risk of prompt fatalities to an average individual in the vicinity of a NPP that might
result from reactor accidents should not exceed 0.1% of the sum of prompt fatality
risks resulting from all other accidents
Probabilistic Safety Assessment
- owner of NPP should assess safety of the nuclear power plant via probabilistic
approach in order to find measures which can reduce the risk as low as possible.
Severe Accident Prevention & Mitigation Capability
- reactor containment should preserve its structural integrity and function as a barrier
against fission product release in order to mitigate the consequence of accident even
in case of core damage
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Severe Accident Management Program
- owner of NPP should establish and implement severe accident management
programs. The program should include accident management strategies, accident
management

organization,

guidelines,

training

and

education

program,

instrumentation and assessment of essential information, etc.

16.3.3. Overview of Westinghouse Owners Group SAMG
WOG SAMG is a symptom based guidance for plant technical staff to respond to a severe
accident. It takes over from Emergency Operation Procedures in case EOP does not
succeed in handling the accident and used by on‐site Technical Support Center (TSC).

Fig. 16.3.1 Concept of W Severe Accident Management
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SAMG helps emergency response staffs to diagnose the plant status during core damage
accident, to perform a systematic & logical evaluation of possible severe accident
strategies to choose the optimal strategy at any point in a severe accident and to evaluate
the effectiveness of a severe accident strategy once it is implemented.

W SAMG is structured with several elements as is shown in Fig. 16.3.2.
≫ severe accident control room guidelines (SACRGs)
≫ diagnostic flow chart (DFC) used by the TSC
≫ severe challenge status tree (SCST) used by the TSC
≫ severe challenge guidelines (SCGs)
≫ severe accident guidelines (SAGs)
≫ severe accident exit guidelines (SAEGs)
≫ computational aids (CAs)

There are two SACRGs.

SACRG‐1
- primarily used to provide an initial response before the TSC becomes operational.
- includes some precautions and monitoring actions while the operators wait for the
TSC to become functional
SACRG‐2
- support the TSC by following its directives and checking for potential release paths,
evaluating instrument response, evaluating plant equipment.
- updates the TSC on such things as tank levels, sampled measurement results, and
will implement the TSC’s directives
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Structure of the W SAMG
Control Room

Severe Accident
Control Room
Guideline (SACRG‐1)
Initial Response

Severe Accident
Control Room
Guideline (SACRG‐2)
for Transients after
the TSC is functional

Technical Support Center
Diagnostic Flow
Chart (DFC)
Severe Accident
Guidelines
‐SAG‐1
‐SAG‐2
‐SAG‐3
|
‐SAG‐8

Severe Challenge Status
Tree (SCST)
Severe Challenge
Guidelines
‐SCG‐1
‐SCG‐2
‐SCG‐3
‐SCG‐4

Graphical Computational Aids
SAEG‐1 TSC Long Term
Monitoring Activities
SAEG‐2 SAMG Termination

Fig. 16.3.2 Structure of W SAMG

The accident management guidance of the TSC is entered via the DFC. The DFC’s first
directive is to monitor the SCST. The SCST provides a method for the TSC to diagnose
the challenges to the containment fission product boundary and to select the appropriate
SCG for implementation if needed. The SCST requires a check of:

amount of site releases ; if they are greater than general emergency levels then the
SCG‐1, Mitigate Fission Product Releases, is entered
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containment pressure ; if it is greater than a prescribed (plant specific) amount, SCG‐2,
Depressurize Containment, is entered. If the pressure is less than a prescribed amount
SCG‐4, Control Containment Vacuum, is entered.
hydrogen levels ; if they exceed levels indicated on a plant specific figure, SCG‐3,
Control Hydrogen Flammability is entered.
When the SCST is satisfied, i.e., the integrity of the containment fission product
boundary is assured, the DFC requires the monitoring of the RCS and containment
parameters and, if needed, entry into the SAGs. 8 SAGs specify a method for the
systematic, logical evaluation of the possible strategies and the parameters monitored are:

water level in SGs ; if less than a prescribed amount, SAG‐1, Inject into Steam
Generators, is entered.
RCS pressure ; if greater than a prescribed amount, SAG‐2, Depressurize RCS, is entered.
core temperature ; if greater than a certain amount, SAG‐3, Inject into RCS, is entered.
containment water level ; if less than a certain amout, SAG‐4, Inject into Containment,
is entered.
FP releases ; if greater than site area emergency levels then SAG‐5, Reduce Fission
Product Releases, is entered.
containment pressure ; if greater than a certain amount, SAG‐6, Control Containment
Conditions, is entered.
containment hydrogen ; if greater than a certain amount, SAG‐7, Reduce Containment
Hydrogen is entered.
containment water level ; if less than a certain amount, SAG‐8, Flood Containment, is
entered.
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When all the above conditions are satisfied the DFC directs the TSC to go to long term
monitoring of the situation via the SAEGs. The SAEGs lead to the eventual termination
of the SAMGs.

16.3.4. Development of Korean SAMG
W SAMG is a generic severe accident management guidance developed for operating W
PWR plants and does not address plant unique design features. To cope with the
government policy, Korean utility KHNP has developed plant specific SAMGs for all
operating plants referencing the W SAMG. To develop plant specific SAMG we need to
take into account at minimum the following ;
definition of SAMG set points based on plant specific parameters
development of plant specific computational aids
documentation of plant specific equipment capabilities, flow path alignment &
support conditions, for the attachment to SAGs & SCGs
integration of plant specific PSA insights into generic SAMG
documentation of the plant specific instrumentation capabilities to support the
SAMG diagnostics.

A plant specific Korean SAMG was developed referencing the W SAMG. The overall
structure is the same and there were plant specific modifications. The following table
explains briefly the K SAMG developed.
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Guideline

Title

Action

Purpose

Equipment

High&low pressure
‐ secure RCS cooling source
feed system
Inject into the
‐ maintain S/G integrity
Steam
‐ prevent CB bypass
Depressurize ‐ reduce fission product releases
Generator
S/G
SG dump V/V
to the environment
Feed to S/G

M‐01

M‐02

M‐03

M‐04

Depressurize
the RCS

Reduce RCS
▪prevent DCH
pressure
▪maintain CB integrity
Depressurize ▪establish core cooling
SG

▪Establish core cooling
Inject into the Inject into the ▪Prevent RV failure
RCS
RCS
▪Reduce fission product
releases to environment

Mitigate FP
Release

SG dump

▪Reduce FP release from SG

M‐05
Aux‐building ▪Reduce FP release from the
dump
aux‐building

M‐07

‐ S/G dump V/V
▪HPSI&LPSI
▪CB spray
▪Charging pump

▪Establish core cooling source
▪Maintain RV integrity
▪CB spray
▪Maintain CB bottom concrete
Inject into CB Inject into CB
▪Gravity feed from
integrity
RWT
▪Reduce fission product
releases to environment
▪Reduce FP release
Reduce CB
▪Reduce FP release to
Pressure
aux‐building

M‐06

‐ SDS
‐ PZR aux‐spray

▪CB spray
▪CB fan cooler
SG dump valve &
condenser
Aux‐building dump
system

Control of CB
condition

▪Maintain CB integrity
Operate CB
▪CB spray
▪Reduce fission product release
HRS
▪CB fan coolers
▪Maintain equipment
▪CB purge system
Purge CB
&instrumentation operability

Control of CB
Hydrogen

Remove H2 Prevent hydrogen explosion

H2 igniter
H2 recombiner

Fig. 16.3.3 shows the diagnostic flow chart of Korean SAMG.
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Fig. 16.3.3 Diagnostic Flow Chart of K SAMG
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16.3.5.

Review of Korean SAMG by KINS

The underlying philosophy of the W SAMG is to use all the existing resources available
in the plant. It does not require to implement additional hardware to increase the
capability of handling severe accident.

The SAMG for Kori‐1 which was built and

began its first operation on April 1978 was also developed. Being the first plant built and
operated in Korea, it has no mitigative engineering features against severe accident. So
KINS had some doubts whether an implementation of SAMG without any reinforcement
of equipments could really increase the capability to handle severe accidents in operating
plant. In this sense the government asked KINS to review the developed SAMG and
KINS has reviewed the SAMG to see its feasibility and effectiveness in managing
accident[2]
In the Fig. 16.3.3 above, 2 mitigative guidelines M‐01(inject into SG) and M‐03 (inject
into RCS) are not really severe accident specific guidelines. If we could inject water into
the SG or into the RCS during the EOP region, the plant shouldn’t have entered into
SAMG region. Thus introducing these two actions into the SAMG is jus to check again
whether the once failed equipment have recovered back.
KINS has reviewed and evaluated the other 5 mitigative guidelines of K SAMG for Kori‐
1 NPP. We found that we could depressurize the RCS pressure rapidly below the set point
in case the PORVs are available. The DCH pressure is below the failure pressure for an
optimistic calculation, but we found the uncertainties in this estimation are too large for
regulatory point of view.
The strategy to reduce fission product release seems reasonable and the entry set point is
sufficiently sensible to alarm us that the fission product is discharging from somewhere in
the containment. One main objective of injecting into containment is evaluated not to be
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possible because the water inventory to fill the cavity is not sufficient. The benefit of
other objectives also seem to be skeptical.
We have analysed the performance of spray and fan coolers in detail using MELCOR
code. Because Kori‐1 has no heat exchanger in the spray system, spray alone could not
control the containment pressure for some accident scenario assumed. Fan coolers play
more important role in the accident management, but it also filed to cover many
scenarios. Also steam condensing effect of fan coolers make the system quite vulnerable
to use under condition when the hydrogen concentration becomes non‐negligible.
In summary we found that the SAMG is a good software tool that might help the
operators to handle the accident in a confusing and harsh environment. But to be
confident that we could really manage accidents, reinforcement by some engineered
features at least for hydrogen seem to be in need.

16.4. SEVERE ACCIDENT PHENOMENOLOGY

16.4.1. Introduction
After some introductory definitions and reminders on the terminology in the area of
Severe Accidents (termed SA throughout the rest of the document), each physical
phenomena likely to occur in SA is reviewed. Most of them are relevant to PWRs; BWRs
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and PHWRs may have some peculiar phenomena which are not described here.

Fig. 16.4.1. Hypothesized TMI‐2 Core

Fig. 16.4.2. The Photo is Made from

Damage Configuration

the Helicopter on May 3,

(B. R. Sehgal 2006)

1986. (B. R. Sehgal 2006)

“The wake‐up call from the TMI‐2 accident (Refer to Fig. 16.4.1) to the nuclear industry
and the regulatory authorities was the realization that in spite of many years of earnest
efforts at prevention of a core‐melt accident, such an accident can occur. It was also
realized that only a core‐melt accident will provide the public hazard of LWRs. The
Chernobyl accident (Refer to Fig. 16.4.2) provided a vivid demonstration of the hazard of
the core‐melt accident to the public, if the containment fails. It was clear that such
accidents had to be prevented and mitigated; and towards that purpose a knowledge‐base
on those accidents had to be acquired.” (B. R. Sehgal, 2006 [7])
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The potential detrimental effects of a severe accident include [1]:
Overheating and overpressurization of the containment due to molten core material
settling into the reactor cavity,
The generation of significant amounts of hydrogen and other non‐condensable
gases owing to the interaction between molten core material and concrete,
Structural damage to metallic components of the containment due to direct contact
with molten core material,
High pressure ejection of molten core material and subsequent rapid direct heating
of the containment.

16.4.2. Definition

≫

Severe accident [3]:

"A severe accident is defined as one for which the accident conditions are more
severe than those for a design basis accident and involve significant core
degradation. Severe accidents begin with loss of cooling for the reactor core and
initial heating‐up of the fuel, and continue until either:
(a) The degraded core is stabilized and cooled within the reactor pressure vessel, or
(b) The fuel overheats to the point of melting, the reactor pressure vessel is breached
and molten core material is released into the containment."

This definition was given by IAEA Safety Guide, NS‐G‐1.10, Design of Reactor
Containment Systems for Nuclear Power Plants. On the INES (International Nuclear
Event Scale, 16.4.2), which measures the severity of nuclear incidents and has seven
levels, above definition of "Severe Accident" corresponds to level four (minor off‐site
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impact resulting in public exposure of the order of the prescribed limits or significant
damage to a reactor core/radiological barriers or the fatal exposure of a worker) or higher.
On the INES scale, Chernobyl is situated at the maximum level whereas the TMI‐2
accident which led to a (partial) core meltdown, is ranked as level five ("accident with off
‐site risk").

≫

Containment Source term [5]:

The source term corresponds denotes the radioactive material composition and
magnitude, as well as the chemical and physical properties of the material within the
containment that are available for leakage from the reactor to the environment.

≫

Radiological consequences [6]:

This relates to the impact of the fission products on the environment, especially
taking into account the different means of exposure (radiation, inhalation, ingestion,
deposit) and weather conditions.

≫

The corium [6]:

The mixture of the molten core and structure materials is formed at very high
temperature (~3000 K).

16.4.3. Progression of severe accidents
A severe accident (except for reactivity accident) is mainly characterized by lengthy
water depletion of the core, causing it to degrade and, in particular, the release of a large
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quantity of fission products towards the containment. The phase of progressive in‐vessel
heating‐up and melting establishes the initial conditions for the assessment of the thermal
and mechanical loads that may ultimately threaten the integrity of the containment.
The ex‐vessel progression of severe accidents is affected by the mode and timing of the
failure of the reactor pressure vessel, the pressure in the reactor coolant system at vessel
failure, the composition, amount and nature of the molten core debris expelled, the type
of concrete used in the construction of the containment, and the availability of water in
the reactor cavity. Some highly energetic phenomena may be caused by severe accidents.
Such phenomena could cause the ultimate load bearing capacity of containments
constructed by means of existing technologies to be exceeded, and consequently lead to a
large early release of radionuclides to the environment.[3]
Therefore, when the core is degraded, it is essential that containment leaktightness is
maintained for as long as possible. This is the purpose of the Severe Accident
Management Guideline (SAMG) in US or some of the U procedures in France. If the
accident cannot be controlled, failure of containment is unavoidable in the long term.
The different sequence stages for a severe accident are summarized in Fig. 16.4.3.
Following initiators (breaks, equipment failure, etc) accumulated as a result of safety
system failures, four main stages can be distinguished in the development of the accident,
if it is not controlled [6]:
1st stage: reactor coolant system draining;
2nd stage: core water depletion and degradation;
rd

3 stage: vessel melt through;
th

4 stage: basemat erosion by the corium.
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Phase 1 and Phase 2 are often called in‐vessel phase, and Phase 3 is named ex‐vessel
phase. During these different stages, a large amount of gas (including some that is
burnable) is released toward the containment, which can cause loss of integrity of the
containment. In addition, a large amount of fission products are released, which partly
pass through the reactor coolant system.

Fig. 16.4.3 Severe accident sequence[6]

16.4.3.1. In‐Vessel Accident Progression [6]
It is important to describe the in‐vessel accident progression accurately because it
determines the quantities of fission products and the hydrogen, and the mass and
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composition of the melt delivered to the containment. Accurate description of this phase
is also required to evaluate the success of the accident management strategy of retaining
and cooling the melt within the vessel by cooling the external surface of the vessel
through the flooding of the containment.[7] Table 16.4.1 describes several stages of the in
‐vessel phase for the PWRs.
Table 16.4.1 In‐vessel accident stages [16‐6]
Stage

Starting Condition

Description

PWR Durations (No
injection*)

1

Accident Initiator

Initiation

0‐90 min.

2

Core uncovering begins

Core uncovering and heatup

5‐35 min.

3

Hottest cladding reaches
1000 ℃

Cladding oxidation, melting
of structural and control
materials

5‐10 min.

4

Hottest cladding reaches its
melt temperature, 1760 ℃

Clad melting, fuel
liquefaction, holdup in core
region

10‐30 min.

5

Core materials first enter
lower plenum

Core slumping, quenching,
reheating

0‐80 min.

6

Vessel Breach

Vessel breach and materials
discharge to containment

‐

* Approximate duration ranges for PWR accidents with total failure of coolant injection

≫

Phase 1. Reactor coolant system draining

≫

Two kinds of situation exist:
Primary breaks, characterized by water depletion in the core at low pressure (a few
bars to about ten bars).
Cooldown failures by the secondary system, causing RCS draining through the
pressurizer safety valves (PORVs) and leading to dewatering of the core at
relatively high pressure.
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Depending on the initial conditions and the accidental sequence, the length of this stage
can be from a few minutes to a few hours. Fig. 16.4.4 shows an example of decrease in
core water level after initiation of a Small Break Loss‐of‐Coolant Accident (SBLOCA)
sequence for a Korean plant. In this sequence the event is followed by successful high
pressure safety injection (HPSI) and secondary heat removal through auxiliary feedwater
system and failure of low pressure cold leg recirculation and successful containment heat
removal.

Key event
Accident initiation
0

Rx trip, Main Feedwater stop, and MSIV closed

Water level (m)

RCP trip and start of safety injection

Core

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5
0

5

10

15

4

Time (10 Sec.)

Time(Sec.)
0
116
157

Beginning of core uncovery

1,333

Start of AFW supply

3,000

Start of accumulator injection

3,124

Start of LPSI

4,411

Exhaustion of RWST

42,128

Exhaustion of Accumulator

44,948

Start of Gap release

87,193

Start of clad melting

88,217

UO2 relocation to lower head

94,864

Beginning of debris ejection to cavity

101,918

Hydrogen burn

151,343

Fig. 16.4.4. Water level in the core following a SBLOCA without low pressure cold leg
recirculation for a Korean PWR

≫

Phase 2. Core degradation

≫

As the water level in the core lowers, the uncovered part heats up under the effect of
decay heat, which can cause a number of physical phenomena to successively appear,
leading to core degradation.
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Clad ballooning and rupture
Under the double effect of the difference in pressure between the clad ‐ fuel gap and the
vessel, and their temperature, the clads deform at a temperature of about 700‐900°C.
Ballooning phenomenon occurs (irreversible plastic deformation) that causes the clad
rupture. Clad rupture causes fission products (rare gases and in particular iodine),
accumulated in the gap during reactor operation, to be released into the reactor coolant
system.
Clad oxidation by steam
When the cladding reach a high temperature (especially above 1200°C) the zirconium is
exposed to steam, oxides rapidly, and forms an increasingly thick layer of zirconium
oxide (ZrO2). The kinetics of this reaction greatly increases with temperature. This
physical phenomenon has three very important consequences:
The reaction is very exothermic and, when it takes off, locally releases energy that
is much greater than that of the residual power. It will therefore rapidly bring about
the successive stages of core degradation.
It releases a large amount of hydrogen into the reactor coolant system, then into the
containment. This causes a combustion risk in the containment.
The clads are weakened (loss of mechanical strength) and the thermal shock linked
to a possible reflood can destroy them.

Release of fission products by fuel
When the fuel pellet temperature reaches about 1300‐1800°C, increasingly volatile fission
products will be released. First of all, rare gases, together with iodine, caesium and
tellurium are given off. Other species, such as barium or strontium, are then produced. If
core degradation cannot be controlled (reflood), it can be assumed that the core will
release almost all volatile fission products (rare gases, iodine, caesium, tellurium) during
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this stage.
Control rod degradation
Under the effect of temperature, the control rod components (Ag, In, Cd) vaporize; cause
the clad to burst (at about 1300‐1500°C) and these elements to be released into the reactor
coolant system.
Zirconium fusion and eutectic formation
At about 1800°C, the non‐oxidized part of the clads will melt and start to run, like candle
wax. If this liquid zirconium comes into contact with the uranium oxide, it will cause
eutectic reactions, which will degrade the pellets at a temperature lower than the UO2
fusion temperature.
Fusion of zirconium oxides and uranium
At a higher temperature (about 2700 – 2800°C), the oxides melt. The fusion of the
different elements will cause the breakdown of core geometry in the form of local or total
collapses.
High pressure situations
If core degradation occurs at high pressure, its clad, by deforming, will be crushed on the
fuel pellets. On contact, the previously mentioned reaction, between zirconium and
uranium oxide, will occur. This will lead (from 1200 – 1500°C) to the formation of liquid
eutectics (U‐Zr‐O). The degradation mechanisms (oxidation, melting) are similar to the
ones described for the low‐pressure situations.
Flow of molten material into the lower plenum
The melting process will follow the route of candling, blockage at the lower edge of the
core, melt pool formation in the core, its break through either on the side or at the bottom
to pour into the lower head.
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Vessel melt through
If the core cannot be reflooded, its collapse, together with that of the molten structures,
will cause the residual water at the bottom of the vessel to vaporize and, more or less
rapidly (mainly depending on the value of the reactor coolant pressure), the vessel to
rupture. (See Fig. 16.4.5.) Several rupture mechanisms are possible: creep rupture,
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Fig. 16.4.5. Heat transfer from the lower head to water pool following a SBLOCA without low
pressure cold leg recirculation for a Korean PWR

16.4.3.2. Ex‐Vessel Accident Progression [3]
If the reactor coolant system at the timing of the vessel breach is at high pressure, the
corium may be violently ejected, which could lead to some scattering of the corium in the
containment (❖ risk of Direct Containment Heating: DCH). If there is water at the
bottom of the reactor pit, an interaction between the corium and the water could occur,
that is MFCI (Molten Fuel Coolant Interaction), which can be more or less violent (❖
risk of steam explosion). Following this interaction, the corium cools and the water
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vaporizes. Under the effect of decay heat, and if steady state cooling by water is not
sufficient, the corium melts again and starts to erode the concrete basemat; in the case of
absence of water it occurs without delay (❖ risk of Molten Core‐Concrete Interaction:
MCCI).
High pressure melt ejection
For some reactor types the risks associated with severe accidents occurring in conjunction
with high pressures in the reactor coolant system would, without countermeasures,
contribute significantly to the overall risks associated with severe accidents. Severe
accidents occurring in conjunction with high pressures in the reactor coolant system
could give rise to unacceptable challenges to the containment barrier.
At high pressures in the reactor coolant system, the molten core material from the reactor
vessel could be ejected in jet form, causing fragmentation into small particles. It may be
possible for the core debris ejected from the vessel to be swept out of the reactor cavity
and into the upper containment. Finely fragmented and dispersed core debris could cause
the containment atmosphere to heat up, leading to large pressure spikes. In addition,
chemical reactions of the particulate core debris with oxygen and steam could add to the
pressurization loads. Hydrogen, either pre‐existing in the containment or produced during
the direct heating of the containment, could ignite, adding to the loads on the
containment. This phenomenon is known as high pressure melt ejection with direct
containment heating.
Loads due to a direct containment heating event may be mitigated by using a design of
reactor cavity that reduces the amount of ejected core debris that reaches the upper
containment, to the extent that the features of any such design do not unduly interfere
with plant operations, including refuelling, maintenance or surveillance activities.
Examples of design features of the cavity that would reduce the amount of ejected core
debris that reaches the upper containment include:
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(a) Ledges or walls to deflect core debris,
(b) Indirect paths from the lower reactor cavity to the upper containment.
Steam explosions
Postulated in‐vessel steam explosions are generally judged not to threaten the integrity of
the containment. However, Failure of the reactor vessel at high or low pressures, in
conjunction with the presence of water within the reactor cavity, may lead to interactions
between fuel and coolant with the potential for rapid steam generation or steam
explosions. Rapid steam generation may give rise to the pressurization of containment
compartments beyond the capability of the containment to relieve the pressure, so that the
containment fails due to local overpressurization.
Steam explosions may be caused by the rapid mixing of finely fragmented core material
with surrounding water, resulting in the rapid vaporization and acceleration of the
surrounding water, creating substantial pressure and impact loads. The presence of water
in the reactor cavity can be avoided by means of a suitable layout if important
components of the containment, such as the supporting reactor cavity wall and the
containment liner, are not capable of resisting these high impulse loads.
Generation and combustion of detonable gases
The generation and combustion of large volumes of hydrogen and carbon monoxide are
severe accident phenomena that can threaten the integrity of the containment. The major
cause of the generation of hydrogen is the oxidation of zirconium metal and, to a lesser
extent, the interaction of steel or any other metallic component with steam when the
metal reaches temperatures well above normal operating temperatures.
In addition, ex‐vessel hydrogen generation needs to be considered. Such hydrogen is
produced mainly as a result of the reactions of ex‐vessel metallic core debris with steam,
and in the long term by molten core–concrete interactions and by the extended radiolysis
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of sump water. Molten core–concrete interactions may also produce carbon monoxide,
which is also combustible under certain conditions.
Under severe accident conditions, significant hydrogen concentrations could be reached
locally in a short time (of the order of some minutes to an hour, depending on the
containment design, the scenario and the location) and globally in a longer period of time.
When the ignition limit is exceeded, combustion of hydrogen is possible and can take
different forms, depending on the concentrations, the atmospheric conditions in the
containment and the geometry: diffusion flames (which are mainly responsible for
thermal loads), slow deflagrations (which are mainly responsible for quasi‐static pressure
loads), fast deflagrations (for which dynamic effects become important) and detonations
(for which the velocity of the flame front exceeds the speed of sound in the unburnt gas,
giving rise to extremely severe dynamic effects). Fig. 16.4.6 shows the combustion
regimes in terms of composition of gases, i.e., hydrogen and steam in the atmosphere.
Depending on the mode of combustion, the integrity of the containment may be
threatened by stresses beyond the structural design limits.
The efficiency of the means of mitigation of the consequences of combustion or
deflagration should be such that the concentrations of hydrogen in the compartments of
the containment would at all times be low enough to preclude fast global deflagration or
detonation. Possible provisions in the design for achieving this goal are, for example, an
enhanced natural mixing capability of the containment atmosphere coupled with a
sufficiently large free volume, passive autocatalytic recombiners and/or igniters suitably
distributed in the containment, and inerting. For new plants the amount of hydrogen
expected to be generated should be estimated on the basis of the assumption of total
oxidation of the fuel cladding. Provision should also be made for hydrogen monitoring or
sampling and for monitoring of other combustible gases and oxygen.
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The PWRs operated in USA have not installed any special devices for hydrogen
recombination. It is expected that high concentration of steam, generally present with
hydrogen in the containment by coincidence, may act as an inert gas. However, PWRs in
Europe have installed passive systems for hydrogen recombination and the design of the
new reactors in USA has as well[7].
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Fig. 16.4.6. Combustion regimes in terms of gas composition in the atmosphere following
hydrogen release

Molten core–concrete interactions and basemat failure
Contact between molten core material and concrete in the reactor cavity will result in
molten core–concrete interactions (See Fig. 16.4.7). Molten core–concrete interactions are
affected by many factors, including the availability of water in the reactor cavity, the
geometry and physical layout of the containment, the composition and amount of the core
debris, the temperature of the core debris, and the type of concrete.
As a result of the heat released by the corium, the reactor cavity concrete basemat will
undergo thermal degradation: water then carbon dioxide will be released and CaO and
SiO2 will be gradually incorporated into the corium. According to experiments carried
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out (notably in the United States and Germany), more or less segregation may occur
between the different phases of the corium, for example between the metallic (Zr, Cr, Fe,
Ni) and oxide (UO2, ZrO2, Fe2O3...) phases. The gases released by the concrete pass
through the corium and oxidize the metals. This results in a release of hydrogen and
carbon monoxide towards the containment, which could participate in combustion in the
containment atmosphere. [6]

Fig. 16.4.7. The “Elephant’s Foot”. Once molten fuel/debris mixture that dripped down through
the floors of the damaged
RBMK‐1000 reactor at Chernobyl (B. R. Sehgal 2006)

As Fig. 16.4.8 shows, this process involves the decomposition of concrete from core
debris and can challenge the containment by various mechanisms, including the
following:
(a) Pressurization as a result of the production of steam and noncondensable gases to
the point of containment rupture;
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(b) Transport of high temperature gases and aerosols into the containment, leading to
high temperature failure of the containment seals and penetrations;
(c) Melt‐through of the containment liner or the basemat;
(d) Melt‐through of reactor support structures, leading to relocation of the reactor
vessel and the tearing of containment penetrations;
(e) Production of combustible gases such as hydrogen and carbon monoxide.

SHORT TERM PHASE (~1/2HRS)
o

LONG TERM PHASE

Initial temp. ~2400 C

Oxidation finished

Pox > Pr

Slow erosion (a few cm/hr)

Generation of H2, CO, CO2 and H2O gases
Rapid erosion
Fig. 16.4.8. Molten Core ‐ Concrete Interaction in dry environment

The MCCI could be avoided by cooling the melt pool to temperatures below the concrete
ablation temperature of ~1000℃. Currently, it is not evident that coolability of a corium
melt pool by a water overlayer can be certified. Since it may be hardly achieved,
alternative means such as COMET concept, in which water is introduced at the bottom of
a melt pool with a slight overpressure, has been suggested. [7]
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Pressurization of the containment
Potential longer term challenges to the containment involve slow releases of mass and energy,
typified by the generation of decay heat and noncondensable gases. The risks associated with
these specific challenges can be judged on the basis of probabilistic safety assessments and
research studies on severe accidents relevant to the specific design of the plant. Generally, the
effectiveness of any proposed design feature can be assessed by means of a combination of
probabilistic safety assessment, best estimate models and computer codes, together with
consideration of the effects of initial boundary conditions and uncertainties in the modelling.
The long term pressurization of the containment may also be affected by the availability
or unavailability of containment sprays (or heat exchangers) and air coolers.
16.4.3.3. Loss of containment integrity [3, 7]
The loadings which can fail the containment are classified into two groups in terms of the
timing of containment failure: early and late. Hydrogen combustion‐detonation, steam
explosion, direct containment heating (DCH) were identified as the energetic processes
which could fail the containment early. The longer‐term gas producing MCCI, which
would pressurize the containment and the lack of coolability were identified as the
processes, which could fail the containment later.
Such distinction is needed to taking into account the natural processes such as deposition
of the fission product aerosols that remove most of them in the containment atmosphere
within approximately 4 hours. Therefore, a late release (after 24 hours) may be 4 to 5
orders of magnitude smaller, than that for the early failure of the containment. In this
context, the USNRC requires that for the new reactors the containment should maintain
its integrity for a minimum period of 24 hours following the onset of core damage, and
that following this 24‐hour period the containment should continue to provide a barrier
against the uncontrolled release of fission products.
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For pressurized water reactors, the likelihood of creep failure of steam generator tubes for
some severe accidents at high pressure of the reactor coolant is not negligible, with the
possible consequence of a containment bypass. To minimize the potential for containment
failure or containment bypass in severe accidents at high pressures of the reactor coolant,
the plant features may be enhanced, if necessary, to depressurize the reactor coolant
system reliably so as to prevent this process from occurring.
16.4.4 The TMI‐2 and Chernobyl accidents [7]
16.4.4.1 The TMI‐2 Accident
The core melt accident in the TMI‐2 reactor near Harrisburg Pennsylvania, USA occurred
in March 1979. The accident started with the loss of feed water to the steam generators
and coupled with equipment failure such as failure to automatic closing of the pilot‐
operated relief valve (PORV) without operators’ recognition for long time. In addition,
there were faulty operator actions such as shutting off the ECCS injection to the core. At
least, half of the core had melted. Later, it was found that some (20 tonnes) of the melted
core had reached the lower head.
The Zircaloy‐steam exothermic reaction produced hydrogen which was released to the
containment through the open PORV. It burned several hours after the start of the
accident and produced a pressure spike of 2 bars in the containment, which did not
sustain any damage. During the first 16 hours, only approximately 10 Ci was released to
the environment and ~70 curies of I was released over the next 30 days. The TMI‐2
accident did not cause any injuries or deaths. It, however, was a shock to the nuclear
establishments all over the world.
16.4.4.2 The Chernobyl Accident
A core melt accident happened in a RBMK reactor situated in Chernobyl in Ukraine,
Soviet Union. The RBMK are water‐ cooled channel type reactors in which the water
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boils as in a BWR, however they are moderated by graphite. The events of April 26, 1986
started as an experiment to see how long a spinning turbine could provide electrical
power to certain systems in the plant before their diesels started. Unfortunately, the
operator made a mistake, and instead of holding power at about 30%, the power fell to
about 1 %. Since this was too low for the test, he tried to raise power. In order to offset
neutron absorption by liquid water and Xenon, the operator pulled out almost all the
control rods by violating the procedure on the control rods which prohibited running with
less than 30 rods. Besides, he had to take over manual control of the flow of water
returning from the turbine, but he could not succeed in getting the flow correct. The
operator disabled a number of the emergency shutdown signals.
As the test begins, the turbine was disconnected and its energy fed to 4 of the 8 main
pumps. Twenty seconds later the power started rising slowly, then faster, and the power
had risen to perhaps 100 times full power and had destroyed the reactor. The release of the
radioactivity to the environment was exacerbated by lifting of the concrete lid on top of
the reactor due to the steam pressure and breaking all 1660 exit pipes. The pressure and
energy generated were sufficient to hurl the concrete lid, topple the fuel machine, blow the
roof off the confinement building and form a high pressure plume which rose to heights
where the winds transported the radioactive products to the neighboring countries. Most of
the radioactivity deposited in Ukraine, Belarus and Russia, however, radioactive particles
were detected in many neighboring European countries and even in Japan. The heavy land
contamination, which persists to this day occurs in Ukraine and Belarus.
The number of immediate deaths is relatively small (31 persons) for such a disastrous
accident. It is possible that there may be shortening of life for part of the liquidator
population which absorbed substantial doses during the clean‐up process of the site and
environs. The accident was terminated by adding with helicopter almost 5000 tons of
sand, clay and boron bearing material on top of the core region. It is not clear whether
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this was the best thing to do, since it acted as a heat shield: inside the graphite burned for
at least 7 days during which time all the remaining fuel bundles melted releasing volatile
fission products to the environment. The molten material spread through the space under
the reactor and flowed to the basement. The water in the pool had been emptied to
prevent any steam explosion at the cost of the lives of the two volunteers from the NPP
staff.
Chernobyl accident was the worst blow to nuclear power. The confidence of the public
already shaken by the TMI‐2 accident was lost to the nuclear power. The magnitude of
fission products released during the Chernobyl accident exceeded those released in the
Hiroshima bomb and their transport to many neighboring countries and their effect on the
life style of several sets of populations was destructive to the safety case of nuclear power
as was expounded with the results of the WASH‐1400. [quoted from Ref. 7 written by B.
R. Sehgal, 2006]

16.4.5. Instrumentation for management of a severe accident
For the management of severe accidents, appropriate instrumentation and procedures
should be available to guide operator actions to initiate preventive or mitigatory
measures. The instrumentation necessary for the management of severe accidents falls
into four categories:
(1) Instrumentation for monitoring the general conditions in the containment;
(2) Instrumentation for monitoring the progression in the values of parameters of
interest, specifically in relation to severe accidents;
(3) Instrumentation necessary for operators to execute emergency procedures;
(4) Instrumentation for assessing radiological consequences.
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During and following a severe accident, in order to follow the general conditions in the
containment and to facilitate the use of guidelines for the management of severe
accidents, essential parameters for the containment such as pressures, temperatures,
hydrogen concentrations, water levels and radiation dose rates should be monitored.
To follow the progression in the values of parameters specific to severe accidents,
consideration should be given to the installation of instrumentation to measure the
following parameters:
The status of core depressurization devices (such as relief valves) for the early
indication of possible high pressure melting of the core;
The concentration of combustible gases, in order to assess the likelihood of fast
deflagration or detonation;
Pressure and temperature signals over a wide range, in order to detect possible late
failure of the containment;
The sump water level, as an indication of the amount of water available for long
term injection into the core and for containment spraying.

In order to execute emergency procedures, the operator should have available controls
and instrumentation for the containment systems provided specifically for the prevention
and mitigation of severe accidents. These may include, for example:
A filtered venting system;
A monitoring and control system for combustible gases.

An assessment of the radiological consequences of a possible severe accident should be
conducted in a timely manner to assist in decisions on long term actions for the protection
of the population (off‐site emergency measures). Instruments for assessing radiological
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consequences may include:
Dose rate meters in the containment and in peripheral buildings housing systems
that have interfaces with the primary systems;
Instruments for monitoring conditions in the containment sump water (e.g.
temperature and pH);
Activity monitors for noble gases, iodine and aerosols in the stack(s).

The larger uncertainties with regard to conditions in the containment following a severe
accident should be taken into account by means of appropriate margins in the ranges of
operation of the instrumentation, in the domain for which its survivability is demonstrated
and/or through protective measures for the instruments (such as shielding). Owing to
these uncertainties and the different parameters that it may be necessary to monitor
during severe accidents, it may or may not be possible under severe accident conditions
to use the instrumentation provided for use in design basis accidents. If instrumentation
provided for use in design basis accidents is intended to be used in severe accidents, the
survivability domain of the instrumentation of the containment systems should be
extended as far as is practicable to cope with the containment conditions expected in
severe accidents.
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16.5. SEVERE ACCIDENT SOURCE TERM

16.5.1. Introduction
The fission product source term is defined by the quantity, timing, chemical species and
physical forms of the radioactive material released from a degrading reactor core into the
environment. While the containment building in severe accidents acts as an attenuator of
the gas borne debris, mainly by aerosol agglomeration and sedimentation, the primary
circuit modifies the physicochemical form and timing of the radioactive release. These
modifications can occur via condensation of vapours onto structural surfaces and
aerosols, chemical reactions with other species in the system, and aerosol formation and
attenuation processes, such as agglomeration, deposition, etc.

16.5.2. Radioactive releases associated with severe accidents
16.5.2.1. Source of radioactivity
With regard to the source formed by the core, the release of fission products mainly
occurs at the beginning of the degradation stage (clad rupture and core meltdown), which
follows its dewatering, while the fuel temperature follows a range from 1300 to 1800°C.
Chart one gives, per fission product group and starting with the most volatile, the order of
size of the fraction of the core inventory that is released in this way. Over a greater time
scale, i.e., until the vessel has failed, a part of the fuel and the structures is vaporized. At
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the beginning of the corium‐concrete interaction ‐ owing to the very large amount of
turbulence of the corium‐concrete mixture – fission products can still be released, by
boiling or vaporization effect.
16.5.2.2. Fission product behaviour in the primary system and containment
After a core or corium release, fission products (in gas or liquid form) travel through the
reactor coolant system and the reactor containment or escape paths, such as the nuclear
auxiliary building, where they can either remain for some time before escaping to the
environment, or can become temporarily or permanently deposited. The fission products
behaviour along their path to the environment is governed by important physical
phenomena that are specifically related to the thermal hydraulics conditions in the
primary system and the thermodynamics of the containment.
Release from fuel:
The first important macroscopic phenomenon is obviously the release of core or corium
fission products. The important factors are the kinetic release rates and the physical and
chemical species formed. The latter depend on the atmosphere prevailing in the vicinity
of the core (temperature, hydrogen formed by the zirconium‐water reaction and reactions
with products resulting from structure vaporization, especially silver).
Modern severe accident fission products release models include empirically based fission
product inventory escape rate and fractional release models. These models introduced in
computer codes are validated against available experimental programs. Generally, at high
temperatures (above 2000°C), the release from the fuel for the volatile elements depends
almost entirely on the temperature and the time spent at those temperatures. The
surrounding atmosphere, oxidizing or reducing, are of some importance for the chemical
form but not so much for the released fraction. The volatile elements, that are mostly rare
gases, iodine, caesium, tellurium and strontium, are completely released from the fuel,
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whereas the low volatile elements exhibit a more complex behaviour depending on the
temperature and surrounding atmosphere in the reactor vessel.
The low volatile groups are not radiologically significant in general. The most significant
element is Ruthenium that is allocated to the Molybdenum group.
Fission products transport and retention in the primary system:
With regard to the second macroscopic phenomenon, fission product transport by gas or
liquid, the influencing parameters are obviously the following: thermal‐hydraulics, the
route taken, the traps and obstacles met in the primary system (and containment). The
determining factors are the retention fraction inside the installation, the transit time to the
environment and the time scale of the source term. This phenomenon is generally
considered to have an important impact on the source term. Concerning the fission
products in a solid particle state, called aerosol form, high retention factors are expected
in the primary circuit zones with a high surface to volume ratio such as steam generators.
Plant calculations and available experiments indicate that significant retention fractions
are expected due to the retention mechanisms (50% to 70% of the initial release from the
core) that are principally diffusiophoresis, thermophoresis, gravitational settling. The rare
gases and gas form of other elements are not retained at all.
Fission products transport and retention in the containment:
The "in‐containment accident source term" will normally be a function of time and will
involve consideration of fission products being released from the core into the
containment as well as removal of fission products by plant features intended to do so
(e.g., spray systems) or by natural removal processes.[5]
The route taken depends on the accident sequence being considered. For example, the
reactor containment can be totally by‐passed in the case of an SGTR – and this has an
important influence on the source term in the environment. Likewise, the radiological
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consequences differ considerably according to the final dispersion channel into the
environment, i.e. atmospheric or water channel.
Deposition is the main phenomenon that reduces the radioactivity contained in the gas.
They depend on the form in which the fission products are found in the gas (gas, steam,
aerosols) and on the thermodynamic conditions. The main physical phenomena that affect
the fission products concentration (under aerosol physical state) in the containment are
the following: − Agglomeration and sedimentation; − Thermophoresis (temperature
gradient induced mechanism); − Diffusiophoresis (concentration gradient induced
mechanism); − Impaction; − Hygroscopicity (particle growth due to steam
condensation on it).
It was found that most of the fission product aerosols agglomerate and deposit on the
walls and floor of the containment in approximately 4 hours and from there they are
transported to the sump. Thus, they are not available for release to environment on the
failure of the containment. In this process, the more toxic fission products, i.e., 131 I and
137 Cs which had formed the highly water‐soluble compounds CsI and CsOH are
removed from the containment atmosphere when a spray action is activated. [7]
Code validation and results indicate that the aerosol behaviour itself is fairly well
understood. The main uncertainties rise from the accuracy of predicting and modelling
the prevailing thermal hydraulic and flow conditions as well as coupling aerosol
behaviour with thermal hydraulics.
Revaporization/resuspension of deposits:
These phenomena are also crucial, since it is a deferred potential source, likely to
challenge the conservatism of assessments. They depend on thermal hydraulic conditions
and on the link's strength between the deposit and the deposition surface, (therefore still
depending on the physical and chemical forms). In the deposition and revaporization/
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resuspension phenomena, the physical and chemical forms of the products therefore play
an essential role, both for the transfer to the structure or trap and the nature and stability
of the link with the structure or trap.
Deposited aerosols can be resuspended if there is a drastic change in flow conditions.
Such a change is not unlikely in the primary system due to the operator actions during the
accident sequence, inducing particle re‐entrainment to the containment via the primary
system break. But little experimental data exist concerning this topic.
Revalorization is generally interpreted as radionuclide releases, in vapour form, from
condensed materials as any chemical species from any surface. Due to their internal
residual power, the temperature of the deposited particles could increase, reaching their
vaporization point. Revalorization is recognized as being a long‐term phenomenon. Thus,
for sequences involving early containment failure, the additional activity associated with
revalorization is not expected to be significant. However, for sequences involving late
containment failure, revalorization becomes more important as the timing of containment
failure is delayed. Theoretical models exist without a supporting experimental database.
Behaviour of iodine:
This is a very complex topic. The chemical form of iodine released from the primary
system into the containment and its evolution has received considerable experimental and
analytical study in recent years. It is actually thought that iodine leaves the reactor
coolant system mainly combined with cesium (probably also with silver) in the form of
soluble aerosols of CsI, but also as a gas, molecular iodine or organic iodine. In the
containment, iodine is also absorbed by the metallic or painted surfaces and accumulates
in large proportions (after some time) in the containment sump water (due to aerosol
gravitational settling), where iodine is present as ions and dissolved forms.
Between these numerous forms and phases, more or less rapid mass transfers or
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equilibrium reactions occur, which are strongly influenced by the radioactive atmosphere
(radiolysis) and the water pH. The resulting effect is the formation of a volatile iodine
form in the sump, I2, which can migrate to the gas phase. The highly volatile form ICH3
is a result of the chemical interactions between I2 and the painted surfaces and organic
materials (mainly electric cables) in the containment atmosphere. If the pH in the sump is
maintained (> 8), the formation of volatile species from the sump is effectively
suppressed. If the pH is uncontrolled, the formation of volatile species is not suppressed
and the magnitude of the source term may be significantly greater.
The other fission products with important radiological consequences, tellurium, cesium
and strontium, condense in the form of aerosols in the reactor coolant system. The
aerosols aggregate and are deposited on the walls by different mechanisms, sedimenting
on the floor at a speed that increases with their increase in mass.

16.5.3. Reference source terms
To assess the overall containment performance and in particular the measures for
radionuclide management, the amount and isotopic composition of the radionuclides
postulated to be released from the containment (the source term) should be assessed for
the various accidents to be considered. For design basis accidents, this should be done by
means of a conservative analysis of the expected behaviour of the core and of the safety
systems. Consideration should be given to the most pessimistic initial conditions for the
relevant parameters (e.g. for the inventory of radionuclides in systems and for leak rates)
within the framework of the allowable limits specified in the technical specifications for
the plant.
The anticipated evolution of the physicochemical forms of the radionuclides in the
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containment should be assessed, with account taken of the latest knowledge. For
example, it is known that certain paints enhance the production of organic iodine. Once
iodine is trapped in water pools inside the containment, it may revolatilize in the medium
to long term if appropriate pH conditions are not maintained. It is also necessary to assess
all conditions that could change the pH of the water pools during an accident and, if
necessary, provide the necessary means to keep the water pools alkaline.
Accident Source Terms for LWRs in U.S.A.
The characteristics of the fission product release from the core into the containment based
on the TID‐14844 (1962). This release consists of 100% of the core inventory of noble
gases and 50% of the iodines (half of which are assumed to deposit on interior surfaces
very rapidly). It also included 1% of the remaining solid fission products, but these were
considered in certain areas such as equipment qualification. The source term within
containment is assumed to be instantaneously available for release and that the iodine
chemical form is assumed to be predominantly (91%) in elemental (02) form, with 5%
assumed to be particulate iodine and 4% assumed to be in organic form. These
assumptions have significantly affected the design of engineered safety features.
Containment isolation valve closure times have also been affected by these assumptions.
The Alternative Radiological Source Terms has been proposed in order to provide more
realistic estimates of the "source term" release into LWR containment in terms of the
composition and magnitude of the radioactive material, its chemical and physical form,
and the timing of its release. Table 16.5.1 shows the proposed source terms (in fractions
of core inventory) for PWRs. Fig. 16.5.1 shows a comparison of calculated fission‐
product release into the containment of a Korean plant following a LBLOCA to NUREG‐
1465 source term. [5]
The NRC staff concludes that iodine entering containment from the reactor coolant
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system is composed of at least 95% cesium iodide (CsI), with no more than 5% I plus HI.
Once within containment, highly soluble cesium iodide will readily dissolve in water
pools and plate out on wet surfaces in ionic form. Radiation‐induced conversion of the
ionic form to elemental iodine will potentially be an important mechanism. If the pH is
controlled to a level of 7 or greater, such conversion to elemental iodine will be minimal.
If the pH is not controlled, however, a relatively large fraction (greater for PWRs than
BWRs) of the iodine dissolved in containment pools in ionic form will be converted to
elemental iodine.
Table 16.5.1. PWR Releases Into Containment [NUREG‐1465]
Gap Release*

Early In‐Vessel

Ex‐Vessel

Late In‐Vessel

Duration (Hours)

0.5

1.3

2.0

10.0

Noble Gases*

0.05

0.95

0

0

Halogens

0.05

0.35

0.25

0.1

Alkali Metals

0.05

0.25

0.35

0.1

Tellurium group

0

0.05

0.25

0.005

Barium, Strontium

0

0.02

0.1

0

Noble Metals

0

0.0025

0.0025

0

Cerium group

0

0.0005

0.005

0

Lanthanides

0

0.0002

0.005

0

* Gap release is 3 percent if long‐term fuel cooling is maintained.
Halogens (CsI)

Noble Gas

1.0

1.0

NUREG-1465
Recovery after 20 min
Recovery after 15 min

NUREG-1465
Recovery after 20 min
Recovery after 15 min

0.8

Fractional Relase

Fractional Relase

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0
0

2000

4000

6000

0

2000

4000

Time (Sec)

Time (Sec)
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Alkali Metals (Cesium)

Tellurium
1.0

0.5

NUREG-1465
Recovery after 20 min
Recovery after 15 min

NUREG-1465
Recovery after 20 min
Recovery after 15 min

0.8

Fractional Relase

Fractional Relase

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.0
0

2000

4000

0

6000

2000

Barium

6000

Noble Metals (Ru)

0.5

0.050
0.045

NUREG-1465
Recovery after 20 min
Recovery after 15 min

NUREG-1465
Recovery after 20 min
Recovery after 15 min

0.040

Fractional Relase

0.4

Fractional Relase

4000

Time (Sec)

Time (Sec)

0.3

0.2

0.035
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0.015

0.1

0.010
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0.000
0
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Fig. 16.5.1. Comparison of calculation results for a Korean plant to NUREG‐1465 source term

Accident Source Terms for LWRs in France
Studies carried out by IPSN in 1977 from the WASH‐1400 report resulted in a grading of
releases via the atmospheric channel into three categories – S1, S2 and S3. These three
reference source terms correspond to three broad accident categories that have in
common: a reactor coolant system rupture, loss of electric power supply and meltdown:
S1 is representative of accidents with early loss of containment (a few hours) with no
filtration of the fission products released;
S2 s representative of accidents leading to direct releases into the environment in less
than 24 hours;
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S3 is representative of accidents leading to indirect (filtered) releases into the
atmosphere after about 24 hours.
The calculations for the source terms, as illustrated by the results presented in Table 16.3,
have been used to assess their radiological consequences in the environment via the
atmospheric channel (at least for S2 and S3). The magnitudes of release are
approximately 10% for S1, 1% for S2 and a few 0.1% for S3. The series of sequences
represented by S1 was considered to be physically unlikely (explosive nature) and
therefore ranked in the residual risk category, in principle not requiring any action. S3
was considered to be compatible, in level and time scale, with the application of PPI
(emergency action plan).
As the potential consequences of S2 were considered to be too difficult to control by PPI,
studies were carried out with the aim of setting up facilities to bring down the emissions
to a lower value (to one inferior or equal to that of S3), which is compatible with PPI
application.
Table 16.5.2. Calculated source term into the environment for French PWRS.
Source
Term
S1
S2
S3

Rare gases
80
75
75

Organic iodine
(ICH3)
0.6
0.55
0.55

Core fraction inventory
Molecular iodine +

aerosol form
60
2.7
0.31
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Strontium

40
5.5
0.35

5
0.6
0.04
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Preparedness

17.1. LAWS, ACTS, REGULATIONS, AND
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

A national radiological emergency preparedness plan is being promulgated based on the
Act for Physical Protection and Radiological Emergency (APPRE), the Framework Act
of Disaster and Safety Control (FADSC), and the Framework Act of Civil Defense
(FACD) which stipulate for a national emergency preparedness system against a
radiological accident. Under these acts, the FADSC and the FACD, the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology (MEST, formerly called MOST) is responsible for
setting up and revising a national master plan every five years and a yearly
implementation plan based on the national master plan. Local autonomous governments
and competent authorities of concern should prepare their own detailed yearly
implementation plan according to the national master plan and the yearly implementation
plan prepared by MEST. The APPRE prescribes that, as a part of the safety measures for
the operation of a nuclear installation, an applicant for an operating license (OL) should
submit a radiological emergency preparedness plan to MEST for an approval.
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The APPRE was promulgated in May 2003, in order to establish an effective national
system for a physical protection of the nuclear materials and the nuclear facilities in
Korea and to prepare a legal and an institutional basis for preventing them from a
radiological disaster as well as establishing the countermeasures against a radiological
emergency. This Law came into force in February 2004. The detailed standards and
criteria for preparing a radiological emergency preparedness plan are described in the
Ministerial Notice No. 2004‐11 by MOST (titled, "Standards on the Establishment and
Implementation of a Radiological Emergency Plan for a Nuclear Licensee").

17.2. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS MEASURES

The national radiological emergency plan (the master plan and the yearly implementation
plan of MEST) consists of five parts, namely, the establishment of an emergency
response organization, an emergency classification and response, protective measures,
emergency response facilities and equipment, and emergency training and the exercises,
as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Elements of the National Radiological Emergency Plan

Titles
1. Emergency Response
Organization

Contents
Emergency organization,
Assignment of the responsibilities and
Recovery planning.
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2. Emergency Classification
and Response

Types of emergencies considered in a
radiological disaster control,
Emergency classification system,
Emergency responses according to the
incident phases,
Notification and
Strengthening of a radiological
disaster control system.

3. Protective Measures

Emergency planning zone,
Alerting the population,
Sheltering and evacuation,
Medical support,
Food and water control,
Access control and
Public information.

4. Emergency Facilities and
Equipment

Reinforcement of emergency installations and
Funding and the technical assistance.

5. Training and Exercises

Emergency training and
Emergency exercises.

17.2.1. Classification of an Emergency Situation
Radiological emergencies at a nuclear installation are classified into a white emergency
(alert) type, a blue emergency (site area emergency) type, and a red emergency (general
emergency) type according to the severity of an accident. The emergency action levels
are based on the conditions of the nuclear installations, the instrument indications, and the
on‐site and off‐site radiation levels.
White Emergency Type: An event is in progress or has occurred which involves an
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actually or potentially substantial degradation of the safety levels of a nuclear
installation. A release of the radioactive materials is expected to be limited to
within the structures of a nuclear installation.
Blue Emergency Type: An event is in progress or has occurred which involves an
actually or likely failure of the major safety functions due to a degradation of the
recovering functions for a safety condition. A release of the radioactive materials
is expected to be limited to within the boundary of a nuclear installation.
Red Emergency Type: An event is in progress or has occurred which involves an
actually or imminently substantial core degradation or melting with the potential
for a loss of the last integrity barrier, thus anticipating a large release of the
radioactive materials beyond the boundary of a nuclear installation.

If an accident occurs in a nuclear installation, an operator should immediately report that
emergency situation to the Minister of Education, Science and Technology and the local
government, in accordance with the “The Act for Physical Protection and Radiological
Emergency.”

17.2.2. Schematic Diagram of the National Radiological Emergency
Response
The national radiological emergency response scheme is composed of the Central
Response Committee which is chaired by the Prime Minister, the National Emergency
Management Committee (NEMC), the Off‐site Emergency Management Center (OEMC),
the Local Emergency Management Committee (LEMC), the Radiological Emergency
Technical Advisory Center (RETAC) of the Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS), the
Radiological Emergency Medical Center (REMC) of the Korea Institute of Radiological
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and Medical Sciences (KIRAMS), and the Emergency Response Facilities (ERS) of the
Korea Hydro and Nuclear Power (KHNP) Co., Ltd. as shown in Figure 1.
The central government has the responsibility to control and coordinate the
countermeasures against a radiological disaster. Especially, OEMC, which consists of
experts dispatched from the central government, local governments and designated
administrative organizations, has the responsibilities to conduct a coordination of the
management of a radiological disaster and the decision‐making for the public protective
actions (sheltering, evacuation and food restrictions, etc). The OEMC actually consists of
seven groups which include the Joint Public Information Center in charge of providing
accurate and unified information about a radiological disaster and the OEMC Advisory
Committee which provides the director of the OEMC with the relevant and up‐to‐date
information. Also the OEMC sets up a Joint Radiation Monitoring Center to coordinate
and control an off‐site radiation monitoring system during an emergency.

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of the National Radiological Emergency Response
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The LEMC, established by the local government of concern, implements the OEMC's
decisions for the protective actions for the public.
When an accident occurs, KHNP, an operator of the nuclear power installations, is
responsible for organizing Emergency Response Facilities including an Emergency
Operations Center and for taking the measures to mitigate the consequences of an
accident, to restore an installation to a stable condition, and to protect the on‐site
personnel.
On the other hand, the central government establishes a national radiological emergency
medical system for the coordination and control of the radiological medical services. An
emergency medical system consists of the National Radiological Emergency Medical
Service Center and the primary and secondary radiological emergency hospitals
designated in a region by the Minister of MEST. KIRAMS establishes the Radiological
Emergency Medical Center and administers the national radiological emergency medical
system during a radiological disaster.
KINS organizes the Radiological Emergency Technical Advisory Center (RETAC),
which is in charge of providing the technical advices for a radiological emergency
response, dispatching the technical advisory teams to the affected site, initiating the
emergency operations of 49 nation‐wide environmental radioactivity monitoring stations
and posts in accordance with the Nationwide Environmental Radioactivity Monitoring
Plan, coordinating and controlling an off‐site radiation monitoring system, operating the
radiation monitoring vehicles, and monitoring the response activities of the nuclear power
operator, respectively. RETAC of KINS has an agreement with the Nuclear‐Biological‐
Chemical Defense Command of the Korean Army for a prompt response during the initial
phase of a radiological emergency.
KINS has also developed an Atomic Computerized Technical Advisory System for a
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Radiological Emergency (AtomCARE). Currently, the AtomCARE system is operated in
order to effectively provide various technical supports to the central and local
government, the OEMC and the EOC of the licensee to protect the public and the
environment from the radiation hazards during a radiological emergency, respectively. It
provides not only a rapid verification and evaluation of a radiological emergency and the
radiation impacts but also a comprehensive management of the information regarding the
various protective measures to protect the public from the radiation hazards.

The

configuration of the AtomCARE system is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Atomic Computerized Technical Advisory System for a Radiological Emergency (CARE)

≫

NEMC: Nuclear Emergency Management Committee

≫

LEMC: Local Emergency Management Committee

≫

SIDS: Safety Information Display System
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≫

OACS: Operator Aid Computer System

≫

CFMS: Critical Function Monitoring System

≫

IERNet: Integrated Environmental Radiation Network

≫

REMDAS: Radiological Emergency Meteorological Data Acquisition System

≫

AINS: Automatic Information Notification System

≫

STES: Source Term Evaluation System

≫

FADAS: Following Accident Dose Assessment System

≫

GIS: Geographic Information System

≫

ERIX: Emergency Response Information eXchange System

≫

DB: Database, WS: Workstation

≫

ERF: Emergency Response Facilities, EOF: Emergency Operations Facility

17.2.3. Protective Measures
In order to set up an emergency plan which is able to be implemented immediately during
the early phase of an accident, an emergency planning zone (EPZ) is designated for the
areas within a radius of 8‐10 km from the nuclear installation in the case of a nuclear
emergency. Intensive emergency plans such as an evacuation plan are required for an
EPZ. For the areas outside an EPZ, comprehensive plans have been established. For an
evacuation and indoor sheltering of the population within an EPZ, the local government
designates and secures, beforehand, the public establishments by regions such as the
facilities for an evacuation and indoor sheltering. These facilities are chosen with a
consideration of the estimated number of people, the distances, and the time required for
an evacuation. The local government provides the guidelines for an evacuation and
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indoor sheltering when an accident occurs.

Considering the special aspects of a

radiological accident, a local government and the nuclear installation operator must
jointly alert the population living within a radius of 2 km from the nuclear power
installation to a radiological emergency.
Operators of the nuclear installations are responsible not only for reporting emergency
situations to the organizations of concern, but also for providing the local government
with advice and consultation on the protective measures during the early phase of an
accident.
In order to prevent a thyroid exposure to the public from radioactive iodine elements, the
LEMC should retain potassium‐iodide pills for the public during an emergency and it
should maintain an effective and rapid distribution system.
KHNP makes an agreement with the designated hospitals near the site of a nuclear
installation for emergency medical services, and it established the Radiation Health
Research Institute (RHRI) which conducts the research activities and incorporates the
study results into the applications of radiation and health physics. RHRI also provides
the radiological emergency medical services and the medical examinations of the
radiation workers and residents in the vicinity of a nuclear power plant.
The Director of OEMC has a responsibility to decide on the protective measures to
control the ingestion of contaminated food stuffs by the public. The Director of NEMC,
who is the Minister of EST, and an operator of a nuclear installation shall provide their
utmost support to the Director of the LEMC in making the decisions for the relevant
protective measures. In order to guarantee a security for the lives of the population, it is
necessary for a local government to accumulate and store the short‐term food substitutes,
prepare emergency water supply systems, and the long‐term response systems against a
prolonged emergency.
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17.2.4. Measures for the Public Information
The central government and the local government of concern shall provide information to
the resident public in the vicinity of a nuclear installation about a nuclear disaster,
evacuation routes, sheltering centers, emergency communications, and protective action
guides through information pamphlets and civil defense education programs.

17.2.5. Emergency Facilities and Equipment
Operators of the nuclear installations shall prepare emergency response facilities such as
the Emergency Operations Facility, the Technical Support Center (TSC), and the
Operational Support Center (OSC).

A SPDS (Safety Parameter Display System) is

provided in the TSC. The operator is also required to set up a Plant Data Acquisition
System through which the operations information of a nuclear installation is transmitted
to MEST and KINS.
Operators of the nuclear installations are required to manage and control the necessary
monitors and instruments required by the individual emergency preparedness
organizations for the measurements and analyses of the radioactivity levels.

The

operators should also provide the off‐site emergency organizations with the radioactivity
measuring devices and analyzing equipment to perform an emergency response.
The emergency response capability and the radiological emergency response facilities of
a nuclear power plant are continuously checked through periodic inspections by a
regulatory authority and, if necessary, they are complemented.
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17.3. TRAINING AND EXERCISES

Operators of the nuclear installations should periodically conduct repetitive training and
the exercises for the qualified emergency personnel by providing them with thorough
knowledge of their emergency duties. The International Nuclear Safety School of KINS,
the Nuclear Training Center of the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) and
the Nuclear Education Institute of KHNP provide the training courses on an emergency
preparedness for the personnel involved in an emergency response. The head of the local
government prepares and implements an independent training program, because of the
specific natures of a radiological accident, for the personnel engaged in an emergency
response.
According to the Act for a Physical Protection and Radiological Emergency that came
into effect in February 2004, the central government should manage the radiological
emergency training.
Emergency exercises are held, in which on‐site and off‐site emergency preparedness
organizations must participate, as follows:
A unified emergency exercise, in which all the on‐site and the off‐site emergency
organizations including both the central and the local governments should
participate, is held at each nuclear installation every five years and the central
government takes the lead during an exercise,
An integrated emergency exercise, in which all the on‐site and off‐site emergency
organizations including the local government should participate, is held at a
nuclear installation once or more every 4 years and the local government takes the
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lead during an exercise,
An on‐site emergency exercise, in which all the emergency units of a nuclear power
station with two units of a power reactor should participate, is held every year and
the nuclear power station operator takes the lead during an exercise,
A drill, in which each emergency unit of a nuclear installation should participate, is
held every three months, and
For a newly constructed nuclear power installation at a site where other nuclear
installations are in operation, an initial exercise is held to demonstrate the ability of
an emergency response before a rated thermal output reaches 5% of the full power
output.

17.4. INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

A notification of a nuclear accident or a radiological emergency and a request for
assistance from the international organizations and the nations of concern, are made in
accordance with the procedures specified in the "Convention on the Early Notification of
Nuclear Accidents" and the "Convention on the Assistance of Nuclear Accidents or
Radiological Emergencies.”
MEST and the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) maintain a radiological
emergency cooperation plan, on a mutual agreement basis, pursuant to the "Arrangement
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between USNRC and MEST for the Exchange of Technical Information and Cooperation
in Regulatory and Safety Research Matters.”
Also MEST and the Federal Agency for Atomic Energy of Russian Federation
(ROSATOM) maintain a radiological emergency cooperation plan, on a mutual
agreement basis, pursuant to the "Arrangement between ROSATOM and MEST for the
Exchange of Technical Information and Cooperation in Regulatory and Safety Research
Matters.”
Between MEST and the Ministry of Economics, Trade and Industry (METI), and the
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) of Japan, there
are inter‐governmental agreements to maintain an early notification network to provide a
prompt notification to each other when a nuclear accident occurs.
Between MEST and the National Nuclear Safety Administration (NNSA) of China, there
is also inter‐governmental agreement to maintain an early notification network to provide
a prompt notification to each other when a nuclear accident occurs.
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19.1. IAEA SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR
DECOMMISSIONING[1]

19.1.1. INTRODUCTION
The term ‘decommissioning’ refers to the administrative and technical actions taken to
allow the removal of some or all of the regulatory requirements from a facility (except for
a repository, for which the term ‘closed’ and not ‘decommissioned’ is used). A facility
means a building and its associated land and equipment in which radioactive material is
produced, processed, used, handled or stored on such a scale that consideration of safety
is required.
Decommissioning activities are performed with an optimized approach to achieving a
progressive and systematic reduction in radiological hazards, and are undertaken on the
basis of planning and assessment to ensure the safety of workers and the public and
protection of the environment, both during and after decommissioning operations.
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A facility is considered decommissioned when an approved end state1) has been reached.
Subject to national legal and regulatory requirements, this end state encompasses partial
or full decontamination and/or dismantlement, with or without restrictions on further use.
Decommissioning can be divided into preparatory and implementation phases.
Preparations for decommissioning include the development of a decommissioning
strategy, initial decommissioning planning and radiological characterization of the
facility. Implementation of decommissioning includes preparation of a final
decommissioning plan and its submission to the regulatory body for authorization or
approval, management of the project and implementation of the plan, management of the
waste and demonstration that the site meets the end state criteria defined in the plan.
Over the years, several methods have been used for describing the operating
organization’s2) decommissioning strategies. Approaches being implemented or
considered by Member States include immediate dismantling, deferred dismantling and
entombment. Other options or slight modifications of these strategies are possible. These
strategies are, in principle, applicable to all facilities; however, their application to some
facilities may not be appropriate owing to political concerns, safety or environmental
requirements, technical considerations, local conditions or financial considerations. The
following is a short description of each of these decommissioning strategies:
1. Immediate dismantling is the strategy by which the equipment, structures and parts
of a facility containing radioactive contaminants are removed or decontaminated to
a level that permits the facility to be released for unrestricted use, or with
1) The end state defined as a predetermined criterion defining the point at which a specific task or
process(i.e. decommissioning) is to be considered completed. The actual end state is tailored to
address the safety and environmental needs in each situation.
2) The operating organization is defined as any organization or person applying for authorization
or authorized and/or responsible for nuclear, radiation, radioactive waste or transport safety
when undertaking activities or in relation to any facilities or sources of ionizing radiation.
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restrictions imposed by the regulatory body. In this case decommissioning
implementation activities begin shortly after the permanent cessation of operations.
This strategy implies prompt completion of the decommissioning project and
involves the removal of all radioactive material from the facility to another new or
existing licensed facility and its processing for either long term storage or disposal.
2. Deferred dismantling (sometimes called safe storage, safe store or safe enclosure) is
the strategy in which parts of a facility containing radioactive contaminants are
either processed or placed in such a condition that they can be safely stored and
maintained until they can subsequently be decontaminated and/or dismantled to
levels that permit the facility to be released for unrestricted use or with restrictions
imposed by the regulatory body.
3. Entombment is the strategy by which radioactive contaminants are encased in a
structurally long lived material until radioactivity decays to a level permitting the
unrestricted release of the facility, or release with restrictions imposed by the
regulatory body.

19.1.2. PROTECTION OF HUMAN HEALTH AND THE
ENVIRONMENT
The activities associated with the decommissioning of a facility shall be considered part
of the original practice3) and the requirements of the Basic Safety Standards(BSS)[2]
shall be enforced during all decommissioning activities.
3) A practice is defined as any human activity that introduces additional sources of exposure or
exposure pathways or extends exposure to additional people or modifies the network of
exposure pathways from existing sources, so as to increase the exposure or the likelihood of
exposure of people or the number of people exposed [3].
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The dose limits for the normal exposure of workers and members of the public shall be
applied. Radiation protection of any persons who are exposed as a result of
decommissioning activities shall be optimized with due regard to the relevant dose
constraints.
In addition to provisions for protection against normal exposures, provision shall be made
during decommissioning for protection against, and mitigation of, potential exposures
that may result from an incident or accident. However, if the incident is of such a nature
as to warrant an intervention, other applicable IAEA safety standards shall be invoked[4].
A safety culture shall be fostered and maintained in both the operating organization and
the regulatory body in order to encourage a questioning and learning attitude to safety
and to discourage complacency[3]. Individuals responsible for decommissioning
activities shall be trained to appropriate levels of awareness of health, safety and
environmental matters.
Environmental radiation protection, consistent with that for a practice, shall be
maintained during the entire decommissioning process and beyond if a facility is released
with restrictions on future use. If there are no such restrictions, the site and the facility
shall meet the pertinent regulatory end point criteria.

19.1.3. RESPONSIBILITIES ASSOCIATED WITH
DECOMMISSIONING
Each Member State where organizations use, possess, store or handle radioactive material
shall include provisions in its national legal framework for decommissioning. All phases
of decommissioning, from the initial plant of the final release of the facility from
regulatory control, shall be regulated.
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Requirements for the general responsibilities in the legal and governmental infrastructure
with respect to all matters concerning nuclear activities are set out in Ref.[5]. These
requirements will not be repeated here, but they also apply in establishing the appropriate
infrastructure.
The government shall provide an appropriate national legal and organizational framework
within which decommissioning, including management of resulting radioactive waste,
can be planned and carried out safely. This shall include a clear allocation of
responsibilities, provision of independent regulatory functions and requirements for
funding mechanisms for decommissioning.
The regulatory body is responsible for the regulation of all phases of decommissioning,
from initial planning to termination of the practice or final release of the facility from
regulatory control. The regulatory body shall establish the safety standards and
requirements for decommissioning, including management of the resulting radioactive
waste, and shall carry out activities to ensure that the regulatory requirements are met.
The operating organization shall implement planning for decommissioning and shall
carry out the decommissioning activities in compliance with national safety standards and
requirements. The operating organization shall also be responsible for all aspects of
safety and environmental protection during the decommissioning activities. The operating
organization shall provide financial assurances and resources to cover the costs associated
with safe decommissioning, including management of the resulting radioactive waste.

19.1.4. DECOMMISSIONING STRATEGY
The operating organization shall define a decommissioning strategy on which the
planning for decommissioning will be based. The strategy shall be consistent with
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national decommissioning and waste management policy.
The preferred decommissioning strategy shall be immediate dismantling. There may,
however, be situations where immediate dismantling is not a practical strategy when all
relevant factors are considered. These factors may include: the availability of waste
disposal or long term storage capacity for decommissioning waste; the availability of a
trained workforce; the availability of funds; co-location of other facilities on the same site
requiring decommissioning; technical feasibility; and optimization of the radiation
protection of workers, the public and the environment. If the deferred dismantling or
entombment strategy is chosen, the operating organization shall provide a justification for
the selection. The operating organization shall also demonstrate that, for the selected
strategy, the facility will be maintained in a safe configuration at all times and will be
adequately decommissioned in the future and that no undue burdens will be imposed on
future generations.
The decommissioning strategy shall take into account that, until authorization has been
given to implement the final decommissioning plan, the facility shall be considered an
operating facility. All applicable requirements for the facility shall then remain in place
unless the regulatory body has agreed to their reduction on the basis of a reduction of the
hazards (e.g. the removal of nuclear material from the facility).
The decommissioning strategy shall include provisions to ensure that, if final shutdown
occurs before a final decommissioning plan is prepared, adequate arrangements are
provided to ensure the safety of the facility until a satisfactory decommissioning plan can
be prepared and implemented.
If the shutdown of a facility is sudden (e.g. as a consequence of a severe accident), the
facility shall be brought to a safe configuration before an approved decommissioning plan
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is implemented. The decommissioning strategy shall be reviewed on the basis of the
situation that caused the sudden shutdown to determine whether revision is required.
Appropriate means shall be available to manage waste of all categories in a timely
manner, with account taken of the overall decommissioning management strategy.
Disposal is the preferred option for waste that is generated during decommissioning
activities, but if disposal capacity is not available waste shall be stored safely in
accordance with applicable requirements[6].
The concept of clearance[2] shall be applicable for material resulting from
decommissioning activities that is released from regulatory control.
For sites that house more than one facility, a global decommissioning programme shall be
developed for the entire site to ensure that interdependences are taken into account in the
planning for individual facilities.

19.1.5. DECOMMISSIONING PLAN
The operating organization shall prepare and maintain a decommissioning plan
throughout the lifetime of the facility, unless otherwise approved by the regulatory body,
in order to show that the decommissioning can be accomplished safely to meet the
defined end state.
The decommissioning plan shall be supported by an appropriate safety assessment
covering the planned decommissioning activities and abnormal events that may occur
during decommissioning. The assessment shall address occupational exposures and
potential releases of radioactive substances with resulting exposure of the public.
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A graded approach shall be applied to the development of the decommissioning plan. The
type of information and the level of detail in the plan shall be commensurate with the
type and status of the facility and the hazards associated with the decommissioning of the
facility.
For new facilities, consideration of decommissioning shall begin early in the design stage
and shall continue through to the termination of the practice or the final release of the
facility from regulatory control. The regulatory body shall ensure that operators take into
account eventual decommissioning activities in the design, construction and operation of
the facility, including features to facilitate decommissioning, the maintenance of records
of the facility, and consideration of physical and procedural methods to prevent the
spread of contamination.
For existing facilities where a decommissioning plan does not yet exist, a suitable plan
for decommissioning shall be prepared as soon as possible, once the regulatory body has
provided requirements and guidance, and shall be periodically updated.
The operating organization shall prepare and submit an initial decommissioning plan
together with the application for authorization to operate the facility. This initial
decommissioning plan is necessary to ensure that sufficient funds will be available for
decommissioning, to facilitate early planning for minimization of the need for
decontamination, and to provide for early acquisition and maintenance of records
important for decommissioning.
This initial plan shall be reviewed and updated periodically, at least every five years or as
prescribed by the regulatory body, or when specific circumstances warrant, such as if
changes in an operational process lead to significant changes to the plan. Revisions or
amendments shall also be made as necessary in the light of operational experience
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gained, new or revised safety requirements or technological developments. If an incident
or accident occurs, the decommissioning plan shall be reviewed as soon as possible and
modified as necessary.
A baseline survey of the site, including obtaining information on radiological conditions,
shall be performed prior to construction and updated prior to commissioning of a new
facility. This information will be used to determine background conditions during the end
state survey. For those practices for which such a baseline survey has not been done in the
past, data from analogous, undisturbed areas with similar characteristics shall be used
instead of pre-operational baseline data.
Provision shall be made, as far as possible, to ensure that key staff are retained and that
institutional knowledge about the facility is maintained and is accessible. Appropriate
records and reports that are relevant to decommissioning (e.g. records on the use of the
facility, events and incidents, radionuclide inventories, dose rates and contamination
levels) shall be retained during the lifetime of the facility. In this way the design and
modifications of the facility and its operating history will be identified and factored into
the decommissioning plan.
Prior

to

the

implementation

phase

of

decommissioning

activities,

a

final

decommissioning plan shall be prepared and submitted to the regulatory body for
approval. This plan shall define how the project will be managed, including: the site
management plan, the roles and responsibilities of the organizations involved, safety and
radiation protection measures, quality assurance, a waste management plan,
documentation and record keeping requirements, a safety assessment and an
environmental assessment and their criteria, surveillance measures during the
implementation phase, physical protection measures as required, and any other
requirements established by the regulatory body.
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During the preparation of the final decommissioning plan, the extent and type of
radioactive material (irradiated and contaminated structures and components) at the
facility shall be determined by means of a detailed characterization survey and on the
basis of records collected during the operational period. If nuclear material or operational
waste remains at the facility, this radioactive material shall be included in the
characterization survey.
The methodology and criteria that the operating organization will use to demonstrate that
the proposed end state has been achieved shall be stated in the decommissioning plan.
Interested parties shall be provided with an opportunity to review the final
decommissioning plan and to provide comments on the plan to the regulatory body prior
to its approval.
If the deferred dismantling strategy has been selected, it shall be demonstrated in the
decommissioning plan that such an option will be implemented safely and will require
minimum active safety systems, radiological monitoring and human intervention and that
future requirements for information, technology and funds have been taken into
consideration. The potential aging and deterioration of any safety related equipment and
systems shall also be considered.

19.1.6. FUNDING
National legislation shall set out the responsibilities with respect to financial provisions
for decommissioning. These provisions shall include establishing a mechanism to provide
and ensure adequate financial resources for safe and timely decommissioning.
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Adequate financial resources to cover the costs associated with safe decommissioning,
including the management of the resulting waste, shall be available when needed, even in
the event of premature shutdown of the facility. Financial assurances to provide for the
required resources shall be in place before authorization to operate the facility is given.
The amount of financial assurance obtained shall be consistent with a facility specific
cost estimate and shall be changed if the cost estimate increases or decreases. The cost
estimate shall be reviewed as part of the periodic review of the decommissioning plan.
If financial assurance for the decommissioning of an existing facility has not yet been
obtained, suitable funding provision shall be put in place as soon as possible. Provisions
for financial assurance shall be required prior to license renewal or extension.
If the decommissioned facility is released with restrictions on its future use, financial
assurance that is adequate to ensure that all necessary controls remain effective shall be
obtained before authorization is terminated.

19.1.7. DECOMMISSIONING MANAGEMENT
An organization for the management and implementation of decommissioning shall be
established as part of the operating organization, with the responsibility for ensuring that
decommissioning will be conducted safely. The decommissioning management’s
reporting hierarchy and lines of authority shall be such that they do not create conflicts
between organizations that could compromise safety during decommissioning.
The ultimate responsibility for safety shall remain with the operating organization,
although it is permissible to delegate the performance of specific tasks to a subcontractor.
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The decommissioning management shall ensure that the work of contractors is
appropriately controlled so that it is conducted safely. If the operating organization
changes during the lifetime of the facility, procedures shall be put in place to ensure the
transfer of responsibility for the safety of the facility and for the control of radioactive
material.
The skills needed for decommissioning shall be evaluated and the minimum requirements
for qualifications of staff in each position shall be established. It shall be ensured that an
individual responsible for performing an activity during the decommissioning process has
the necessary skills, expertise and training to complete the decommissioning process
safely.
All individuals shall have the responsibility and authority to bring any safety concerns to
the decommissioning management. The decommissioning management shall also ensure
that appropriate authority for stopping work is provided.
Decommissioning tasks shall be controlled through the use of written procedures. These
procedures shall be subject to review and approval by the appropriate organizations
responsible for ensuring safety and practicability. A methodology for issuing, modifying
and terminating work procedures shall be established.
Relevant documents and records shall be prepared by the operating organization, shall be
kept for an agreed time and shall be maintained to a specified quality by appropriate
parties before, during and after decommissioning.
A comprehensive quality assurance programme under the operating organization’s
management system[7] shall be applied to all phases of decommissioning. The
programme shall include the maintenance and archiving of documents and records
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relating to decommissioning, and the performance of all work activities and operations
for decommissioning. Features important to safe decommissioning, and therefore
requiring consideration in the quality assurance programme, shall be identified by the
operating organization and specified in the initial decommissioning plan.
The management of the decommissioning project shall be tailored to the project’s
complexity and size and to the potential hazards associated with it.

19.1.8. CONDUCT OF DECOMMISSIONING
The operating organization shall implement the decommissioning and related waste
management activities in compliance with the national safety standards and requirements.
The operating organization shall be responsible for all aspects of safety and
environmental protection during the decommissioning activities.
The operating organization shall inform the regulatory body prior to shutting down the
facility permanently. If a facility is shut down and no longer used for its intended
purpose, a final decommissioning plans hall be submitted for approval within two years
of the cessation of the authorized activities, unless an alternative schedule for the
submission of the final decommissioning plan is specifically authorized by the regulatory
body. The operating organization shall not implement the decommissioning plan until the
regulatory body has approved it. Any amendments to this plan shall also bes ubmitted to
the regulatory body for approval. The operating organization shall ensure that the facility
is maintained in a safe configuration until the approval of the decommissioning plan.
In the case of deferred dismantling, the operating organization shall ensure that the
facility has been placed, and will be maintained, in a safe configuration and will be
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appropriately decommissioned in the future. An adequate maintenance and surveillance
programme, which shall be subject to the approval of the regulatory body, shall be
developed to ensure safety during the period of deferment.
In order to provide an adequate level of safety, the operating organization shall, inter
alias, prepare and implement appropriate safety procedures; apply good engineering
practice; ensure that staff are properly trained and qualified and are competent; and keep
and submit records and reports as required by the regulatory body.
Decontamination and dismantling techniques shall be chosen such that the protection of
workers, the public and the environment is optimized and the generation of waste is
minimized. Decommissioning activities such as decontamination, cutting and handling of
large equipment and the progressive dismantling or removal of safety systems have the
potential for creating new hazards. The impacts on safety of these activities shall be
assessed and managed so that these hazards are mitigated and are kept within acceptable
limits and constraints.
Prior to using any new or untried methods for decommissioning, it shall be demonstrated
that the use of such methods is justified and is addressed within the optimization analysis
supporting the decommissioning plan. Such analyses shall be subject to review and
approval by the regulatory body.
Emergency planning arrangements, commensurate with the hazards, shall be established
and maintained and incidents significant to safety shall be reported to the regulatory body
in a timely manner. Additional requirements for preparedness and response to
emergencies are established in another IAEA publication [8].
A proper waste management path shall be established for all waste streams arising from
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decommissioning activities. If a final decision on disposal has not been made for
particular waste types, the operating organization shall arrange for the safe storage of the
waste until its final disposition is completed. If operational waste or nuclear fuel remains
at the site after permanent shutdown of a facility, then such material shall be removed and
transported to an authorized facility in compliance with applicable regulations, or else the
approved decommissioning plan shall address the management of these materials.
The regulatory body shall make arrangements for and shall implement inspection and
review of the decommissioning activities to ensure that they are being carried out in
accordance with the decommissioning plan and with other requirements for which the
regulatory body has oversight responsibility. Whenever safety requirements and
conditions for authorization are not met, the regulatory body shall take appropriate
enforcement actions.

19.1.9. COMPLETION OF DECOMMISSIONING
On completion of decommissioning it shall be demonstrated that the end state criteria as
defined in the decommissioning plan and any additional regulatory requirements have
been met. The operating organization shall only be relieved of further responsibility for
the facility after approval by the regulatory body.
The facility shall not be released from regulatory control, nor shall authorization be
terminated until the operating organization has demonstrated that the end state in the
decommissioning plan has been reached and that any additional regulatory requirements
have been met. The regulatory body shall evaluate the end state of the site by performing
a thorough inspection of the remainder of the facility after decommissioning activities
have been completed to ensure that the end point criteria have been met.
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A final decommissioning report shall be prepared that documents, in particular, the end
state of the facility or site, and this report shall be submitted to the regulatory body for
review. A system shall be established to ensure that all records are maintained in
accordance with the records retention requirements of the quality assurance system and
the regulatory requirements.
If waste is stored on the site, a revised or new, separate authorization, including
requirements for decommissioning, shall be issued for the facility.
If a facility cannot be released for unrestricted use, appropriate controls shall be
maintained to ensure the protection of human health and the environment. These controls
shall be specified and shall be subject to approval by the regulatory body. Clear
responsibility shall be assigned for implementing and maintaining these controls. The
regulatory body shall ensure that a programme has been established to apply the
remaining regulatory requirements and to monitor compliance with them.

19.2. THE DECOMMISSIONING PROCESS

The IAEA has defined three decommissioning strategies: immediate dismantling, safe
enclosure and entombment. Immediate dismantling begins shortly after permanent
shutdown of a facility (normally within 2-5 years), and decontamination and dismantling
begin as soon as possible after this, leading to release of the facility or site from
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regulatory control. Safe enclosure is a strategy in which a facility or site is placed into a
safe condition and in which
decontamination and dismantling are delayed for up to 50-60 years (known as the safe
enclosure period). During this time, a surveillance and maintenance programme is
implemented for the facility. Entombment is a strategy in which the remaining radioactive
material is encapsulated on-site, effectively establishing a waste disposal site.
Table 1. Stages in the lifetime of a nuclear facility[9]

19.2.1. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PHASE
The requirements for decommissioning should be considered at the design stage
for a new facility or as soon as possible for existing facilities. The later in the facility
lifetime consideration is given to facilitating decommissioning, the more difficult and
costly decommissioning may become. This may be due to a lack of adequate records and
information, the need to install or modify equipment, the increased complexity of
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decommissioning activities, and the incurring of unnecessary doses as a result of aspects
of the design interfering with decommissioning.
A baseline background radiological characterization of the site for the proposed
facility and the facility itself (as normally required for operation) should be undertaken.
This should include appropriate radiological monitoring of the site for the proposed
facility and its surroundings to establish baseline levels of radiation for assessing the
future impact of the reactor on the site; this may be critical to future decisions on the
acceptability of decommissioning proposals [10]. Quantification of the natural activity in
building materials used for construction may prove useful in determining future clearance
and target cleanup levels in the facility during decommissioning.
Full details of the design specification and information relevant to the siting, final design
and construction of the reactor installation should be retained as part of the information
needed to assist in decommissioning. Essential information required for decommissioning
purposes at the end of the operational lifetime of the reactor should be identified. This
information should be collected, maintained and revised throughout the operational
lifetime of the reactor. The mechanism for doing this should be clearly stated as a
responsibility of the operating organization and the regulatory body. Such information
may include ‘'as built’' drawings, models and photographs, the construction sequence,
piping, details of construction, cable penetrations, repairs or accepted deviations in
components and structures, and location of reinforcement bars.

19.2.2. OPERATING PHASE
Accurate and relevant records should be kept of the operating phase of the installation in
order to facilitate successful decommissioning. If these records have not been or are not
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being maintained, such record keeping should be initiated as soon as possible. These
records should be configured so that those relevant to decommissioning may be readily
identified (e.g. the estimates of the radioactive inventory should be easy to locate and
update). In addition to drawings and diagrams, photographic records of the construction
and operational phases of the reactor lifetime should be kept.
During operations, consideration should be given to minimizing the extent of
contamination of structures and surfaces, segregation of different categories of wastes,
and avoidance and prompt cleanup of spillages and leaks [2, 11-18]. This should also
include maintenance of protective coatings and containment of contaminated materials.
Experimental irradiation of specimens of selected materials used in the construction of
the installation may assist in comparing the measured with the calculated activation levels
for estimating the final radioactive inventory.

19.2.3. TRANSITION PHASE
The transition period between operation and the implementation of decommissioning
involves some routine operations along with others that may be specific to the transition
stage based on the type of facility. This period can be confusing and stressful to plant
workers and, in addition, operational safety may be compromised. During this period a
number of plant, system and organizational modifications will be necessary to meet the
objectives and requirements associated with decommissioning. A change of thinking
within the management and workforce is also needed to respond to these new objectives
and to the different management and working practices.
There are some important operations that are independent of the decommissioning
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strategy and that need to be carried out promptly after shutdown as part of the operational
phase of the facility in order to achieve a large reduction in radiological hazards.
Examples of these transitional operations are: removal of fuel, drainage of circuits,
cleaning and decontamination, conditioning of operational waste, and rationalization of
site services and infrastructure that may no longer be required during the
decommissioning phase (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Transitional decommissioning operations and typical durations for the ‘'safe enclosure’'
option (the chain line shows the ‘'immediate dismantling’' option).

These transitional operations are undertaken following procedures authorized by the
regulatory body. Even in cases where the decommissioning strategy has not yet been
decided at the time of permanent shutdown, shutdown and transitional operations need to
be accomplished safely to provide assurance that conditions at the facility are not a
potential threat to human health and safety or to protection of the environment. These
operations would involve utilization of key operational staff, whose experience and
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knowledge of the plant are invaluable for these operations, before inevitable staff
reductions occur.

≫

ORGANIZATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES

≫

There are important organizational and administrative activities to be performed prior to
final shutdown or at the latest during the transition period in preparation for
implementation of the decommissioning strategy. These activities include:
(a) Appropriate changes to the structure of the licensee’'s organization, with the
establishment of a decommissioning project team, responsible and accountable
for decommissioning planning and operations. The team may report initially to
the facility manager but, as decommissioning subsequently progresses, the
decommissioning process should be managed under the executive control of a
decommissioning project manager.
(b) Establishment of clear interfaces with stakeholders, including the general public,
and of adequate information exchange mechanisms to build confidence in, and
acceptance of, the selected decommissioning strategy.
(c) Preparation of the final decommissioning plan with all related documents.
(d) Collection and retention of important records and establishment of an efficient
record keeping system.
(e) Definition of a programme of development work on techniques and equipment
required for dismantling, if necessary.

≫

LICENSING DURING THE TRANSITION PERIOD

≫

Licensing during the transition from facility operation to implementation of the
decommissioning strategy is dependent on the processes and requirements established by
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the regulatory body within the particular each country.
IAEA safety standards require pre-review and pre-approval of decommissioning
activities performed during the transition period [19-22]. This can take the form of a
decommissioning licence and decommissioning plan. Regardless of which particular
action is required, this regulatory process may take up to several years. Therefore, the
preparatory work for decommissioning of a facility may have to commence years before
final shutdown in order to prevent any delay in the implementation of the
decommissioning strategy.

≫

OPERATIONS DURING THE TRANSITION PERIOD

≫

Facility and plant operations conducted during the transition period could include:
Handling and temporary storage of nuclear fuel;
Drainage of systems;
Cleaning and decontamination;
Estimates of the inventory of radioactive material at shutdown[23];
Conditioning and removal of operational waste;
Retirement, reconfiguration and planning for the provision of new systems;
Changes to confinement barriers[24].

19.2.4. SAFE ENCLOSURE PHASE
A safe enclosure mode is maintained in a safe state until the final dismantling is
performed and the facility or site released from regulatory control. This period of time
may be referred to as the deferred dismantling, safe enclosure or long term storage
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period. During this safe enclosure period, control of the radioactive material and any
other hazardous material must be maintained and the safety of the general public and the
environment ensured.
The Safe enclosure applies to the large nuclear facilities such as nuclear power plants,
research reactors, large research facilities, large manufacturing facilities and some fuel
cycle facilities. Safe enclosure is not normally applicable to smaller industrial and
medical installations owing to the small amount of radioactive material present and the
nature of that material.
The objectives of the safe enclosure strategy are to place the nuclear installation into a
condition of safe long term storage and at the same time reduce maintenance needs.

≫

SELECTION OF A SAFE ENCLOSURE OPTION

≫

Safe enclosure is a decommissioning strategy that provides two basic options:
active and passive.4) The common feature of these options is that final dismantling is
deferred for a significant time period and that the safety of workers and the public is
maintained during this period. The selected strategy should be one that optimizes
radiation protection, taking into account the radiation exposures that may be received by
all parties during both the enclosure period and the final decommissioning stages. When
evaluating safe enclosure options, there are many aspects to consider, including the time
period of the deferral, the extent of dismantling before the safe enclosure period begins,
the need for additional radiation protection features to reduce risk, the amount of
decontamination that may be needed, the environmental monitoring needed, the scope of
the inspection programme and the number of assigned staff.

4) The active option means that the facility will be available for entry at any time and staff is
on-site at least during the normal work day. The passive option means that the facility is not
normally accessible and that entry is only made periodically (once or twice a year) to assess
conditions.
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Safe enclosure strategies have to be considered on a plant-by-plant basis. The
design of the enclosure barriers, the duration of the enclosure period and the
application of a passive or active regime may vary from plant to plant.

≫

CRITICAL TASKS OF SAFE ENCLOSURE

≫

A number of critical tasks will be performed prior to and during the safe enclosure period.
These tasks will vary according to the type of facility involved and the amount of
radioactive material remaining in the facility. Each of these tasks is properly considered
during the planning process and each is incorporated, as applicable, in the
decommissioning plan and in other complementary documents.
These tasks include:
Characterization of the Installation
Waste Management Plan
Upgrade or Shutdown of Installations of Systems Control of Areas
Information Management
Surveillance and Maintenance
Activities during Safe Enclosure

19.2.5.
≫

FINAL PHASE

DECONTAMINATION

≫

The term decontamination covers the broad range of activities directed to the removal or
reduction of radioactive contamination in or on materials, structures and equipment at a
nuclear installation. Decommissioning of a reactor may be aided at certain stages by
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partial or total decontamination. Decontamination may be applied to internal or external
surfaces of components and systems, structural surfaces and the tools employed in
decommissioning. The process of decontamination associated with decommissioning can
be conducted before, during or after dismantling.
The objectives of decontamination include:
(a) a reduction of exposures during decommissioning activities;
(b) a minimization of the volume of the categories of material to be classified or
disposed of as solid radioactive waste; and
(c) the increase of the possibility of recycle and reuse of equipment, materials or
premises.

A number of decontamination techniques have been developed which may be applicable
to decommissioning. International exchanges of information should be encouraged. If
necessary, innovative techniques should be demonstrated in mock-up trials and other
simulations. The applicability of these techniques to the particular decommissioning
project should be thoroughly assessed before selection.
Before any decontamination strategy is undertaken or a decontamination technique is
selected, an evaluation of its effectiveness should be performed. In order to ensure that
exposures are kept as low as reasonably achievable, this evaluation should include:
(a) the target decontamination level;
(b) the estimated doses to workers;
(c) consideration of the possible generation of aerosols;
(d) consideration of the likelihood that available techniques will achieve the target
level on particular components;
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(e) an ability to demonstrate by measurement that the target level has been reached;
(f) the availability of facilities required for decontamination and their eventual
decommissioning;
(g) the cost of the application compared with the expected benefit (e.g. cost of
decontamination versus the cost of disposal of original material);
(h) an estimate of the volume, nature, category and activity of any primary and
secondary wastes;
(i) consideration of the compatibility of these wastes with existing treatment,
conditioning, storage and disposal systems;
(j) any possible deleterious effect of decontamination on equipment and system
integrity;
(k) any possible on-site and off-site consequences as a result of decommissioning
activities; and
(l) the non-radiological hazards (e.g. the toxicity of solvents used).

≫

DISMANTLING

≫

There are many available dismantling techniques applicable to reactor decommissioning.
Each technique carries some advantages as well as some disadvantages in comparison
with others. For example, where remote dismantling is necessary owing to fields of high
radiation, thermal cutting methods allow the use of relatively simple holding
mechanisms. However, these methods generate large quantities of radioactive aerosols
requiring local ventilation with filtration systems; this results in the generation of
secondary wastes.
In contrast, mechanical cutting methods need robust and elaborate holding mechanisms,
but these methods usually result in smaller quantities of secondary wastes. Underwater
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cutting methods have the advantage of enhanced radiation protection, because of reduced
generation of aerosols and the shielding effect of the water. These methods require,
however, special tools and control mechanisms which can operate safely underwater, but
usually generate secondary wastes in the form of liquid slurry.
Basic cutting, dismantling and remote operating capabilities have been developed and
used. International information exchanges should be encouraged to improve the
knowledge of practices. Special tools and devices may be needed during the dismantling.
In such cases, these tools and devices should be tested in mock-up trials before their use.
The applicability of these techniques to the particular decommissioning project should be
thoroughly assessed before selection. Where necessary, maintenance and periodic testing
of these tools and devices should be factored into their deployment strategy.
Selection of methods and techniques to be used in safe dismantling should take
into account such aspects as:
(a) the types and characteristics (e.g. size, shape and accessibility) of materials,
equipment and systems to be dismantled;
(b) the availability of proven equipment;
(c) the radiation hazards to the worker and the general public, e.g. level of
activation and surface contamination, production of aerosols and dose rates;
(d) the environmental conditions of the workplace, e.g. temperature, humidity and
atmosphere;
(e) the radioactive waste produced;
(f) the non-radioactive waste produced; and
(g) the requirement for development work.
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Each dismantling task should be analysed to determine the most effective and
safe method for its performance. Some considerations are as follows:
(a) equipment should be simple to operate, decontaminate and maintain;
(b) effective

methods

for

controlling

airborne

radionuclides

should

be

implemented;
(c) there should be effective control of discharges to the environment;
(d) when underwater dismantling and cutting is used, provision should be made for
water processing to ensure good visibility and assist in effluent treatment;
(e) the effect of each task on adjacent systems and structures and on other work in
progress should be evaluated; and
(f) waste containers, handling systems and routes should be defined before the start
of dismantling work.

≫

MAINTENANCE

≫

Maintenance may be important during deferred decommissioning since part of the safety
of the installation may rely on systems that have to retain their capability to perform for
extended periods of time. Periodical monitoring of all the safety related components of
the installation should be incorporated into the
decommissioning plan.

≫

FINAL RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY

≫

At the completion of the decontamination or dismantling activities, a survey of
the residual radionuclides at the reactor site should be performed to demonstrate that the
residual activity complies with the criteria set by the national regulatory authority and the
decommissioning objectives have been fulfilled. This survey may be carried out in
phases, as decommissioning work is completed, to enable parts of the site to be released
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from regulatory control.
The survey data should be documented in a final survey report and submitted to the
regulatory body. This report should form one of the bases for reuse of the site or for its
release from regulatory control. The report should include:
(a) criteria used;
(b) methods and procedures to ensure that the criteria were met; and
(c) measurement data, including appropriate statistical analysis and systematic
approaches used.

The results of the survey should be included in the final decommissioning report.

≫

MANAGEMENT DURING DECOMMISSIONING

≫

There are a number of areas of management which should receive consideration during
decommissioning. In particular, they should address the potentially extended time-scales
which could apply to decommissioning activities.
These managements are as follows:
Staffing and Training
Organization and Administrative Control
Radiation Protection
On-Site and Off-Site Radiological Monitoring
Waste Management
Emergency Planning
Physical Protection and Safeguards
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Quality Assurance and Documentation

≫

COMPLETION OF DECOMMISSIONING

≫

On completion of decommissioning, appropriate records should be retained. In
accordance with the national legal framework, these will be held and maintained for
purposes such as confirmation of completion of decommissioning activities in accordance
with the approved plan, recording the disposal of wastes, materials and premises, and
responding to possible liability claims. The records to be assembled should be
commensurate with the complexity of the installation being decommissioned and the
associated hazard potential.
A final decommissioning report should be prepared, sustained by the records assembled.
This report provides confirmation of the completion of decommissioning. Any remaining
restrictions on the site should be registered as required by national regulations.

19.3. RELEASE OF THE SITE FROM
REGULATORY CONTROL

19.3.1. CRITERIA FOR THE SITE RELEASE
For the evaluation of potential radiological consequences associated with the site after its
release, all relevant exposure pathways should be considered. It is necessary to use dose
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assessment involving direct radiation, inhalation and ingestion pathways to derive release
criteria (in, for example, Bq/g or Bq/cm2).
The applicable dose constraint for the public after the release of a site should be expected
to be no higher than that applied for the operational phase of the practice. However, the
two phases do not necessarily share a common set of circumstances (in particular, they do
not necessarily have the same critical groups) on the basis of which to prescribe equality
between the dose constraints applied before the termination of a practice and those
applied afterwards.
In accordance with the BSS[2] and the recommendations of the International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP)[34], dose constraints should be applied prospectively
to exposure from radioactive residues expected to remain in human habitats after the
termination of a practice. The site dose release criteria should thus be based on an
optimization of protection under this constraint, with account taken of the fact that
optimization below the order of 10 μSv in a year might not be warranted on radiological
protection grounds.
For the unrestricted use of a site, it should be ensured by means of the optimization of
protection that the effective dose to a member of a critical group is kept below the dose
constraint of 300 μSv in a year. For the restricted use of a site it should be ensured that,
with restrictions in place, the effective dose should not exceed the dose constraint of 300
μSv in a year and that if the restrictions were to fail in the future the effective dose should
not exceed 1 mSv in a year. The application of dose limitation to the unrestricted and
restricted use of a site is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Constrained optimization and regions of effective dose for members of the critical group in
the release of sites.

It is reasonable and appropriate to have different dose constraints for the release of sites
than for the clearance of material from regulatory control. Clearance of material may take
place frequently over the lifetime of a practice, as well as at the termination stage. The
cleared material may enter into trade with a broad range of potential uses and therefore
should comply with clearance criteria, which are of the order of 10 μSv in a year [2, 36].
The dose criteria for the release of land from regulatory control should be optimized and
can be higher than those for the clearance of material, because land remains in place and
hence the degree of certainty about the potential uses of the land is higher than the degree
of certainty associated with the uses of material after its release from regulatory control.
Thus it is reasonable to allow a larger fraction of the individual dose limit for the release
of sites (i.e. the dose constraint (less than 300 μSv in a year)) than for the clearance of
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material (of the order of 300 μSv or less in a year) (Ref. [36])
If the site complies with the appropriate release criteria when a reasonable set of potential
future uses and their associated uncertainties have been considered, the site should be
released by the regulatory body for unrestricted use, which is the preferred option. The
decommissioning phase should then be terminated and the regulatory body does not need
further involvement beyond keeping records concerning the released site. If after cleanup
of the site it is demonstrated that the site meets the release criteria, it may still be released
for unrestricted use (see Fig. 2).
If after cleanup the site does not meet the release criteria, the site can be considered for
restricted use. The restrictions should be designed and implemented to provide a
reasonable assurance of compliance with the dose constraints. The restrictions should
serve to exclude or prevent exposure pathways leading to effective doses higher than the
dose constraint; for example, if effective doses via food chain pathways could give rise to
doses above the dose constraint, institutional restrictions should be put in place to prevent
future use of the land for agricultural purposes. The release of sites for restricted use
generally requires ongoing institutional involvement and control to implement the
necessary restrictions. Existing regulatory limits on the time frames for institutional
control should therefore be taken into consideration in deciding whether it is appropriate
and reasonable to release a site for restricted use.

19.3.2. RELEASE OF THE SITE
The regulatory body should perform inspections of the site being considered for release
from regulatory control. This will include review of the cleanup and monitoring
procedures, review of the management system, independent monitoring and analysis of
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compliance with the release criteria for the site or review of the implementation of
restrictions at the site.
When the objectives of the site release have been accomplished to the satisfaction of the
regulatory body, the regulatory body should formally notify the operator, other relevant
competent authorities and interested parties of the decision to release the site from
regulatory control. In the event of a decision for restricted use, the notification should
specify the restrictive measures and their associated time frames, and the entities
responsible for the implementation, monitoring and regulatory control of these
restrictions and of the release of the site for unrestricted use.

19.4. DECOMMISSIONING IN KOREA

19.4.1. Regulations and requirements
In the Atomic Energy Act(AEA) and the Enforcement Regulations of the AEA, it is
clearly defined that the decommissioning of a nuclear facility is the responsibility of the
operator of the facility. The operator, with the intention of decommissioning a nuclear
facility, shall submit a decommissioning plan and obtain approval of decommissioning
from the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology(MEST).
A decommissioning plan shall include the following:
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methods of decommissioning the nuclear facilities, and work schedule
methods of removing radioactive materials and methods of decontamination
radioactive waste treatment and disposal methods
necessary measures against radioactive hazards
assessment of environmental impact and measures for its minimization
QA program with regard to decommissioning
others, as specified by the MEST

In order to secure stable resources for decommissioning, the NPP operators have now
been accumulating expenses for every stage of decommissioning and the safe
management of decommissioned waste, in accordance with the Electricity Business
Act(EBA).

19.4.2. The Status of the Decommissioning Facilities
The facilities, which are being decommissioned as of December 31, 2004, are the Korean
Research Reactor units 1 and 2 (KRR-1 and 2) and the Uranium Conversion Facility. The
research reactors are located in Seoul and the uranium conversion facility in Daejeon.
Their characteristics are shown in Table 2.
The first research reactor KRR-1 reached its first criticality in March 1962 and shut down
in January 1995. The operation of the KRR-2 started in May 1972 and it had been
operated for 55226 hours through December 1995 with a total thermal output of 68740
MWth. A project for the decommissioning of KRR-1 and 2 was launched from January
1997, with the goal of the completion of the decommissioning at the end of 2008.
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The uranium conversion facility was constructed in 1982 for the development of the fuel
fabrication technologies for the PHWR and its capacity was 100 tons of uranium oxide
per year. A decommissioning plan was submitted to the MEST and approved in July
2004. It is planned to complete the decommissioning by end of 2007.
Table 2. List of Nuclear facilities under Decommissioning(As of Dec. 2005)

Remark:
1) The values are preliminary estimated.
2) ADU: Ammonium Diuranate
3) AUC: Ammonium Uranyl Carbonate
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20.1. INTRODUCTION

From the operation of a nuclear facilities, radioactive materials arise which are of no
direct use for the operator of the plant. As illustrated in the Fig. 20.1, there are several
options for the management of these materials, depending on their type and activity
inventory. First, the materials may be recycled or reused, or they are of no further use and
must be regarded as waste. Second, the need for further regulatory control after the
materials have been removed from the regulated practice varies from relinquishment of
all restrictions, to regulated disposal, or to transfer into another regulated facility.
This paper discusses management of radioactive waste materials from nuclear facilities.
In the second chapter, clearance, and in the third chapter, authorized discharge, disposal,
recycling or reuse of these materials is dealt with. The last chapter covers management
via the regulated disposal route of solid waste or waste which is converted into solid
form.
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20.2. CLASSIFICATION AND CLEARANCE

20.2.1. Definition and classification of radioactive waste
The Atomic Energy Act (AEA) defines “Radioactive Waste” as radioactive materials or
materials contaminated with radioactive materials which are the object of disposal,
including spent fuel. The Enforcement Decree of the AEA defines high‐level radioactive
waste (HLW) as radioactive waste with radioactivity and heat generation over the limit
value specified by the MEST.
accordance with the AEA.

In strict, others than HLW belong to the LILW in

The limit value on radioactivity and heat generation is

specified in the Ministerial Notice (Criteria for Radiation Protection, etc.) as follows:
Radioactivity : ≥ 4,000 Bq/g for αemitting nuclide having a half life longer than 20
years
3

Heat Generation : ≥ 2 kW/m

In August 1998, the criteria for radioactive waste classification was amended with a view
to emphasizing radioactive waste disposal safety as above, in due regard to the IAEA
revised classification system of IAEA Safety Series No.111‐G‐1.1 (1994).

20.2.2. Principles of clearance
The purpose of the clearance system is to restrict the amount of radioactive waste to be
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handled, stored and disposed of, taking full account of the requirements of radiation
protection. It is important to segregate waste arising from different areas of the NPP to
distinguish material that can be considered of being practically uncontaminated and may
be cleared, from material, which needs a more controlled waste management approach.
The regulatory authority can grant clearance of materials that are inside the regulations
(inside the regulated area) on the basis of:
The triviality of the radiological impact due to materials after clearance and
The ability of the operator to comply with the clearance requirements.
When clearance is granted, the material can be discharged to the environment, disposed
to conventional dumpsites, recycled or reused. No further control is needed, nor are there
conditions to restriction use of the material.
The clearance criteria, i.e., the criteria of triviality of the radiological impact are the same
as those for exemption:
a. The effective dose expected to be incurred by individuals due to the materials
cleared is of the order of 10 µSv or less in a year; and
b. Either the collective dose committed through the use of materials cleared is no
more than 1 person‐Sv in a year, or an assessment shows that clearance is the
optimum management option.
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Waste materials

Useful materials

FIG. 20.1. Options for the management of radioactive waste materials from NPPs

There should be no chance of accidents leading to releases in excess of those approved
for clearance. The criteria (a) and (b) apply to all individuals, including workers, who are
considered in these cases as members of the public. The Korean AEA also defines the
clearance level adopted from the “exempt waste” concept of the IAEA radioactive waste
classification. The clearance levels in Korea such that annual individual dose shall be
below 10 μSv/y, and the total collective dose be below 1 person‐Sv/y concurrently. These
are identical to the levels specified in IAEA Safety Series No. 115 (1996).

20.2.3. Application of the system of clearance
In operational work, it is not practical to use the clearance criteria in terms of doses.
Therefore the regulatory authority should develop derived radionuclide or nuclide group
specific clearance levels in terms of activity concentrations or activity. Although the
radiological criteria of clearance are similar to the exemption criteria, derived clearance
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levels are generally not equal to the exemption levels presented in the Basic Safety
Standards (BSS). In deriving the BSS exemption levels, only limited amount of exposure
pathway scenarios for moderate quantity of materials were used. In case of clearance, the
amounts of materials can be very large. In addition, the clearance levels must not be higher
than the exemption levels in order to avoid ‘looping’, i.e., situations where materials have
been cleared but then, as they would not fulfill the exemption levels, immediately re‐enter
the regulatory system. Clearance limits of the order of one tenth of those given in BSS are
used in some countries and discussed in the IAEA guidance. However, the level of clearance
limits and their harmonization are currently under international discussion, notably at the
IAEA, and no consolidated advice can be given. If the material that is a candidate for
clearance meets the clearance levels given by the national regulatory authority, the clearance
is straightforward. It is also possible that the regulatory authority grants the clearance on a
case‐by‐case basis, if the clearance criteria are met, but the activity of the material is higher
than the pre‐set derived clearance levels. The operator should be able to demonstrate
compliance with the clearance levels. The system should include, e.g., appropriate
measurement devices, a proper documentation and reporting system, training of personnel
performing the clearance, and the tractability of the origin of materials.

20.3. PRINCIPLES OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE
MANAGEMENT

The safety principles serve as the backbone for safe management of radioactive waste. To
make the management of radioactive waste so safe the safety principles have to consider
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all steps in the waste management process. The overall objective of the radioactive waste
management system is to provide a basis for the safe collection, handling, conditioning,
storage, transport and disposal of radioactive waste. It shall not put undue burdens on
future generations. For the purpose of coping with international need for the basic
principles that will be applied substantially among all IAEA member states, a set of
internationally accepted fundamental principles (9 principles) have been derived in 1995
as follows;
1. Protection of human health: Radioactive waste shall be managed in such a way to
secure an acceptable level of protection for human health.
2. Protection of the environment: Radioactive waste shall be managed in such a way
as to provide an acceptable level of protection of the environment.
3. Protection beyond national borders: Radioactive waste shall be managed in such a
way as to assure that possible effects on human health and the environment beyond
national borders will be taken into account.
4. Protection of future generations: Radioactive waste, shall be managed in such a
way that predicted impacts on the health of future generations will not be greater
than relevant levels of impact that are acceptable today.
5. Burdens on future generations: Radioactive waste shall be managed in such a way
that will not impose undue burdens on future generations.
6. National legal Framework: Radioactive waste shall be managed within an
appropriate national framework including clear allocation of responsibilities and
provisions for independent regulatory function.
7. Control of radioactive waste generation: Generation of radioactive waste shall be
kept to the minimum practicable.
8. Radioactive

waste generation

and management interdependencies: Inter‐

dependencies among all steps in radioactive waste generation and management
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shall be appropriately taken into account.
9. Safety of facilities: Safety of Facilities for radioactive waste management shall be
appropriately assured during their lifetime.

20.4. AUTHORIZED DISCHARGE, VLLW
DISPOSAL, RECYCLING AND RE‐USE

According to the “dilute and disperse” principle of radioactive waste management, waste
and materials containing small amounts of radionuclides can be discharged to the
environment, disposed of at special dump sites, or released to restricted recycling or reuse
by the authorization of the regulatory authority. The associated exposures may not
necessarily be at the level of trivial risk as they are in case of clearance. In authorized
discharge, disposal, recycling and reuse the material is released from the regulated area,
but some kind of regulatory control is maintained by means of e.g., environmental
monitoring, and the regulatory authority should every time be convinced that the pre‐set
dose limits and other conditions are complied with. Tractability of the operations should
be maintained by record keeping, reporting and quality assurance.
Authorized discharge is a well‐established waste management option with developed
international guidance and national experience. The international guidance and associated
terminology for other options for managing slightly contaminated materials: authorized
disposal, recycling and reuse, are still under development. There may be also problems
with the public acceptance of these waste management options.
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20.4.1. Authorized discharge
When a nuclear power plant is licensed, the application usually includes also the permit
of authorized discharges of gaseous and liquid effluents. For discharge authorization, the
following points have to be demonstrated:
The generation of waste in terms of activity and volume is kept to the minimum
practicable; and
All available options for waste disposal are taken into account to ensure that the
discharge to the environment is an acceptable option.

The application should include the following information:
The characteristics and activity of the material to be discharged and the potential
points and methods of discharge;
All significant exposure pathways by which discharged nuclides can cause public
exposure; and
The expected critical group doses due to the planned discharges.

Setting the dose constraints
The general annual radiation dose limit for the members of the public is 1 mSv. Due to
allowances made for future unknown practices, and exempted sources etc., the dose
constraint from any particular practice has to be well below 1 mSv. In different countries,
the dose constraints for the most exposed population groups (critical groups) applied for
nuclear fuel facilities usually vary between 0.1 mSv/a and 0.3 mSv/a, nuclear power
plants representing the lower end.
Optimization of protection
The initial step of optimization of protection is to ensure that the doses from the
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discharges anticipated comply with the dose constraint. Protection shall be optimized in
order that (i) the magnitude of individual doses, (ii) the number of people exposed, and
(iii) the likelihood of incurring exposures all be kept as low as reasonable achievable,
taking into account economic and social factors.
Setting the authorized discharge limits
The dose constrains are not practical in operational work. Therefore, the regulatory
authority should set nuclide or nuclide group specific discharge limits. In some countries
the licensee determines the limits and the regulatory body confirms them. The limits shall
satisfy the requirements of optimization of protection and the condition that doses to the
critical group shall not exceed the dose constrains. They should also reflect requirements
of well‐designed and well managed practice and should provide a margin for operational
flexibility and variability. To allow a margin for operational flexibility, the values of
authorized discharge limits should be close to, but generally higher than the discharge
rates resulting from the optimization of protection calculations, although never exceeding
the discharge level corresponding to the dose constraint.
Authorized discharge limits are normally set in terms of annual limits. While these are the
primary limits, shorter term threshold levels can be set in order to (i) trigger
investigations and (ii) to ensure that the conditions and assumptions to estimate doses
remains valid, e.g., to prevent significantly higher doses being received from higher than
average discharges during poor dispersion conditions in the environment. As an example,
if the discharge rate is 5 times the reference discharge rate, averaged over a week at the
most, the licensee has to report to the regulatory authority about exceeding the limits and
the circumstances that led to it.
Discharge limitation
The production of gaseous and liquid wastes shall be kept as low as reasonable
achievable by means of good operation and working practice such as:
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Operating the reactor in such a way as to avoid fuel failures, and to remove failed
fuel as soon as practicable;
Reducing leakage from the primary coolant system and other systems; and
Keeping coolant impurity levels as low as practicable.

In addition, the following measures are needed for restricting liquid waste production:
Planning and performing normal work, and especially maintenance work, with care
to avoid the spread of contamination;
Optimizing decontamination procedures; and
Reducing the production of secondary waste by proper selection of waste treatment
methods.

The environmental doses can be reduced by delaying radionuclides in off‐gas systems or
liquid waste storage tanks in order to allow radioactive decay and by removing
radionuclides from the effluent stream by means of filters and ion exchange resins for
disposal by other means. It should, however, be noted that in some cases, the retention of
radionuclides in off‐gas systems or management of liquid wastes might cause worker
doses, which overweigh the potential harm to the members of the public, if released
directly. The same trade‐off has to be made between present doses resulting from effluent
discharges and future doses associated with disposal of solid waste resulting from
solidification of those effluents.
Demonstrating the compliance
In order to demonstrate that the authorized discharges are in compliance with the limits,
effluent monitoring is required. Similarly, in order to check the assumptions used to
evaluate critical group doses, environmental monitoring is also required. Environmental
monitoring also provides an additional means, besides effluent monitoring, of checking
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for unexpected releases. The requirement for monitoring should be specified in the
discharge authorization.

20.4.2. Authorized VLLW disposal
Very low‐level wastes, the activity of which however could exceed the requirements for
clearance, can be disposed to dumpsites where some degree of control is maintained, such
as the dumpsites inside the NPP site. The approval of this kind of authorized disposal is
made on a case‐by‐case basis by the regulatory authority, taking into account all potential
exposure pathways leading to public exposure associated with the planned disposal. The
average activity of the disposed waste could be about one order of magnitude higher than
the derived clearance levels. The annual amounts of activity deposited at one dumpsite
should be restricted. The regulatory authority supervises by inspections that the wastes
are disposed of in accordance with the approved application.

20.4.3. Authorized recycling and reuse
Slightly contaminated material that has potential value, such as metal, concrete or oil can
be released on case‐by‐case basis to controlled recycling or reuse. The control of the
material is retained until it has been established that it has been used for the purpose for
which the authorization is given. The released metal can be used mixed with recycled
scrap metal from other sources and with metal from new ores e.g. for production of
railway rails. Slightly contaminated oil can be decontaminated at the NPP by filtering and
decanting to remove the particle attached and water‐soluble radionuclides. The
decontaminated oil can then be a candidate for release for recycling.
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The average activity in materials released on a case‐by‐case basis for recycling or reuse
could be, like in the case of authorized disposal, higher than the activity limits applied for
clearance. The annual amounts of material going to one recipient should be restricted.

20.5. PROCESS, TREATMENT AND
DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

20.5.1. Waste arising and their classification
The main sources for low and intermediate level waste (LILW) from the operation of a
NPP are:
Clean‐up of liquids contaminated with radioactive substances; and
Repair and maintenance works.

There are clean‐up circuits in the NPP processes (e.g. reactor and spent fuel storage
cooling systems) and for the liquids resulting from floor and equipment drainage, laundry
and showers, decontamination of components, and from the chemical laboratory. These
clean‐up processes generate wet waste, such as spent ion‐exchange resins, evaporator
concentrates, precipitation flocculants, decanter‐centrifuge sludge, filter masses, and
residues of nuclide removal processes.
As a consequence of repair and maintenance works, dry solid waste is accumulated.
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These include trash (e.g. protective clothing and plastics, paper, cardboard, wood,
insulation materials), metal scrap, worn‐out devices, and air filters. A specific group with
regard to activity level and inventory is the components removed from the reactor core,
so called activated metal waste.
The classification of NPP operational waste depends on the stage of management. Prior
to treatment and conditioning, it is practicable to classify waste according to their physical
form, e.g. dry/wet waste, combustible/incombustible, compressible/incompressible and
dispersible/ non‐dispersible.
With regard to treatment, conditioning and storage, waste is usually classified as:
Low level waste, which can be handled without particular radiation protection
arrangements;
Intermediate

level

waste,

which

requires

effective

radiation

protection

arrangements radiation shields or remote handling); and
High‐level waste, which requires cooling and very effective radiation protection
arrangements.

The approximate borderline between low and intermediate level waste is the
concentration of strong gamma emitters of 1 MBq/kg. In high‐level waste, the
concentration of strong gamma emitters is more than 10 GBq/kg. NPP operational waste
is generally of low or intermediate level. Only in activated metal waste the activity
concentration may exceed the limit for high‐level waste, but in a conditioned form even
this can normally be classified as intermediate level waste.
With regard to disposal, the classification of waste is generally based on its activity
concentration and on the lifetime of the activity, expressed in half‐lives of the dominating
nuclides. LILW is normally divided into two classes, short‐lived waste and long‐lived
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waste, on the basis of the concentration of nuclides with half‐life substantially more than
30 years in the waste. In the long‐lived waste, the average concentration of alpha‐emitting
actinides is typically at least a few 100 Bq/g. As LILW from NPPs contain usually only
trace amounts of actinides and other long‐lived nuclides, it is generally classified as short‐
lived waste.
The radioactive content in LILW from NPPs consists of activation products and fission
products; the dominating nuclides are given in Table 20.1. It can be seen that their half‐
lives range from about one month to one hundred years and some trace nuclides are even
more long‐lived. Because of the presence of nuclides with relatively long half‐lives,
ageing of waste for more than a few months seldom facilitates its further management.
This may be a practicable way of taking care of the waste only in cases in which the
activity concentration is close to the clearance level.
The accumulation of conditioned LILW varies from less than 100 m3 to several 100 m3
per year and NPP unit. The accumulation of waste depends mainly on the reactor type
and management practice. By means of careful planning of practices and adoption of
appropriate treatment and conditioning techniques, waste generation can be considerably
limited. The overall activity in operational LILW, excluding activated metal waste,
typically varies in the range of 0.1‐10 TBq per year and NPP unit, depending on e.g. the
number and severity of fuel leakages and the extent of repair and maintenance works.

20.5.2. Treatment of waste
Gaseous radioactive waste management
Any radioactive materials from gaseous radioactive effluent shall be treated through a
filter in the ventilation system before its release through the stack to the outside
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environment. As usual, gaseous radioactive waste is properly controlled so that the
resulting off‐site exposure dose may not exceed the regulatory limits by the blockage of
release if there is any excess of the preset limits, under continuous monitoring of
radioactivity within gaseous effluent.
As for nuclear power plant, gaseous radioactive waste is mainly generated from the
degassing of the primary system and ventilation systems for the radiation controlled area
in NPPs. The gaseous waste from the primary system shall be treated by gas decay tank
or charcoal delay bed to reduce radioactivity and released into the atmosphere through a
radiation monitor. Gaseous waste from the building ventilation system is also to be
exhausted through a high‐efficiency particulate filter and charcoal filter under continuous
monitoring into the environment.
Most countries address the maximum radioactivity concentration limits (i.e. ECL) for
gaseous effluent being released into the atmosphere on the restricted area boundary. The
licensee shall conduct a periodic evaluation for the expected off‐site dose due to gaseous
effluent released into the environment, and routinely report results to the regulatory body.
Liquid radioactive waste management
Generally, liquid waste is separated into different treatment equipment upon their
properties and characteristics of waste. They are treated by several treatment systems
such as precipitation, polymer coagulation, and/or centrifugation in accordance with their
characteristics. The treated liquid waste below release limits is allowed to batch‐wise
discharge. Data such as discharge volume, and release amounts of radioactivity are
recorded and maintained.
As typical practices at NPP, liquid radioactive waste is mainly generated from the cleanup
and maintenance process of reactor coolant and related systems containing radioactivity.
In general, liquid radioactive waste is treated with evaporators, demineralizers, and/or
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filters. The effluent is either reused in the plant systems or released to environment after
monitoring. The Korean Standard Nuclear Power Plant is furnished with a selective ion
exchange system instead of an evaporator to increase efficiency in the treatment of liquid
radioactive waste.
Safety regulation prescribes the maximum radioactivity concentration limits (i.e. ECL)
for liquid effluent being discharged into the environment on the restricted area boundary.
The operators shall conduct periodic assessments for the expected off‐site dose due to the
liquid effluent discharged into the environment, and routinely report results to the
regulatory body.
Solid radioactive waste management
In case of PWR nuclear power plant, most solid radioactive waste consists of dry active
waste (DAW) and secondary process waste. The DAW is generated during maintenance
and repair of contaminated systems and includes items such as used parts, papers, used
clothes, gloves, shoes, etc. Secondary waste is generated from the liquid and gaseous
radioactive waste treatment system and included concentrated wastes from evaporators,
spent resin from demineralizers, and spent filters from liquid purification systems.
Solidification by cement, which was commonly applied in the past, is not used any
longer. Instead, the concentrated waste is now dried and stabilized by paraffin in drums
and spent resin is kept in a high‐integrated or equivalent container, after drying in the
spent resin drying facility. Spent filters are stored in a shielding container.
In general, most solid waste from the nuclear facilities consists of protective articles such
as clothes, gloves, metals generated during facility repair, and so on. They are classified
into miscellaneous wastes, metals, synthetics, deposits, wood, glass, etc., and packed in
200L steel drums, after solidification as necessarily. The drums are stored in the waste
storage facility, after measuring radioactivity, weight, surface contamination level, and
radiation dose rate for each package.
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20.5.3. Solidification of waste
The main objectives of treatment and conditioning of LILW from NPPs are:
Waste volume reduction in order to save storage, transport and final disposal costs;
and
Waste form conversion in order to meet the storage, transport and disposal
requirements.

Treatment of contaminated water at NPPs aims at reducing concentrations to the levels
that can be safely discharged. The concentration can be achieved by a variety of
processes such as ion exchange, evaporation, chemical treatment, decanting‐centrifuging
and reverse osmosis‐ultra filtration. The residues from these processes are called wet
wastes.
As a rule, wet waste is immobilized by mixing it with a suitable solidifying agent. The
proven solidification processes are discussed below.
Cementation is the most widely used technique and is available even in mobile units. It is
applicable to a variety of wet wastes and the process occurs at room temperature. Water
content of the waste can be 50 % or even more but, on the other hand, the volume of
cemented waste is typically twofold in comparison with the original waste volume. The
product has good mechanical stability and radiation resistance while the leach resistance
is satisfactory. Cemented waste is compatible with many types of environmental
conditions and, in addition, cement generates favorable alkaline conditions in a
repository.
Bituminization is applicable to most wet wastes that can be dewatered. Extruder, dryer‐
mixer and film evaporator processes are in use in a number of countries. The process
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requires high operating temperature and involves certain fire risks. A volume reduction
factor of two is typically achieved via bituminization. The product characteristics vary
according to the characteristics of waste and process. The mechanical stability is poor
(plasticity, swelling); radiation resistance is satisfactory for LILW from NPPs and the
leach resistance ranges from poor to satisfactory. Also bituminized waste is compatible
with most environmental conditions.
Polymer fixation is applicable to most wet wastes but in not widely used due primarily to
the high price of the fixation agent. Polymers like polystyrene, polyester epoxy and vinyl‐
ester have been used. The process takes place at room temperature but good control of the
chemical reactions is necessary. The waste may contain excess water and polymerization
results in a slight volume increase. The leach resistance of polymer products is generally
higher than that of cement products. Polymers can, over long times, degrade to form
complexants which may increase the mobility of some radionuclides. Organic and other
liquids, which cannot be treated by means of the methods discussed above, can be
absorbed into special granular or powdered agents, resulting in a semi‐solid end product.
Ion exchange resins and filter masses of low activity may also be dewatered and packed
into durable containers as such, without immobilization. Treatment of dry solid waste
normally involves volume reduction. For this, mechanical, thermal, chemical and
biological methods can be used; these are discussed below.
Segmentation and other size reduction techniques are used to facilitate the packaging of
bulky waste batches, such as worn‐out equipment and components. Oxygen burning,
various sawing methods, hydraulic shearing, abrasive cutting, and plasma arc cutting can
be used for segmentation. Prevention of particulate contamination should be considered
in the choice of method.
Compaction can reduce waste volume by a factor from 2 to 10. Compactors vary from
balers and in‐drum compactors with modest pressing force up to 2000 t super compactors.
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The latter are available also in mobile units and they are normally used for further
compaction of waste drums; the crushed drums are then enclosed into an over‐pack. The
compactors are usually equipped with HEPA filters to prevent spread of contamination.
Incineration requires waste segregation but can produce volume reduction factors up to
100 for the combustible portion of the waste. Incinerators have capacities from some tens
to a few hundreds of kg/h. They are normally central facilities, located e.g. at nuclear
research centers. The more advanced incinerators have afterburners to decompose
combustible gases. Ash from incinerators is normally grouted in wet cement in order to
immobilize radioactive substances and to provide radiation shielding. Secondary waste is
generated in the form of filters.
Melting occurs also in central facilities and various melting technologies are in use.
Melting is generally not an economic treatment method for waste to be disposed of, but
for metal scrap below clearance levels or for very low level waste to be recycled in the
nuclear industry, it may be a practicable way of homogenizing the material. Secondary
waste is generated in the form of slag and off‐gas filters.
Chemical or biological treatment such as acid digestion, chemical oxidation and
microbial digestion are mostly still at the development and demonstration phase. They
might not be applicable for the large waste quantities from the operation of NPPs.
Decontamination reduces the radioactivity on the surface of a contaminated material and
thereby it may be brought below clearance levels for recycling. The removed
contamination must then be conditioned in a proper way. A variety of decontamination
methods exist: mechanical scrubbing and brushing, chemical gel and foam treatment,
water and steam jet cleaning, electrochemical treatment, and ultrasonic cleaning.
The container in which conditioned waste is enclosed may have the following major
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functions:
To facilitate handling of waste;
To prevent spread of contamination during handling;
To provide radiation shielding during handling and storage; and
To act as a disposal barrier.

For LLW, standard 200 l steel drums and thin‐walled metallic boxes of various sizes are
the most common container types. For ILW, typical containers include cubic or
cylindrical concrete containers, cast iron casks, and fiber reinforced concrete containers.
An important element of waste management is activity monitoring. If the waste stream is
adequately homogenous, activity monitoring can be based on sampling and laboratory
analysis. This is seldom the case, thus activity monitoring is often done by gamma
spectrometric measurements of waste packages. As indicated in Table 20.1, some of the
nuclides that dominate in LILW from NPPs are not strong gamma emitters. Their
inventory must be estimated by means of indirect methods, e.g., by using scaling factors.
These are proportionality coefficients that relate the activity of a difficult‐to‐measure
nuclide to the activity of certain strong gamma emitters with sufficient safety margins.
For the determination of scaling factors, a sampling and analysis program is needed.
In order to demonstrate compliance with waste acceptance requirements, systematic
record keeping of waste origins and characteristics is needed throughout the management
chain. In addition, the treatment and conditioning processes must be subject to adequate
inspection and testing to ensure that the characteristics of waste products comply with
their specifications.
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Nuclide

Half‐life

Decay characteristics

C‐14

5730 a

weak beta emitter

Cl‐36

300 000 a

strong beta emitter

Cr‐51

28 d

fairly weak gamma emitter

Mn‐54

312 d

strong gamma emitter

Co‐58

71 d

strong gamma emitter

Co‐60

5,3 a

strong gamma emitter

Ni‐63

96 a

weak beta emitter

Zn‐65

244 d

strong gamma emitter

Sr/Y‐90

28 a

strong beta emitter

Nb‐94

20 000 a

strong gamma emitter

Ru/Rh‐106

1a

strong gamma emitter

Ag‐110m

250 d

strong gamma emitter

Sb‐125

2,8 a

fairly strong gamma emitter

Cs‐134

2,1 a

strong gamma emitter

Cs‐137

30 a

strong gamma emitter

Ce‐144

284 d

weak gamma emitter

Eu‐152

12,7 a

strong gamma emitter

Pu‐239

24 000 a

strong alpha emitter

Am‐241

430 a

strong alpha, weak gamma emitter

TABLE 20.1. Characteristics of Principal Nuclides in LILW from NPPs
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20.6. STORAGE AND LILW DISPOSAL

If disposal of waste packages cannot be made immediately after conditioning, interim
storage of waste is required. It must be arranged in such a way as to ensure the
operational safety and the suitability of waste packages for disposal after retrieval from
the storage facility.
In the design and operation of waste storage, consideration should be given to:
Limitation of radiation exposure during handling of waste packages;
Limitation of external dose rate outside the storage and potential releases from the
storage;
Maintenance of appropriate environmental conditions (temperature, humidity) in
the storage;
Fire protection if combustible waste is present;
Prevention of unauthorized access;
Inspection, monitoring and identification of waste packages; and
Feasibility of retrieval of waste packages.

The storage facilities are, in most cases, concrete buildings with wall thickness from 30
cm up to about one meter, depending on the activity of waste. In storages for LLW, waste
packages are normally transferred with a shielded lift truck while in storages for ILW;
remote handling by overhead crane is usually provided for waste packages.
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For disposal of LILW from NPPs, the two main concepts are:
Disposal into concrete vaults at shallow depth (shallow ground disposal); and
Disposal into rock caverns at intermediate depth (a few tens – one hundred meters).

The basic difference between these concepts is that the former requires active institutional
control, such as environmental and hydrological monitoring and strict land use controls,
for several tens – a few hundreds of years after the closure of the facility. Disposal of
LILW in rock caverns is generally planned so that long‐term safety is not dependent on
active institutional control; only passive controls are needed to prevent intrusive actions,
such as drilling, at the disposal site.
Shallow ground disposal normally aims at isolating waste packages from groundwater,
either by placing them above the groundwater table or by means of a special drainage
system. Infiltration of rainwater into the closed vaults is prevented by means of overlying
protective layers. In order to maintain the isolation, maintenance during the institutional
control period may be needed.
Shallow ground disposal without effective engineered barriers is nowadays allowed only
for LLW. A modern shallow ground disposal facility consists of monolithic vaults made
of reinforced concrete; the vaults are isolated from the geological medium by means of a
clay layer or similar. The waste packages are transferred into the vaults with a crane and
the spaces between packages are back filled with cement grout. Finally, the top cover of
concrete and other protective layers above the vault are made.
Disposal into rock caverns may occur in a host formation, which is entirely dry, such as
salt formation. If this is not the case, safety is based on the idea that waste packages may
get into contact with groundwater soon after the closure of the repository, but the
groundwater flow rate inside the repository is very low due to the impermeable host rock
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and engineered barriers. Then the mass transfer of disposed radioactive substances into
the host rock will be very low as well. Concrete structures (silos or vaults) and filling
materials (e.g. cement grout or bentonite) are used as engineered barriers.
The barrier system for both disposal concepts is quite similar: the containment provided
by waste packages, backfill materials and concrete structures, and the retardation capacity
of the host medium. Another important barrier is the chemical conditions provided by the
large amount of concrete in the repository; in alkaline conditions, some crucial
radionuclides remain immobile. Basically, the same kind of performance assessment
methods can be used for both disposal concepts. However, scenarios involving intrusion
into the repository have a pronounced role in the safety assessments for shallow ground
disposal, while they have minor significance for the long‐term safety of disposal into
bedrock.
In the selection of site for a LILW repository, it may be necessary to take into account a
number of factors: geology, hydrogeology, geochemistry, tectonics, seismicity, climate
and environmental characteristics of the site, demography, transport routes, and nearby
industrial activities, as well as social aspects. Because the radioactive inventory and
concentrations of long‐lived nuclides in LILW are limited, the requirements for the site
characteristics are not particularly high. In addition, engineered barriers may compensate
for shortcomings in some of the site characteristics.
Prior to the transfer of waste packages into a disposal facility or long‐term storage, their
characteristics must be shown to meet the safety‐related specifications, the so‐called
waste acceptance requirements. These may address the radiological properties
(radionuclide content, external dose rate, surface contamination, radiolysis potential),
mechanical properties (load and impact resistance, swelling potential, gas generation
potential) chemical properties (corrosion resistance, leach rate, content of free liquids,
combustible materials, complexing agents or chemically toxic materials) and some other
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characteristics of waste packages. For the demonstration of compliance with the waste
acceptance requirements, a waste package qualification program should be established by
the waste generator.
Usually a LILW disposal facility, and sometimes even an interim storage for LILW, is
operated by a specialized organization, for instance, a national waste management
agency. The responsibilities of the various parties: waste generator, operator of the
storage or repository, and regulator, are illustrated in figure 20.2. Sometimes the waste
generator is also the operator of an interim storage or a disposal facility. In that case, the
regulator should bear the review and inspection responsibilities designated for the
operator in figure 20.2.

FIG. 20.2. The responsibility of various parties in waste management. Broken lines indicate
review/ inspection duties.
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20.7. HLW DISPOSAL

20.7.1. Disposal concept
The basic idea in disposal of HLW is to isolate it from human environment for such a
long time that the activity has decreased to a harmless level. Because the hazardous
lifetime of HLW is very long, hundreds of thousands of years at least, isolation cannot be
based on continuous control of the radiation source, but must be based on passive barriers
not requiring long‐term care. Deep geological formations, being very inaccessible to man
even with today’s technology, have been proposed as suitable locations for long‐term
containment of spent fuel. Various types of geological formations, both continental and
oceanic, have been considered.
Because the decay heat generation of spent fuel is initially high, it is practicable to keep
spent fuel in interim storage for a few decades and thereby bring the heat production down
to a level of 1 kW/tU at the maximum. Even then, it is necessary to occupy a large volume
of geological formation for the repository in order to limit the temperature increase caused
by heat generation. In addition, each package of HLW to be disposed of must contain a
limited amount of HLW in order to limit the temperature rise locally. The limiting
temperature is dependent on rock type: for saturated rocks like granite or clay, about 100℃
seems to be a practical maximum, while for unsaturated rocks, such as salt or tuff, even
temperatures of 200℃ might be tolerated. These considerations have lead to repository
configurations where HLW packages are emplaced into an array of deposition holes or
tunnels so that the average distance between individual packages will be 10–20 m.
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The repository has been envisaged to be located at the depth of a few hundred meters –
about one kilometer. In the selection of disposal depth, several factors must be taken into
account. It must be sufficient to mitigate the impacts of above ground activities and
natural phenomena and to render human intrusion into repository very unlikely. The
temperature, hydraulic pressure and rock stresses tend to increase with depth while the
hydraulic conductivity and groundwater flow rate decrease with depth. The geological
structure of the host formation is naturally of importance for locating the repository.
Though many geological formations can provide excellent containment capability, the
safety of disposal cannot rest solely on this natural barrier. There is a need for other
barriers particularly during the first hundreds – thousands of years when the activity and
heat generation of HLW is high, and accordingly the conditions in the host rock are
disturbed, as compared with natural conditions. This initial containment is provided with
a waste canister; spent fuel bundles are enclosed into a durable container that preserves its
integrity for a very long time in the repository conditions. For the manufacturing of waste
canisters, several materials have been considered: iron/steel, copper, titanium, ceramic
materials and their compositions.
Spent fuel canisters cannot be placed into hard host rock as such but they must enclosed
by plastic buffer material, such as bentonite, that can tolerate minor rock deformations
and movements. The buffer can also contribute favorably to the chemical and
hydrological conditions around the canisters. A buffer is not necessary when waste
canisters are placed in plastic host formations, such as rock salt or some clay types.
After the completion of disposal operations and an optional surveillance period, the
openings in the repository will be backfilled and sealed. The intention is to bring the host
rock back to its natural conditions, as far as practicable. Some rock types have self‐
sealing capability, while special backfilling materials must be utilized for the others.
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Disposal is based on the idea that there is no need for later retrieval of the waste.
However, to provide for some unforeseen development and to enhance public acceptance,
adoption of retrievable disposal concepts have recently been proposed. It seems that this
approach would not imply any major modifications to the existing disposal concepts.
Disposal operations would probably be implemented in a more stepwise manner than
envisaged until now, and they would be succeeded by a surveillance period prior to
backfilling and sealing of all underground opening. Even after sealing of the repository,
retrieval of waste canisters, which have preserved their integrity, is feasible, though at a
high cost.

20.7.2. Site selection

The approaches for siting a HLW or high‐level waste repository seem to vary from
country to country. Some countries have made first a nation‐wide identification of
potentially suitable areas, and through a more detailed screening gradually narrowed the
list to a small number of specific sites where comprehensive site characterization
investigations have been done. Another approach has been to pick out initially one – a
few sites, with seemingly favorable geological and other characteristics, and to focus the
site characterization on that site (or those sites). The site confirmation studies, requiring
at‐depth investigations from an exploratory shaft, are usually made at one preferred site.
The suitability of a site for HLW disposal is affected by a number of factors including
geological, environmental, climatic, logistic and social ones. Only very general criteria
can be given to site suitability, because the more detailed criteria depend on the rock type
and even on the disposal concept. The general geological siting criteria usually address:
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Size, geological structure and mechanical stability of the host formation with
respect to accommodating the repository;
Hydrogeology of the host formation with respect to limiting groundwater flow
within the repository and transport of released radioactive substances;
Geochemistry of the host formation with respect to immobilization of radioactive
substances;
Absence of natural resources, such as mineral, oil or gas deposits or sources of
geothermal energy; and
Potentially adverse geodynamic phenomena, such as neotectonics, seismicity and
volcanism.

In practice, many factors other than geological ones may have a major influence on the
suitability and acceptability of a site. Environmental protection, land use and land
ownership aspects may preclude large areas in the country from further consideration.
The means and routes available for transportation of HLW and the existence of other
infrastructure are usually noteworthy siting factors. The societal impacts and the opinions
amongst the local public are important aspects as well.
Selection of a site for HLW disposal is a long‐running project, taking 10‐20 years even
with no setbacks related to public acceptance. Site characterization should not be done in
isolation but in a close interaction with technical design of the disposal facility and its
safety evaluation.

20.7.3. Design and operational safety of facilities
The main facilities needed for HLW disposal are the encapsulation facility and the
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repository. They may be co‐located, or alternatively, the encapsulation facility may be
situated next to an interim storage for HLW.
In the encapsulation facility, HLW bundles are inserted into prefabricated waste canisters.
The lid or lids of the canister are then closed and after inspection, the waste canister is
transferred to the repository. An example of an encapsulation facility design is given in
Figure. 20.1. The encapsulation process occurs in air atmosphere. Uncovered HLW
bundles are handled in a hot‐cell chamber; the fuel bundles are enclosed elsewhere, either
inside a transport container or a waste canister. All handling operations are done with
remote control techniques, thus the occupational radiation doses can be kept at a very low
level.
The encapsulation process involves no great radiological risks. Risk potential is low
because no high pressure or temperature is needed in the process. Fires and explosions
can be reliably prevented by means of the design of facilities and selection of materials.
Particulate radioactive material will spread inside the hot‐cell but their releases outside
the facility can be prevented by using under pressure in the hot‐cell and by filtering its
exhaust air. Consequently, very stringent radiation safety requirements can be set for the
encapsulation facility.
An example of a final repository to be constructed in crystalline bedrock is given in Fig.
20.2. It is an idealistic picture, because the geological structure of the host formation will
determine the layout of the repository. In this scheme, waste canisters are emplaced into
deposition holes, one canister in each hole. The spaces in deposition holes are backfilled
with bentonite. The transfer and emplacement operations must be done very carefully in
order not to cause damage to the canister, which is an important barrier with respect to
long‐term safety.
Because the fuel bundles are enclosed into hermetic canisters, no releases of radioactive
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substances occur during normal operations in a repository. Occupational radiation doses
and risk for accidents with significant radiological consequences can be limited to a low
level if the repository and its operational routines are designed properly.

20.7.4. Long‐term safety assessment
HLW disposal is based on a multiple barrier principle. A barrier may be the host rock, a
technical structure or material surrounding the disposed radioactive substances or a
physio‐chemical interaction that hinders or slows down the release and migration of
radionuclides. The basic idea is that each of the barriers will contribute to safety and
provide a certain degree of redundancy with respect to the containment of the disposed
radionuclides. They should be passive and, as far as practicable, independent from each
other, i.e., they should respond differently to various processes or events that may
threaten the integrity of the repository.
The activity inventory in spent fuel is very high. In light water reactor fuel, the activity is
typically 10 PBq/tU at the time when disposal takes place, and in 1000 years the activity
decreases by about two orders of magnitude. After 200 000 – 300 000 years, the activity
in fuel is less than the gross activity in the batch of uranium ore from which the fuel
originates.
The system of barriers may consist of i) the waste form, ii) the waste canister, iii) the
backfill and surrounding intact rock, and iv) the host rock as a whole. The assessment of
their performance is described below.
The waste form comprises the fuel bundles. The release of radionuclides from the waste
form can be simplified by dividing it in three components: i) nuclides in fuel‐cladding gap
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and in grain boundaries, ii) nuclides in fuel matrix, and iii) nuclides in cladding and other
metal parts of fuel assembly. The nuclides in the gas gap and in grain boundaries are
assumed to be released the instant the fuel bundle contacts groundwater. Instant releases
relates to elements that tend to migrate in fuel matrix, such as carbon, chlorine, iodine
and cesium. The instant release fractions are typically a few percent of the total activity.
The release from the fuel matrix is usually calculated on the basis of so called alpha‐
oxidation model; the fuel matrix is assumed to be degraded due to alpha radiolysis in a
water layer on the fuel surface, and the release of radionuclides is taken to be directly
proportional to the degradation rate. This model gives typical fractional release rates from
10‐6 ‐ 10‐5 per year, depending on the elapsed time until the fuel is exposed to
groundwater. Release of nuclides from the metallic parts of the fuel bundle is assumed to
be proportional to their fractional corrosion rate, typically 10‐4 ‐ 10‐3 per year.
The waste canister can affect the release of radionuclides in three ways. First, due to
radioactive decay, the source term decreases while the canister preserves its integrity.
This time period depends on the canister material: in saturated medium the estimated
lifetime of iron‐based canisters is typically some thousands of years at most, while copper
canisters can resist corrosion for hundreds of thousands of years. Second, due to the alpha
‐oxidation model of HLW degradation, a positive correlation exists between the canister
lifetime and the immobilization capability of waste form. In addition to the average
lifetime of canisters, the range of lifetimes is of importance. If the range is wide, there is
less overlapping due to the “instant release nuclides” and the activity release peaks will
be lower.
The near‐field consists of the buffer material (if any) and the intact (but somewhat
disturbed) rock around it. Many of the radionuclides have very low solubility in the
chemical conditions that prevail in the near‐field, resulting in very low fractional release
rates. Transport of radioactive substance occurs by diffusion and many substances are
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retarded in the near‐field materials. These barriers efficiently limit the mass flow rate of
radionuclides through the near‐field.
The far‐field consists of the host where radionuclides are transported by groundwater
flow via the fracture networks or aquifers. Most of the radionuclides have a much slower
transport velocity than the groundwater because they are retarded on rock surfaces
(sorption) or in pores and micro fissures of the rock matrix (matrix diffusion). Thus the
transit time of radioactive substances from the repository to the biosphere will be very
long, particularly for nuclides with high retardation capability.
In the biosphere, the radioactive substances released from the repository may cause
radiation exposure of man via various pathways. These exposures are calculated by
means of biosphere models. Due to the very long timescales involved, it is not possible to
predict future environmental conditions with reasonable accuracy. Thus the biosphere
analyses may be based on pessimistic simplified scenarios, such as a subsistence
community in the vicinity of the disposal site.
The release of disposed radionudlides, transport through the various barriers, and
incurring radiation impact is calculated by means of an integrated safety assessment.
Usually it includes the following elements:
Description of the disposal system (waste inventory, barriers, disposal site);
Description of the future evolution of the disposal system (scenario analysis);
Elaboration of the conceptual models and input data for the release and transport
analyses of disposed radionuclides;
Calculation of the radiation exposure from the disposed radionuclides
(consequence analysis) and, depending on the type of analysis, estimation of the
probabilities for the exposures to incur (risk analysis);
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Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses and complementary qualitative discussions;
and
Comparison of results of the integrated analysis with the safety criteria.

20.7.5. Regulatory Compliance
Development of a HLW repository is a long‐lasting process. There is a need for
regulatory control even in the early phases of this process. The regulatory instruments
available for this control are, generally speaking, i) reporting obligations, ii) issuance of
regulations and guidance, and iii) licensing obligations.
In the early research and development phase, the emphasis of regulatory control lies in
setting reporting obligations and in giving “feedback” to the implementer on the basis of
the regulatory review of the reports. This reporting‐review may occur regularly (e.g., the
review of the R&D program in Sweden is every three years) or it may be scheduled at
certain milestones in the repository development program.
Issuance of regulations and regulatory guidance is an important part of the dialogue
between regulator and implementer, enhancing its public credibility. Formulation of
regulatory documents should be made in a stepwise manner, starting from general
principles and non‐prescriptive criteria and ending with safety requirements applicable to
a licensing review. The regulatory endpoints, such as dose constraints or risk targets, are
normally defined in mandatory regulations. Regulatory guidance is needed to clarify how
compliance with these endpoints should be demonstrated.
Because spent fuel and high‐level waste disposal issues raise worldwide interest,
international consistency in regulations and regulatory guidance is desirable. International
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organizations, notably IAEA, ICRP and OECD/NEA, have contributed significantly to
such harmonization. The Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and
on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management, expected to enter into force soon, is an
example of an attempt at harmonization.
Most countries have adopted a stepwise licensing procedure for the implementation of
waste disposal, where the licensing steps constitute the main regulatory checkpoints. This
set of licensing steps may include i) a general licence (and/or an Environmental Impact
Assessment process), ii) a construction licence, iii) an operating licence, and iv) a closure
licence. The main issues involved with the first licensing step are the general societal
acceptability of the facility and it’s siting. Consequently, the scope of review at this stage
is not limited only to radiological and technical issues, but is much broader.
The construction and operating licensing processes are similar to those of NPPs. The
most important documents to be included in the licence applications are safety analysis
reports (PSAR and FSAR), which are based on the design bases and specifications of the
facilities, and on site‐specific data. The transition from the operating phase to the closure
of a disposal facility is crucial to the long‐term safety, as it involves action, such as
backfilling and sealing, aimed at finalizing the containment system. The final closure plan
should also include an updated safety assessment, based on experiences and observations
gained during the operational period.
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21.1. DEFINITION AND BASIC FEATURES

Definition: Safety culture is that assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organizations
and individuals that establishes, as an overriding priority, that nuclear plant safety issues
receive the attention warranted by their significance.
In all types of activities, for organizations, and for individuals at all levels, attention to
safety involves many elements:
Individual awareness of the importance of safety.
Knowledge and competence, conferred by training and instruction of personnel,
and by self‐education.
Commitment, requiring demonstration at senior management level of the high
priority of safety, and adoption by individuals of the common goal of safety.
Motivation, through leadership, the setting of objectives, systems of rewards and
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sanctions and through individuals' self‐generated attitudes.
Supervision, including audit and review practices, with readiness to respond to
individuals' questioning attitudes.
Responsibility, through formal assignment and description of duties and their
understanding by individuals.

Safety Culture has two general components. The first is the necessary framework within
an organization and is the responsibility of the management hierarchy. The second is the
attitude of staff at all levels in responding to and benefiting from the framework.

21.1.1. Requirements at policy level
In any important activity, the manner in which people act is conditioned by requirements
set at a high level. The highest level affecting nuclear plant safety is the legislative level,
at which the national basis for Safety Culture is set. Within an organization, similar
considerations apply. Policies promoted at a high level create the working environment
and condition individual behaviour.
An organization pursuing activities with a bearing on nuclear plant safety makes its
responsibilities well known and understood in a safety policy statement. This statement is
provided as guidance to staff, and to declare the organization's objectives and the public
commitment of corporate management to nuclear plant safety. Implementation of these
safety policies requires that accountability in safety matters is clear. Adequate resources
are devoted to safety.
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FIG. 21.1. Basic elements of safety culture
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Large organizations with significant impact on nuclear plant safety provide independent
internal management units with responsibility for the surveillance of nuclear safety
activities. As a matter of policy, all organizations arrange for regular review of those of
their practices that contribute to nuclear plant safety.
When corporate level commitment for safety is publicly asserted and well known, it
shows the stance of corporate management in relation to its social responsibilities, and
demonstrates also an organization's willingness to be open in safety matters.

21.1.2. Requirements on managers
The attitudes of individuals are greatly influenced by their working environment. The key
to an effective Safety Culture in individuals is found in the practices moulding the
environment and fostering attitudes conducive to safety. It is the responsibility of
managers to institute such practices in accordance with their organization's safety policy
and objectives.
Discharge of individual responsibilities is facilitated by unique and clear lines of
authority. Managers ensure that work on matters related to nuclear safety is carried out in
a rigorous manner.
Managers ensure that the staffs are fully competent for their duties. Instruction instils
more than technical skills or familiarity with detailed procedures to be followed
rigorously. These essential requirements are supplemented by broader training, sufficient
to ensure that individuals understand the significance of their duties and the consequences
of mistakes arising from misconceptions or lack of diligence.
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Ultimately, satisfactory practice depends on the behaviour of individuals, as influenced
by motivation and attitudes, both personal and group. Managers encourage and praise and
seek to provide tangible reward for particularly commendable attitudes in safety matters.
Managerial responsibilities include the implementation of a range of monitoring practices
which go beyond the implementation of quality assurance measures and include, for
example, regular reviews of training programmes, staff appointment procedures, working
practices, document control and quality assurance systems. It is the task of managers to
ensure that their staff respond to, and benefit from this established framework of
practices, and, by attitude and example, to ensure that their staff are continuously
motivated towards high levels of personal performance in their duties.

21.1.3. Response of individuals
It is the task of staff at all levels to respond to and benefit from the framework for an
effective safety culture. The response of all those who strive for excellence in matters
affecting nuclear safety is characterized by: A QUESTIONING ATTITUDE, A
RIGOROUS AND PRUDENT APPROACH and COMMUNICATION. The result will
be a major contribution to SAFETY. Before an individual begins any safety related task,
his or her questioning attitude raises issues such as those listed in the following:
Do I understand the task?
What are my responsibilities?
How do they relate to safety?
Do I have the necessary knowledge to proceed?
What are the responsibilities of others?
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Are there any unusual circumstances?
Do I need any assistance?
What can go wrong?
What could be the consequences of failure or error?
What should be done to prevent failures?
What do I do if a fault occurs?

In the case of relatively routine tasks, for which the individual has been fully trained,
question and answer will be automatic to a large extent. For tasks with a novel content,
the thought process becomes more deliberate. New and unusual tasks, which have
important safety content, will be the subject of written procedures clarifying these
matters.
Individuals adopt a rigorous and prudent approach. This involves:
Understanding the work procedures.
Complying with the procedures.
Being alert for the unexpected.
Stopping and thinking if a problem arises.
Seeking help if necessary.
Devoting attention to orderliness, timeliness and housekeeping.
Proceeding with deliberate care.
Forgoing shortcuts.

Individuals recognize that a communicative approach is essential to safety. This involves:
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Obtaining useful information from others.
Transmitting information to others.
Reporting on and documenting results of work, both routine and unusual.
Suggesting new safety initiatives.

A questioning attitude, a rigorous and prudent approach, and necessary communication
are all aspects of an effective Safety Culture in individuals. The product contributes to a
high level of safety and generates a personal pride in dealing with important tasks in a
professional manner.

21.2. DEVELOPING SAFETY CULTURE IN
NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES

The Safety Report “Developing Safety Culture in Nuclear Activities” provides further
advice on how to classify organizations according to the status of safety culture (three
stages of development), and on the basis of this classification, advice is given how to
develop safety culture further. The Safety Report also highlights useful practices in this
development. The three stages of development are: Stage I ‐ safety solely based on rules
and regulations; Stage II ‐ good safety performance becomes an organizational goal; and
Stage III ‐ safety performance can always be improved. These stages are highlighted in
the following (see also Reference 21.3):
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21.2.1. Stage I ‐ safety solely based on rules and regulations
At this stage, the licensee sees safety as an external requirement and not as an aspect of
conduct that will help the organization to succeed. The external requirements are those of
national governments, regional authorities, or regulatory bodies. For an organization,
which relies predominantly on rules, the following characteristics may be observed:
Problems are not anticipated; the organization reacts to them as they occur.
Communication between departments and functions is poor.
Departments and functions behave as semi‐autonomous units and there is little
collaboration and shared decision making among them.
The decisions taken by departments and functions concentrate upon little more than
the need to comply with rules.
People who make mistakes are simply blamed for their failure to comply with the
rules.
Conflicts are not resolved; Departments and functions compete with one another.
The role of management is seen as endorsing the rules, pushing employees and
expecting results.
There is not much listening or learning inside or outside the organization that
adopts a defensive posture when criticised.
Safety is viewed as a required nuisance.
Regulators, customers, suppliers and contractors are treated cautiously or in an
adversarial manner.
Production is seen as all‐important.
People are viewed as “system components” – they are defined and valued solely in
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terms of what they do.
There is an adversarial relationship between management and employees.
There is little or no awareness of work, or business processes.
People are rewarded for obedience and results, regardless of long‐term
consequences.

21.2.2. Stage II ‐ good safety performance becomes an
organizational goal
An organization at this stage has a management that perceives safety performance as
important, even in the absence of regulatory pressure. Safety performance is dealt with,
along with other aspects of the business, in terms of targets or goals. The organization
begins to look at the reasons why safety performance reaches a plateau and is willing to
seek the advice of other organizations.
The organization concentrates primarily on day to day matters; there is little in the
way of strategy.
Management encourages cross‐departmental and cross‐functional teams and
communication.
Senior managers function as a team and begin to co‐ordinate departmental and
functional decisions.
Decisions are often centred on cost and function.
Management’s response to mistakes is to put more controls in place, via procedures
and retraining. There is a little less blaming.
Conflict is disturbing and discouraged in the name of teamwork.
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The role of management is seen as applying management techniques, such as
management by objectives.
The organization is somewhat open about learning from other companies,
especially techniques and best practices.
Safety, cost and productivity are seen as detracting from one another. People think
that safety means higher cost and reduced production.
The organization’s relationship with regulators, customers, suppliers and
contractors is distant rather than close. This is a cautious approach where trust has
to be earned.
It is important to meet or exceed short‐term production goals. People are rewarded
for exceeding goals regardless of the long‐term results or consequences.
The relationship between employees and management is adversarial, with little
trust or respect demonstrated.
There is growing awareness of the impact of cultural issues in the workplace.
People do not understand why added controls do not yield the expected results in
safety performance.

21.2.3. Stage III ‐ safety performance can always be improved
An organization at stage III has adopted the idea of continuous improvement and applied
the concept to safety performance. There is a strong emphasis on communications,
training, management style, and improving efficiency and effectiveness. Everyone in the
organization can contribute. Some behaviour is seen as enabling improvements within the
organization and, on the other hand, there is behaviour that acts as a barrier to further
improvement.
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Consequently, people also understand the impact of behavioural issues on safety.
The level of awareness of behavioural and attitudinal issues is high, and measures
are being taken to improve behaviour. Progress is made one step at a time and
never stops.
The organization begins to act strategically with a focus on the longer term as well
as an awareness of the present. It anticipates problems and deals with their causes
before they happen.
People recognize and state the need for collaboration among departments and
functions. They receive management support, recognition and the resources they
need for collaborative work.
People are aware of work, or business processes in the company and help managers
to manage them.
Decisions are made in the full knowledge of their safety impact on work, or
business, processes as well as on departments and functions. There is no goal
conflict between safety and production performance, so safety is not jeopardized in
pursuit of production targets.
Almost all mistakes are viewed in terms of work process variability. The important
thing is to understand what has happened rather than find someone to blame. This
understanding is used to modify the process.
The existence of conflict is recognized and dealt with by trying to find mutually
beneficial solutions.
Management’s role is seen as coaching people to improve business performance.
Learning from others both inside and outside the organization is valued. Time is
made available and devoted to adapting such knowledge to improve business
performance.
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Safety and production are seen as inter‐dependent.
Collaborative relationships are developed between the organization and regulators,
suppliers, customers and contractors.
Short‐term performance is measured and analysed so that changes can be made
which improve long‐term performance.
People are respected and valued for their contribution.
The relationship between management and employees is respectful and supportive.
Aware of the impact of cultural issues, and these are factors considered in key
decisions.
The organization rewards not just those who ‘produce’ but also those who support
the work of others. Also, people are rewarded for improving processes as well as
results.

The above characteristics describing each of the three stages of evolution could serve as
the basis for a survey to establish which stage an organization has reached.
Irrespective of the size of the organization, a pre‐requisite for the development of a good
safety culture is the visible commitment of the person or persons responsible for leading
the organization or group.
There is a wide range of practices that are of potential value in the practical development
of a progressive safety culture. Many practices are already identified in INSAG‐4 and
some additional practices not specifically mentioned in INSAG‐4 are already commonly
accepted as being of value in the development of an effective organization. A subset of
practices, judged to be of particular relevance to the development of a safety culture, is
described later in more detail.
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21.2.4. General practices to develop organizational effectiveness
21.2.4.1. The concept of vision, mission, goals and values
Within an organization safety culture is a subset of the wider organizational culture.
Many practices, which are used internationally to improve organizational effectiveness,
can contribute to developing improved safety. This section contains information on some
of these general practices.
Many organizations recognize the importance of ensuring that there is unity of purpose
among their employees, and that they are motivated to achieving the organizational goals.
These organizations also recognize that guidance should be given to employees on how
they should behave towards each other, and towards others external to the organization.
Openness, trust and two‐way communication are keystones to establishing effective
organizations.
The concepts of vision, mission, goals and values are often used to achieve the above
desired requirements. Although normally used in a business‐planning context, these
concepts can also be usefully applied to promote safety improvement.
The individual concepts are briefly described below in the context of safety.
Vision ‐ The vision describes in a few keywords the future aspirations of the organization,
and paints a picture of where the organization would like to be in future. The time scale
for achieving the vision will vary with each organization, but generally the time scale is
several to many years. A vision can be used to align the efforts and energies of
employees. An example of a safety related vision for an organization would be “to be
regarded as the best safety performer in its sector of industry.
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The creation of the fundamental vision is the responsibility of top management but it is
essential that employees have an opportunity to learn and understand the driving force for
the vision so that they are committed to achieving it. There is a great responsibility on all
managers to communicate the vision to their workforce.
Mission. The mission briefly summarizes in a few paragraphs what has to be done in
order to achieve the vision. It may refer to the organization’s intended relationship with
employees and external groups. It may also contain quantitative targets and can undergo
change during the time frame of the vision. An example of a safety related mission would
be “to improve safety performance such that the organization is in the top 25% of
performers in radiological, environmental and conventional safety”. When this mission is
achieved the journey towards the achievement of the vision may require the “top 25%” to
change to the “top 10%” and so on.
Goals. There will be a range of actions that have to be taken to achieve the mission. Each
action will have a specific goal. Each goal can be regarded as a focal point for an action
plan within the organization and serve as motivation for employees. An example of a
safety related goal is “to reduce the average radiation exposure of employees by 10%
during the next year.
Values. Values are those standards and principles that people in a group or locality might
share. Values govern attitudes that show themselves in the behaviour of people towards
each other. In organizations values will be present implicitly. The aspirations of an
organization for how people should be treated, and how the people themselves want to be
treated, may be explicitly stated in values set by top management. These values have to
be shared and must be made known to all levels of the organization. They are considered
inviolate. A value that addresses safety is that “safety is never compromised”.
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21.2.4.2. Process for developing and implementing a vision, mission, goals and values

The real power of these concepts is less in the words created than in the process used to
create them. Employee involvement is essential, but there is a particular emphasis on top
managers and their subordinate managers to lead, communicate and seek input from their
workforce. These concepts have no benefit unless the workforce genuinely shares them.
Developing a safety related vision: mission, goals and values may be a good starting
point and a focal point for initiating improvements in safety culture. Once the vision,
mission, goals and values have been developed, a strategic plan should be developed to
facilitate implementation. This strategic plan should include policy, organizing, planning
and implementation, a means of measuring performance and review mechanisms,
supplemented by appropriate audits.
Facilitation/coaching. Coaching of employees by managers to improve safety performance
is important. There should be a process of continuous evolution of improved safety rather
than satisfaction with achieving safety targets. In some organizations, use is made of
individuals who have special skills in encouraging change in human attitude and
behaviour. These individuals are referred to as facilitators. Some general characteristics
of a facilitator are shown later in this presentation. In some organizations the manager
would assume the role of facilitator.
The facilitator has to help others cope with change and act as a teacher of skills to teams
and leaders. This should incorporate any feedback and constructive dialogue on safety
culture. Whoever undertakes the role of facilitator must model and exemplify the
behaviours and attitudes of any new culture developed for the organization.
An on‐going activity for this individual is the constant coaching and encouragement of all
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staff, including managers in learning new attitudes and behaviours with the emphasis on
promotion of feedback of progress.
Openness. Experience has shown that organizations characterized as being very open to
the public, professional associations and the regulator as well as internally have gained in
both public confidence and in the successful management of safety. Confidence and trust
can easily be lost when secrecy and a tendency to cover up on failures is discovered. It
will generally take a long time before confidence and trust can be recovered. Openness is
also a basic requirement for sharing experiences, which in turn, provide a basis for an
organization’s ability to learn and improve over time.
Teamwork. Most successful organizations actively encourage teamwork among their
employees. A team is a group of people who are committed to work together to achieve
some common objectives. The combination of individuals in teams generally results in a
more effective solution to a problem or achieving an objective. This is particularly true
when the problem is of a complex nature and its solution requires the input of different
disciplines. Many organizations, recognizing the benefits of teamwork, have invested in
training their employees to work effectively in teams. By providing their employees with
some basic understanding of group behaviour and the stages of development that groups
undergo, they have enhanced the quality of teamwork. Some organizations have also
trained employees in techniques that allow a structured approach to problem solving, and
this training has been combined with team development. Excellent teamwork is beneficial
to all aspects of the organization, and is of particular benefit for safety that often depends
on the effective relationship between groups or between individuals. It is important when
using teams to undertake work that there is no dilution of accountability and that
accountability is clearly defined at the individual level.
The high quality standards attained by nuclear installations could not have been achieved
without extensive teamwork both within the organization and with groups external to the
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organization e.g. contractors.
It is important that strong team loyalties should not prevent openness in reporting safety
related failures or near misses.
21.2.4.3. Continuous evolution of improved safety performance
An organization needs to focus on “continuous evolution”. In other words no matter how
well the organization is currently performing, it always needs to be looking at how it
might perform better still. This includes looking at ways current systems and processes
might be improved, and also looking at how advantage can be taken of changing
technology. Continuous evolution is most effectively sustained by focusing on
improvements generated by employees. It is recognized that the design of a nuclear
facility has to be frozen at some stage, but this does not prevent evolution of future design
standards.
The involvement and commitment of senior management in pursuing high standards of
safety is essential. Without a visible and genuine demonstration of this commitment by
personal behaviour and leadership example by management, other workers in the
organization will not be convinced of the importance of safety compared to other
organizational issues. Words without deeds will create an illusion of safety that will result
in the development of a superficial safety culture.
To support the development of a good safety culture management and staff can contribute
by:
Gaining understanding of safety culture concepts and practices by undergoing
appropriate training.
Demonstrating a leadership style that has an appropriate balance between caring
and controlling.
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Being visibly interested in safety.
Having safety as a priority item on the agenda at meetings.
Encouraging employees to have a questioning attitude on safety issues.
Ensuring that safety is addressed in the strategic plans of their organization.
Having personal objectives for directly improving aspects of safety in their areas of
responsibility.
Regularly reviewing the safety policy of the organization to ensure its adequacy for
current and anticipated circumstances.
Monitoring safety trends to ensure that safety objectives are being achieved.
Taking a genuine interest in safety improvements and giving recognition to those
who achieve them, and not restricting their interest to situations where there is a
safety problem.

Senior management should ensure that their organization has a safety management
system that provides a structured, systematic means of achieving and maintaining high
standards of safety performance.
The Board of Management of an organization, which possesses the highest level of
executive authority, should routinely discuss and review safety performance. A practice
adopted by some Boards of Management is to nominate one of their members to assume a
special responsibility on behalf of the board in monitoring safety performance and
whether the line managers are proactive in implementing plans that include seeking
improvements in safety.
Development of a strong safety culture can result in more effective conduct of work and a
sense of accountability among managers and employees. They should be given the
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opportunity to expand skills by training. Thus, the resources expended result in tangible
improvements in working practices and skills. This consideration should encourage
further development to improve safety culture.
Safety culture is important in that it is influences behaviour, attitudes and values, which
are important factors in achieving good safety performance.

21.3. THE ROLE OF ASSESSMENT

21.3.1. How to measure safety culture
No composite measure of safety culture exists. The multi‐faceted nature of culture makes
it unlikely that such a measure will ever be found. Changes are usually slow and often
imperceptible. Nonetheless, historic experience demonstrates that over finite periods of
time cultural changes can be discerned, and the same should be true of safety culture. To
assess progress in the development of safety culture, we may have to abandon the search
for a single composite measure and concentrate on identifying the range of indicators that
reflect the individual sub‐components of culture.
INSAG‐4 report offers in its chapter 4 ‘Tangible evidence” and in the Appendix, a
qualitative reference and safety culture indicators for making basic self‐assessment on
safety culture.
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21.3.2. Guidance on detecting incipient weaknesses in safety culture
The Safety Report “Developing Safety Culture in Nuclear Activities” lists a number of
items, which should be specifically reviewed when studying possibilities to further
develop safety culture. In the following, some features that regulators and operators
should pay attention to when inspecting and assessing the plant and other facilities are
covered. Some features are associated with the information provided to the regulator by
the operating organization; many are points to be monitored by regular observation and
which can be used to provide indicators to the level of safety culture in an organization.
They are not difficult to detect and relate directly to the actual situation.
21.3.2.1. Organizational issues
Safety culture does not exist in isolation and is influenced by the prevailing
organizational climate or culture. It is important that the organizational culture be
supportive of safety, particularly in encouraging the appropriate behaviours, attitudes and
values among employees. Tangible evidence of a supportive organizational culture
includes the following:
Visible leadership and commitment of senior managers to achieving good safety
performance.
Understanding by employees that safety performance is important to the future
success of their organization.
Employee involvement in safety improvement activities.
Effective communication of safety information including safety performance
trends.
Focus on learning from problems rather than allocating blame.
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Primary organizational goals include safety and are not focused on cost or financial
targets only.
Adequate allocation of financial and other resources to the support of safety.

Evidence of the presence of the above attributes can be obtained by observation,
employee interview or questionnaire survey. Questionnaires should be designed with care
to ensure their consistency, reliability and validity.
External environment pressure. Many organizations are subjected to increasing economic
and business market pressures that are forcing them to reduce significantly their cost
base, often through downsizing of their workforce. These changes create uncertainty in
organizations that inevitably affect the behaviour and attitude of people. Attention should
be paid by all involved, either in the management or regulation of safety, as to how
change is being managed to ensure that the principles of good safety are not being
jeopardized.
Openness and organizational insularity. It is not a healthy sign to detect a lack of
communication and interaction. Open and honest communication between regulator and
representatives of the operating organization is essential if the former is to be able to
assess and evaluate the safety culture. Difficulties in obtaining information may be a sign
that there is a weakness in the safety culture. An organization striving to improve and
develop its safety culture should be willing to share its experience with others as well as
using the experience to improve its own safety.
21.3.2.2. Regulatory issues
Corrective actions
The existence of an effective self‐assessment, root cause analysis and corrective action
programme is a positive indication of a good safety culture. Measuring the number of
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open corrective actions and the length of time for which the actions have been open is a
good indicator of general managerial effectiveness in planning and organizing work,
allocating priorities and monitoring the progress of implementation. This is particularly
important when the corrective actions are safety related.
Repetition of problems usually indicates that the root cause was not identified correctly
and that whatever corrective action may have been implemented was not adequate.
Information can be collected from formal or informal sources, and, where possible,
should be corroborated or crosschecked to validate its accuracy.
Data collection and analysis can be used to produce trended information to indicate levels
of reported performance by sections, groups or departments of the plant. Trends are
guides that can alert the regulator to areas of concern based on actual plant sourced
information, although they are not true indicators of performance.
Procedural inadequacies
An important element of safety culture is that employees will have confidence in
procedures and use them correctly. The slippage of review dates and revision issues is a
strong contributor to poor safety culture and can also indicate weaknesses in other areas
such as management, configuration control, resourcing and safety decision‐making. It
also influences staff morale, as the employees often perceive that if the documentation is
neglected then other areas of concern are suffering as well.
Quality of analysis of problems and changes
The establishment of a review and analysis group at the utility with the correct level of
experience and qualifications will add confidence to the analysis process. In the case of
plant modifications, a safety justification must be presented prior to approval and this
should be drawn up in accordance with pre‐determined requirements set out by the
regulator. Typically, these should include the philosophy, statement of problem, proposed
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courses of action, justification and independent review by the utility. A root cause
analysis has to be undertaken to ensure that the real cause of the problem (e.g. incident) is
identified. The regulator can check evidence of the adequacy through monitoring the
occurrence of similar problems.
In all cases the emphasis must be on systematic and conservative assumptions that can be
related to risk and the accepted safety criteria. The fundamental principles of safety
culture namely, prudent and rigorous approach, questioning attitude, and communications
underpin the need for all safety case submissions and root cause analyses to be carried out
with due regard for the possible consequences.
Whereas sufficient attention may be devoted to technical plant modifications, the same is
not always true for changes in organizational systems. Yet it is the latter that may have
very serious consequences for the ability of the organization to develop a sound safety
culture.
Lack and failure of independent nuclear safety reviews
For all nuclear safety‐significant proposals and modifications, independent nuclear safety
assessments should be undertaken by persons other than those who have undertaken the
original work. In a healthy safety culture, these assessments will always have been fully
documented, and checked for methodological, calculation and technical accuracy and
validity, using approved procedures.
Violations
Non‐compliance (violations) tends to be recorded by most licensees to varying degrees, in
relation to breaches of operating rules and operating instructions. Such reports can be of
variable quality and detail. Not only do violations provide a rich insight into the
operational performance and compliance characteristics of any organization, and a fertile
ground for investigation into general and specific problem areas, but they also serve to
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indicate whether a licensee is radically different to others operating similar plant.
Repeated requests for dispensation to regulatory requirements
Requests for dispensations to existing regulatory requirements can occur, particularly
prior to restart after a planned outage. When requests are frequent this should trigger a
review of the adequacy of the regulatory requirement, or of whether production priorities
are being overemphasized at a possible disadvantage to safety
21.3.2.3. Employee issues
Excessive hours of work
A significant factor in the degradation of personal performance is fatigue. Safety culture
relies on optimum output in the areas of attention, questioning attitude, diligence and
fitness for duty, however, all these are adversely affected when a person is tired and
stressed. Working hours must be formulated and regulated to allow individuals to perform
their allotted duties within reasonable time scales, without imposing undue pressures
which can induce unsafe and undesirable consequences.
Number of persons not completing adequate training
Training plays an integral role in the safety culture of an organization and the regulator
would want to be assured that adequate attention was being paid to the quality and
applicability of training programmes. These aspects are checked by submission,
examination and acceptance of the training required by the regulator, however, the
attendance and performance of staff at training sessions needs ongoing attention. When
this information is correlated with the results of occurrence analysis, particularly if
groups or departments are highlighted, it provides supporting evidence that further
investigation and targeted corrective action may be needed in the area of training.
Failure to use suitably qualified and experienced persons
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All nuclear plant operations should employ suitably qualified and experienced persons.
Whilst this is a basic requirement, and even a licence condition for many operating
regimes, it is apparent that it cannot always be achieved in practice. Such failure tends to
show itself in those incident and accident event reports that conclude that further
training/retraining etc. of personnel is required. Suitably qualified and experienced
persons can be readily identified and recruited, however, by careful attention to the needs
of a given job. This proactive approach includes identification of the principal duties and
responsibilities of the job holder, the attributes required for the tasks to be performed, and
the preparation of a profile outlining the characteristics that would be required of any job
incumbent in order to carry out the duties effectively. The presence of unsuitable and
inexperienced personnel becomes readily apparent when checks are made regarding
knowledge and experience requirements against the basic skill, knowledge, and task
capability that is available within a workforce. Such checks can be
made by means of skills and job task analysis.
Understanding of job descriptions
Typically in poor safety cultures, some individuals are not fully aware of the full
requirements, responsibilities and accountabilities of their job. This can arise either
because job descriptions have not been properly prepared in the first instance, or else
because individuals have not been properly briefed on the expectations of their employer.
In either case, it will be apparent that there is the potential for a significant mismatch
between the expectations of the employer and the employee. In order to check that this is
not a safety culture concern, the licensee should produce the necessary safety components
of the relevant job descriptions.
Contractors
Trending and analysis of occurrences or problems may reveal contractor involvement and
shortcomings. Examination of the contract specifications and conditions prior to contract
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award may allow determination of the adequacy of safety, supervisory and training
provisions and may require appropriate amendments.
21.3.2.4. Technology issues
Plant conditions
Plant conditions provide a useful and valuable insight into the general health of an
organization’s safety culture. It has long been recognized that poor housekeeping
standards are an indicator of behaviour and attitudes that are not likely to be conducive to
the development of a sound safety culture. Other indications are lack of attention to
alarms or repair of malfunctioning equipment, overdue maintenance work, or poor
information recording and archiving systems. These deficiencies are prevalent when there
is inadequate managerial and supervisory attention to safety matters, and often reflect the
absence of an effective self‐assessment and self‐inspection regime. Such deficiencies
damage the credibility of any claimed organizational commitment to safety.
Trending
Collecting data from occurrence reports in categories of human factors allows safety
culture to be displayed in various formats for simple presentation Further analyses by
department, group, and error groups will allow individuals and teams within the
organization to focus on specific aspects which may require corrective action. It should
be noted that whatever the category or type of data selected it must be based on fact, be
easy to collect, and indicate areas of direct interest to the persons involved. This type of
feedback is particularly useful in the promotion of safety culture principles, and when
drawn from a specific activity period, such as an outage, it can be used to illustrate how
the workforce behaved, and which problems need to be addressed in the future.
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21.4. MANAGEMENT OF SAFETY

21.4.1. Management of safety
“Safety” is the pivot in the public debate on nuclear energy. It is a prerequisite for the
future of nuclear power, as it was the centre of our endeavours for development in the
past, from the very beginning of nuclear electricity production. Looking back, we can
distinguish three different approaches to enhance safety:
From the start, and at the time of the commercial breakthrough of nuclear power
plants, the focus has been on technical solutions. Pursuing this strategy, we
developed very reliable, but complex machines. With increasing success, reliability
and safety tended to approach a limit, all further improvements were more and
more counterbalanced by added complexity.
Then, human performance problems became the focus of attention. This brought
about significant improvements of the man‐machine‐interface, leading to a
substantial lower probability of a human being to err when performing his job in a
NPP. But again, we gradually seem to approach a limit that cannot be exceeded
when following this strategy: Increasingly, more of the fixes of problems we
establish, either simply do not hold for a long time, or they just create another
problem somewhere else.
For further real improvements, we have to go beyond technical design and beyond
the performance of individuals and their interactions with components and
technical systems. We also have to include into our reflections and endeavours
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interactions between individuals, collective social and organizational processes,
and

managerial

policies

and

practices.

Psychologists

speak,

e.g.,

of

“supraindividual and self‐regulating structures” and “behaviour settings”; in the
nuclear industry, we have introduced the term “safety culture”.

The organized process to improve the safety culture is the “management of safety”. The
“management of safety” shapes the environment in which people work and thus
influences their behaviour and attitudes to safety.
The “management of safety” is an integral part of the quality assurance program of an
organization. It comprises all the organization’s arrangements for safety. Like safety
itself, the “management of safety” is the responsibility of the operating organization
(“self‐regulation”, no dilution of responsibilities).

21.4.2. Objectives of the management of safety
The IAEA has defined “Safety culture” as follows:
“Safety culture is that assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organizations and
individuals which establishes that, as an overriding priority, nuclear plant safety issues
receive the attention warranted by their significance”.
A shorter definition comes from the Confederation of British Industry:
“Safety culture is the way we look at things and the way we do things around here”.
An important factor of safety culture is that it is more than the sum of its parts; it is a
collective commitment to safety. Therefore, the “management of safety” must not focus
only on individuals, but rather on the organization as a whole. The general objective of
safety management, to enhance safety culture, is too abstract to be operable. It can be
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subdivided in 4 sub‐objectives, which are more tangible, see 2.1 to 2.4.
21.4.2.1. High safety standard
To develop the safety standards of nuclear power plants as high as possible needs no
justification in this lecture. But it is important to make clear that high standards of safety
have to be achieved both by the organization and by individuals.
21.4.2.2. No conflict between safety, production, and cost
Safety should not be jeopardized in the pursuit of production targets. On a long‐term
basis, only a safely operated plant can meet competitive goals. “Safety management” has
to sharpen the awareness of managers and staff for this strategic view, to make it the basis
of day‐to‐day decisions, and to ensure that the pressure of short‐term optimization does
not override this long‐term recognition.
On the other hand, to be fair, an absolute priority of safety over costs can never be
reached, and on an ethical basis, it even would not be acceptable. As everything else,
safety is subject to the law of declining marginal utility. The higher the safety, the more
money has to be spent to gain only a small increase in safety. Above a certain limit, it is
not justified to use this money for that small advantage, when it could bring much higher
benefits if used to reduce other risks or even real harm.
But this triviality must not be abused to refuse a very high ranking of safety and to reject
any reasonable improvement in safety matters. Fortunately, this problem is reduced by
the simple fact that most measures to increase safety simultaneously also increase
reliability and very often reduce operating costs, for example: improved planning and
work control, clearer accountabilities, reduced organizational interfaces, better
communication and team work, and so on. The “management of safety”, properly done, is
largely identical with a more effective “management of works”. Reasonably looked at,
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conflicting goals between safety enhancement and cost reductions are rather rare events,
and they can be decided upon in a rational manner, giving safety the attention needed.
21.4.2.3. Communication between, and co‐operation of all units and levels
For complex tasks, which require teamwork, communication is one of the key factors for
effective and successful performance. Good communication brings about three essential
advantages: It is a good defence against misunderstandings, it helps to override
hierarchical and departmental barriers, and it contributes to satisfactory working
conditions, which on their side improve the motivation of workers on all levels.
21.4.2.4. More effective conduct of work
Effective conduct of work is a prerequisite for competitiveness and for safety, and
simultaneously, it creates satisfaction with one’s work, which, again, is the basis for
motivation.

21.4.3. Features of the “management of safety”
The safety management programme has to ensure good safety performance through the
planning, control and supervision of all safety related activities. To fulfil this, the
“management of safety” should comprise the following 5 features:
21.4.3.1. Definition of safety requirements
An organization should express its commitment to high safety performance in a clear and
unmistakable way, for example, in a vision or mission statement defining safety
requirements. In addition, it should specify the responsibilities and activities required to
ensure safety and to satisfy legal, regulatory and company requirements, and it should
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provide the resources (sufficient and competent staff, tools and equipment) necessary to
achieve all that. In a consistent framework, safety management should define what needs
to be done, to what standard, and by whom.
Senior managers should develop ownership and active support of the organization’s
safety policy, and they should eagerly disseminate it throughout the whole organization.
All managers should understand their roles and responsibilities, and should ensure that all
individuals concerned are aware of, and accept their safety responsibilities, and have the
capability and the appropriate resources to discharge these responsibilities effectively.
21.4.3.2. Ensuring high safety standards in planning and control
Safety management has to ensure that all safety related activities are properly planned
and controlled, including identification of risks to health and safety, selection of
procedures and precautions, and ‐ if appropriate ‐ arrangements to cater for emergencies.
It also has to determine work authorization requirements systematically.
21.4.3.3. Ensuring high safety standards in work performance
To attain high safety standards in work performance, safety management has ‐ amongst
other things ‐ to ensure that all staff have the competence required, and it has to provide
for effective communication and team support. The latter should help to understand and
accept safety arrangements, reduce error probability, improve feedback mechanisms, and
enhance satisfaction at work, and thereby, motivation for good performance.
Additionally, safety management has to support good safety practices and to correct poor
practices. Presence of managers in the work place, appropriate awards and sanctions, and
encouraging the reporting of “near misses” can help to obtain that goal.
21.4.3.4. Encouraging safety related attitudes and behaviour
A questioning attitude, a rigorous and prudent approach, and good communication are the
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characteristic features of a good safety culture. It is the task of safety management to
improve all three of them, in order to obtain an ever‐higher safety culture. The shaping of
attitudes and behaviour is a much more demanding task than the – equally necessary –
task of improving competence and skills of individuals. It is the real core of the
“management of safety” and, in spite of all doubts, it can be met successfully. We do
perform this task in NPPs all over the world, and we do have some success in our
endeavours. But it is my personal impression that, in a large number of cases, the success
could be increased by applying a more systematic approach, or with some outside
assistance. We at WANO are preparing for such assistance to our members.
21.4.3.5. Improving feedback on safety performance
To facilitate an effective feedback system, safety performance must be measured
routinely. The measures should have the capability to highlight whether the safety
performance of the organization is being maintained or improved, and they should also
allow the underlying causes of any performance deficiency to be identified. This is
essential, if appropriate counter‐measures are to be identified. Measuring the safety
performance is both easy, and delicate, simultaneously. I will come back to that problem
in No. 4.4.
After measures have been defined, audits and reviews should be performed on a regular
basis. They should cover all safety‐related areas and should be carried out either
internally or through independent institutions on a peer basis. IAEA, WANO and INPO
offer corresponding services.
In response to findings in audits and reviews, appropriate corrective actions have to be
identified and implemented. The safety management has to ensure that this is done
systematically, and includes an assessment of the effectiveness of the corrective actions
after their implementation.
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21.4.4. Specific safety management issues
21.4.4.1. Flexibility
The description of the “management of safety” given above is neither complete nor
generally applicable. In any case, due allowance should be given for adjustments to
different cultures in different countries, and in different companies. It is the overall
effectiveness that counts, not the specific composition.
21.4.4.2. Effectiveness
The “management of safety” sets the framework for all endeavours to enhance safety
culture. But it should be clearly pointed out that even the most perfect framework can
never be a substitute for the commitment of the individuals concerned. A more perfect
framework is a help to reach the goal with a higher degree of probability, but it can never
be a warranty. To enhance safety culture, the “right” individual attitude of the senior
managers is indispensable. If the senior managers do not feel it necessary to improve the
safety culture, no framework and no system, however perfect, can be successful.
Another problem with perfect systems holds even for “willing” people: Whenever a
system is very perfect, people tend to perceive this system as a means that automatically
achieves the goal, without the need for strenuous individual effort; the “system” solves
the problem, not individual strain and engagement. This subjectively felt sense of relief
from individual challenge and responsibility is a common phenomenon in case of perfect
systems and also holds for the “management of safety”. A good system is essential; a
perfect system can create new problems.
Finally, to reach a high effectiveness level, all employees, managers and staff, have to
accept the goal of high safety performance and to understand the processes and
procedures the organization has chosen to pursue that goal. They have to do what is right,
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because they know what is right, not because it is required.
21.4.4.3. Sustainability
Humans tend to choose the easiest way, to forget things, to stop thinking, and to transfer
carefully considered procedures into automatically followed routines. Therefore, safety
culture is an inherently declining feature. If we do not continually strive to enhance it, it
gradually degrades. We constantly have to move forwards, even standing still means
stepping backwards. The management of safety has to establish an ongoing learning
process as part of the safety culture; otherwise an established standard cannot be
maintained.
21.4.4.4. Performance indicators
Monitoring the safety performance is a management responsibility. The use of
quantitative performance indicators has a lot of advantages (e.g. enabling trending, goal
setting and benchmarking with other plants), but care should be taken not to give them
too high a value in order to avoid misleading effects. For example, if reaching a low
number of “unplanned automatic scrams” is valued very highly; pressure could rise to
adjust the set points for triggering the scram “appropriately”. Or, with regard to the
“collective dose”, people could find themselves seduced to reduce equipment tests, or
they could welcome a reason for not performing inspections of the workplace and work
practices (this problem is independent of the more general dispute on the appropriateness
of this indicator due to substantial doubts regarding the validity of the linear‐no‐threshold
hypothesis, which is the base of the “collective dose”). As a last example, the number of
“significant events” as a performance indicator could increase tendencies to cover up or
to play down the importance of the event.
Very probably, every indicator can exert negative influences, if it is valued too highly. So,
performance indicators are useful and probably even necessary, but they should be used
with care and the management should clearly explain their limited importance.
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21.4.4.5. Self assessment
As already stated, safety culture tends to degrade with time. This problem is amplified by
the very nature of humans, which impedes early recognition of declining performance.
First signs and precursors are often denied or just regarded as isolated cases. This
psychological defence mechanism is principally stronger when the information about
negative signals comes from outside institutions. The other way around, it is generally
easier to accept unpleasant news, if they are detected by ones self. Therefore, it is
preferable for an organization to have an internal or self‐evaluation program. This self‐
assessment generally can identify signs of degradation earlier than an external audit or
review. If detection is left to the latter (or even to actually occurring events), the required
corrective actions are often far more extensive and expensive to implement. Of course,
the critical self‐assessment has to be complemented by clearly prioritized action plans,
which address the root causes, and which are pursued rigorously.
The self‐assessment reinforces the responsibility of the operator. But to avoid
complacency and professional blinkers, the self‐evaluation program should be supported
by periodic external peer reviews. The frequency of these external reviews can be much
less than that of the internal assessments, but from time to time an external check seems
to be a sound corrective.
21.4.4.6. Indivisibility
Safety is indivisible. Low standards in industrial safety or in housekeeping, a large
backlog in maintenance work, a poor archiving system, and all similar conditions give
clear evidence of threats to nuclear safety.
21.4.4.7. Top is top, but only the number makes it work
The strong commitment of senior management is a prerequisite to establish and maintain
a high safety culture. But the strongest commitment from senior managers cannot
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compensate for lack of support from the whole staff. Only if all employees (or at least
most of them) take ownership of a program to enhance safety performance continually,
can a really high standard be reached. Senior managers can work as hard as they like, but
without the support of their staff, they will never reach a high level of performance. The
quality of individuals is important, but the quantity of support decides the level that can
be reached. The “management of safety” has to find the means to get real support from all
employees.
21.4.4.8. Safety is the sum of 1001 nothings
There is no single big strike by which one can reach a high level of safety performance.
Rather, it is always a long and strenuous way with thousands of small steps, most of them
seem to be only of secondary importance, but they all contribute to the great goal, and
none of them can be left out without endangering the goal. It is the task of the
“management of safety” to make sure that all small steps are taken seriously and are
implemented properly.
21.4.4.9. Group behaviour
Groups bring about a diffusion of responsibilities, and they tend to develop common
opinions. This undermines questioning attitudes and, together with encouraging the
feeling of shared judgement, it actually leads to higher risk taking. The “management of
safety” should be aware of these psychological effects. Their principles and appropriate
countermeasures should be integrated into training programmes, and, very importantly,
responsibilities should strictly be assigned to individuals, not to groups.
21.4.4.10. Error management
How an organization deals with errors has a key influence on how well it can obtain a
high safety culture. Two features are essential, and the “management of safety” has to
ensure that they are established firmly in the organization: First, errors should be regarded
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as a chance for learning, instead as a reason for punishing. Errors should be pulled out of
the taboo corner and discussed openly. The better the communication on errors, the
higher the safety performance(and the commercial performance!) of an organization.
Second, the goal of “preventing errors” should be complemented by the goal of
“managing errors”, that is, handling the consequences of an error effectively. Since errors
can never be avoided completely, we have to learn to cope with them. And finally, we
should keep in mind that an individual error is always embedded in organizational
processes, the subject of the “management of safety”.
21.4.4.11. Wrap things up
Errors, weaknesses and areas for improvement are often known for substantial times, but
countermeasures taken ‐ if any ‐ just alleviate the problem enough that operation can go
on and do not really address the root causes, or simply are not followed rigorously until
the problem is really solved. Recurring events, continued improvising, and unacceptable
high numbers of unresolved problems with overall reduced safety margins are the
consequences. The “management of safety” has to establish and reinforce procedures that
ensure timely, complete and sustainable solutions to all problems arising.
21.4.4.12. Training
Training has to be viewed as an investment, not a cost. The “management of safety” has
to make sure that training needs are identified for each job profile and each individual,
and that training is performed at high quality. A good means is to use staff members as
trainers, because mentoring/coaching is the best learning, but that must not compromise
the quality of the training sessions. The training should include learning from failures and
learning from successes and from good practices.
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1. OVERVIEW OF NATIONAL RADIOLOGICAL
EMERGENCY PLAN, LAWS AND
PREPAREDNESS ORGANIZATIONS

1.1. Act on Physical Protection and Radiological Emergency
Nuclear Power Plants are normally designed, manufactured, constructed and operated
based on the principles of nuclear safety as a top priority.

However, accidents or

incidents at nuclear power plants may occur due to unexpected malfunctions of the
equipment, systems, or can occur as a result of the human error.

In these cases,

radioactive materials, which are normally contained in the nuclear fuel rods, may be
released into the environment as a result of core damage, and the radioactive materials
might be dispersed through air and water pathways.

These dispersed radioactive

materials in the environment can have harmful effects on humans and the environment.

The Korean government has established a national radiological emergency plan and
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implemented the corresponding radiological emergency laws in order to protect the
public and the environment from possible harmful effects in case of radiological
accidents. Under these laws, various national emergency preparedness organizations
have been set up in order to cope promptly and effectively with the resultant emergency
situations.
In a normal situation, an emergency preparedness system is set up and, accordingly, the
corresponding emergency preparedness organizations, facilities, equipment, devices and
manpower schedules are established for the emergency events.

Under the national

radiological emergency plan, while in an emergency situation, the emergency response
teams and systems would be operating, the abnormal or accident situations and
prospective harmful effects would be analyzed, the necessary preventive actions to
protect the public from hazardous effects would be taken, and, finally an environmental
radiation monitoring of the nuclear power plants would be conducted.

1.2. National Radiological Emergency Preparedness Organizations
The National Emergency Management Committee (NEMC) chaired by the Minister of
Education, Science and Technology in the central government, the Off‐site Emergency
Management Center (OEMC) chaired by the Second Deputy‐minister of Science and
Technology near a nuclear power plant site, as well as the Local Emergency Management
Center (LEMC) in local governments, presided over by the Governor of the
corresponding province, and the Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) chaired by the
Director of the nuclear power plant site, where a radiological emergency may occur, shall
all be established and operated. In addition, the Radiological Emergency Technical
Advisory Center (RETAC) of the Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS) shall be
established and operated.
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The RETAC of KINS provides technical support and advice related to radiological
accidents to both the central as well as local autonomous governments.

They also

provide these services to the OEMC center as well as the nuclear power plant where an
accident may occur. In addition, the center conducts the surveys related to radiation
contamination not only in the adjacent areas where an accident occurs but also in
designated areas across the country. Finally, the RETAC takes prompt and systematic
action to technically cooperate with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to
minimize losses and damages that may be caused by a radiological accident or incident.

≫

Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (MEST) is the national competent
authority in the central government where they review, summarize and coordinate
major national policy regarding radiological emergency preparedness and
planning.

The Deputy Prime Minister, who is the Minister of Science and

Technology, as the Chairman organizes and operates the National Emergency
Management Committee (NEMC), the Radiological Emergency Central Control
Command (RECCC) and the Off‐site Emergency Management Center (OEMC).

≫

When a radiological emergency occurs, a LEMC, whose members consist of a
metropolitan city mayor and/or a provincial governor, and a city mayor/county
chief/district chief is organized and operated.

The nuclear facilities, such as

power plants, are under the jurisdiction of the LEMC. The Chairman of the
LEMC is responsible for the implementation of the necessary preventive actions
to protect the lives of the residents, as well as their property, from a radiological
disaster.

≫

Off‐Site Emergency Management Center (OEMC) is established and operated to
serve as an on‐site radiological management system to collect information
regarding a radiological emergency and report it to the pertinent authorities. The
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OEMC is charged with promptly taking command of the emergency responses and
conducting the managing of the situations in order to mitigate the consequences of
radiological accidents or emergency events at the locations, where nuclear power
or research reactors are located. The chairman of the OEMC will be the Deputy
Minister of MEST (in an exercise case, the Director General of the Nuclear
Bureau of MEST) and an Off‐Site Emergency Management Center Advisory
Committee (OEMCAC) will be organized with members from the administration
section of the central government, the local autonomous government and
designated emergency preparedness organizations.

≫

Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS) establishes and operates RETAC to give
advice regarding the technical issues such as the radiological protection actions
which the NEMC and LEMC should take. The KINS also reviews the emergency
response actions taken by the nuclear power licensee if a radiological emergency
occurs. In the case of an event, the KINS dispatches its technical team members to
conduct a survey on the radioactivity levels and provides technical support to the
OEMC and EOF of the nuclear facility where the accident has occurred. The
KINS also organizes and operates the KINS’ On‐Site Technical Support Team
(KOTST) to monitor and survey the environmental radiation levels around the
accident site.

≫

Korea Institute of Radiological and Medical Sciences (KIRAMS) establishes the
Radiological Emergency Medical Center (REMC). This entity provides medical
treatment to local residents in an affected area, or treats injuries resulting from
radiation exposure in the case of a radiological emergency.

The KIRAMS

establishes and operates the National Radiological Emergency Medical Center
(NREMC) that provides treatment to a radiation exposure patient. As well, the
National Radiological Emergency Medical System (NREMS) with its primary and
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secondary radiological emergency medical centers across the country, appointed
by the Minister of Education, Science and Technology, provides this service.
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2. TECHNICAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR A
RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

2.1. Atomic Computerized Technical Advisory System for a
Radiological Emergency: AtomCARE System
2.1.1. Objectives of the AtomCARE System
The purpose of the AtomCARE system is to protect humans and the environment from
radiation exposure by providing technical support and advisory services to the national
radiological emergency response system in the case of a radiological emergency resulting
from a radiation accident at a nuclear facility. The service the AtomCARE system
provides includes an identification of the accident status, determination of the dispersion
of the radioactive materials into the environment, an estimation of the resultant radiation
doses to the public, and other vital radiological information.
2.1.2. Configuration of the AtomCARE System
1) Collects the safety parameter values and analyzes the nuclear safety functions and
meteorological information on a real‐time basis.
2) Automatically notifies the relevant organizations on a real‐time basis of any
abnormalities when the collected safety parameter values and functions exceed the
limit values and criteria defined by the design based analyses.
3) Calculates the amount of radioactive materials released and assesses the pathways
and dispersion of the radioactive materials into the atmosphere.
4) Recommends and provides technical support for the resident publics protection
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actions by providing an estimation and assessment of the area affected by the
released radiation.
5) Builds the geographical information system (GIS) by employing an electronic map
on a 1:5,000 scale with the radius ranging 40 km from the center of a nuclear
power plant site.
6) Analyzes the information obtained from the monitoring of the environment
radioactivity levels across the country with an online system.
7) Operates a system for fast information exchanges in the case of radiological
accidents.
8) Operates a video conference system for communications among the radiological
preparedness organizations.
9) Provides technical support for the emergency preparedness and response, to the
central and local autonomous governments.

2.1.3. Features and Functions of the AtomCARE System
Functions of Information Collection, Analysis and Dissemination
1) Collects and analyzes the safety information (parameter values and functions) of
the nuclear power plants.
2) Collects and analyzes the meteorological data.
3) Analyzes the environmental radioactivity data.
4) Estimates the source terms and the amounts of radioactive materials released
5) Assesses the dispersion amounts and consequent effects of the radioactive materials
released into the atmosphere.
6) Estimates the size of the area affected by the radiation hazard.
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7) Provides recommendations and technical support for the protective actions of the
resident public.
8) Shares and exchanges information with radiological emergency preparedness‐
related organizations.

Information Management
1) Manages the information system so that it smoothly exchanges the information.
2) Manages and controls the information on the accident status and emergency
preparedness actions.
3) Manages and controls the emergency hotlines and contacts.
4) Manages and controls the information database regarding the emergency
preparedness and response.
5) Provides public information on the accident status to the general public over the
internet.
6) Effectively manages and controls the information regarding the emergency
preparedness on a real‐time basis.
7) Manages and controls the AtomCARE system users.
8) Manages and controls the IAEA’s Early Notification & Assistance Network
(ENAC) in the case of a nuclear or radiological emergency.
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2.1.4. Component Modules (Configuration Diagrams) of the AtomCARE System
Environment Radiological Monitoring Network/Automatic Weather System/Safety
Information Display Network

2.2. Detailed Functions of the Component Module Systems
2.2.1. Safety Information Display System (SIDS)
The SIDS system collects information regarding an accident or incident at all the nuclear
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power reactors in operation, and monitors the operational status of the individual
operating reactors every 10‐20 seconds on a real time basis. Furthermore, in the case of a
radiological accident, the system is utilized for an analysis of the accident situation,
prediction of the post‐accident processes, and the consequences and estimation of the
source terms.
2.2.1.1. System Functions
a) Collects and analyzes approximately 200‐400 of critical safety parameter values for
the individual nuclear power reactors in operation.
b) Transmits the data every 10‐20 seconds using a leased line for every reactor in
operation.
c) Classifies the collected safety parameter values according to the critical safety
function.
d) Remains connected to all the reactors in operation at the four nuclear power plant
sites.
Classification

Operation
Condition

Review of
Parameter
Values

Major Functions
‐ Indicates the critical parameter values and status of the major equipment or
components of the reactor operations and control system on a real‐time
basis.
‐ Consists of the overall conditions of a nuclear power plant; the sub‐
criticality of the core, the core cooling, the heat removal sources, the
coolant integrity, the coolant inventory, the containment vessel integrity, as
well as the radiation management, the secondary side, the auxiliary system,
and the operations condition of the safety systems.
‐ Classifies the safety parameter values collected in real‐time into specific
groups, and interprets the safety parameter values with an overall
comparison of the individual parameters as a trend.
‐ Posts the power output status of all the nuclear power plants.
‐ Manages and controls the alarm set point values of the safety parameter
values as well as the history of these parameter values.
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Classification

Technical Tree

Logic Tree for
Source Term
Analyses

Major Functions
‐ Identifies the occurrences of the problems in the individual systems derived
from a sequential flow analysis of the operational parameter values.
‐ Interprets the status of an individual system of a nuclear power plant
(classified by green, yellow, orange and red) by applying the safety
parameter values collected in real‐time to the pertinent logic algorithm for
the system.
‐ Estimates the amount of radioactive materials released outside the nuclear
power plant site during an accident by predicting the radiological accident at
a nuclear power plant from an analysis of the major operational parameter
values of that particular nuclear power plant.
‐ Consists of the individual logic tree per content such as the occurrences of
the abnormal events, S/G fine tube breaks, amount of coolant leakage,
leakage in the nuclear fuel gap, core melting, container damage and
breakage, radioactive materials released through the stack, and unexpected
radiation releases, and other conditions.

2.2.1.2. Classification of the Critical Safety Functions
Screen of the Overall System
Interprets the overall operational status of a nuclear power plant operation by
displaying the power output of the reactor, the power output of the generator, the
average temperature of the reactor core, the coolant water level of the reactor vessel,
the pressure level of the pressurizer, the pressure level of the containment building
and the radioactivity level of the containment building.
Maintenance of Reactor Shutdown Status
Interprets the shutdown condition of a reactor by displaying the power output values
of the reactor, the power output values of the nuclear power output monitor with an
overall output range, the power output values of the nuclear power output monitor
with an intermediate range, the power output values of the nuclear power output
monitor with a source range, and the positions of the shutdown rods.
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Heat Removal Sources
Identifies the residual heat‐removal status at the secondary sides of the steam
generators by displaying the water levels, temperatures and flow rates of the steam
generators as well as the feed water flow rates.
Coolant Integrity
Interprets the integrity of the reactor coolant system (RCS) by displaying the pressures
of the pressurizers, the water level of the reactor containment vessel and the
temperature of the reactor coolant system.
Coolant Inventory
Interprets the inventory of the reactor coolant system by displaying the maximum
temperature of the reactor core internals, the shutdown parameter values of a nuclear
power plant and the safety injection status.
Core Cooling
Interprets the core cooling status by displaying the temperature of the reactor core, the
water level of the reactor containment vessel and the pressures and water levels of the
pressurizers.
Containment Vessel Integrity
Interprets the integrity of a containment vessel by displaying the temperature, pressure
and radioactivity level of the containment building, the operating status of the
containment spray system, and the operating conditions of the fan coil coolers.
Radioactivity Management
Interprets the radioactivity management status during both normal operations and
emergency situations by displaying the radioactivity level of the reactor coolant
system, particles, gas and iodine radioactivity level in the exhaust chimney of the
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containment building, and the radioactivity levels in the containment building,
auxiliary building(s), main control room, nuclear fuel building, as well as the
radioactivity levels in the condenser deaerater and the steam generator blowdown
system.
2.2.2. Radiological Emergency Meteorological Data Acquisition System (REMDAS)
The REMDAS system collects meteorological information of the surrounding areas of a
nuclear power plant site provided by the automatic weather system (AWS) of the Korea
Meteorological Administration (KMA) on a real‐time basis. Ultimately, the collected
data is utilized for an estimation of the radioactive materials dispersion into the
atmosphere.
2.2.2.1. System Functions
a) Collects the automatic weather observation data across the country at an interval of
10 minutes from KMA through the leased lines (wind speed, wind direction,
temperature, precipitation, etc.).
b) Generates three dimensional (3‐D) wind fields by considering the topographical
conditions within a radius of 40 km from the .
c) After 2 days, collects and generates the data of the forecasting values.

2.2.3. Integrated Environment Radiation Monitoring Network (IERNet)
The IERNet system monitors the trends of the environmental radioactivity levels
resulting from a radiological accident or nuclear fallout occurring at home or abroad.
When the radioactivity level has abnormally increased, the system enables a national
pertinent authority to set up an emergency preparedness system and to take prompt and
proper responsive actions.
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2.2.3.1. System Functions
a) 49 radiation monitoring stations or posts across the country are networked into the
IERNet system:
• 2 local radiation monitoring stations (Seoul, Suwon, Cheongju, Daejeon,
Gwangju, Gunsan, Gangneung, Andong, Daegu, Busan, Chuncheon, and Cheju),
• 4 unmanned environmental monitoring posts around the nuclear power plant sites
(Kori, Younggwang, Ulchin, Wolseong),
• 32 temporary radiation monitoring stations (Baengnyeong island, Ulleung island,
and local meteorological data observatory stations),
• 1 environmental radiation monitoring station at a military base.
b) Any variations in the environmental radioactivity levels are checked and identified
by the system from a collection of the data at an interval of approximately every 15
minutes.
c) The data collected is used to inform the public by internet, in order to improve
public trust and build a better understanding regarding the establishment of safety
functions in a nuclear power and radiation facility.
http://iernet.kins.re.kr

2.2.4. Automatic Information Notification System (AINS)
The AINS system is for tracing the variation status in the parameter values of the safety
functions, which are collected on a real‐time basis either by the SIDS or IERNet systems.
The system sends alarm signals in e‐mail messages to the emergency response personnel
when the critical parameters exceed the set value ranges.
2.2.4.1. System Functions
a) Monitors any variations in the safety parameter values of a nuclear power reactor.
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b) Monitors any variations in the automatically monitored environmental radiation
levels.
c) Provides warning and alarm signals in the case of an abnormal situation.
d) Provides questions about the information for individual abnormal events as well as
an output report.
e) Displays the real‐time status summary lists of an individual abnormal event’s status.
f) Conveys the information to the responsible personnel about the individual abnormal
events.

2.2.5. Source Term Estimation System (STES)
The STES system estimates the radiation source terms of the possibilities of a radioactive
materials release to the outside from nuclear facilities. It also provides prospective
release pathways and the radiation amount of the release using the real‐time safety
parameter values for the nuclear power plants collected by the SIDS system.
2.2.5.1. System Functions
a) Analyzes the causes and current status of an accident.
b) Assesses the degree of the reactor core damage.
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c) Estimates the release pathways of the radioactive materials and the amount of the
release.
d) Provides warning and alarm signals.

2.2.5.2. Calculation of the Source Terms
Source Term = ∑ (FPI i x CRF i x RDF i x EF i)

Plant Safety
Parameter
Values

Core
Damage
Status

Reduction
Factor
Calculation

Emission
Factor
Calculation

Source
Term
Calculation

(CRFi = core damage degree, RDF i = reduction factor calculation, EF i = emission factor
calculation)
2.2.6. Following Accident Dose Assessment System (FADAS)
Estimating doses to the public from an exposure, which is the basis for the establishment
of radiological emergency preparedness actions in the case of an emergency where the
radioactive materials are released into the environment, is important for the protection of
the resident public and the environment. The exposure doses are calculated using 3‐D
wind fields by considering the topographical conditions based on the meteorological data
obtained by the REMDAS system and the source terms estimated by the STES system.
Following this, the doses displayed in a graphical form with the geographical information
are used by the FADAS system to estimate the size of the affected area and prepare the
proper emergency preparedness actions after comparing the actual measurement values
with the results obtained from the monitoring of the environmental radiation.
2.2.6.1. System Functions
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a) Calculates the distribution of the radioactivity concentration.
b) Estimates the dose to the public from the exposure (whole body, thyroid).
c) Estimates the dose to the public from the exposure by ages.

2.2.6.2. Diffusions of the Radioactive Materials and the Resultant Dose Calculation
‐ Random‐walk diffusion model
‐ Volume equivalent numerical integration model

2.2.7. Geographical Information System (GIS)
The areas requiring the protective actions to be taken based on the assessment results by
the FADAS system are determined. The proper emergency protective actions needed to
minimize the dose to the general resident public, such as an indoor sheltering, evacuation
and distribution of the iodine prophylaxis are determined. For these actions, a GIS
system for an emergency preparedness coupled with socio‐environmental data is
employed.
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• Socio‐Environmental Database (DB): population, transportation, industrial
facilities, hospitals, schools, housing, agricultural products, 3‐D maps, roads,
rivers, residential areas, farm lands, water supply, administrative precincts and
other data.
• Real‐Time Information: nuclear power plant status, source terms, meteorological
data, environment radioactivity levels, and exposure doses.
• Protective Action Related Database: evacuation check points, shelters, evacuation
routes, first‐aid stations, traffic control points, transportation methods, police
stations, fire stations and other emergency‐related information.

2.2.7.1. System Functions
a) Investigates the assessment results of the environmental radiation effects input into
a query program within the system.
b) Analyzes and estimates the prospective casualties per individual region and
azimuth sector.
c) Provides evacuation check points and routes for the resident protective actions.
d) Searches for timely information regarding the emergency preparedness‐related
facilities.
e) Analyzes the socio‐statistical information about the nuclear power plant site
through the internet.
http://caregis.kins.re.kr

2.2.8. Emergency Response Information eXchange (ERIX)
The ERIX system is a web‐based emergency response information exchange system that
easily and quickly communicates and shares information regarding either the status of an
abnormal event or an emergency response in the case of an emergency exercise and/or
accident. Conventionally, this kind of information was at one time communicated by
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telephone or transmitted by facsimile among the emergency preparedness organizations
and competent authorities.
By rapidly sharing the information regarding the status of an event as well as sharing the
response actions taken by the emergency preparedness organizations located at remote
places over long distances, this system enables the emergency preparedness organizations
to take systematically organized emergency response actions.
2.2.8.1. System Functions
a) Manages and controls the emergency drill operators.
b) Organizes and updates the emergency organizational chart and the emergency
responder network.
c) Builds and maintains an automated system for the electronic documentation of the
emergency response actions (accident status and protective actions).
d) Communicates effectively among emergency preparedness organizations.

2.2.9. Video Conference System
The KINS is operating a multi‐point video conference system to make the important
decisions regarding the protective actions for residents during the nuclear emergency
preparedness activities. This system also supports the prompt decision‐making among the
emergency preparedness organizations at remote locations over long distances.
2.2.9.1. System Functions
a) Built with a view station, which encodes and decodes the voice images.
b) Built with a multi‐point conference unit (MCU) that supports the conferences
among the emergency preparedness organizations at several different regions.
c) Built with a voice tracking function that automatically traces the speaker.
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d) Configured as a network system by using the internet (information technology (IT)
mode).

Emergency Preparedness Organizations with the Video Conference Systems
Organizations with conference systems:
Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (MEST), Korea Institute of Nuclear
Safety, On‐Site Resident Inspectors Office (four nuclear power plant sites), Off‐site
Emergency Management Centers (OEMCs), Local Emergency Management Centers
(LEMCs), Ministry of Public Administration & Security (MOPAS), Foreign Affairs &
National Security Council (FANSC), National Emergency Management Agency
(NEMA), National Intelligence Service (NIS), Ministry of National Defense (MOND),
Republic of Korea Army (ROKA), Navy (ROKN) & Air Force (ROKAF) Headquarters,
Korea Institute of Radiological and Medical Sciences (KIRAMS), and Korea Atomic
Energy Research Institute (KAERI), Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power Co., Ltd (KHNP).
Organizations with prospective conference systems:
Korea Nuclear Fuel Co., Ltd. (KNFC), Korea Power Engineering Co., Ltd. (KOPEC),
Korea Radioactive Isotopes Association (KRIA), European Union, USA, IAEA, and
other large‐scale nuclear facilities and institutions.
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1. Introduction to e‐FAST & KSNP

1.1. OVERVIEW OF e‐FAST

When implementing the OEF (Operational Experience Feedback) in Korea, the
operation analysis tool for Nuclear Power Plant(NPP) is necessary in order to analyze
each event effectively. According to such demand, KINS (Korea Institute of Nuclear
Safety) has developed the Nuclear Power Analyzer, e‐FAST. e‐FAST is an
abbreviation of “electronic Functional Analysis and Simulation Tool” which has the
function of component control through convenient graphic user interface(GUI).
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o Reporting Requirement
(MEST Notice 2008-29)
o Other Safety Significant Event Report

o About 3000 cases of IAEA (AIRS), USNRC GL
NUSIRC, Canada, OECD/ NEA
o About 550 cases of Domestic NPPs

Reporting of unusual event

No Screening Criteria
(under development)

Spot investigation
Root cause analysis

Safety
Economical efficiency
o Not likely to impact on safety
o Not likely to have a significant
effect on safety
o Likely to have a significant
effect on safety

Data Gathering

Screening &
Storage

Investigation & Analysis

Corrective actions

OPIS Database

Process analysis code,
Nuclear Plant Analyzer (e-FAST) ,
3D Virtual Nuclear Power Plant
Information System

MOST, KINS, KHNP

Trending & Review
Dissemination/Utilization

Implementation of CNS
Implementation of cooperating
duty between countries

Monitor Effectiveness
Improve Design, Operation, Maintenance, Inspection & Test using Operational Experience
to Get Safety Goals (Accident Prevention)

[Fig. 1.1] Schematic diagram of Operational Experience Feedback

Accurate analysis of the operating characteristics of nuclear power plants provides
valuable information for both normal and abnormal operation. The information can be
used for the enhancement of plant performance and safety. Usually, such analysis is
performed using computer codes used for plant design or full scale simulators. However,
their usages are limited because special expertise is required to use the computer codes
and the simulators are not portable. Therefore, it deemed necessary to develop an Nuclear
Plant Analyzer(NPA) which minimizes those limitations and can be used for the analysis
and simulation of nuclear power plants.
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[Fig. 1.2] Comparison of the computational tools for safety analysis

The e‐FAST is an interactive, high fidelity engineering simulator. e‐FAST combines the
process model simulating the plant behavior with the latest computer technology such as
graphical user interface and simulation executive for enhanced user interface. The
process model includes models for a point kinetics or 3D reactor core model, the
NSSS(Nuclear Steam Supply System), secondary system including steam generator and
turbine, safety auxiliary systems, and various control systems. Driven by a first‐principles
set of thermal‐hydraulic models, its simulation capability covers a wide range of plant
operations including normal, abnormal, and accident conditions. The GUI composed of
various system mimics and control panels vividly displays in‐depth plant information and
calculation results in real time. In addition, it provides a full range interaction between the
user and various systems and components through graphics. The simulation executive
provides a variety of functions for database management and simulation control. The GUI
together with the simulation executive provides an easy‐to‐use and easy‐to‐understand
simulation environment.
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KINS completed the development of e‐FASTs for each 5 types of NPPs, such as
KSNP(Korea Standard Nuclear Plant, Combustion Engineering PWR‐1000MWe),
CANDU‐6, Westinghouse 650MWe & 950MWe, FRAMATOME 950MWe, and those
systems are being in use now.

electronic Functional
Analysis and Simulation Tool
NPA (Nuclear Plant Analyzer)
developed by KINS

Westinghouse
(650MWe)

KSNP
(OPR-1000)

[Fig. 1.3] e‐FAST for 5 types of NPP

It can simulate the normal/abnormal/emergency operation, transient and accident of
Nuclear Power Plant. Especially, it plays a very important role to take a proper action and
establish a recovery plan in case of accident or abnormal condition. If these information
could be used complementarily in connection with emergency preparedness plan, it could
be very useful for the establishment of effective action plan.
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1.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION OF KSNP(PWR
1000MWe)

1.2.1. General Description
KSNP stands for “Korea Standard Nuclear Plant”, KSNP is also called OPR1000(Optimized
Power Reactor 1000). KSNP is a pressurized water reactor with a NSSS(Nuclear Steam
Supply System) thermal power of 2815MWt, a electric power of 1050MWe.

[Fig. 1.4] Overview of KSNP Plant

[Fig. 1.5]
Operational diagram of
KSNP(PWR)
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KSNP consist of a NSSS with a pressurized water reactor & 2 steam generators, a
BOP(Balance of Plant) with a turbine & associated auxiliaries. Overall system parameters
are described in the follwing table;
[Table 1.1] Overall system parameters of KSNP
Variables

Value

Reactor Thermal Power

Unit
MWth

# of Loop & Steam Generator

ea

2

# of Reactor Coolant Pump

ea

4

Designed Pressure of RCS

psia

2,500

Designed Temperature of RCS

℉

650

Pressurizer Temperature

℉

700

RCS Total Flow

lb/hr

121.5×106

Cold Leg Temperature

℉

564.5

Hot Leg Temperature

℉

621.2

Average Temperature

℉

592.9

Nominal Pressure

psia

2,250

2815

3

RCS Volume

ft

9,700

1.2.2. Reactor & NSSS(Nuclear System Supply System)
[Fig. 1.6] shows the major components of the KSNP Nuclear Steam Supply System such
as Reactor, Reactor Coolant Pumps & Steam Generators. The heat generated in the
Reactor is removed by the reactor coolant and is transferred to the Steam generators.
The RCS consists of two loops, identified by the labels on the diagram. Each of the two
loops has a 'hot‐leg' and two 'cold‐leg' to complete each loop. The reactor coolant water is
continuously circulated through each loop by four Reactor Coolant Pumps which located
at each cold‐leg.
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[Fig. 1.6] Schematic of RCS(Reactor Coolant System)
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[Fig. 1.7] Detail drawing of Reactor & Steam Generator

[Fig. 1.8] Schematic Diagram of NSSS
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[Fig. 1.9] Schematic diagram of BOP
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1.2.3. BOP(Balance of Plant, turbine & feed water)
[Fig. 1.9] shows the subsystems involved in converting the heat energy of the steam in
the turbine to rotational energy. In order to extract maximum energy from the steam, it
needs to be condensed to a pressure and temperature that is as low as practicable. This
takes place in the condenser, with the heat being removed to the environment by the
condenser cooling water by circulating water system.

1.2.4. Safety Systems
KSNP has several safety systems for the protection & mitigation of accident such as
reactor protection system, ESF(Engineered Safety Feature). ESF consists of Containment
& Containment Isolation System, Safety Injection System, Shutdown Cooling System,
Auxiliary Feedwater System etc..
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2. Function & Characteristics of e‐FAST

2.1. e‐FAST STRUCTURE & FUNCTIONS

2.1.1. Environment of e‐FAST system
e‐FAST runs in the environment of Client/Server and the calculation result from the
Server is displayed in Client computers. e‐FAST can be used by Analysis and Training for
operational analysis work as well as training purpose.
Furthermore, e‐FAST enables to carry out the NPP analysis through all computers
connected to KINS Network and provides the function that several users can analyze
different events at the same time as shown in[Fig. 2.1].

[Fig. 2.1] Execution environment of e‐FAST
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2.1.2. Configuration of e‐FAST
As shown in [Fig. 2.2], e‐FAST is consisted of three sections. The process model of a
center is the thermo‐hydraulic code for the NPP safety analysis. The graphic user
interface of outside provides the function that the user can use various functions and the
execution method provided by simulation control program through graphical display.

[Fig. 2.2] e‐FAST Configuration Diagram

Each graphic of graphic user interface can be helpful for the user to understand the
nuclear power plant and provides the function to operate using the menu or target button.
Each system model is modularized to make the analysis, modification and change of the
model easily. The detailed configuration of Process Model is shown as [Fig. 2.3]. The
core of e‐FAST is the reactor core thermo‐hydraulic model and the models of safety
system, main equipment, secondary system(BOP), control system etc. are connected to
the reactor core thermo‐hydraulic model to carry out the simulation effectively.
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[Fig. 2.3] System Analysis Model of e‐FAST

2.1.3. e‐FAST Function
e‐FAST was developed to provide various simulation functions for the user convenience.
The development of computer technology enabled much faster simulation and provides
easy input/output function through the improved GUI(graphic user interface). e‐FAST
has the functions such as Run, Freeze, Snapshot, Backtrack etc generally provided by
Full‐scope simulator and also 52 malfunctions. The main functions of KSNP e‐FAST are
shown in [Table 2.1].
[Table 2.1] Function of e‐FAST
Control Function
‐Run, Freeze
‐Real/Fast time
‐Snapshot
‐Backtrack

A nalysis Function
‐Reset
‐Pre‐determined
malfunction (52)
‐Setpoint setting
‐Operation variables
change
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‐Sequence of event(SOE)
‐Trend graph of variables
‐Alarm display (Main/Trip alarm,
ESFAS alarm)
‐Display of variables
‐Current screen print
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2.1.4. e‐FAST Simulation Range
e‐FAST provides the function to simulate various operation area by modeling most of
system and verify the simulation result through graph. The simulation range of e‐FAST is
as follows :
[Table 2.2] Simulation range of e‐FAST
N ormal Operation
‐Steady state
‐Power change
‐Heatup and
Cooldown

A bnormal Operation

A ccident

‐Reactor or Turbine trip
‐Natural circulation
and cooldown
‐Performance related
design bases events

‐Total loss of
feedwater flow
‐SBLOCA, SGTR,
MSLB etc.

2.1.5. Application Area
With the splendid development of computer technology, the function of e‐FAST is getting
to extend more and more which results in expanding the application area of e‐FAST
diversely and widely. The application areas of KINS e‐FAST are as follows :
Quantitative analysis of the collected data from OEF (Operational Experience
Feedback)
NPP safety analysis through component and system analysis
Verification and qualification of emergency operating procedure
Education and training
Support of emergency preparedness training
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2.2 USER MANUAL

2.2.1. General Guidance for e‐FAST simulation
1) Startup
There are two ICON in the wallpaper of user’s computer.
⇒ KSNP Server : Start !!!!!!
⇒ KSNP Client : Client connected to Server computer.
(IP address or computer name is necessary)
Several simulation control functions are disabled.

2) Shutdown
Click the “EXIT” in the main menu of e‐FAST

3) Simulation Control Tips
▶ TIP 1

Use the following functions in the main & sub menu

▶ TIP 2

Turn on or off the pumps & valves in the MIMIC menu by using the
mouse. The color of each component means the status of current position
as followings;
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RED : Operating, Valve Open
Green : Stop, Valve Close
Shadow of component :
Auto(no shadow), Manual or controllable (shadow)

Display of Pump :

(Running)
▶ TIP 3

(Stopped)

Control the simulation in the simulation menu.
[Table 2.3] Overview of e‐FAST function

Simulation

M IMIC

Plot

Reset
Backtrack
Snapshot
Malfunction
Event
Sequence
Trip Control
Setpoint
Data Change
ESFAS
Setpoint
Server Setting
Exit
Save Addr

RCA
CVCS
SIS
SCS
Rx Core
CEA
Secondary
MFW S1
MFW S2
AFW S
Electric

Core Trend 1
Core Trend 2
RCS Trend 1
RCS Trend2
Pressure
SG1
SG2
Startup
Sat Margin

Summary

A larm

etc.

General
Exit
Rx Core
REAL/
CPC Report1
Alarms
FAST
CPC Report2
TIME
RCS 1
Trip Signals
RCS 2
Run/Freeze
PZR
ESFAS
SG 1
eFAST/MA
SG 2
RS
Safety Related

※ “Save Addr”, “MARS” are under modification, don’t use
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[Fig. 2.4] e‐FAST for KSNP

2.2.2. How to use Simulation Menu
Reset : Reset function
Backtrack : To save e‐FAST current status every designated time intervals in
BACK‐TRACK file and return to the previous situation
Snapshot : To save the current simulation state as initial value and add it to reset list
Malfunction : To initialize the events or accidents
Event Sequence : To record important alarm occurrence and operation condition of
equipment
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Trip Ctrl : To control the reactor and turbine trip manually
Data Change : To change the data by the user
Setpoint : To change the set point of NPP by the user
ESFAS Setpoint : To change the set point of ESFAS (Engineered Safety Features
Actuation Signal)
Quit Sim : To exit

Malfunction list for the abnormal & accident simulation is as follows;
1.1 Rod Control Mechanism: drop one rod
2.1~6 Auto CEA Control System: uncontrolled slow(fast) withdrawal(insertion)
3.1~4 Reactor Coolant Pumps: trip RCP no.1~4
3.5 Reactor Coolant Pumps: trip all (RCP)
4.1~3 Pressurizer Pressure Transmitter: fail low/high, normal
5.1~4 Pressurizer Main Spray valves: fail open/close/stuck, normal
6.1~2 Pressurizer Proportional Heaters: non‐operative, normal
7.1~3 Pressurizer Level Transmitter: fail low/high, normal
8.1~3 CVCS Letdown Lind: unisolable break, isolable break, normal
9.1~3 CVCS Automatic Makeup: water source blocked, boron source blocked, normal
10.1 Reactor Scram
11.1~2 Turbine Load Rejection: shed all load, shed part load
12.1~6 Atmosph. Dump Valve: fail open/shut/stuck, open/close 10pct then fail stuck,
normal
13.1 Grid frequency perturbation
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14.1~2 Main Steam Line Break Inside/Outside Containment
15.1~3 SG Feed Control, Steam Flow Signals: one/all lost, normal
16.1~3 SG Feed Control, Feed Flow Signals: one/all lost, normal
17.1~2 main Feedwater Pumps: trip, normal
18.1~6 Feedwater Control Valve: fail open/shut/stuck, open/close 10pct % fail stuck,
normal
19.1~2 Feedwater Preheaters : bypassed/normal
20.1~2 Off‐Siter Power: blackout/normal
21.1~3 Steam Generator Tube Rupture: ont/multi tube, corrected
22.1~2 LOCA: small break in Discharge Cold/Hot Leg
22.3 LOCA: very small break in Suction Cold Leg
22.4 LOCA: small break in Discharge Cold Leg, no SI
22.5 LOCA: break corrected
2.2.3 Graphic Screen Control Function

Mimics
This represents each systems of NPP (Nuclear Power Plant) that e‐FAST is simulating, by
11 dynamic graphic screens. It displays main components such as reactor, steam
generator, pump, valve and the value of specific variables.
RCS : Reactor Coolant System
CVCS : Chemical & Volume Control System
SIS : Safety Injection System
SCS : Shutdown Cooling System
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Rx Core : 3D Reactor Core trend
CEA : Control Element Assembly trend and control
Secondary : from Steam Generator to Grid
MFWS 1,2 : Main Feedwater System
AFWS : Auxiliary Feedwater System
Electric : Electric systems such as Generator, Switchyard etc.

[Fig. 2.5] MIMIC of e‐FAST

Plot
This function is to show the event progress for main variables. If you select the desired
variable summary, 4 trend graphs shall be provided respectively and the trend of variables
shown in the graph is available up to 4 with different colors. And currently 11 submenus
are provided as shown in [Fig. 2.6].
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[Fig. 2.6] Trend graph of variables

Summary
This function is to show the current value of variables in a format of summary report.
These variables are composed of 10 summary groups and each summary page displays 11
variables respectively as shown in [Fig. 2.7].

[Fig. 2.7] Summary report of essential variables
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Alarm
e‐FAST displays the important alarm variables through 3 alarm panels : alarm screen to
display abnormal status, reactor trip screen and ESF screen.

[Fig. 2.8] Alarm Signal

Control Screen
The user can change the operation status and operation mode during the simulation by
selecting the components such as pump & valve.

2.2.4. Demo Operation
Example 1
▶ TIP 1

Startup & load change operation
Run the “KSNP eFAST Server” program in the wallpaper of our own
computer.
cf) After the startup of program, it will be initialized automatically within
several second(100% steady‐state condition).
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▶ TIP 2 You can select "RUN" or "FREEZE" for running of the program. Also, you
can select "FAST TIME" for the faster calculation.
▶ TIP 3 There are two method for power control using "CEA‐MIMIC" or
"Secondary‐MIMIC". Using CEA Control menu in "CEA/MIMIC", you
can change the demand power and power change rate .
▶ TIP 4 After change the plant power, you can monitor the trend in the "Plot" menu.

Example 2

Accident simulation using Malfunction

Before start the simulation, reset e‐FAST using the "Reset" menu at reactor power 100%
steady‐state condition.
▶ TIP 1

Select "#22.1 LOCA: small break in Discharge Cold Leg” in Malfunction
menu and push "Accept" button.

▶ TIP 2 Check time delay and Select "Initiate".
▶ TIP 3 You can control the components of NPP using the Mimics and monitor the
plant status using the Plot or Summary menu as following;
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3.e‐FAST EXERCISE

3.1. NORMAL & ABNORMAL OPERATION
(POWER CHANGE TRANSIENT)

3.1.1. Power Change & Steady‐State Control
Steady‐State Control
If e‐FAST starts, e‐FAST automatically simulates the steady‐state normal operation at
100% of reactor power. Student can control the valve or pumps in the RCS or support
systems such as CVCS, feed water system.
Power Change
At 100% reactor power, ramp the reactor power by 75%, 25% and verify the variables of
the following [Table 3.1] and then record it.
Procedure of power decrease
‐ Select [Mimic] from Main menu
‐ Select [Secondary] from Submenu of Mimic
‐ Click [Turbine]
‐ If Control panel is opened, set [Rate of change] as (**) MW/min and [Power
setpoint] as the desired % reactor power.
※ Rapid change of power may results in reactor trip. Carefully select the Rate of
Change(Recommended value is under 10 MW/min).
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[Table 3.1] Simulation result for power change

Variables

U nit

Reactor power

%

Turbine power

MWe

Hot leg
Temperature

℃

Cool leg
Temperature

℃

Pressurizer
pressure

kg/cm 2

Letdown flow

lpm

Charging flow

lpm

S/G pressure
(#1,2 average)

Steam Flow
Rate (avg.)

kg/cm

100%

2

t/hr
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25%
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3.1.2. Abnormal Operation
Reactor Coolant Pump Trip (Malfunction 3.1)
At 100% reactor power, turn off one RCP (Reactor Coolant Pump) according to the
following procedure and then control the NPP in a stable state;
Procedure of RCP trip
‐ Select [Simulation] from Main menu.
‐ Select 3.1 item of [Malfunction] from Submenu of Mimic.
The estimated NPP trend after one Reactor Coolant Pump trip is shown in [Table 3.2].
[Table 3.2] NPP Status after one RCP trip
Estimated time

Description of event

0: 0:10

[Malfunction 3.1] Reactor Coolant Pumps : trip
RCP no.1

0: 0:10

RCP 1A Turn off

0: 0:10

Reactor scrammed

0: 0:10

Reactor trip by Local Power Density High

0: 0:10

Reactor trip by DNBR Low

0: 0:10

Turbine Trip occurred

0: 0:11

Electrical Fault occurred

0: 0:14

Steam Bypass Valve Opened

0: 0:15

Reactor trip by Rx Coolant Flow
to SG1 Low

0: 1:03

Steam Bypass Valve Closed

0: 1:57

Steam Bypass Valve Opened
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3.2 ACCIDENT & INCIDENT SIMULATION

3.2.1. SGTR(Steam Generator Tube Rupture)
1) SGTR overview
If guillotine break of single tube occurs, the reactor automatically trips within 20 minutes
after break without the operator action. In case of multiple tube failure, the reactor will
trip within the faster time. However, in case of smaller break, due to automatic operation
of PLCS (Pressurizer Level Control System), the pressure and level of pressurizer will
stop without continuous decrease. Therefore, the automatic reactor scram may not occur
and the operator should find a method to trip the reactor safely and to prevent core
damage using AOP (Abnormal Operating Procedure) and EOP (Emergency Operating
Procedure).

2) Safety Significance of SGTR
There are two safety functions directly affected by SGTR accident. One is safety function
for RCS Inventory and the other is safety function for Containment Isolation. The reason
why the safety function is especially applied to containment Isolation is that the
containment building is the final barrier of radioactive material release to the
environment.
The strategic goal to maintain RCS inventory and isolate the radioactive materials can be
obtained, first by minimizing the leakage from the primary system to the secondary
system, second, by isolating the failed steam generator, and third, by preventing the
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opening of MSSV (Main Steam Safety Valve) installed in the broken steam generator.
The second safety function facing to the threat in case of SGTR accident is the isolation
of radioactive material. Inside the reactor coolant, there are a lot of fission product and
the activated corrosive product, which moved from the primary to the secondary through
the broken steam generator. These radioactive product can be emitted to the environment
through steam vent or exhaust path. The isolation control of these radioactive product
shall be carried out by multilevel measures.

3) System response during SGTR
(1) Reactor power
If SGTR occurs, the reactor power keeps constantly at the initial stage. The reactor
trip time after the break varies depending on the rupture size. Generally, the reactor
trips by the hot leg temperature saturated or pressurizer low pressure signals.
(2) Pressurizer pressure
The rate of pressure decrease varies depends on the size of rupture. In case of very
small break, the pressurizer pressure keeps almost constant because the Plant Pressure
Control System is capable of compensating the loss of RCS pressure. In case of large
rupture, the pressure rapidly decrease and the reactor automatically trips by hot leg
temperature saturated/pressurizer low pressure.
The pressurizer pressure continues to drop to reach at SIAS (Safety Injection
Actuation Signal) set point and consequently, the RCS pressure and inventory control
begins to recover due to safety injection by HPSI(High pressure safety injection)
pump.
(3) Steam Generator pressure
The pressure of steam generators is kept constantly until the reactor trips. However,
turbine trip occurs by reactor trip signal and the pressure of both steam generator rises
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rapidly due to the reactor trip. The SBCS (Steam Bypass Control System) operates
automatically to control the main steam pressure. As a result, the pressure of steam
generator is maintained as the pressure of Hot‐standby operational mode and is higher
than that of steam generator in full power.

4) Operational Strategy for SGTR
First, operator should cool down the RCS using both steam generators(defected & sound)
until RCS hot leg temperature becomes less than 550℉(287.8℃). Before isolating the
defected steam generator, the initial cooling is necessary to reduce the possibility of
MSSV(Main Steam Safety Valve) open.
Second, the defected steam generator should be found & isolated to stop the release of
radioactive materials from the defected steam generator to the secondary system & the
environment.
Third, the pressure difference between the RCS & the isolated steam generator should be
maintained to keep within the range of ±50 psid(±3.5kg/cm2) to reduce & control the
leak rate from RCS to steam generator.
Fourth, the forced circulation or natural circulation cooling should be used for the
cooldown of RCS before the connection of shutdown cooling system. In this case, the
sound steam generator should be used for decay heat removal. The defected steam
generator shall be depressurized or cooled down according to the RCS condition.

5) Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) Exercise
(Malfunction 20.1)
At 100% reactor power, carry out the exercise to control the plant in a stable state after
SGTR accident as following procedure;
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SGTR Simulation Procedure
‐ Select [simulation] from Main menu.
‐ Select 20.1 item of [Malfunction] from Sub menu of Mimic.
[Table 3.3] Simulation Result of SGTR Accident
Variable

Unit

Time

‐

Rx. Power

%

Turbine power

MWe

Hot leg temp.

℃

Cold leg temp.

℃

Pressurizer pressure

kg/cm2

Pressurizer level

%

letdown flow

lpm

charging flow

lpm

SI flow

lpm

#2 S/G Pressure

kg/cm2

#2 S/G level (WR)

%

total feed flow

t/hr

MFWP speed

Rpm

TIME

comment

To find the optimum recovery strategy, several operator response actions may be done
during the simulation of SGTR. The following Figures are a kind of SGTR simulation
results using e‐FAST. Compare & discuss each one’s simulation results with the following
Figures.
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[Fig. 3.1] Trend of major system parameter(SGTR)
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[Fig. 3.2] Trend of major system parameter(SGTR) (cont’d)
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[Fig. 3.3]Trend of major system parameter(SGTR) (cont’d)
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3.2.2. Free topic for simulation(select any malfunction or accident)
▶ Select event and analyze the result(Malfuction)
▷ Event title & Comment :
[Table 3.4] Simulation Result of SGTR Accident
Variable

Unit

TIME

Time

[m:s]

Rx. Power

%

Turbine power

MWe

Hot leg temp.

℃

Cold leg temp.

℃

Pressurizer
pressure

kg/cm

Pressurizer
level

%

letdown flow

Lpm

charging flow

lpm

SI flow

lpm

#2 S/G
Pressure

kg/cm 2

#2 S/G
level (W R)

%

total feed flow

t/hr

2
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1.1. OVERVIEW OF THE NSIC

1.1.1. Prologue
Nuclear power is considered to be an economical and environmentally‐friendly energy
alternative, and its necessity has been acknowledged in 31 countries; more than 400
commercial nuclear power plants (Herein ‘NPP’) are being operated, and they provide
around 17% of the world's energy. In Korea, 20 NPPs are being operated, and they
provide more than 40% of the total electricity, and in the future, that portion is expected
to increase.
On the other hand, for the general public, nuclear power is considered dangerous, and it is
true that this negative conception is strong. As experienced recently, without the
understanding and accommodation of the citizens for NPP waste disposal management
facilities and the site selection process, the nuclear program can no longer continue.
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Nuclear safety can be considered the foundation for changing the citizen's perspectives
and for raising social awareness. One of the most important activities is the confirmation
process for the citizens through periodic surveying of public opinion and the transparent
publicizing of safety information.
Recently, at the KINS, in order to respond the public concerns, a nuclear safety
information center (Herein ‘NSIC’) was established, and comprehensive and systematic
information publicizing activities are being conducted. Here, the status, activities, and
future plan of this center will be introduced.

1.2. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NSIC

1.2.1. Background
In response to the increasing social concern about nuclear safety and to publicize relevant
information, in the beginning of 2002, MOST (Ministry of Science and Technology; old
name of MEST, Ministry of Education, Science and Technology) conceptualized the
“Center for Nuclear Safety Information Disclosure” for comprehensive and systematic
publicizing the aforementioned information. Following these measures, in November of
2002, the Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety (Herein ‘KINS’), which is an organization for
nuclear regulations, established the “Nuclear Safety Information Center.” And in June
2003,

to

promote

nuclear

safety

information
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(http://nsic.kins.re.kr) was established to provide real time information to citizens and for
the general public. Then an information exhibition pavilion was established too within the
KINS. The legal base of the NSIC is related to the Information Disclosure Act, which
was established in 1996 and revised in 2008.

1.2.2. Purposes and Goals
The NSIC has been established to meet the public’s increasing interest in and demand for
information on nuclear safety and to guarantee the public’s right to know. That is, the
NSIC meet both legal need and the social need for safety information.
Besides it seeks to increase the transparency of safety regulation and to heighten the
public’s trust in nuclear safety by promptly and accurately disclosing to the public
information on nuclear safety and safety regulation. Our goal is that the activities of the
NSIC will contribute to the proper decision of the public as an energy source.

1.2.3. Operation Overview
The NSIC, in order to provide nuclear safety information to the public, has established a
space to promote information by providing comprehensive and user‐friendly services.
Also, to enable the public to exchange various opinions in a transparent manner, an open‐
ended space was implemented for the purpose of raising the transparency of nuclear
safety to the public. Through the aforementioned activities, its significance lies in
publicizing NPP's accidents and malfunction information, environmental radioactive
amount information nation‐wide, function index, and others, via transparent and rapid
information disclosure policies. By strengthening such measures, it would accommodate
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the citizen's right to know by increasing the focal points for reciprocal reliability.
The core functions of the NSIC, which are seen in Figure 1, are as follows: (i) Collection
of information on nuclear and radiation safety, (ii) Processing of collected information,
(iii) Analysis and evaluation of information, and (iv) Prompt disclosure of information.
The nuclear safety information is collected from nuclear contractors, nuclear regulatory
organizations, local and foreign nuclear related organizations, and others, and is screened
through the regulatory operations system's analysis process. The analysis and/or evaluation
of collected information are mainly handled by the other technical staffs of the KINS. The
processed information is physically stored in the nuclear safety information center library
or in a cyber database form. The stored information is publicized to the general public,
nuclear contractors, public organizations, and others through the nuclear safety information
center library and the public systems and is released along with the active promotion of
major safety news in the form of weekly webzine to e‐mail club members.

Figure 1. Management System of Nuclear Safety Information
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1.2.4. Establishment of a Nuclear Safety Information Disclosure
Cyber System
Recently, with the rapid development of information technology, the nuclear safety
information disclosure system has been established. With the expansion of the
information structure, large amounts of information can now be searched, whenever and
wherever, facilitating the access of information, which in turn, increases the transparency
throughout the society and emphasizes the citizen's right to remain informed on public
sector operations. The NSIC made efforts to rapidly and accurately publicize the nuclear
safety related information and through bilateral communication with various ranks, it is
being upgraded through parallel establishment and the operation of physical and cyber
public information systems.
The information disclosure cyber system (Herein ‘IDCS’) is installed with the 11 main
menus and related sub‐menus like ‘Request for Information’. The initial display page of
IDCS and its information structure by menu are shown in Figure 2 and Table 1.

Figure 2. Initial display of the NSIC website
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Table 1. Information Structure of Cyber System by Menu
Menu

Information

Nuclear Energy Facility

‐ Safety Review/Inspection Status for Nuclear Facility

Safety

‐ Present Output & Operational Status and SPI of NPP

Nuclear Energy Facility
Accidents and Incidents

‐ Accidents‐Incidents for Domestic & Foreign Nuclear Facility
‐ Meeting Log for Accidents‐Incidents Grade Evaluation
Committee

Radiological Emergency

‐ Nuclear Emergency Preparedness & Response

Preparedness

‐ Action Plan for Radiological Emergencies

Environmental Radiation

‐ Environmental Radiation Level Nationwide

Monitoring

‐ Trend of Change for the Past Seven‐Day for Each Area

Radioisotope Safety

‐ Nuclear‐type Information for Isotope Usage
‐ Emergency Preparedness for RI Accidents

Radiation Occupational

‐ Organizations of Radiation Usage

Safety

‐ Distribution of Collective Radiation Doses

Safety of Radioactive Waste

‐ Low & Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste, Spent Fuel

Management

from Nuclear Facilities

Earthquake Monitoring

‐ Site‐specific and Nationwide Integrated Seismic System

Center

‐ Seismic Measurement Log

Nuclear Safety Issues

‐ Major Accidents‐Incidents Progress Status

Committees of Nuclear

‐ Formation & Task for Nuclear Safety Committee

Safety

‐ Meeting Log of Safety Issues & Results
‐ Request for Information

[Sub Menus]

‐ Weekly Webzine Lookup & Subscription
‐ Nuclear Safety News and Public Announcement
‐ Site‐specific Information on Kiosk system
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1.3. OPERATION AND FUTURE PLAN FOR
THE NSIC

1.3.1. Publicity Activities
The NSIC aims to provide information on nuclear safety rapidly and transparently in
accordance with the opinions of public. To hear the voice of public and monitor for the
publicized information, we have formed a network with the local inhabitants of NPP
sites, and met more than once a year since 2004. Also, to actively publicize safety
information, an e‐mail service is being maintained, and other technical staffs of the KINS
are being involved to provide easy‐to‐understand safety information for the public. Also,
in order to promote public information issues and criteria, demonstration of cyber
information system is being conducted with the NPP's area residents. Furthermore, social
acceptance symposiums on nuclear safety and policy debate on the nuclear safety day,
and other public meetings are being used to better inform the public.
(a) E‐mail Club Operation
The e‐mail club provides up‐to‐date e‐mails to those who actively are subscribed and
requested the safety information to ensure the citizen's right to information and to raise
the understanding of nuclear safety. The information contained in the e‐mail includes
safety information for nuclear facilities, radioactive and radioactive isotope safety
information, nuclear safety related policy trends, event information, and more, weekly
(every Tuesday). Presently, the members of e‐mail clubs consists of people of the national
assembly, the government, the autonomous and related organizations of NPP sites, the
general public, journalists, NGOs, academic circles, and residents of NPP sites. The
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number of emails currently sent stands at around 3,800 persons with its increase expected
over the next few years.

Figure 3. Webzine sample for the E‐mail club

(b) Information Disclosure Monitoring System
For thorough monitoring of information disclosure, the citizens’ participation is necessary
in the form of bilateral communication, so a network of civilians was established to
monitor nuclear safety. This information disclosure monitoring system is being operated
to accommodate a wide range of opinions from citizens’ groups. The monitoring citizens
come from various walks of life, including NPP region residents, NPP region
autonomous organization, NGOs, journalism circles, academic circles, nuclear related
organizations, and others. It is formed with 23 persons (most of the personnel are local
inhabitants), and a future modification in the number is planned. The monitoring
personnel would monitor the center's cyber information system and the other activities of
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information disclosure for its rapid, accurate, and thorough criteria and provide opinions
for any errors or amendment recommendations. We hold a meeting for external monitors
every year. Even if he/she is not a monitoring personnel, anyone can participate by
posting his/her opinions on the homepage bulletin board.
(c) Kiosk Operation for Nuclear Safety Information
Kiosks for nuclear safety information were installed at
the office area of local government of NPP sites. We
have installed and operated six kiosks and have a plan
to add two more up to the end of this year. Each
information kiosk is equipped with touch screen to
facilitate navigation or manipulation. The contents of
information kiosk consist of power rates and status of
safety performance indicators (SPIs) of local nuclear
power

plants,

environmental

radiation

rate,

information of the latest nuclear events, nuclear safety news, information notices,
meeting schedule of nuclear safety, and action plan for radiological emergency.
(d) Cyber System Demonstration
The NSIC, in line with the nuclear safety public information agenda and public
information criteria publicizing, held a first demonstration of the cyber system of the
NSIC for the residents from Aug. 26 to 27, 2003 in the Uljin and Gori areas and Sept. 22
at the Wolseong area. The trial demonstration consisted of an introduction to the center's
activities and homepage, a subscription sign‐up, and recruitment of monitoring members.
Also, in the trial demonstration held on April 17, 2003 at the Korea Nuclear Safety
Technical Center, the social accommodation for nuclear safety symposium for nuclear
safety was held. Additionally, on the 9th, 10th, and 11th nuclear safety day events, the
status and public information direction were introduced and active publicizing efforts
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aimed at the public were carried out by raising the positive recognition and by collecting
constructive opinions. We held a demonstration of the cyber system on demand basis
since 2003. The locations were elementary and junior high schools, hospitals and
autonomous monitoring organization of NPP sites, and science exhibitions and related
events.

1.3.2. Future Plan
(a) Build‐up a Brand‐new Bridge
The NSIC was assigned the role as a bridge between the KINS and the local inhabitants
of NPP sites in June of this year. The three main jobs of the KINS are safety review,
safety inspection, and safety research on nuclear facilities. And various types of requests
from the local inhabitants are as follows: request of safety information, request of
interview, phone calls, request of explanation on safety issues, participation or monitoring
of safety regulation, and request of education, and so on. The various requests need
efficient and effective management because we have limited resources. Sometimes there
existed confusions because of misunderstanding the counterpart each other. Therefore in
order to manage requests and responses efficiently, the NSIC should carefully link the
outside requests from various groups of people with the staffs of the KINS. The
representative case is that the NSIC hold the public meetings between the local
inhabitants and the KINS twice in a year. The meeting covers the general and site specific
safety issues which are basically requested from the local inhabitants.
(b) Outreaches of Information Disclosure
The demands of public are changed from time to time and the intensities are gradually
increased since the establishment of the NSIC in 2002. We tried to meet public’s
expectations on nuclear safety and/or related information as long as our identities as a
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regulatory body were remained intact and our resources were allowable. So we added the
safety related information from various KINS cyber systems into the cyber system for
information disclosure. For instance, the information from OPIS (Operational
Performance Information System for nuclear power plants) and RASIS (RAdiation Safety
Information System) are imported into the cyber system of the NSIC.
For diversification of information disclosure, we also added audio and video type
materials of major safety or public meeting in nuclear industry. Also, in order to educate
the general public about important safety information, an "easy‐to‐understand nuclear
terminology booklet" was developed and provided via e‐book form. We have a plan to
develop textbook for younger generations for a better understanding of nuclear energy.
(c) Enhancement of the Information Disclosure Cyber System
The effort has two fold: to integrate the cyber system into the MIDAS, the integrated
information system of the KINS and to enhance the usability of the information
disclosure cyber system (Herein ‘IDCS’). That is, the former is for the public and the
latter for the KINS staffs. To enhance the usability of IDCS, the information structure,
information group and screen layout, descriptions of information, and so on will be
changed. This kind of change is based on the opinions that IDCS has too much of
information and is hard to reach the wanted information.
For accidents and incidents related to nuclear power and radioactivity, the information
will be rapidly publicized to the public with a breaking news pop‐up window in order to
understand and respond the situation. To this end, the information distribution channels
and exchange structure are established among the government, autonomous organizations
of NPP sites, operation licensee, and the KINS (the NSIC).
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1.4. CONCLUSION

Nuclear power plants, which generates 40% of all electricity nationwide and radiation,
which discovers and cures diseases, promote everyone’s convenience and welfare.
Therefore, ensuring the safety of nuclear energy likewise is a common value which we all
are responsible. To realize this common value, the NSIC serves as a window through
which nuclear safety authorities and the public can freely and transparently exchange
opinions and share information. We cordially request public participation in and support
for the NSIC, an open window for the safeguarding of nuclear energy.
A Channel of Information Disclosure

≫≫≫

The NSIC shares with the public the activities of the government, Korea Institute of
Nuclear Safety (KINS), academia, and industries to safeguard nuclear energy.

A Channel of Participation

≫≫≫

The NSIC provides easy, convenient, and open access to all information on nuclear
safety as well as an arena for inquiries and discussions.

A Channel of Collection of Public Opinion

≫≫≫

Organs and experts directly responsible for the management and implementation of
nuclear safety heed and reflect in policy public opinion.
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A Channel of Motivation

≫≫≫

Nuclear energy‐related businesses and workers serve as catalysts for continuously
consolidating a business philosophy that puts safety first and an awareness of safety
by directly listening to and collecting public opinion and demands.

The NSIC, an open window for safeguarding nuclear energy, is always attentive to public
opinion and inquiry. We cordially request public participation and support.
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Operational Performance Information System for
Nuclear Power Plants (OPiS)

1. OVERVIEW OF OPiS

With the current increase in national attention and public activities for the safety of
nuclear power plants (NPPs), there is a growing demand for the disclosure of information
about NPP incidents and failures. Meanwhile, in this age of the internet the public want to
know those information instantly and also correctly. To meet these two goals and to
improve the public confidence in the safety of NPPs, the Operational Performance
information System (OPiS) was developed.
By storing various types of operational safety related information, the investigation
reports on nuclear incidents and failures that occur at domestic and foreign NPPs,
detailed information about the level of important incidents based on the International
Nuclear Event Scale(INES), and integral information about the national Safety
Performance Indicator(SPI), the OPiS also implements those functions of the national
Operating Experience Feedback(OEF); i.e, OEF data dissemination and review. Thus, the
OPiS can enhance the operational safety of domestic NPPs.
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The first version of OPiS, the Korean version, had been developed in Jan. 2004 for seven
months. As expected, the OPiS became very useful website for both the regulatory bodies
and many nation's stakeholders which were interested in the nuclear safety. Overall
evaluation of using the first version of OPiS for two years urged the KINS to develop an
improved version of OPiS which could include the English version for the international
stakeholders. The second version of OPiS, concurrently with the English version, had
been developed in Oct. 2006 for a year. The second version of OPiS includes the English
version of the OPiS, improves the functions of NEED, INES and SPI, and includes the
abstract of all event in English.
Now, the OPiS website, http://opis.kins.re.kr, is open to the public and to the world who
are interested in nuclear safety.
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2. MAIN CONTENTS OF OPiS

Figure 1 shows the Home Page of OPiS in English version. It comprises four main
menus; NPPs Status, Nuclear Event Evaluation Database(NEED), International Nuclear
Event Scale(INES), Safety Performance Indicator(SPI). The Korean version has
"References" menu additionally.

Fig 1. OPiS Homepage
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2.1. NPPs Status
This menu comprises two sub-menus; Worldwide NPP and Search for NPP. At present
there are approximately 656 NPP units in the world and by clicking on the "Worldwide
NPP" the user can see the worldwide NPP by country.
In the "Worldwide NPP" page, clicking on the specific country tab will bring the user to
the country specific NPPs. The user can see the licensing related information of each
reactor; i.e, the Reactor Type, Capacity(MWe), Reactor Provider, Construction Starting
Date, Date of initial Criticality, Synchronization Date, Date of Commercial Operation
Date, Trip Date, Operational Status, and Details.
By clicking a tab below the "Details", the user can see the design features about the
respective plant. Some of NSSS related informations are tabulated and capacity factor for
the past 10 years is also shown in a bar chart.
By default, the NPP list is sorted in alphabetic order and the user can search a specific
NPP at the "Search for NPP" menu. The user can also click the country and the specific
NPP in the map to get the same above information.
For example, Figure 2 shows the web-page for the domestic NPP status in Korea and
Figure 3 shows the web-page of the detailed information about Kori-1.
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Fig 2. Status of Korean NPPs
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Fig 3. Detailed information on the Specific NPP

2.2. Nuclear Event Evaluation Database(NEED)
This menu comprises four sub-menus; Outline, Response System for

Event, Event

Status, and Search for Events. As of Sept. 2008, a total of 189 events are registered in the
NEED and brief information including the summary of all events are described. Clicking
the "Response System for Event" tab shows a comprehensive flow chart which shows
how the event is reported, investigated, disseminated, and finalized within each related
organizations.
Figure 4 is the web-page for the "Recent Nuclear Events". You can see brief information
of every event; the name of unit, the date and the categorization of events. In this
categorization, "1" means NSSS or radiation related system and "2" means BOP or
TBN-GEN related system and the cause is categorized in five classes; i.e. Human related
cause, Mechanical related cause, Electrical related cause, Instrumentation and Control(I&C)
related cause, and External related cause. And the summary of every event can be viewed by
clicking the title in the Details column. Also, by clicking the "Investigation Report" tab in
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the browsed icon, you can see a more detailed report on the event.
Clicking the "Event Status" tab and its one of sub-tabs, you can see some statistical and
graphical data on the events. These data can be searched for a specific period on the basis
of the site, the system, the cause and the year.

Fig 4. NEED Web-Page

Fig. 5 Summary of Event
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2.3. International Nuclear Event Scale
As shown in Fig. 6, this INES web-page contains four sub-menus; the INES, Structure and
Examples, Evaluation Status and Search. As of Sept. 2008, a total of 165 events are evaluated
and registered in the INES and also the same brief information of NEED are included.

Fig 6. INES Web-page

At present, the IAEA recommends the member states to evaluate an event in 8 grades,
from 0 to 7 where grade "0" is for "No Safety Significance", grade "1" is for "Anomaly",
grade "2" is for "Incident", grade "3" is for "Serious Incident", grade "4" is for "Accident
without Significant Off-Site Risk", grade "5" is for "Accident with Off-Site Risk", grade
"6" is for "Serious Accident", grade "7" is for "Major Accident"
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Clicking the "Evaluation Status" tab and its one of sub-tabs, you can see the substances of
the INES; the Evaluation Committe, the Scale Evaluation Result, Event Level 1 and
above, Events by year, Events by Unit, and Events by Country. The data of "Events by
Country" is referred to the IAEA NEWS(Nuclear Event Web Site) and by clicking the
digit in the table you can see the list of events title equivalent to that digit and by clicking
the ABC tab you can see its outline of events in English.
Clicking the "Events by Unit" tab shows Fig. 7 and this Fig. 7 shows the statistics of
INES evaluation results by unit in table and bar chart for the last ten years. Also, by
clicking the digit in the column of this table, you can see the list of events title equivalent
to that digit. Additionally, by clicking the specific title in the list, you can see the related
summary report in the NEED part.

Fig 7. INES Evaluation Results by Unit
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2.4. Safety Performance Indicator
The SPI is a modernized concept of safety began with the understanding of safety
attributes permeated through the NPP and then specifying and quantifying those safety
attributes. Figure 8 is the webpage for the SPI and it shows the outline and hierarchical
structure of the SPI. The Korean SPI system was restructured in 2002 incorporating
international development on SPI, such as the IAEA's effort and the USNRC's Reactor
Oversight Program(ROP).

Fig. 8 Outline of SPI System

The present SPI system incorporates the web-based graphics system and is composed of 2
safety areas, 5 categories and 11 indicators. The two areas, which are the top level, are the
Reactor Safety and the Radiation Safety. The 5 categories, which are the next level, the
Operational Safety, the Multiple Barrier, the Safety System, the On-Site Radiation Safety
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and the Off-Site Radiation Safety. And the 11 indicators are the URS(Unplanned Reactor
Scram), the UPR(Unplanned Power Reduction), the FR(Fuel Reliability), the
RCL(Reactor Coolant Leakage), the CR(Containment Reliability), the EP(Emergency
Preparedness), the SI(SI System Unavailability), the EDG(EDG System Unavailability),
the AFW(AFW System Unavailability), the RCD(Radiation Collective Dose) and the
PD/ER(Public Dose/Environmental Radiation).
Each indicator is color coded to represent its safety performance grade. The four colors
representing the grades are green, cyan, yellow and orange, each of which stands for
excellent, good, normal, and warning grade, respectively.

Fig. 9 SPI Status of Second Quarter in 2008
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By clicking the SPI Status tab, you can see the latest SPI status of all NPPs in Korea. The
Fig.9 is the quarterly SPI status in second quarter of 2008. The evaluation result shows
218 greens("excellent" grade) and 2 cyans("normal" grade) as shown in the table below.
In Fig.9 by clicking the specific non-green color of indicator, you can see the
corresponding trend of that indicator. For example, by clicking the URS(Unplanned
Reacor Scram) indicator of Ulchin-4 in the 2nd quarter of 2007 and setting the interval
then you can see Fig. 10 which shows the trend of URS for the last 6 years.

Fig. 10 Trend of URS for the Ulchin Unit-4

More detailed definitions and "Criteria of Boundary Values" are stipulated in the SPI
web-page.
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2.5. References
To help the public understanding of the nuclear reactor, some illustrative mimics and
descriptions for the main types of reactors , i.e. the PWR(Pressurized Water Reactor), the
BWR(Boiling Water Reactor) and the PHWR(Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor), are
provided in the reference section(only in Korean version).
This section also provides several reports of foreign countries on their national energy
programs, domestic annual report on the "Safety and Operational Status of NPPs" and
etc.
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